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Appendix G

IMPACT ANALYSIS METHOLOLOGY

This appendix'presents the'methodologies utilized to calculate potential
impacts-resulting'from the management of low-level radioactive waste (LLW).
The appendix is summarized from information contained in Reference-l.. The
appendix considers three phases of waste management that may result in various
types of impacts: (1) processing of the waste at the generation source or at
a centralized location prior to disposal, (2) transportation of-the waste from
the generation source to'a'disposal facility, and (3) disposal-of the waste.

The'methodologies considered in this appendix include calculational procedures
to determine:

o the occupational exposures and the exposure of the members'of the
public (individuals and population) resulting from the disposal of

' LLW; -

;o 'the occupational and the population exposures resulting-from processing
'of'the waste by either the waste generators or by operators of a.
centralized regional processing facility (assumed to be located

'':nearby the' disposal facility site); --

- 'o "-'the occupational'and the population exposures resulting from
transporting the waste from the waste generators to the disposal
facility site; - . - 4'

o ''the costs and the energy use associated with processing, transporta-
' '' " tion,' and 'disposal of LLW; and' :'

o;' 'the land area committed'to'disposal of LLW.
. -... it ;Q - !' ' - : -

Thus, the calculational methodologies are used to determine five basic "impact
-measures" for consideration in the"EIS--i.e., dose'to membersof the.public,
-occupationalcexposures, costs, energy'use,;-and land use.' '

These"methodologies may be applied-to a number of alternatives for waste form
and packaging,' facility design and operatibn, and institutional controls-to
determine performance objectives and'technical requirements for acceptable
disposal of the-wastes and to determine the environmental impacts of--the
selected alternatives. -a ' - - - -

Section- 3provides an overview of the purpose and application of-the impact
analysis methodologies, presents a background rationale for the fundamental
assumptions utilized in the 'developiment of the methodology,' and presents the
"approaches adopted'to define the' interfaces of the three waste management.
phases. .- * I. .

: - -, G-1
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Section 2 discusses the pathways involved in the calculation of exposures to
members of the public. It includes a discussion of the basic rationale and
background of the pathway analysis methodology, presents and analyzes the
generic pathways considered in this report, and develops the equations applied
in subsequent sections.

Sections 3, 4, and 5 address the three phases associated with the management
and disposal of LLW, and discuss the disposal impact measures, transportation
impact measures, and waste processing impact measures, respectively. Additional
backup data and discussion regarding the pathway analyses may be found in
Reference 1.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of the impact analysis methodology is to provide a tool to
enable determination of specific values of parameters that can be controlled
and/or specified-through technological or administrative action so as to
assure the long-term and short-term protection of the human environment.

The secondary purpose of the impact analysis methodology is to enable calcula-
tion of the selected impact measures associated with a given disposal facility
design containing several waste streams-each having different characteristics.

1.1 General Approach

The most important rationale governing the selection of the methodologies and
the calculational procedures used in this appendix is the generic nature of
the analysis. The methodologies are focused toward helping to establish
generic criteria for LLW management and disposal rather than calculating
impacts at a particular disposal facility.

This is especially significant in view,-of the level of information available
for a generic analysis as opposed to the level of data which will be available
for a specific disposal facility site. Increased complexity and sophistication
of a calculational procedure cannot compensate for a lack of data. Moreover,
increased complexity and sophistication cannot compensate for the fact that
all calculational procedures are based on an idealized picture of the-system;
this is an integral aspect of all predictive tools which are an essential part
of many decisionmaking processes. Therefore, the sophistication and level of
complexity of the calculational procedures should be consistent with the level
of data that can be inferred and/or generalized for a generic system.

There are many possible methods or combination of methods which may be used to
calculate the potential-impacts of LLW disposal; these range from very simple
to very complex techniques (Refs. 1-6). Complex calculations may be called
for when analyzing a specific site where a significant quantity of site-specific
information is available and where specific facility designs for waste disposal
may be considered. However, for generic types of analyses to support an
environmental impact statement and a rulemaking effort, where one is interested
in the relative costs and impacts of alternative actions, simpler calculational
schemes appear to be more appropriate. This concept of increasing the complexity
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'of calculational schemes with the increasing amount and specificity of the'
available-data is consistent'with the concept:of tiering as set out'by regula-
tions promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) (Ref. 7).'

A second governing rationale for the selection of the methodologies and the
*' calculational procedures in this appendix-is the hecessity'to consider viable
-alternatives during three different waste management phases (waste processing,
'transportation, disposal) and the requirement that the interfaces of these'
three phases be properly coordinated. For'example, waste processing tech-'
niques which'reduce waste volumes would also likely result in an overall:
increase in the'radioactive contents of the waste packages. This'may result
in additional transportation'and disposal requirements that-should be repre-
sented. Another'example factor complicating an accurate definition of the
interfaces'is'the possibility that the waste processing may occur at the-waste
generator's'site or at'a centralized'regional;location.' This aspect has to be
'included in'the calculation of'the impact measures.'-

'A third rationale for the selection of the:methodologies is'the:need to have a
flexible tool that can be updated as additional information is obtained. Any
methodology that cannot''accommodate'timely changes is bound to become'obsolete
in a short time.'' The methodologies selected provide for continuous'updating
of the calculational techniques and the':data base used for the'analyses. '

To develop the calculational procedures', a reference near-surface'disposal
facility design is assumed and a des'cription-of this 'disposal facility design
'is provided'in Appendix E. In addition, the continental'United States is
assumed to be divided into four regions corresponding'to the;five NRC regions
(see Figure D.1 of Appendix D). The four regions considered include the
northeast'(NRC Region I), the southeast*(NRC Region II), the midwest (NRC'
Reg'i6n' III), and the west (NRC Regions IV and V).:-In each region, a hypo-
thetical iregional'disposal facility site 'is characterized'(see Appendices'E
'and J). These sites, while not representing any particular-location within a
region, reiflect'typical environmental conditions within the regions. This
allows consideration in'the calculational 'methodology'of a'range of environ-
-mental'conditions'such as the amount of'rainfall or the average distance from
^the waste' generator'to'the disposal 'facility.' (One of these'7sites, the 'southeast
site, is frequently referred:to in this appendix as the'reference 'disposal'
facility site.)

The'calculational methodology also allows'consideration of a wide range in
waste forms and processing options. " In':many 'previous' studies on LLW disposal,
the disposed waste was usually'assumed'to be a mostly uncharacterized mass
with'little'attempt'to distinguish in a quantitative-manrier'the different
waste forms.' :In this EIS, however,'LLW has been sepa'rated'into 36 waste'
streams, including nuclearfuel cycle wastes such"as'filter cartridges'and ion
exchange resins, as-well as nonnuclear fuel cycle streams such as sealed
sources and biological wastes.-'As described in Appendix D, each waste 'stream
is:characterized in terms of'its radionuclide concentration (up to 23 different
radionuclides are-considered), its'relative ability to burn,'its'stability
over the long term, and other properties. The volumes of each waste stream
are considered on a regional basis. That is, the volume of each waste stream
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is projected for each of the four regions over the next 20 years, which again
allows consideration of the regional impacts of management and disposal of
LLW.

In this EIS, four generic alternative waste form and processing options are
considered. These-generic processing options, called "waste spectra," represent
four relative levels of waste processing activities applied to the 36 character-
ized waste streams. The spectra were developed to limit the number of waste
form and packaging alternatives that would have to be analyzed, since an
indefinitely large number, of possible combinations of various waste-streams
and processing options are available. The four spectra, which are described
in detail in Appendix D, are as follows. Waste spectrum 1 characterizes
existing and, in some cases, past waste management practices. Waste spectrum 2
characterizes improvements in the form of'the waste through processing and
reduction in waste volume with relatively modest expenditures of time and
money. These two spectra-bound existing waste management practices, which are
currently in a marked state of change due to state initiatives, a lack of
disposal capacity, and economic considerations. Waste spectrum 3 characterizes
further waste form improvements and volume reduction at further increased
costs, while waste spectrum'n4 characterizes the maximum volume reduction and
improved waste forms that can currently be practically achieved. The 36 waste
streams corresponding to a given waste spectrum may be transported to and
disposed into disposal facilities located at the regional sites and the
resulting potential impacts calculated. A number of alternative disposal
facility design and operation alternatives (e.g., thicker disposal cell covers,
use of cement grout) may be then considered to estimate the effect of these
alternatives upon the impact measures.

From the above, it can be seen that when considering the effect of alternative
regional, waste form, and facility design characteristics on the magnitude of
the impact measures calculated, an extremely large number (thousands) of,
possible permutations can be considered. To enable development of performance
objectives and technical requirements for LLW disposal, the number of these
permutations should be controlled and analyzed on, a systematic basis. To do
this, two features have been adopted: (1) use of a reference disposal facility
and a reference waste volume distribution and (2).extensive use of computer
technology, including use of waste form and disposal technology indices.

For the first feature, a reference disposal facility is described in Appendix E,
which is assumed to be located in the humid eastern United States. For this
EIS, the reference disposal facility is assumed to have environmental character-
istics corresponding to the southeast regional site, although either the
northeast regional site or the midwest regional site could have been used for
this purpose. As discussed in Appendix 0, this reference waste volume 'distribu-
tion is generated through averaging of all the waste volumes assumed to.be
generated in each of the 36 streams for each of the four regions, and normalizing
these volumes to one million m3 of waste for waste spectrum one. This allows
the effects of alternative-waste spectra and alternative disposal facility
design and operational options to be compared on a common basis.
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For the second feature, five computer codes have been written to manipulate
the alternatives and to determine impact measures. These include the codes
INTRUDE, GRWATER, OPTIONS, INVERSI and INVERSW, and a description of each of
these codes is provided in Appendix H. In these codes, extensive use of
integer-"indices" have been used to characterize waste stream properties or
disposal facility environment and design options. For example, a specific
index (the "leachability index,1'16) in the codes represents the relative
degree that a particular waste stream resists leaching by water percolating
through a disposal trench cover. The integer value given to this index for
a particular waste stream can change from one spectra to the next. Depending
upon the index value, the leaching fraction assumed for the waste stream is
altered in the calculations. As another example, the index IC (the "cover
index") represents alternative disposal cell cover designs. Setting the index
to a specific integer value results in the codes in a variation in the calculated
impact measures which would be influenced by the cover thickness (e.g., ground-
water impacts, costs).

Use of the integer indices enables rapid and convenient consideration of
alternatives for rulemaking. In addition, use of the indices enables any
updates of the data base and calculational procedures to be readily accom-
plished without changing the value of the indices or the''structure of the
calculational methodology. In the remainder of this appendix, and in particular,
Sections G.3-G.5, the calculational procedures are developed and discussed in
the context of these indices.

1.2 Impact Measures

The impact measures quantitied in this EIS to determine a preferred alternative
or option associated with the management and disposal of L1W are summarized in
Table-G.1. These impact measures can be summarized into five groups: dose to
members of the public, occupational exposures, costs, energy use, and land
use. Two of these measures--individual and population exposures associated
with the handling and'disposal of the waste--are representative of 'the'level
of short--and long-term protection of the human 'environment from radiological
impacts. -- " i -

The other measures--e.g.,'costs; energy use, and committed land area associated
with the disposal of waste--are representative of the'level of long-term pro-
tection of the human environment from socioeconomic impacts. Other potential
-impact measures,''such'as'man-hours' and material requirements (e.g., clay,
7 gravel; concrete),; are' Implicitly Included in theabove'five impact measures.
In view of past'disposal history 'and practices, impact measures related to

''long-term protection of the human'environment are stressed.

The-methodologies'selected for determination of individual and population
exposures resulting from the disposal of waste, which are discussed in
Section 3, are primarily geared towards the generic nature of the analysis.
Accordingly, determination of the''relative'effects of various barriers between
the waste and the human environment--waste-form and packaging, site 'selection,
site design'and operation, and institutional controls--occupy a prominent
place' in the'formulation of the calculational procedure for the disposal
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Table G.1 Quantifiable
in the EIS

Impact Measures Considered

Waste Management Phase, Impact Measure

Waste Processing Costs
Energy'Use
Occupational exposures due

to waste processing
Population exposures due

to waste incineration

Waste transportation Costs
Energy use
Occupational exposures
Population exposures

Waste disposal Costs
Energy use
Land use
Occupational exposures
Exposures to individuals

and populations due'to:
o operational accidents
o ground-water migration
o inadvertent human

intrusion

impacts. Potential occupational exposures from waste disposal are calculated
based upon assumptions regarding the interface between waste transportation
and waste disposal. In comparison, calculation of other impact measures--cost,
energy use, and land use--is relatively straightforward based on the information
and assumptions presented in the other appendices of this environmental impact
statement and other references (Refs. 1-6).

The impact measures associated with waste processing and transportation--i.e.,
occupational and population exposures, costs, and energy use--are all repre-
sentative of the level of short-term protection of the human environment
afforded by the alternatives considered; it is assumed thatno land is per-
manently committed during waste processing and transportation activities.
Again, impact measures other than these four are implicitly included in the
selected set of measures.

- The transportation impact measures are straightforward functions of the packaging
and shipping mode assumptions detailed in Section 4, and the population exposure
calculational procedures given in documents such as References 8 and 9.
Impact measures associated with waste processing, presented in Section 5, are
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calculated based on-the assumptions presented in Reference 6 and the transfer
'factors'developed in'Reference,1. ! '

2. PATHWAY ANALYSES '

Aftter the'waste has been disposed of through an acceptable method, control
mechanisms'such as wasteform (processing), site selection,'site design and
operation, site closure, and institutional'controls'begin'to function. It is
these''control mechanisms that constitute "barriers" which confine and control
to'acceptable levels the interactio'n of'the waste with the environment. This
section discusses the mechanisms through which the waste'may'interact with the
environment afterdisposal, and provides an overview of the, interaction
mechanisms in terms of applicable-control'mechanisms'and the'characteristics
of the disposal system. 'The characteristics of the' disposal system include
4those associated with' waste form and packaging (see Appendix D), facility
design and operation (see Appendices'E and F), and administrative requirements.

2.1 Introduction . .;

There are many diverse mechanisms through which radionuclides contained in LLW
may'be potentially released (i.e., mobilized from the waste and become accessible
:to a: transport agent such as wind or'water),'transported through the environ-
'gent (i.e.,moved from one location to another through the atmosphere or soil
by a transport agent), and thereby'bec6m'e accessible to'humans through vaarious

'pathways. Human access to the radioactivity may result either thr'ough"direct
'human contact with contaminated material (e.g., inhalation of'air, ingestion
of water, 'or -direct exposure to radiation) 6r indirectly'thr 'ugh' contaminated
'blota (through'a multitude of pathways'involving vegetation and animals) which
have come into contact with contaminated material.'

Each of these radionuclide release/transport/pathway combinations"(scenarios)
represents a complex series of interactions which are affected by a wide range
of parameters such as waste properties, disposal 'site properties,'and oper-
ational procedures. 'These diverse 'release/transport/pathwa' scenarios'should
be'6nified so as to achieve a simple, accurate, and readily usable methodology
for pathway analysis. The development of the meithodology''employed in this EIS
for pathway analysis is based on the following procedure:

o Define and analyze the potential release/transport/pathway scenarios
that may lead to radiation exposures to either individuals or
'populations,and select the significant scenarios for future analysis.

' Simplify the structure of 'the selected release/transport/pathway
scenarios by separating the radiation release and transport mechan-
isms from the pathwaymechanism '-In other'words, separate the

' mvcalculational prou edures used-to model release of radionuclides and
'' ''movementthrough'he'environment -from those calculational procedures

- used to model the resulting dose to humans.

o' Determine applicable radionuclide-specifIc dose conversion factors
for various human organs for human exposure to contaminated material
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for all release/transport/pathway scenarios. The dose conversion
factors, henceforth called the pathway dose conversion factors
(PDCFs) to distinguish them from the-conventional use of the term
"dose conversion factor," are determined for an entire pathway to
permit rapid determination of dose equivalent rates to human organs.

o Model the radioactivity release and transport mechanisms between the
disposed wastes and the locations where the radionuclides maylbe
contacted by'humans (the "biota access locations"). Then, 'identify
the control mechanisms and barriers that may be technologically or
administratively implemented that affect these release and transport
mechanisms.

o Utilizing the information presented in Appendices D, E, and F,.'
determine the various options available for these control mechanisms
in terms of waste form, site selection, site design, site operation,
and institutional requirements.

o Finally, determine the potential radiological impacts from the
disposed LLW for various alternative options.

The methodology considers only one radionuclide-at a time. Total impacts
resulting from the movement'of radionuclides from the, waste and through the
environment are obtained by summing over all of the-radionuclides assumed to
be present in the LLW. Several radionuclides considered, however, result in
decay chains (Ref. 6). These decay chains are implicitly included by incor-
porating the effects of the daughtersthrough the dose conversion factors for
the parent radionuclide or by decaying the appropriate fraction of the parent
radionuclide and adding it to the daughter radionuclide inventory (as in the
example case of the decay of Pu-241 to Am-241).

2.2 Release/Transport/Pathway Scenarios

In, accordance with the first two steps outlined above, the definition and
simplification of the potential release/transport/pathway scenarios that are
quantifiable and can lead to significant radiation exposures to humans are
discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Approach

The conventional approach to quantifying the routes and pathways between
radioactive materials and humans, and thereby determining the resulting radio-
logical impacts, is widely known and can be found in the literature (Refs. 10,
11). A representative diagram is given in simplified form in Figure G.1.

As shown in this figure and beginning with the disposed waste, the transfer
of radionuclides (and/or direct gamma radiation) is'traced'along numerous
transport paths as the contamination is transferred between adjoining compart-
ments and is eventually taken up by humans. The boxes represent the contaminated
media and the arrows indicate that containment transfer can occur between
adjacent compartments via the stated radionuclide-mobilizing mechanism.
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Figure G.1 Example Classical Pathway Diagram
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This classical pathway methodology is'very useful in determining specific
impacts associated'with a particular disposal facility, 'but is unfortunately a
bit awkward for use in determining generic regulatory requirements. This
results from the fact that most of the arrows between the boxes represent
environmental parameters that are site-specific. Moreover, the diagram does
not permit rapid identification and analysis of alternative control mechanisms,
which may be used to reduce or eliminate the.potential radiological impacts.

To aid in analyzing alternative overall performance objectives and technical
criteria, a more practical calculational procedure is needed which separates
those parameters that can be controlled (through technological and/or admini-
strative requirements) with a high degree of confidence from those that cannot
be controlled with the same degree of confidence. For example, waste form and
packaging are parameters that may be potentially controlled with a higher
degree of confidence than such parameters as the irrigation rate of crops,
which must be assumed to be uncontrollable. A pathway diagram that has been
rearranged in order to satisfy these conditions is presented in Figure G.2.

As can be seen in this figure, most of the site-secific pathway compartments
and parameters have been separated from the rest of the diagram at the biota
access locations. Most of the parameters which can be controlled (which are
the solid waste/soil mixture box and the connections of this box with the
other biota access locations) have been separated from the rest of the dia-
gram. The significance of this separation is that performance objectives,
technical requirements, and administrative regulations which would be for-
mulated to reduce the radiological impact of LLW disposal would be aimed at
the controllable parameters.

After contamination reaches abiota access location, it becomes available for
immediate or eventual uptake by humans. Comparatively little control (mostly
through site selection) can be implemented over the segments of the pathways
beyond these biota access locations (e.g., selection of a desert location may
minimize ingestion pathways).- Because of this comparative lack of control,
movement of radionuclides through the pathways beyond the biota access loca-
tions and resulting human exposures may be expressed through radionuclide
specific pathway dose conversion factors (PDCFs) that are independent of the
original means of contamination. Based on an appropriate reference concen-
tration at the biota access location (e.g., 1 curie/M3 of contaminated media),
the dose to humans may be calculated for each pathway from the biota access
location to the point of eventual human'exposure.' In oth'er words, once the
radionuclide concentrations at the biota access locations are known, potential
human exposures may be determined by multiplying the actual access location
concentration C (in units of Ci/m 3 ) by the PDCF (in units of millirem per
Ci/M 3): a

H = PDCF x Ca (G-1)

where H is the human dose in millirem (see Section 2.4). As an example of the
development and use of a particular PDCF, consider the impacts that could
result to-a human from the presence of a concentration of radioactivity'in
offsite air. Potential exposures could result from the following uptake
pathways:
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o Inhalation of the contaminated air;
o Direct gamma exposure from standing in the contaminated air;
o Consumption of leafy vegetables dusted with radionuclides settled

out of the'air;
o Direct gamma exposure from contaminated dust deposited on the, ground;
o Inhalation of contaminated dust which has been resuspended from the

ground surface;
o Consumption of vegetables containing radionuclides transferred into

the plant through root pathways; and
o Consumption of food containing radionuclides transferred to the food

through various pathways such as plant-animal-meat or plant-animal-
milk.

At a specific site, the dose resulting from these uptake pathways would be
determined through the use of (1)'transfer factors such as the air-to-leaf and
soil-to-air transfer factors and (2) fundamental dose conversion factors (DCF)
such as the inhalation DCF (50-year committed dose per pCi inhaled) and ingestion
DCF (50-year committed dose per pCi ingested).

The transfer factors and the actual potential impacts would be specific to
particular environmental conditions (e.g., humidity, types of food grown,
etc.) and specific human actions at the location where the airborne contamination
occurred. However, for generic analyses, reasonable yet conservative assump-
tions-may be made regarding such environmental characteristics and human
actions. Based upon these assumptions, the potential individual organ dose
that could occur as a result of each uptake pathway can be calculated. The
doses from each uptake pathway may'be then summedcto form, for each individual
organ, a single pathway dose conversion factor that represents the total
potential dose received from all uptake pathways. The end result is the
ability to quickly determine on a generic basis (e.g., by consulting a table
and multiplying), the total potential organ doses received by a human from any
concentration of radionuclides in air.

This approach introduces a conservatism in the calculation of doses since not
all of the uptake pathways may be applicable for every release pathway and
environmental setting. The generic nature of the analysis, however, precludes
a detailed consideration of site-specific pathway factors.

2.2.2 Release/Transport Mechanisms

This section discusses in more detail the release/transport mechanisms;'considered
in this appendix. It is broken up into three subsections. In the first
subsection, the'release scenarios are discussed in relation to the transport
agents potentially' mobilizing the radioactivity in addition to the time periods
during which the radioactivity may be mobilized and/or reach a biota access
location. The second subsection (Section 2.2.2.2) describes the separation of
the calculational methodology into control mechanisms. The specific release/
transport scenarios considered in this section are then described against the
background of the first two subsections. These scenarios are separated-into
those which are principally a function of the radionuclide concentrations in
the waste (the "concentration scenarios," Section 2.2.2.3), those which are
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principally a' function of the total inventory ofradionuclideshin the' ;waste
(the "total activity scenarios," Section 2.2.2.4),- and othter short-terni scenarios
'associated with'processing, handling, and transporting the waste (Section 2.2.2.5).

2.2.2.1' Timing of Release/Transport/Pathwaiy Scenario

There are three fundamental transport agents which can mobilize radioactivity
from disposed waste:

o 'Direct Contact--Thewast~e may be directly accessed by humans through
gama-ray exposure or through human activities which contact the -

waste/soil mixture.

o Air--Air can mobilize radioactivity from the wasteiwhen the waste is
directly exposed to or released into the atmosphere.

O Water--Ground water and surface water can act as transport agents to
mobilize radioactivity from the waste. ' -' ; '

Moreover,'',there are two comparatively'distinct time periods''of the site lifespan
during which' releases from LLW can;reach a biota access location: the 'opera-
tional 'period and'the postoperational period. The postoperational period 'may

''be further divided into the closure and observation period, the active institu-
tionaljcontrol period, and the passive institutional control period.

Operational Period--The operational period includes' the time'durin"g which:
waste disposal operations take place. During this period, the principal
mechanism"at a disposal facility that'can result in significant transport of
radioactivity to-a biota access location is an-operational accident.': In this
case, wind is the primary transport ag'ent,;the biota access location becomes
offsite air, and the exposure period is acute--i.e., a discrete event occurring
over a short time span.' -

During this period,,'the'site operator is'responsible for-the control and
maintenance of the site. 'Potential impacts from operational'accidents'are
important but not directly-'related to'the'long-term performance of a-near-
surface disposal"facility. Operational 'accidents are important insofar as
potential operational'releases may-be' precluded or minimized by improvements
in.waste'form and packaging'or'site operational procedures. 'Potential 'offsite
exposures'due to 'surface run-off'from'contaminated onsite soil may occur;
however, they'are not quintitatively analyzed in the EIS.' Such potential
short-term exposure would be addressed as part of licensing specific' disposal
facilities.. Routine occupational exposures during the operational period are
considered in'Section G.3. Ground-water'migration'is not calculated-during
this period for calculational convenience, and because of 'the short time span

'and operational'.measures that would be taken to minimize-the potential for
migration.' '

During'the'operational period, other short-term exposures would also result at
locations other than the'disposal facility site. Exposures to populations
could result from airborne releases of radioactivity during waste processing
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activities--especially if such processing activities involve incineration of
combustible waste streams. Such processing activities would be performed by
the waste generator or at centralized processing centers. Population exposures
would also occur during waste transportation to the disposal facility. Occupa-
tional exposures would result to waste handlers while generating and processing
waste streams, as well as to personnel transporting the waste to the disposal
facility.

Closure and Observation Period--This period lasts from the end of disposal
operations at the facility to the time that the title for the facility is
transferred to the site owner. The period-begins during the time that the
disposal facility is closed and lasts through any period of observation
carried out by the site operator to assure that the disposal facility is
in a stable condition prior to transfer to the site owner. During this period,
the facility operator is responsible for the control and maintenance of the
site. The ground-water scenario is initiated during this period.

Active Institutional Control Period--The active institutional control period
lasts from the transfer of the title of the site by the site operator to the
site owner until a point in time at which a breakdown in institutional controls
is assumed to occur. During this period, the waste is not exposed to the
atmosphere. The waste may, however, interact with humans through direct
radiation attenuated through the disposal cell, cover. Thus, the waste itself
is an access location. The other principal agent that can transport radio-
activity from'the waste during this period is ground water, which may'transport
the radioactivity to~locations where the radioactivity may be accessed by
humans. Possible access locations could include either a well drilled into
the contaminated'aquifer or open water (e.g., a 'stream) into which the'.
contaminated aquifer has discharged. For both of these cases the exposure
periods are chronic (i.e., continuous events).

Prior to the transfer of the title to the site owner, the site will be closed
by the site operator. A desirable goal during the closure activities is that
the site will have been stabilized so that there is essentially no need for
active ongoing maintenance by the site owner. During the active institutional
control period, the site owner is responsible for the care, surveillance, and
maintenance of the site. Access to the site is restricted (e.g., fenced)
and/or controlled by means of some manner of licensed surface use. The direct
radiation exposure scenario, in comparison with other scenarios, is likely not
to be significant since the radiation must pass through the intact trench
cover. However, the ground-water scenario is assumed to continue during this
period.

Passive Institutional Control Period--During the passive institutional control
period (after. active institutional controls are assumed to have ceased) ,the
waste may be exposed to the atmosphere through erosion or human'activities.
During this period, the waste/soil mixture may be potentially directly accessed
by humans. For example, a house could belinadvertently constructed'on the
waste disposal facility and,, after the house is constructed, a person or small
group of persons could live'in the house and possibly consume garden vegetables
grown in the soil/waste mixture. In addition, wind and water may act as
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a transportagents that may lead to dispersion of radionuclides and offsite
contamination. The ground-water scenario continues during'the passive institu-
tional control period.

'! During'the active institutional control period,Ait'may be assumed that active
controls exercised by the site owner on-the closeddispos'al site will grad-
'ually lessen. The'period'of time between the site inspection and routine
-m:onitoring of the site will lengthen.

Eventually, a passive institutional control period may be assumed during which
' the control of the site is principally expressed through site ownership and
'control of land use.-'During-this period, there'may'be'occasions in which
inappropriateluse of'the facility by humans occurs. As' xtreme examples of
inappropriate use, a house may be constructed on'the'disposal facility and
persons maylive in the house. It-is likely, howevertthat the passive
institutional controls would preclude continuation of inappropriate site use
for long time periods.

i 2.2.2.2- Control Mechanisms'

The release and transport of radioactivity from the disposed of LLW are signifi-
cantly affected by the properties and'characteristics of theiwaste form and
packaging, site design and location,:disposal'practices;, etc.- Most, if not
all, of these items are controllable to some degree.'-'Specific controls of
these items can be made mandatory through administrative regulation; hence,
thesesmay be termed regulatable-items or control:mechanisms.

In order to permit the specification of controls and the quantitative assess-
ment of their effects, these control mechanisms-should be identified

''unambiguously. 'To accomplish this,-each release/t'ransportvmechanism may be
broken down into its component parts. -

For 'example, consider the action of rainwater on .a'near-surface disposal
facility. Rainwater (the initial form of the transport agent) may seep'down
into the waste,'contact and leach .radioactivity from the waste (thereby becoming
'leachate)," become contaminated and continue seeping downward.' 'The contaminated
water may then move through the transport medium to a well or 'to a river
(biota access location) where it is withdrawn for use in human consumption,
'crop irrigation, animal watering, etc. The following barriers and control
mechanisms can be identified:

- o Rainwater infiltration-into the waste cell can be reduced by a
'low-permeability clay cover over a waste disposal trench. WThis
barrier can be controlled through site design and stabilization
operations during site closure.

o Water that does enter the trench can'be partially inhibited from
picking up contamination from the waste by either assuring that the
waste container does not permit contact between the waste and water
(this may be accomplished through the use 'of a high integrity con-
tainer) or by permitting only the disposal of waste that releases
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radioactivity very slowly upon contact with water. This barrier can
be controlled through waste form and packaging.

o Release of contaminated water from the trench may then be reduced by
another low-permeability clay layer at the bottom of the trench.
However, this barrier may be undesirable and should be utilized with
caution. Accumulation of leachate could occur which could fill up
the trench and eventually possibly lead to overflow of the trench.
This barrier can be controlled through site design.

o After the water enters the transfer medium (i.e., the soil), natural
geologic barriers can impede and/or reduce the magnitude of the
radionuclide transfer. These barriers can be controlled through
site selection and include adsorbtion onto soil particles as the
water moves, through an underlying strata, dispersion of the radio-
nuclides migration, and radioactive decay during travel through the
geologic medium.

o Once the transport agent reaches the biota access location, another
mechanism that would reduce the magnitude of the contaminant concen-
tration is dilution with uncontaminated water at the discharge
location.. For example; the flow rate of a river or the pumping rate
of a well affects the degree of dilution-achieved. This barrier can
also be potentially controlled through site selection.

o Finally, the point in time at which the ground-water scenario is
initiated depends on waste form and packaging, site operational
procedures, and administrative requirements. For example, the waste
may be packaged in a high integrity container. This results in a
time-delay factor, due to radioactive decay, that can reduce the
magnitude of the source term significantly.

The barrier concepts that have been discussed-above can be generalized and
applied quantitatively to each release/transport scenario. This may be,
accomplished by using an interaction factor (denoted by the symbol I) that
relates the radionuclide concentration in the biota access location to the
radionuclide concentration in the waste:

Ca I x Cw (G-2)

where (C ) and (C ) are the concentrations of the radionuclide of concern, in
units ofa(Ci/m3),wat the biota access location and in the waste, respectively.
The interaction factor (I) can further be compartmentalized in terms of the
barriers discussed above:

I = f0 X fd X fw X fs (G-3)

where

f0= time-delay barrier factor. This factor accounts for all the control
mechanisms that increase the time period between termination of
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..--waste disposal at the'site and~the initiation of contact between-the
transport agent and the waste.

''fd= site design barrier factor. This factor includes the.effects of any
engineered barriers designed into the waste disposal facility, plus
any site operational practices that may reduce transport.,,'

fw= waste form and package barrier factor. This factor accounts for. the
physical and chemical characteristics of the waste at-the time of
the initiation of the release/transport scenario that may inhibit
contaminant transfer to the transport agent.

f. = site selection barrier factor.-.This factor includes the effects, of
the natural site.environment that contribute to reducing the contain-
ment concentrations at the.biota access location.-

These four factors may.be used to.represent the control mechanisms.. These:
four factors are not the barrier criteria themselves, but may be used to help
determine the barrier criteria. Regulation through these factors may be
accomplished by either specifying the value required for a given barrier
factor, or by defining the characteristics of the barrier needed to achieve
the desired effect. .. .

For the remainder of this appendix, the release and transport of radionuclide
from waste at a disposal facility is described interms of these four barrier
factors.

2.2.2.3 Concentration Scenarios

Three scenarios whose impacts are a function of the concentrations of radio-
nuclides in the-waste.streams are considered in.this section., The first.

, scenario.considered concerns accidents that.may happen duringthe operational
-period of the disposal facility lifespan, and which may result in offsite.
atmospheric transport of radionuclides. The other two scenarios are concerned
with exposures.to.a potential inadvertent intruder.- An intruder may-unin-
tentionally come across a closed waste disposal site due to a temporary breakdown
in institutional controls, and subsequently modify it for a specific purpose
such as housing construction or agriculture. As a result, short- and long-term
radiation exposures to the individual can ensue.

; ~ ~ ~~~~~ . .. .. . -. .. .. ;... .: . . . . - : -

Two of the concentration scenarios (accident and inadvertent intruder-construc-
tion) are acute exposure events. Thus, the release and subsequent-exposure
occurs for a limited period of time (less than a year). The other scenario
(inadvertent intruder-agriculture).is-assumed to be chronic,,since it is.
possible (but very unlikely) thatthe intruder wouldlive for several.years at
the site before it is discovered that there is a hazard.

Few individuals are expected to be involved in the concentration scenarios,
and they may also be distinguished from the total activity scenarios by the
dose limitation criteria.which may be applied. ;Different limits on allowable
human doses may:be used, depending upon whether a few individuals or populations
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are exposed. The equation generally applicable to the concentration scenarios
is:

Ca = I x Cw (G-2)

where (C ) denotes the radionuclide concentration at the biota access location
and (C )adenotes the radionuclide concentration of the waste, both in units of
(Ci/m-3, and (I) is the dimensionless interaction factor, which depends on the
specific scenario considered.

For these scenarios, the undecayed radioactive concentrations are utilized
which neglect any decay during the operating life of the site (Ref. 1, 6).
This is a conservative assumption for the construction and agriculture scenarios
since the inadvertent intruder may initiate the scenario at a location containing
waste from the first year of facility operation.

The interaction factor (I) can generally be expressed through the following
equation:

I = f0 x fd x fw x f5  (G-3)

where all the parameters are dimensionless, and where

f = time-delay factor;
f = site design and operation factor;
f = waste form and package factor; and
fW5 = site selection factor.

The time-delay factor (f0) is expressed as a radionuclide decay factor and
incorporates the'effects of the closure period and the active institutional
control period. The activities are decayed to the time that the specific
scenario is initiated. This factor is a property of the scenario and the dis-
posal technology being considered. For the accident scenario, no credit for
radioactive decay can be assumed and (f ) will be taken to equal one. How-
ever, for the construction and agriculture scenarios, it is given by the
formula:

f0 = expE -AT] (G-4)

where A is the radionuclide decay constant in units of 1/year, and T is the
period of time between the cessation of disposal operations and the end of the
active institutional control period.

The site design and operation factor (f ) expresses. the waste fraction that is
available-to the transfer agent. It'usgally depends on the efficiency of the
disposal design. Furthermore, its definition and value depends on whether the
scenario is an inadvertent intruder scenario or an accident scenario (see
Sections 3.4 and 3.6).

The waste form'and package factor (f ) expresses the resistance of the waste
to mobilization by the specific trangfer agent initiating the scenario. For
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example, this factor would be considerably less thah unity for waste''streams
solidified 'in''a mtrix and/or packaged in containers'that'are'likely' to retain
their integrity at the'time of inadvertent intrusion.' This factor is' a property
'of the'waste stream as it is being disposed.'

The site selection factor (f ) depends on many parameters. In some cases, it
is proportional to the fraction of a year that the human'exposure'episode-'.
takes place. In other cases, however, (f ) is also proportional-to the release/.
transport/transfer factor between the biota acces's locations'. For example,
for the inadvertent intruder-construction scenario, it-is proportional to the
'transfer factor between contaminated soil 'and contaminated air.

A brief description of the concentration'scenarios is presented below. Specific
values of the transfer factors used'to calculate'impacts are discussed in -

.Section'3'and Reference 1. '-

'Accident Scenario ' ''-

Nonoccupational acute radiation exposures may result from planned and unplanned
releases of material to offsite environs during the operational. lif&of'a -

disposal facility. Planned releases would be addressed on a site-specific
basis during-the licensing phase of site'startup. Two accidental release
scenarios can be postulated.' One of them involves a postulated breaking open
of a waste.container and'subsequent release of airborne radioactivity, and the
second scenario coniders'the consequences of a fire igniting in an:open disposal
trench,''with subsequent 'burning of a portion of the waste and airborne'release
of combustion products. The comparative severity of these-two'scenarios
dependson various parameters including those associated with the waste form
and'with site operation. ' '

Construction Scenario

An inadvertent intruder may excavate or.construct a building on a disposal
site following a breakdown in institutional controls. Under these.circum-
stances, dust will be generated from the application of mechanical forces to
the'surface materials (soil, rock)'through'tools and'implements (wheels','-
blades) that pulverize and abrade these materials.., The dust.,particles gen-
erated may be then entrained by localized.turbulent air currents and can tius.
become'available for inhalation by the intruder. Thei truder may also'be:
exposed to'direct 'gamma radiation resulting 'from airborne particulates'and'by
working directly in the waste-soil:mixture'. For convenience, this scenario is
called the'intruder-construction scena'rio,-and appropriate values applicable
to typical'constructio'n activities'are used. ' -

The length of time that the intruder is exposed to radioactivity will be a
function of the stability of-the waste encountered. If the waste is assumed
'to beldegraded into an unrecognizable form, then it is possible that such-
construction activities could proceed. - However, if'the waste is'stabilized to
the point: that the waste'mass'-is clearly'distinguishable as something.different
than ordinary dirt, then it is 'likely that the inadvertent intruder would stop
and-investigate. In'this case, which can be considered a subset'of the
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intruder-construction scenario and is termed the intruder-discovery scenario,
the inadvertent intruder is only exposed during initial discovery of the
disposed waste. That is, the same exposure pathways would be involved as for
the intruder-construction scenario, but the length of time that the scenario
is assumed to occur is reduced.

Agriculture Scenario

In this scenario, an inadvertent intruder is assumed to occupy a dwelling
located on the disposal facility and ingest food grown in contaminated'soil.
(This scenario is assumed to be possible only if the waste'has been degraded
to an unrecognizable form.) Garden crops may be subject tofradionuclide
contamination as a result of direct foliar deposition of fallout particulates.
Garden crops may also uptake radionuclides, via soil-root transfer from contam-
inated soil. The inadvertent intruder may also be exposed to direct gamma
radiation from the naturally suspended radioactivity and from the waste-soil
mixture; He-may also inhale contaminated air particulates. For convenience,
this scenario is called the intruder-agriculture scenario.

'2.2.2.4 Total Activity Scenarios

This section considers those release/transport scenarios that are dependent
upon the.entire activity disposed of at the site.'. Therefore,'all the waste
streams disposed at the site contribute to the radionuclide concentrations at'
the biota access locations. The degree of.contribution from a given waste
stream is a function of its volume and characteristics (e.g., its form and'
packaging) and facility design and operating practices (e.g., waste segregation).

All of the total activity scenarios are chronic exposure scenarios (i.e.,
continuous release and exposure). The equation applicable to the total activity
scenarios for each radionuclide is:

Ca = I x Cw1 (G-5)

where (CC) and (Cw) denote the radionuclide concentrations at the biota
a wi th

access location and in'the (i) waste-stream, respectively, and (I.) is the
th 1

interaction factor between the (i) waste stream and the biota access
location. The capital sigma indicates"'that the total radionuclide concentration
at the biota access location is a sunmatlon of the radioactivity contributed
by each waste stream. This summation may also'include any potential integration
that must be performed due to the'areal extent of the disposal site and the
areal distribution of the waste streams.

For these scenarios, radioactive concentrations averaged over the time of
waste generation and disposal are utilized as a'source term (see Appendix.D
and Reference .6). In other words, the radionuclides. in waste streams.that'are
disposed of at the beginning of the disposal site operational period are
decayed to the end of the operational period.
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The interaction factor (I.)' can generally'be expressed through the'following
equation: 1

I1  f 0 x fdi x fwi x fsi (G-6)

where subscript i denotes' the waste stream, and where:,

f - time-delay factor (dimensionless);
.0
fd1 = site design and operation factor (dimensionless);

f- = waste' form'and package'factor'(m 3/yr); and

fwi = site selection factor (yr/m3); -

and where the values of f.; fw and f may be functions of the properties of
the individual waste streams.

Ground-Water Scenarios

'There-'are several ground-water scenarios depending on the assumed biota access
location. One of the access locations is-an onsite well' which may be drilled
and use'd by a potential inadvertent intruder'(intruder-well scenario); another
is a well at the boundary of the site which may be "utilized'by-'individuals'
(boundary-well''scen'a'rio); a third location is a'well pumped'for"common'use by,-
a small population some distance away from the disposal 'facil-ity (population-well
scenario)'; and the fourth location is a stream that receives the discharge
from the unconfined ̀ ground-water table and 'which may be used by iL arger

"population (population-'surface water scenaria). ' In this lapendixi it is '

assumed that the water table gradient underneath the' site is' unidirectional',
and that'a well'located at the boundary of the disposai''area'(rather than the
boundary of the-site)'contributes to' the intruder scenarios. ' This'location is
'more conservative';than'a well located in the middle'of the -site since only
about half of the potential effluent from the site would'contribute'to the
contamination at a well .located in the middle of the site (Ref. 1).'

The barrier factors f '.'and'f . are':assumed to be independent of the aieal-
extent of the disposa" facilit however, the factor f . represents these
areal "relationships. The'factors f-.- anidf t and the 41 computations aredi'straightforward, and representative values Y r these factors 'are given in
Section 3.' However,"-a brief discussion of f i is presented'below.'

The following general equation 'is applicable to determine the site selection
factor f' (Refs. '2, 3): '- '' '

f5 =rr r /Q ' '(G-7)

where

Q dilution factor in units of'volume/time;
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r = dimensionless time-independent reduction factor due to the .
9 transverse (perpendicular to the ground-water velocity direction)

spatial relationship of the disposal facility with the discharge
location; and

rt. = dimensionless reduction factor due to migration and radioactive
decay; this factor is dependent on both space and time including
the longitudinal (in the directionof the ground-water velocity)
spatial relationship of the disposal facility with the discharge
location.

The factor Q is independent of the characteristics of the disposal wastes and
is also independent of the geometrical relationship of the disposal facility
with the discharge location. The factor Q may be the pumping rate of a well
or the flow rate of a river. The factors rg and rt1 are discussed in
Section 3.5.

Exposed Waste Scenarios

In these scenarios, part or all of the surface area of the disposed waste is
assumed-to be exposedthrough somemeans. The mechanism that initiates uncov-
ering of the waste may be erosion of the waste cover by surface water or wind
action, or it may be anthropogenic activities such as farming. Initiating
mechanisms r6,lated to human activities are examined in the'intruder-agriculture
,and intruder-cdnstruction scenarios, and initiating mechanisms related to
erosion of the waste cover are examined in Reference 1.

There.-are two basic exposed waste scenarios depending on whether the.transfer
agent is wind or surface water. Only populationexposures are considered in
these scenarios;-,individual exposures are bounded by the above intruder-.
construction and intruder-agriculture scenarios. The entire exposed waste
*area is assumed to be.a point source for the impact calculations since;the
population is assumed to be comparatively distant. The equations and values
for the various barrier'factors used in the calculations are examined in.
Section 3.

2.2.2.5 Other Radiological Release/Transport Pathways Considered

A number of other radiological impact release/transport pathways are.also
considered.in this EIS and appendix. These-are all short-term pathways related
to the management of'LIWoccurring at locations other than the disposal facility
site. Unlike pathways involving releases of radioactive material from a
disposal 1facility., component parts of these release/transport pathways are
generally not broken out into the four barrier factors discussed in
Section 2.2.2.2. These impact pathways include the following:

o airborne releases from incinerating combustible waste streams at
waste generator locations;

o airborne releases from incinerating combustible waste streams at a
centralized waste processing facility;
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*, to population exposures due to transportation of waste.to the disposal
,facility; . -.

-o 'occupational'exposures received during waste processing;

.o occupational exposures received during-waste.transportation; and

*. o occupational-exposures received during waste-disposal.

"Specific values of parameters used to determine .the magnitude of impacts'from
*.<these pathways are presented-in Sections 3.8, 4, and.5. -.

2.3 Other Potential Exposure Pathways

The above release/transport mechanisms-:are believed to'be comparatively the'
':most significant potential-pathways to human exposure,-.and calculational-pro-
.;cedures are developed in this appendix to determine potential human exposure

levels resulting from these pathways. There are other potential pathways to
humans which may be considered during development of performance objectives and
technical requirements, but calculational procedures to estimate:specific
':exposure levels were not develbped- These'potential exposure pathways include
the following (Ref. 12): . . - -

* -'o .-Ground-water migration during the.operational period of the facility
*-. -lifespan; : .

o The bathtub effect--filling up of the disposal cells with accumulated
leachate and subsequent overflowing;

o Diffusion of radioisotope tagged decomposition gases through disposal
*. cell covers; and .. -

* ' o -Dispersion of radioactive material-by means of surface runoff or
- I.wind dispersion from accidentally contaminated.site surfaces and

-equipment.

All of these.potential pathways.have been observed at DOE-operated and/or
* commercial'disposal facilities (Ref. 12). :Thefirst three pathways are funda-

mentally caused by site instability problems--that -is, by degradation of
compressive material within a disposal cell and subsequent subsidence :of the
-disposal cell contents, leading to cracking and slumping of disposal cell
covers and increased infiltration..of.-rainwater into the disposal cell.' At
sites with moderate to high permeability soils, an infiltration problem
(resulting from -a subsidence-problem), can -lead to migration of some radionu-
clides being observed during the operational period of the facility life.
This would-principally:.involve very.-mobile radionuclides such.as tritium.
However, during site operations theipotential for ground-water migration would

.--be monitored and-if it occurs, the licensee would take-steps to correct -the
situation. Of more concern is the potential long-term migration of all-the
radionuclides in the waste-after site operations -have terminated..--At sites
-,with very low-permeability- soils, an Infiltration problem can also lead to
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collection of trench leacnate in-disposal cells. This leachate would have to
be removed and treated during disposal operations.

It has been demonstrated that potential problems of increased infiltration
(migration during the operational period or the bathtub effect) can be mini-
.mized or avoided during the operational period through siting or operational
procedures. For example, increased attention paid to compaction of disposal
trench covers can greatly reduce the maintenance required during site oper-
ations. Of more interest from a regulatory point of view is the long-term
stability of a disposal facility and methods which may be used to ensure this
stability. Impacts from the bathtub effect could ultimately include overland
flow of a few'to some-hundreds of gallons of leachate. The principal impact,
however, is likely to be the very high costs of-remedial action, which could
include pumping, treating, and-solidifying leachate, and restabilization of
trench covers. This remedial action could result-in an expense to a site
owner of better than a million dollars-per year for a number of years (Ref. 12).
Treatment of leachate would-involve zirborne or waterborne release of radic-
nuclides.

Past disposal experience indicates that potential. diffusion of radioisotope-
tagged decomposition products is small and can be significantly retarded by
facility design and operating practices such as thicker trench covers (Refs. 13,
14). In any case, generation of decomposition gases would be reduced through
efforts to minimize-the degradation of trench contents. That- is, actions
undertaken to promote site stability and to minimize or eliminate trench
subsidence will also serve to significantly reduce generation of decomposition
gases.

Potential operational impacts due- to run-off or wind dispersion of contaminated
site surfaces are site-specific and would be addressed as part of the licensing
of individual disposal facilities, and calculational procedures to estimate
the levels of these potential impacts are not developed in this appendix. In
any case, these impacts can be reduced to negligible levels through strict
onsite contamination control at a disposal facility, and through better
attention paid to packaging of wastes for transportation. In the past, one of
the-most significant contributors to onsite contamination has been accidental
spillage of low-level waste liquids which were-at one time delivered to some
disposal facilities for solidification and disposal, and spillage of trench
leachate during pumping for treatment. More recently, however, this practice
has been discontinued and all disposal facilities accept only solid wastes for
disposal. Probably another cause for onsite'contamination is through excessive
free-standing liquids in (and leaking out of) disposal containers. -

Intrusion by deep-rooted plants or burrowing animals through disposal cell
covers is another potential pathway. This intrusion could potentially result
in increased'human exposures by three general mechanisms: (1) surfacing of
radioactive material which could then be dispersed by wind or water, (2)' human
consumption'of contaminated plants or animals, or (3) increasing rainwater
'percolation into the disposed waste, thereby increasing radionuclide migration
through ground water. These potential exposures, particularly the first two
mechanisms, are difficult to quantify. Past occurrences of plant and animal
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intrusion at existing disposal facilities, potential exposure pathways to
:humans, and methods to reduce or preclude such intrusion are,site-specific and
w'ould be'spec6Iltive to quantify in the generic analysis develo'ped in this.
EIS. In any.case, the major-impact of deep-rooted plant and burrowing animal
intrusion-at a disposal facility is.likely to be to increase the potential for
ground-water migration. This effect is quantitatively considered in this
appendix (see Section G.3.5).

2.41 Pathway Dose'Conversion Factors

The.use of-the'pathway'dose conversion factors (PDCFs) in the calculational
* -zmethodology is straightforward.'-It is multiplied by.the radionuclide concentra-

tion.at the biota access location(s) (Ca)7to obtain the human exposures:

-H = PDCF-x Ca (G-1)

where-PDCF stands for the'pathway dose conversion factor in millirem (mrem)
rpertCi/m3  he acute exposure scenarios and inrmrem/yer.perCi/m3 for the

chronic exposure scenarios. The radionuclide concentration-at the biota
'access location (Ca)"is'in units ofCi/m 3.

In this work, for acute exposure, H will be taken as the dose in mrem, received
during 50 years following a one-year exposure to the radioactive material; and
fortchronic exposures,'H will be;taken as the dose rate-in mrem/year, received
during the-50th'year of..an exposure'period.lasting 50 years..

Hereinafter, the qualifier equivalent is assumed to be implicit in the term
dose; similarly, the dose equivalent rate will be referred to as the dose
rate. -

Some'of the''acute 'exposure scenarios last for much shorter periods than one
year However, for calculational convenience all acute exposures will be
assumed to -last one year. A correction factor, used to normalize acute periods
to the one-year reference-value, will be incorporated into the release/transport
portion of the scenario, usually into the site selection factor f5, as appro-
priate to the scenario.:.!-

2.4.1. Uptake Pathways

The PDCFs for the.-scenarios discussed in Sections 2.2.2.4 and 2.2.2.5 are the
*total pathway'dose conversion factors for the individual pathways of importance
which contribute to human exposures from concentrations of nuclides at biota
access locations. The'individual pathways that comprise the scenarios are
shown in Figure G.3.

"As presented in'Figure G.3, all of the scenarios involve'a secondary biota
access location resulting from the primary biota access location. Two of the
scenarios have four uptake-pathways, four have five, and one has six, yielding
a total of 34 uptake pathways. However, of these 34 uptake pathways only 9
are unique types of pathways, if only the uptake mode and transport agents are
considered. These nine distinct types of pathways are described in Table G.2.
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Scenario
Biota Access
.Location Uptake Pathways

*PDCF
Symbol

Accident
(Acute)

- - Inhalation (soil)
. Direct Radiation.(area)

IOffstte.At i Drect Radiatlo-n ai-r)

. DInhalation (atir)
O-._irect Radiation (air

* i'Inhalation (air) -

?;DCF-2Intruder-
Constructionl Onsite Soil Food (air)
(Acute) Direct Radiation

I1
(volume) PDCF-5

Inhalation (air)
Intruder-
Agriculture
(Chronic)

Leaching &
Migration
(Chronic)

Leaching &
Migration
(Chronic)

I Onsite Sol

Well Water

Food (air) . J
\ Food (sott) o a

Direct Radiation (volume)

Inhalation (soil)

\ Dtrect Radiation (air)

Inhalation (soil)
ISO Direct Radiation area)

'Direct Radiation (air)

PDCF-3

PDCF-4
PDCF-5

PDCF-6

PDCF-7
OPen Watr

Food (water) 0

-Inqestion (fish)

Inhalation .(soil )
Surface Sot Drect Radiation (area)
Water Runoff en Water rect Radiation (air)
(Chronic),(Chrntc Food (water)

Ingeston fish)

PDCF-7

Atmospheric
Transport
(ChronicA

Inhalation (soil)
Sa I Direct Radiation area)

-sft-e-1 -r -IDirect Radiation (air)

\ ~Inhalation (air)
\ Dtrect Radiation (air)
Noo (ir

oPOCF-8

Figure G.3 Details of Uptake Pathways
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Table G.2 Access Location-to-Human Pathway,Description

'Pathway Designation Description

Food (soil)
;.I

I i -

Food (air)

Food (water)

Ingestion (fl

Inhalation' (z

'Inhalation (s

Direct Gamma

.,Direct Gamma

Direct Gamma

This uptake pathway includes a total of
three subpathways and denotes uptake of
radlonuclides originating in plants via'!
-'soil-toroot-transferfrom contaminated
soil: - .' '

plant-to-human'
plant-to-'animal-to-human; '-
plant-to-animal-to-pr'oduct-to-h'uman

This uptake pathway includes a total of six
subpathways and includes the above three
food,(soil).subpathways resulting from
uptake ofradionuclides originating on,-.

.:plant surfaces via deposition-from con-.
taminated air andthe same three food -
(soil).subpathways resultingfrom fallout..
contamination of the ground.

Thisi uptake pathway'includes a total of i
nine subpathways and includes all the;

- food '(soil) pathways resulting from
:' radionuclides originating 'on plant sur-

-facesvia 'rrigation deposition from
contaminated water and -from irrigation
contaimination'of the ground.` '-The follow-'
ing three 'subpathways in'addition to plant
pathways are added:

water-to-human
water-to-animal-to-human'-
water-to-animal-~t -product-to-human' '

ish) . Uptake of radionuclides-from.eating fish,-
,-caught,,in contaminated open water. -

tir) Uptake of radionuclfdes from breathing'air' '
contaminated-due to sispension of contam-'
inated soil particles by human activities.

,oil) . Uptake-of radionuclides from breathing air
contaminated due to natural suspension-and.
volatilization of -surface soil.

(volume) Direct exposure to gamma rays from
standing on ground!homogeneously-

. contaminated.' -

(area) Direct exposureto.gamma.rays from
standing on ground whose surface is
contaminated.

(air) Direct exposure to gamma rays from
standing in air homogeneously contaminated.
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Only primary and secondary access locations are considered in the determina-
tion of these uptake pathways. The effects of possible tertiary access
locations, such as air contaminated due to natural suspension radioactivity
from soil which.is originally contaminated from deposition of radioactivity
from air, are not considered. These effects are considered, however, in the
selection of transfer factors between the uptake pathways.

The accidentscenario includes offsite air as the primary access location
leading to. two uptake pathways: inhalation (air) and direct gamma (air). It
also includes soil contaminated by radionuclide deposition as the secondary
access location leading to three more uptake pathways: inhalation (soil),
direct gamma (area), and direct. gamma (air). Since the exposure period is
acute, the food (air) uptake pathway has been excluded from this scenario.
However, the direct gamma (air) pathway is included in the secondary access
location in addition to the primary access location.

The intruder-construction scenario includes onsite soil as the primary access
location and leading to the direct gamma'(volume) pathway. The scenario also
includes onsite air as the secondary access location leading to three uptake
pathways: inhalation'(air), direct gamma (air), food (air). Although the
exposure period is acute,' the-food (air)'uptake pathway is included with a
modification to account for nonequilibrium deposition and root-uptake conditions.

The intruder-agriculture scenario also includes onsite soil as the primary
access location; however, the food (soil) uptake pathway is included in this
case in addition to the direct gamma (volume) pathway. The scenario also
includes onsite air as the secondary access location leading to the same three
uptake pathways as the construction scenario secondary access location:
inhalation (air), direct gamma (air), and food (air). However, in this case,
chronic conditions are assumed to prevail, and equilibrium conditions are
assumed for the food (air) uptake pathway.

The next three scenarios involving water are very similar. (The two open
water scenarios are identical.) The only additional uptake pathway in the
open water scenario as opposed to the well water scenario is the ingestion
(fish) pathway. This pathway is included since the bioaccumulation factors
for several fish species are significantly greater than unity. 'However,
direct gamma exposure due to immersion in contaminated water was omitted; it
turned out to result in negligible additional exposures (less than 0.1%) when
compared with the other pathways.

The last scenario, the atmospheric transport scenario, is identical with the
accident scenario with the addition of the food (air) uptake pathway to the
primary access location. In this case, however, the exposure is assumed to be
chronic as opposed to acute for the accident scenario.

A simplified-version of Figure G.3 is presented in Figure G.4. The direct
gamma (volume) uptake pathway is designated as PDCF-5, and the food (soil)
pathway is designated as PDCF-4. Five of the scenarios are represented by a
single POCF. However, the two other scenarios are more complex since different
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Figure G.4 Pathway Dose Conversion Factors

Biota Access, Pathway
Scenario Location DCFs

Accident (A) ;'Offsite Air PDCF-1

Air PDCF-2

Construction (A) Onsite Soil PDCF-5

Air PDCF-3

Agriculture (C) Onsite Soil PDCF-4
"'' ' '' ' PDCF-5

Leaching and ' D'F- '
Migration (C) Well Water PDCF-6

Leaching and p Wae
- Migration (C) Open Water PDCF-7

Surface Water
Runoff (C) Open Water PDCF-7

Atmospheric
Transport (C) Offsite Air PDCF-8

transfer factors'areapplicableto the individual components of the intruder-
construct'ion and intruder-agriculture scenarios. The differences'in the
transfer factors' result from either differences'in'the'mechaniim mobilizing
the radioactivity or differences-in the access locations. -

2.4.2 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor Tables

Seven human organs are considered in this EIS for each radionuclide and each
pathway: total body, bone,' kidney, thyroid, liver, lung, and gastrointestinal
(GI) tact. The'se pathway'dose conversion factors '(PDCFs) have'been derived
'from'the'9 independent pathways p'resented in Table G.2. The information
utilized to calculate the PDCFs includes human physiological parameters (e.g.,
breathing rates, nuclide metabolism), dietary intakes, and nuclide-specific
food chain transfer rates (Ref. 1)."

All the PCDFs are calculated based on five sets of fundamental dose conversion
factors. Two of the sets include DCFs for dete'rmining'the inhalation 50-year
committed dose in units of mrem 'per'pCi inhaled and the ingestion''50-year
committed dose in units of mrem per pCi ingested. Three 'different gamma
radiation exposure DCFs are used depending onthe biota access location which
can be either, in-depth soil contamination (mrem/year per pCim3), surface soil
contamination (mrem/year per, pCi/mi2)'','or air contamination (mrem/year per
pCi/m 3). 'These fundamental DCFs depend on the radionuclides of concern and
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the organ receiving the dose. A brief description of the fundamental DCFs is
provided below.

The complete lung model, as proposed by the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics
(Refs. 15, 16) has been utilized in this appendix for the calculation of the
fundamental inhalation dose conversion factors. This model permits a more
realistic calculation of radiation dose to the human respiratory tract from
inhaled radioactivity than does the initial ICRP lung model (Ref. 17). For
the fundamental ingestion OCFs, DCFs given in Regulatory Guide 1.109 (Ref. 18)
and NUREG-0172 (Ref. 19) have been utilized in this EIS.

The need to use three different fundamental direct gamma exposure DCFs arises
from the geometry of exposure, and the attenuation and buildup afforded by
the different contaminated media. In this EIS, fundamental direct gamma
(volume) DCFs have been calculated based on the equations presented in
Reference 20 and the emitted gamma energy characteristics of the radionuclides
considered (Ref. 21). For the fundamental direct gamma (area) and the direct
gamma (air) DCFs (which include exposure to electron radiation as well), the
tables given in Reference 23 are utilized. The PDCFs calculated based on
these fundamental dose conversion factors and pathway uptake factors (Ref. 1)
are presented in Tables G.3 through G.10.

The 1-129 PDCF for thyroid requires further discussion. The calculated I-129
PDCFs do not take into account the dilution of 1-129 with natural iodine.
Experimental environmental data and theoretical calculations (Ref. 1) have led
some investigators in the past to utilize the total body dose to humans as a
better indicator of the limiting exposure due to 1-129 than the thyroid dose
(Ref. 23). This selection results in a significant difference in limiting
exposures since the fundamental dose conversion factors for thyroid'are about
1000 times those for the total body (see Tables G.3 through G.10). However, a
correction to the calculated thyroid PDCFs to account for dilution of I-129
with natural iodine has not been made in this appendix.

3. DISPOSAL IMPACTS

This section presents the calculational procedures utilized to determine the
impact measures associated with the disposal of LLW. These impact measures
include individual and population exposures, occupational exposures, costs,
energy use, and land use.

The impact measures are strongly dependent on the waste form and package
properties (Appendix D), and disposal facility environment, design, and 'operating
practices (Appendices E and F). Accordingly, Section 3.1 presents the background
assumptions regarding the disposal technology alternatives considered, and
discusses how these assumptions are incorporated into the impact calculations.
Similarly, Section 3.2 presents procedures through which the effects of waste
form and packaging are incorporated into the calculations.

Following these two background sections, Sections 3.3 through 3.7 present the
equations and specific parameter values used to calculate individual and pop-
ulation exposures for the applicable scenarios considered in Section 2.2.



Table G.3 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 1

Isotope Total l Body Bone Liver ' Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3
C-14
FE-55
CO-60
NI-59
NI-63
SR-90
NB-94 -
TC-99 I
I-129,:
CS-135
CS-137
U-235
U-238+D
NP-237+D
PU-238
PU-239
PU-241
PU-242
AM-241
AM-243
CM-243
CM-244

1. 25E+09
3.17E+09
1.81E+10
2.36E+12
3.70E+10
3.06E+1O
2.42E+13
6.10E+11l
1.18E+09
9. 14E+11
2.37E+10
4. 50E+11
2.06E+12
1. 69E+12
5. 20E+14
2.OOE+14
2.24E+14I
3.04E+12
2.16E+14
5. 04E+14.
4.96E+14-
3.84E+14
2.80E+14

5.19E+07
1. 40E+10
1. 89E+10
2.34E+12
9. 38E+10
9.60E+11
9.62E+13.
6.11E+11--
9.68E+08
8.52E+11
9.65E+10
6. 34E+11
3.06E+23
2. 88E+13
1.20E+16
4.O8E+15
4.80E+15
7.44E+13
-4.48E+15 -

7. 12E+15
7.04E+15
6. 16E+15
4.40E+15

. I

'1.25E+09
3.17E+09
2. 41E+10
-2.35E+12
5.06E+10
6. 58E+10
1.67E+11
6. 11E+11
2. 28E+09
8.52E+11
:8.85E+10
7.78E+11
2.21E+l1
1.45E+1O
1. 12E+15
2.80E+15
3. 12E+15
4. 56E+13
3. 04E+15
6. 64E+15
6.48E+15 -

5. 60E+15
4. 16E+15

1. 25E+09
3.17E+09
1. 61E+10
2.34E+12
2.58E+10.
1.56E+08
1. 67E+11
6. 10EI11
7.60E+08
5.13E+13
5.08E+08
2. 42E+11
2.21E+11
1. 45E+10
1. 34E+11
1.92E+10
7.40E+09
4.78E+07>
1. 44E+10
7.87E+10
*9.-1OE+10
2.44E+11
1.71E+10

'1.25E+09 '1.25E+09- 5.19E+07
3.17E+09 3.17E+09 2.53E+09
1.61E+10 2.08E+11- 1.93E+10
2.34E+12- '2.63E+13 2.50E+12
\2.58E+10 *5.78E+10 .2.85E+10
1.56E+08 8.82E+1O :7.44E+09
1.67E+11 -'1.98E+11 1.89E+11
6.11E+11 * 1.33E+12 6.28E+11
:2.O0E+10 7.40E+09 ,7.88E+09

8.52E+11 8.57E+11 8.52E+11
3.33E+10 1.49E+10 1. OOE+09
4.26E+11 3.30E+11 2.44E+11
7.26E+12 3.36E+15 5.17E+11
6.57E+12 3.12E+15 2.55E+11
3.84E+15 3.60E+14 -3.74E+11

8.80E+14 4.08E+15 3.31E+11
9.60E+14 3.84E+15 3.03E+11,
il.44E13 6.80E+12 * 5.57E+09
9.60E+14-- 3.68E+15--- 2.94E+11
3.84E+15 4.24E+14 3.59E+11
3.76E+15 --4.OOE+14 3.63E+11--
1.76E+15 4.40E+14 5.48E+11
1.28E+15 4.40E+14 3.05E+11

0-
za



Table G.4 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 2

Isotope Total Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3 1.17E+10 5.19E+07 1.17E+10 1.17E+10 *1.17E+10 1.17E+10 1.05E+10
C-14 6.68E+10 3.32E+11 6.68E+10 6.68E+10 6.68E+10 6.68E+10 6.61E+10
FE-55 .9.28E+09 4.28E+10 3.94E+10 5.08E+07 5.08E+07 2.10E+11 2.12E+10
CO-60 1.24E+11 2.28E+10 7.60E+10 2.28E+10 2.28E+10 2.40E+13 8.59E+11
NI-59 3.87E+10 2.33E+11 8.13E+10 5.98E+07 5.98E+07 3.21E+10 1.44E+10
NI-63 1.04E+11 3.15E+12 2.18E+11 1.56E+08 1.56E+08 8.82E+08. 3.91E+10
SR-90 5.52E+13 2.23E+14 1.76E+09 1.76E+09 1.76E+09 3.30E+10 3.69E+12
NB-94 1.39E+10 1.51E+10 1.45E+10 1.32E+10 1.45E+10 7.33E+11 4.43E+11
TC-99 2.25E+09 3.64E+09 6.26E+O9- 7.60E+08 7.OOE+10 7.74E+09. 1.38E+11
1-129 2.OOE+12 6.88E+11 5.91E+11 1.57E+15 1.27E+12 6.37E+09 9.45E+10
CS-135 1.57E+11 4.21E+11 3.88E+11 5.08E+08 1.47E+11 4.89E+10 8.01E+09
CS-137 1.40E+12 1.72E+12 2.35E+12 1.53E+09, 8.01E+11 2.94E+11 3.92E+10
U-235 2.64E+12 4.36E+13 1.59E+09 1.59E+09 1.01E+13 3.36E+15 1.59E+12
U-238+D 2.43E+12 4.15E+13- 8.57E+07 .8.57E+07 9.45E+12 3.12E+15 1.15E+12
NP-237+D 5.21E+14 1.20E+16 1.12E+15 8.40E+08 3.85E+15 3.60E+14 1.55E+12
PU-238 2.OOE+14 4.09E+15 2.80E+15. 8.87E+07 8.81E+14 4.08E+15 1.51E+12
PU-239 2.24E+14 4.81E+15 3.12E+15 5.17E+07 9.61E+14 -3.84E+15 1.39E+12
PU-241 3.05E+12 7.47E+13 4.56E+13 4.78E+07 1.44E+13 6.80E+12 2.86E+10
PU-242 2.16E+14 4.49E+15 3.04E+15 6.93E+07 9.61E+14 3.68E+15 1.35E+12
AM-241 5.05E+14 7.13E+15 6.64E+15 3.80E+08 3.85E+15 4.24E+14 1.51E+12
AM-243 4.97E+14 7.05E+15 6.48E+15 6.09E+08 3.77E+15 4.OOE+14 1.71E+12
CM-243 3.85E+14 6.17E+15 5.60E+15 2.26E+09 1.76E+15 4.40E+14 1.59E+12
CM-244 2.80E+14 4.41E+15 4.16E+15 7.23E+07 1.28E+15 4.40E+14 1.53E+12

cA



Table G.5 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 3

Isotope Total'Body Bone Liver . Thyroid Kidney : -- Lung GI-LLI -

H-3;
C-14
FE-55
CO-60
NI-59
NI-63
SR-90
NB-94
TC-99
I-129~
CS-1395
CS-137
U-235'
U-238+D
NP-237+D
PU-238 '
PU-239
PU-241
PU-242
AM-241
AM-243
CM-243
CM-244

4.45E+10
2.66E+11'
3.22E+10
3. 70E+11
1.25E+11
3.34E+11
1.53E+14
1. 40E+10'
5. 61E+09
8.06E+12
5.73E+11
5.12E412
5.15EE+12
4.77E+12
5.24E+14
2. O1E+14
2. 25E+14
3.06E+12
2.17E+14
5. 08E+14
5.OOE+14
3.87E+14
2.82E+14

5.19E+07 '' 4.45E+iO
1.33E+12 2.66E+11
1.90E+11 1.38E+11
2.28E+10 1.87E+11
7.48E+11 2.58E+11
1.OOE+13 6.93E+11
6.21E+14 1.76E+09
1.55E+10 1.47E+10
1.20E+10 1.87E+10
2.84E+12 2.44E+12
1.44E+12'-!1.33E+12
5.87E+12 ''
8. 50E+13
8.11E+13
1. 21E+16
4.13E+15- '
4. 85E+15
7.55E+13
4.53E+15 '
7. 18E+15
7. 1OE+15'

'6.20E+15

8.03E+12
1.59E+09
8. 57E+07
1.13E+15
2. 81E+15
3.13E+15
-4. 57E+13
3.05E+15
6. 66E+15'
6; 50E+15
5. 62E+15

4.45E+10
2. 66E+11
5. 08E+07
2. 28E+10
5.98E+07
1. 56E+08
1. 76E+09
1. 32E+10
7. 60E+08
6. 33E+15
5.08E+08
1.53E+09
1.59E+09
8. 57E+07
8.40E+08
8. 87E+07
5. 17E+07
4.78E+07
6. 93E+07
3.80E+08
6.09E+08-
2.26E+09
7.23E+07

4.45E+10
2. 66E+11
5. 08E+07
2. 28E+10'
5.98E+07
1. 56E+08
1. 76E+09
1. 46E+10
2. 27E+11
5.24E+12
5.02E+11
2. 73E+12 -
1. 98E+13'
1.85E+13
3. 87E+15
8.85E+14
9. 66E+14
1. 45E+13

;9.65E+14
3.87E+15
3;79E+15
1. 77E+15

-1.29E+15

'4.45E+10
2. 66E+11
2. 64E+11
2.40E+13
3.21E+10
8.82E+10
3. 30E+10
7. 33E+11
8.80E+O9
6.37E+09
1.55E+11
9.35E+11
3.36E+15
3. 12E+15
3.60E+14
4. 08E+15
3. 84E+15
6.80E+12
3. 68E+15
4. 24E+14'
4.OOE+14
4.40E+14
4.40E+14

4.35E+10
2.65E+11
7.75E+10
2.95E+12
5. 08E+10
1. 38E+11
1.52E+13
1. 56E+12
5.45E+11
3.87E+11
3. OOE+10
1.49E+11
5. 62E+12
3.99E+12
5. 65E+12
5. 28E+12
4.83E+12

'1. O1E+11-
4.72E+12
5.36E+12
6.22E+12
5. 63E+12t

-5.43E+12

21
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Table G.6 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 4

Isotope Total Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3 5.99E+04 0. 5.99E+04 5.99E+04 5.99E+04 5.99E+04 5.99E+04
C-14 3.72E+05 1.86E+06 3.72E+05 3.72E+05 3.72E+05 3.72E+05 3.72E+05
FE-55 3.48E+01 2.16E+02 1.49E+02 0. ' 0.- 8.33E+01 8.57E+01
CO-60 5.27E+03 0. 2.39E+03 0. 0. 0. 4.49E+04
NI-59 3.69E+03 2.21E+04 7.59E+03 0. 0. 0. 1.56E+03
NI-63 9.88E+03 2.95E+05 2.04E+04 0. 0. 0. 4.26E+03
SR-90 3.76E+06 1.53E+07 0. 0. 0. 0. 4.42E+05
NB-94 2.12E+00 7.08E+00 3.94E+00 0. 3.89E+00 0. 2.39E+04
TC-99 1.53E+03 3.82E+03 5.68E+03 0. 7.15E+04 4.83E+02 1.86E+05
I-129 2.19E+04 7.77E+03 6.68E+03 1.72E+07 1.44E+04 0. 1.06E+03
CS-135 9.50E+03 2.32E+04 2.14E+04 0. 8.10E+03 2.43E+03 5.01E+02
CS-137 8.49E+04 9.48E+04 1.30E+05 0. 4.40E+04 1.46E+04 2.51E+03
U-235 1.44E+04 -2.38E+05 0. 0. 5.55E+04 0. 2.32E+04
U-238+D 1.35E+04 2.28E+05 0. 0. 5.20E+04 0. 1.63E+04
NP-237+D 1.64E+04 4.07E+05 3.53E+04 0. 1.22E+05 0. 2.36E+04
PU-238 1.14E+03 4.52E+04 6.37E+03 0. 4.87E+03' 0. 4.85E+03
PU-239 1.27E+03 5.23E+04 7.05E+03 0. 5.39E+03' 0. 4.43E+03
PU-241 2.21E+01 1.10E+03 5.61E+01 0. 1.02E+02 0. 9.31E+01
PU-242 1.22E+03 4.85E+04 6.78E+03 0. 5.19E+03 0. 4.34E+03
AM-241 3.60E+04 5.45E+05 1.92E+05 0. 2.71E+05 0. 4.94E+04
AM-243 3.53E+04 5.44E+05 1.85E+05 0. 2.65E+05 0. 5.79E+04
CM-243 1.11E+04 1.90E+05 7.15E+04 0. 5.20E+04 0. 2.32E+04
CM-244 8.52E+03 1.43E+05 6.15E+04 0. 3.98E+04 0. 2.24E+04

ca)
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Table G.7 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 5

Isotope TotalBody Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
C-14 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.° 0.. 0.
FE-55 0. 0. 0. O.. 0. 0.' . O.
C0-60' 1.54E+07 1.54E+07 1.54E+07 1.54E+07 1.54E+07 1.54E+07 1.54E+07
NI-59 6.20E+03 6.20E+03 6,20E+03 6.20E+03 6.20E+03 6.20E+03 6.20E+03
NI-63 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0.
SR-90' 3.06E+04 3.06E+04 3.06E+04 3.06E+04 3.06E+04 3.06E+04 3.06E+04
NB-94 9.63E+06 9.63E+06, 9.63E+09: 9.63E+06 9.63E406 9.63E+06 9.63E+06
TC-99:' . 0. 0. 0.' 0. 0. 0.
I-129' 1.92E+04 1.92E+04 1.92E+04 1.92E+04 1.92E+04 1.92E+04 1.92E+04
CS-135 0. 0 0. 0. O.-
CS-137 3.50E+06 3.50E+06 3.50E+06 3.50E+06 3.50E+06 3.50E+06 3.50E+06
U-235 1'50E+05 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 1.50E+05 1.50E+05
U-238+D 5.16E+03 5.16E+03 5.16E+03 5.16E+03 5.16E+03 5.16E+03 5.16E+03
NP-237+D 6.56E+04, 6.56E+04 6.56E+04 6.56E+04 6.56E+04 6.55E+04 6.56E+04
PU-238 1.93E+01 1.93E+01 1.93E+01 1.93E+01 1.93E+01 1.93E+01 1.93E+01
iu-239 9.39E+01, 9.39E+01 9.39E+01 9.39E+01 9.39E+01 9.39E+01 9.39E+01
PU-241 3.43E-01 3.43E-01 3.43E-01 3.43E-01 3.43E-01 3.43E-01 3.43E-01
PU-242 O. ,,O. 7. ' 0. 0. 0. ' 0:' .'
AM-241 7.71E+04 7.71E+04 7.71E+04 7.71E+04 7.71E+04 7.71E+04 7.71E+04
AM-243 1.86E+05 '1.86E+05' 1.86E+05 1.86E+05 1.86E+05' '1'.'86E+05 1.86E+05
CM-243 3.82E+05 3.82E+05 3.82E+05 3.82E+05 3.82E+05 3.82E+05 3.82E+05
CM-244 5.64E+01 5.64E+01 5.64E+01 5.64E+0I' 5.64E+01'- '.'S64E+01 '5.64E+01

C,
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Table G.8 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 6

Isotope Total Body 'Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3 2.37E+06 1.42E-01 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06
C-14 1.44E+07 7.21E+07 1.44E.07 1.44E+07 1.44E+07 1.44E+07 1.44E+07
FE-55 2.73E+06 1.24E+07 8.86E+06 8.61E+05 8.61E+05 5.33E+06 5.45E+06
CO-60 , 1.43E+08 1.24E+08 1.33E+08 1.24E+08 1.24E+08 1.24E+08 2.89E+08
NI-59 8.54E+06 4.42E+07 1.61E+07 1.38E+06 1.38E+06 1.38E+06 4.41E+06
NI-63 1.92E+07 5.71E+08 3.96E+07 4.28E-01 4.28E-01 2.42E+02 8.26E+06
SR-90 7.61E+09 3.10E+10 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 9.04E+08
NB-94 3.19E+07 3.20E+07 3.19E+07 3.19E+07 3.19E+07 3.19E+07 1.47E+08
TC-99 3.60E+05 8.96E+05 1.33E+06 2.08E+00 1.68E+07 1.13E+05 4.36E+07
I-129 4.18E+07 1.72E+07 1.53E+07 2.99E+10 '2.87E+07 3.64E+06 5.48E+06
CS-135 3.32E+07 8.09E+07 7.47E+07 1.39E+00 2.83E+07 8.46E+06 1.75E+06
CS-137 3.09E+08 3.44E+08 4.65E+08 1.29E+07 1.66E+08 6.39E+07 2.16E+07
U-235 2.07E+08 3.24E+09 1.18E+07 1.18E+07 7.64E+08 2.10E+07 3.26E+08
U-238+D 1.83E+08 3.09E+09 7.74E+05 7.74E+05 7.05E+08 9.32E+06 2.22E+08
NP-237+D 2.31E+08 5.55E+09 4.88E+08 7.13E+06 1.67E+09 8.11E+06 3.26E+08
PU-238 7.02E+07 2.74E+09 3.93E+08 1.03E+06 2.97E+08 1.22E+07 2.94E+08
PU-239 7.77E+07 3.17E+09 4.34E+08 3.93E+05 3.28E+08 1.09E+07 2.68E+08
PU-241 1.34E+06 6.64E+07 3.51E+06 1.31E-01 6.18E+06 1.86E+04 5.62E+06
PU-242 7.52E+07 2.94E+09 4.18E+08 7.67E+05 3.17E+08 1.09E+07 2.63E+08
AM-241 2.25E+08 3.34E+09 1.19E+09 4.19E+06 1.66E+09 5.35E+06 3.05E+08
AM-243 2.21E+08 3.34E+09 1.15E+09 4.84E+06 1.63E+09 5.93E+06 3.57E+08
CM-243 1.65E+08 2.60E+09 9.97E+08 1.30E+07 7.21E+08 1.42E+07 3.27E+08
CM-244 1.17E+08 1.95E+09 8.44E+08 9.09E+05 5.43E+08 2.12E+06 3.04E+08

a)
L
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Table G.9 Pathway Dose Conversion Factor - 7

Isotope Total Body Bone' Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

H-3 2.37E+06 1.42E-O1 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06 2.37E+06
C-14, 3.76E+07 1.88E+08 3.76E+07. 3'.76E+07, 3.76E+07 3.76E+07 3.76E+07
FE-55 4.45E+06 2.31E+Q7 1.63E+07 8.61E+O5 8.61E+05 9.45E+06 9.69E+06
CO-60 1.46E+08 1.24E+08 1.34E+08 1.24E+08 1.24E+08 1.24E+08 3.11E+08
NI-59 9.82E+06 5.20E+07 1.87E+07 1.38E+06 1.38E+06 1.38E+06 4.95E+06
NI-63 2.26E+07 6.74E+08 4.67E+07 4.28E-01 4.28E-01 2.42E+02 9.74E+06
SR-90 8.18E+09 3.33E+10 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 8.83E+06 9.71E+08
NB-94 3.23E+07 3.32E+07 3.27E+07 3.19E+07 3.26E+07 3.19E+07 4.50E+09
TC-99' 3.65E+05 9.09E+05 1.35E+06 2.08E+00 1'.70E+07 1.15E+05 4.42E+07
1-129 4.28E+07 1.75E+07 1.56E+07 3.07E+10 2.93E+07. 3.64E+06 5.53E+06'
CS-135 1.44E+08 3.52E+08 3.25E+08 1.39E+00 1.23E+08 3.68E+07 7.60E+06
CS-137 1.30E+09 1.45E+09 1.98E+09 1.29E+07 6.81E+08 2.35E+08 5.09E+07
U-235 2.11E+08 3.29E+09 1.18E+07 1.18E+07 7.78E+08 2.10E+07. 3.32E+08
U-238+D 1.87E+08 3.14E+09 7.74E+05 7.74E+05 i.18E+08 9.32E+06 2.26E+08
NP-237+D 2'.57E+08 6.19E+09 5.44E+08 7.13E+06 1.87E+09 8.11E+06 3.63E+08
PU-238 7.49E+07 2.93E+09 4.19E+08 1.03E+06 3.17E+OB 1.22E+07. 3.14E+08
PU-239 8.29E+07, 3.39E+09 4.63E+08 3.93E+05 3.51E+08 1.09E+07 2.86E+08
PU-241 1.43E+06 7.09E+07 3.74E+06 1.31E-01 6.60E+06 1.86E+04 6.OOE+06
PU-242 8.02E+07 3.14E+09 4.46E+08 7.67E+05 3.38E+08 1.09E+07 2.81E+08
AM-241 3.72E+08 5.57E+09 1.97E+09 4.19E+06,,,,2.77E+09 5.35E+06 5.07E+08
AM-243- 3.65E+08 5.57E+09 1.91E+09 4.84E+06 2.72E+09 5.93E+06 5.94E+08
CM-243 2.09E+08 3.35E+09. 1.28E+09..-. 1.30E+07 9.26E+08 1.42E+07 4.18E+08
CM-244 1.51E+08 2.52E+09 .09E+09 9.09E+05 7.00E+08 2.12E+06 3.93E+08

a,
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Table G. 10 Pathway Oose Conversion Factor - 8

Isotope Total Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung. GI-LLI

H-3 4.45E+10 5.19E+07 4.52E+10 4.45E+10 4.45E+10 4.45E+10 4.33E+10
C-14 2.66E+11 1.33E+12 2.66E+11 2.66E+11 2.66E+11 2.66E+11 2.65E+11
FE-55 4.83E+10 2.06E+11 1.54E+11 1.61E+10 1.61E+10 2.80E+11 9.36E+10
CO-60 2.68E+12 2.34E+12 2.50E+12 2.34E+12 2.34E+12 2.63E+13 5.27E+12
NI-59 1.50E+11 7.73E+11 2.84E+11 2.58E+10 2.58E+10 5.78E+10 7.65E+10
NI-63 3.34E+11 1.OOE+13 6.93E+11 1.56E+08 1.56E+08 8.82E+10 1.38E+11
SR-90 1.53E+14 6.21E+11 1.67E+11 1.67E+11 1.67E+11 1.98E+11 1.53E+13
NB-94 6.10E+11 6.12E+11 6.11E+11 6.10E+11 6.11E+11 1.33E+12 2.15E+12
TC-99 5.61E+09 1.20E+10 1.87E11O 7.60E+08 2.27E+11 8.80E+09 5.45E+11
I-129 8.91E+12 3.69E+12 3.29E+12 6.33E+15 6.10E+12 8.57E+11 1.24E+12
CS-135 5.73E+11 1.44E+12 1.33E+12 5.08E+08 5.02E+11 1.55E+11 3.OOE+10
CS-137 5.36E+12 6.12E+12 8.27E+12 2.42E+11 2.97E+12 1.18E+12 3.90E+11
U-235 5.37E+12 8.52E+13 2.21E+11 2.21E+11 2.OOE+13 3.36E+15 5.84E+12
U-238+D 4.79E+12 8.11E+13 1.45E+10 1.45E+10 1.85E+13 3.12E+15 4.OOE+12
NP-237+D 5.24E+14 1.21E+16 1.13E+15 1.34E+11 3.87Et15 3.60E+14 5.79E+12
PU-238 2.01E+14 4.13E+15 2.81E+15 1.92E+10 8.85E+14 4.08E+15 5.30E+12
PU-239 2.25E+14 4.85E+15 3.13E+15 7.40E+09 9.66E+14 3.84E+15. 4.83E+12
PU-241 3.06E+12 7.55E+15 4.57E+13 4.78E+07 1.45E+13 6.80E+12 1.01E+11
PU-242 2.17E+14 4.53E+15 3.05E+15 1.44E+10 9.65E+14 3.68E+15 4.74E+12
AM-241 5.08E+14 7.18E+15 6.66E+15 7.87E+10 3.87E+15 4.24E+14 5.43E+12
AM-243 5.OOE+14 7.10E+15 6.50E+15 9.10E+10 3.79E+15 4.OOE+14 6.31E+12
CM-243 3.87E+14 6.20E+15 5.62E+15 2.44E+11 1.77E+15 4.40E+14 5.87E+12
CM-244 2.82E+14 4.43E+15 4.17E+15 1.71E+10 1.29E+15 4.40E+14 5.45E+12

oo
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Finally, Section 3.8 details the calculation of other impact measures con-
sidered in this'appendix, including occupational 'exposures, land use, disposal
costs, and energy use. The reference near-surface disposal facility, which

--was constructed to illustrate the concepts-mentioned in-this-environmental
impact statement, is discussed in Appendix E.

3.1 2Disposal Technology Indices-

In order to analyze the impacts from disposal of LLW, alternative disposal
technology properties and their effect on the impact measure calculations must
be quantified.- For'example, depending on specific operational procedures such
as rindom or stacked disposal, the values of the barrier factors presented in
Section 2.2 vary. In this appendix-;,the disposal technology properties have
been expressed in the form of integer indices that refer to a specific procedure
on the barrier factor computations or determine a specific value''of the environ-
mental parameters. These'':ndices, which will be referred to as the disposal
technology indices, basically denote'the selection options available for a
specific property. These selection options may be in the form of a specific
calculation procedure or a specific value for an environmental property.

The primary rationale-for handling' the variations in the disposal technology
properties in this manner is to provide-flexibility in updating the information
base associated with the alternative disposal technologies. Each value of
these indices imply a value for thecorresponding disposal technology property;
these property values may be altered and updated with ease without changing
the values of the indices or the 'structure of the calculations.

The disposal technology properties that have been considered in the calculation
of impacts in this report are summarized in Table G.11.

3.1.1; Reqion Index--IR

This index,-whose value is 1 or higher, is set depending upon the region
considered-and determines use of a specific set of environmental properties in
the impact calculations. The main effect of the region index is on the site
selection factor. Environmental properties that are dependent on the region
index are presented in Table G:12.

The value of this index corresponding to each'of the regions is as-follows:

o IRK1: Northwest region
-o ; IR=2: Southeast region
o '1R=3: Midwest'region'
o IR-4:' West region

In this EIS, the southeastern region-is used for the reference disposal facility
site.- Variations on the values-assigned for the regions (e.g., to-perform
sensitivity analyses) can also be triggered through use of the region index.
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Table G.11 Disposal Technology Indices

Property and Index Description

Region

Design

Cover

- IR

- ID
Geographic location of the disposal facility.

Two options are considered: regular trenches, and
the so-called "concrete-walled" trenches.

- IC Three options on the cover between the waste and
the atmosphere are considered: regular, thick,
land intruder barrier.

Emplacement

Stabili-
zation

Layering

Segregation

- IE Three options on the emplacement of the waste
are considered: random, stacked, and random
combined with decontainerized disposal for
compressible low activity wastes

- IX Three options on the stabilization program applied
to disposal cells, which may contain structurally
unstable wastes, are considered: regular,
moderate, and extensive.

- IL

-IS

Option on separating and putting selected waste
streams (usually with higher external radiation
levels) at the bottom of the'disposal cell.

Option to segregate and separately dispose of
wastes that are combustible/compressible and
those that could contain complexing agents.

Grouting

Hot Waste
Facility

Closure
Index

Care Level
Index

- IG Option on filling of the interstitial spaces
between the wastes with grouting material.

- IH Option on having a special area within the
disposal facility with special procedures to
handle high activity wastes.

- IQ This index indicates the activities during'the
closure period (regular or extensive).

- ICL This index indicates the care level anticipated
during the active institutional control period
(low, moderate, and high).

Postoper- -

tional Period
(Years)

Institu- -

tional Control
Period (Years)

IPO

IIC

Duration of the period between the cessation of
active disposal and the transfer of the title from
the site operator to the site owner.

Duration between transfer of the title to the site
owner and the assumed time for loss of institutional
controls over the site.
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Tabl G-- R e .I i
Table G.12 Region Index Dependent Properties: , I.

I 'aSymbol,.. Scenario I' . Environmental Property -- -

TPO Accident -Air-to-air transfer factor

, FSC Construction , Soil-to-air transfer factor

FSA, . .. Agriculture Soil-to-air transfer factor

QFC 'Ground water .'Dilution factor

TTM :. Ground water Water travel time. i -1. ,

DTTM Ground water Incremental water travel time

.TPC Ground water

.. DTPB -Ground water

-..- RGF

'RET.
.. , . -. .... . I -

I ., - PRC : '
7 - .*

' POP, :

Ground water '

.Grund water

Ground water

. Peclet number

' Incremental peclet number.

Factor rg - .

Retardation'coefficients

-Infiltrating percolation

I
.. I 1..

I

1 ,

. . I

I

-
Exposed Waste '.Air-to-air and surface water

transfer factors ; '

Transportation' One-way travel distanceDIST

I . 'STPS

CASK

Transportation

Transportation

...Number of stops per trip.

' Cask days per round trip '

3.1.2 Design and Operation Index . -

There.are four design and operation indices: design index--ID; cover index--IC;
emplacement index--IE; and stabilization index--UIX... The values.of these ,
'indices are 1 or higher denoting the :options available in the design of the'
disposal facility;:details of the.options can be found inAppendicesE and-F.
These indices are considered below. - -.

The Design Index--ID-characterizes the disposal unit design used for radioactive
waste disposal.. :Two options have been used inthis:study: regular trench'
disposal and concrete-walled.trench disposal., This index primarily:affects
the site design factor.; .. .. -

In this appendixi three different "efficiencies" are utilized to describe the
'':'specific procedures employed inthe :disposal of wastes:

O the volumetric disposal efficiency which is defined as the volume of
disposal space available in the disposal cell (in M3 ) per unit
surface area (in M2 ) of the disposal cell,
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o the emplacement efficiency which is the volume of waste emplaced in
the disposal cell (in m3.) per unit volume (in m3 ) of available
disposal space, and

o the surface efficiency which is defined as the ratio of the surface
area occupied by the disposal cells to the surface area occupied by
the dispqsal cells plus the surface area between these cells that
have not been utilized for disposal.

The design index determines the volumetric disposal efficiency and the surface
efficiency of the design. The emplacement efficiency is discussed below. Use
of a hot waste facility (see Section 3.1.3), which is defined as a special
group of disposal cells used for disposal of high-activity waste, is not
included in the above definitions; its efficiencies are assumed to be independent
of the design index.

The Cover Index--IC can be either 1, 2, or 3, and it denotes whether a
"regular" cover (denoted by 1), a "thick" cover (denoted by 2), or an engi-
neered "intruder barrier" cover (denoted by 3) is-placed over the disposed
waste. A regular cover refers to 1 meter of fill below the existing grade
plus a minimum of 1 meter cover above grade. A thick cover refers to the same
1 m of fill below the existing grade plus a 2-meter thick engineered cover
constructed of compacted high quality clay to minimize infiltration of perco-
lation. An engineered intruder barrier refers to the same 1 meter of fill
below the existing grade plus a minimum of 5-meter thick engineered cover
(e.g., low permeability layers, interbedded sand/gravel/boulder layers) to
minimize infiltration and preclude intrusion.

The Emplacement Index--IE denotes the specific method used to emplace the
waste in the disposal cells and primarily affects the site design factor. The
three options considered and associated emplacement efficiencies are discussed
below.

Random emplacement (option 1) involves simply dumping the waste directly into
the disposal cell. It is the fastest method which can be used, and therefore
leads to the lowest occupational exposures. However, random emplacement of
waste containers may be accomplished with only about 50% emplacement efficiency
(one-half the available space is empty or filled with earth or other material),
and there is a higher probability of the occurrence of accidents as well as
container damage during haphazard dumping.

Stacked emplacement (option 2) involves stacking waste containers in neat
piles,, using cranes,-forklifts, etc., to accomplish this. This case may be.
difficult to achieve on a routine basis but represents the maximum practical
volume utilization. In this case, the potential for accidents and waste
container damage is much lower, and approximately 75% of the available dis-
posal space is used--i.e., the emplacement efficiency is 0.75. However,.
additional fuel must be used to operate the heavy equipment used for emplacement,
and occupational doses increase as more men must spend more time near the
disposed waste.
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Decontainerized emplacement (option-3) involves randomly disposing'of all
structurally stable and/or higher activity wastes, and decontainerizing'and
disposing low activity wastes that are, over the long termj, structurally
unstable. In this case, thedisposal facility would be operated somewhat like
a'sanitary landfill.-'This option can substantially reduce.disposal cell
instability problems by accelerating the compression of.unstable wastes.
However, it requires a significantly increased effort by the site operator'and
leads to higher occupational expo6ures (see Appendix F).' "The emplacement
efficiency of this option is estimated to be about 0.5 since part of the waste
containers are randomly emplaced and additional soil between wastes is likely
to be required during emplacement of decontainerized wastes.

The Stabilization Index--IX, whose value'can be 1, 2, or'3, denotes the extent
to which the disposal cells are'stabilized.''Such stabilization measures may
bejimplemehted during disposal operations2. Past disposal experience inidicates
that the'difficulties currently experienced'at several existing'disposalE sites
may have resulted from the'natural compaction and decomposition'of'the wastes
leading to subsidence of the disposal cell cover and increased rainwater per-
colation. A'stabilization program wiith ho special compaction procedures other
than the 'use of the weight of trucks'or heavy equipment is denoted by 1.-;'A
.more extensive stabilization program involving sheeps-foot rollers'and/or
vibratory compactionduring operations is denoted by 2. 'Aprogram involving
very extensive techniques-such as dynamic compaction or similar measures is
denoted by 3.--This option affects'the site design factor and the waste'form
and package factor.

3.1.3 Site Operational Options

Four operational options which may be'exercised in the design of the disposal
facility are considered: layering--IL, segregation--IS, grouting--IG,"and use
of a hot waste facility--IH. The values of all these indices are either 0,
signifying that the option has not been exercised, or i,' signifying that the
option has been implemented'in the design. These 'options are briefly discussed
below.

Layering Option--IL denotes whether selected waste streams (usually those with
higher external'radiation levels) are separated and disposed' of at the b6ttom
of the di sposal cells. This 'practice Is frequently implemented at the'exist-
ing sites'to minimize occupational exposures. This option, however, affects
the site design factor'sigificantly by limiting access'of potential inadvertent
intruders to the layered waste streams.'

Seqregation Option--IS indicates whether, during the disposal operations, the
wastes are segregated and disposed of in separate disposal cells based on.
their compressibility/combustibility and'whether they contain radionuclide-
complexing'chemical agents. -Implementing the segregation'option increases the
peiformance capability of the disposal ''cell covers by'limitingexpected'long-
term waste degradation and compression after disposal'to those cells containing
unstable wastes. ''It also limits the effects of 'chemicalsthat may increase
radionuclide mobility to'those wastes containing these' chemicals. This index
primarily affects the ground-water scenario through the site design factor and
the waste form factor.
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Grouting Option--IG indicates whether the interstitial spaces between the
waste packages are filled with a material that will improve disposal cell
stability. During the grouting operation, as each layer of waste is'emplaced
in the disposal cell, pumpable concrete (grout) is pumped to fill all inter-
stitial spaces between the waste containers. Some grout is also placed'under
the lowest layer of waste and on top of the total waste mass. Grouting is
expensive, but its use is advantageous in that the waste is totally encap-
sulated and immobilized. There is little opportunity for infiltrating
precipitation to contact the waste; the grout provides stability, and potential
long-term migrational and intruder impacts are minimized. This option affects
the site design factor and the waste form factor.

Hot Waste Facility Option--IH indicates use of specially designed disposal"
cells utilizing special operational procedures to dispose of certain high-
activity waste streams. In this appendix, if a hot waste facility is used, it
is located at the center of the disposal facility. Confinement of the wastes
and limiting their interaction with transport agents such aswind and water
are the primary considerations in hot waste facility'design, and other factors
such as costs and surface efficiency are secondary design objectives. Con-
sequently, the hot waste facility represents an "idealized" confinement concept
which is nonetheless achievable utilizing existing disposal technology.
Various example "hot waste facility designs" are considered in Appendix F;
however, to compute hot waste facility costs in this appendix,. it is assumed
to be a concrete-walled trench into which the waste is stacked and grouted in
place. A concrete cover is then poured over the emplaced waste.

3.1.4 Postoperational Indices

There are four postoperational indices: closure index--IQ, care level index--ICL,
postoperational period--IPO, and active institutional control period--IIC.
These are considered below.

The Closure Index--IQ, whose value can be 1 or 2, refers to actions implemented
during the closure period after the cessation of disposal operations and prior
to the transfer of the site title to the site owner. An index value of 1'
indicates that closure operations are assumed to last two years and involve a
relatively modest level of effort by the facility operator. Closure oper-,
ations are assumed to consist of dismantlement and decontamination'of site
buildings (except those necessary for the site owners' during the active
institutional control period), disposal of wastes generated during the dis-
mantlement and decontamination operations, final contouring (including
implementation of final surface drainage'systems) and vegetation of the'site,
final radiation surveys, etc. -An index value of 2 indicates that a complete
site restabilization program is. carried out at site closure in addition to
other closure operations discussed above. This program, which is assumed to
increase the closure period to four years, is intended to enhance the integ-
rity of the disposal cell covers and therefore reduce the amount of water
potentially infiltrating into the disposal cells. The restabilization program
involves: (1) stripping off the existing cell covers, (2) use of vibratory
compaction or similar measures to accelerate disposal cell compression,
(3) backfilling the resultant compressed areas, (4) reconstruction of the cell
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covers, and (5) revegetation of.the covers. Implementation of these measures
is assumed to be equivalent t6othe'implementation of-a stabilization program
during disposal operations corresponding to an IX value of 2.

The Care Level Index--ICL, whose value canibe 1, 2, or 3,-refers to activities
during-the. active-institutional control-period that are-implemented by the
site owner. Different measures may have to be implemented depending on opera-
tional parameters such as the stabilization program, whether the segregation
option has:been implemented, the type of disposal cell covers utilized, etc.

The level of care may range from routine surveillance and maintenance of the
disposal facility (e~g., cutting the grass) which would not include any major
active maintenance such-as major cover engineering (low-care level denoted by
1) to extensive stabilization and remedial programs similar to those being
implemented at the Maxey Flats, Kentucky disposal facility (high-care level
denoted by 3). Additional information regarding the extent of long-term care
activities assumed for each care level is provided in Appendix Q.

The Postoperational -Period--IPO is a property of the~disposal technology
utilized and denotes.the number of years between the cessation of active
disposal of wastes and-transfer of the site title to the site owner. It
includes the closure-period as well as any observation period implemented by
the site operator, and it affects the time-delay factor. At a minimum, it
would be equal to the two years required for the actions by the site operator
to close the site prior to the transfer.of the site title-to''-the site owner.
At a maximum, it may include four to possibly thirty years which may be required
for site closure plus'a number of years to verify that the site condition is
suitable for'the transfer of the site title to the site owner.

* . ' -.. -. :

The Active Institutional Control Period--IIC indicates the number of years
between the transfer of the site title to the site owner and the assumed loss
of active institutional controls. ,This period also affects the time-delay
factor. .

3.2 Waste Form Behavior Indices

This section presents the manner in-which waste form and packaging properties
are handled in the impact calculationalsprocedures. .These properties are
considered in the impact calculations.-in a manner similar to the disposal
technology properties. They have been expressed through discrete indices,
which are called the waste form behavior indices, that indicate a certain
property of the waste form or a specific calculational procedure to be utilized
in the impact calculations. The indices.are summarized in Table G.13.

It has been common practice in the past to give.little or no credit to waste
' form and packaging'properties -in the calculation.of impacts (e.g. , Refs. 24 and
25). Some credit was.sometimes given to the comparative leachability.of. the
'solidification agent utilized'and.this effect was considered in ground-water
migration impact calculations.. *However,.a.quantitative analysis of the
mechanical, thermal resistance to chemical and biological attack, and other
properties of the waste form and their effects on all the pathways considered
has not been performed.
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Table G.13 Waste Form Behavior Indices

Parameter and Symbol Indices

Flammability

Dispersibility

Leachability

Chemical
Content

Stability

Accessibility

(14) 0 = nonflammable
1 = low flammability (mixture of

material with indices of 0
and 2)

2 = burns if heat supplied (does
not support burning)

3 = flammable (supports burning)

(15) 0 = low
1 = low to moderate
2 = moderate
3 = severe

(16) 1 = unsolidified waste form
2 = solidification scenario A*
3 = solidification scenario B**
4 = solidification scenario Ct

(17) 0 = no chelating agents or
organic chemicals

1 = chelating agents or organic
chemicals are likely to be
present in the waste form

(18) 0 = structurally unstable waste
form

1 = structurally stable waste
form

(19) 1 = readily accessible
2 = moderately accessible
3 = accessible with difficulty

*50% urea-formaldehyde and 50% cement.
**50% cement and 50% synthetic polymer.
tlOO% synthetic polymer.

The primary reason for this past conservatism has been the lack of detailed
data on the different types of wastes included in the impact analyses. All
the LWR wastes or all the nonfuel cycle wastes, or both, were considered as
one stream. A contributing reason for this conservatism has been the lack of
data on the performance of the waste form over long periods of time. However,
in this EIS, the waste has been separated into 36 individual waste streams and
each stream is considered separately in the impact calculations. Consequently,
wide variations in waste stream properties may be quantified based on the
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available qualitative and comparative data on the properties of each of these
waste streams. -Therefore, an'attempt'has been made in this EIS to'quantify
the waste form properties and their effects on the impact calculations.

As shown in Table G.13, six indices have been assigned to'each waste-stream
for-each waste spectrum considered: a flammability index, denoted by 14, a
dispersibility index, denoted by 15, a leachability index, denotedby I6; a
chemical' content index, denoted by I7;' a stability index, denoted'by I8; and
an accessibility index, denoted by I9. The''waste streams'considered In this
work and the integer values for these six indices' that h'a'vebeen' a'ssigned to
each waste stream for the four waste spectra considered'are given in Appendix D.

In'addition to -,these' six'indices, two more indices for eachwast streamare
i utilized in'the impact'calculations.' the waste processing index -denoted'by
I10--is explained in Section 5; and the "disposal status index"--denoted by
I11--is calculated during the impacts analyses and is explained in Sectlon 3.4.

,This section'discusses the'procedures'through which these indices are incorporated
: into the analysis. Specific values assigned to the waste formproperties,

which are denoted'by the waste form'behavior indices, are-discussed in'Appendix D,
Reference'lVand Reference 6. 'Below is a summary of the information presented
in these references. ' v -

3.2.1 Flammability Index (14) -

This index ranks waste forms according'to their flammability. Waste forms
'which will not burn even on prolonged exposure to open flame and moderately
intense het are assigned an index of 0; These' consist-of waste form's that
experience no evidence of combustion or decomposition upon exposure to10000F
for l0 minutes. 'Those waste forms that will sustain combu'stion are assigned
an index of 3. These consist of waste forms such as liquids with flame points
around 6001F. Between these extremes" are two additional flammability cate-
gories. Waste forms which show evidence of combustion and/or decomposition
upon exposure for 10000F for 10,minutes but iwill not sustain burning when the
heat source is removed are assigned,,an index of 2. Waste forms consisting of
a mixture of materials with flammability indices 0 and 2 are assigned an index
of 1 (Ref. 1).

The only scenario.in which this index is utilized is the accident-fire scenario.
:-Each waste stream is subjected to the accident scenarios separately. The

accident-fire scenario isassumed to, be possible only if (1) the waste stream
being tested can support combustion (i.e.., 14=3) or,(2) the waste'stre'am being
tested is mixed during disposal with other waste streams containing combustible
material. This latter case is possible if there is no waste segregation
(i.e., IS=D). '

In the accident-fire scenario, thetotal volume of waste subjected to the fire
is assumed-to be 50 m3 (about 250 55-gallon drums or equivalent volume)." This
volume is estimated from an assumed volume of 200 m3 of waste received daily
at the disposal-site (which correspondsto about 1,000,00.0 m3 of waste over
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20 years). Two of the disposal cells are assumed to be in operation simul-
taneously, and half of the waste in one disposal cell is subjected to the
accident-fire scenario.

In another study,, the fraction of waste released into the atmosphere as the
result of an accidental'fire has been estimated to be about 10-2 for combustible
material, and about 10-5 for unsolidified resins (Ref. 8). It was-estimated
in this study that most of the radioactivity will remain in the ashes which
remain localized.' In.a more recent report, it has been estimated that. the
fraction of combustible material released from an accidental fire involving
LLW is about 10-3 (Ref. 26).

In this EIS, all unprocessed fuel cycle compactible trash, most of the institu-
tional streams, industrial low-specific activity waste, and industrial tritium
waste have been assumed to be combustible (see Appendix D), and have been
assigned a flammability index of 3. Similarly unprocessed LWR resins and
cartridge filters, some of the industrial trash streams, and wastes solidified
in a synthetic polymer (solidification of scenario C) have been assigned a
flammability-index of 2.. LWR-concentrated liquids and filter sludge have been
assigned an index of 1. Noncombustible trash, process waste from fuel fabri-
cation and UF6 conversion plants, and high-specific activity industrial waste
streams (see Appendix D) have been assigned an index of 0.

In this EIS, waste streams with indices of 3 and 0 have been assumed to release
a fraction of 0.1 and 1.25 x 10-5 of their activity into the air, respectively,
upon being subjected-to the accident-fire scenario. The waste streams with
flammability indices between these two extremes have been assigned a release
fraction calculated from the geometric midpoints of these two-values (each
index value is 20 times the adjacent lower index value). The following table
gives the assumed fraction of waste released for the respective indices.

f14 fr

0 0.0000125
1 0.00025
2 0.005
3 0.1

In other words, f can be expressed by the value of 0.1x206( 4 3 ). These
assumptions are believed to be very conservative, particularly for combustible
streams. Noncombustible material (I4=0) is assumed to result in 1.25 x 10-5
fraction of the waste released into the atmosphere which is greater than the
value quoted for unsolidified resins (Ref. 8).

3.2.2 Dispersibility Index (I5)

This index is a measure of the degree to which individual waste streams may be
suspended as respirable particles should the wastie form be exposed to wind or
mechanical abrasion, such as from the actions of a potential inadvertent
intruder,'after a significant period (on the order of 100 years). It is
recognized that there is considerable uncertainty in estimating the dispersi-
bility of various waste forms over long time periods. However, the NRC staff
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believes that there is a need to consider the relative'effect.that improved
.waste forms have upon impacts to a potential inadvertent-intruder.. Therefore,
two options exist for considering the relative effects of the' dispersibility
index in the calculations. In the waste'form no-credit option; all'waste
forms are assumed to disperse into respirable fractions in a similar manner to
ordinary dirt. This is the most conservative case and'has'been-assumed'by
others (Refs. 24, 25). In the waste.form.credit option, assumptions and
judgments are ade regarding. the comparative dispersibility of various waste
forms. Then,, estimates are made regarding the fraction of 'the'waste released
from the'waste forms'into respirable properties. This latter'option is
discussed below.

- .Waste forms.which are assumed to have a low probability of becoming suspended
into'respirable' particles are assigned an index of.0. Those waste forms which
have a high potential of. becoming suspended are assigned in index of 3. Waste
forms which tend'to crumble'or fracture'extensively and those forms that are
subject to relatively rapid (within about 100 years) decomposition 'are assigned
an -index 'of'2.' Waste forms consisting of a mixture 'of materials with
'dispersibility indices of 0 and 2'are assigned an 'index 'of 1..

The .dispersibility of the waste form .is dependent on the'resistance of the
waste form to chemical and biological-attack (Refs. 1-6). 'Another property of
the waste form that can be used to estimate.the comparative values of this.
property is'the.compressive strengths' of the waste forms-(Ref.;1).'

As an upper'bound for'this'property, the most dispersible-waste form m(I5=3)
has-been'aisumed to beiequvalent to soil, and no credit has been 'considered
due to waste form. This value is believed to be conservative considering that
the'dispersed fraction of powdered PuO2' packages in transportation accidents

' have been assumed'.to be 0.001 '(Ref. 9).- In comparison, wastes subjected to
,'solidificatifon.scenario C (see Appendix 0), which may be represented by 'the
properties'of'waste'solidified in a good'synthetic polymer, are likely to'
'resist'biological and-chemical attack-and have.significant compressive strengths
(Ref. 6). These streams have been as'sumed to result inma-low'dispersible'
state,.have been assigned an-index' of 0,and are assumed to have a',fraction of
0.0O1'of the waste inma dispersible form. Other waste 'streams are assigned
'dispersibility indices in between these extremes (Ref. 1).

To summarize, for the waste form no-credit option, the fraction of the respirable
dust loading in air that is contributed by-each waste stream as a result of
intruder activities or wind action is assumed to be equal to 1.0 for all waste
forms. For the waste form credit option, this fraction is assumed to be equal
to the following:

f
15 or

31 r . - -

-1 .01

.0 .001 .
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In other words, the factor fr in the waste form credit option is given by.the

relationship 10( 5.3). The dispersibility index is applied to the intruder-
construction, intruder-agriculture, and exposed waste-wind transport scenarios.

3.2.3 Leachability Index (16)

This index is a measure of a waste form's resistance to leaching and is primarily
determined by the solidification procedures used. Unsolidified waste forms,
which are assumed to'be readily leached, are assigned an index of 1. Waste
streams solidified according to solidification scenarios A, B, and C are
assigned indices of 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

The solidification, scenarios represent varying levels of performance that can
be achieved through available solidification techniques. In this EIS, a level
of performance designated by solidification scenario A has been simulated by
assuming that half of the waste is solidified using urea-formaldehyde and the
other half using 'cement; a level of' performance designed by soldification
scenario B has been simulated by assuming that half of the waste is solidifed
using cement and the other half using synthetic organic'polymers; and a level
of performance designated by solidification scenario C has been simulated by
assuming that all of the waste is solidified using synthetic organic polymers.

The primary purpose of this index is to assign values to the estimated
leachability potential of solidified waste streams in comparison with
unsolidified waste forms. Radionuclide-specific leaching fractions for
unsolidified waste streams have been estimated based upon actual leaching data
from two existing disposal facilities (see'Sectlon 3.5).' The leachability
index assigns values to a multiplier'of these unsolidified waste stream leaching
fractions. The product of the multiplier and the unsolidified waste leaching
fractions gives, for each waste stream, the actual leaching fraction used in
the radiological impact calculations. The'multiplier is assigned a value of
unity to unsolidified waste streams such as dewatered resins or trash and a
value less than unity to solidified waste streams. The multiplier value
assigned to solidified waste streams is dependent upon the particular
solidification agent considered. Based on'an analysis of the existing.
comparative leachability data (Ref. 1), the-following values have been assigned
to this multiplier:

I6 Multiplier

1 1
2 1/4
3 1/16
4 1/64

These values are applied primarily to the ground-water scenarios. Another
scenario which may also be affected is the food (soil) uptake pathway of the
intruder-agriculture scenario since the level of contamination in interstitial
soil water available to vegetation may depend on the leachability of the
waste. The use of this index as an option to help investigate the effect of
waste form to reduce potential intruder impacts in these scenarios is presented
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The value of the index, I6, however, may be further
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modified depending on.properties of the waste and disposal technology (see-
below). ' -

3.2.4 Chemical Content Index (M7)

This-index denotes whether a waste stream may contain chelating'agents or
organic' chemicals that may increase the'mobility'of radionuclides during"
and/or after leaching. An index value of 0 indicates the likelihood'that'; "
these agents or chemicals~are absent'in the'stream, whereas an'index value'of
1 indicates.that the stream is likely to contain chelating"agents or organic
chemicals.

This index, in conjunction with the segregation option index IS'(see
Section 3.1.3) is used to modify'the multiplier values assigned to the
leachability'indices for the ground-water'and-intruder-agriculture'scenarios.
The'followingtable is used in determining'the fraction'leached from a particular
waste form: ' -_ .-- . ; v

. I6

Mult (I6,I7,IS) .

IS=1 and I7=0 .IS=O or 17=
. .

1� -

1 1 ' 1''

1/4 1

I'-

3 1/16

4 1/64

1/4

1/16

This table should be interpreted as follows. For a waste-stream with agiven
leachability index (16), if the waste stream either'contains'chelating agents
(I7=1) or is disposed mixed with otherwaste streams, containing chelating.: .
agents (IS=O),.then the higher leach fraction multiplier is used. -If the
waste-stream.does.not contain chelating:or~chemical agents (I7=0) and.it -is
not mixed with other wastes containing chelating or chemical2 agents (IS=1),
then the lower leach fraction multiplier is used.

A similar procedure is applied to the;retardation coefficients assignedto
individual radionuclides...Retardation coefficients denote the potential of
the disposal-site soils to retard the radionuclides during ground-water.
migration... If there is no waste segregation at the disposal facility, then
'the retardation potential of the'disposal.'site soils is assumed to be reduced
as discussed.in.Section^3.5. - . ,

3.2.5 Stability-Index (I8) . ' , , ,

This index denotes whether the waste form is likely to reduce in volume after
disposal due to compressibility, large internal void volume, and/or chemical
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and biological attack (no credit is taken for the waste containers). An index
value of 0 indicates a likelihood of structural instability, whereas a value
of 1 indicates a structurally stable waste form.

The stability indices have been assigned based on the physical descriptions of
the waste provided in Reference 6. In general,,this index has been assigned
based on the void volume and/or compressibility of the waste and its bio-
degradability. For example, all trash waste streams are assumed to be unstable
unless they are incinerated and/or solidified. Dewatered resins and filter
sludges are also considered to be unstable. There is generally a 10 to 20%
void volume within the disposal containers (liners). Organic resins are
mostly composed of water, and water is present in the interstitial spaces
between the resins. Finally, all waste forms expected to be packaged in trash
or similar degradable void fillers, such as LWR noncompactible trash streams,
are also assumed to be unstable. In this case, the waste form containing'most
of the activity can be considered to be stable. However, since this higher
activity waste is packaged with compressible (degradable) material, the packaged
waste stream will eventually degrade, produce voids within a disposal
cell, and possibly lead to subsidence problems.

The use of this index depends on the stabilization index, IX. If IX is 3
(extensive stabilization measures are implemented), then the index I8 is
ignored in the calculations. If'IX is 1 (regular stabilization measures),
then the segregation index IS also affects the calculational procedure. If
IS=1 (segregation), then in ground water migration calculations a higher
percolation estimate is adopted for wastes that are unstable (I8=0); if IS=O
(no segregation), then a higher percolation figure is adopted for all the
streams (see Section 3.5).

Similarly, in the disposal cost calculations, if there is segregation, then
any moderate or extensive stabilization measures (IX=2 or IX=3) are applied to
only the disposal cells that contain unstable wastes; otherwise, the entire
site undergoes these stabilization measures.

3.2.6 AccessibilityIndex (19)

The index triggers the use of a correction factor for those unsolidified waste
streams that have a comparatively higher metal content. The radionuclides
contained in these waste'streams are not as easily accessible to transfer'
agents such as wind and water as are the radionuclides contained in other
waste streams.

Most of-the waste streams contain surface-contaminated wastes and waste
containing radioactivity in readily'soluble form; these streams are assigned
an accessibility index of 1. The waste streams that are almost exclusively.
activated metals with imbedded radioactivity not readily accessible to the
elements are assigned an index of 3. Only the industrial, high-activity waste
stream has been assigned an index of 3. Several other streams containing a
significant portion of metallic waste, which have both activated and surface
crud contamination, have been assigned an accessibility index of 2. The value
of this index does not change depending on the waste spectrum considered.
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This index is applied to all the release/transport'scenarios that involve wind
or water transfer agents, and to all 'th'e direct radiation 'scenarios. -In the'
calculations, the degree to which a waste form resists mobilization by'external
transfer'agents is expressed through the'waste form and package'factor (f ).
One of the mathematicalterms' in the waste form and package factor is-a 'fractional
multiplier that"expresses the effect of the accessibility index.' This fractional
multiplier'is assumed to be given by the relationship 10 (Refs' '1-19);2that
is:

I9 Multiplier

. - 1

2 .1

.-. ; 3 ..01 -

These multipliers are assumed to be applicable to the ab6ve waste streams even
after, a long time. Most of the equipment and metals in these waste streams
are manufactured fromcorrosion-resistant materials. A brief comparative:-
discussion of the waste'streams for which this' index'is'different than unity
is'presented below.

The main purpose of the accessibility index is to evaluate the comparative
isolation from transport'agents 'of the radioactivity contained in certain
unsolidified wastes. .The function of this index is similar to that of the
leachability index applied to solidified wastes. The reduction of.acces-
sibility of some radioactive'materials is the result of.the combined physical
and chemical characteristics of the waste. No reduction is'- considered fo'r'
wastes which contain radioactivity'in'fomrns which are readily'soluble or'
displaced.' Combustible trash and absorbed liquids are examples of these types
of wastes. ' -

At the other extreme are unsolidified waste streams such as activated metals
where, in the absence of'surface contamination,'much less of radioactivity is
initially accessible' to transport agents. -Industrial high-activity metals are
assumed to be the only waste stream.of this-type which''is virtually free of-
surface contamination.' Many of these activated metals are high-alloy materials
(alloys with a high nounferrous metallic component) and corrode very slowly 'in
the disposal environment. For example, a corrosion rate of 0.002 mg/100 cm2/day
(7.3'x 10-6 g/cM 2/yr) has'beenquoted for high-alloy stainless'steel (Ref. 1).
Such corrosion produces finely divided but'highly'Insoluble oxides.

AlthoughAinsoluble,'these oxides may be more accessible by virtue of being'"
finely divided. The'percentage of the total activity of such 'waste forms
converted to the oxide from in'a given time is highly dependent on the geometry
of the waste (i.e., surface area to mass ratio). For example, consider a high-
alloy rod 100 cm long and 1 cm in diameter and having a density of 7.8 g/cm3
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with a pipe having the same external dimensions and density but with a wall
thickness of 0.1 cm. The surface area to mass ratios are 0.259 cm2/g for the
rod and 2.56 cm2/g for the pipe. Assuming that the activation products are
distributed uniformly through both pieces, the fraction of the activity lost
from the pipe is nearly ten times that of the rod (1.87 x 10-5/yr versus
1.89 x 10-6/yr). .The small magnitude of both.numbers illustrates the
inaccessibility of the radioactivity in both cases--especially in view of the
insolubility of the corrosion products. In 1,000 years, only about 2 percent
of the activity becomes available. Based on this, a conservative correction
factor (multiplier) of 0.01 has been applied to the dispersibility of these
wastes.

The remaining unsolidified wastes fall between these two extremes. Wastes in
this group include the noncompactible trash streams and nonfuel reactor core
components. The noncompactible trash streams include quantities of surface-
contaminated failed equipment. Many pieces of equipment are internally,
rather than externally, contaminated and are sealed to prevent release of any
free liquids they may contain (e.g., pumps). A pump sealed with 1 cm thick
carbon steel caps (corrosion rate of 0.03 cm/yr) (Ref. 8) would isolate the
radioactivity for about 30 years. After this period the release of radio-
activity is controlled by the activity and amount of liquid inside the piece,
the nature of the internal contamination, and the ease with which the transport
agents can get in and out of the equipment.

Nonfuel core components are another case. These components are generally
highly activated stainless steel (or other alloys) pieces coated with crud
deposits. The accessibility of the radioactivity of these wastes depends on
the thickness of the crud layer and the relative activity of the crud and
underlying metal. Crud mainly consists of oxides of iron and has been found
to range in thickness from 0.0003 to 6 mil on fuel roads (Ref.. 1). The strong
decontamination agents necessary to remove such crud deposits from LWR primary
cooling systems attests to the relative inaccessibility of the radioactivity
they contain. Furthermore,;the transporting medium must penetrate the crud
layer to begin corroding the activated metal beneath. Because the fractions
of activity of these components.contained in the crud and the metal itself are
not well-characterized, these wastes are considered to more'closely resemble
noncompactible trash rather than clean-surfaced high-activity metals.

A reduction factor for the direct radiation exposure components of the scenarios
is also assumed to be applicable due to the high metal content of the streams
with an accessibility index greater than 1. This reduction is due to the.
self-shielding afforded by the higher density metals and packaging practices.
For example, the uncoll'ided gamma flux from a half-space source at the surface
is inversely proportional to the density of the material; this effect alone'
would result in a gamma flux attenuation by a factor of about 7 (Ref. 1).
Furthermore, when these noncompactible metallic wastes, which usually have
irregular shapes', are packaged, other materials such as trash or soil that
usually have much lower activities are placed around them to fill the voids.
For the high energy gamma rays found in LLW (Co-60, Cs-137, and Nb-94), it
takes only about 2 inches of metal shielding to result in an attenuation of
10. In this EIS, in view of the above effects, a reduction factor of 10 has
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been:applied to.direct radiation exposure pathways..for streams having an
accessibility index greater than 1.

3.3 Waste;Classification.

As discussed in Section 2.2,.potential.long-term exposure scenarios from LLW
disposal can be separated intotwotypes: concentrationscenarios and total-
activity scenarios. -The concentration scenarios include those involving
direct human contact with the disposed waste, :such.as-those involving exposures
to a potential inadvertent intruder. In these scenarios, potential exposures
.are calculated considering.only the radionuclide concentration, inthe waste
streams assumed to be actually contacted by the.intAuder. The radionuclide
concentrations and total activity in parts of thedisposal. facility not contacted
by the potential inadvertent intruder do not enter into thecalculations. On

* the.other hand, exposures from.the total-activity scenarios.,are determined by
considering the,.total radionuclide activity disposed at the facility.-Examples
of.total activity scenarios include.ground-water migration scenarios..

The fact that impacts from scenarios involving direct human intrusion into
disposed waste are governed.by.the concentrations in the particular waste.--
streams assumed to becontacted makes the-intruder scenarios,very.useful for.
waste classification.purposes. Assumingthat a limit is placed on theexposures
allowed to a potential human intruder,,then-the maximum allowable concentrations
of radionuclides in waste streams to meet this exposure limit may be calculated.

.Once concentration-limits aredetermined, waste generators can relatively
easily determine what class their waste is -inby comparing theyradionuclide
concentrations in theirwastes withthe limiting concentrations determined
through the intruder scenarios. Use of potential human intrusion as a means
of classifying wastes for disposal has been also used by others (Refs. 24, 27).

Bycontrast, it is much more difficult to~classifywastes through use of total
activity.scenarios such as ground-watermigration. Comparatively speaking,
impacts from ground-water migration are much more-dependent on site-specific
conditions than the intruder scenarios. In addition, since the potential
impacts-are-a function of the total activity ofwaste disposed,,it -is difficult

*.to set concentrationlimitations for-individual radionuclides to meet a specific
dose-limitation criteria. It would be difficult, based,-upon.ground-water
migration considerations, to set concentration limits that can be used-by a
waste generator to determine the classification of this waste.

It is important.;toemphasize, however, that this -doesnot mean that. ground-water
migration.from a disposal facility is'.not an important consideration-in LLW
disposal.. Itdoes suggest that rather than establishing concentration limita-
tions to be met by a waste generator'to meet a particular.ground-water exposure
limitation criteria, it would probably be more useful to set an inventory
limitation for a particular disposal facility (based upon site-specific-informa-
tion) for:particular radionuclides of concern. . . -
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Then, if the waste generators were required to report the quantity of the
radionuclides of concern which are contained in each shipment of waste that
the waste generator ships to the particular disposal facility, the disposal
facility operators could maintain a running inventory at the site of the
radionuclides of concern. When the site inventory reaches the established
limit for the facility, the disposal facility operator would no longer accept
waste streams containing the particular radionuclides of concern. It is-
expected that such radionuclides of concern-would include long-lived mobile
isotopes such as 14C, 99Tc, and 129I.

Potential inadvertent intruder exposures (and maximum radionuclide concentrations
corresponding to a given dose conversion criteria) are a function of three
general parameters: (1) the time after:disposal that the intrusion occurs
(the length of the active institutional control period), (2) waste form-and
packaging properties, and (3) disposal facility design and operating practices.
Regulatory requirements can be placed upon these parameters and, depending
upon the particular requirements placed upon these parameters, a classificat'on
system may be developed.

The effect of waste form and packaging properties and disposal facility design
and operating practices on impacts from human intrusion is also extensively
examined in Chapters 4 and 5 of this environmental impact statement. From
this analysis two conclusions can be made:

o Barriers may be used to reduce the possibility of human intrusion.
These barriers may include disposal at greater depths or emplacement
of the waste using an engineered barrier designed to resist human
intrusion (e.g., a caisson backfilled with concrete).

o If the waste is in a stable waste form that resists dispersion and
if the stable waste is disposed in a disposal cell which is segregated
from unstable waste forms, then potential intruder exposures would
be reduced over those exposures expected if the stable wastes were
disposed mixed with the unstable wastes.

Based upon establishment of a maximum time for active institutional controls
and incorporating the above two conclusions, a waste classification system may
be developed based on a maximum exposure limit to a potential inadvertent
intruder.

The costs and relative effectiveness of various barriers against human intrusion
have been analyzed in Reference-1 and Appendix F. In this work, three generic
levels of intruder barriers are considered in detail, which correspond to
three general levels of effectiveness against intrusion at three levels of
overall costs: (1) no barrier; (2) layering; and (3) hot waste facility.

In the first case, the waste stream is assumed to be disposed in a "regular"
manner without consideration of protecting a potential intruder. In the,
second case, the waste stream is assumed to be disposed at the bottom of the
disposal cell, so that at least 5 meters of earth or other (lower activity)
waste streams cover the layered waste. In the third case, the waste stream is
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assumed to be disposed in a hot waste facility; which for this.EIS is taken to
be a concrete-walled disposal trench. The waste is stacked into the trench,
grouting is poured around.the waste packages, and a concrete cover is then
poured over the grouted waste mass, and finally 2 meters of soil is emplaced
over the concrete cover. The effectiveness'of the hot waste facility is
somewhat speculative, but is included to 'indicate an upper level of protection
against'inadvertent intrusion that can'be achieved through near-surface disposal.

In addition and based upon the analysis~in Chapters 4-and.5, it is assumed.:
that the operational practice of segregated disposal.,of stable waste streams
from unstable waste streams results in reduced exposures to a potential intruder
contacting.the stable'waste streams--at least for the first several hundred
.years'following waste disposal. Segregated disposal of the stable waste .,
streams greatly improves the stability of the disposal cells containing the

-. stable'wastes, resulting in significantly-less water infiltration and subsidence
.,Problems for these disposal cells, and less-decomposition of the disposal cell
contents. Exposures to a potential inadvertent intruder contacting these :
disposal.cells at the end of the institutional control period-would~be limited
to those acquired during discoveryof the waste.- It is not credible, for
example, to postulate that an intruder would construct a house in, or attempt
to grow vegetables in, a disposal cell composed of such wastes as 55-gallon
drums filled with concrete. This scenario, which can be considered tobe a
subset of the intruder-construction scenario, is termed the intruder-discovery
scenario. -

Finally, consideration needs to be given to the length of time that intruder
barriers and segregation of stable wastes would serve to reduce or eliminate
potential inadvertent intruder impacts. Based on the analysis in Chapters 4

:_.and 5,.a.time period of 500 years.after site-closure is used as a limit of the
effectiveness'of layering and waste segregation. Following his time period,
wastes disposed through layering and/or segregation .are assumed to be as-
accessible to an intruder as waste disposed by regular means (i.e., nonsegre-
*gated disposal). -A time-period of 1000.years is.assumed as.a maximum ,length
-of time for a.hot waste facility.to be effective against intrusion.

These concepts are further expanded .in the following.two sections which-present
the..calculational procedures.for determining intruder exposures.from.the two
basic intruder scenarios.considered in this appendix. These include the

,intruder-construction scenarioj(and its subset,.the intruder-discovery-scenario)
presented in Section 3.4.1 and the intruder-agriculture scenario presented in
Section 3.4.2.

3.4 Waste Classification Scenarios '

3.4.1 Intruder-Construction Scenario

'This is one of the scenarios utilized to determine the classification status
of the waste streams--the other scenario being the intruder-agriculture scenario.

* This.section considers.the values of the pathway 'barrier factors.under alternative
values of the waste-form behavior indices and-the disposal technology indices.
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This scenario assumes that at some time after the end of operations at the
disposal facility, institutional controls-break down temporarily and an intruder
inadvertently constructs a house on the disposal facility. In so doing, the
intruder is assumed to contact the disposed wastes while performing typical
excavation work such as installing utilities, putting in basements, and so
forth. These typical activities should not be expected to involve significant
depths--e.g., in most cases no more than approximately 3 m (about 10 ft).
There is, however, a much less likely chance that some excavations could
proceed at a lower depth. This could occur, for example, through construction
of a sub-basement for a high-rise building.

To implement this scenario, the inadvertent intruder is assumed to dig a
3-meter deep foundation hole for the house. The surface area of the house is
assumed to be-20 m by 10 m (200 m2), which is a typical surface area for a
reasonably large ranch-style house. The foundation hole is assumed to be 20 m
by 10 m (200 M2) at the bottom and-26 m by 16 m at the top (giving a 1:1 slope
for the sides of the hole. The top 2 meters of the-foundation is assumed to
be cover material and'the bottom 1 meter is assumed to be waste. This excavation
would result in about 232 m3 of waste being intruded into.

The equation describing human exposure for the intruder-construction scenario
is as follows:

H = (ffdf fdair Cw PDCF-2 + r (fCfdfwfs )DG Cw PDCF-5 (G-8)
n n owD

where H is the 50-year dose commitment in mrem, PDCF-2 and PDCF-5 are the
radionuclide-specific pathway dose conversion factors discussed and presented
in Section 2.4, and C is the radionuclide concentration in the waste. Impacts
are summed over all tWe radionuclides (n).

The first term of the equation calculates the Impacts from the exposures due
to suspension of contaminated dust'into the air (inhalation of the contaminated
dust and direct gamma exposure from the contaminated dust cloud) and the
consumption of food grown nearby upon which the airborne contamination is
assued to settle. The second term of the equation calculates the impacts from
direct gamma exposure to the wastes during-excavation. The values of the.,
barrier factors'are examined below in two subsections: regular waste disposal
and disposal with barriers against intrusion.

Regular Waste Disposal

The time delay factor f0 is radionuclide-specific and is given by the following
equation:

f= exp [ -AT (G-4)

where T is the time period between the end of active disposal operations and
the initiation 'of the' scenario (i.e., IPO plus IIC years), and A is the decay
constant of the radionuclide. This factor is the same for the air uptake
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pathways and the direct gamma pathway. The assumed time'period is equivalent
to the assumption that the'intrusion scenario involves the':last'disposal-cell
constructed at the site'and conservatively neglects the possibility that the
intrusion' sce'nhario may involve one of the earlier disposal'cells.

,, o 5 *, ,:. , - .... -

Thesite design and operation factor C(f) denotes the dilution of the'waste
due to particular disposal practices regarding waste emplacement. 'Its value
is assumed to be 0.5, 0.75, or 0.5, depending upon whether the waste disposal
is'random, is stacked, or is decontainerized, respectively._.. The effects of
other classification tests on f are described in Section 3.3.2.

- d -

For the air uptake pathways, two options are'available for determining the
waste form and'package factor,.f . These-options are incorporated to help'
investigate the potential for improved waste forms to reduce airborne intruder
impacts.- As discussed in Section 3.2.2,'in waste-form-credit option, fw is
given by the following formula:

f= 10(1 9) x 10 1 5 - 3 ) ' (G-9)

In this equation, I5 is the dispersibility Index (see Section 3.2.'2) and I9!is
the accessibility index (see Section 3.2.6).

Howeve'r, 'for the waste form no-credit option, no-credit is given for the waste
form to reduce the dispersibility of the waste stream.' In this option,'the

multiplier io(1 S is set equal to 1.0 for all values of 15..

For the direct gamma exposure pathway, only the self-shielding inherent to the
particular waste form;affects the.factor f In this case, f is set equal to
the following: -

fw Accessibility Multiplier x Solidification Multiplier (G-10)

The modification due to accessibility results from the substantial metal
component of some waste streams. ;For example, a reduction in direct gamma-.
-exposure Intensity-by a factor of,10 can be achieved;thiough -shielding of:
about 2 inches of metal equivalent (Ref. 1). -The accessibility multiplier is
taken to be 1 if the Index I9 is equal to 1and it is 0.1 if the index'I9Ais
equal to 2 or 3. The solidification multiplier is assumed-to be 0.80 for
those streams that are solidified using-solidifcation scenario A or B procedures
which contain a significant amount of cement;otherwise, this multiplier is

-.,assumed to be unity. -Since the streams with an accessibiliy index different
than 1 are never solidified, the minimudm value of thelfactor fwfor the direct
gamma exposure pathway is'0.1.

The-site selection factor, f is different for-the air and direct gamma
- -uptakepathways-of the-intru er-construuction scenario. 'For the"JIr uptake
pathways, it is the product of the.'soil-to-airi tiansfer factor T ' (which ''
depends on the environmental characteristics of the region I nwhfih the' disposal
facility is located) with the exposure duration ,factor (the fraction of a year
that the construction takes place). For the direct gamma exposure pathway it
is equal to just the exposure duration factor. These factors are discussed
below.
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In this EIS, the exposure duration is assumed to be 500 working hours. This
is equivalent to a construction period of.3 months, which is believed'to be
reasonably conservative for typical housing construction. It is believed to
be very conservative for-activities involving use of heavy construction equip-
ment. This gives a value of 0.057 for f for the direct gamma scenario. For
the air pathways, this number is multiplied by a soil-to-air transfer factor
given by the formula:

Tsa = ETsaJo x (10/v) x (s/30) x (50/PE)2  (G-11)

where [T I is equal to 2.53 x 10-1o (Ref. 1), v is the average wind speed at
the sitesEnom/sec, s is the silt content of the site soils in percent, and PE
is the precipitation-evaporation index of the site vicinity indicative of the
antecedent moisture conditions. For the reference disposal facility, these
values were determined to be v = 3.61 m/sec, s = 50%, and PE = 91, yielding a
value of 3.53 x 10-10 for T (also see Appendix J). For an exposure duration
factor of 0.057, this yield aa site selection factor of 2.01 x 10-11 for the
air uptake component of the construction scenario.

Disposal With Barriers Against Intrusion

The barrier factors f and f are affected if the waste is disposed using
intruder barriers andpor if waste segregation is implemented at the disposal
facility. For the air uptake pathways, (a) for layered disposal, the factor
f is multiplied by a factor of 0.1 to indicate the likelihood of contact of
tge layered wastes by the intruder; and (b) for hot waste facility disposal,
fd is multiplied by a factor of 0.01.

For the direct gamma exposure pathway,'(a) for layered disposal, f is multiplied
by a factor of 1/1200 which denotes attenuation of the radiation tirough a
layer equivalent to 1 meter of soil; and (b) for hot waste facility disposal,
f is multiplied by a factor of 1/12002 (Ref. 2) which indicates attenuation
oo the radiation through a layer equivalent to 2 meters of soil.

The site selection factor, f , is modified only if the waste form is'stable
and'has been disposed in a segregated manner. In this case, which is'termed
the .intruder-discovery'scenario, the exposure duration factor is reduced from
500 hours to 6 hours for all the uptake pathways (Ref. 1).

3.4.2 Intruder-Agriculture Scenario

The intruder-agriculture scenario assumes that an intruder inadvertently lives
on and consumes food grown on the disposal facility.'

Farming is a surface activity and generally does not involve disturbing the
soil for more than a few feet. As long as a cap of one or two meters is
maintained over the waste, then it i's very unlikely that agricultural activities
would ever contact the waste. To implement the scenario at the'and of the
active institutional control period, however, a portion of the soil excavated
during the intruder-construction activity (232 m3 of waste and 680 m3 of cover
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material) is- assumed to be distributed around the house. -After building the
foundations'of the house, about 312 m3 of this soil would be backfi1led'outside
and around the 'cellar walls, leaving a volume of about 600 m3 of soil. (of
which about 150 m3 is the original waste/soil mixture) involved in the
agriculture scenario. The precise areal extent to which this soil is distributed
is somewhat speculative. It is likely, however, that the soil will remain
localized; moving even a few-cubic':yards of soil more than 10 meters usually
requiresa 'significant effort.- It'is5assumed in this report-thatthis areal
-extent is likely to be somewhere between 1000 m2 and 2000 e2. `Thattis, the
waste/soil mixture is assumed to lie'within a radius of about 25 meters from
the center of-the house. The intruder-is then assumed to live'in'thisidistributed
waste/soil mixture and is also assumed to consume vegetables from-a small-
garden located in the waste/soil mixture.

A possible alternative to this scenario is that the waste cover ist'stripped
away by the intruder, and that the intruder lives on and grows and consumes
food 'grown directly in the waste. This do-e's not appear to be as reasonable as
the above scenario. At current commercial rates, it costs about $1.07 to move
one cubic yard of dirt from one place to an adjacent place with heavy equipment
(Ref. 28). This implies that to clear 2 meters'of cover from 2 acres, the
intruder would have to either invest a sum of about $22,500 or-perform labor
equivalent to this sum. This is not a reasonable assumption since no reasonable
person is likely to strip and clear away surface soil with the hope of finding
better'soil-underneath to grow food. -,-A noncommercial enterprise is' therefore
assumed for the intruder-agriculture'-scenario. It 'appears-to be unreasonable
'to expect that a commercial operator who would require a substantial investment
*for'a commercial agricultural operation and therefore a clear title to the
land, can be an inadvertent intruder. -

The inadvertent intruder is assumed to live in the house built on-the site,
work'at-a-regular job during the day,,and spend some-of his extra-time-working
inza garden growing vegetables for-his'own-use. 'His time during a year is
assumed'to be-allocated between various activities'as follows:-

Activity --Hours/Year

-At Home' -: 4380 --

At-Work' - 2000

Traveling To and From Work .250

Vacation - ' : - 330 -

Gardening : - ' 100:

Outdoors ' - 1700'

Total: 8760
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In the intruder-agriculture scenario, the inadvertent intruder could be exposed
principally by five pathways: (1) inhalation of contaminated dust suspended
due to tilling activities as well as natural suspension, (2) direct gamma
exposure from standing in the contaminated cloud, (3) consumption of food
(leafy vegetables) dusted by fallout from the contaminated cloud, (4) consump-
tion of food grown in the contaminated soil, and (5) direct gamma exposure
from the. disposed waste volume. For calculational convenience, the first
three uptake pathways have been grouped together and denoted as the air uptake
pathway. The potential exposures from these pathways are calculated in three
groups: air uptake, food (soil) uptake, and direct gamma (volume) exposures.
These are then added to arrive at the total potential exposures from this
scenario.

In this EIS, the potential exposures from the intruder-agriculture scenario
are calculated using the following equation:

H = ff ff. Cw PDCF-3 +~ Cf_ ff Cw PDCF-4 +fdwsair w (fofdfwfs)food w
n n

2:(f f f fsD Cw PDCF-5 (G-12)
n

where H is the annual dose in mrem per year during the 50th year of exposure,
PDCF-3, PDCF-4, and PDCF-5 are the radionuclide-specific dose conversion
factors presented in Section 2.4, and C, is the radionuclide concentration in
the waste. Impacts are summed over all the radionuclides (n). The values of
the barrier factors are presented below.

The time delay factor, f0, for this scenario is identical with the construction
scenario, and is given by equation (G-4). ;The site design and operation
factor f is also determined in the same manner as the construction scenario.
In addition, the dilution resulting from mixing the excavated waste (232 m3)
with the excavated cover soil (680 m3 ), which is a factor of about 0.25, is
also included in the design and operation factor.

The waste form and package factors for the air uptake and direct gamma exposure
pathways composing this scenario are identical to those for the air uptake and
direct gamma pathways composing the intruder-construction scenario.

For the food (soil) uptake pathway, two options are available to calculate fw*
depending upon whether credit is given for the waste form to reduce leaching
of radionuclides from disposed waste and subsequent uptake by plant roots.
These options are included to help investigate the potential for improved
waste forms to reduce potential intruder impacts. For the waste form credit
option, the following formula is utilized to calculate fw for the food (soil)
uptake pathway (also see equation G-16):

w= Mox tc x Mult(I6,I7,IS) x 10 CI9 (G-13)
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However, in the waste form no-credit option, the factor Mult(I6,I7,IS) is set
equal to 1.0.

In equation G-13, M is the radionuclide-specific leach-fraction of unsolidified
waste forms (see-Seistion 3.5). The contact time fraction t is the fraction
of time in one year that the wiaste is in contact with irrigation or rainwater,
while I9 is the accessibility index (see Section 3.2.6). Mult(I6,17,IS) is
the reduction due to solidification and the presence or absence of chelating

i chemicals (see Section 3.2.4) and is a function of leachability index (16),
the chemical content index (17), and whether the waste streams containing
chelating or chemical agents have been segregated from'other waste streams t

(IS).

It appears to be reasonable to assume that only the fraction of radionuclides
transferred from-the waste to-the interstitial water will be accessible to'the
roots. Inclusion of contact time in the above equation is consistent with,
this approach. The contact time fraction is conservatively assumed to equal
unity in this EIS; however, this fraction may actually be a very low value in
view of the soils likely to be found at most disposal locations. These locations
are likely to be at topographic highs whereas the most attractive agricultural
soils are found in or adjacent to flood plains.

The site selection factor f5 for the air uptake pathway is similar to the
intruder-construction air uptake pathway. However, the soil-to-air transfer
factor must-be averaged to account for natural resuspension of the soils
during part of a year. -This estimate is calculated by assuming that (1) the
construction scenario T value of 3.53 x 10-10 (see Section 3.3.1) is applicable
during gardening (100 hoflrs); (2) during the time spent outdoors (1700 hours),
typical natural outdoor ambient air particulate concentrations of 100 ug/m3

are assumed to prevail (Ref. 27); and (3) during the'time spent indoors
(4380-hours),.typical ambient indoor concentrations of 50 ug/m3 have been
assumed (Ref. 27). Utilizing a mass loading of 565 ug/m3 for the time spent
while gardening (Ref. 1), and averaging these values results in a site-selection
factor value of 3.18 x 10-IL. This may be compared with the value of f
(2.01 x 10-11) calculated for the intruder-construction scenario.

For the food (soil) uptake pathway, f is taken to be the fraction of food
grown onsite that is consumed by the'ndividual. -This value is assumed to-be
0.5. For the direct gamma exposure pathway, f is equal to the exposure
duration fraction multiplied by a correction factor to account for the limited
areal extent of the direct gamma source that the intruder is exposed to.
Moreover, the fraction of the time the intruder spends in relation to the
source must be considered.

During a year, the intruder is assumed to spend 1800 hours outdoors exposed to
unattenuated radiation (100 hours tilling and 1700 hours around the house).
During the 4380 hours he spends indoors, he is exposed to attenuated radiation.
The correction factor due to the areal extent of the source may be estimated
utilizing Figure G.5. This figure shows that the intruder may be assumed to
be exposed to a full disk source while outside, and an annular source while
inside the house. While he is inside the house, the center of the disk
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represents the'shielding provided by the foundation slab. 'The contribution to
the direct gamma exposure from this center portion may be neglected 'in comparison
with the exposure from the outside of the house.''If the foundation slab is a
one-foot thick concrete layer, the'radiation would be attenuated to about 0.03
of-its unshielded value for Cs-137 gamma rays (Ref. 1). -The correction factor
for the areal extent of the annular source-may be represented by the'following
equation:

c = EE(pr,) - E,(pr2XI / E,(pr) -(G-14)

7where c is the dimensionless correction factor, El(x) is the first order
exponential integral, p is the linear attenuation coefficient of air-in units
of m-l (it is taken to be 0.0097 m-1) and the r's are the distances indicated
in Figure G.5 'in meters '(Ref. 1). - ' ' -

For a full disk source (for the time spent outdoors), the radius rL in
equation G-14 is replaced by r . In order to evaluate the correction factor,
the distances must be assumed. The following table gives the-value of the
exponential integral for some representative distances:

- Distance pr Ej(pr)

- I-m 0.0097 4.068
8 m. 0.0776 2.055
20 m 0.1940 1.335
25 m 0.2425 1.068

For r and rl, it is reasonable to assume 1 m and 8 m, respectively; 1 m'
represents the height of the exposed person, and 8.m represents the approximate
radius of-a 200 m2 house floor. The value assigned to r2, however, depends on
the areal extent to which the waste/soil mixture (600 M3) has beenspread.
This mixture will likely be spread unevenly within about a half acre around
the house excavation, and the areal .extent is likely to be between 1000 ' 2 and
2000 m2. A radius of 20 m represents an area of about 1050 m2 over-which the
waste is spread, while a radius of 25im represents an area of about 1750 M2.

A radius of 25 m is utilized in this EIS.

These assumptions yield a correction factor for the time spent outdoors.of
about 0.74, and a correction factor for the time spent indoors of about 0.24.
Utilizing-values of 1800 hours outdoors and.4380 hours indoors yields'a site
selection factor of about 0.27, which is the value'utilized"in this EIS.

3.5 Ground-Water Scenarios

These scenarios calculate the impacts resulting from ground-iwater.migration of
radionuclides from the disposed wastes to four potential biota access locations
downstream in the direction'of the ground-water flow:. (1).a-well located at
the boundary of the disposal area; (2) a well located at the site boundary;
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(3) a well located between the disposal facility and the surface hydrologic
boundary; and (4) a stream located at, the surface hydrologic boundary. Different
pathway dose conversion factors are used depending on whether the access
location is a well or a stream (see Section 2). An idealized map showing the
geometric relationships between the disposal facility and the biota access
locations are shown in Figure G.6.

As shown in this figure, the main streamline passing underneath the disposal
facility has been straightened out (the longitudinal coordinates are measured
along this streamline), and the disposal area (excluding the 30 m wide buffer
zone), which is assumed to cover an area of 450 m x 800 m, has been divided
into 10 sectors.

The following equation is used to calculate human exposures which may result
from the well access ground-water scenarios:

H = E (fofdifwifsi) Cw PDCF-6 (G-15)

where H is the annual dose rate in mrem per year during the 50th year of
exposure, PDCF-6 is the radionuclide-specific pathway dose conversion factor
presented in Section 2.4, and Cw is the radionuclide concentration of the
waste stream considered. The impacts are summed over all the waste streams
(i), and over all the radionuclides (n). For a surface water access location
the dose conversion factor POCF-7 is substituted instead of PDCF-6. The
values of the barrier factors are presented below.

The time delay factor f is assumed to be 1. This merely means that the
ground-water scenario is assumed to be initiated at the close of the twenty-year
operational period. The site design and opration factor f , is utilized to
incorporate modifications resulting from two of the site disign options: use
of a hot waste facility, and grouting (the effect of the cover is incorporated
into the waste form and paickage factor fw for calculational convenience--see
below). If the waste is grouted, then f is taken to be 0.1. If the waste is
placed in a concrete-walled trench or a got waste facility, f is further
reduced by a factor of 0.1 (Ref. 1). d

3.5.1 Source Term

The source term is represented by the waste form and package factor, f .,

which has units of m3/year, and denotes the annual volume of contaminatd
liquid that leaves the disposal cells. This factor is given by the formula:

f = f x V x fc (G-16)

where f1 is the fraction of the disposed waste that is in the (i)th waste
stream; V is the annual volume of water that percolates through the trench
cap and contacts the disposal'volume containing the waste; and fc Is the waste
radionuclide concentration fraction transferred to the leachate.
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The first factor f. is self-evident; it is the ratio of the volume of the
waste stream being considered to the entire volume of waste disposed at the
facility. The variable (V ) is simply the percolation (p) multiplied by the
appropriate surface area. wThere are several different techniques for calculating
the parameter (p) (also called PERC in several references).

One of these methods, usually called the water-balance technique, yields a
percolation component of about 180 mm of water per year for the reference
disposal facility. This value is applicable to those cases where no special
effort has been made to emplace a moisture barrier over the waste and to those
cases where the barrier integrity cannot be assumed due to instability of the
disposed waste (Ref. 1).

For the cases where low permeability trench covers are employed and where the
trench cover integrity can be assumed, the percolation component may be
determined by the Darcy velocity of the least permeable stratum between the
waste and the atmosphere. The Darcy velocity of a material, with hydraulic
conductivity (K) in units of m/yr and unit hydraulic gradient (the most
conservative assumption), has units of m3/m2-yr. This number, however, is
modified by the fraction of each year during which there is at least 0.01 inch
of precipitation. Therefore, in this latter case, (p) will be calculated from
the relationship: p = K (w/365), where (K) is the hydraulic conductivity'of
the least permeable layer covering the waste, and (w) is the mean annual
number of days with 0.01 inch or more of rainfall.. Assuming that a permeability
of 3 x 10-7 cm/sec (about 0.3 ft/yr) is applicable for the least permeable
stratum of the low permeability trench cover, and assuming (for the reference
disposal facility) that w is equal to 115, yields an estimated percolation
component of 30 mm. This permeability can be readily achieved through emplace-
ment and compaction of a clay layer (materials with permeabilities in the
range 10-7 to 10-9 cm/sec are commonly available) (Ref. 1). However, after
the active institutional control period, it is likely that, as a result of
intrusion by humans and/or by plant roots and/or burrowing animals, this low
percolation rate may increase. Therefore, a time-dependent source term option
has been incorporated into the calculations as discussed below in Section 3.6.3.

For the reference disposal facility, V, is therefore assumed to be given by
either V1 = 0.180 Sf, or V2 = 0.03 Si where Sf denotes the surface area involved,
in m2 (Ref. 1). However, the specific value utilized for this parameter is
also determined by other factors. These include the cover index (IC), the
stabilization index (IX), the waste form stability index (18), and the segregation
index (IS). The following table is utilized to arrive at the value of Vw for
a given waste stream: -
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-One more.waste form behavior..index affects-the determination of the-infiltrating
..volume; and that is-the "disposal status".index Ill. If. the waste is-disposed

-of in concrete-walled trenchesrolr a-hot,.waste facility (Ill:= 3), the above
-table is-ignored, and the infiltrating water volume is-taken to.be-V2/4
multiplied by'the surface area fraction of the walled trench or hot waste
facility. . - -,.

For the-time-dependent source analysis option,:an increase in the infiltration
-rate is assumed after-the active institutional.controlperiod as follows.
'Only the:infiltrating volumes that are.less than Vl are-affected. For 10lpercent
-of-the'disposal area which:is-assumed- to:be disturbed by intruder activities
(about'8 acres) an infiltrating volume of :Vlisassumed, and for the rest-of
the area twice the previous.value (i.e.,.either 4xV2,or 2xV2) isassumed. For

-,-'the hot waste facility, the infiltrating volume is-assumed to~become V2.-

The factor f represents the fraction of the radionuclides that are transferred
from the waste to the'leachate. It may be calculated using the following-
formula: - - . . , : .

f = H x t x Mult(I6;I7,IS).x 1 0( -. (G-17)c o- c --

where M is equal to the radionuclide-specific unsolidified waste-leach fraction
at continuous full saturation; t is the fraction of a year that the infiltrating
volume of water. is in contact with the-waste;. Mult(16,17,IS) is the reduction
in leachate concentration considering solidification methods and disposal

;. . . X .
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facility operation practices (see Section 3.2.4); and 1O(1 I9) is the
accessibility factor (see Section 3.2.6). These factors are discussed below.

The factor M can be estimated by many theoretical methods; however, these
theoretical calculations are not consistent with experimental data (Ref. 1).
In this work, the average upper bounds of the leach fraction for unsolidified
waste are estimated assuming that the leachate/waste conditions at the Maxey
Flats, Kentucky disposal facility and the West Valley, New York disposal
facility trenches (both of which can be assumed torbe at continuous full
saturation) may be used to approximate this bounding.fraction. The above two
disposal facilities, because of the presence of organic chemicals and chelating
agents and because they can be assumed to be at continuous full saturation,
may be assumed to represent extreme leachability conditions. Some researchers
in the field believe that these types of estimates represent the best that can
be achieved with the available experimental data (Refs. 1, 27).

To estimate these ratios, the measured leachate concentrations and the estimated
trench inventories from several trenches for each radionuclide are utilized.
This estimate takes into consideration the fraction of the leached radioactivity
that may be reversibly adsorbed by the interstitial trench soils. These
ratios are presented in Table G.14. Detailed calculations can be found in
Reference 1.

The use of the factor M , however, necessitates a correction factor to take
into account the transient and partially saturated conditions expected in the
reference disposal facility. This correction factor is expressed through tc*
This fraction depends on the contact time between the waste and infiltrating
water. Assuming that leaching at partial saturation is proportional to the
moisture content, the:fraction (t ) may be expressed as the fraction of a year
that the percolation component calculated above'takes to pass through a given
horizontal plane. That is, tc = p/(nv), where p is the precipitation (in
m/yr) that infiltrates and comes into contact with the waste, n is the waste
cell effective porosity, and v is the speed of the percolating water (in
m/yr). The waste cell effective porosity can conservatively:be assumed.to be
about 25% (partially compacted soils are likely to have higher porosities).
The value of v depends on the interstitial soils; a very conservatively low
value of 1 ft/day (corresponding to a permeability of about 1lx 10-4 cm/sec,
an effective porosity of 0.25,'and a hydraulic-gradient of unity) will be'
assumed in this report for the reference disposal facility. These calcula-
tions yield the values 0.00647 and 0.00108 as the contact time factor for.the
above percolation cases of 0.18 m/year and 0.03 m/year, respectively (Ref. 1).

These values may be modified for soils with different-permeabilities by -
multiplying by the ratios of the respective permeabilities; the contact time
factor would increase for soils with low permeabilities, and would decrease
for soils with high permeabilities by as much as a factor of 10. It should be
noted that an increase or decrease in the volume of percolating water also
'affects the contact time.

The last two factors in equation-(G-17) are the multipliers due to waste
solidification'and facility operating practices, and due to the relative
inaccessibility of activated radioactivity in metal waste streams. The
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Table G.14 Radionuclide Partition"Ratios*-''
Between Leachate and Waste' '

Basic Calculated Other Assumed
Nuclide Ratio - Nuclides' Ratio -

H-3

C-14**

Co-60

'1.15 * Tc-99
I-129

0.115
0.115

5.76x10 .3

1.48x10 2 Fe-55
Ni-59
Ni-63 ,
Nb-94

1. 48x10 2

1. 48x10 2

. -1.48xlO 2
1.llxlO 2,

, I

I .

. Z,

''' Sr-90

Cs-137

U-238**

Pu-239t

9.86x10 3

1.62x10 4

1.25x10 4

4. 67x10 4 :

Cs-135 1.62x10 4

U-235 -1.25x10 4 .

Pu-238
- Pu-241
- Pu-242

Np-237
Cm-243

: .Cm-244

4.67x10_
-4.67x10 4

4.67x10: 4
4.67x10_4,4.67x10 4

-4.67x10 4.

Am-241 4.11x1O 3 Am-243 4.11x1O s

*Ratio of the leachate concentration (in
Ci/m3) to the waste concentration in
(Ci/m 3). Assumediratios are estimated
based on chemical similarities between
'the basic nuclide and'the nuclide'of -

concern'. "

-**Calculated using West Valley leachate
'concentrations and Maxey Flats -

inventories.

'tThe calculated ratio includes`Pu 238.
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multiplier due to waste solidification and facility operating practices has
been discussed in Section 3.2.3, and the table detailing the Mult(I6,I7,IS)
factor in Section 3.2.5 is applied to this scenario. The multiplier for
activated metal waste forms has been discussed in Section 3.2.6.

3.5.2 Migration Reduction Factor

The waste form and package'factor, as expressed above, yields the total (in
m3/yr) source term that can be expected from a given waste stream. This
source term must be related to the radionuclide concentrations at the ground-
water biota access locations. This relation is expressed through the site
selection factor (f ) in units of yr/m3. This factor, which has also been
called the "confinegent factor" or "reduction factor" (Ref. 3) is the ground-
water migration analog of the (X/Q) term in meteorological diffusion calcula-
tions (Ref. 1).

Dozens of models, both analytical and numerical, have been developed to forecast
the probable extent of radionuclide migration (sometimes called mass transport)
and the associated environmental impact. A review of some of the available
simulation techniques are presented in References 29 and 30. An analytical
model is used in this EIS due to the generic nature of the analysis (Ref. 1).

The measurable hydrogeological parameters that should be included in an accurate
simulation of mass transport are: the geometry of the problem (e.g., the
travel distance and time to an access location), the decay constant of the
radionuclides, the hydraulic velocities of the fluid (e.g., v), the dispersion
characteristics of the medium, and the retardation coefficients of the
radionuclide-medium interaction. The space- and time-averaging of the above
parameters, if necessary, may be accomplished in a straightforward manner
(Ref. 3). As discussed in Section 2.4, it can be shown that the time dependent
site selection factor is given by (Ref. 3):

f5i Erg/Q) 12 rtij (G-18)

where (Q) is the dilution factor in units of volume/time; the factor rg is the

time independent reduction factor due to the geometry of the problem (i.e.,
the spatial relationship of the disposal cells and the access location); j
denotes the longitudinal sectors bf the disposal facility shown in Figure G.6;
and r . is the reduction factor due to migration and radioactive decay which
depen~son both space and time, including the duration of the source term (T.).

The geometric reduction factor rg is assumed to be independent of the

characteristics of the waste streams. It is also independent of the longitu-
dinal relationship of the disposal facility with the access location. A more
detailed consideration of this factor is presented in Reference 1. In this
EIS, it is conservatively assumed that the geometric reduction factor is
unity.
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The dilution factor Q 'is independent'of the characteristics .of 'the waste''
streamnand the geometrical'relatio'nship of the disposal'facility'with respect
to the accesslocations.' The'factor:Q'may be thepumping rate of.a.well.or
the flow.rate..of a stream. In this EIS, the dilution ratesassumed are

-.7700 m3/year. (3.84 gallons'per minute),for the intruder well'and bounda'ry well
scenarios which represents the needs of a single person living'in a rural
area; 200,000 m3/year (about 100 gpm) for the population well scenario; 'and
4.5 x 106 ms/year (about 5 cubic feet per second) for the surface stream
scenario (Ref. 1). Small farming communities that utilize.ground water for
their needs usually have wells that range from 100 gpm to 1000 gpm'depending
on the population (Ref. 1). A stream flow rate of about 5 cfs is selected
since a stream with flow rate below this value is very unlikely to be used for
human consumption., .For example, Rock Lick Creek nearby the Maxey Flats,
Kentucky'disposal facility has an-annual'average flow'ratehof about.7 cfs, but
it is not-used for human consumption;.lt is used only for, livestock"(Ref. 1).

There exists a lower bound, however, for the'value of the'dilution factor-Q,
and it is given'by the'total'volume of water infiltrating through theedisposal
area. This volume is calculated during the-source term calculation presented
in the' previous section.' Therefore, the value of Q is 'modified upward if the
total volume of water infiltrating into' thedisposal'area'is greater'than the
above assumed values.

The migration reduction factor rti depends on the time'that the exposureis

assumed to occur, the duration of ground water travel.between the j .-longitu-
dinal section'of the disposal facility and-the access location,-the retardation
capability of the soils (radionuclide dependent),.the'duration oftthe assumed
source term,'and the waste stream characteristics.' The longitudinal extent of
the'disposal facility is considered by 'dividing it into'10 sectors'and summing
the'contributions:(assumed to be equal) from'each sector-to obtain the
concentrations at the discharge location. 'In this EIS the following formula
is used for the migration reduction factor rti

' rtj = [exp(-Xt)/(JxT1)] x EF - Ft(tt-T)] -"(Gl)

where A is the decay constant of the nuclide,i t is the time at whichthe .
migration' reduction factor is applicable';.J'is the total number of longitu-
dinal-sectors the'disposal site has been divided.into, whicht s 10 in this EIS
(see Figure G.6)- T is the source duration factor for the i waste stream;
and j denotes the sector considered. 'The function F.(t) is given 'by the.
following 'formula (Ref. '1):-

Flt) M 0.5 x U(t)-x erfc(X_)+ exp(P.) erfc(X+)J, where (G-20)

" 2 4P l t/(Rtwj)' .-

* ,2 4VI ( Rt~j ..; .
' .. r -. ... ..

II
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In this equation, U(t) is the unit impulse function that is zero for a negative
argument and is equal to unity otherwise; t . is the water travel time between
the disposal sector being considered and th~eaccess location; Pj is the Peclet

number for the distance between the disposal sector and the access location;
and erfc(x) is the complement of the error function and is given by the formula
(Ref. 31):

x
erfc(x) = 1 - I (2/4R) exp (-t2) dt (G-21)

The retardation factors (R) that are'utilized in the above equations depend on
the radionuclide considered as well as the geochemistry of the soils and the
transporting'ground water. They are indicative of the reversible ion exchange
capability of the soils and represent the ratio of the radionuclide velocities
in the soil to the ground-water velocities. The cation exchange capacity of
the soils is an important parameter which can be'used to estimate the retardation
coefficients of the soils from published data. Five sets of retardation
coefficients are utilized in this EIS (Refs. 32, 33). These coefficients are
presented in Table G.15.

The first set is representative of coefficients for sandy soils with low to
moderate cation exchange capacities, and is assumed to represent the lower
bound of retardation coefficients used in this generic analysis. The fourth
set is representative of coefficients for clayey soils with moderate to high
cation exchange capacities. In between these two sets, two other sets have

-been postulated and'have been calculated utilizing the geometric midpoints of
sets 1 and 4. The third-set of coefficients have been assumed to be applicable
to the reference disposal facility. A fifth set of coefficients have been
also calculated for use in special cases.

th
The source duration factor T for the i waste stream is determined by dividing
the total activity in the sdeam. with the annual radionuclide release fraction
which is given by the factor f multiplied by the concentration. This calcula-
tion considers radionuclide detly but conservatively neglects the depletion of
the'radionuclide inventory at the site by previous releases. In other words,
rather than having an inventory and a source term lasting for an infinite
period of time with a pseudo-exponential decay (with the decay constant
determined by the annual releases), all the radioactivity is released within a
finite period with the annual source term determined with no depletion due to
previous releases;. This conservatism, which is equivalent to the assumption
that waste/leachate transfer factor increases with time, is implemented for
calculational convenience.

The ground-water travel times t and Peclet numbers P depend on the distance

between the disposal facility sector being considered and the access location.
The travel time and Peclet number between the first sector and the access
location are termed tw, and P1, respectively, and appropriate multiples of the
incremental ground-water travel time and Peclet numbers between two adjacent
sectors are added to tw1 and P1. For the reference disposal facility, the
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Table-G.15 Sets of Retardation Coefficients*,.
Used in ImpactsAnalysis

*' - Assumed Retardation"Coefficients

Nuclide Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 BNWL**

H-3

C-14

Fe-55

Ni-59t

Co-60

Sr-90

Nb-94

Tc-99 -- -

I-129

Cs-137t

: ' U-235t -

' ' Np-237

Pu-238t

Cm-243t '

Am-241t

.1

10.

630

420

420

9

1000

2

2

85

840

300

.840

'300

300

1- 1

10 10 .

1290. 2640

860 1750

860 1750

18' - 36

2150 4640

3 4

3 4

173 350

..1720 .'3520

600 ¢1200

1720. 3520

600 1200

600 1200

1 1 1

10 : 10 10

5400.. 11050. 3333

3600 7350 333

3600 7350 333

* 73 *- 146 100

10000. 21500 10000

5 6 1

5 6 1

720 1460 -1000

7200 14730' .14286

2500 5000 100'.

7200 14730 .'10000

2500 5000 3333
0 0 1 0

2500 5000 10000 '

*Sets land 4-are values obtained from Reference,32,
except for the radionuclides'Nb-94.and U-235. These
values are based on comparativeyretardat'ionsgiven'by
the BNWL column (Ref. '33). Sets '2and 3 are'obtained
as geometric midpoints of Sets 1 and 4, and Set 5 is.
similarly calculated, i.e.,: --- '-

Set 2 = Set 1 x Cube Root of (Set 4/Set 1),
Set 3 = Set.2 x Cube Root of (Set 4/Set 1),
Set 5 = Set 4.x Cube Root of.(Set 4/Set 1).'

**These values are given in Reference 30 for desert
soils with a moderate cation exchange capacity of
'about 5 meq/100 g. They have been used as a guide
to fill in missing values'. ; '

tCoefficients for other isotopes 'of these-elements
are assumed to be the same.. '
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ground-water travel time between two adjacent sectors (a distance of 80 meters)
is assumed to be 64 years (corresponding to a ground-water speed of 1.25 m/year).
It is also assumed for the reference disposal facility that ground water takes
10 years to traverse the unsaturated zone. The Peclet number, P , is basically
the distance to the access location divided by the longitudinal Aispersivity
of the medium. A value of 1600 is added for two adjacent sectors to the
Peclet number calculated for the first sector P1. For the reference disposal
facility, the following travel times and Peclet numbers are used:

Travel Time Peclet Number
Location (twO) (PO)

Intruder Well 42 years 1,300

Boundary Well 66 years 1,900

Population Well 400 years 10,000

Surface Stream 800 years 20,000

It may be pointed out that the selection of tw; and P; as the primary variables

on which the migration analysis is based implicitly allows for a sensitivity
analysis. Sites with differing environmental parameters may lead to similar
radionuclide concentrations at the access locations. For example, similar
results would be obtained if the ground-water velocity is twice as high, and
the distance to the discharge access location is twice as large. Similarly,
large unsaturated zone travel times would compensate for a shorter saturated
zone travel time.

3.5.3 Special Cases

This section considers variations in the ground-water migration calculational
procedure for three special cases: the maximum concentration case, the time
dependent source analysis, and high-integrity containers.

Maximum Concentration Case

The previous equations can be used to determine radionuclide concentrations at
a particular access location as'a function of time. It may also be of interest
to determine the maximum concentrations of a given radionuclide at a particular
access location over all time.

The maximum radionuclide concentration at the particular access location considered
may occur long after the initiation of the scenario. For this special case, only
the reduction factor r is affected in the above formulation and a modification
of equation .(G-18) is Algessary to calculate the maximum concentrations. The
equation utilized in this EIS is (Ref. 1):

Si ":E 9 i] (G-22)
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where r and'Q are as defined previously, and r; is theitime independent
maximum value:of the migration reduction factor r The-parameter r. is
given by the following equation. tij. 1

r. = maximum of [ril,ri2.... ,rilo] (G-23)-

where
, wk . .-24)

rk -k x [exp (-XRt ]/(JxT.)].

where the above variables J, T., A, R, and t denote the same parameters as
were defined previously. 1 wk

Time-Dependent Sources

Although a disposal facility will be designed and operated so that infiltration
of rainwater will be minimized, it is possible that at some time after the
disposal facility is closed, active institutional controls 'may break down and
potential inadvertent intrusion into part of the disposed wastes may occur.
Similarly, a breakdown in institutional controls may lead to an increase in
infiltration of rainwater into 'the disposed waste and a corresponding increase
in the.ground-water migration source term; .A.calculational ,procedure to
account for this time-dependent source-term is presented below.

For the 'case of the'time-dependent source-term analysis, the source term is'
assumed to increase after'the end of the active institutional control period.
The source term may be represented by the following histogram:

Source
''Term- . ''-'''-..--.

- f
woil .. ''-...

Til Ti 2  Time

Two' source.terms, denoted by f .1 and f ; 2 . are calculated using equation'
'(G-16). These' source terms ar used inw onjunction with two source duration
times 'denoted by (T.1) and (T. 2 -T. 1 ). The first source term is applicable
during'the duration time of T1. 1 years (equal to or less than IPO+IIC - see
Section 3.1), and the'second source termis'applicable during a duration time
equal'to T. 2 -T .1. The second source duration time is calculated by sub-
tracting the radioactivity that has migrated during the first duration time''
..from the activity inventory of the.site (area under the above histogram), and
'dividing the'remaining site'activity inventory by the second source term. It
is calculated by the formula:

T2i = Tji + fwii x (TDUR - Til) / fwj2 (G-2-5)
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where TDUR represents the source duration time if fwij were the source term

during the entire period. In other words, TDUR is the duration time for the
time-independent source-term analysis and TDUR times fwil times Cw is the

entire site inventory of the radionuclide being considered.

For calculational convenience, the source term for this anlysis is taken to be
equal to fwil and the effect of the increased source term after time T l is

incorporated into the factor r After the definitions of these parameters,tij*
the following equation is applicable for the factor r tij:

rtij = [exp(-Xt)/(JxTDUR)J x {Fi(t) - Fj(t-Tj1) +

(fwi2/fwil) x EFj(t-Ti1) - Fj(t-TeT 2 )J} (G-26)

where f.(t) is the function defined previously by equation (3-19), and where

the variables X, J, TDUR, T i, Tj2 fwii and are as defined previously.

For cases where the source is depleted within the active institutional control
period (TDUR is less than IPO+IIC) or for cases where the initial percolation
volume at the disposal facility is greater than or equal to V1 (see Section 3.5.1),
this analysis is ignored.

High-Integrity Containers

High-integrity containers are packages which are designed to preclude waste/
trench water contact for long periods of time (Ref. 1). This time period may
vary from a few years to several hundred yaers. The effect of this delay due
to use of high-integrity containers is incorporated into the analysis by
adding the delay time to all the ground-water travel times for the selected
waste streams.

3.6 Exposed-Waste Scenarios

In these scenarios, some or all of the surface area of the disposed waste is
assumed to be exposed through some means. The mechanism that initiates uncovering
of the waste can be either the erosion of the waste cover by surface water or
wind action, or intruder activities such as housing construction. Similarly',
there are two exposed waste surface scenarios depending on whether the'transfer
agent is wind or surface waste. Furthermore, the corresponding biota access
location can be either an. offsite surface water body (through surface water
runoff) or offsite air (through wind suspension and transport). Therefore,
there are four 'exposed waste scenarios: intruder-air, intruder-water, erosion-
air, and erosion-water.
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Onlythose wastes that havebeen,,disposed through regular disposal designs are
considered In the erosion-initiated scenarios. Waste that is layered (disposed
of at the bottom of the disposal cells),,and waste thatIis disposed of in, a
.hot waste facility areassumed not to be exposed to the atmosphere for the
erosion-initiated scenarios. However,all the wastes are considered in the,
intruder-initiated scenarios. The, following,equations are utilized to
calculate human exposures resulting from these scenarios. For the water
transport and access;case: -

H= 2 (f f f ) PCF-7 (G-27)
E E odifwi si)wat Cwi 7 -

and, for air transport and access case:

H- X UOfdifwifsi)air Cwi PFCF (G-28)
in

where H is th 50th year annual dose in mrem/year after 50 years of exposure,
PDCF-7 and PFCF-8 are the radioriuclide-specific pathway dose conversion factors

presented in Section 2.4, and C is the radionuclide concentration in the ith
waste stream. The impacts are summed over all the radionuclides (n), and over
all the'waste streams (i). The values o'f the barrier factors are presented
below.

The time'delay barrier factor (f ) is defined by:'
0

f0  exp[ - X T] (G-4)

where T is the delay time,''and X is the decay constant. For the intruder-
initiated exposed waste scenarios, the'delay time (T) is taken'to be the '
period between the cessation of active disposal operations and the end of the
active 'institutional 'control period. For the erosiion-initiated exp'osed waste
'scenarios, it is'taken to'be dependent onsthe cover thickness utilized--i.e.,
it is a function of the'disposal technologyjindex IC. The following table
presents the values assumed for the initiation of the erosion scenario:

IC Delay Time ''

- '' -2000'years -
2 3000 years r

3 10000 years
,, .* ,- * - - I

These values are believed to'be'extremely conservative. 'Previous estimates on
,the erosion potential of adequately emplaced'cover materials have ranged'from
1,000 years-to 10,000 years to erode 1 meter of-soil cover (Ref.'27). , After
consideration'of the variabilityo'f'this time period, Reference 13 assumes'a
time of.2,000 years to erode through 2 meters of cover. This is the value
utilized in this EIS.
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.The site design factor (fd.) is defined as the fraction of the exposed'area
that is waste and will be Assumed to be independent of the properties of the
waste stream considered.' In this EIS, it will be'taken to be proportional to
the emplacement efficiency of the waste; however, in this case', the percentage
of the land area in between the disposal cells that have not-been utilized for
waste disposal must be considered--i.e.', the land-surface utilization rate
(see Section 3.1). Therefore, the site design factor is taken equal to the
product of the emplacement efficiency (0.75 for stacked disposal and 0.5 for
other emplacement cases) with the land-surface utilization rate of the design
option. (For the reference disposal facility, the land surface utilization
rate is conservatively estimated to be 0.90.)

The waste form and package factor (f wi) denotes the total volume of the soil-

waste mixture mobilized by the transfer agent per year. In this report, it
may be empirically broken down into the following components.

f.= E x (A/d). (G-29)

where:

E = soil-waste mixture mobilization rate (in g/m2-yr) which will
be taken to be independent of the waste stream.

A = total area of the soil-waste mixture (in M2) that can be

identified with the i)th waste stream.

d. density of the soil-waste mixture (in g/m3) that can be

identified with the (M)th waste stream.

This equation is conservative and is applicable for both the wind transport.
scenario and the surface water scenario. Specific values of the above parameters
and the site selection factor f. are discussed below.

3.6.1 Wind Transport Scenarios,

For the intruder-initiated scenarios, the factor E can be calculated based on
use of the soil-to-air transfer factor (Ref. 1). It may be taken as the time-
weighted average of the dust mobilization rate resulting from construction or
gardening activities such as tilling and the natural wind mobilization rate
(Ref. 1).

Impacts are summed over all waste streams. To calculate the amount of radio-
activity released into the air from each waste stream in the intruder-initiated
exposed waste scenario, either the intruder-construction or the intruder-
agriculture scenarios are used depending upon the disposal status of the
waste. 'Regular and layered unstable waste streams are subject to the agriculture
scenario, while regular stable,' layered stable, and hot waste facility waste
streams are subject to the construction scenario.' However, only 1 percent of
the'layered unstable wastes are assumed to contribute to the agriculture.'
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scenario, while only 1 percent of the layered stable.wastes and 0.1 percent of
the hot waste facility wastes are assumed to contribute to the construction
scenario. Moreover; the duration of the exposed waste scenario is modified by
the duration factor of 6-hours (instead of 500 hours) .for the stable wastes.-
Furthermore, about 1800 m2 of waste area is:assumedto be exposed-continuously
in the agriculture scenario with only a fraction used for gardening, and
200 M2 of area is exposed for 500 hours forthe standard construction scenario.

In order to simplify the compliacted;procedure required to estimate the factor E
for the above conditional -cases, a basic mobilization-rate is assumed to be
applicable to all the cases with correction factors applied-;for each waste

<stream as appropriate for the special conditions outlined above. - The basic,,
-dust mobilization rate for- the intruder-initiated scenario-is-assumed to be
2.9x10-3 .mg/m2-sec (Ref.-1). For the erosion-initiated scenario, the factorE
is -taken as the natural:wind mobilization rate of 4.1 x10 4 rMg/m 2-sec (Ref. -1).

For the erosion-initiated scenario the entire disposal site area is assumed to
be exposed and A. is calculated by dividing the volume'of the waste stream
being considered by the product obtained by multiplying thevolumetric disposal
efficiency (assumed to 6.40 m3/m2 for the reference disposal facility) by the
surface utilization rate (0.90) and by the emplacement efficiency. The density
of the-soil/waste mixture is assumed to-be 1.6 g/cm3 except for those streams
that are solidified-using solidification-scenarios A or B involving partial
cement solidification. These streams are assumed to be 34% heavier.

For the wind transfer scenario, the site selection factor (f ),is the air-to-air
transfer factor (meteorological dispersion factor X/Q) (Ref. 1). For these
scenarios, the number of people exposed to atmospher'ic releases ar'eincorporated
into the definition of the'`site selection factor." This results-in'i'an'f with
units of people-year/m3. ' ' - - ;

To calculate the site selection factors, the population for the reference
disposal-facility-(see Appendix-J) is assumed to be-doubled for the intruder-
initiated scenario, and tripled for the erosion-initiated scenario. The
number of people in each radialsector is multiplied by theicoriesponding
atmospheric dilution factor and the results summed.- The site-selection factors
are calculated to be 3;50 x 10-10 and 5.25 x 10-10 people-year/M3 for the
intruder-and erosion-initiated wind transfer scenarios, respectively.'

3.6.2 Surface Water Scenario

Based on surface water erosion calculations (Ref. 1) the mobilization rate for
the surface water scenario (i.e.,: the factor E in equation G-29) is calculated
to ,be 1.84 x 102 g/in2-year. This factor corresponds to an annual erosion rate
of about 0.75'tons/acre.' The other factors in the equation (i.'e., 'A and d)'
remain as defined In Section 3.61. ' - -

The'surface water site selection factor can be estimated by considering the
flow rate of a nearby stream 'assumed to be utilized by a member 'of the popula-
tion. In this EIS, the inverse of twice the valu'e-of the dilution factor Q
previously utilized to determine ground-water impacts at the surface water
access location is utilized (1.12 x 10-7 year/m3). Twice the value is utilized
to account for the increased flow conditions during heavy precipitation and
subsequent heavy stream flow rates (Ref. 1).
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3.7 Operational Accident Scenarios

There are two accident scenarios considered for applicability to a given
stream in the impact calculations: accident-container, and accident-fire.
These scenarios are described below.

3.7.1 Accident-Container Scenario

This scenario-assumed that a waste container is'dropped from a significant
height so that the waste container breaks open and that a portion of the radio-
active contents of the package is released into the air where it is transported
offsite and leads to subsequent human exposure. Potential releases can be modeled
as a "puff," and resulting human exposures would be over a very short time period.
The potential exposures from this scenario are'a strong function of the waste
form--i.e., improved less dispersible waste forms lead to lower potential releases
and reduced potential human exposures. The equation describing the human exposures
are as follows:

H = (f f f f) Cw PDCF-1 (G-30)

where H is the 50-year dose commitment in mrem, PDCF-1 is the radionuclide
specifc pathway dose conversion'factor presented in Section 2.4, and C' is thew
radionuclide of concentration in the waste. Impacts are summed over all the
radionuclides (n).

No reduction due-to decay of the radionuclides is considered, and the time
delay factor f is assumed to be one. Similarly, no reduction due to site
design and operation has been assumed and the factor fd has also been set
equal to one.

The waste form and package factor f is affected by the dispersibility of the

material at the time of disposal. An index that can be conveniently used to
represent this property is the leachability index of the waste stream (see
Section 3.2.3), which also represents the solidification scenario utilized for
the waste stream. The waste form and package factor is'given by the following
equation:

fw = 1o(Io19 ) x 1o(Io16) (G-31)

The relationship 1o(1 I9) is the accessibility multiplier discussed previously.

The factor 1o0' I6. indicates the relative dispersiblity of the solidified
material after a container accident. The property. values for this 'comparative
dispersibility are based on consideration of comparative mechanical strengths
(measured for compressive, unnotched Izod impact,- and fragmentation tests) of

-.waste forms (Ref. 1). If the waste is not solidified, then the dispersibility
factor is assumed to be unity.
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The site selection factor f , which is dimensionless, may be calculated by
assuming'that the materialleleased is a "'puff," and it stays in' 'a puff, form
until'it'reaches the exposed individual. -The.follovwing equation is utilized
to calculate'f in this EIS:

s

fs = 1.56 x 10-7 X V X fr x (X/Q) (G-32)

where 1.56 x 10-7 is the exposure duration factor given by the fraction of air
inhaled in one intake by a man performing light activity (1.25 liters) to the
annual inhalation 'volum6 (8000 M3)-(Refs 1, 34).

The source term may be'represented by the:.product of fr' the fraction released

per second, and-V, the volume of the container.. For the worst case, 0.1.percent
of.the waste is' assumed to be released into~air'Cthe case of the Pu02'powered
accident) (Ref. 9). This release fraction is modified by the solidification'
status of the'waste stream (see above): -The volume of the'container involved
in the accident, V, is assumed to be 170-ft3--the size'of a typical resin-liner.

For puff releases, the atmospheric dispersion factor (X/Q) for a ground level
release and for a-person standing in the centerline of the puff is given in
reference 35'by the following formula:-

(X/Q) [In a a a- (G-33)

where ax, aC, and az are the distance-dependent standard deviation factors of

the Gaussian puff in three directions.. These.sigmas, in meters,,indicate the
spread and dilution of the plume as'a function of distance'from"the source.
Utilizing a value of ax = ay '= 3.61'm'(based on the average-wind speed at'the

reference facility), and 'a value of a = 2.2 m (Ref. 35), yields a (X/Q) value
of 4.42 x 10-3 sec/m3. Z

3.7.2 .Accident-Fire Scenario

This scenario assumes that a fire starts in a disposal cell and lasts for..'
approximately.two hours. A portion of 'the 'radioactive'material ' released
.-into the-air.where it is transported offsite.'and leads 'to 'sub'sequent exposures
!of humans. Potential exposures from this'scenario are a strong function of'
the waste. form and facility design and operation. For example,'a waste disposal
cell-in whichfall of the wastes'are compo'sed of compressible'material (e.g.,'
segregated disposal of compressible waste) would involve-larger releases (more
material to burn) than a case in which the compressible material 'is mixed with
noncombustible waste. However, most compressible waste forms have very low
levels of contamination. On the other-hand, improvements in the form of the
compressible,,material would involve lower potential releases. For example,
compressible'material which has been processed-by incineration and solidified
would involve lower potential releases than'compact'ed compressible waste.

ri.d
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In this work, the accident-fire scenario is used to help assess the effect of
improved waste forms and site operational practices on reducing the potential
exposures from an accident involving an operational fire. Each waste stream
or.groups of waste streams may be tested separately using this scenario.

The equation describing the human exposures is as follows:

H = (fofdfwfS Cw PDCF-1 (G-34)

n

where H is the 50-year dose commitment in mrem, PDCF-1 is the radionuclide-specific
pathway dose conversion factor discussed in Section 2.4 and C is the radionuclide
.concentration in the waste. Impacts are summed over all the radionuclides (n).

In a manner similar to the accident-container scenario, the time delay factor
f and the site design and operation factor fd are assumed to be unity. The
0d,

waste form and package factor f is assumed to be equal to 0.1 x 20(4)
where I4 is the waste form flamlability index (see Section 3.2.1).

The site selection factor f is determined by the atmospheric dispersion of
the plume resulting from the accident. In this EIS, the plume resulting from
the fire is assumed to travel in one direction and the exposed individual is
assumed to stand in the centerline of the plume for a period of time. The
following formula is used for fs

fs fe x fr x V x-(X/Q) (G-35)

where fe is the exposure duration factor (dimensionless); fr is the release'

fraction per second; V is the volume of the waste involved in the fire in -
units of m3; and (X/Q) is the atmospheric dispersion factor in units of sec/mr3.

In this EIS, fe is assumed to be equal to 3.63 x 10-5 based on the ratio of

the air inhaled during the time period the individual is assumed to stand'in
the plume of the fire (10 minutes during which a man doing light activity
inhales about 0.29 m3 of air) "(Ref. 34).' The fraction released per second,
f - is assumed'to be 1/7200 based on the assumed duration of the fire;'' This
i equivalent to a fire duration time of 2 hours.-' The volume of'waste involved
in the accident is assumed to be 100'm3 based on an estimated annual disposal
volume' of 50,000 m3, two disposal cells operating simultaneously, and one'
disposal cell involved in the fire. The atmospheric dispersion factor (X/Q)
for an accident lasting from 0 to 8 hours is given by (Ref. 35)'

(X/Q) = exp[-h2/(2 az)]/tnu ay az] (G-36)

where h is the release height (or the effective height of the plume at the'
fire source), u is the wind speed assumed to be 1 m/sec with Pasquill Stability
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Class F atmospheric condition (Ref. 35) a'nd a and AZ! are as defined previously.

Utilizing-values for a and cir given in-Reference 35-at100 m from the fire,

and conservatively assuming ground-level +releases (i.e., 10O), y'ields a (X/q)
value of 3.62 x 10-3 and a value for f5 of 1.83 x 10-9.

3.8 Other Impact Measures

The impact measures other than individual'anddpopulation exposures associated
with operation of a disposal facility include'occupational'exposures, land use,
disposal costs, 'and energy use. This section considers procedures for calculating
these other impact measures.

3.8.1 -Land Use '

Calculating;the land area committed for waste'disposal''is'a<'straightforward
function of the total volume of the waste-disposed, -the waste'emplaceme'nt
technique (i.e., whether random, stacked, or decontainerized disposal'is utilized),
and the volumetric efficiency of the disposal technology considered. The
volumetric efficiency is a function of site design as discussed in Section 3.1.2.

For the reference disposal facility and'for disposal into 'a regular shallow
land burial trench (design case ID=1), the'disposal volume'(not the waste
volume)''per'unit disposal cell area is 6.40 M3/m2. Therefore, for each'3.20 m3

of'wastethat' is-disposed randomly, 1 m2.of area is committed.'"However', 'this'
land-use'rate should be'divided by the'surface utilization rate, 'calculated'to
be 0.90 for the reference disposal facility, since for all-practical purposes,
the'land 'area between the disposal cells may be considered, as'committed land.
Incorporatingthis correction'results' in' 1'm2 of land area committed'for'each`
2.88 m3 of waste 'disposed with random"emplacement. Stacked 'emplacement'would
result in 1 m2 of land area committed'for each 4.32 m3 of waste disposed.' -

Similarly, for the concrete-walled trench'option (design case ID=2), ,the
volumetric disposal efficiency is calc'ulated't'o be 7.00 m3 of disposal v'olume
per unit 'disposal cell area (exclu'ding walls of the trenches)'.: Therefore,' for
each'5.25 M3 of waste disposed thro ugh'stacked 'emplacement, 1o 2 -of cell area
-is committed.''The' land-surface utilization rate in this-case is calculated to
be'O.'35 m2 of disposal' cell area' per M2 of available' land (including walls 'and
spaces between the trenches). -Therefore, the'land area committed is1 em2'of
land for each 1.84 m3 of waste disposed. '' '

3.8.2 Occupational Exposures'

In 'this' appendix, the calculation of the'occupational aexposures at the disiposal
facility is performed in two phases: l'exposures to waste'handlers during
unloading and emplacement of wastes,'and occupational exposures to other'site
personnel performing routine operational 'and administrative fun'ctions not
directly connected with waste handling.''

Occupational exposures to waste handlers are strongly dependent on the packaging
of the delivered waste, the shipment mode, and the disposal procedure. Therefore,
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procedures for determining.the occupational exposures-resulting from unloading
and disposal of waste are considered in'the transportation impacts section of
this appendix (see Section 4). Routine occupational exposures for personnel
other than waste handlers are calculated in the following section.

3.8.3 Disposal Costs

Other impact measures--disposal costs, routine occupational exposures to'
facility personnel other than waste handlers, and energy use--are closely
interrelated and are dependent on the waste volume disposed, the land-use
rate, operational practices, etc. These three measures are considered in this
section.

The basic unit rates (rates per unit volume or area) associated with costs
(prior to multipliers to account for the cost of money, profit, inflation,
etc.--see below), energyuse, and routine occupational exposures at a disposal
facility have been calculated in Appendices E, F, andQ. These basic unit
rates are summarized in Table G.16).

The unit rates presented in Table G.16 are utilized in a computer program
(OPTIONS, see Appendix H) that calculates the impact measures. Depending on
the disposal facility design option selected, the status of each.waste stream,
Ill, is determined-utilizing procedures outlined in Section 3.4.' Then, the
volumes of waste that are unacceptable-for near-surface disposal, waste disposed
of through regular means, waste disposed through the layered'option (if any),
and waste emplaced in a hot waste facility (if any) are determined. These
waste volumes, together with the selected emplacement procedure, give.the
respective disposal volumes required, and the disposal volumes, together-with"
the volume utilization rates, give the respective areas involved.: Then, these
areas are utilized to calculate costs for design options such as alternative
disposal cell covers. These unit rates are briefly discussed below.

Costs associated with the operational life of the disposal facility are divided
intocapital costs and operating costs as discussed'in Appendix Q. Base case
capital costs for the reference disposal facility are calculated from the
information given in Appendix Q and include consideration of environmental -
investigations, licensing-costs, land purchase cost, road construction, building
construction, and peripheral'system installation. Additional capital costs':
associated with implementation of a specific design option are quantified in'
Appendix F and added appropriately during the calculation.

The options considered during the operational life are divided into two groups:
the reference system and the design options, which are subdivided into volume-
dependent options and area-dependent options. For calculational convenience,
these unit rates are converted to disposal volume rates since, different
emplacement procedures are applicable. The items considered'under "other"
rates include payroll, administration, equipment, etc. It is assumed that
changing disposal waste volumes due to processing will not alter the rates
given as "lump sum" significantly.
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Table G. 16 Unit Rates for Impact Measures

Cost Occupational* Energy Use
(thousand Exposure (thousand

Activity 1980 $) (person-mrem) gallons).- Units**

Preoperational

Reference Base Case

Additive Alternativesf
Walled Trench
Stacking
Segregation
Layering
Decontainerized Disposal
Hot Waste Facility
Grouting

Intruder Barrier
Extreme Stabilization

Operational

Reference Base Case
Trench (-Cover)
Regular Cover
Other Costs

7,452 212 Lump Sum

594
226

1
132
924
260
55
281

10

.LumpSum..-
., '-Lump,Sum- I

.Lump;Sum '
Lump!Sum

.Lump Sum
' Lump 'Sum
Lump Sum,.

.Lump Sum '
I 'Lump Sum

2,341
1,420
63,696

300
2,400 .
1,000

200
100
200

I .

Disposal Vol.
Disposal Area

I Lump Sum

Additive Alternativest
Walled Trench
Stacking
Segregation'!
Layering

Decontainerized Disposal

-HotWaste Facility

Grouting
Sand Backfill

Cover Options
Thick
Intruder Barrier
Moderate Stabilization
Extreme Stabilizati on

_ .,''74,438
12,758
3,888
15,400

48,975

" 700
100

' - 100
-100

* 400

176,979 -200

72,405 2,550
- 2,370 -- !

., i , .' . i

15,524 2,400
103,854-. 2,400 ,
,3,465 : 4,800'

' 33,345 . 4,800

300 Disposal 'Vol.
100 Total Waste Vol.

30 Total;Waste Vol.
30 . Volume Disp. by

Layer,
.100. . Volume Disp. by

-. .Decon..
450 , Volume Disp. by

- ;HWF
800 Grout Volume
185 Sand Volume

150 .,Disposal Area
300 Disposal Area
300 -. Disposal Area
600 ' Disposal 'Area

.: . I ' . . . ; ..

;, 11@ " ., I :T"
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Table G.16 (continued)

Cost Occupational* Energy Use
(thousand Exposure ' (thousand

Activity 1980 $) (person-mrem) gallons) Units"A

Postoperational

Closure Period
Regular Closure 1,010 500tt 60 Lump Sum

Extensive Closure 3,025 1,000 60 Lump Sum

Institutional Period#
Low Care Level
Years 1-10 150 -- 2 Per Year
Years 11-25 63 -- 2 Per Year
Years 26-100 51 -- 2 Per Year

Medium Care Level
Years 1-10 303 6 Per Year
Years 11-25 150 -- 6 Per Year
Years 26-100 63 -- 6 Per Year

High Care Level #*
Years 1-10 440 -- 10 Per Year
Years 11-25 303 -- 10 Per Year
Years 26-100 150 -- 10 Per Year

*Occupational exposures associated with operations other than waste unloading and
disposal.

**Lump sum items are assumed to be independent of the waste volume; disposal volume
dependency is for 1 million m3 of disposal (not waste) volume; grout volume.
dependency is for 1 million m3 of grout injected; sand volume dependency is for
1 million m3 of sand backfill; disposal area dependency is for 1 million m2 of
trench cover area.

tAll these rates for alternatives are incremental rates in addition to the rates given
for the reference system.

ttRegular closure is assumed to last 2 years; extensive closure is assumed to last four
years. Both cases assume 5,000 person-hours of field work per year in an average
radiation field of 0.05 mR/hr.

#These costs are basic costs not considering inflation or interest. Details for complete
calculation of the institutional period costs, including consideration of'inflation and
interest, can be found in Appendix Q. The formulas given in that appendix are
incorporated into the cost calculation procedure.

##To this cost, a contingency cost is added which depends on the soil conditions: $367,000
for medium-permeability soils; $168,000 for high-permeability soils; and, $1,007,000 for
low-permeability soils.
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The second group .of optlons-(termed additive alternatives inTable;G.16)
result from-the application of the available design options (ID, IS, IE,--IL,

:IH, and:IG);discussed in Section 3.1 in a straightforward manner. -These rates
*are also estimated from a wider range of design and technology options considered
in Appendix F. >-The.rates given in -Appendix F are.;normalized, however, toi
one-million m3 of waste volume for calculational convenience. Similarly, the
grouting option rates are for one-million M3 of grout injected, since the
option may be exercised~with either :random or stacked disposal,.etc. One
consequence of the application of the hot waste facility option is that the
total routine occupational exposures are estimated to go down as a result of
increased shielding afforded by the special facility; this effect is expressed
by giving a negative occupational exposure to the hot waste facility. The
third group of operational options result from the application of cover-related
options.(IC,.-IX)-discussed in Section 3.1. These options-are area-dependent.
For calculational convenience they also have been normalized to one-million M2 .

All these.options are additive. As anexample, the preoperational and opera-
tional-costs resulting from disposal of 900,000 m3 of.waste.:(all found acceptable
for near-surface disposal) in the reference facility with a volume efficiency
of 5 m3/m 2 , with stacked emplacement (0.75), with grouting, with a thick cover,
and with maximum stabilization are tabulated in Table G.17. Occupational
exposures and energy use are calculated in a similar manner..

These costs, however, are multiplied with'two conversion factors to account
for cost of money, inflation, and other financial considerations. These
multipliers are presented below. A.more detailed explanation of the derivation
'of these multipliers can be found in AppendixQ.

For capital costs,'the following items are applicable: -

Item Factor

Indirect Costs 1.73
Fixed Charge 5.00
Profit 1.20'

Indirect costs result from interesst during construction, contingency, and
other''costs such as miscellaaneous 'overhead expenses, insurance, sales'tax,'
etc. The fixed charge results from an assumed 25% charge on capital'over the
20-year operating life of the facility. These three items result in a multiplier
of 10.38 for the preoperational capital costs. For the dperational'costs,' the
following items are applicable:

Item Factor

Contingency. 1.30
Profit . 1.20 .'. .
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This results in a multiplier of 1.56 for the operational costs. These
multipliers may be illustrated through use of the example presented in
Table G.17. Using these multipliers with the preoperational capital costs of
$7,810,000 and the-operational cost of $107,953,000 yields a total preopera-
tional and operational cost of about $249,475,000 in 1980 dollars.

Postoperational costs (composed of closure costs and long-term care costs) are
calculated using the following two equations. For the closure costs, the
following equation is applied.

Closure Costs - C80 x Lx (1+j)L If +

where C80 is the closure cost presented in Table G.16, L is the facility life
in years, f is an annual fee for a surety bond which assures-availability of
closure funds (1.5% is generally used in this EIS), j is the inflation rate
(9% is generally used in this EIS),-and i is the interest rate (10% is generally
assumed). For long-term care costs, the following equation is applicable:

ML x (1+J) x i
LTC Cost = PV80  x (G-37)

((1+1) L 13 x (1+0 C

where LTC stands for long-term care, L is the site operational life in years,
C is the closure period in years, M is L+C, i is the interest rate, j is the
inflation rate, and PV80 is given by the following equation:

10 25 100

PV80 = Ca E .Rn + Cb E Rn 4 C. E Rn (G-38)

n=1 n=11 n=25

where R is the ratio (1+j)/(1+i). The parameters C, Cb, and C are the
annual costs given in Table G.16 for the long-term tare costs d5rIng the years
0-10, 11-25, and 26-100, respectively. The cost rate C may include a - -
contingency cost as referenced in Table G.16 and discussed in more detail in
Appendix Q.

;4.0 TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

This section discusses the calculational procedures used to determine impacts
associated with transportation of waste to the disposal facility. The impact
measures developed in this report include: cost; occupational exposures associated
with loading, transporation, and unloading of the waste; population exposures
associated with transportation; and-energy use. Section 4.1 presents the packaging
and shipping assumptions utilized in the calculations. Transportation costs and
other impact measures are presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
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Table G.17 Illustrative Calculation

900,000 m3 of waste-

stacked, grouted, thick cover,

maximum stabilization,

disposal efficiency of 5 m3/m2

. r

* Disposal:Volume = 900,000/0.75

Empty Disposal Space = 1,200,000x(1-0.75)

, Disposal Area.= 1,200,000/5

Preoperational Costs

Reference System

Stacking

Grouting

Total Preoperations: -

= 1,200,000

'= 300,000

= 240,000

M3

M2

$ 7,452,000

138,000

220.000

$ 7,810,000 -

9 1:

' Operational Costs

- -Reference System

Trench Construction

Rdgular Cover

Other Costs

$ 2,810,000

-, - .341,000

- 63,696,000
.. . . t

'Additive Alternative's

-Stacking-Option -

- Groutin'Opt on -

, Thick Cover

-Maximum Stabilization

7 . I .

- I - I . , ; - ,

. i . I . ,

; '7,528,500

12,457,500

4,224,000-,

16,896,000

' - Total Operations.: .$107,953,000
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4.1 Packaging and Shipping Assumptions

Potential impacts (e.g., occupational exposures, population exposures, and
costs) incurred during transportation of waste to the disposal facility and
during subsequent unloading and emplacement operations are influenced by a
number of interrelated factors. These interrelated factors increase the
complexity of the impacts analyses and arise from the greatly variable nature
of LLW and LLW transportation. For example, LLW can be generated in a great
variety of forms and can range from wastes having very low to moderately high
radioactivity concentration levels. In addition, a range of waste container
types and sizes are presently available and in use.

For the purposes of this EIS, some simplifying assumptions regarding waste
packaging and transportation are made based upon past experience. These
assumptions include those in the following areas:

o The degree of care required for waste handling and transportation
(package surface radiation levels);

o Container sizes and types; and

o The shipment mode (vehicles and overpacks used).

Additional information regarding these simplifying assumptions is provided
below.

4.1.1 Surface Radiation Levels

Radiation levels at the waste package surfaces affect the care required in
handling of wastes and the shielding that may be required during transportation.
For the purposes of this appendix, the waste streams are generically classified
into three categories according to the level of care assumed to be required to
handle each waste stream:

o Regular care
o Special care'
o Extreme care

Packaging sizes and packaging procedures are instrumental in determining the
self-shielding afforded by some of the waste packages. Howeever, there can be
significant variations in the level of care required for each package due to
variations in the specific activities of the wastes within a given stream.
For this analysis, the level of care is assumed to be independent of waste
package shape and volume. The relative level of care is assumed to depend
only on the total specific activity contained in the waste package and the
presence or absence of high-energy gamma-emitting radionuclides.

Each waste stream is denoted by an Index representing the type of activity
with regard to high-energy gamma-emitting radionuclides. Waste streams con-
taining significant quantities of fission products (most notably Co-60, Nb-94,
and Cs-137) are denoted as the first category. Waste streams containing very
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little high-energy gamma emitters (and consequently all requiring a "regular"
level of care) are denoted as the third categroy. Other streams in between
these-two are :denoted as the second category:

Category 1 : - Fission product wastes -

Category .2 : Other wastes
"'Category 3 : All regular care wastes

In addition to these categories, the specific activity,,and therefore the
required level of care, for a given waste stream varies significantly. For
example, surface radiation readings of similarly sized LWR resin packages
varying over two or three orders of magnitude have been observed (Ref., 17).
To account for this normal variation, Table G.18 is used to estimate the
fraction of each waste stream that requires a specific level of-;care based on
the total specific activity of the waste stream. -

Table G.18 Distribution Between Care Level Required
' ' with Type and Specific Activity of Waste.

Total Specific Percent Waste Stream Volume
' Activity (Ci/m3) in Each Handling Category'

- Type 1- 'Type 2 Type 3 Regular Speial Extreme

'<0.01 <01 All 100
.01-.1 .1-1 80 -20 --

.1-1 1-10 40 50 10
d 1-10 >10 20 60 20'

10-100 '10' 50 40'
>100 -- 20 80

The- values in this-table are estimated guided by-standard health-physics.
"rules of-thumb" calculations for determining the surface radiation level of a
waste package--e.g., the 6CEn formula(Ref. 36).--For example, for waste in
.Category 1 with about 2 Ci/m3sof activity, 20% of the waste volume is assumed
to require regular care, 60% of the waste volume is assumed to require special
care, and the remaining 20% is assumed to require extreme care. According to
the 6CEn formula,-assuming that all -the radioactivity is Co-60 and the waste

-- package'is a 55-gallon drum, this waste may have a radiation reading of about
6 R/hour. For waste-in Category 2-with about 0.2 C/rM3 of-activity, 80% of
the volume-is assumed to require regular care, and the remaining 20% is assumed
to require special care. All wastes in Category 3 are assumed to require
regular care.

After determining the fraction of waste volume in each stream that requires a
specific level of care, the waste is assumed to be packaged and shipped. The
packaging and shipping assumptions for these fractions. are discussed below.
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4.1.2 Packaging Parameters

There are many different types of packaging currently utilized for shipment
and disposal of LLW (Refs. 37, 38). These packages include wooden boxes of
various sizes ranging from 10 ft3 to 248 ft3 , 55-gallon drums,.and liners
(usually carbon steel) of various sizes ranging from 16 ft3 to 200 ft3 which
fit into transport casks. For the generic analyses performed in this EIS for
determining transportation and disposal impacts, these packages were generalized
into five different categories:

o Large wooden boxes - 128 ft3

o Small wooden boxes - 16 ft3

o 55-gallon drums" - 7.5 ft 3

o Small liners - 50 ft3

o Large liners - 170 ft3

The primary rationale for selecting these sizes is that they appear to be the
most widely used sizes, and that they may be used to represent an average of
other packages. For example, the 128 ft3 box is the most commonly used (4'x4'x8')
size to ship low-specific-activity (LSA) waste; the 170 ft3 liner is the
commonly available 6'x6' right-circular cylinder.

During the transportation analysis, for regular- and special-care wastes, all
five methods of packaging are assumed to be acceptable. The high-activity of
extreme-care wastes renders the use of boxes for packaging unacceptably
inconvenient; therefore, all waste that is classified "extreme care" has been
assumed to be packaged in either drums or liners which are remotely manipulated
for loading and off-loading.

The distribution of these package types for each waste stream have been assumed
using available shipping and survey data (Refs.1, 37-40), and are presented in
Table G.19.

4.1.3 Mode.of Shipment

Similar to the numerous different types of available waste packages, there may
exist many different shipment modes ranging-from rail and barge transport to
truck transport. Many different types of overpacks may be used-that depend on
the handling and shielding requirements for individual waste packages (Refs.
37, 39).

In this EIS, only truck transport is considered because trucks are the most
'commonly used mode of transportation and truck transport is radiologically the
most conservative case. Vehicles and'overpacks utilized in truck shipments
depend on package-sizes as well as package shielding requirements. In this
EIS, six'different'types of transport vehicles and overpacks are assumed:

1. Vans
2. Flatbed trailers
3. Shielded trailers
4. 'Large shielded casks
5. Small shielded casks
6. 1-drum shielded casks
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Table G.19 Packaging of LLW for Waste Spectrdm'l
- (percent of volume packed in containers)

Waste Stream
Large''
Boxes

Small
Boxes

55-g Small
Drums Liners

Large
Liners

LWR Process Waste Group -- -- 69 15 ''16 ''

'-Trash Group
(except P- & B-NCTRASH)

P- & B-NCTRASH

Low Specific Activity
Waste Group (except
F- & U-PROCESS)

F- & U-PROCESS

Special Waste Group

23 8 69

__ -- 100

-- 2.5 97.5

__ -- 100

__ -- 100

*Other distributions depending on
, on theindividual waste streams.

the spectrum may be imposed

Large casks are used for transporting either large liners or fourteen 55-gallon
drums,,while small casks are used for transporting either small liners or six
55-gallon drums. These casks are transported to the disposal facility via
flatbed trailers.

The use of particular types of vehicles and overpacks is strongly influenced
; by thelevel of care required forsafe waste handling and transport of the
waste packages. Vans are' assumed to.be suitable' for ali types of containers
in the regular care category, with the exception of large liners which require
casks. In addition, flatbed trallors-are assumed to be used only for large
'boxes'of'regular-care wastes.- 'Shielded trailers-are assumed to be required
for large and small boxes and drums of special-care wastes. Some of these
small boxes and drums, as well as large and small liners, are assumed to require
casks. Casks are assumed to be the only acceptable mode of transport for
extreme-care wastes.

The percentage use of different vehicles and overpacks for, each container have
been estimated considering records of waste shipments'delivered to the'Maxey
Flats, Kentucky disposal facility (Ref. 1). A tabular listing of the basic
assumptions made for the transportation of wastes :is presented in Table'G.20.
Extreme care liner shipments have been assumed to be "overweight" 'shipment
since these require significant shielding for transportation purposes. *These

are also designated in Table G.20 (Refs. 1, 39).
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Table G.20 Packaging and Shipment Mode Parameters

Man-Minutes for
Per Shipment Disposal Per Container

Care Level
and Container Overpack* Pieces Percent Volume Random Stacked

Regular Care

Large Box Van 3 24 200 240
FB 4 76 74 120

Small Box Van 36 100 16 24
Drum Van 70 100 6 24
Small Liner Van 11 100 136 165
Large Liner LC 1 100 1200 1440

Special Care

Large Box ST 3 100 300 360
Small Box ST 36 96 26 39

LC 6 4 250 300
Drum ST 70 48 10 24

LC 14 51 86 175
SC 6 1 200 312

Small Liner SC 2 100 600 720
Large Liner LC 1 100 1200 1440

Extreme Care

Drum SC 6 51 200 312
1D 1 49 600 720

Smaller Liner SC** 2 100 600 720
Large Liner LC** 1 100 1500 1800

*FB = flatbed trailer; ST = shielded trailer; LC = large shielded cask;
SC = small shilded cask; 1D = 1-drum shielded cask.

**These shipments are estimated to be overweight.

4.2 Costs

Transportation costs include a mileage charge (including fuel surcharge), a
cask use charge (rental), and an overweight shipment transportation charge.

The mileage charge is calculated by estimating the total shipment miles required
(including return trip mileage for casks). For the reference facility, an
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average of 400' miles per one-way shipment is assumed. The basic'transportation
charge depends on the'one-way distance'and is estimate'd'a'ccording to-the
following table (Ref. 1). '

- One-Way Round Trip
One-Way Distance ($/mile) - ($/mile)

.

<,400 miles ' 1.69 1.25
.400-100 miles 1.47 1.14
> 1000 miles 1.17 1.08

Added charges, which become significant for extreme-care shipments, include a
fuel surcharge (15% of the basic cost) and an overweight charge. The amount
of the overweight charge depends on the maximum gross vehicle weight-(GVW)
allowed'in'states through which the shipment passes.- Any overweight condition
up to 85,000 lbs. is charged at about $0.21/mile plus the permit charges for
each state (about $100 per 600 miles). -A GVW of over 85,000 lbs. is assumed
to be additionally'charged $0.005 per mile-per hundred pounds (cwt) over this
limit. For a shipment of 96,000 lbs., which is a minimuimfor'an extreme-care
cask, the charges for an example one-way. trip of -600 miles would be as follows:

Basic cost @ $1.14/mile $1,368.00-
Fuel surcharge @ 15% of charge 205.00
Overweight charge @$0.21/mile 126.00
Overweight surcharge-@ $0.005/cwt/mile 330.00
Five overweight permits @ $20.00/state 100.00

Total: $2,129.00: -

Per Mile: $ 3.55

' The cask-use charge calculation assumes an average'turnaround time of 4 days.
Cask-rentali'rates vary depending on the size and weight of the ,cask required.
They average $250/day for shielded casks enclosing high-activityLLW, and
range down to'$110/day for an'unshielded'120 cubic foot capacity cask'(Ref. 9).
The rental rates also vary'with the specific type-of nuclear material the-cask
is licensed to carry and the accompanying performance standards the cask must
satisfy.i

4.3 Other Impacts - ;

In addition to costs, three other impact measures resulting from LLW transporta-
tion are calculated in this report: energy use,:occupational exposures, and
population exposures. These impacts are reviewed in this section.

The energy use is calculated-based-on-the-total shipment miles, including
empty cask return trips, and an average fuel consumption rate of 6 miles/gallon.
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The occupational and population exposures incurred during transportation are
calculated based on total loaded miles and the number of loaded shipments.
The concept-of loaded miles and shipments allows the miles in which the vehicle
is empty because it is on a return trip to be eliminated from consideration.
Occupational and population exposures are calculated separately from those
resulting during transit, and those resulting from stopovers during the trip.
Occupational exposures during stopovers are estimated by assuming two drivers.
Each inspect the overpack'for 3 minutes (10 mR/hr radiation field at the
surface of the overpack)-, and walk'around the overpack for 30 minutes (1 mR/hr
radiation field at about 3 ft). This yields 2 person-mrem per stop for each
shipment. The population exposure during stopovers is estimated in Reference 1,
and also yields about 2 person-millirem per stop for each shipment. To estimate
occupational and population exposures during transit, the values per shipment-
mile given in WASH-1238 are utilized (Ref. 8). These exposure rates are
summarized below.

Population Doses Occupational Doses
(person-mrem) (person-mrem)

During Transit

Per Shipment Mile 0.018 0.02

During Stopover

Per Shipment 2.0 2.0

Occupational exposures resulting from the loading of the waste packages are
also included in the transportation occupational exposures. These occupational
exposures are calculated based on two factors: the man-minutes required to
load each container,,and the radiation field associated with the level of care
required for each container. The man-minutes. for stacked disposal shown in
Table G.20 is assumed to be applicable for loading of the wastes. The radiation
levels associated with the handling environment (not the package surface
radiation levels) for each level of care are assumed to be as follows:

Radiation
Level of Care Level. (uR/hr)

Regular 750
Special - '1800
Extreme 2200

The calculation of occupational exposures to waste handlers is also straight-
forward based on estimates of personnel time required for unloading and disposal
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of the wastes. These estimates are presented in Table G.20. Other parameters
necessary for the computations are the radiation fields associated with the
handling environment that the workers are exposed to. These fields are assumed
to be a function of the care level of the package and whether the disposal is
random or stacked. The following table presents these assumptions:

Radiation Level (uR/hr)
Level of Care Random Stacked

Regular 500 750
Special 1200 1800
Extreme 2000 , 2200

Impacts calculated fromnthese estimates are added to disposal"facility occupa-
tional exposurescalculated in Section .3.8.3 for disposal facility personnel
other than waste handlers. Decontainerized disposal of waste is assumed to
require twice the time needed for stacked handling for those packages that are
to be disposed in this manner.

5. WASTE PROCESSING IMPACTS

This section discusses the calculational procedures utilized to determine the
impact measures associated with processing the waste streams. These impact
measures include population exposures,.occupational exposures, costs, and
energy use. The processing'options considered in this EIS and the unit rates
for costs, person-hours, and'energy use for these processing options are
presented in Appendix D.-'Based on'this information and using an additional
waste stream index, denoted by I10, the'processing impact' are calculated for
respective cases utilizing the assumptions and procedures presented in this
section.

5.1 Waste Processing Index

The variations in the processing technologies applied to a given stream, which
affect the calculation of the impact measures, include the volume reduction
process type, the volume increase process type, the location of the processing,
and the environment in which the processing takes place. For calculational
convenience, the waste processing option applicable to each waste stream for
each waste spectrum has been digitized and is called the waste processing
index, denoted by I10 (see Section 3 for other waste form behavior indices).

The index I10 is a four-digit number with each digit denoting a specific
procedure for calculation of the impact measures. These digits cumulatively
correspond to a specific case. The meaning of the digits that make up the
processing index are presented in Table G.21. The processing indices applied
to each waste stream for each spectrum are presented in Table G.22.

The impact measures calculated represent impacts in addition to those associated
with waste spectrum 1.
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Waste Processing Index - 110G. 21Table

Value Meaning

First Digit - P

Second Digit - S

Third Digit - L

Fourth Digit - E

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

No Volume Reduction
Regular' Compaction
Improved Compaction
Hydraulic Press
Evaporation
Pathological Incineration
Small Calciner
Large Calciner

0
1
2
3

No Solidification
Solidification Scenario A
Solidification Scenario B .
Solidification Scenario C

0
1

2

No Processing -
Processing by the Waste
Generator

Processing at a Regional
Processing Center

0 No Incineration
1' Urban Environment
2 Rural Environment
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Table G.22 Processing Index (I10) Breakdown

Waste
. Streams

* SPECTRUM 1
P -SL E

SPECTRUM 2 SPECTRUM 3
' P S L E P S L E

SPECTRUM 4V
- P S L E: -,

P-IXRESIN 00 1 0
P-CONCLIQ 0 1 1 0
P-FSLUDGE 0 0 1 0
P-FCARTRG 0 1 1 0
B-IXRESIN 0 0 1 0
B-CONCLIQ 0 1 1 0
B-FSLUDGE 0 0 1 0
P-COTRASH 0 0 0 0
P-NCTRASH 0 0 0 0
B-COTRASH 0 0 -0 0
B-NCTRASH 0 0 0 0
F-COTRASH 0 0 0 0
F-NCTRASH 0 0 0 0
I-COTRASH 0 0 0 0.
I+COTRASH 0 0 0 0
N-SSTRASH 0 0 0 0
N+SSTRASH 0 0 0 0
N-LOTRASH 0 0 0 0
N+LOTRASH 0. 0 0 0
-F-PROCESS - O OO 0
U-PROCESS.- 0 0 0 0
I-LQSCNVL'- 0 P0 1 0
I+LQSCNVL 0,.0 1 0
I-ABSLIQD,. 0- 0 1 0
I+ABSLIQD -O 0 1 0
I-BIOWAST '0 0 1 0
I+BIOWAST 0 1 0
N-SSWASTE 0 0 0 0
N-LOWASTE 0 0 0 O
L-NFRCOMP 0 0 0 0
L-DECONRS 0 3 1 0.
N-ISOPROD 0 2 1 0
N-HIGHACT .0 0 0 0
N-TRITIUM 0 0 'O 0
N-SOURCES 0 0 O 0
N-TARGETS 0 0 0 0

0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
4 2 1 0 4 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 3 1 0
0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
4 2 1 0 4 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 6 3 1 2
1 0 1 0 6 3 1 2 6 3 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 6 3 1 2 6 3 1 2
0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 6 3 1 1 6 3 1 1
0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0
1 0 1 0 5 3 1 1 5 3 1 1
2 0 2 .0 7 3 2 2 7 3 2 2
1 0 1 0. 5 3 1 1 5 3 1 1
2 0 2 0 7 3 2 2 7 3 2 2
1 0 1 0 5 3 11 5 3 1 1
2 0 2 0 7 3 2 2 7 3 2 2
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0`0.0
0.,0 0 0 0 0 00' 0 0 0 0'
1 0 1b 5311 5 3 1' 111
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 '0 0-0-'1 0

0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 5 3'1 1
0 0 130 - 0 0 1 0 0 0' 1 o r.:

0 0 1 0 5 3 1 1 5 3 1: 1
0 0 1'0 00 1O O''' O .0 1'0
0 0 0' 0- O O 0 0-0' 0 -0
0 0 O .0,- O ,!o 6'' o, 0 o O O !.
0 0 0 0 0 0 O0 O O -0 0 -O
0 3 1 0 6 3 1 2 6 3 1 2
O 3 1 0 0 3 10-- 0 3 1O0
0 O ;00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 '0O 0 0-00 ' 0O O' O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 00 0 0
00 , .0 0 . O. 0 0 00 0

. . I .. ... . .! . I I

. i . I ,, , . . - .- --.I

*. I I -. I . . I : . . I ,. I I

.,,
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5.2 Population Exposures

For the purposes of calculation of population exposures in this EIS, only
incineration is assumed to result in significant atmospheric releases to the
environment. The fraction of the radioactivity released depends on the type
of incinerator, the controls on the off-gas system, and the radionuclide.

In this EIS, the fractions of the total input activity released to the
atmosphere are assumed to be the following (Ref. 1):

Release Fraction and
Incinerator Type

Nuclide Pathological Calciner

H-3 0.90 0.90
C-14 0.75 O;25
Tc-99 0.01 0.001
1-129 0.01 0.001
All Others 2.5x10-4 2.5x10-6

In this table, a calciner/incinerator is assumed to have better off-gas controls
than a pathological incinerator. Most of the incinerated tritium is released as
water vapor. Although some of the tritiated water vapor may deposit .in very
close vicinity of the release point due to condensation, this effect is
conservatively not considered in this report. Carbon-14 is usually released
as tagged CO, C02, and other combustion gases. Tc-99 and.I-129 are usually
considered as semivolatile nuclides that are harder to control than particulates.
All other radionuclides are assumed to be particulates, ard particulate'release
fractions are applied. These fractions are also used in modifying the waste
concentrations for tritium and carbon-14. Release fractions for other radio-
nuclides are conservatively assumed not to affect the radionuclide concentrations
in the final product.

The final assumptions on population exposure calculations involve (1) the
environment that is affected by the processing and (2) the dose conversion
factors. It is assumed that institutional facilities are in an urbainienviron-
ment and all other facilities (including the regional processing center) are
in a "rural" environment. Correspondingly, a site selection factor (sum of
the products of the atmospheric diffusion factor and the number of people
affected-in'each corresponding radial distance--see Reference 1) of 1.75 x 10-10
person-year/M3 is applied to a rural environment, and ten times this value
(i.e., 1.75 x 10-9 person-year/M3), is applied to an urban environment.

The pathway dose conversion factor used in calculating the population doses
are those applicable to the erosion-air transport scenario,--i.e., PDCG-8
presented in Table G.10.
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5.3. Other Impacts

Other impacts are calculated based on the unit rates (cost, labor-hours, and
energy use) that have been assumed based upon information presented in
References 3 through 8 for selected waste processing options.' These unit
rates are summarized in Table G.23 and are discussed below.

Table G.23 Summary of Processing Unit Impact Rates

r Cost Labor Energy
Process (1980 $) (hours) (gal of fuel) Units

-Compaction
Regular 335 15 4.6 Per m3
Improved 503 15 4.6 of-Input
Hydraulic Press 1006 15 4.6

Evaporation 690 4.42 56.3 Per m3
of Input

Incineration
Pathological 2060 8 116 Per M3

Calciner (small) 1938 6.12 129 of Input
Calciner (large) 1039 5.35 72

Solidification
Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C

1282
1873
2445

24
24
24

40
40
40

Per m3 of
Output

In this EIS, the energy use is expressed in units of gallons of fuel, and the
factors utilized in the calculations to convert from electrical energy and
thermal energy to gallons of fuel are 40.6 kW-hr per gallon of fuel and
138.690 BTU per gallon of fuel, respectively (Ref. 5). Another assumption
involving energy use is that 10 percent of the first year capital cost in
1980 dollars has been assumed to be attributable to fuel use at a rate of
$1/gallon.

Occupational exposures resulting from waste processing occur primarily as a
result of repair and maintenance activities on the waste processing equipment;
however, it is difficult to estimate the exposures resulting from equipment
repair and maintenance processing in a generic manner. This is due to the
wide variations in the design of processing equipment as well as variations in
the effectiveness of administrative controls on waste generators. In this
EIS, all LWR waste processing is assumed to take place in a radiation field of
0.5 mR/hour, and all other waste processing is assumed to take place in a
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* radiation field of 0.1 mR/hour. Based on these assumed radiation fields and
the labor hours required to process unit volumes of waste, it is straightforward
to calculate the occupational exposures.

Another factor which affects the impact measures and which has been considered
in the impact calculations is the "savings" resulting from the change in waste
volume. This is represented by differential costs in packaging and storage,
differential savings in occupational exposures resulting from handling less
waste in storage, and differential savings in energy. These unit rates are
assumed based on information presented in References 1 and 41. The "savings"
applied to each stream based on per unit (m3) net reduced volume are assumed
to be $210, 4 person hours, and 0.4 gallons of fuel. If the waste processing
results in additional volumes of waste (e.g., solidification), then these
savings become additional impacts.

The unit rates for costs, energy use, and labor-hours assumed for the processes
considered in this report--compaction, evaporation, incineration, and
solidification--are presented in Reference 1.
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Appendix H

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSES CODES

This'appendix-presents and discusses the computer programs written to calculate
the impact''meas'ures associated with the management of low-level'radioactive
waste'(LLW)..JThe appendix considers-three phases of'waste management (see:
Appendix'G) which'may result in impacts: 'waste processing,'transportation, and
'disposal. The.fimpact measures are calculated utilizing: (1) the information
on'the waste characteristics presented in Appendix D, (2) the data and assump-
tionsjon disposal techologies and disposal site environment presented in-
Appendices E,.F, and J, and (3) the impact calculation methodologies presented
inAppendix G.

The-'analyses are applied to a number of alternatives for waste form and packaging,
disposal facility regional location, disposal facility design and operation,
and institutional controls to determine performance objectives and technical
requirements for acceptable disposal of the wastes-and to determine the environ-
mental impacts of selected alternatives. Five quantifiable impact measures
have been selected'for calculation in this appendix: dose to members of,-the
public (individual and pooulation),-occupational exposures, costs, energy use,
and land use .j(see Appendix G).

Section'l isan introduction to the appendix and provides a discussion of the
applicability of the.analyses to generic versus specific disposal'technologies,
and presents the background'rationale for separating the analyses.into the
components presented in the subsequent sections. Following this'section,
discussions of five codes which have been developed for.use in this EIS are
presented -in Sections.2 through 6. Included in the discussions are the
overall assumptions, gene'ral'structures of the computer codes employed,' and

- examples' of the results of the codes'. General parameters common to all the
* codes'and a listing of the'computer~programs and the data bases employed are
presented'in Section 6. The'computer codes were developed by'Dr.'O. I. Oztunali,
et al. -of-the firm of Dames & Moore,'and this appendix is'mostly excerpted
from the document "Data'Base for Radioactive Waste Management, Volume 3,
Impict Analysis Methodology Report," tNUREG/CR-1759.

1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This section presents. thedbasic assumptions for development of the~codes.' The
discussionpresented includes the.0urpose lof the analyses;' the data base and
.the general approachadopted in the .compartmentalization-of the analyses into

. five.separate codes;'and an',overview'of the five codes.'

1.1 Purpose. -

The-puipose of the alternatives analyses is to systematically examine the"
costs and impacts resulting from the management and'disposal of LLW under a
wide range of viable..alternatives.-.Consideration of the costs and impacts of

.-the various-viable alternatives.lea8is to selection'of preferred performance
objectives and technical'criteria.'

* - . H-1
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The impacts considered, include long-term safety considerations, short-term
safety during operations, long-term socioeconomic commitment', and long- and
short-term radiological exposures--occupational exposures as well as exposures
to members of the public. In view of past'disposal history, long-term perform-
ance of the disposal system is stressed in the impacts analyses performed in
this environmental impact statement. The long-term performance may be quanti-
fied through potential radiological impacts and long-term socioeconomic impacts.

The secondary purpose of the alternatives analyses is to generically assess
the impacts of disposal according to the preferred criteria selected in the
EIS. These generic results may be utilized as a first estimate of the typical
impacts associated with the preferred criteria.

1.2 Summary of Data Bases

The alternatives to be considered result from the variation of parameter
values associated with three major aspects of LLW management and disposal.
These aspects are disposal technology properties-(facility, siting, design,
operations, closure, and institutional controls), waste form and packaging
properties, and the dose limitation criteria applicable for specific human
organs. The first two of these aspects of LLW management and disposal have
been examined in Appendices D, E, F,'and J, and they have been summarized in
Appendix G in the form of indices.

The disposal technology properties have been quantified through thirteen
indices, which are summarized in Tables H.1 and H.2 called the disposal tech-
nology indices. Each of these disposal technology indices denote a specific
calculational procedure in the impact analyses or have a set of disposal
properties'associated with them. These indices are read into all the computer
programs through an array called IRDC. The effects of all the indices' and
associated-information, except for the' region index IR, have been'incorporated
into the' internal structure of the computer codes. The data associated with
the region index is read into the program from an information file called
TAPE1.

The waste form and packaging properties have similarly been quantified through
use of waste form behavior'indices, which are also summarized in Tables H.1 and
H.3.' 'Each index denotes a specific calculational procedure 'or have certain
values of parameters' associated with them.., Waste form behavior indices have
been specified for 36 different waste streams resulting from different-waste
generation sources', for four different waste spectra resulting from alternative
waste processing methodologies which may be adopted by the waste generators or
at a central processing facility. The 36 waste streams considered in this EIS
are summarized in Table H.4 and the waste spectra are summarized in Table'H.5.

,There aretwo,'comparatively distinct information bases associated with the
waste streams: one information base details the basic radiological character-
istics of the waste streams, and the other details the behavior of'the-waste
form under different waste spectra. The first information base is stored in
an array called BAS, and is also read into the computer programs from TAPEI.
The second information base is stored in an array called ISPC and is read into
the computer programs through an information file called TAPE2.
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Table H.l Alternatives Analyses Indices

Description Symbol -Potential Values'

Disposal Technology Indices ' . ''

* Region Index -
Design and:Operation Indices
Design

-'Cover -
. Stabilization
Emplacement

IR

ID
- -IC

Ix
;-IE

Site Operational Options
.Segregation
Layering -
Grouting
Hot Waste Facility

Postoperational Indices
Closure Index
Care Level Index .
Postoperational Period
-Active Institutional Control Period

is
IL
IG
IH

1 or higher :

1 or higher
1, 2, or 3
1, 2, or 3
1, 2, or 3

O or 1
O or 1
O or 1
O or 1

1 or 2
1, 2, or 3
Years
Years

IQ
ICL
IPO
IIC

Waste Form Behavior Indices

Flammability Index
Dispersibility Index
Leachability Index
Chemical..Content Index
Stability Index
Accessibility Index

'4
15
I6
17

.. 18
I9

0-3
0-3
1-4
-O or 1
0 or 1
1-3

, .I .

I .. .: . . .

: s. ,- - I
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Table H.2 Disposal Technology Indices

Property and Index Description

- TO n - tnh- l t $ 4tf 4h c *
lCull An UCu-dul I P I I UFdlt l.ull s U at I %. IC U>c U |C I ; I CIL II UY.

Design - ID Two options are considered: regular trenches,
and the so-called "concrete walled" trenches.

Cover - IC Three options on the cover between
and the atmosphere are considered:
thick, and intruder barrier.

the waste
regular,

Emplacement - IE Three options on the emplacement of the waste
are considered: random, stacked, and random
combined with decontainerized disposal for
unstable wastes.

Stabilization - IX Three options on the stabilization program
applied to disposal cells, which-may contain
structurally unstable wastes, are considered:
regular, moderate, and extensive.

Layering - IL Option on separating and putting selected waste
streams (usually with higher external radiation
levels) at the bottom of the disposal cell.

Segregation - IS Option to segregate and separately dispose of
wastes that are combustible/compressible and
those that could contain complexing agents..

Grouting - IG Option on filling of the interstitial spaces
between-the wastes with grouting material.

Hot waste - IH Option on having a special area within the
facility disposal facility with special procedures to

handle high activity wastes.

Closure index - IQ This index indicates the activities during the
closure period (regular or extensive).

Care level - ICL This index indicates the care level anticipated
index during the active institutional control period

(low, moderate, and high).

Postopera- - IPO Duration of the period between the cessation of
tional period active disposal and the transfer of the title
(years) from the site operator to the site owner.

Institutional - IIC
control period
(years)

Duration between transfer of the title to the
site owner and the assumed time for loss of
institutional controls over the site.
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Table H.3 Waste Form Behavior Indices

-_ Parameter and Symbol Indices -

- Flammability

Dispersibility

Leachability

.,Chemical content

(14) o = nonflammable
1 = low flammability (mixture of

material with indices of 0-and 2)
2 = burns if heat supplied (does'not

support burning) .,
3 = flammable (supports burning)

(IS) 0 = near zero
1 = slight to moderate
2 = moderate - -

3 = severe

(L) 1 = unsolidified waste form
2 = Type A solidification
3= Type'B solidification-
4 Type C solidification

(?) 0 no chelating agents or organic chemicals
,I = chelating agents or organic chemicals

are likely to be present in the waste
form

(18) 0 =structurally unstable waste form
1 = structurally stable waste form

Stability

Accessibility (I9) 1 =
2. =
3,=

'readily accessible,
moderately accessible : .
accessible with difficulty~ t
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Table H.4 Waste Groups and Streams

Waste Stream Symbol

Group I: LWR Process Wastes

PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
BWR

Ion.Exchange Resins
Concentrated Liquids
Filter Sludges
Filter Cartrides
Ion Exchange Resins
Concentrated Liquids
Filter Sludges

P-IXRESIN
P-CONCLIQ
P-FSLUDGE
P-FCARTRG
B-IXRESIN
B-CONCLIQ
B-FSLUDGE

Group II: Trash

PWR Compactible Trash
PWR Noncompactible Trash
BWR Compactible Trash
BWR Noncompactible Trash
Fuel Fabrication:Compactible Tr'ash
Fuel Fabrication Noncompactible Trash
Institutional Trash (large facilities)
Institutional Trash (small facilities) ,
Industrial SS* Trash (large facilities)
Industrial SS* Trash (small facilities)
Industrial Low Trash (large facilties)
Industrial Low Trash (small facilities)

P-COTRASH
P-COTRASH
B-COTRASH
B-NCTRASH
F-COTRASH
F-NCTRASH
I-COTRASH
I+COTRASH
N-SSTRASH
N+SSTRASH
N-LOTRASH
N+LOTRASH

Group III: Low Specific Activities Wastes

Fuel Fabrication Process Wastes
UF6 Process Wastes
Institutional LSV** Waste (large facilities)
Institutional LSV** Waste (small facilities)
Institutional Liquid Waste (large facilities)
Institutional Liquid Waste (small facilities)
Institutional Biowaste (large facilities)
Institutional Biowaste (small facilities)
Industrial SS* Waste
Industrial Low Activity Waste

*F-PROCESS
U-PROCESS
I-LIQSCVL
I+LIQSCVL
I-ABSLIQD
I+ABSLIQD
I-BIOWAST
I+BIOWAST
N-SSWASTE
N-LOWASTE

Group IV: Special Wastes

LWR Nonfuel Reactor Components
LWR Decontamination Resins
Waste from Isotope Production Facilities
Tritium Production Waste
Accelerator Targets
Sealed Sources
High Activity Waste

L-NFRCOMP
L-DECONRS
N-ISOPROD
N-TRITIUM
N-TARGETS
N-SOURCES
N-HIGHACT

*SS = Source and special nuclear material.
**LSV = Liquid scintillation vial.
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Table H.5 Summary Description of Waste Spectra

Waste Spectrum 1

This spectrum assumes a continuation of.past or existing.waste management
practices. Some of the'LWR wastes are solidified; however, no processing is
done on organics, combustible' wastes,,or streams containing.chelating agents.
LWR resins andefilter sludgesare 'assumed to be shipped to disposal sites in a
dewatered 'form. LWR concentratedliquids are assumed to'be~concentrated in
accordance with current' practices,'and are solidified with'various media
designated as solidification scenario A.' No special effort' is 'made to compact
trash. Institutionai'waste streams are shipped to dispdsal sites after they

..are packaged.in currently utilized absorbent materials. Resins from LWR
decontamination operations are solidified in a medium with'highly improved
characteristics (solidification scenario C).

;~ .' t. ;-. . . .. , :
.Waste Spectrum.2 ,

This-spectrum assumes that LWR process wastes are solidified using improved
solidification techniques (solidification scenario B). 'LWR concentrated
liquids are additionally reduced in volume,' to 50 weight percent solids,'
through an evaporator crystallizer. In the case of cartridge filters, the
solidification agent fills the voids in the packaged waste-but does not
increase the volume. Liquid scintillation vials are crushed at large facil-
ities-and packed in absorbent.material. All compactible trash streams are

-,compacted; most at.the source of geineration and so'me at 'the :dis'posal facility.
Liquids.from medical.1isotope production facilities are solidified using
solidification scenario C,'procedures.

* Waste'.Spectrum 3'

In this spectrum, LWR process wastes are solidified assuming'that further-
improved solidification agents are used'(solidification scenario'C).- LWR'
*concentratedliquids are first evaporated~to 50,weight percent solids. All
possible incineration of combustible'material (except LWR process wistes)'is
performed; some. incineration is done at the-.source "of -generation and some 'at
-the disposal-site., All'incine'ration ash'is-solidified using solidification
- scenario C procedures... ,

Waste Spectrum'4 '. ' ' ;

This spectrum assumes extreme volume,,reduction. All waste amenable-to evapor-
ation or- incineration with fluidized bed technology.are calcined-and solidified
.using solidification scenario C'.procedures;, LWR.process wastes,',except cartridge
filters, are calcined in addition 'to the streams 'incinerated in' Spectrum 3.
All noncompactible wastes are reduced in volume at the disposal-'site or at a
central processing facility using a large hydraulic'press. 'This spectrum
"represents the maximum volume reduction that.can be currently achieved.
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The third aspect of the LLW management and disposal to be considered in the
alternatives analyses--the dose limitation criteria--has been discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5 of this environmental impact statement as well as in Appendix N.

Finally, the last set of basic information utilized in all the computer programs
regards the characteristics of the radionuclides considered in the EIS and the
pathway dose conversion factors used to determine radiological impacts when
radioactivity has reacheda location which may'be assessed by humans.' The 23
radionuclides considered in this'EIS are'summarized in Table H.6, while the
development'of and specific values for the pathway dose conversion factors are
presented in Sections 1 and 2 of Appendix G. This data is stored in several
arrays (see Section 6), and is also read''into the computer programs from TAPEL.

A very large number of alternatives result from possible variations'in values
associated with these three aspects of LLW management'and disposal. For
example, there are 5,184 possible permutations of only ten of the disposal
technology indices, for each region (IR), for each postoperational period
(IPO) and for each active institutional control period (IIC).-' Therefore, the
analyses of alternatives,must utilize computerprograms to rapidly calculate
and assess the im'pacts. 'Furthermore, 'several computer programs are needed to
examine and assess an isolated portion of the decision base that results from
the analyses.

1.3 Overview of Computer Codes

As stated previously, long-term performance of the disposal system is stressed
in this environmental impact statement.' In the analyses of the radiological
impacts, there'are three major potential modes of',exposure (see Appendix G,
Section 2) two of which relate to the longer-term safety consideration:
humans inadvertently contacting the waste after disposal (imputs are primarily
a function of the concentration of radionuclides in the waste), and' the waste
entering one of several natural pathways back to biota (impacts are primarily
a function of the total activity disposed of at the site).

The first step'in the alternatives'analyses, therefore, involves a screening
of the impacts to potential inadvertent'intruders.' This is performed through
a code called INTRUDE which determines the radiological impacts resulting-from
potential' human inadvertent intrusion into a selected disposal facility' loca-
tion and design containing waste processed through one of the aforementioned
waste spectra as a function of time after disposal. The results of this
analysis are examined in Chapter 4.

The second step in'the alternatives analyses involves determination of long-
term radiological and cost impacts including those which may result from,
potential ground-water migration, and other radiologicaland nonradiological
impacts. These 'analyses are performed through two codes called GRWATER and
OPTIONS. The results of this analysis are examined in Chapter 5.'

Attention is principally focused upon long-term radiological impacts-of'poten-
tial inadvertent intrusion into disposed wastes and potential ground-water
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Table H.6 'Radionuclides Considered in Waste Source Options

Half Life -
Isotopes (Years) Principal Means of Production

H-3

C-14

' Fe-55.-

Co-60

-'Ni-59'-

Ni-63

Sr-90

Nb-94

Tc-99 :

1-129

;':'Cs-137

U-235

U-238 -

Np-237

12.3

5730

-2.60

'5.26

80,000

92

28.1

20,000

2.12 x 105

1.17 x 107

30.0

Fission Li-6 (n, a)

N-14 (N, p)

Fe-54 (n, y )
-Co-59 (n,,y)'

Ni-58 (n, y)

Ni-62 (n,y)

Fission -

Nb-93 (n, y)

Fission; Mo-98-(n, y), Mo-99 (I )
Fission'

Fission

7.1 x IC

4.51 x 1

.2.14 x 1

Pu-238 -86.-4

Pu-239 24,400

Pu-140 6,580

'Pu-241 . 13.2

Pu-242 2.79 x 1

AM-241 458

Am-243 7950

.Cm-243 32

Cm-244 '17.6

)8 Natural

109 Natural - ;

106 U-238 (n, 2n), U-237(13)

Np-237 (n, y), Np-238 (1 ); daughter Cm-242

U-238(n, y), U(-238 (p ),-Np-239`(p1)
Multiple n-capture

Multiple' n-capture

105 Multiple n-capture; daughter Am-242

DaughterPu-241-

' Multiple n-capture -

-Multiple n'-capture.

Multiple n-capture .
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migration of radionuclides, as well as potential long-term costs to a site
owner for surveillance and control of a closed disposal facility. A number of
alternatives for waste form and packaging, and disposal facility design and
practices may be examined for means to mitigate or reduce these potential
long-term radiological and cost impacts. As a byproduct of implementing these
alternatives, however, there are short-term costs such as waste processing,
transportation, and disposal costs as well as short-term radiological impacts
such as occupational exposures during waste handling and population exposures
due to waste processing.

The code GRWATER calculates the individual''exposures resulting from use of
contaminated water drawn from various human access locations such as a well
that may become contaminated as a result of potential ground-water migration
of radionuclides. These radiological impacts may be examined for several sets
of disposal technology indices and a selected waste spectrum. Exposures are
calculated as a function of time and may be presented as (1) total exposures
from the contribution of all waste streams, (2) total exposures from a partic-
ular waste stream or group of waste streams, and (3) exposures from each of
the radionuclides considered.

The code OPTIONS calculates waste volume-averaged inadvertent intruder impacts,
impacts resulting from exposed waste scenarios, as well as impacts resulting
from operational accidents and impacts associated with short-term considera-
tions such as waste processing and transportation impacts, disposal costs,
energy use, land use, etc.

In addition to these three codes which consider projected low-level waste
characteristics, two codes have been developed to calculate limiting concen-
trations in waste streams and total inventories in disposal facilities' for
specific cases. One of these codes is called INVERSI and calculates the
limiting concentrations in waste to meet a specific dose criterion for a
specific disposal facility design; it'may be used for waste classification
purposes. The other code is called INVERSW and calculates disposal facility
radionuclide inventories (or average concentrations in waste) to meet specific
allowable dose criteria for ground-water migration for a specific disposal
facility design and environmental characteristics.

All the codes utilized to perform the'analyses are presented in Section H.6.
The codes have been designed to optimize execution (running) time rather than
memory. They have been executed in a CDC-6600 computer in a time sharing
mode. They use just two lines of input: an IRDC(12) array which contains the
disposal technology indices presented above, and a NOTE(6) array which is a
60 character descriptive title that can be arbitrarily set. The rest of the
data is input to the codes through two tapes: TAPEI, which contains most of
the generic data (see Section 6) and TAPE2 which contains waste spectrum
specific information. A listing of these tapes are also presented in Section 6.

Alteration of the codes for other systems should be relatively easy since they
use only standard FORTRAN functions that are commonly used. Output formats
and statements, however, should be closely checked, since they can vary signifi-
cantly from one computer system to the next.
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1.4 Waste Classification Test Procedure

Based-upon the analysis performed in Chapters 4 and 5, a waste classification
test procedure was developed. The test procedure is used in the'OPTIONS and
GRWATER computer codes to determine radiological, economic, and other impacts
from LLW disposal.

In the claculations, the disposal status of each waste stream, denoted by the
status-index lll, is determined and is used internally in the computer codes.
'It'denotes if any special procedures are required to dispose of the waste
stream in a near-surface disposal facility or if the waste is'unacceptable for
near-surface disposal.

The index',- Ill, is 1 if the waste is disposable through "regular means." It
is 2 if layering of the waste is required, and 3 if the waste is disposed of
in'a hot waste facility. For disposal-by regular means, no special considera-
tion is given to providing barriers against potential inadvertent intruder
exposures. Layering of waste streams provides a barrier against an intruder
contacting the layered waste streams. Disposal into a hot waste facility
provides additional barriers against intrusion. An index value of 0 indicates
that the waste is unacceptable for near-surface disposal. The testing procedure

* utilized in the determination of the disposal status index is presented in
Figure H.1.

Each test consists..of successively subjecting a given waste stream to the
intruder-construction'and the intruder-agriculture scenarios after a given
period of time,:and determining if the"c'alculated radiological impacts in each
scenario for-each human-organ due to all the radionuclides inlthe waste stream
meet given organ-specific dose limitation criteria. Therefore, there are four
basic variables in these tests: (1) the waste status (regular or layered or
hot waste test), (2) the type of test (standard or modified), (3) the time
after the transfer of the site title to site owner at which the test is applied
(after the 'active institutional control period--denoted by IIC years, or
after 500 years, or after 1000 years), and (4) the dose limitation criteria
which is applied to all the tests. The first three variables are discussed
below.

For a given waste stream, first the regular disposal test is applied at lIC
years. This regular disposal test may be either a standard-or a modified test
depending on whether the waste form-is-stable (I8=1) and the waste streams are
being segregated (1S=1) at the disposal site (see Figure H.1). If the waste
is found acceptable during the standard test, then it is classified as regular
waste. If the waste passes-a modified test, it must also pass a regular standard
waste test at 500 years before being classified as regular.

If the waste stream fails any of the above three tests, then it is not regular
waste. In this case, the layered disposal tests are applied to the waste
stream at IIC years if the layering option is available to the disposal tech-
nology case being considered--i.e;,if IL is equal to unity. The layered test
can also be a standard or modified test depending on the values assigned to
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-the waste' stability index (18) and the segregation index (IS). In both of
these cases~,z a waste stream that passes either'of the layered tests is tested
again inca regular standard waste test at 500 years before being classified as
layered waste.'

If'the layering option is not available or if the waste stream is found not to
be acceptable for-layered disposal (i.e., it fails one of the above three

' tests); then -hot'waste facility disposal is attempted if that option is avail-
'able tothe disposal case technology being considered--i.e.,:if IH is equal to
1. There are two tests for the hot waste facility option: -one'is 'a-special
hot waste test at IIC years, and the other is a regular standard test at 1000
years.-If thetwaste is found to be unacceptable in any-of these options--

.,there-may be no-option but regular disposal,i.e.,'IL = 0-and IH = 0--then the
waste is considered unacceptable'for near-surface disposal for the disposal
technology'under consideration and for the dose limitation criteria being
applied. In this manner-the status index'I11 is determined and utilized in
the total activity scenarios as briefly summarized below and described in
Sections G.3.5 and G.3.6 of Appendix G.

If the disposal status of the waste stream is 1 or 2 (regular or layered
waste), then no special reduction factors are-applied to the ground-water

-scenarios. "However, if the-disposal -status is 3, then-the percolation component
'-of the ground-water scenario is reduced to 25 percent ;of.its minimum value
'(Section G3.5). *This reduction is due to the special measures adopted in the
design of a hot waste facility. ' - ' -

If the disposal status'of the wasteis l, -then no'special'reduction factors
'- are applied to the exposed waste scenarios. However, if the disposal status is
;'-2, then the wastes-are-exempted from the erosion-initiated exposed waste

'-."scenarios (they are-beneath a minimum of-6 to 7 meters-of other material) and
only 1 percent of the waste is assumed to contribute to the intruder-initiated
exposed waste scenarios (Appendix G, Section G.3.6). For a disposal status of
3, the wastes are exempted from the erosion-initiated exposed waste scenarios
and only 0.1 percent of the wastes are assumed to contribute to the intruder-
'initiated-exposed waste scenarios (Appendix'G,-Section'G.3.6). -

':As described above,-there:are:five distinct classification tests: regular
standard, regular modified, layered standard,-layered modified, and hot waste

- '~ - - facility.-- These-tests are briefly :described below. ,- -- . , .;

Regular Standard Test - :' - . -

-- In this test, no additional reduction factors are applied to either the intruder-
construction or intruder-agriculture scenario. :This test may be exercised for
regular wastes'at the end of ICC-years,or to wastes that-have passed layered
waste tests at the end of 500 years,or. to-wastes that have passed the hot
' waste facility test at the end of 100-lyears. - -

Regular Modified Test -

The modified test is applied only at the end of lIC years, and it assumes that
the waste stream is stable and segregated from unstable waste streams. Therefore,
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an inadvertent intruder initiating the intruder-construction scenario will
clearly realize that wastes are being intruded into, and will not continue any
further (termed intruder-discovery scenario). This results in a substantially
reduced contact time for the intruder-construction scenario. The regular
standard test uses a contact time of 500 hours, however, in a regular modified.
test this contact time is reduced to 6 hours (the actual contact time is likely
to be no more than half a working day plus 2 hours to account for direct gamma
exposure of the intruder through a reduced thickness of cover material). As a
consequence of the discovery that wastes are being intruded into, the intruder-
agriculture scenario is eliminated in this test.

For the layered standard test, a contact time of 500 hours is assumed. However,
for the layered modified test, a. contact time of 6 hours is assumed based on
the same rationale given for the regular modified test. Itshould be pointed
out that all the waste streams that pass these layered tests undergo a regular
standard test at the end of 500 years at which time no credit is assumed for
layering.

Hot Waste Facility Test

This test is also applied only at the end of IIC years. The rationale presented
above for the layered.tests is applicable for the hot waste facility which is
designed to confine the wastes regardless of cost or land use considerations.
Moreover, it in effect takes unstable wastes, and through disposal design
makes them into stable wastes for intrusion purposes., The agriculture scenario
is not considered in the hot waste facility test. For the construction scenario
a reduction factor of 0.01 is applied to the site design factor for the air
uptake component, and a reduction factor of 1/12002 is applied for the direct
gamma exposure. Again, it should be pointed out that the waste streams that
pass the hot waste facility test are subjected to a regular standard-test at
the end of 1000 years.

Layered Standard and Modified Tests

In the layered tests, the intruder-agriculture scenario is not applied since
the wastes are likely to be disposed of beneath a minimum of 2 meters of cover
and 4 to 5 meters of other regular wastes. NoWreasonable mechanism after only
IIC' years can be envisioned that would permit the interaction of these wastes
with the environment through an intruder-agriculture scenario. For the intruder-
construction scenario, different reduction factors are applied to the different
uptake pathways: air uptake and the direct gamma-exposure pathways.

For the air uptake pathway, only 10 percent of the layered wastes are assumed
to be accessible to the intruder. This is a very conservative assumption; it
is unlikely that even 1 percent of the area exposed during construction will
be' the layer of waste underneath 6 to 7 meters of other material. -For the
direct gamma exposure uptake pathway, the intruder is assumed to be shielded
from the layered wastes by at least one meter of soil or equivalent material
resulting in a reduction of about 1200 in the radiation intensity.
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2. INTRUDE CODE ''

In determining performance objectives and technical requirements for LLW
disposal, an important consideration is the potential for human intrusion into
the disposed waste. Such intrusion may act to increase'the-potential for'
ground-water migration by increasing the infiltration of precipitation into
the waste and it may also bring wastes to the surface where'they may potentially
be dispersed by wind or water. These actions may result in radiation doses to
the surrounding population. However, the largest radiation exposures by far
would be to the intruders themselves.

There are four basic scenarios considered for potential intruder exposure:

o the intruder-construction scenario, which involves potential-;
excavation into a closed disposal facility site and construction of
a house;

'o theintruder-discovery scenario, which is a subset of the intruder-
;''construction scenario and also involves excavation into a closed
disposal facility site; however, the time over which excavation
activities continue is reduced relative to the intruder-construction
scenario;'- v

o the intruder-agriculture'scenario', which involves persons potentially
living in a house located'in contaminated soil and consuming vegetables
grown in an onsite garden; and

o the intruder-well' scenario,-whlcWinvolves use of contaminated water
- '.from an onsite well.

This section and code considers the first three of these scenarios: intruder-
construction, intruder-discovery, and intruder-agriculture scenarios. - The'third
scenario, the intruder-well scenario, is considered in the next section on
ground-water impacts analyses'(the"GRWATER code).- The"potential'exposures to
the surrounding population as a' result' of the actions of'an intruder, !the'
exposed waste'scenarios, are considered in the following section on the OPTIONS
codes. '

There are 'three principal means of controlling potential exposures'to an
intruder: 'use'of institutional controls,'use of natural and/or engineered
barriers which would make it more difficult for an'intruder to contact the
waste, and use of less dispersible waste forms. None of these controls-can be
assumed to be functional forever. 'However, an:important decision to be made
at the time of disposal for a given waste stream is 'whether it'requires special
considerations'with regard' to institutional'controls, waste form, and natural
and/or engineered barriers. INTRUDE performs-a screening analys'es'to deter-
mine' which waste stream (or streams'when mixed and disposed together) 'requires
special consideration.

The code calculates seven human organ doses as 'afunction of time. Also calcu-
lated are the ICRP'weighted exposure sum over all the organ'doses indicative of
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the total impact of the exposures. The output of the INTRUDE code can be
illustrated through an example.

The disposal technology indices (see Tables H.1 and H.2) selected for this
example are presented below:

IR = 2 IS = O
ID = 1 IL= O
IC = 1 IG = O
IX = 1 IH = O
IE = 1 IQ = 1

In addition, the closure period (i.e., IPO) is assumed to be 2 years, and the
active institutional control period (i.e., IIC) is varied from 50 years to
2,000 years.

In the analyses, all four waste spectra (see Table H.4) are considered one by
one. A number of different analyses may be performed for different groups of
waste streams for a given waste spectrum... Four, such potential groupings are
as follows:

o Each waste stream separately (36 separate analyses);
o Waste streams in four macroscopic groups;
o Waste streams in five major waste generation sources;
o All the waste streams together.,-.

An example output of the code is presented in Table H.7 for the above reference
set of disposal technology indices. The waste spectrum considered is waste
spectrum 2, and impacts are presented for the first group of 7 waste streams
(LWR process waste streams) shown on Table H.4.

3. GRWATER CODE

This section discusses GRWATER which is a code written to perform an assessment
of the impacts from ground-water migration of radionuclides with emphasis on
waste form and packaging performance parameters, and site. selection and design
parameters. After classification of the waste streams into categories, in
accordance with the test procedure outlined in Section H.1.4 and the dose
limitation criteriaspecified in.the.code as acceptable, the.code computes
seven human organ doses as a function of time after closure of the disposal
facility for selected biota access locations.

There are three basic scenarios for direct or indirect exposure of humans to
* radioactivity from potential ground-water migration: an individual-well
scenario which envisions-drilling of a well either adjacent to a disposal cell
or at the site boundary; a population-well scenario which envisions pumping
water from a well to satisfy the needs of a small community located between
the disposal facility and an open water location receiving ground water passing
underneath the site; and a population-surface water scenario which assumes
-that population exposures result from consumption and utilization of open
water that has received.discharge from contaminated ground water passing
underneath the site.
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IN a l

SD w I SC * I
Is U 0 IL a '0
ICLmI2 1POw 2.

IX I
tO I

YEARS

I:
0 :

t'OO

. .I
I

GROUP No w I -.

YR 3 50,
INYWCONS
INhTAGRI

INTmCONS
TNI'.AGRT

YR .
INTeCONS
INTmAGRI.

YR g4 3009
INTwCONS
.IN'T&ARI

YR ' 300,
INTPCONS
INTmAORI

YR .400,
INT&CONS
. NTOAORZ

YR p o00,
INTvCONS

. INTwAGR1

YR .100O,
INTOCONS

- NT.AOR S

YR .35000,

I NT*CON9.
1NTvAGRI

BODY BONE
1409E#W04 1 ,41IE04
1 .bTOZ004 1,6791*04

LIVER-
14121.'04
I .sMnE.04

BODY sI7NE LIVER
4034?E*03 4g37.11,03 4,3671.03

.9I$OECo3. 0,I4OE03 5.)SSEo03

-BODY DONE LIVER.
-1,3T7303 3,395E#03 1,3911.03
..liWE*03 l 640f#0S 1631E*03

BODY ',BONK LIVER
4,362E*03 406b1E+02 4,t26eo0
0160EB+02 32.a41+02 5.2a5c*02

BODY BONE LIVER
4 7901.01 6 ,st1c*O *,203E*01
5,339SE01 6.3121901-6,9141*01

BODY BONEC LIVER.
*9.193E*00 If443zOI 21641j+01
l.OI81OZB l E 677.*01 .,5121001

THYROID KIDNEY
1,409E#04' t410*-04
1.&711,04 ,1:669E04

THYROID KIDNEY
4,349E*03 4j,3SE*03
5*1661+03 5.1491*03

THYROID .KIDNEY
1-,3?7*03 1.381P*03
-1,6451*03 1.618*03

t4YROIo KSDNCY
4.3571*02 4 q4 3 8 E+0t
5,3601*02 5.1S6!*02

THYROID KIDNEY
4,769E*01 9,oa4y7o1
7.6439#01 5ss.86*01

THYROIO. . KIDNEY
9 1821100 1-4949*01
3,oTE*1OIt.l!0E,01

THYROID.- KIONtY
5,l32ff.00 1,0271*v0
1.6181*0t 7. 5981*00

THYROIo - KIDNEY
4161TE*00 7*1S9E*oo
2.5471*01 .849TE*00

LUNG
I 1,4 10E04.
I 1,669E04

LUND :
4.334EKO03.
S5.48E*03

.- LUND-
1,3791.03
1.6327S03

- LulNG-
!4.4161.02
5-.l?77*03

* LUNG

1,3611.01
I .189E*0o

0.e TRACT, ICRP
1.409L+04 ',2044E104
1,669E*04 2.412?E+O4

G o . T R C C .
GeI TRACT ICRP
:4,344K*03-69308E#63

.1371E103 1.9%96*03
1,114E*032,369E*03

5-I TRACT *'CRP
4 .348E*O16b,3491*02
5,1511*02 7,5071*02

0. TRACT r CRP

5.s556*01 8.33bE*O1

0-.?TRACT XSCRP
8,18TE*00.1,672a+01
9,876*E00 1679E1O0

-I

-.

B IODY . .. BONE *.. LIVER
5,2141[00 ,897E#*0I 1,634E101
5.54491*00 1,137E101 9.9531*00

LUN O a.l TRACT- 'ICRP
9,460E*00 4,317E*00 1,0641*01
7.193100 s,2901*0O* 9.938Eo00

LUNG 0.1 :TRACT IeCP -
80384t*00 3,.71*00 8,4031*00
*.'95*00 449799#00.803361900

BODY
4,2571*00
4.7011*00

BODY
4.'3731oo

* 4,x7se*000

some
I .3611*01

6 1605Es00

504g6
1 ,0101*01
7.0201*00

LIVER
1.1379*0I
T.5011600

LIVER
6g04lit00
6, 0ssE000

THYROID
4g4599#00
1t533140l

KIDNEY
.Jl61*00

4.9661*00

LUNG
T,8741.00
5,931t100

G4t TRACT

4,3371*00

ZCRP
7,i1iimoo
7,6051*00
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An idealized map of the disposal facility showing the areal relationships of
the disposal site and the'ground-water access-locations was shown in Figure G.6.
As indicated in the figure, the transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the ground-
water flow direction) dispersion of the contaminants before and after they
reach the saturated zone is measured through the geometric reduction factor
(r ). However, the dispersion of the contaminants in the direction of ground-
g.

water flow is dependent on the-longitudinal (parallel to the ground-water
flow direction) extent of the disposal facility.

The longitudinal extent-of the disposal facility is taken into account in the
analysis by dividing the disposal facility into 10 sectors and applying the
point-source equations given in Appendix G to each of the 10 sectors. In this
manner, the transverse distribution is taken into account through the factor
(r ), and the longitudinal distribution of the source is numerially integrated.
g

In this calculation, water starting from each of the sectors has different
travel times to the access locations. This travel time is calculated in the
computer code through the use of an incremental travel time and Peclet number
between the sectors (the DTTM and DTPC arrays), through dividing the source
term into 10 equal parts, and placing this source at the center of each sector.
The rest of the ground-water migration assumptions have been presented in
Appendix G.

The code has several options built into it:

1. it canconsider different dose limitation criteria in the initial
classification of the wastes into regular, layered, or hot waste
facility wastes;

2. it can exclude a waste stream or group of waste streams from the
analysis through the use of the NDX(36) array;

3. it can consider a waste stream or group of waste streams packaged in
high integrity containers thereby postponing the initiation of the
ground-water migration scenario for those streams for a specified
period of time;

4. it has the option to perform a time dependent source term calculation,
and increase the released source term after an intruder and/or time
causes percolation values to increase;

5. it can provide the total exposures from the contribution of all the
radionuclides in all the streams, total exposures from all the
radionuclides from a particular waste stream or group of streams, or
exposures from each' of the radionuclides considered in all or some
of the waste streams.

A portion of an example output of GRWATER is presented in Table H.8 for the
case of waste spectrum 2, and the following disposal facility indices:

IR = 2 ID = 1 IC = 2 IX = 2 IE = 1
IS = 1 IL = 1 IG = 0 IH = 1 IQ = 1
ICL = 2 IPO = 2 years IIC = 100 years



Table, H. 8 Example GRWATER Output (Spectrum.2) -

. .1
I -1- - I I I -

APP H ; .
SPECTRUM a
1R a 2 ID Q I 'ICe
It O I iS a 1 IL a
IM . I CL*S2 rIPO.
VREG w bv81EOS VLAY

YR 40ao BODY
Bou.WELL o, .-
POPwIELL O.
POPoSURF O.

. 1. _- : - I

: I ; - - I i -- � I _. . I , I .

2 IX a
I to I
2 YEARS
I0 'O -

a
100

-VNOT O 0, ..VNOT. a I *94IE404

BONE
0,
0.
a,

LIVER
O;.- ,1
0,-0. - '

THYROID
* 0 , *I ,-
. 0 .
',. .: . .

I THYROID
0.

-0* : .
O , ..

KIDNEY
.0*
De0
0*

0 1
'0..

L u Gal TRACT ICRP

YR a 50g
BOUnWELL
POPoWELL
POPOSURF

YR w 60,
BOU*WELL
POP WELL
POPOSUR!

YR I To0
8OuswffLL
POP.WELL
PoPwSUR!

YR a 80s
SOU0WELL
PPopbELL
POPOSURP

YR a 90.
BOU.wELL
POPoWELL
POPOSURF

scBODY
as * -0 ,'O

0-0~.- 1. ~0
0f. ~ . _" '0

INE. .LIVER
I Oi, -

oo0 I, - T 0 * ,

KIONEY
1)4.. ..

O.i.. ...

LUNG

0,
.0 '. ,

- e "- . - 0 a0. 0. ,-Oa

0. . I .D

got TRACT ZCRP
,.'0,' '' O.'

.. O .I.0,

.0.-0 . '. 0.,0,

BODY BONE
3.536E.03 2.12SESS0
0., 0 . I a
O. a' ' O. ,

BODDY .BONE
1.111E*Oo b6.621.EwO
O . ' - I '.-
O. Oa

. LIVER THYROID
3,536Eo3. 3 536Ew03
0.- 0,..
O. aQ.

-KIDNEY L- . LUNG':. TRACT- ICRP.
3,53iE603 3`536.*03 3,3-536EwO3 4o703EwO3
0 De O , Oa
a, o, Oa o,00 I

-- a

"BODY '.
6.543E-OS
0 a
0,

BODY
3,72fEvOi
0.
O0

. N~i '
3,9311.08

2.2381.08
0.
O.

-. LIVER
6I *ItE*60

0 .

-LIVER
6,543EwOjo
0O
O.

LIVER
3.726e.0
0,
O.

THYROID KIDNEY .LUNG Gal TRACT . ICRP
l 1 1 E*OO-l s11l ll0O1O 1 XII1jf+OOt lotllg+00 l 9417?E00

J0, 0, 0. 0

THYROID KIDNEY - LUNG 'Cal TRACT ZCHP
.s543EwO 6,5831.01 6.5431.01 ,95QES01 8.7O2E.O1

THYROID KSDNEY LUNG Gal TRACT. IGRP,..
3.726E.01 '3-716E101 3,261.O1 3,7261.01 4.956E-O1
O 0, 0, 0. 0',
o, . ,0 .0. 0 ,

YR a 100t
0Uo.WELL

PoPoW LL
POPOSURF

BODY
2,122t101
0.
0.

BONE
I .2751.08
0*
0,

2.1221.01

0,

THYROID KIDNeY LUNG -GI TRACT
201a22E*0 24l22go0t R2l21C001 26122esol
0. 0. 0s 0,
0, 0 , Os. O.

ICRP
2.822EV01
0,
0 ,



Table H.8 (continued)

YR a 700.
SOUNWELL
FOPWE.LL
POPGSURF

YR a 800.
DOUaWELL
POPeNELL
POP.WURF

BODY
3.913103
4.609est5

De~
BODYV

1 S02CO02
2, 19S3E17
1,1491.08

BONE
I 4296'02
a ,vog~al
0O.

BONE
6 16l1u00
1,3171.4
6.8981.18

LIVER
a#9961DO3

0,
Osve

LIVER
l, 400E-02
1.1931.17
1.1491.80

LIVER
1.4501.O0
I .06N1.9.
4.003902a

THYROSD
I .0561*00
46609cess
0.0

KIONCY
307111SO3
4,6090115
0O

LUNG 0.?¢ TRACT
2.s56i.0oS 5.335903
4,*09E.1S 4,M091.15
0. 0.,

%CRP
3 8031.0?
b.131E*15
0.

tCRP
.668781.09
2.9171.17
I 5088160

THYROID KIDNEY LUNG
161811*00 I.4S01.00 1*3539.02
1.41USEWI 2o.43C17'- I.143K17
1s1 l49Z-20 l 01 49Ctolo I l MEW

Got TRACT
1 .438102
2.93M1.T
i.l491U10

YR, f 900.
BOUvwILL.
POPPWZLL
POPWAURF

YR. 1000IO
BOUmWELL
PopowILL
POPOSURF

YR a o000,
BOUvoILL
POP. WLL.
POPO8URF

YR u 4000,
MOUsHELL
PopWELL
POPOSURP

YR.. 6000.
SOUrVELL
POP&WELL
POposuRp

BODY BONE
1.587.t02 6.9311.0*
I 0bSE.19 .6399161?
4,0036 la 2,4049.89

THYRO:O KIDNEY LUNG Go- TRACT ZCRP
15779*00 15579602 10387900o 1 5001.0*. 70567E108
l,06SE.19 1t 0651.19 1 06S.19 1.01s51.1 1 ,4tts17
4.0039w12 4.0031.22 4.003E-22 4.003C622 5v3i4EmJ!

oODY
: SOE0C02
a,8u1c.17
5.32SEv24

*BODY
3 2901.02

.4 9591.04
3.20SE026

BODY
6 181.E02
Z.6551.03
4f8891.05

BONE
1,853goO0
4:4101.17
3. 1 9T731

BONE
1.3901.01
2iose604
4.9011.16

'BONE
2a7571.01
a.7319.03
18038to.s

LIVER THYROID
1 43610o2 10646e*OO
,1.40t1e. 9.45415IS

5.3j33E84 .S.3Q3EmRA

KIDNEY LUNG
1.5491.0i 1.311S.02
7.3376.16 6.014fol8
5.31231u4 5.53*2314

LIYER
2.9431.0*
t 8T5S104
6* 9281E.6

LIVER
5.727g.02

Z .22t103
1*83915o5

THYROID KIDNEY LUNG
4.0141+00 3.214Cw02 2.860.00
3.5486.01 4 339Co04 4,260ts05
1.0661.23. 8.141115 6.6606.l7

Gel TRACT
1.4916.00
I .884Ev15

GIe TRACT
3.061EN02
3.121104
2.09 1124

0Ow TRACT
538821.02
1.70913C0
1.9971U050

Gel TRACT
7s0441.02
9g4369.03
6.0631.05

ICRP

4.7981.16
740801.84

ZCRP
I .7891.01
l ,192*Z02
5. 3692.15

s

THYROID
,12651,00
I .0647100
369062001

KIDNEY
6 . 0?91.02
21332E*03
4.46C1005

BoDY BONE
7 o346E02 3*339EO01
1.0391.02 4 1401.00
1.0471.04 4.3571.05

LIVER THYROID KIDNEY
b,892Em02 5.1.277E+00 T.2431.02
8,9551.03 1,s655E10 1.00b1.02
3.92?E105 7.50TE70? 84.991.05

LUNG
5,51s560*
5.5141.04
4.1051.06

LUNG
6.680EG0*
.8 ,28Memo
8.7801.06

ICRP
a 70 11.0.1
5.2781.0a
11099*03

ZV1RP

6.7711.008
2.3141.03

YR ' 6000.
MsU.'ELL

popmWELL
POPaSURF

BODY
645221g02
1l4771E02
1.4141.04

BONE
* .9111.01
6, 3291.02
5*275E.0U

LIVER
6 068E .02
1.3331E02
7,60605os

THYROID
5.6b1EOO
l .659E*oo
7.5101E02

KIDNEY
bg4181.02
1.4441.01

1.2631.04

LUNG
5s857Evo2
a .866.0o*
4.558en05

Gel TRACT
6.21S8102
19381.00
90712E.05

ICRP
20760am01
7,061SE002
1044SE60)

YR .10000.
BOU WELL
POOPWELL
Pa P. U RF

MODY BONE
277Tt1.02 2.305E0ol

1,661E.021 7249E.02
6,8081.04 2.943Eo03

LIVER THYROID
4,8231E.02 S.2s55E+00
1, 5171402 1,661E0OO
6.1941.04 7.1631.02

KIDNfY LUNG
5.1172E02 4.61lEvo2
14627L1.02 1, 4501.02
6.6451.04 568899.04

GO- TRACT
4.971E602
I s5646.02
6.402Et04

ICRP
2.5261.01
7,969.E02
3,4931E03
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4. OPTIONS CODE

The previous two codes, INTRUDE and GRWATER,'concentrate on the-long-term
radiological impacts resulting from the'disposal of LLW. This section presents
a code for calculating all the impact measures other than ground-water impacts.

The calculated results include five major components: (1) the volumes of
waste requiring different disposal'practices--i.e., the volumes in each disposal
status which vary depending on the disposal'technology indices and waste form
behavior parameters determined by'the waste'7spectrum assumed; (2) disposed
waste-volume-averaged inadvertent intruder -impacts; (3) radiological impacts
resulting from potential exposed waste scenarios; (4) exposures which may
result from'abnormal operating conditions (accident scenarios); and finally
(5) the impact measures applicable to'the-different phases-associated with LLW
management and disposal'(i.e.,'waste processing, transportation, disposal)
consisting of costs, occupational exposures, population exposures, energy use,
and land use. OPTIONS code calculates-these five items. All radiological
impacts,(except occupational exposures and population exposures from waste
transportation which are total body exposures) calculated include seven human
organs.

The volumes of waste in each disposal status, however, have further been
divided within each major category--i.e., regular, layered, and hot waste
facility wastes--into four subcategories: stable with no chemical agents.
(NCH-STAB), stable with chemical agents (CH-STAB), unstable with no chemical
agents (NCfH-STAB) and unstable with chemical agents (NCH-STAB).

The code has most of the same capabilities in the GRWATER code. For example,
it can consider different dose limitation criteria in the initial classifica-
tion of the wastes, it can exclude streams from the analysis, etc.

A portion of an example output of OPTIONS is presented in Tables H.9 through
H.11 for the case considered in the'GRWATER code example.

5. INVERSI AND INVERSW CODES

The inverse codes calculate the-maximum average concentrations (or inventories)
that may be disposed within the radiological guidelines considered (maximum
exposure limits) and various disposal technology properties. There are two
inverse codes: intruder (INVERSI), and'ground water (INVERSW). In each case,
the maximum average concentrations for a'given set of disposal technology
parameters are calculated for 1 million m3 of waste disposed in the facility.

For these two codes the basic data matrices-BAS and ISPC are not utilized.
The-waste'-form parameters, however,.are input into the calculation through the
array ISPC, and the disposal technology indices are input through the IRDC array.

The major option available in the running of these codes is to set dose limita-
tion'criteria'to different sets of values.--In addition, INVERSI code calculates
and prints the results of all seven distinct waste classification tests--i.e.,
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.Tble 1H.9 Example.Options Output - I

D.-IP0SAL -TheCdNOLOr.JfrCES-
* * tO !. I - IC 2 .. x A 2.

IE q.1 ISm i IL. * .IYu 0
IZ4 I ZCL*12 IPO. Z. MNCa 110

REUL1 . . .;

*REGUL;AR WASTE. I
CH-STAO XtwF3CMVL'* s i82F.4

.: .@.. . Z.4ARSLIQQ..*.608E,03

* * TPTAI -VOL~Ukg 3
..CN@.. TAI. :.+LGSCNVL.'y' q7.P4

- aI W A ! T.6..332.O3S
* *. i..oaT 8.332F*03

hNkA5Ef, -1 sb65E+04
*TOTAL YnVLW'E, :I

siC~4uSfA1 P-xRErI. I ,S7IdE04O
* wP"ClNCLIO 2,040E9004

: pSLUOIF 1,950E*03
P-wFCR-TG-.. b6.0I-4603
; 8uPXREStN. 3q475r*04

''. '. BW(Ict!CLt0, 3gfl.434OO
*.4FSLUIDGE j, g:?3E*04

*.- TR- S 14 --i ,t ? 7F *0
. ... * ~. hCjtA$H.9 .a734eSE4u

:': '! CF08 2.159E+04

' 4 .SSIA$TE I ,tItE0'I
L'wNFAC0'4P .0 7E

* .- ..*tj iCT* %*04E+S 2

* T. iAGSTS 5.102f.Oo.
;OTntAL. -IUE t

MHcJI-iTAR, PP-CtFTA$ S,8?zE,;'1
8 .. BCriTRlAS 2,a684, .0a

* .~- 'FqPC(ITR48m 493440-+04:
-.. Fc.CflTPsW a,34isE.0n4

.SwCTR4A3H- I.3S3F4'04

tI.LOTWASk 9~~~* .. . * svs*^ ; .,n g n

,A, ,TIUAL -OL.EM E. .

LAYEREOn itA-MT I *
cet$TK . wIS0~nD Z~Fi+03

,3.4sSC*04 4**3

?4a4OE*O4 M**3

3,aqeo~ .14**

P.31IELo'0 M**3

2,871a+03 $**3
1 . . *

NOT ACCEPTABLEI
L*.PECCORS 1 eq33E*40
1404GURCES 5. l52E+in

I



Table H.1O Example OPTIOiNS Output - 2

INTRquDER IMPACtS
1NTwCoNS
IhNTlAGRI
!PToCONS
X1NT.ASR1
INTCOn s
INTAGRI

Bnoy ROME LIVER
3,a59E+o1 3,360E*01. 3.q?6E+# o
2.*11E*QI Z.6O6E+01 2#024E+01
1*9e5E*o 6*.25IE4oo 5,000EoO

*2t'5F+0o 40668Ie*0 3.981E+oo
3*2?6Fw01 3,a41E+00 20536E+*0
3.*?5EwO1 29032E*O0 .RT476+O0

a.O1 9E01
I q9?21e#Ma
i *qsfEvoo

4 ,2eSEwn
6os?6E#00O

KII3'NEY
3*250F4Oi
24nPOR+01
3swsdeoo
2 0839f+oo
I ,231e.oo
?.463E*01

t1LING Gul FRACT
3,25rF.O't: 3,23bE+n1
2,021c+01 es0j1E+Ol
3474SE+00 19644c+Qo
2,9osE+0O , R910+00
t0976+00 1 ,456E*01
tqos4F+on 3*350EP01

ICRP
4 9735E+Q1
3 ,132E+01
308159 00
3,876E7oo
1, s1 E40
1 080E+00 N

Wi

EXPO8E/ACC IMPACTS
INT.AIR
ERn*A IR
INT*WAT
Eqn.wAT
ACCsjNAC
ACC#,FIQE
ACCoAVI

I.1. laE+03
6. I I1E+00
I *AL8E.03
8 ,866EV02
1 .3AOEOI

:5.(oP0E4'OO

?0161E+0n
1 6198c*O2
5.51 2E'03
7 l3oMEt91
A ,9scoot
1 .885E+oI
9.6 5E*00

1,*233E*04

1,0433E"03
144t3fo01
R943?EWo01
9.Th9E+n0

stet.os
60451E*01

3.IASE+40
1 6363E0oo

T o798ro03
2,750Y+01
5 *054F-0q
I .075Fafl

3 ,5222 Fo

907flA6F+03

S. as8E'.O220WA~"04

2,84iIF.01
2.4b1E +1

P0626E+o~l 6,284E+03
30549E-01 40189E+01
2,S44L"U4 a.b?4EvO3
l ,ff2E"11 0093Sl001,
1.02^E-02 3.480E.o1
2.491ekoo l.27TE+06
1 ,281Ek00 69559t+oo

i



Table H.11 Example OPTIONS Output - 3

O4 F&4 IMPACT.'

casr (a)
UNI COST tS/I31
POP nOSE CtMRH)

OCC DOOE OtREtM)
LAND I0E CtM*a)
ENERGY USE (GAL)

WASTF PROCESSING
GENE4MT DSPf1)SAL

8.54E#E2 5,35f+4t
0. 00
.*30*E+r, 1.25E.+S
0. 0.

1 .73E.n'7 4*42+05

T'4a ws F 0ospnsAL LI CARE .100 O'fn s
Nu

1 065E.OnA
a,7aE.oe

S. 01E+05
51 L3E*Of
0.
1.33E#07

I *97~FlAP

0.
2. 34E+06
z W+6E0n5
I .aaE+O6

ao67E+.01 5*48+00 0,
1 *44E+07

.123o +01
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regular standard test at IIC years, regular modified test at IIC years, layered
standard test at IIC years, layered modified test at IIC years, hot waste
facility test at IIC-years, regular standard test at 500 years, and regular.
standard test at 1000 years. . INVERSW code also performs two-sensitivity
analyses: (1) it varies the percolation value-associated with the'given region
index IR by assuming 50 percent of the value, the value given, and twice the
value given, and (2) it varies the retardation''characteristics of the soils by
calculating the limiting concentrations forfall five sets of retardation
coefficients considered in this work (see Appendix G).

These codes use a modified version of TAPEI containing the pathway dose
conversion factorsiand'the environmental parameters associated with the given
region index IR.

6. LISTING OF THE CODES ANW'DATA FILES

Table H.8 presents symbolic definitions of the data utilized in the analyses
which have been presented in the previous chapters. Also given are the computer
code definitions of most of the parameters, and some of the-assumed values 'for
the analyses.

Almost all the codes use two tapes (some do not need to use all the information
contained in these tapes) for input information: TAPEI contains waste spectrum
independent information such as radionuclide concentrations of unprocessed-
waste, nuclide specific parameters, and environmental parameters; and TAPE2
contains information on the waste spectrum being considered--e.g., volume
reduction and increase factors, and waste form behavior indices. In addition,
INPUT (query by the code at the terminal the code is being run from) is utilized
for reading in the disposal technology indices and descriptive "header"
information.

The listing of the codes are presented following Table H.12. These include
the following:

Codes ' I Data files
I ......

' INTRUDE DATA ' ' SPC1

GRWATER DATAD SPC2

OPTIONS NUCS' SPC3

INVERSI SPC4

INVERSW
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Table H.12 General Data Definitions

CONTROL INTEGERS AND VALUES (Read from Tape 1)

NS:

NNUC:

FICRP(7):

Number of Waste Streams - 36
Individual streams are usually denoted by ISTR.

Number of Radionuclides - 23
Individual nuclides are usually denoted byINUC.

This array, which is located in BAST Common Block and read from
Tape 1, contains ICRP body equivalent factors for the seven human
organs being considered in the analysis. The values are 1.0, 0.12,
0.06, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, and 0.06 for total body, bone, liver,
thyroid, kidney, lung, and GI tract, respectively.

WASTE STREAM DEPENDENT ARRAYS

BAS(36,32):
Location:
Read From:

Basic Data Matrix
BAST Common Block
Tape 1

This matrix contains most of the waste stream dependent basic information.
The first index of this array refers to the 36 waste streams assumed for the
analysis. The second index refers to the following:

Index Description

1 Waste Stream Name - Alphanumeric.

2 (Reserved)

3 When input, it is the untreated volume of the waste stream in m3

generated between 1980 and 2000 for a region or for the entire
country. This may then be replaced with the normalized disposed
waste volume in subroutine COMBYN. For waste spectrum 1, the sum of
this value over all streams is one million m3. For other waste
spectra it is referenced to spectrum 1.

4 Gross undecayed activity of the untreated waste (Ci/m3). This value
is used only in transportation calculations; it is not modified in
the program.

5-27 Radionuclide concentrations of the waste streams decayed to year
2000 for the 23 radionuclides in the stream (Ci/m3). The concentra-
tions are modified by volume reduction and increase factors (if
applicable) and stored on top of the old concentrations in subroutine
COMBYN.

28 Transported waste volume in M3 which is-calculated in subroutine
COMBYN. Depending on where the waste processing takes place, this
value may be different from the disposed waste volume, i.e., BAS(ISTR,3).
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Table H.12 (continued)

Index Description

29-32 Waste processing impacts:. costs ($), occupational dose (mrem)',
.' energy use (gallons of fuel), and population dose (mrem), respectively,

for the waste stream' volume.given in BAS(ISTR,3). These impacts are
calculated in subroutine-COMBYN.

TSPC(r.( 11) Wastp Snpcr~tvm Matr-Ily
Location: BAST Common Block
Read From: Tape 2

This matrix is read for each waste spectrum and contains all the Information
that distinguishes waste spectra from eachother. The first'index of the
matrix refers to the'waste stream. The second index'refers to the'following:

1InuC uec.r iIi. l ul

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

. ., -

Waste Packaging Index, which is used in'the transportation calcula-
tions, and is composed of two digits representing packaging
characteristics and the gamma emission characteiistics-of waste.

Volume Reduction Factor multiplied by 100 (to-make -it an integer).

Volume Increase Factor similarly multiplied by 100.'

Flammability Index - I4 '

Dispersibility Index - '15

Leachability Index - I6

Chemicai Content Index - '17

Stability Index - I8

Accessibility Index - 19

Overall Waste Processing Index (110) (see Section 5 of Appendix G)
which is composed of four processing indices (digits) that are
unscrambled and utilized in subroutine COMBYN to calculate
BAS(ISTR,29) through BAS(ISTR,32).

Waste Disposal Status Index (III) (see Section H.1.4).which is
computed in subroutine RCLAIM.

RADIONUCLIDE DEPENDENT ARRAYS

DCF(23,7,8): Pathway Dose Conversion Factor Matrix:.,
,Location:-. BAST CommonBlock.'
Read From: Tape 1

This matrix contains the.multiple'pathway'dose conversion factors'discussed in
Section 2.4 of Appendix G. DCF(IJ,K) is the pathway dose conversion'factor
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Table H.12 (continued)

for the radionuclide (I), human organ (J), and pathway (K). Human organs
considered (as given for the FICRP array) are total body, bone, liver, thyroid,
kidney, lung, and GI tract, respectively. Pathways considered are those
resulting from the following release scenarios: accident, construction (air
uptake pathway), agriculture (air uptake pathway), agriculture (food (soil)
uptake pathway), direct-gamma (volume) exposure), well water, open water, and
air (see Section 2.4 of Appendix G). This matrix is not modified by the code.

NUC(23): Radionuclide Names
Location: NUCS Common Block
Read From: Tape 1

This array contains the alphanumeric names of the radionuclides considered in
the analysis: H-3, C-14, FE-55, NI-59, CO-60, NI-63, SR-90, NB-94, TC-99,
1-129, CS-135, CS-137, U-235, U-238, NP-237, PU-238, PU-239/240, PU-241,
PU-242, AM-241, AM-243, CM-243, CM-244.

AL(23): Decay Constants
Location: NUCS Common Block
Read From: Tape 1

This array contains the decay constants of the 23 selected radionuclides in
units of year *.

FMF(23): Leachate Partition Ratios
Location: NUCS Common Block
Read From: Tape 1

This array contains the radionuclide dependent partition ratios between
the radionuclide concentrations in the trench leachate and in the unsolidified
waste (see Appendix G).

RET(23,5): Retardation Coefficients
Location: NUCS Common Block
Read From: Tape 1

This array contains the retardation coefficients of the radionuclides for five
different soil conditions (see Appendix G). Only RET(I,1) and RET(I,4) are
read in from Tape 1, the rest of the coefficients are calculated from RET(I,1)
and RET(I,4) and stored in subroutine COMBYN.

ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENT ARRAYS

Most of the codes utilized provide for six different disposal environments,
each of which is denoted by a specific value of IR in the discussion'below.
The first four cases correspond to the regional characteristics outlined in
Appendix J: northeast, southeast, midwest, and southwest. For most of the
analysis only the second set of environmental'parameters (IR=2), which represen
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Table'H.12 (continued)

the reference disposal facility environment,' are utilized. The fifth a'nd' sixth
sets of environmental parameters (IR=5 and IR=6) are variations of the reference
facility environment and are utilized for the ground-water migration-analyses.

-FSC(6):
Location:
Read From:

.Construction Dust Mobilization Factor.
OTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This array (denoting C -construction) contains the dust mobilization factor,
which depends on environmental parameters such as antecedent moisture --conditions
and soil particle size distribution and annual average wind speed, for the air
-uptake path~ay of the intruder-construiction scenario.

IFSA(6):I

Location:
Read From:

IAgriculture Dust Mobilization Factor
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This array (denoting f -agriculture) 4~ontains the dust mo'bilizatio'n-factor,
which depends on envir~nmental parameters such as antecedent moisture conditions
and soil particle size distribution and annual average wind speed, for the air
uptake pathway of the intruder-agriculture scenario.

-- PRC(6,2):
'Location:-

- Read From:

Percolation Matrix.
:1OTIS Common Block
-TJape 1 I

This matrix contains the potential infiltration into the disposal cell modified
by the anticipated waste-water contact tim'e given in units-of meters-for two
different conditions: PRC(IR,1) is the no special-cover condition,';and PRC(IR,2)
is the thick cover condition. These percolation values are given i'AppiqdxJ.

Location: -

Read From:

Dilution Factors
* OTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This array contains the dilution factors (Q);in units of,(m 3/year) for the
three ground-water discharge locations: boundary-well, population-well1, and
population-surface water discharge locations.

TTM(6,3): Ground-water- Travel-Time Matrix
Location:. DTIS Common Block
Read From: Tape 3.

This matrix contains the ground-water travel times in years (t ) betwee'n'the
sector of the disposal site (see Section 3.6 of Appendix G) closest to the
discharge locations and the three gro'und-water discharge locations mentioned
.above'in QFC(6,3). .
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Table H.12 (continued)

TPC(6,3):
Location:
Read From:

Peclet Number Matrix
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This array contains the dimensionless Peclet Numbers (P) for the ground-water
travel times given by the above matrix TTM(6,3).

RGG(6,3):
Location:
Read From:

Geometric Migration Reduction Factor
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This matrix contains the geometric reduction factor (r9) resulting from the

transverse relationship of the discharge location and the disposal facility
for the three ground-water discharge locations considered in the analysis.
These values are assumed to be unity.

POP(6,3):
Location:
Read From:

Exposed Waste Site Selection Factors
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This matrix contains the exposed waste site selection factors (f ): POP(IR,1)

and POP(IR,2), in units of person-m3/year, correspond to the factors for exposed
waste-intruder-air and exposed waste-erosion-air scenarios, respectively; and
POP(IR,3) corresponds to the exposed waste-surface water (intruder and erosion)
scenarios.

DTTM(6):
Location:
Read From:

Incremental Travel Times
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This matrix contains the incremental travel times between the sectors of the
disposal facility in units of years (see Section 3.6 of Appendix G).

OTPC(6):
Location:
Read From:

Incremental Peclet Numbers
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This matrix contains the incremental Peclet numbers between the sectors of the
disposal facility (see Section 3.6 of Appendix G).

TPO(6,2):
Location:
Read From:

Atmospheric Dispersion Factor Array
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

This array contains the atmospheric dispersion factors utilized in the accident
scenarios for the disposal facility site location. These factors have units
of person-year/M3 and are the atmospheric (X/Q) factors for a given radial
distance multiplied by the population at that distance summed over all
distances. TPO(IR,1) is for the accident-fire scenario, and TPO(IR,2) is for
the single-container accident scenario.
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Table H.12 (continued)

NRET(6): ! ' '

Location:
Read From:

Retardation Status Array
DTIS Common Block
Tape 1

. .

The values in-this array indicate the condition of the soils in the vicinity-
of the disposal site with regard to the retardation of radionuclides. It
determines which RET(23,5) will'be used in'the ground-water migrationi analyiis,`
i.e.,,RET(23,NRET(IR)) is used.

. . *

. I

K - I r ' I I ! .-

r
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Listing for INTRUDE Computer Code

nolOO PROGRAM INTRUDE (INPUTOlUTPUTTAPFlTAPFP-TAPE3,TAPE4)
nn01 nC
nrviptOr TAPF. CONTAINS NSTR(NIJMRFR OF STREAMS)* NNtI(fNIiMRER OF MUCLInES),
00i30r FICRP(TCRP FACTORS), BAS AND nCF MATRICES AND nTTS RLOCK.
'nl4nC TAPE? CONTATNS ISPC(SPFCTRAL) FILE.
(00lOC INPIJT IS UJSED TO RFAn IRPC - DISPOSAL TECHNOLOiY TInTcFq.
V016(c TaPE3 CONTATNS OFTAILFO OUTPUT - FROM SIJRROIJTINF RCLALm-
nol70C TAPF4 CONTAINS MAIN PRnGPAM nuITPUT (INTRIIDFP IMPACTS).

nnoqo Cn.HMON/PAST/RAS(36,32),ISPC(16.11),DCF(?3,7.R)*FTCePP7)
nnpno+ /NUJCS/Nlle{?3).AL(21)oFMF(?3),FT(?19';)/DTNX/TRincei?)
nnpln+ / oTTS/FSC(6),*FSA6)PP~C(69?)tOF7C(6§s).TT'4(Al).TPC(693)o
On7?2n RGF(6.tl).POp(6*q).nTTM(6)qnTPC(e6)gTPO(6.?)."l9Fr(6)
ntO?30. /TMPS/DZn(79?)fn7C7*?*Q)
nn0 4nr
no?%n0 MOST nF THE MATRICFS AND ARRAYS AROVE ARE ExPLATNEn TN TARLE H-1,

nlO;70 nTMFNSION NOTE(6).TYM(Q),nFs s),TGRP(31) nEc(R 3.)
'n^rep nATA NTYM/Q/,TYM/so.Ilol,5n. 2oo0..nn..4nn.,snnl. l.Fl.?.F3/.
nipoor NGfilX/36/§ TGRP/l ?93949q9A79R99*lneligI?.1949
on;n~nn lgIA,17,1R,19*2n9?l9?29?tt?.4,2q,

nn3'QC NGNX/4/,IGRP/7*ul?*p*pln*3.7*4/
nn.,4nC NGNX/SX/T1QPP/Ilvl.?,?.,3,4*4,?p,.*6*1949497*q/
nn0340 NGNX/'i/,IRGP/16*1/
()t)3c; DATA DES/lnm PFC-CONS .inH RFC-AGRT /.nFC/.Q.7qfi6*?.9F-3.

n0370C
onisoc THF AROVF MATRICES AND ARRAYS ARE:
nnoioc NOTF(6) : HEAnEP LAPEL FOR OIJTPUT IMENTIFICATTOPJ.
nn4nnc TYM(9) : NINE TIMF STEPS AT WHICH INTRI.UDFP IMPACTS
On4lnC ARE CALCULIJATFn.
nn0?Or nFl;5(?) : nESCRIPTInN nF INTRUnFR PATHWAYS.
n0430C TGRP(36) : ARRAY USED To DEFINE GROUPING OF WASTE STREAMS.
nn44nC nEC(23.7): nECON FACTORS FOR INCINERATOR ANn CALCIrNER
nn4sotr
nn460 RFAnD(ll0l)NSTRNNUCFICRP
n047n o tn In .tNSTP
nn64qn OEAfnellt,?)j(RAS(IJ),J=1,?7)

(ft4Qn In PFAnf(?q10)(ISPC(IrJ)eJ=jfln)
nnnoo no in I=1,NNtJC
onc;lo PE~n(1914)NUC(I)gALer) .FMF(T).RET(Iol).RFT(1*4)
nns~pn nn 15 K=1l.4
0n03n IC; QFAn(ijjnA)(DCF(IJi()*J=1*7)
00540 0n cnNTINUF

n0oc60 INP'JT ENVIRONMFNTAL PARAMFT=PS
nnff7n(c
nns.no no ?p 1=1.6
60qqo Q}Fon(1910'i)FSC(I)*FSA(T)9(Ppc(roj)qJ=192)9(OFC(tPJ)qJ=lpl),
nnnson+ (TTM(I.J).J=1l3).(TPCrtTJ)oJ=1q)9
nn0lO0 (RGF(IJ) J=193)* (POP(tIJ) J=i93)tNQET(T),
n0030 nTT7(T)IDTPC(1)I(TPO(T*J)UJ=1,?)
nn63( PS; CONTINUE
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Listing for INTRUDE Computer Code (continued)

nnf;40

nn~c~n

nnFsrtn

nn~i n

00741n
nn-rsn
nn76n
nO77n

nn7sn

nn~nnn
nn~in
nnqpn
nntlwn
nfnR4nr.
nnqcsoc

ontcfinc

nnqiocnlfPOC

nns~oc

nn7~nc

on37C0

(0190;

nnq7n
nn9AO

nnqqn

oinop
01010

nolnn
n1040

01nnon

el 090
a00 l
nlil O
-011?0

0114n
011 60

n1170

OORTO(.

Oil QO
01900

OOQIOC

Inl FnQlUAT(?T1,7F9*2)
1ow FO'A t0nbFn3ln.F 0q1n*r ~o x.6F1 o.3,lox.6Flo,q)

i104 FnPuATCAlnv4El0.a)
I nc;-FnQMAT(einY;7E-Fle/10ynt'F]Ol/wlnx*Fl n.'. Tso/l nx ,4Fl~to)''.
106 FORMAT(IOX,7F10.1)

.nn IS ISTR=1,NSTR '
A1=TSPC(ISTR92) S AJ=A1/TSPC(tSTPe)
A,=RAS(ISTR)3 S Ai=A2/(A1*.60) *S RA(SJSTP.")=a.
no 10 T=9,P7

In RA~S(!TSTsI)=RASQISTR*7)*A1
J=ISPC(TSTPl n)
fP=J/1000 S IS=(J/lnn)-T1*ln V IL=(J/ln)-IP*10n-TS*10
TH=J-TP*10O0-lI5*100-IL*n S IF(!L.F.0)fi0O.Tn 34
IFfTP..LT.F)GO TO 39--
-J=1 IFC.P*GT.5)J=?

4fR.(ISTR,6)=(1.-flEC(PJ))*RAS(TFTR.S)
IC; CnNTINUE

WFXT LINE READS IN - THPIJ.INPlJT - THE 1? nITpnsAL
TECHNOLOGY 'TNTCES ANn-HFAqEP INFORMATInN.

RFADOIRDC S RFA 1002,NnTF WRITE(491003) -,OTFvTRnr
nn 70 I(3NY=XNGNX
Nx=n s vnIs=o. s CALL 7EQ0nf7.12h) .

nO 70 INTERPRETS IGRPCGROtJPTNG) ARRAY .
no 9n TS THF MAIN LOOP IN CALCULATING TNTRtIPFR. IPArTS .
nn 45 LOOP nISTINGUISHES RETWFEN THE TIME STFPS

no qn IqTP=,'NSTR
TFfIGNX.NV*TGRP(ISTR))I n To 0n
no 4t ITYM=lNTY4 .
IRnC(12)=TY4(ITYM)+.0. S CALL RCLAIM(TSTPNNIJC)
nn 4o I=17
nn 40 J=19Z *

4n nz(TgJgITYM)=nZ(tjoITYM)*9AS(ISTrww),n7nzlzJ)
4q rnNTINUE

NJ=1 S V0TS=VDIS+RAS(ISTRj1)
50 Cn TIN E .* ,- r

IFINX*FQ*0)GO 0 T 7n f
DO 55 I=1,NTYM
nn SC J=1,.7
no SS K=1,?. r

Rc; r7 (JqKv I)- t, ,I) =07I Wq - .) . -. -T
IF(NGNX.0EI.6)WPITE(4'10nn4) 1RbS(IGNX*1)
IF.(tNGNX.NE.36)WRITI F(4lnOI ) ;NX .
(nn 65 I=iNTYN
WRTTE(4,10no) TYMI(I)
no 65 K=192
Al=0 I . - . .

00 60 J=1,7
AO A1=A1+07(J,,I)*FICPP(J)
AS WPITE(491007) DES(K),fnZ(JtKT)J=1q7)vAl
70 cnNTINUE
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Listing for INTRUDE Computer Code (continued)

nlplor
n0pz0 ioai
01?30 1002
0l1?40 10n01
01 2snv
0126 4O
n0170 l1O4
0?1o0 10os
nl?90 1006
nl100+
n1lo Int0?
013?0
01330(
01140r
0135n
01360
01370+
013'0+
11390+
01400
01'10
01420 C
01430C
0144'C
014cOC
01460C
0l470C
fl4Ro In
01490
01400
01510
01520
01530C
Ol'40C
olisOC
01560
01570
01580
0150n
01600
01610
01620
01630
01640
01650
01660
01679 11
01680 I?
01690 13
01700 14
01710 15
01720
01730 PO
01740
01750 101
01760C

FORMAT(1711)
FORnAT(Gt6A10)
FOQMATClH1/iX,6A10/RX*TR *12?* If) =*T2* IC =*I2* IX =*12/2X

*IE =*I?* IS =*12* IL =*12* I-z=*I2/2X
*IH =*IP* ICL=*12* IPO=*T2* YEARS*O5)

FORMAT (//2X.A1)
FOP4AT(//2X*GROUP NO :=*?)
FORMAT(/ZX*YR *F5.0*. Rony SONE

THYROID KIDNEY LUNG G-I TRACT
FOMAT (2XqAlORE10*3)
STOP S ENn

LTVFR*
ICRP*)

SURROUTTNE PCLAIM(ISTRNNC) -
COMMON/RAST/RAS(36,32) *ISPC(36,11) ,ZDCF (F3 ,7. )

/NUCS/NUC(23) ,ALt23) ,FMF(23) ,RET(23,5)
/OTNx/IRID, IC, IX, IE, IS. ILIIHICL, POIIC
/DTIS/FSC(6) FSA(6)/IMPS/DZ(792)

DIMENSION EMP(3) vOMY (7,5)
nATA EMP/.59s.7S, /

EIP(3) : VOLUME. EMPLACF.MENT EFFICTENCIEtS
myt(7,s) : MATRIX TO-HOLI SUB-PATHWAYS WHICH WILL LATFR

BE ADDED TOGETHER TO DEFINE CONSTRUCTION ANnP
AGRICULTURE PATHWAYS.

zq=iSPC(ISTPs5) S I7=ISPC(ISTR,7) S 1Q9=SPC(ISTR99)
T6=ISPC(ISTRs6) S FOES=EP(IE)l*Q-Q.q*IG)
IRISPC C ISTR,8)
Aq=l1 S IF(16.EQ.2.OR.16QEQ*3)ARUO.R
IFTIS.EQ.0.OR9I79EQ1j)I6=I6-1

ODEL DEFINES YEAR OF SCENARIO INITIATION

GnEL=IPO*IIC S IF(IC.EQ.3)GOELwIPO*900.
IFCt9sEQ.3) A9=A8*10.
A5=14 S IF(I5eLT*3)A4S1 .**(I5'3)
A6=1i S IF(I6*GT.1)A6= 490*(1-I6)
A91 S IFCI9*GT.1)A9=10@**(1-I9)

IFtILe.eO*.AND*IS.FOQ.1.ANO.IREO.1) 112=2
TFfIL*EQ1*.ANOnISaEQ.0) T12=3
IF(IL.EO.1.AND.IS.EO.1.AND.18.EQ.1) 112u4
IFtIM9EFe1eORoTD*EQs2) 112DQ
GO TO (1101213914t15)112
A4C=1 S A4A:1. S A8CvA8 S:ARAAR S GO TO 2n
A4CO0*12 S A4A=O S A8C=OQ0.1?*ASS ARAu4OS fl0 TO 20
AWc0.1 S A4A=O.S A8CSA8/12009 S A8ASO. SflO TO 20
A4tC090012 S A4A=O S A8Cm.000I2*A81200e S AASAOe S GO TO 20
AC=O.01 S A4A0O I A8Cm0.1*AR/r.44E+6 S A8130*
IF(IG*EQ*O) A8CmA8C10a1
CONTINUE
CALL ZEPO(DZ,14) S WRITE(39101i BAS(ISTR,1),RAS(ISTRQ3),ISTR
FORMAT(/2XAlOvE10.3,15)
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Listing for INTRUDE Computer Code (continued)

A177nC MAIN" LOOP IN CALCULATING O0SFS FROM ALL NUCl.IDES FOR
l7ROC SFVEN ORGANS.

:'01740G K
oiRoo no o40 TNUC=1,NlNJC
OTRIO Al=Aq*FOES*FXM(AL(INUC)*GOEL)*3AS(ISTRTNUC+4)
01820 flnnln I.=1*7
AIA30 AO~lCF(INUC'JCT.)
01S40 fD4YCt'11)=A1j*.057*A2*AAC n fYluI,3)=Al*.27*A2*l.e?*AARA
nl ASO flMYVUl2)=A1*A4C*A5*PSC(TJ)*DCFtTNUC. T,?)
01R60 . my (I!4)-1*A4A*AO*rSA (I Q)*nCF(I NUCID) Pn.p
niRTn nuy(I,5)=n.2*O.e*A1*A4A*A6*FMF(TNt)C)*fCF(TNU)C.I,4) -
01 s0C nMY(!q2) =14A§4C*FSC(IR) 'OCF(TNUC, I .e)
nlq9OC O)wY(194)A-1*A4A*FSA (IP)*f)CF(INUC.T.3)'*n.?s
n01no: DMY(I,5=i -0.?5*0 .t5A1*A4A*nCF(TN C9Iq*4)*FMF MINUr)
01910 nfl7(1)=nZtIl):OMY(ITl)+nMYC9T,.)
nlso t) iI?) =n? (1p*nm ye(l,,3) nmy(194) +nmy {Ys
013 93f -..3n -rnNTINUF.
0140. IF(TSTRLT.30)0O.TO 4n
01950C-- < WITE(391(2) NllClrIlJC) * ( (MY(19J) *I=l97) J=1 *S}
01Q60 10. FORMAT(?X, ^lOA7Eg.?/(1?X,7EQ.?))
01970 -40 CONTIMU1JE
01QRO RETIJRN t FNn
OlQQ0e.
0oo000 SURPOUTINE ZERO(A*N)
pl01o nTMENSION AMH)

0o00 ' nn 10t T=1.N

0?O40 PETURN S E~n
020s0, FUNCTION FXM(A1)
E)!060 A;? ' IF (A1*LT.230.) A2=EYP(-AI)
n0p7n FXfA=A2
O~nFRO RETURN'S FND
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Listing for GRWATER Computer Code

n010n PROGRAM GRWATFR(INPIJT.OUTPUTTAPFITAPF?,TAPF3.TAPE4)
Iin (,oc-

nnlnrC TAPE1 CONTAINS NSTR(NUMRFR OF STRFAMS), NNUC(NIJUREP nF NLICLInFS)*
n(130C FICRP(ICRP FACTORS). RAS ANn nCF M4TRTCES ANn nTTS RLOCK.
nnl40C TAPF2 CnNTATNS THE qPECTRAL' (ISPC) FILF.
onnisoc INPUT IS USED TO PEAD Ipnc - nISPOSAL TFrCHNnLorGy tNOTCFS.
nflfi6O TAPF3 CONTAINS DETAILEn OUTPUT - rROm SlJF3POIITINF GWATFR.
nf]7nC0C TAPF4 CONTAINS THF MAIN PROGRAM nlJTPUT (GROUJNDwATF IMPACTS).
001 ROC
nnlqo cnmMON/RAST/RAS(3693?} ,IS>Ct36.11 ,nrF(?3,7eg) ,rTCOP(7)
nnpno+ /NUCS/NUC(,3).AL(?l),FMF(Pl)PEFT(?39S)/r)TNX/Tpnt'll?)
n0;010 /OnTTS/FSC(6),FSA6)sPQ(6,P),ftFC(693),TTMc6,1),TPC(6,3),
Onn)Po+ QAF(693),Potl>iC.1,nTTMl6),nTPClE),Tpnt69p),9QFT(6)
00~30. /IMPS/DZD(W3,1a,?i)/OH~IC/IHIC~wA2,THttr
nn?4nr
0oofnc MOST OF THE MATRICFS AND AQRAYS ARnVE ARE EXPL&INEn TN TARLE H-1i
no?6nC nTNX RLOCK CONTAINS nISPnSAL TECHNOLGY INDICES.
n007nr IMPS RLnCK - nZn(?3q1R,'1) - WILL CONTAIN PFSULTS OF GWATFR
nnopnr - nnSES FOR ?3 NUCLTnFSe Iq TIMF STFDS, 7 nOGAN FnD I LOCATIONS.
0oQOC nHIC RLOCK CONCEQNS THF USE OF HIGH INTFGRITY CnMTATNFAq;
OnloUor IHIC INDICATES WHTCH STREAMS UjSF HIGH INTFGPITY CrfJTaINFRS

noilnC AND THIC IS TIME ATTRIRUTE ASsnClATEn WITH AnNTAINCP.
nni2or
00330 nIMENSION TIMP(6)*TYM(IR)nFS(3),ln7(7q3,lR)qNnfX(3)
On4n DATA NfX/36*1/
nn03o DATA IMIC/I6*0/qTHTc/jo1./
nn0o0 DATA TYM/40.,50..60.,lnn.?tno.,3nn ,400.,Sgnnl.*.o07nn..n
nn370. 8nn.,0oo.o0Oon000.,4000..6*Anfn.,*Rno.,l0nno./.MITYM/1A/
OnnA nDATA nES/1OH REC-WELL *lnH onP-WFLL ,101 POP-Sti /
nn,;Qnr
on4OOC NnX(36) : INDEX TO INCLunF OR FXCLIJnF PARTICU1LAR
00410C STRFAMq IN ANAYSIS (1=INCLUnFq, n=FlCLtinF)e
On4?nC TYM(It) : 18 T~t4F STEPS TO RF CON.SInFDPFD IN GRntinWATER
0n430C ANALYSTS.
n0440C DESM3) : DESCPIPTION OF 3 PATHWAYS OF CnNCFPN.
nn45nc nZ(7,3,19) : nosEs SUMMFD nVFQ ALL NtICLIlIFS.

nn460n
nn470 EAnqIRnC S READ lfn?,TIMP S WRTTE(491003) TTMDPlPnC
0n4Rn CALL CnmRYN(NSTR*NNtJC)
nn4qn VNOT=O. S VPEG=o. I VLAY=O. S VHnT=
nnq~nor
onslor LOOP 30 CLAqSIFIEq WASTF STPFAMS AND ACCUMUL.ATS ;TWFTR
n0oc05 VOLuME AS NOT ACCFPTARLF, RFrIJLaP. LAYFREDn OQ HOT,

On40 nn le ISTR-I*NSTP
on0sn IFCIPnC(i) .F,.4) ISPC(TSTRqS)=ISPC(ISTR5)-1
nocAo TMon=l S CALL RCLAIM(rITRNNtICTmnn)
nns70 TF(NDX(ISTR).NE.1)TSPC(IsTQ,)ll=n
o~qAf Il=TSPC(ISTP°11)+l It rn Tntinqlc;%)fn?ss .I1
noscfl In VNOT=VNOT+q&S(IST'R3) S Gn Tn 3n
nnA00 is VPFG=VREG+RAS(ISTP,') % (n TO in
0n0nIc ;n VLAY=VLAY+RaS(ISTP~q) S Go TO In
006?0 P9 VHnT=VHOT+RAS(TSTR,3)
0')630 0n cnNTINUF
ono041) W0ITE(4o1004) VPEGVLAVoVHOTvNnT
qo0cinr
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00660
00670C

00700
on710
on7P.0
On73n
00740
nn7S70 4

On77n0.

'00790C
nneoo
flORID
0nn74

onP40

nn460 '4
00A70 7
nnRqnc
nnAQnc
nnanoc
nql01
noqfn
0n9.t
00940
nnl9s
0096n A
nnQ7nC
onq"n 100
on9Q0 1oo
n1nnn 1on
n1ol004
o0n1n0
01030 1on
01040 00
015ln0
01060 100
11070 ion
n0 DoAo
01n90 1on
n1lo0
n0110r
01 1nQC
01130
0114n
01 1404
011^0.
01170'
nOlA0
n lIqn
f1l bnn*

0

0

0

0

C I. I -
CALL GWATEP(NSTR,,NNUCNTYM9TYM) ! AL EODZ3R

LOOP 40 SUMS DOSES OVER ALL NUCLIDES

nn 40 ITYM=,NTYM
no 40.K-1,3
KK=(K-1 *7
no 40 J=1.7
on 40 INUC=1.NNUC
n7I(JK,ITTM)-DZ(JKTTYM).DZD(TNUCITYMKK+j)

LnnP.70 OUTPUTS GiROUNDWATER DOSES FOR 7 ORGANS, 3 I
AND l'! TIMES.

no 70 ITYM=lvNTYM
TYmnOTYM(ITYM) S WRITE(4.,100S) TYMn
nOAO K=1.3

no qo J=1.7 -

.A1=1*nZ(JKITYM)*FICRP,(J)
WPITE(4,1006) nES(K),(DZ(JKIPKTYM)s,Js17), 'AI
CONTINUE

LOOP 80 OUTPUTS DOSES FOR EACH TIME CONSIDEPED FOR

UnP. nil YIXl-f .9 n

* 1i

DATHWAYS9,

L. . .

. .

. I . . .1

i . -,

F4Cli NUCLIDE
: .

till -v Alvv%.L9LC -

WRITE(4,1007) NUCCINUC)
DO n0 ITY'4=1,NTYM
nn RAO K 1 ~ , .- . K

WPITT(4v1n00) TYM4(ITYM),DES(K),nzD)('INUC,'ITYM,4KK.J)i,j=1.-)'

I FORMAT(121I3)..I
2 FnRmATC6Al0)
3 FOPRMAT(?X96*L10/2X*IR =*12* In =*I?* IC 0T2* `'Xi=*T?/X

*IE =*12* is =012@ IL' =*T2*` TOr =*T1?/X
*IH I CL=*12* -- JP(=*TP* YFARS*T9)

4 FnRMAT(?X*VRFG'=*E9.*?*VLAY =!EQ 2* VHOT-i*v90!*1VNOT i=*E9.2)
5 FORmAT(/?X*YR =*F5*fl* '.Rony -ON 'LYFR*

TH4YPnin) KIDNEY LUNG (i-1 TRACT I-'CRP*)
6 FnOl4AT(2`X9A1DBE01D.)
7 F0R'4ATC/2xqaio101x*Rony PONE LIVED*

* THYROiD KIDNEY LINO 6-;I' TRACT*
A VPOMAT(PXF6.O,2XAIO,7F1Q,,1).
STOP SF.Nn' .. -

SURAROUTrNE COMRYN (NSTPNNLJC)
tnmmflN/RAqT/RASC,36,,?),TqSPC(3f'6,11),flCF(?3,7,R),PFICPP(7) -

-PPC(0A,2) ,QFt(63~-) ,TTM(,6,"3J9TPCC6,1) RGFC(693) .POP(6 ,-3) ,DTT49C6)
nTPC(,f)sTPO(6,'VhNR-T($,)

DIMENSION DEC(?3,P)
nATA t)FC/eq.9,.79 f,;6*2E-39?* I e-P?,13*1P.-'5E-3 ,.q99,.23,6*P6AE-1S
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Listing for GRWATER Ccmputer Code (continued)

Olln
01220
01230
01240
01250
01260
01270
01280
01290
01300
01310
01320
01330
01340+
01350+
01360
01370
01380
01390
01400
01410
01420
01430
01440
01450
01460
01470
01480
01490
01500
01510
015?0
(IS30
Dl 40
01550
01560
91570
01580
01590
01600
01610C
01620C
01630
01640C
01650C
Olh60C
01670C
016ROC
01690
01700+
01710+
01720+
01730C
01740C
01750 C'

I
I
I

I
.I

REA(1 ,l01)NSTP.0NNUC,FICRP
DO 70 1=1,NSTR
PEAO(1102)(BAS(IJ)qJ=1,?7)
READ(2,103)fISPC(IJ),J=1q10)

70 CONTINUE
nn Ro i=i .Nsuc
PEAD(l1lO4)NUC(I)oAL(I),FMF(I),RFT(Ttl),RET(I,4)
DO 75 K=198
READ(1,106) nCF(IJC),J=1,7)

75 CONTINUE,
80 CONTINUE

no 90 1=1i.
REA)(1,lO5)FSCCI),FSA(I),(PRC(IJ),J=I.?)v(0FC(I9J),J=1,3)q
(TTM(IJ),J=1,3),(TPC(I.J),J=1,3),(RGF(IJ)J=1,3.)(PnP(IJ),J=ie3),
NRET(I) nTTM(I).nTPC(I).(TPO(I.J) ,J= .2)

90 CONTINUE
101 FnRMAT(215,7F5.2)
.n2 FORMAT(AlO,2E1o.3/lOX,6E1o.3/lOXEl0o3/1loX6E10.3/1ox 6E10.3)
103 FnRMAT(IOX,10I5)
l04 FnRMAT(A1,4E10.3)
I05 FORMAT(lOX,7E10.3/1OX,6F10.3/lOX,6F10.3,S5/IlX.4Ffl.3)
106 FnRMAT(IOX,7E10.3)

DO SO ISTR=1,NSTR
Al=ISPC(ISTR,2) S AI=Al/tSPC(ISTR,3).
A2=8AS(ISTR,3) S A3=A2/(A1*3.6?) S RAS(ISTR93)=A3
nn 70 1=5.27

20 RAS~tSTPI)=BAS(ISTRI)*Al
J=ISPC(ISTR910)
*t=J/looo S rs=(J/lnn)-iP*io % rL=(J/ln)-rIP*100-ISo *
IH=J-IP*lno0-Is*oo-rIL*1l s IF(IL.FQe.0)GO TA sn
IFTIP*LT*5)GO TO 50
J=1 t IFrIP.GT.5)J=?
RASIISTR9S)=(Il-DECt19J))*RAS(ISTR95)
RAS(ISTP.6)=(l.-DEC(2,J))*RAS(ISTP,6)

50 CnNTINUE
DO AO INUC=1lNNUC
A'=RET(INUC.4) S Al=A?/RETCINUC,1))**0.334
RET(INUC,5)=A2*Al S PET(INUC,3)=A2/Al

60 RET(INUC,2)=RET(INUC,1)*Al
RETURN S END

SUPROUTINE RCLAIM(ISTRNNUCTMOO)

THIS SURROUTINE IS USEn TO CLASSIFY EACH WASTE STPPAM AS:
(1) NOT ACCEPTARLE (.) PEEGULAR,
(3) LAYERED9 OR (4) HOT

COMMON/RAST/BASC36t3?2) 1SPC(3h611),nCF(?3,7.'3)
/NUCS/NUC(23),AL(23) F"FC?3) ,ET(?3,5)
/DTNX/IRIDICIX,IE,ISTILIGI.HICLTPOTTC
/OTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6)/IMPS/n7(77?)/nHIC/lHIC(3A) THTC

n7(742) : INTRUDER DOSES USED IN CLASSIFIrATION TESTS
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Listing for GRWATER Computer Code (continued)

1 7""
n177n

nl 7Qn0
niPnnr
nialnr
01 70

nlrnn

01 a'40

nl Q4O
td\R7 0
01 ~R0
01 PQN

nlQlA
nlQpn
I1 QPOr

nlQ~nr

01 07nr
A1 QA0r

npnnn

010 I. 0

0710n

nPn7O
npneP
npnqn

o4i Inr
nPipor.
nPl30

071 0. '

nP I &n

0'] FCfl

nPI7n

0770or

fwPpnc

nP24n

077R0
.?7nqPP770

nTUFNStnMI F"P() * nLC(7)
riATA -,o~*nsc^§7q/.qLC'/qnnOeqnn s iqnn, %,nn n. 01*19;ne

vvsa0q) : fnLLIUP FUPLACPMFNT FrFPjTFeNrIFs

nL(T7) : OCF, LrMTTTTNG CRTTFPTA FAP 7.nPGANq. -

TrT=TPC(r1STP*,) I T6=TSDOCCTTP*6) s T7=TSPC(TSTP'7)

Ta=T°OC(TqTP.R) S TQ=TPC(tSTT.'Q)
IF XTHTPr(jICTD)*GfT.n) TA=l
A7=l. K TF(TA.Fo7.fnp.T'.FO.l) A7=nfln,
TFtT7.FO*j-nP-IS.Fn.0) Ts;=lA-l

TF(TC.oEO.) A7=A7*ln.
A;=16 I IF(Tce.LT.3)-Ac.=10.**(Tci-3)t

ho;=1 S JFflfi;.GT,.......... l) AO;=4.**(I-T6~) ......... ..-

AQ=I& 'C IF (Is.rT.1) AQ=1 no**(I-TQ)
T$= S FfrS.F0.1.6Nfl'.rR.F0.l) T3=?-

TFTflT.wFO.?) T3='

TFcTIING PnlUTINt FnP rLA^S4TFTN WhcTF. RASFn ON TMtTQl)nFD-O
rnNSTQurTTON AN8n AOiDCIJC.TIJ0F PATHWIYc;.-

0n fnEFL-'Pfn+Tlr I 1F(Tr.FO.,) jnfFL=1pn+fnn.-
CLI. 7EPn(n7.14) s GAn Tn (1l,17,13.143141f'*17.1P).TI C'-,

11 A4C=1 t A48=1. 5 AAC=A7 t ARA=A7 % An TO 2?
1 A&C.=nenlP S A4A=O. s £RC=n.nl17*67 % .4A-R0. .6nn TA pn

i qfnFL=TPO.+qO. $ A4C=l. '% A4A=. C ARC=A7 s ARAA=7 ; fin TnA 0
14 A4C=0.1 S A4A=q. S APC=A7/j1?n.l ARAf-n. $S'.O Tn7 - ;

1r 4C=0.o012 S A4A=O. It Ar=n.nn1P*A7/?lfnn.$S ARA-n. t en TA 2n
I finFl=LIPf+l*nn. T A4C=i. ' A4A=l. I ARrQ=7 :s ARPA=7 < An 0Tl 70
17 Aq0=n**A7/1.44F; 1 TF(ITqOFn.n)p(=rR .1 -:: .--

A4C=n.nl t A4A=n. s ARA=n. 9 sn Tn vn-
p finFL=IPO+I00Q, S ARC=AT7 S IF(TG.Fn.n)4C=n*I0*A7

a4C=I. S A46=1. S ARA=AQC

MAIN LnOP FOP CALCI1I.ATTG lnnrFS ' :

A0 nn 40 1N*ll=l.NIlU.
al=A9*FnESE*FXM(AL(TNUC)*GfnFL)*RAq(TCTP.TNt1C.4) .'-
nn O0 1=1*7 :
ap=nfCF(rI"UCv Ir*,

RP=Al*AaC*A,>*n.nC7
PI=0e*Aq1; A4A*Aq*FFA((TR)*nlrF(IN1JC*T.l)

lL=f,.r3*AA1l*A4A*A6.*FMF(TNtir) *nCF(INtJC.T.4)

Al=n.,;f*A1*A4A*FSA(TR )*nCF(TNUCvT 3): .

r4=noci*SI*A1*A4A*fncF(TNIj T.4)*FMF(TWIjC)
eE fl.7I*A I*a pA *a 7* O.?7 - -* i ' - ;

n n7(T,1f)=n7(T')+14R?'
4n rANTI"JUF.

-'V
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Listing for GRWATER Computer Code (continued)

nf?0nr TEST nnsEq AGATNST nLC

nvwl t! nn qa rnpr;=1.7
0?4?fl nn so IDTH=1.2
n?330 TF (n7(IORGTPTH).GT.OLC(toPI)) A0 TO 60
0734n qn CONTINUFE
0'1s0 1n TO (51.S?,l351 ,'53,q4,5$,56),r3
0?360 91 TspC(TSTR.1)=1 s RETURN
07370 S 7 S GO TO. i0
nf2Rn0 53 T1=6 S GO TO in
o039)n '4 TSPCtTSTR.11)=? S RFTURN
0?400 q5 1T3=R S GO TO 1n
n?410 n S T1PC(ISTR911)=3 S RETURN
074?0 An on OTO (6l.6?,63963vA3963970,70),I3
0:430 6l IFfTL.FEO.0)GO TO 63
n2440 T1=4 S nO TO 10
n;?4cO A? TF(TL.EO.O)GO TO 63
0?460 13=S S GO Tn 10
n7470 61 IF(IH*FQ.o)GO TO 70
0?480 T3=7 S GO TO 11
(?400 70 *ISPC C T5TQ I 1 )=0

0.251oC TSPr(ISTR91l) CONTAINS WASTE CLASSTFICATION TNDFX
OCO RETIJPN S END
0n).snoc
0:?7S40 FtJNCTIOM ERFSCAl9A2)
nf;l5e A3=0.5*S0PT(A2/A1)
n?05n A4=A3*(1.-Al) S A5=A3*(l.*+, )
07570 IFCA4.GT.0)GO. TO 10
fSR0 ,QEPFS_2.+EXM(A4*A4)*(POLYcA5)-POLY(-A4)) S RFTURN
07s90 10 EpFS=EXMCA4*A4)*(POLY(A4)+POLY(AS))
n26nn, RETURN S ENn
0?Fd nc

07630 FIJNCTION PnLYCXl)
n?2640 nATA AlA?,h3tA4,ASP/.25487959?,-.284496736h1.4?14137419

- -1.45315?0271.06140542?9.3275911/
0?9;60 T1=1~o/0e+P*X1)

0Z670 POLY=Tl*(Al+Tl*(A2+Tl*(A3+Tl*(A4+T1*A5))))
0760n RETURN S END
07690 FUNCTION FX A(A1)
0?700 A?=n S IFCAL.LT.2*3.)A?=EXP(-Al)
02710 EXm=A2
0?77? RETUPN $ FND

0?74nC
n0775 SURRnUTINE GWATER(NSTRNNUC9NTyMTYM0)
01760 CnMMON/RAST/RASC36932),ISPC(3A.l)lDCF(23,7TR),FICRPC7)
0?770+ /NUCS/NUC(23)1AL(?3) FMF(?3) RET(23,5I
0?7700 /DTNX/IRIDICIX.IE.IS.ILTIGIHICL,IPO.IIC

* ;7379 /DTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6)PPRC(692),OFC(693),TTM(A,3),
Onqno TPC(693),RGF(6,3).POP(6,3),DTTM(6),DTPC(6),TPO(A,2),NRET(6)
nlPAl0 /TIMPS/DZ(23IR,?1)/DHIC/JHICC36) THIC
n0p7o DIT4FNSION EMP(5),EFF(2),SEFF(P),nMY(3,2O),TYMDtl1),RES(18,3)
0?R30 DATA EMP/.S,.75* .5, .*5*75/oEFF/6.4,7.0/,SEFF/O-9,n.35/,NOPT/l/
0?N40 TVOLt0. S GINS=IPO+IIC S NSEC=10 S CALL ZERO(DZ*9694)



02850C
02860C
02870C
02880C
02890
02900
02910.
02920
02930
02940
02950
O?960
02970
02980
02990
03000
0301 OC
03020C
03n30C
03040C
03050C
03060C
03070C
030ROC
03090C
03100C
03110C
0312nC
03130C
03140
03150
03160
03170
03180
03190
03200
03210
03220
03230
03240
03250
03260
03270
032?A
03290
03300
03310
033?0
03330
n3340
03350
n0360
n3370
03R3nc
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Listing for GRWATER Computer Code (continued)

NEXT SECTION DETERMINES PERCOLATION VALUE All~)

LOWER LIMIT FOR THE DILUTION FACTOR

PRC1 zPRC(IR,1) S PRC2=PRC(IR,2)
7F(IG*Enole0R*ID*FO.P),G0,T0 9;
IF(lE.GT.3) PRC1=PRCfIR,1)/10.
IF(IE*GT.3) PRC2=PRCtlR,-2)/10.

5 CONTINUE
IF(IC.EQ.l)PRCn=PRCI
IF(IC.GT.1 )PRCD=PRC2
IF(TX.E0.1)PRCD=4.*PRCI
IF(IC*EF-1.*ANDOIX.FQ.?) PRCD=?.75*PQCl-
IF(TC*EG.2*AND.IXoEQ.?) PPCD=4.n*PRCR
TVOL=3520n0.*SQRT(PRC(IR,1 )*27.R)
IF(TVOL.LT.7700.) TVoL=770n.

-MAIN LOOP OF GROUNDWATER PATHWAY EQUATION

SOME OF THE MAIN- VARIARLE NAMES-ARF:,
PERC : SOURCE TEQMS
PER2

FMF : RADIONUCLInE PARTITION PATIOS
OFC : DILUTION. FACT OR
TnUR : DURATION TIMF.OF RADIONUCLIDE.-r
RES : MIGRATION'REDUCTION FACTOR.'.:
RGF : GEOMETRICAL REDUCTION FACTOR.
* 0** **.**** ** * *v00§*** ** **** ** * -

Dn Qo ISTR=1.NSTR
11T=ISPC(ISTRll) tTF(Tll.EQ.0GO TO 90;...
WRITE(39101) RAS(ISTPl),RAS(ISTP.32)ISTPTII
T6=ISPC(TSTRQ6) S VUR=A.Q/(EmP(IF)*FFF(Inl))-
17=TSPC(ISTR,7),SIF(111.EO.3)VUR=O.19 - _
IA=ISPC(ISTRR)A S TF(IS.EO.o.OR.17.FQ.l1)6=T6-l,
IQ=ISPC(ISTR,9)S SGDFL=0.^$ITF(IHIC(ISTR).EQ.l)GDEI
IF(IHIC(ISTP).GT.0) 1-.
PERC=PRCD S IF(IQRNE*.1OA*IS.IEl)G( TO If),.
IF(IC.EO.l)PERC=PRCl
IF(IC.GT.l)PERC=PRC? . .

10 IF(tI11EQo3oOR.eIREQe?)PERC=PPCr/16--
PERC=PERC*(1*0-0.9*IG) S PER?=3.6*PERC+n.fl*PRC1.
IF(ID.EO.2)PER2=0.9*PERC+n.1*PRC?
NX=n S IF(PFRC.LT.PRCI)NX=l
A6=1; S IF(I6.GT*l)AA= 4.**(-1T6)
A9=1 S IF(Ig.GT.1)Aq=Io.*(1-Iq), --

TI=NRET(IR) S IF(IS.EQOe.OP.I7.FO.1)I1=I1-1
TnUM=1.O/(PERC*VUR*A6*A9) S TF(1'.LF.n)ll=l
'nn AO INUC=1,91
TF(RAS(ISTRINIJC+4).LT.I.F-14)Gn Tn RO
TnUR=TnUM/FmF(INUC) S CALL 7F0(fnmYSo)
CI=TDUR S IF(NX.EQ.0.nQ.NnPT.F0.t)Gn TO 15
IFfCdl.LT.GINS)Cl=GINS-,

t : - . .

=TH lr, ., ,-
* ) , .1

. I . I

^;, r
,,.. ~ s ,' I
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Listing for GRWATER Camputer Code (continued)

0339oC SURROUTINF RTIJ CALCULATES THE MIGRATION RFnUCTTON FACTOR
03400C RESULTS ARE RETURNED IN RES MbTRTX.
0341nC
03420 15 CALL RTIJ(TYMPDNTYM1INUCIRlcI0o. REsGnFL)
03430 Bl=QAS(ISTR,3)*RAS(ISTRINUC+4)/TTnUR
03440 no 3n IPTH=1,3
03450 R?=R1*RGF(rIpIPTH)/(OFC(tl*TPTH)*NSEC)
03460 IF(TVOL.GT.QFC(IRIPTH))R2=-?*QFC(TIRIPTH)/TVOL
01470 ll=(IPTH-1)*7 S I2=6 ¶ IF(IPTH.FQ.o.)rI=7
03400 no p5 ITYM=1,NTYM7
0n4Qn A3=EXM(AL(INUC)*TYMD(VTYM))
03500 On ?n 1=17
03'10 A4=A3*RES(ITYMIPTH)*R?*nCF(INUCII?)
03520 nmy(TPTHITYM)=DMY(IPTH,1TYm)+A4*FICQP(T)
03530 P0 n7(INUCITYM,13I1)=DZCINUCITYMr3+T)+A4
n0540 ?5 CONTINUE
03s55 30 CnNTINUE
01560o
03570C THE NEXT SECTION CONSIDERS (OPTIONAL BY NOPT) THF SFCOND
0350n0 SOURCE TERM OF A 2-STFP ANALYSIS WITH AN INR.REASED SOURCE
0359Cn TERM (PER?) AFTER THE INSTITTUTTONAL CONTROL PERIO%.
016nOC
03610 IF(NX.EQ.0.OR.NOPT.FO.0)G0 TO 60
03620 TF(TnUR.LF.'1 NS)GO TO 60,
n3630 TI=GlNS S T?=TI+PERC*(TnUR-Tl)/PFP2
03640 CALL RTIJ(TYMOiNTYMINUCqIRIlT2,TlREsgnGFL)
036O0 Rl=gl*PER2/PERC
03660 nO 50 IPTH=1,3
03670 B2=R1*RGF(IRIPTH)/(QFC(IRIPTH)*NSEC)
o0A30 TF(TVOL.GT.OFC(IRtIPTH))R2=82*QFC(IRIPTH)/TVOL
n3690 13=(TPTH-1)*7 5 12=6 S IF(I0TH.FO.3)r2=7
03700 nn 45 ITYM=INTYM
03710 Al=FXMCAL(INUC)#TYMD(ITYM))
01720 nn 40 I=1.7
03730 A4=a3*RES(ITYMIPTH)*R'*nCF(INUCI,12)
01740 DMY(IPTHITYM)=DMY(IPTHITYM)+A4*FICRP(I)
037sn 4n D7(TNUCITY'413.I)=DZ(ItJUCITYMMT3+I)+44
03760 45 CONTINUE
03770 50 CONTINUE
03780 6n WPITE(391n?) NUC(INUC)
03790 WR.ITE(3,103) C(DMY(lIJ),J=lNTYM),I=1,3)
03800 R0 CONTINUF
03R10 QO CONTINIJF

A3030C ENO OF MATN LOOP
03R40C
o3Rqo 101 FnRMAT(?XA10Fl0*3o3215)
03R60 10? FORMAT(2X9A7)
n0370 101 FOPmAT(QX,9FQ.?)
038qo RETIIRN S END

01900C
03910 SURROUTINF RTIJ(TYMDNTYMINUCIRTlTnURTMTNRFSgfnFL)
n0920 COMMON/NUCS/NUC(?3)*.L(?.3),F4F'(?3i)PET(23,5)
03930+ /nTIS/FSCA(4?),TTM(6,3),TPC(693),RGFP(36),DTTM(M),nTPC(6)
n3Q40 nTMENSION TYMO(NTYM),RES(lR,3),RTTM(A),RTPC(6)
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03q9'o flATA RTTM/350.q66.,1752.,83 .,56.,1e1./'-
nfl96n + RPTC/700.,1900n,700. 16no. ,IQloo ./QOO./,NnPTW/O/
n3970C
039ROC"' NOPTW=D SIGNIFIES INTRIJIF.R'WFLL
O39QOC NOPTW=l SIGNIFIES ROUNOARY WELL (RTTMRTPC)

n4016 CALL ZERO(RES,54) -
04npn nn 30 IPTH=1,3
0403fl Al=-RtT (INUCI11) *TTMf rIRPTH)+GDEL'
04040 ''' 'IF(TPTH.EO.1.AND.NOPTW.EQ. 1)Al=PET(INUCI1)*BTTM(IR)+GnEL--
'f)40'0 nnfll Po''TYM=1NT.YM -
n406O -" 'TYM-UTYMDL!TYM)-TMIN ' A2=TYMD(ITYM)-TDUR
04070 On 10 ISEC=t.10
040R ' R3-'lSO/(A1+RET(INUCll)*(TSEC-1)*DTTM(IR))
04090 IF(TYM*1.j*R3.LT.l.O) GO TO RO
n4ion R4=TPC(IRpTPTH),4(ISFC-1 ) *OTPC(IR) '
04110 + : IF(IPTH.EO.l.AND.NOPTW#.Ft.l) .R4=RTPC(IR)+(ISEC-1)*nfpc (IP) .
n4120 A'''3=0l5*ERFS(R3*TY"',R4)
04130 IF(A2eGT.D.)A3-A3-O.5*ERFS(R3*A2,R4). ., ,

04140 5 . TIF(A3.LT.*l.)A30.' '
n41930 I n QFS(ITYM.TPTH)=RES(ITYMpiPTH)+A3
04160 -0 CONTINUE'
04170 30 CONTINUE
041AO0 RFTkPN It Frln
04190 SURROUTINE ZER(~,oN)
n4POn' DIMENSION A(N)'.
04'10 PfO10 =1, - - -. -
04?2n:- 10 A(). .:
04?30 RETURN t ENn

; ,

, .I-

-- '3-
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00100
nolloc
00olnc
00130c
00140C
00150C
00160C
00170C
00180
00190+
00200+
00210.
00220+
00230+
00?40C
00?SOC
00?o6c
00?70C
00280C
0024nC
00 300c
0o31oC
(03?.0C
00330C
0034nC
00350C
00360C
00370C
00380C
00390C
no400C
00410C
00420
00430
0044nC
00450C
00460C
00470C
OO4ROC
00490C
nn500C
n051nrc
00520c
00530c
00540C
oos:OC
00560C
ons70C
0oc;0C

nosqnc
0n 6or
0061(r
006?OC
o003nC
0064nn
00650C

PROGRAM OPTIONS(INPUTOUTPtT*TAPF1,TAPF?,TADF3,TAPF4)

TAPEl CONTAINS NSTR(NUMRER OF STREAMS), NNIJC(NllMREQ OF NUCLInES),
FTCQPtICRP FACTORS), RAS AND nCF MATRICES A'JI) r)TIS RLOCKS.
TAPE2 CONTAIN*S ISPC(SPECTRAL) FILE.
TAPE3 REAnsIN THE DISPOSAL TFCHNOLO`GY CASES
TAPE4 CONTAINS PROGRAM OUTPUT.

COMMON/RAST/RAS(36932) rISPC(36ii1)nCF(?3,7.R),FICQP(7)
/NUCS/NUC(23).AL(?3),FMF(?3),PET(?3,95)/TNX/TInr(12)
/DTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6),PRC(692).OFC(693).TTM(6,l).TPC(693),

PGF(693) Pot(693) nTTM(6) .TPC(6),TPO(E62),NPET(6)
/VOL/VREG9VLAYqVHOT
/IMPS/DE (897.2) .nze(4979?).nza (797).n7S(169,7)

MOST OF THE MATRICES AND ARRAYS AROVF ARE EXPLAINEO TN TARLE H-l.
DTNX.RLOCK CONTAINS THE DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGY INnTCFS.
VOL BLOCK CnNTAINS TOTAL RECULAR, LAYERED, hND HOl WASTE VOLUt-S.
IMPS IS EXPLAINED RELOW:
nZ(R0792) = OUTPUT FROM SURROUTINE RCLAIM TO MAIN PROGRAM

CONTAINING TNTRUDER IMPACTS FOR SFVFN ORGANIS
AND TWO PATHWAYS UNDER EIGHT TFSTTMA 'ONDITIOMS.

DZ0(4,7,2) = THIS MATRIX IS USED TO VOLUME AVERAGE THE OUTPUT
DOSES FROM RCLAIM. FINAL VALUES ARF FOR SEVEN ORG&NS
AND TWO PATHWAYS AT THRFE TIMF STFPS (Ilr, 5n00
1000 YEARS) ANn SURSFOUENTLY PRINTFD OUT TO TAPE4.

DZA(7.7) = OUTPUT FROM SUJRRnUTINF ACCFXP TO MAIN PROGRAM,
CONTAINING THE ACCInENT ANn EXPOSPIRF noSFS FOR
SEVEN ORGAN AND SEVEN PATHWAYS.

DZS(3697,?) = OUTPUT FROM SURROUTINE ACCEXP FOP THr TWn
ACCIDENT PATHWAYS CONSIDEREn PY ALL qTRFAMS (3h)
AND 7 ORGANS.

nIMFNSION IOR(36),I0L(36),IQH(36),TQN(36),G1(4),*(4)
DIMENSION NOTE(6),DES(q),TIMP16),COST(S)*UN(5),tNDx(36)

THESE ARRAYS ARE
TOR(36), IQL(36)
IQH(36)* ION(36)

NnTE (F)

DES(9)
TIMP (6)

COST(S)
Gl4).D(4)

UN (c)

Nnx

FXPLAINFn RFLOW:
= INDICES OF STREAMS RELONGING TO EACH

OF THE FOUR WASTE TYPES (REAULAR, LAYERED,
HOT. AND NOT ACCEPTARLE)

= HFAnFR INFORMATION READ TN THP1l INPUT AND
PRINTED OUT ON TOP OF OUTPUT FOR TIENTIFICATION.

= DESCRIPTION OF Q PATHWAYS CONSInERFn.
= TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS CALCuil.ATFD IN SURROUTINE
TRANSP AND PASSED TO MAIN PROGRAM.

= DISPOSAL IMPACTS CALCULATED TN SURRmIJTINE FCON.
= LOCAL ARRAYS WHICH ACCUM11LATES PRnCESSING IMPACTS.

G FOP PROCFSSING AT GENFOATOP AND D FOR PROCESSING
AT THE DISPOSAL SITE

= UNIT COSTS CS/M.3) FOR PROCFSSING. TRANSPORTATTON,
nISPnSAL DURING OPFRATIONAL PFPTOD. AND DISPOShL
DURING POST CLOSURE PERIOD.

= STREAM CONTROL ARRAY
0 = DELFTE STREAM FROM CONSIDnRATTON
1 = PROCFEE AS NORMAL
P = HIGH INTEGRITY CONTAINFR
I = STARLI7ED
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nnflc6n
nno.70
on0n6q
nn6qn+
nn7nn
nn71 n
017Pn r.
On73nC
)0740 C
nn0750c
(n76nr
0n770
nf7pnr

00790
nn0on
nfRl 0
nnAPn
nn0 30
An04n
nnRgn
nnArnr

OOFI7OC

nonsoc.
nnpc nr0 0900 C
0091i or.
nnDq?n
nng,4000?041
00930

nnqRo
onqso
ninno
n] nio

01 030
nl 040
n I ns~o
t(l 060

*oln7O

olonn
Oil non
ol 1 oo1

(11 z0
011,40
01 140

01170

Otl RO

01A00

0101.0

nATA nER/liow lPC-CnNs * 1OH OFr-^AGI *-
lnw PFC-AIR -fnlH rpnf-ATR - ,] nH RFr-WAT *
1 n4 'FPO-WAT I 1H i Cfr-FNGC InH aC(-FTOF *IOH aCC-AVG

njAT6 PT.PJ/.lq.0iQ/
nATa Nfnx/i6*1/

- r-, , a

C;J1pP0UTTNP COvRYN PFanfS TN MOST OF THF INPIJT DATA
aNn CALCULATES THE PPOCFSSITM IMPACTS. PROCESSTNG IMPACTS
APF DETIJP!Rrn TN 3AS(ISTQ,?9P) THPIJ h81(TiSTqv 4 .

CALL Cfl4RYN(NSTRNNIJuCNnx)

PFan(3,q )NCASF
no 30n Nr=1.NCASE
PFan(.391onP)NOTE X PFAnfl,)DTCnC
WPTTr(4ln103)NOTF-vjROC
CALL ZFDOMt 7.7?1)
VPrG=0. $ VLAY=0. Si VHOT=n. % Vln)T=A
NPRF'=n %NLAY=0 % NHnT=n t tJNOT=n ,

EWXT -SECTTnN CALCULATES THF INTRUDFR TMPAt:TS AND nrTtPMTNES
T'4F WASTE:STPEAM STATUS T TSPC(TSTQf1l)*

no go ISTQ=1,NSTP
TF (TPor () *n-.4) ISDC (ISTPeci) =Ilsr't.(1STQ%5)-1-;

TfX=NflX(IST0) * IMOn=l S CALL RCLAIlmISTR.NNJUC*7Mf0n9TOX)
1IT=SPC(9STPII)+I t Go TO (fln:fl,0.40)),TI

10 NNf)T=INfOT+1 i rnTN(NNOT)=TSTR
lioT=VNnT.ARAS(STqTP,3) S fi) TTO :- -

PO NpEG;=NR.r;+l $ T0P(NJPFG)=TSTR
nn .= ,7 - -. ' -'
nn ?5 J=1%2
nzofl.T.j)=nzo~l.TJ)+RAS(TSTQ,3)*n7.(TmnnlIJ)
n79 t?.I.J )=n7O (2. I'.J) ,RAS(TSTP,,)*r)7(39 TJ)

VQEG=VRFG+RAS(ISTR,3) s (in Tn n-
30 NLAY=NLAY+I 6 :TOL(NLAY)=TSTP

nn 35 1=1.7
nn 35 J=102
n70(4,91J)=n7Q(4,P-TJ)+RAs (STP,3)*n7(TIMO) T*J).
n70(?,I J)=rlZQ(2,IJ)+RAS (TSTP*.)*fl71J91*J)

g fl7fl(3,TeJ)=n79(3,IJ)+RaS(TSTP93)*n7(rlTJ)-
vLAY=VLAY+FAS(TSTRQ3) G On Tn.fl ..

40 NHnT=UJHnT.1 :l. ' TOH(WHnT)=TSTP,
nn 4S 1=1*7
no 45 J=1-
n,?o (I ,I j) =nzoaj 9I* j) *A~S(T STP*,u n7 (I mnij)

4q n7no(3,TJ)=nzl(3,I*J)+ ,RS(7STR.3)*fn7(RTJ)
VHflT=VHOT+4AS (ISTR*3)

0n CnNTINUE
TF(VLAY.FQ.0.) VLAY=1.
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01pn0 no q J=1.7
nipin nn cs K=1e.?
nl??n n79(1.J*K)=nzQ(IJtK)/(VpE'i+VHOT)
O?30 TW(vLAY. GT..) DZO(tJKV=n7Qfl7,JK)+fn7Q(4,JK)/VLAY
01?60 n7n(tJ*K)=nfG(?,JK)/(VPEG+VLAY)
012'0 qq nlnf(3JK)=nZOC3,J.K)/(VREG+VLAY+VHOT)
01pAnr
fl1770r TIF MATPIX nZO NOW CONTAIN.S THE VOLUME AVERGED INTRUDER IMPACTS.
nl~gnr
n1?90 IF(VLAY.FQ*1.) VLAy=O.
01100 TF(N*EG.GT.O0) CALL PRT(VRFGIQR9NRF.G,1vNDX)
nl01 TF(NLAY.GT.n) CALL PRT(VLAYqTOL.NLAY.,2NDX)
013?0 IF(NHOT.GT.0) CALL PRT(VHOTI0HNHOT,39Nnx)
0nJ3Vn IF(mNOT.GT*0) CALL PRT(VNoTqION9NNnT94,NnX)
nll4n WPTTE(4,lnn8)
nl 1 0 nn 70 T=1*3
0136n nn 0 S 0 =I?
01370 A1l=.
ntP0o no sO J=1.7
nl1390 60 Al=A1+07Q(IJK)*FICRP(J)
ol(no AS WpTTE(49100Q) nES(K),(D7ZfTJK),J=1*7),A1
n1410 70 rnNTINUF
014?2C
01430C NrXT SECTION CALCULATES THE DnSES FOR THE ACCInENT AND EXPOSURE
01440C SCFNARTIS - CONSISTS OF SEVEN PATHWAYS FOR SEVEN ORGANS.
0145nC
01460 CALI. ACCEXP(NSTRNNUCNDX)
01470 WqITF(4,1014)

014I no 100 K=1.7
0149fn lK=K+? % Al=Q
n1500 no 95 J=1.7
01510 Oq A1=Aln7A(JK)*FTCRP(J)
nl520 lnn WpTTE(4,1015)DES(KK),(n7A(JK).J=1,7),AI

o1540C #IFXT SECTION CALCULATES THE TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS AND THE
0iclnc nISDOnSAL IMPACTS THRU suRnOUTINES TRANSP ANn ECON9 RESPECTIVELY.
01960C
01570 CALL TRANSP(TIMPNSTR)
015RO CALL ZERO(G94) S CALL 7FROM*4)
n190n Dn 110 1=1,NISTR
01600 Il=I0PC(l.ft) S TP=TI/1OQ
ni16 In=(!1/l0)-T2*lO. S IF(1T3.f.0) Go Tn lln0
(16?nr
0lAInc SPFPRATF GENERATnR AND DISPOSAL PROCESSING TMPACTS
0164or
0150 IF(I3.Ef.7) GO To 105
01 A G(1)-G(1)+*AS(TI,9) S G(2)=G(M)+AS(I,30)
nl7n Ac3)-G(3)+RAS(I,31) S G(4)=fM4)+4RAS(I32)
0160R Gn TO 110
n169QA tn fl n(1)=D()+8AS.(I,29) S D(Q)=fl(2)+PAS(TI30)
01700 nm)=n(C +RAS(I,31) S D(4)=l(4)+RAS(I32)
01710 n fn CONTINUJE

D1730 CALL FC6NfNSTRRIPJC0STNnx)
nl74oc
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01750c
01760C PROCESSING, TRANSPORTATTON, AND DISPOSAL IMPACTS ADE NOW RROUGHT
01770C TOGETHER ANn PRINTED OUT.
01780C -

01790 'VT=VREG'VLAY+VHOT
DIR00 UN(I)=G(1)/VT S UN(?)=n(1)/VT
01R10 JNM3)=TIMP(1)/VT $ UN(4)=COST(1)/VT S UN(I)=COST(5)/VT
01820 -COST(2)=COST(?)+TIMP() S X=0.
01830 TIMP(3)=TIMP(3)+TIMP(6)
11840 't' WPTTE -olnlq)RltRJ-G(l)-,D(l)TIMP~l),COST(l)gcn. ;)* -.
Al1k50+ UNM 9UlN (?) -vUN3) UN 4) OUN (5). 9S4)n (4)',TIMP (4)x .- -
01860. '( iq),D(3),TIMPC3),COST(2),XXXCOST(4)9,6(?)fnl(?TTIMP(C),COST(3)
01870C
01880 nn 120 K=1,?
01890 'IrF(EQ.1)WPrTFC4,1016)
01900 'IFIK'E0.2)WPITE(4,1017)
01910 WR I TFT (41OI()
01920 On 120 T=1,tSTP
01930 Al=n. . .
01940 no 115 J=1.7
01950 1J9 Aj=Dl.D7S(IJ 1 K)*FTCRP(J)
01960 WRITE(4,1O?0)RAS(I,1),(n7s(I*J.K)*J=1l7),Al .

01970' :1.n CONTINUE
019R0 3nn0 CONTINUE
01990 1001 FORMAT(1?I3)
0?000 1007 FORMAT(6A.1)
07010 1003 FORMAT(lHl/PX96Al0//2X*DrSPOSAL TECHNOLOGY TNOTCES/?X,
0202.0+' "RIP =*IP* JIr =*I? IC =*T?*. TX =*T2/?X
02n30. - *IF =*17 IS =*I2* IL =*I?* T% =*TP/Px-18
*0?040+ -* - IH =*I?*' TCL=*I?2* TPO=*T2* I Tr=*T4)-^
02050 '1nn FORMAT(lHl/7X,*INTRUDER IMPACTS*q7Xj*RnDY RnNF 'LIVEF*
02060 -* THYRnID KIDNEY: LUNG G-I TRACT ICRP*)
02070 1009 FORMAT12XA1l08F.10.3)
02080-1013 FORMAT(/2X*nTHER IMPACTS WASTE PROCESSING TRANSP *

02090+ *OISPOSAL LT CARE*,?XPFF./16X* E -GENFQAT nISPOSAI.*/?X,
02100* *CnST Cf)*AXq5E10.?/?X*UNIT COST (f/m3)*5F1l.-?/?X*PoP nOSF. (MPFM) ,
02110+ 4E10o2/?X*OCC DOSE CHREM)-*4F10.2/2X*16HLAND USF (M**?) -,4FJO.7/;x,
02120+ *ENFPGY USE '(GAL)*4F10.?)--:
02130'1014 FORMAT(/?X*F-XPOSE/ACC IMPACTS*)
02140 101J FORMAT(12XA10RE1l.3)
0?150 InIA FORMAT(//?X*SINGLE CONTAINFR ACCIDFNT - ALL STQF.AHS*)
02160 1017 FORMAT(/l2X*ACCIDENT RY(FIRF- ALL STPFAMS*)
02170 1018 FnRMAT(14X,*STPEAM*95x*RnODY RONE LIVEP THYROID *

02180+ *KInNEY LUNG G-I TRACT TCRP*)
0?190 10?0 FORmAT(12YXA108F10.3)
02200 STOP S ENn -
02210r
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.0?22flr
0?23.0
O?7?40r
n7?2flC
0?260C
01270C
0;?2Sfl
0'2RnC

0?31 OC
02320C
02330C
02340C
0;!3snc
0?360
O?370v
0P380+
n?390+
0?400
0?41fn+
0?420C
07430n
n244nc

0?4f0C
02470C
0?4RAC
0?490O
1)psnoc
0?510C

fl?t'30C
07940C
0?55O

*02560
0970 +.

o0?90+

1761 0
O?26?0
0630
0264n

OA70
n?6AA

0;?72O
0?700
fl'71 n

0?7240
nl?7qt)+
0n70F0

SURROUTINE COMQYN (NSTR.NNUC*NnX)

THIS SURROUTINE READS THE DATA FILES, TAPEI AND TAOEP* AND
PERFORMS SFVERAL RASrC CALCULATIONS TO INTEGRATE SOME OF
THE INFORMATION* IT PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING:

I : READ THE COMMON RLOCKS RAST, NUCS. AND nTIq
U : USING THE VRF AND VIF GIVEN TN ISPC MATRIX MOOTFIF;
VOLUMFS AND CONCENTRATIONq

3 : CALCULATES TRANSPOPTED VOLUME ANO STORFS IT ON RAS(TSTR,'R)
4 : CALCULATES THE WASTE PROCESSING IMPACTS
q : MODIFIES H-3 AND C-14 CONC TF WASTE IS TNCTNFRATFD
A : CALCULATES THE RETC?3fS) MATPIX FROM GIVFN TNFnRMATTON.

CnMMON/RASTS/RS(A6932),3SP)(33A1l),PCF(?3,7.8),FTCPP(7)
/NUCS/NUC(23) AL(23).FMF(t3).PET(?39,)/DTIS/FSC(A) FSA(6),
PPC(6,2) OFC(6.3) TTM(61) ,TPC(6,3) ,r'F(693).POP(693),OTTM(6),
DTPC(6)*TPO(6?2),NPFT(6)

nTmENSTON A7R(36),UPRSC7.3).USOL(3.1),tlSAV(3),
OEC (P39?)TPOP(?)9NDXthA)

aonTTInNAL TNFORMATION NFCESSARY FOP THIS PnUTINF 4RF GTVEN
IN THE ARPAYS ANn DATA STATFMENTS. THF ARRAYS ARE FnLLnWING:
A7(3A) = SPFCTRUM 1 VIF/VRF PATTOS
IPQS(703) = VnLUME REDUCTION lUNIT IMPACTS
ijSnL (3,) =.SOLIDIFICATION UJNIT TMPACTS
UIJAV(3) = UNITS4AVINGS RESULTING FPOM VOLUME PFDIJCTION
nEC(2391) =DnECON FACTnRS FOP PATHOLOGICAL TNCINFPBTORP

AND DEC(?3*?) IS THE nECON FACTnRS FOR CALCINEP.
TPnP(?) = PEPSON-YEAP/M 4ATMOSPHERIC DISPRFSION FACTOPS
FnO POPUL6TION EXPOSURE CALCULATYON FOR URRAN ANn PUPAL ARFAS.

DATA AZQ/l.1. *4,3*1*91.491q*1.4*3?*1.Q?,3*I.,?..l.3,4*1./
nATA UPPS/335*.503.1IO06. s90...2060. .138. 103Q.,3*4.f6

6e.3.116.*9129?.7?. 3.*19. 4.4?,.R 6.12 * 35/u
liSnl./1?82. . ? 873. .2445. .3*40. .3*?4./,

REAn(1l1nl)NSTRNNUCFTCRP
on 7n I=1,NSTP
QF~n(l*l0P)(RAS(TvJ)qJ=le27)
PFAn(?*jni) tjSPc(Tpj)*j=j~jq)

Tn CONTI t.IE
rDO 50 T=1*NIUC
REAn(1910&)NUC(I),AL(I),FMF(TI),ET(TIl),RET(T,4)
nn 75 K=1*8
PFA)(11fl14)(DCF(I ,JsK),J=1,7)

7R COtITINUF
An rONTItUF

nn 0o T=1.*
PF~nX1X104)FSC(I) ,FSA(1) s(PRC(19J) .J=lt2)9(°FC(TgJ) *J=193) b
(TTMI(,J),J=l13),(TPC(ItJ),J=1,3),(DGFEIJ).J=l.3).(pnPCItJ),J=l*3),
IQEFT(I) .OTTM(T) ,nTPC(I) * (TPO(IJ) ,J=1.')

qOn CONTINUE
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0?770

n?Rio

n2Q3n
n2R40

O?RhO
02P70

0?A10C

0?Q3C) cn?s3nc
0?940C
0pQs0C
0?960C
02970C
0?QPO
0)?qQ0
01non.
03010
03020

03040
ninr.Or
nl060C
0307nc
030R0
nln90
031 00
0311 0

03130,
03140C

031 60r
03170
031480
03190

oln,4Po

230 C
no?40C

03?50c

03260
03270
03?FIB
03290

03300
03310

03330

0131 0
n,4,i pn
013 3

101 FORMAT((27S7 F7F).592. .
In;? F OP A ( 1 ,2 1 . / O ,6 1 . /lX6 1 . i 0X '6E 10 *3/ IOX v6E10 *3 )

104 FORMAT(AlIO,4EI0.3)
105 FOPMAT(I0X,7El10.3/lOX,6Fl0.3/IOX,6E10.3,I5/IOX,4E10.3)
10E FORmAT(l0XTE10n.3)

nnl 50 ISTR1,qNSTR
A1=ItPC(ISTQ92) S A1=A1/ISPC(ISTR93)
A?=PAS(ISTR,3)/3e62 S A3=A2/Al S FBAS(ISTR93)-A3
nof p0 1=5,?7

RAS(ISTP9?A)=BAS(ISTR,3) $ J=ISPC(ISTR.10)

THE F;ACTOR 3.6?PIS THE NnRMALIZATION VALUE'
FOR ONEMILLION CURIC METERS.
THE NEXT SECTION UNSCRAMRLES THF PROCESSING INDEX AND GETS
THF VOLUME REDUCTION METHOD - IP, SOLIDIFICATION - IS -'

LOCATION, IL, AND ENVIRONMENT.-. IH. IF IL=O, THFN THERE IS
No PROCESSING AND-THE SFCTION IS SKIPPFnq IF IL-2 THFN
THE nISPOSALAND TRANSPORTATInN VOLUMES -ARE DIFFERENT

AAS(ISTR,4)=RAS (STR,4)*A..
IP=J/1000 $ IS=(J/100)-IP*10 ' IL=(J/1O)-IP*IO00IS*10 -

IH=J;IP*I000-IS*100-IL*IA S IF(NOX(ISTR).EO.2)GO TO 31
TFITL.Ef.o) GO TO 50

. .

IF(TL:.NE.?) GO TO 25
RAS(ISTRv2R)=A2 S RAS(ISTR.4)0A5S(ISTPq4)/A'1

2q A5=0.5 ' IF(ISTR.GT*11)AS=0.1

NEXT Do LnOP CALCUL-ATES WASTE PROCESSING IMPACTS

on 30 J=1*3
A4=-A3(Ak7R(ISTR)*Al-l.)*USAV(J)
IF(IP.GT.0)A4=A4+A2*UPRS(IP.J)
-IF'IS.GT.0)A4A4+A3*USOLC(IS.J)
TFIJ.EQ.3)A4=A4*AS ' , :

30 RAS(ISTR,284J)=A4 - --

NEXT SECTION FnR STREAMS PUT TN HIGH INTEG6TTY CONTAINERS

31 IFINDX(ISTR).NE.2) GO TO 32
A4=A2*450.
RAS(ISTR929)=A4
TF(IL.FO.n) GO TO 5n , ,.

3? CONTINUF -

NEXT SECTION SKIPPED IFWASTF IS NOT INCINERATED
OTHERWISE LOCATION DEPENDENT POP DOSES ARE'CALCULATED

IFTTP.LT.S)GO TO So
Ag=0. J=2 t IF,(IP.EOE.)J-l '
TFITH.NE.l.AND.IH.NE.2)'IH=I
DO 40 INUC=1,NNUC
A4=IAS(ISTR.3)*BAS(ISTPINUC+4)*DFC(INUCJ)*TPOP(IH)
nn 40 I=1.7

0n AS=A5+A4*FICRP(I)*DCF(INUCIqA)
RAq(ISTP,32)=A9
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03340C
03350C ONLY ICRP. WEIGHTED POPULATION IMPACTSARE. CALCIJLATFD
03360C AROVE, TWO'STATEMENTS RELnW MODIFY H-3 AND C-14
03370C CONCENTRATTONS TO ACCOUNT FOR LOSS UP THE STACK.
03380C
03390 RAS(ISTRO,)=(l.-DEC(1,J))*RAS(ISTR,5)
03400 BAS(.ISTR,6)=(l.-DEC(?,J))*RAS(ISTR,6)
03410 50 CONTINUE
03420 RETURN S END
03430C
03440C
03450 SUBROUTINE RCLAIM(ISTRNNUCIMODIDX)
03460C
03470C THTS ROUTINE CALCULATES.THE INTRUDER, IMPACTS FOR TWO PATHWAYS
03480C - CONTRUCTION AND AGRICULTURE - AND DETFRMINES THE STATUS OF
;03490C FACH WASTE STREAM ISPC(ISTR9l1) AND DETERMINING TEST
03500C CONDITION (IMOD).
03510C
03520 COMMON /RAST/BAS(36932),ISPC(36.11),DCF(23,7B8)
03530+ /NUCS/NUC(23),AL(23),FMF(23),RFT(23,5)
035404 /DTNX/IRIDICIKXIEISILIGIH*ICLIPOIIC
03550+ /DTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6)/IMPS/DZ(8,7,2)
03560 DIMENSION EMP(5),DLC(7)
03570C
03580 DATA EMP/*.,.75,.5,.Ts...5..5..7S/,DLC/2*5O0.,1SO..3050.0*/
03590 I=ISPC(ISTR,5) S 16=ISPC(ISTR,6) S.I7=ISPC(ISTR,7)
:03600 I8=rIPC(ISTR,8) S I9=ISPC(ISTR,9)
03610 IFIfDX4GT.I) I8=1
03620 A7=1i S IF(16.EQ.2.0R.I6.EQ.3) A7=0.80
03630 CALL ZERO(DZ,112) S IF(17.EQ.1.OR.IS.EO.0) I6=16-1
03640 FDES-EMP(IE)*(t.-.9*IG)
03650 AS=1 S IF(I5.LT.3) A5=10.**(75-3)
03660 A6=1a S IFfr6.GT.1) A6=4.**(1-I6)
03670 A9=1. S IF(I9.GT.l) A9=10n.**(I-IQ)
03680C
03690C NEXT SECTION CALCULATES INTRUDER IMPACTS UNnER EIGHT
03700C CONnITIONS (LOOP 35) ANn SUBSEQUENTLY TESTS FOR STATUS ASSIGNMENT.
03710C ULTIMATELY WASTE STREAM WILL RE CLASSIFIED AS EITHER NOT
03720C ACCEPTARLEREGULARLAYERED, OR HOT.
03730C
03740 no 35 13=198
03750 GDELiIPO+rIC S IF(IC.EQ.3) GOEL=IPO.500.
03760 GO TO (11,12,13,14915916917,18),13
03770 11 A4C=1. S A4A=1. S ARC=A7 S ARA=A7 S GO TO 20
03780 12 A4C=0.012 S A4A=0. S ARC=0.012*A7 S ARA=o. $ GO TO 2n
03790 13 GnFLLIPO+500. S A4C=1. S. A4A=1. S AAC=A7 S ASA=A7 S GO TO 20
03800 14 A4C=o.1$ A4A=0. S A8C=A7/12tl0. S ARA=0. S fO TO 20
03810 15 A4C=6.0012 S A4A=0. S A8C=0*.0l2*A7/1200. S ABA=O. S GO TO 20
03820 16 GDELIPO+500*. S A4C=1. S A4A=1. S A8C=A7 S A8A-A7 S An TO 20
03830 17 A8C=5.l*A7/I.44E6 S IF(IG.*.o0)A8C=A8C*0.l
03840 A4C=0.O1 S A4A=0. S ARA=O. S GO TO 20
03850 18 GDELtIPO+1000. S A8C=A7 S IF(IG.EO.0)ABC=0.91*A7
03660 A4C=1. S A4A=1. S AAA=A8C
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0197n

n3900
03910
0 390
0393n
01940
03950r
03960C
03970C
03980
03990
04000
04010
04OP0
04030C
04040C
04nsoC
n4060
04070
04080
04n90
04100
04110
04120
04130
n4140
04150
04160
04170
041R0
0419n
04200
042n1
04280
04230
04240
04250
04?60
04270
04;80
04290
04300
0431 n
04320
04330
04340
04350(
04360(

vn Dn 30 INUC=19,NNUC
AI=A9*F)ES*EXM(ALA(tNllC))*GnEL)* PAS(ISTRINUC*4)

- nn -,>S ' I1.7
?f=nCF(INUCJT5)

R1=A1*A4C*A5§FSC(IR)*DCF.(INUC,1.2).
S8.=A I*ARC*A2*0* .0c7,-.
83=f;l25**AI*A4A*A5*PSA(TP)*OCF(INUC,1,3)

; '641 *5*fi .25*AI*A4A*A6*FMF t(1TUC) *nCrFt IN Ur, I *4)
R1=A1*A4CFSC(1IR)*OCFAITNUC I *?)
B3=O):25*Al*A4A*FSA(IR)*r)CF(INIUC91*3)..

: 4=0;05*0.5v*Al*A4A*DCF(INLlC1l,4). '-
P5=0i25*AI*ARA*A2*0.27

'' 7113,I.1).-. Z(13,1,1) R1,F32.- .
25 DZ t I:3 ,2) =nz (13. I ?) v~g3+R4+RS
I30 CONTINUE-
IS CONTINUE

ATUS
I

ALL CONDITIONS TESTED - NOW nETERMINE WASTE ST

13-1 S IF(IS6FQ.1.AND.TR.EQ.l)-I3=P2
IFlID.EO.?) 13=?
130=13
IF(TDXQEO0O) GO TO 70

40 no 50 TORG=147
no 90 IPTH=lI2
IFtttZ(13,1OPQGIPTH)..GT.DLC t(IORG)) 60 TO 60 . ;

sn CONTINUE
Go TO (5l15?,5153,53,54,55q5A),T3

1 ISPC(tSTR11 )=1
ThnO-i S IF(13nfEQ.?) IMOfl=2
RFTURN

S? T3=3 S AO TO 40
$3 13=6 S GO TO 4n
154 I 5PC f ISTR*1l) =2...-.-

Imon=4 S TF(I30.EQ.2) IMOD=S .

P1FTUJRN
ss 13=8 S Go Tn 40
56 ISPC(TSTP*1l)=3 Tq.MO=7

RETURN ,i, .. . . . .

60 'O TO (61962q63,53,f3S63,70,70).T3
61 IFIIL.EQ.fl)GO TO 63

13-4 S G0 TO 4D Q.

6? IF(TL.O.tln)CGO TO.63
.3=5 S SO TO 40 ;

63 IFlII-EQ.T)GO TO 70
I3-7 S GO TO 40

70 TSPC(lSTRPl)= .
RETUON 5 Fn-.
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0437n SIIRPOUTTNE ACCEXP(NSTRNNUCqNDX)
04'RnC
41qnC TiHtS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE EXPOSURE ANDACCIDENT IMPACTS

n4400C FOR 7 PATHWAYS (4 EXPOSUPE ANn 3 ACCInENT) AND 7 ORGANS.
0441 OC
04420 COMMON/RAST/RAS(36,32.I1SPC(36,11),DCF(23,7.8)
04430+ /NUCS/NUC(?3).AL(?3),FMF(23),RET(23,5)
n44404 /DTNX/IR,1DlC'ilX,7J£',l~gIL.1IGl8.ICLoIPOIIc.
04490+ /DTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6),PRC(692),OFC(6.3)tTTM4(6,4),
04460. TDC(6,3),RGF(6'3),POP(693),fTTM(6),DTPC(6),TPoc6,2),NRFT(6
04470+ /IMPS/DZDM(16R)nZA(7.7).DZSt36,7.2)'
044RO OTMENSION E"P(5),EFF(?)tSEFF(?),NDX(36)
04490 nATA EMP/.-5*75,.5..5, .7q/.FFF/6.4,7.0/.SEFF/0.9,0.33/
n4500 VTOP=O. S VTOT=O. S VHOT=O. * GREC=IPO.IIC
f451(C
n4s20C FRISION TIME SCALE DEPFNMENT ON COVER USED AT DISPOSAL SITE
0453or
04140 GiROIPO.?OOO.
04550 TFIIC.EO.2) GERO=IPO+3000.
04560 IF(IC.EO.3) GERO=IPO+10000.
04570 TFTI.fE0.P) GEPO=IPO10000.
04SRO on la ISTR=i.NSTR
04S9Q JIjS~PC(IST~q11)
04600 IFIII.EQ.l)VTOP=VTOP+RAS(ISTR,3)
04610 IFITI.EQ.1.OR.Il.EO.2)VTOT=VTOT+RAS(ISTR,3)
04620 IFTIT.EO.3)VHOT=VHOT+RAS(ISTR,3)
04630 In CONTINUE
04640C
04650C VTOP IS JUST RFGULAQ WASTE
04660C VTOT IS REGULAR + LAYEREn WASTE
04670C
n4AROC
n4690C NEXT SECTION ESTARLISHES AREAL FACTORS FOR 4 EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
04700C
04710 FRA=5.72F-5*POP(IR,1)*1.*E+1 S VUR=EMP(IE)*EFF(I))*SEFF(ID)
n4720 FEA=8.09E-6POP IRq?) *VTOT/VUP
04730 FQ=1.l5E-4*P0PtIR*3)*1*AF+1
04740 FEW=l.l5E-4*POPCIR,3)*VTOT/VkJP
04750r
0476nC MAIN LOOP FOR EXPOSURE IMPACTS
0477nC
047Ao n0 40 ISTR=1,NSTR
04790 A1=0=? S Iil=ISPCCISTR,11) S IF(I1l.EQO0)GO TO 46
04R00 Is-ISPC(ISTR,5) S A5=1. S IF(15.LT.3) A5w10.**(I5-3)
04AIn 19-ISPC(ISTR,9) $ A9=1. S IFd19.GT.1) AQ=10.**(1-I9)
04R20 I8=ISPC(ISTR,8) S IF(N0X(1STR).GT.l) 18=1
0483n IFr8.EQ.l.AND*IS.EQ.I)Al=0.012/9.
04840 IFTiT.Eo.2.OR.l').EO.?)Al=A1vo.0l
04850 IFtI~lslzEQ.)Al=1.?E-5/9.
04R60 A?=EMPCIE)*SEFFCID)*BAS(ISTR,3)/VTOP
04870 A3=A2*VTOP/(VTOT+VHOT) S IF(Il.GT.1)42=0.
04qIO IFjTDOEQ.2eAND.I1l.NF.?) A2=:A3
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* 04890
04900
04910
04920
04930
04940
04950
04960
.04970
04980
04990
05000
05010

DO 30 INUC=1iNNUC
A6-EXM.(GREC*AL(INUC))
AR=RAS(ISTRINUC+4)
81-FAFRAl*A3*A6*A8AAS
B=FPW6A1*A3*A6*A8*A9
DO 20 IORG=l',7 -

S A7=EXM(GFRO*AL(INUC))

S R2=FEA*A2*A7*AR
S R4=FEW*A2*A7*AR'

f

, . -

' 20
-30
40

n2A(IORtGI)=OZA'(IORGl)'+R1*DCF(INUCIIOPG9AO)'
DZA(IORGh)=DZAAIORG,?)+ 2*D)CF(INUCI1ORG,8)
nZA (IORfi,)=DDZA(IORG,3)+3*lnCF(INuctInPs,7)
D7A(TORG64)=DZA(IORG,4)+444DCF(INUCTOPIG7)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUF

0502OC
05030C
05040C
05050
05060C
05070C
0S080C
05090
05100
05110
0S120
05130-
05140
05150
05160'-
05170C
05180C
05190C

05200
05210
05220
05230
05240
05250
05260

'05270
05280

05290- 7
05300 '''

EN,) EXPOSURF LOOP

VSC=0. S VFR=0.

4MAIN LOnP OF ACCIDENT IMIPACTS

DO AO ISTR=1,NSTR
- I3TSPC(ISTR,11) S IF(13.EQ.n.oR.I3.EQ.3)G0 TO An
I4-IS0C(IST.q4)-$ 16=TSPC(TSTR,6) S 19=ISPC(ISTRQ)
AS=RAS(ISTR,3) S IF(Iq.GT.1) GO TO AO
FAF=TPO(Ipl) S FAS=TPO'(IR,?) '

-TF(16.GT.') 'FAS=FAS*(10.**(1-I1)) -

IF114*LT.3) FAF=FAF*(pn?.4*(I4-3))
IFTI SEQ1.ANDa.I4.NE.3) FAF=0. ' -

'DISTINGUISH RETWEEN SINGLE CONTAINER AND FTPE acCInENT -

V VFR=VFR+Ag-
VSC=VSC+AFS
DO 70 INUC=INNUC-
'AlS=FAS*RASCISTRINUC+4)*AS
A1F=FAF*BAS(ISTRPINUC+4)*AS5
DO 70 IORG=1,7
D7S(ISTRilORG1)=-D7S(TSTPTORG,1)+AS*fnCF(t71UCcIORfl)/as
DZS(ISTR9IOPG,2)=DZS(IST,9TnArG?)+AIF*nCF-(IkIUCIOPGl)/As
D7A(lORG,5)=DZA(IORG,5)+AlS*DCF(INUCIORG,1)-

O D7A(IORG,6)=DZA(IORG,',6)AIF*nCF(INUCqIOP -G,-
0 CONTINUE

0531OC--
05320C END OF -ACCIDENT LOOP
05330C'
05340C '
'05350C LAST PATHWAY IS AVERAGED A
05360C -- - -- .:I
.05370 DO 90 IORG=l,7
0530. DAA(IORG,7)=(n7A(TnPflP.s).+f
05390 IFjVtC 4 GT.O.) rz)A(IORG,5)=,

05400 IF(VFRiGT.0.) nZA(IORG,6)=l
05410 Q00CONJTINUE
05420 RETURN S END
05430C

CCTDENT.
;, . ..

78(TORG,6))/(VSC+VFR)
D7A (IOPG,5i)/VSC
n7A (InRG96) /VFR

. . ..
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0c440C
0c5450
0c3460C
nc470C

0'54.90C

05540

055i50
05c5A0+

OS5QOC
05600C
isel or.

ocS;Ioc

0S;640C
0561 oC

)C05630C

O05670C

nhA90C
ns700C
05710C
097?OC
Oc730C
0S74flC
05;750C
A05760C
ncS770C
OS7ROc
O05790C

ns~soc

05540
05550
05R60.
05570

OSSQO .

05910.
O SQ2O .

05930.

05940
Oc554n

oNM50

05A60+

0597n0
05950
0)SQQOc

SURQOUTTNF TRANSP(TIMPNSTP)

THIS ROIITINF DETERMINFS THF TRANSPORTATION SCHFMF Fnp ^LL
WASTE STRFAMS RASEO PQT4ARILY ON THF PACKAGING INnfFY OF
THE SPECTRUM FTLFS AND THE ACTIVTTY CONCFNTPATIONS OF THE
INnIVInWJAl. STRFAMS. ULTIMATE PFSllLT IS THE TPANISPOPTATIMnm
TMPACTS (T1Mp),

COMMON/RAST/BAS(36932)?rsTPC(36ll)/nTNX/IR*TDTCIXITF
)T'FNSION PCAP(6,3),PPAK(896))KfN(lR),TYM(?,1A),KWT(1R).

POZC2.32 ,KV(95).Tnf(pp),TCST(?,3) TTMP(6)*TVOL(CMt)q
ntimi (3) pOtJim(3) ,nlUM.3('.3) ,nTST (A) STPS(6) -CASK(A)

THE AROVE ARRAYS
PCAR(693)
PPAK(t.6)

KON(13)

TYM(?91R)

TCST(?o3)
PnZ (?3)

TnZ(?p,)

PKV (S)
K4T(1R)

nIST (6)

STPS (A)

CASK(()

AND MATPTCES APF FXPLATPlFn RELnw:
: CONTATNS A DISTRIRUTIONS OF I CARF TVPF.Q,
: CnNTAINS 8 DISTRIRIJTTONS OF r PACKING
CONTATNFRS + A PnSITIONTNG TNnEY.

: MULTIPLI INnFX WHICH nEArrIRFS PACKTNG
CAPARTLTTIFS FOR 3 CARF TYPFS Ahn S
cnNTATNERS.

: TIME TN MINUTFS FOQ IJNLOPfnI~fj OF WASTF
(CONTACT TIME) - CnpRFSPnNnTNrA Tn THF
IP KON INnICES AnVF.,.

: TRANSPOPTATTON CAST (s) PFR MTLF.
: PADInLOGTCAL COST (nnSF) PFQ HniJp OF
CONTACT TIME WITH WASTE.

: TWn PART TRANSPnpTATTON POSF: PcP MTLF.
ANn LUMP qlJM PARAMFTFRS.

: VOLlJ4F CAPACTTY FOR EACH OF R CnNTAINERS,
: INDFX TO PFLATF TPANSPORT VcHTCLF nvFR-
WFIGHT STATUS TO EACH OF KON TNnTCFS.

: TRAVEL nISTANCE TO nrSPnOAL SITF TN
VARIAIJS RPIAnNS.

: STATE INSPFCTION STOPS Tn RF EXPFCTFn
wTTHIN a PARTTCULOR REGION.I

: NUMREQ OF nAYS A CASK WOuLD PRE PFOIJTPEn
IN A PARTICULAR REGION.

OTHER ARRAYS ANn MATRTCFq nEscPIRFn FIJUTHFP On TN PROGRAM.

DATA PCAR/1.,.A,.4,.?, . ..

DATA DP4K/fl*,*,3,ca,, .1.,0.,.flnR..O?5,5*O.,.FQ..6Q,.975,..?1..

DATA KnAM/1ln3024 11I04076, l?36l00. l.37nl nof l4lllnn1.-150nllO
?l In1 O,??360Q0q-??nAn n4,?370048,9 -Pl1n.,-?3fn000l.
-240?1 nn .-ZSOI nn.-33060.-33lnI049,-34021l00h-In0hlo/

nATA TYr4/?0O. .40*,74..l?n. 169.?4 ,A ,?4 ,136., 16% 17nn.*144nf..
30ne.lAO* 9;6.,nsI).. ?90a ... n0n.109 oP4..pR6* . 7c;.,2Pon* ... 12,
An~n.q7Pn. l;?00,.144(). *?no.nn31w.96nne'97,;n.**Ann7?n.*

IC;n'Oq I~on./qTlST/l.,595.t I* C;1.4-7-p 14v '.1-7,v I,,I
DATA RO7/S00.,75 <,1?lnn.,15lt.,b ~ O.,o 7fl0./,Tp7/J. w-

nATA KWT/l6*O9*1/.fIST/3lno00. .OO.vnn . lOOn. ,2*40n.e/

CALL 7FRO(TIMP,6) ¶ CALL ZFPn(TVnL*19)
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nOfinlor

0610I0

fl061 P

n6lnqn

061740C

061 Anr

06170C

06??0

06-;o

067720

06?R0

06310f

06330
n6~40P

06N360f

06400P
064710

0649~0(

n6c;(or

I .

I

I

I

THIS SFCTiON -no LOOP l6n0-' flTRIRUJTFs THE WASTE INTO THREE
-;CAR TYPES ANn AMOmNG FIVE PACKINGi CONTAINERS"' (3 CONTAJNERS

ARE CONSIDERED IN EACH LOOP - IF APPLICARLE TO THAT STPEAM.)
f l, ,.0 .PK =

nr) 1hO IPAK=198, '
NX=n S CALL ZEPO(DUM1,3)

L . . . . .O G .C E Y

no LrOOP To n)ISTRrRUTFS _WASTF AMONG-CARE-TYPFS-'
. , . I I .. e .1 . _

. I

nn 70 ISTP=1,NSTR ,
TF(TSPC(ISTD,11).FQ.0)Gn TO 70 ~
IP=TARS(lSPC(lSTR,1))
ll=12/10 'V IF(I.NE.IPAK)G0 TO 70,
Tl=T2-1*10 ' A=13AS(ISTP.PFl) -'

.- . , I

I1 = PACKGING INnEX I3 = CaRE'TYPF INDEX

FOLLOWING SECTION nDETPMTNES 14 -
nISTPIRUTTON - BASED ON UNnECAYEn

TI
TI

A7=RAS(ISTR*4)*I00. S tF(13*EQ*P) A;
NX=1 ; TF(j3.GT.7) GO Tn 40
TR=ALOGln(A; I)
IF(3I.En.o) GO TO 30
tF(AP.LT.1-) 14=1

* IF(4 2.fiF.I. ) 14=15.?
TF(T4.GT.6) I4=h
no TO Sn

n IFF(A,2.LT.a.) I4=1
- F(A2.GE.1.) T4=I53R
TF(I4'.fT.4) 14=4
-A TO S-t

'f 14=73-2
qn no 60 1=193
60 DUfM (I )=OU1 J(T)PCAT(14vT) *A1
70 CONTINUE

fnUml CONTA^INS WASTF VOLUME TN EACH

T k- 'T# hVF fln n fln fl n -M

ktfrlF FOR CARF.TYPE.
DTAL ACTTVITY 'OF; STRFAM.

,2=AS(TSTR94)*10*

OF I CARE TYPES

Ii -

ali=rImmi (1Y,flumi (2) +numl (3)
TP=P'PAK(IPAKq6) *0.l

nn LOOP An nISTRIRUTES WASTE AMONG CnNTAINFOS

IT=I-1
An 1rmmP(I)=PPAK(IPAKI?+TT)*Al

nilm? CONTAINS WASTF VOLUME IN FACH OF 3 C(NTAINFPS CnNSIDERED
TN THIS LnnP nF 16n

CALL ZEpn (rlmM3qQ)
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06540C no LOOP 130 DETERMINES. PAClfAGTNG STRATEGY FnR I CARE TYPES AND
06sS0C 3 CONTAINERS CONSIDERED FOR THIS LOOP OF IPhK. RFSUILTS APE
06560C PLACED IN DUM3.
06t70C
06580 no 130 J=1.3
06S90 no 120 1=1.3
06600 IFtnuMlJ).LE.0.0) GO TO 130
06610 IFTDUM2(I).LE.0.0) 60 TO 120
06620 TF(nuMi(J)-DuM?(I))90,fnnblf o
06630 90 nuM31IIJ)=DUM1(J)
06640 Dlim?(I)=D(JM2(T)-DUJMI(J)
06690 numl(J)=-1.0 S GO TO 130
06660 100 O(J13(I9J)=UM1(J),.
06670 nlJm?(I)=-l.0 $ DUMI(J)=-l.0 S GO TO 130
06680 110 nUM3tIJ)=DiJM2(I)
06690 nuMitJ)=Dumi(J)-ouMp(I)
06700 DUm2(I)=-i.0
06710 170 CONTINUE
06720 10 CONTINUE
06730 Dn 150 1=1,3
06740 Il=I-l
06750 no 1so J=1,3
06760 lqn TVOL(12+ItJ)=TVOL(12+TIqJ).nUM3(IJ)
06770 l6n CONTINUE
0678nC
06790C TVOL CONTAINS TOTAL WASTE VOLUME OISTRIRUTEn FOR 3 CAPE TYPES
O6ROOC AND 5 CONTAtNERS FOR ALL WASTF STREAMS.
06810C
06R20C
06B30C THIS SECTION -DO LOOP 240- CALCULATES THE TRANSPORTATIOn
06840C IMPACTS RFSULTING FRnM TVOL nTSTRIBUTION. (lBR LOOPS REQUIRED
06850C FOR CHARACTERIZING THE 3 CARF TYPES 4Nn 5 CONTAINEPS USED
06R60C IN THIS PROGRAM)
06R70C RESULTS APE PLACED IN TIMP ARRAY, WHERE:
06880C TIMP(1) = DOLLARS
O6RQnc TIMPC?) = ENERGY USE
06900C TIMPM3) = TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONAL nnSF
b6910C T!MP(4) = TRANSPORTATION POPULATION DOSE
06920C TImP(S) = DISPOSAL SITE OCCUPATIONAL nOSE (UNLOADING).
06930C TIMP(6) = TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONAL nOSFE (LnAnINGl)
06940C
0690oc
06960 no ?40 IKON=1l18
06f970 IT=KON(IKON) S NX=l S FRC=1.0
O6QB0C
Oh990C IF KON INDEx IS NFGATrVE THEN RETURN TRIP IT NECESSARY.
07000C
07010 tF(TI.GT.0) GO TO ?10
07020 r1=-II S NX=2
07030 210 I3=1/loonoo S 2=r13/1 t I1=I3-i?*in
07040 Ir=IIlI3*1000O0 s I3=lq/100n) t T4=IR-T3*100q
070n0C
07060C IN AROVE SECTION KON RROKEN UP INTO:
0707nC tl = PACKAGE TYPE T1 = NO. OF PACKAGES THIS SHIPMFNT
07080C r? = CARE TYPE 14 = PCT. nF WASTE SENT THIS SHTIPmNT
n7090C
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07100 TF((2.EQ.1. OR.o(I2-FQ.2-Ifl.NX.F02)) FRC=n. 1
07110 FPS=14/100 S AI=TVOL(Ilq,1)*FPS
07120 : IF(A1.LT-l*F-06) GO TOn4O - .;

07130 KSHP=AI/I3*PKV(Il)),l *-' -.-

n7140 AP=KSHP*DIST(IR) S A3=A2*mX
07150 TIMP(?)=TIMP(?)+A3/6.
0716or
07170C TN AgOVE EQUATION 6 PEPPFSFNTS 4ILFS'PEP-GALLON FUEL cnSUMPTTION.
071A0C
n7l0o TTIAP(4)=TIMP14),(A?*TD7(.1*1)KSHP*Tn7(1*2)*STPS(IR))*FPC
07?00 TTMP(3)=TIMP(3)+CA?*Tn7(?l)+KSHP*Tn7f(22)*STPS(IP))*FRC
07210 NC= :SeTF(DIST(IR)G;T.40o.. ANOwfnIST(IR).LT.10D0.)'-Nr=-
07?P0 TF(STIR) .LE.400 .) NC1--
07?30 TIMPI1)=TIMP(1)+A3*TCST(NX NC)O1l1l -
07P40C ;
07250C IN NEXT SECTION CASK RFNTAL FEE AND'OVERWEIGHT FEE ADnEn -

072.6C IF APPLICABLE.
- 07?7or .

072RO IF(NXEQ.1) GO TO 2M0
07?90 TIMP(l1=TIMP(1).KSHP*CASK(IR)*2Sn.:-'
07300 TFfI(WT(IKON).fGT. o )TI~tP1)=TPMP(l),A?'*0'76,6A*STPS(IR)
07310 220 KPAK-Al/PKV(Ij)+.*0
073?0 NX=P % IF(TF.EQ*.1ORiTEoEO.4) NX=I *
07130 FRC=1*0 S IF(IEGF. 3) FPC=?.n
07340 A7=wPAK*TYMCNXIKON)/60*
073SO" -TIMP(s)=TIMP(s)+A2*FRc*PnZ(NXI2)*1*E-3 - .

07.360 . TIMP'(6)=TIMP(6),A2*POZ(2.r?)l .F-3
0737n 240 CONTINUF
07380 PFTIJAN S FND
073QnC
07400C
07410 SUSROUTINE FCON(NSTPqRI.RJqCOSTnDX)
n7420C
07430C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE DTSPOSAL IMPACT; BASED LAP6FLY
07440C ON THE INPUTED VALUES FOR THE nISPOSAL TECHNOLnGY INnJCFS --
07450C *THE PESULTS OF THIS ROIJTINE.'ARE PLACEDTIN ARRAY-COST. WHERE:
07460C COST(M) = PRE-OP ANn OPEPATTONAL nOLLADS
n7470o COST(2) ='OCCUPATIONAL 00SF
074POC COST(3) = ENERGY USE
07490C COST(4) = LANn USE
07500C COST(S) = POST-OP nOLLAPS
fl791 nr
075?n COMMON/PAST/RAS(36,3p)*JSPC(3Fol1)-
07;30 cn4ONN/DTNX/IRi0,TCIXIE.TSILIGITHICLTPO.rTC
07'4n CnMON/VOL/VREGVLAYVHOT
075cso nIMENSTON EMP(R),EFF(2),AMULT(?) CONTC6),COqT(S)9SrFF(2)
07q60 nIMENSTON NnX(36)
07;7nr
n7'spor THE SIGNIFICANT APRAYS AROVE ARE:

07qQ0C AMULT(2) = CAPITAL AND OPFRBTInNS COST (S) MULTIPLTFIS.
076onc CONTM3) = CONTINGENCY COST FOR SnIL PERMFARILrTY coNnITTONS.
n7610r COST(5) = CONTAINS RESULTANT IMPACTS - IN TERMS OF S,
n76p0e OCCUPATIONAL nosEi ENERGY USE, LAND USE. AND
n7A30c POST OPERATIONAL S.
O7640C
076fcnr
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(17660C PI hNn QJ PARAMETERS ARE INTEREST AND INFLATION RA4 S* RESPECTIVELY.
07670C
07680 DATA CONT/lOO7.e367..367.,..*168**1007*./ITnF/20 * .015/
07690 DAtA EMP/o.5,75,.5,.5,e75/,EFF/6.4,7.0/,AMUI.T/1o.39,1.56/,
07700. SEFF/.99.35/ e

07710 CALL ZERO(COST,5)
07720 VSTAA=0. S VUNS=0. S DECON=0.
07730 On s ISTR=,NSTR
07740 tlI=ISPC(TSTR~ll) S I2=ISPC(ISTRR)
07750 IFfNDX(tSTR)*GT.l),2=1 i ,
07760 IFIll.PA.0.OR.Ill.EQ.3) GO TO S
07770 TF(TE.EQO3.AND*12.EO.0) DECON=DECON+R8ASISTR,3)
07780 IFXI?2EOM0) VSTAR=VSTAR+8ASQISTR,3)
0774n TF112.EQ.l) VUNS=VUNS+BAS(ISTR,3)
07800 5 CONTINUF
n7Al0 JFITE.EQ.3) IS=l
07820C
07R30C VSTA9 i- VUNS CONTAIN STARLE AND UNSTAgLE WASTE VOLUMESRESPECTIVELY
07R40C
07890 OREf;GcVREG+VLAY)*l.E-06 S DHOT=VHOT*1.E-06
07860 nLAY=VLAY*l*E-06 S nFECON=DECON*1.E-06
07870 DVOLdDREG/EMP(IE3 S DAREA=nVOL/(EFFCIrr)*SEFF(ID))
07880 GV=(l.-EMP(IE))*DVOL S VTOT=VREG+VLAY+VKOT
07890 SV=nREG*tlo.l567/EMP (IEH)-I;)
07900C
07910C VOLUME AND AREA VALUES ARE EXPRESSED IN.UNITS OF MILLION M3 OR M2
079?OC FOR USE IN COST EVALUATIONS. GV IS GROUT VOLUME. SV IS SAND VOLUME.
07930C
07940 COST(4)= (DAREA +(HOT/1.84))*l.E6
07990 S1i(VSTAB/VREG)*DAREA S S?=CVUNS/VREG)*DAREA
n7960C-
07970C IN FOLLOWING SECTION C1lC29 AND C3 WILL ACCUMULATE THE DOLLAR,
07980C DOSE4 AND ENERGY COSTS THROUGH THE VARIOUS PHASES OF THE SITE LIFE.
079q0C

OR010C PRE-OPERATTONAL (CAPITAL) COSTS
08020C
09030C ******* REFERENCE RASE CASE *
0A040 Cl=7452. S COST(3)=212.
09O50C ******** ADDITIVE ALTERNATIVES *****
08060 JFf.ID*EQ.?).C1=C1+593a5
0807n IFlIE.EQ.? .OR.IE.EQ.5) ClmC1+225.5
08080 IFCIStEQOl) Cl=C1+0.99
o0090 IFTIL.EE.l)-ClmCl*1320
08100 IFfIE.EOQ.3 CI2C1+924.3
O8110 IFITHiEQ*1) Cl3CI*259.4
081?0) IF(I.EQ.1) C1Ci+55.
ff1 30 IF(CTC.EO.3) C1l*c .80.5
08140 IF(IX.EQ.3) Cl=01*9.9
09150 CAP=Cl*AMULT(l)
089160C
O8l70C
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08180C OPERATIONAL COSTS
08190C
08200C § REFERENCE BASF CASE *****O-*

08210 C1=2341.oDVOL S C2=300.*DVOL S C3=20n.*flVOL
08220 C1=C1+1420.*DAPEA S C2=C '2400.*nARFA S.C3=C3,l0O.*lRFA
08230 Cl-CI+63696. S C2=C2+l000. S C3=C3+2fl09. ,
08240C
08250C **** ADDITIVE ALTERNATIVES ******
0260 IFrID.NE.2) GO TO 20,
08270 Cl-CI+74438.*DVOL S C?=C2.+700o.§VOL % C3=C3+30n.*DvnLL
0q280 Po IF(IE..LT5.AND.NE.2) GO TO'25
08290 Cl-C1+12758.*DREG S C?=CP+100.*nPEG S C3=C3+10n.*DRFG
08300 25 IFIIt.NW.1) GO TO 3n
08310 CI=C1+3R88.*DREG S C2=C?+100O.DRFG $ C3=C3+10.*DREA-
08320 30 IFCIL*NFEI) GO TO 35
08330 Cl-C1+15400.*DLAY S C2=C?.100*.DLAY $ C3=C3+30.§*LAY
08340 35 IFtIE.NE.3) GO TO 40
08350 Cl=C1+48975.*DECON s C2=CR+40.*DECoM S C3C3+=rt00.*nfFCOM
08360 40 IFTIT.NE.1) GO TO 45
08370 Cl-C1+17697q.iDHOT S C?=C?+(-?00.)*DHOT S C3=C3*450.*nlHfT
08380 45 IFtIGoNE.1) GO TO 46
08390 Cl-C1+72405**GV S C2=C?225sn.*Gv s C3=C3,+Ro.*nAv
08400 46 IF(IE.LTe4) GO TO 50
08410 Cl=CI+32770*SV S C3=C3+150.*DAPFA
08420 50 IFIIC.NE.?) GO TO 59 -
08430 Cl=C1+15524e*DAREA S C2=C2+.240n*DAREA S C3=C3+150,*OAPFA
08440 55 IFirC.NE.3) GO TO 6n -
08450 C1=C1+103854o*DAREA S C2=C?+240n.*DAREA S-C3=C3+3n0o*DAAEA
08460 60 IFtTXEOE1) GO TO 75-
08470 S3=52
08480 IFIIS.EQo0) S3=S1+S2
08490 IFlID*EQ.?) S3=0*
08500 IXX=IX-1 S GO TO 165,701)q xx
08510 65 C1=CI+3465o*S3 S C2=C2+4R00A*S3 t C3=C3.30fl-.S-
08520 60 TO 75
08530 70 Cl=C1+33345.*53 S C2=C2+480n.*S3 S C3=C3+60nf*l.S3
08540 7S OPS=C1*AMULTf2)
08550 COST(2)=COST(2)+C2 S CnST(3)=COST(3)+C3-
08560C --"
08570C
085Poc POST-OPERATIONAL COSTS
08590C
08600C ICL IS PROKEN INTO TWO PARTS TO INDICATE THF. LEVFL OF
08610C CLOSURE ANn INSTITUTIONAL CARF, RESPFCTIVELY.
08620C
08630C ***** CLOSURE PERIOD § - -

08640 ICL1=ICL/10 S ICL2-ICL-ICL1l1O
08650 Cl=3010. S C2=500, $ C3=15* -

08660 IFITCLI*NEo2) GO TO 76
08670 Cl"-3025. S. C2=1000. S C3=60-
08680C
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nq6Q~r
Oq7OOr
04710C

03720C
n073f 76
0R740
OR750
0R760 77
0A770
OR780 7q
0R790

RP10
OARPO Rno

OR93n
nRI340
00R50
08P60 AC;
ORA70
ne0Ro
nqRq0
0n900 on
ORQl 0
0n920
0a930
OA94n
0R950
OR960
0RQ70
OA9AO
OAQQOC

OQ0OOC
OQOOC
0902n
09030
nQO40 iOn
nQ050
OO960 110
9O070

n0nsn In
09090 1?5
o09no
0Q110
nq010
091 30
nsl9nC
O9-1 -0
oslcnr
n0] 70
noise
0Ql09
nQ0no I 0
n0?l0
nf?por

******** INSTITUTIONAL PERIOn ***

nOLLAR COST SECTION

CA=1S') S CR=63* S CC=51o
IP(ICL2?.NE.?) GO TO 77:
CA=1034 S CR=B1O. CC=A3e
IF(ICL?.NFXl) GO TO 7A
CA=440.*CONT(IR) s CR=30. s CC=15ln.
Sl=ne S S?=n. s
no PO N=llfl
E=N
nl=( 1.RJ)**E S
sl=slfol/n,?
nn AS Am=11925
F=N
nl=(t1.,RJ)**E S
sp=s2+m/n2
nn 9n NI=?PATIC
F=N
Pl=(].;PJ)**E e,
S3=q3+fl1 /fl

53=0.

D?=l* .+PI)**F

D2=( 1.PI)**E

PvRn=CA*Sl +CR*S2+CC*S3
M=IPO+ITO

EM=m S FITO=ITO S ETPo=rIPO
ni=(l.;PJ)**EITO S 02=(C.+J)**Fm
03=l1.,RI)**EITO S 'n4='.+RT)**EIPO
IJ3=(EITO*PVRO*02*RI)/( (D3-1.)*04)
U3-(EITO*Cl*nliF) + U3
COST(1)=CAP+OPS S COSTI()=Ul

FNFRGY USE SECTION

TICC=(IIC-26) +1
GO TO (100,110,120)9ICL?
C3=C3+1 0*5**lS*3**IICC*l .
GO TO 1PS
C3=C3.10*10.,l1*S.,IICC*3.
Go TO IP?
C3=C3+10*1?e+15*10*+IICC*59
CANTTINlE
CnST(I) =cnSTt1) *1n00.
COST(2)=COST2.?+C2 S COST(S)=COT(5)*10OO.
CAST(3)=COST(3)+C3 $ cfST(3)=COST(*if.OlO.
PFTUJPN S FNrf

tITTLITY SUPRPOUTINES

SURPOIJ.TINF 7FPn ( iN)
nTrFNSION AMN)
nn 10 T=1.M

A (T)=n.
PFTRIIl S FNn
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OQ?0n FilnTION FXM Al)
OQ?40 A=0s. SIJF(Al.LT.230.)A2=EXP(-Al.)
nQp;o EX-M=A2
I)Q?6(0 RETIJRN SEN'''
OQP70 "SIJRRnUTINr PRT(VIQNTDS'NnX)
092p0 COnMON/QAST/RAS(36,32)ISPC(36-11) '
oQsQ0 nTMFNSInN 10(36)vLARE4)vNDX(36)
19300 PATA LAR/lOHCH-STAR , iOHCH-LINSTAR lIOHNCHI-STaR 410HNCH-IINSTAR/
qQ030 TFtNsE90n)PFTURN
n93;0n - 60 Tn ulnsi0o,5o70) -tn
09330 Y l0TFIlDEQ.1)WRTTE(4,410)V`-
h99440 I 0F*ID.Feh)WRITE(494P0)V
0o350 nO PS K=194
MQ3rn '0T=n 5 VTOT=0. e

09370 nnPO. T1=1N
003FtO * R~'STR=10ln )----
0Q390 TR=ISPC(ISTR,8) S I7=ISPC(ISTRq7)
0Q400 IF(NOX(TSTQ).6T.l) I,=j -4-

09610 TFcKiNE.lNAlID.17.E0.l.ANneI8.F0.1) fO TO 20
09420 !F(K.NE.?.AND.17.EQi.ANn.!T.F.0) GO TO 20
09630 1F(K.NE*3oAND.T77EQ.0.AND.TR.EQol) sO TO 2n
09460 FT(K;NE.4.AND.I7.EQ.0.AND.I.EFQ.O) GOTO z0 :

*OQ40n; IFItT.EQO.;)RITE(4,430)LAR(K),AS(TSTR,11),RVAS(TSTP?3)
n9460 TF(TT*.EG.)WRITE(4,44O)BAS(TSTRl),RAS(TSTR-3)
-n9470 '.TT=1 S VTOT=VTOT+RAS(ISTR,3)
*0.Q480 n 'CONTINUF -
094QO IF(TT.Ef.1) WRITF(4,47n)VTOT
09'01 VS CONTINUE
n951 0 - PFTIRI."'
0Qpn0 r- WRITE(494q0)V
0950 ' - D '55
09154n TSTR=10(I)
0Q5s1 S0 WPTTE(49440)RASCISTPl),!AS(ISTR,3)
nss6n 0 RTURN
09oq70 7n WRITF(49460)V .

nq19an nn 75 1=1.N '; -4

0QQqn ISTQ=IQ(1)
0Q600 75 wD1TE(4,440)RAS(TSTP91,QRAS(TsTR3)
09610 410 FnOMAT(/2Y*PEGIJLAR WASTE :*q 1XE10.3,5H M*3)-
0Q620 420 FnRMAT(/2X*LAYERED WASTE :*,?lXE10.3,5H M**3)-
0Q630 430 FOPMAT(7X*AlO9lb*FlO)-
09A40 440 FORMAT(17XtAlOE10.3)
OQ6';0 4sn FnOMAT(/2X*HOT WASTF :*,?lXF1O.3,5H M**3)
09h60 460 FO"MAT(/?X*NOT ACCEPTARLF:*%21X9F10*3,5H M**4)
OQ67n 470 FnRHAT(1PX*TOTAL VOLUME :*SXvElO43,5H M#*3)
09fRO RETIIRN S END

* '. . I -,. .
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Listing for' INVERSI Computer-Code

00100 PROGRAM TNVERSI(INPUTflnJTPUT.TAPF1,TAPF2)
.00110 OC
00120C THIS IS THE INVERSE INTRUnER ANn ACCTDENT-COOE. ITTFINnS
0013nC THE INDIVInUAL NUCLTnE CONCENTRATIONS NFCFSSARY TO RFACH
040C nnSEt ASSIGNED BY THF nLC (DOSE LIMITING CRTTE0Ia).
00150C
001fi0 COMMON/RAST/DCF(23,7,R),FICRP(7)/DTNX/IlRCC1?)
00170+ /NUCS/NUC(23),ALC23),FMF(23),RFT(?3i5)
00180+ /DTIS/FSC(6),FSA(6),PRC(692),QFC(693).TTM(6,1),TPC(6,3).
00190+ RGF(6,3),POP(6.3),DTT4(6),0TPC(t),TPO(6,?),MRET(6
00200+ /IMPS/DMY(2398R14)
00210C
00220C MOST OF THE MATRICES AND ARRAYS ABOVE ARE EXPLATNEn IN TARLE H-1.
00230C DTNX BLOCK CONTAINS THE DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGY INnICES.
00240C DMY(23,8914) WILL CONTAIN THE CONCENTRATIONS FOR ALL NUCLInES,
00?50C 7 ORGANS, AND SEVERAL PATHWAYS.
00260C
00270 DIMENSION DES(2O)qORGAN(8)qISPC(Il)
0028n DATA ORGAN/10H BODY ,1OH RONF .1OH LIVFR ,I0H THYROIn
0o290+ IOH KIONFY .1OH LUJNG ,1OH GI-LLI *10H MINIMUM
00300 DATA DES/10H UNSI-CON .10HNUNS1-AGR 91OH.STAI-CON ,lOH QTA1-AGR ,

00310+ 101 UNSL-CON 910H UNSL-AGP *l1OH STAL-CON *10H STAL-AGQ'.
00320+ 10H GEN5-CON *1OH GEN5-AGR *10H HWFl-CON *I-nH HWFI-AGPsQ
00330+ IOH HWF?-CON .InH HWF2-AGR qllH INT-AIR ,lnH FRO-AIR
no340n IOH INT-WAT lOH ERO-WAT .10H ACC-CONT 10nH ACC-FIRF /
003.5nc
00360C THE ABOVE ARRAYS ARE:
00370c DES(20) : DESCRIPTION OF PATHWAYS USpn IN ROTH INTRUnER.
0n380C AND ACCIDENT SCENARIOS.
00390C ORGAN(8) : DESCRIPTION OF 7 ORGANS + A MINJTMU'4 COLUJMN.
00400C ISPC(11) : SPECTRUM INDICES READ IN THPU INPUT.
00410C
00420 DATA AL240/1.oSE-4/
00430C
00440C NEXT SECTION READS IN - THRU TAPEI - THE NlJCLInF AND REGIONAL-
00450C DATA NECESSARY FOR THIS PROGRAM.
00460C
00470 READ(1.101)NSTRNNUCFICRP
00480 00 20 1=1,NNUC -
00490 REAn(1,104)NUC(I),AL(tI),FMF(I),RET(Il),RFT(I,4)
00500 DO 10 K=198
00510 READ(1,1O6)(DCFCIJ,9C)9J=17)
00520 10 CONTINUE
00530 PO CONTINUE
00540 no 30 1=1,6
00550 REan(1,105)FSC(I),FSA(I),(PRC(IJ),J=1.2),(QFC(TJ),J=193).
0060+ (TTM(IJ),J=1,3),(TPCCIJ),J=1,3)9
00570+ (RGF(IJ),J=193),(POP(IJ),J=1,3),NRFT(T).
00580+ DTTM(I),DTPC(I),(TPO(IJ).J=192)
00590 30 CONTINUE
00600 101 FORMAT(2IS,7F5.2)
00610 104 FORMATCA1O,4E10.3)
00620 105 FDRMAT(1OX,7Eln.3/l1x,6Fl.o/lOx,6ElO.3.Is5/lOX,4F1n.3)
00630 106 FORMAT(IOX,7E10.3)
00640C
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n flfl6~f
006fi0c
no wr7flr
006s0
no 690
00700)
omn)0
n007P0r
0 n73 0
00740C
n079;0cr
nnfl 70r
nO770C
On7F0e

* OO79oC
00000
nnAlO
nOAI) ?
0 IDA3 0
00$)310
00850
00060
00R70
0 0 AO
000190
00900

MIFXT% THE ip nyspnsAL TFCHVJOLOrY aNnl 6 PF~PCTRUfA INn)ICF-, ARF
PrAr) IN; TH4PII TINPUT

PFAnOmippc 7C

PEAn),v(I5PC(J) ,J=4*9)
WOTTE (P 1010) 1PDC "t WPTTF 1020) (TSPC (J) qJ=4t9)
CALL 7ERn(DMY9?976) S CALL PTIJV(ISPC9N'JUC) CAL.L AmI(nl4YsI4)

ARnVr,:'S0RPOUTINF"RINV WAS CALLEn TO (:ALCULATF rnlCC14TR&TTONS
'WHICH'APF-RFTIJRNFnO TN'flmy MATRTX. 1;UAPflh1IlNF MTN FTNrl
SMALLEST rONCENTRATION FOnR E-ArH NUCrLIf)F - nVER ALL 7 ORAANS;~.V

LOOP 40 CnNSIOF.RS I)AUGHTFO IN--GPflWTH A'Jn PRINTS nlIT ITNPunFlR,
CONCENTPATIONS Tn TAPFP,

nrl 40 K=1914
*I=nmy(I7qPK) S AP=DMY(?P9R.Iq*AL(l7)/ALQ;')-
IF(AI1.GTAP) nMy(I7,pqK)=Ap -

Afl~nmy(1791,K) s Ap=lmv(pj9'A9V)*AL:40/AL(p3)-

AI=rlMY(;?0,SlK) $-A;'=fl'Mv(1A.RA,)*AL(Pn)/AL'(10)
TF(AIOGTeA?) DM.Y(?nP9K)=AP
.WP!TE(2%I100i) flES(K)%*(nPGAN(J) ,J=I.A)
WRTTEC2,l004)(NUC(T),(flmy(1.JK),J=1,R),I'IqNNIIC)

40 CONTINUE - -,

IF(T*NE*-1)GO TO An
00910C
00920C
n0030c
0n940C
o05so
00960
00970
00980
00990
01000 so
0o10o en
01n20 1003
01030 10n4
01040 lomn
01050.
01060+
010o70.
010o0 10'ln
OIOQO+
011004
01110+
0h1 o
nll3nc
01 14fC
n0lS0
01 160C
O1l70C
0l IROC
O l1qo9C
01IonC.
01;10C

NEXT SECTION SIMILAR TO flNF AROVF - ONLY'NOW~ FnR A&CCIPTFNT
SCENARIOS.

CALL ZERO(DUY918401 S CALL AINV(ISPCNNUC)'% CALL'UTNCy,Anv4).,
DO c;0 K=146
KK=K*14
WR7TT(2o.1fl03)-- fES(KK) 9'(OPGAM'J(J) .J=1 P)
WRITE Q2,1004)'(NUC (T) 9(DMY(ToJK) vJ=1.qR),I1. NNlIr)
C.ONTINUiE
CqNT INUE
FORMAT C//2XA9,2XqAAA1)
FORMAT(QXqA10vPE10e?)
FORMAT(IHI/2X',*DISPOSAL .TECHNnOLXnry .I~T~jCEs*/7x

*IR =*I;'* I)=I*I.*2 X*?
*IE =*17* IS =*12* IL =*~<IG =*TP/PX

*I *?*TCL=*TP* 'IPn=*TI7 -II=*T4)
FnqPMAT(/2X*SPECTR4L INflTCFS*/Py

*FLA&4 =*I* DITSP =*IT?/PX
*LEACH =*I?* CHF#4M=I
*START =*12* AC.CPS =*I'f)

STflP s rNn)

SURPOUTINF PINV (ISPCIJNIJrC)

TH1lS POI)TINP nOES MOST nr To-IF wnRK TN CALC1IL-AT.PNG THF
COnCENTRATIONS. IT IS SIMILAR Tn SuRPOnITINF RCLAIM IN
THE OPTION; :CODE EXCFPT .THFD ATHWAY FhIUATIntlS '4aVF AFFNI
MODIFIED TO FIND THE COnhCFNTRATIONS WHFN Twr nnSFS 6OD
GIVEN.
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n 1 ;i>onr ;
nl ln rnmuON/C 'AST/nC F(tP397.94 O)/TI;/FSr(6) Fskt6] TMPS/nmvt239R~l4)
nl24n* X/N0CS/NUC(t:3) *AL (3) ,FMFt(?3i) 9ET(03,5)
nlpc;o+ /nT^|X/J~qzn*TCgTXgTFoISgILgT~gIHvTCLgJP09TTC
nll)fA nlTmFNSInN FmPC3)v.ISpC(jj),nLC(7)
nipwl) nATA EMP/*59.7qgeS/DLC/2*qnO ................l5OO .3OOOo .3*1snn./

nl0QOc THF DRnVE ARRAYS APF:
nll3nnr EMPC3) : vnLUmF EMPLhCFMENT EFFICIENCTES.
01OwA(C ISPC1INll: SPECTRUm TNTICES PASSED FROM mAIN PROGRAM
nl;Inr nLC(7) : DnSF LTMTTTNf4 CRITERIA FOR 7 ORGANS
nl 33n
0 I 740 T;=ISDCtC) S 16=ISPC(6) S T7=TSPC(7)
nl1;0 Tq=TSPC(R) S 19=ISPCC9Q t NSTQ=O
013n6 TF(TR.EQ0l*AND9ISeEQl )NSTR=j
1147n 47=14 S IF(I6.FQ.?.nRIA.EO.3) A7=0.80
013Rn IFCT7.E.1.eORsIS*EO.O) 16=16-1
0139A FnES=EMEP(E)*(t.-.9*IG)
n1400 Aq=14 S TF(IS.LT.3) A5=10.**(t5-3)
nl410 A4=1; S IF(T6.GT*1) 'A=4.**(1-T6)
n1420 AQ=l. S IF(I9.GTo1) A9=10.**(1-I9)
01 43'f)
(l144or AUTSTDE LOOP IN CONCFNTRATION CALCULATIONS - SFTS UP
oi&snc PARAMETERS NEEDED'FOR TESTING WASTE STREAMS AT ALL THREF
0l460C CLASSIFTCATION LEVELS:REGULAR, LAYEREng AND HOT.
01l470C
014Rn Dn S0 13=197
014Q0 GO TO (1191?,13,14,15,16,17),T3
1500 11 GenEL=IO.TITC S IF(TC.EQ.3) GDEL=IPO+500.

nl010 A4C=1. S A4A=1..S A8C=A7 S AAA=A7 S GO TO 2n
1?SP - 17 GDEL=IPO4IIC S IF(TC.EQ.3)GDFL=TPO+c00.
*0150 A4C=0.012 S A4A=0. S ARC=0.012*A7 S AAA=0* S ¢n TO 7n
01s40 13 GnE0LeIPO.IIC S IFCIC.FQ.3) GDEL=IPO*S00.
n150 A4CWO.l S A4A_0. S A8C=A7/1Z00. S ARAZ0. S GOn TO 2n
nl06n 14 GfnEL=TPOlITC S IF(IC9EQO.)GnEL=IPO+500s
n0170 A4C=0s00l? S A4A=0. S ARC=0.001?*A7/1?00. S A84=0. S GO TO 20
n15A0 15 GnDL=lPO+500.
15Q0 AA4C=l. S A4A=1. S ARCA7 S A3A=A7 S GO TO 2n

nlfo 16 GnFL=IPO0IIC S IF(IC.EQ.3)GOEL=IPO+qn0.
01610 A4C=0.0l S AAC=O*1°A7/l.44E6 S IF(IGsEQ*O0)AFC=01*4RC
nll20n 4a=O.- S ARA=0. S GO TO z9
01410 17 GDEL=IP6O1000.
01640 A4C=1. S AAC=A7 S IF(IG.EO.0)ARC=0.1*4RC
nl16;o A4A=1. S A3A=A8C

01670C MAIN CALCUJLATrON LOOP
n 1 6Rlc
OlfQq PO nn 40 INUC=19NNUC
nl700 Al=A9QFDES*EX4(ALCINUC)*GnEL)

.0171ln n 30 1=1'7
n17?0 Ap=DCF(INUCqIq5)
n1710 RL=A1*A4C*AS*FSC(IR).*nCF(INUC,12)
01740 ?=A1*AAC*A2*0.057
01750 I=0.I50*A1*A4Ao*5*FSA(TR)*DCF(INIJCT,3)
n1760 R4=0;9*0*25*A1*A4A*A6*FMF(INUC)*DCF(INUC9I9&)
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Listing for INVERSI CcmputWr Cdde (continued)

01770C
0178AC
01790C
01800
01810
01820
01R30
01840C
01850C
01860C
01870C
0188OC
01890
01900
01910
01920
01930C
01940C
01950
01960C
01970C
01980C
01990C
02000
02010+
02020+
02030+
02040.
02050
.02060*
02070
02080+
02090C
02100C
02110C
02120C
02130C
02140C
02150C
02160C
02170C
02180
02190
02200
02210
02220C
02230C
02240C
02250C
02260C
02270C
02280C
02290
02300
02310
02320
02330
02340

R1=A1*A4C*FSC(IR)*DCF(INUCI,?)
R3=0S25*A1*A4A*FSA(IR)*DCF(INlC!.*3)'
B4=O5*0.25*AI*A4A*nCF(INUC.I,4)*FMF(INlIC)
B5=0/25*A1*A8A*A?*0.27
J=(13-1)9 ? S A2=1I+82 S A3=R3+R4*R+ .
IF(A2.NE*O.)DMY(INUC1,IJl)=nLC(I) .A?
IF(A3.NE.o.)DMY(INUC.IJ.2)=nLC(I))/A3

OMY CONTAINS CONCENTRATIONS FOR 2 INTRUnER PATHWAYC
(J+1) : CONSTRUCTION,..
(J.2): AGRICULTURE

.. .

:''
. ... .

. .

.

.

. .. ... .

t .. .. ;.

. . _

. _

30
40
'0

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE -
RETUAN s END

SURR6UTINF AINV(ISPC9NNUtC);

THIS ROUTINF PERFORMS FUiNCTION STMIL5R TO THE l
SURROUTINE - ONLY NOW FOR THE ACCIDENT ;CENIRIO'

PFCFDTNC
IS. ,

COMMON/BAST/DCF(?3.7,R)/IMPs/nMY(23,,1lO)
/NUCS/NUC(23),AL(?3).FMF(2) ,3RFT(?3,5)
/DTNX/IRTD91CTXIlEvISqIL Ifvi. H ICLeTYnO tICt
/DTIS/FSC(6).FSA(F) PRC(6.2) ,OFC(dr,3),.TTM(6,i.i
TPC(6,3).RGF(6,3) POP(6,3) DTTM(^) nTPC(',) fTPn(69

DIMENSION EMP(3),EFF(?),SEFF(2),ISPC(C1),
DLCEA(7),DLCFW(7)90LCAC(7l

DATA EMP/.5,.75,*5/,EFF/6.4,7.0/,SEFF/0*9,0*35/,-
DLCEA/7*100'0/,LCEW/7*4./,nLCAC/7*'500./

THE ABOVE ARRAYS ARE:
tMP(3) :VOLUME EMPLACEMENT EFFTCIENCTES
tFF(2) : LAND USE VOLUME EFFICJENCIES.
SEFF(2) :LAND USE SURFACE AREA EFFICIFNCIFS
ISPC(11) : SPECTRUM INDICES PASSED FROM MAIN PqnOGRRA
DLCEA(7) :DOSE LIMITING CRITERIA FOR ̂ OSIOPNAIP.
bLCEW(7) : DOSE LIMITING CRITERIA FOR EPOSION WATFP

GREC=IPO+IIC S GERO=IPO+2000*
IF(IC*EQ.2)GERO=IPO.30nO. .
IF(IC*EQ.3)GERO=IPO+.1060.'
AREA=l8E3*FMP(IE)/4.0
APEAi200.*EMP(IE)*0.01?
AREAe18.EF4P(IE)/4.0
AREA=2w*EMP(IE)*01s .

APEA=02*EMP(IE)

.n .

. ' ' ,'
. .

.

. .

. , .: . . .

. .

. .

. ..

. . .

}}t!REtlh}
. . . .

. .

.. . . ..

. . . .

.. . ..

; -.
. .. .

i

, .

. ...

. ,

. ;.,

. t.

,,

NEXT SECTION ESTABLISHES AREAL FACTORS FOR & FXPOSIIRF PATHWAYS

FRA=5.72E-5*PO.P(IR.1)*ARFA S VJR=EFFCID)*l*E-6
FEP=8.09E-6*POP(lR2)/VUR
FPW=1.15E-4*POP(IRq3)*ARFA
FEW=l*.SE-4*POP(IR93)/VUR
15=ISPC(5) S A5=1. S IF(I5.LT.:)A5=10.**(T5-3)
I9=ISPC(9) S A9=1. S IF(19.GT.*)AQ=O.4**(1-l9)
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Listing for INVERSI Computer Code (continued)

0?370C
OPJ18O
02xsnn;7390
n? 400
0?41n
0P420
024.30
02440
074.0
02460
0'47fl
02)4R 0

0?500C

0253n
n?440
fl?5,0
0;?560
n?570
nlp5RO(r
0?5Q0C
02n6 0 0
0?61 0
O?620
02630C
02440
Op^so
0pAA0
0?670

0270nr
02710
02720
0?730
Q?740
fl7750
0n76nfl
0n0770

02790
0?A0n
OMR or
na20
fl2F%30
02A40

nfl960

fl?900,
rICQl
npqpn

MAIN LOOP FOP FXPOSIJRF CnNCENTRATION CALCULATIONS

0n ?o IMUC19NNUC
46=FXMCGREC*AL(TNIJC)) S A7=EXM(GFRO*AL(tNUC))
nn 1o TIOG=197
Fl=FPA*A6*DOCF(INUC,1OPG.Q)*AS*AQ S F?=FFA*A7*DCF(INUC,.TnRG,8)
F3=FRW*A6*DCF(INIJC1O0RG,'7)*A5' $ F4=FEW*A7*DCF(TNUCTORG,7)
IF(FI.NF.n.). nMYCTINUCTORGl)=nLCEACIORG)/Fl
TF(F3eNE*P9) nl'y(tNUC.TORG,3)=DLCEW(IOP0)/FI
IF(F2.NF.0.) nl4Y(TNIJCIORG,?)=OLCFA(IORG)/F?
IF(F4.NF.nl.) DMYCINUCIoRG.4)=DLCEW(IORG)/F4

1n CONTINUJF
>fn CoNTTNEJ

NFXT SECTTON SETS UD PARAMETERS FOR FIRF(FAF) ANn SINGLF
CONTAINTR(FAS) ACCIDFNTS.

FAF=TPO(IR,1) V FAS=TPf(IP9,?).
I5=TSPC(6) S lFcr6.GT.1) FAS=FAS*(l0.**(l-T6))
I4=ISPCC4) t iF(r4.LT.3) FAF=FAF*(20.**(I4-3))
A9=1l S 19=TSPC(9) S IF(TI9.AT.l)A9=l.**C1-T9)
*TF(IS.EO.1.AND.r4.NF.1) FAF=n.

MAIN LnOP FOP ACCInFNT CONCFNTRATION CALCULATIONS

Pt) 70 INUC=1INNIJC
nn 70 IOPG=1,7

Al=A9*FAS4DCFTINUCIORG9D)
A2=A9*FAF*OCFCINUC, IORG.I
TF(AI .*N.0.) n4YCINUCIO1RGv5)D=LCACCIORG)/Al
TF(4?.NF.0.) nmYCINUC, IoRn,6)=nLCACCIOPG)/A?

7n CONTINUJFJ
PETIJRN S ENn

SIJRpnlJTINF ZFRO(AN)
nTUFNSION AM(N
nn In I=ljN

10 As^(T}=n.
QFTIUIN t ENn

FIJNCTION FXMCAI)
A?=Oi S ITCAl.LT.230.)A?=EXP(-A1)
EYM=A?
PFTIIPP .6 FPln

SUPPOUTTNF MIN(DiN)
nT4FNSTON n(?3,8914),Y(7)
nn In I=1q?3
nn In K=1.N
on J=197

IFY . ) X J)=*qq
t rnNTINIJE

nDT.A*K)=AMTNICX l()X( .)xX(3) X(4).X( ;).X( )gX7))
1n cNYIIJF

RPTIJPN S FNn
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Listing for INVERSW Computer Code

ofioo PPOGRAM INVERSWINPUTOUTPUTTAPE1,TAPE2) '-
ono be
folpoc Ts4rS IS THE INVEPSE GROUNDWATER CODE. IT. FINDS INDIvIDUAL'
onl3OC NllCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS NECESSARY TO REACH DOSES ASSIGNED 'IN
00140C THE DL.C (nOSE LIMITINGiCRITERTA) STATEMENTS.

00160 COMMdN/PAsT/DCF(23.7,I)qFICRP(7)/DTNX/IRnC(12)
00170+ /NUCS/NUC(t3),AL(23)qFMF(23),RET(23,S)
nalo0 ; /-)TIS/FSC(6)JFSA(6j),PRC(62o)QFC(-6t3)TT&4(6,s),TPc(~3)
noiqo+ RGF(6,3),POP(6,3).DTTM(6),DTPC(6),TPOC6,2),9RET(6)
OOP004 /ImPS/D0Yy23,3R5) -

noploc ** '
O0?20C MOST OF THE MATRICES AND ARPAYS ABOVE ARE EXPLAINED IN TABLE M-1.
00230C nmY(239Ar) WILL CONTAIN THE CONCENTRATIONS OUTPUTED FROM,
flnn40C SUQPOUTINE GINV.t
Oopsoc
00260 nTMENSInN nFS(3)ORGAN(8),ISPC(11),LIM(3),CP(3)
00270 nATA ORGAN/10H BODY d10 ''RONE *IOH -LIVER 10H THYROID ,
ooPROn '1OH KIDNEY ,1OH LUNG '.1 OH *GI-LLI I ON `MINIMUM
onQo nATA nFS/1iH INT-WELL *1OH ROU-WELL-9iOH'POP-WFLL /
On300 DATA LIM/RH ACTUAL 981 'LOWER ,RH HIGHER /,CP/Je,.q,4e/ r,/
fl0310c
oo320C THE AROVE APRAYS ARE:
00330C ;'DES(3) -i: DESCPIPTION OF 3 GROUNDWATER PATHWAYS.
00o4cC ORGAN(A) : DESCRITION OF 7 ORGAN + A MTNIIMIJM COLUMN.
ooisnc ISPC(1 : SPECTRUM INlICES READ IN THRU INPUT.
00360C LIM(3) : DESCRIPTION OF 3 RETARDATION LEVELS.
00370C CP(l) : MULTIPLIER USED IN MODIFING RETARDATION LEVEL.
003ROC:
o009o DATA AL?4n/1.05E-4/
004O0C
004IOr :NEXT SECTION RFAOS IN - THRU-TAPEl -' THF NUCLinF AND
no4?20C PFGItINAL nATA NECESSARY FOR THIS PROGRAM.
00430C
00440 REAnD(I0l1)NSTRsNNUCFICRP
o040 ffo nn 10 I=1NNUC
00460 REAnD(i104)NUCCI),AL(I),FMF(1,RET(I,1l),RFT(I,6)-
00470 nn 5 K=1*R
00480 R READ(1,106)(DCF(IJiK).J=1,7)'-
n0490 In CONTINUFr '-
00500 6 -IS 1=1;
009;1 0 PE~n(1 9105) FSCfr)tF5a(I)i'(PRC(19J) 'J=j9P?}'(0FC(lq'J)9J=13)i
(05;P0+ (TTM (I 'J).j.3 PI J) oJ 193);-

(0430. 7 PGFCIJ)*J=1,3),cPOP(I9J),J413),NPFT(I),
onr.-40 nTTM(I).~DYPC(T)*(TPO(19'J)v9J=14 -
0n550 19 CONTINUE
00560 1n1 rOQ4AT(21597F5.'?)
n0570 104 FPQMAT(Aln*4E10.3)

on5Rn 105 FOPMAT(lb0X7Fle.3/lOX,6ElO.i/lOX,6Fl.3I5/lOX,4Fl0.3)
n0o50 106 PoQMAT(InX,7E1n.3)

nflflbC REMAINING QFTAwDATION COEFFICIENTS ARE NOW COMPUTED
00 ,? r
n0 Ft10 Do ?0 INIJC=1,NN()UC
00640 A2=DFT(TNIJC94) S AI=(AP/RFT(INUCSI))**n.334
fnlE-SO PFT(INUCoS)=A2*A1 $;PET(TNUC93)=A2/A1
00660 Pn PFT(IMUCP.)=RFT(TNUC.1)*A]
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Listing for INVERSW Computer Code (continued)

0067n01
')6pnOc THF 1? nTqpnAAL TECHNOLOGY INnICES ANDn A NECESSAPY SPFCTRUM

Onn60oC INnICES APE READ IN THRII INPUT.
007nn0
nn710 PFaOnTqnC $ REaD,(TSPC(J),J=4q9 )
fn72f) WRTTE(?,10l0)TRDC T WQITF(l'lnO)(ISPC(J),J=4qQ)

(%n73nc
00740C Lnno 1; FINnS THE AROUNnwATFP CnNCFNTPATIONq- FOP EACH OF
nn7snC THE 5 PETARnATION CnFFFTCITFTS. SURROUTINE GINV DOFS MOST OF
nn760C CALCULATInNS INVOLVEn. nfAUIiGNTFR IN-GROWTH IS ALSO TAKFN
nO770C INTn CnNSTD'PATION.
nO7A0('
007q0 00 35 IPET=1,5
00OO WRITF(P.21005) IRET S CALL 7ERPfnMYq?0)
OnAln CALL GINV(IqPCNNUC*IRFT) S CALL MIN(nmY,3)
0nn00 nn in K=1,q
0W10 al=nmYfl7,F3K) S A?=nMV(?i*4wK)*AL(17)/AL(?7p)
00A40 TF(AI*GT.A?) D4Y(17,qK)=AP
nto$c3 Al=nmY(t17R,K) S A?=nmY(?3.qR*K))*AL24n/AL (23)
nOfli6 IF(Al.GT.AP) nmY(17,RK)=A?
00R70 Al=nmyD(2,RK) S Al=nmY(Iv$,IK)*AL (n)/AL(IP)
OOAnf TFFA1.GT.A?) DmYC209A*K)=A?
n0)8Q" WPTTE(Rql,00) IES(K),q(nRGAN(J),J=1,A)
A 91.9n WRITEtwlno4) (t)C(t) . (nmylTJ.*K),J=1,A),I=1,NNle)

AQl0 i0n CONTINUJE
n0970 19 CONTINUE

O0Q40 40 TQ=IRDC(1) S NR=NRET(tIQ)
nnqoso
nns60r LOOP 60 FINDS THE GROUNDWATER CONCFNTRATIONS FOP THE
00Q7OC RFTARDATION COEFFICIENT AS TMPLIEn RY THE lo INnEX OF
nOQ8nc nISPOSAL TECHNOLOGY.-THIS LOOP HOWEVER VARIJS THF PERCnLATION
o0990o VALIuE. IT USES THE VALLIF ImPLIED RY IR AS WOLL AS HALF THIS
lOonfC VALOIF AND OOURLE THIS VALUE.

AI A I(
01020 DO 60 KN=l,3
01030 Al=DMY(17,8,K), S A2=rMY22?.R.K)*AL(17)/AL(?2)
0.1)l0 lF(AI.GT*A2) DMY(17,RK)=A?
01050 A1=nMY(17q8vK) S A2=IlMY(?3*qq,)*AL240/AL(23)
01060 IF(Al*GT9A2) flMYC17,~K)=A2
01n70 A1-01Y(20999K) S A2=DnMV( A.vK)*AL(pn)/ALClA)
GO0AO TF(Al.GT.42) '4Y(20v.,K)=A?
01040 WPTTE(2,1v06) L14(KN) t CALL ZEROMDMYI9?0)
01100 PRC(TR,1)=PRC(IR.1).*CPP(N) S PRC(TR,?)=PRCCIRl) *CP(KN)
01110 CALL GPIPV(ISPCNNUCsNR) S CALL MIN(nMY,3)
01120 nO 50 K=1,3
01130 WRITt(291003) nES(K),(ORGANCJ),J=1Iq)
n1140 WR'TE(tI104)(NUCtI),nMYtJeK).J=18).T=l*NNUr)
01150 50 CONTINUF
01160 60 CONTINUE
01170C
011801001 FORMAT(1213)
011Q0 1003 FORMAT(f/?X.AQ8Al0)
01200 1004 FOR'4AT(AI0,EI0.2)
01210 1005 FORMATC/?2X,*RETARDATION COEFF. *,T7)
01220 1006. FnMAT(//?XA7,*PERCOLATION VALUE*)
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nl02n lIni n
01240+
nl I P0
n0 1f2n6
01?7P 1fnPn
01PAn0
0 179n
n13oO,
0101 n
0132nr
01 3310
01 340
013'Cn
n I36nc
nl137nf
n 1lp0c
n1390
0140n0
01410+
014?0+
01430+
01440
01450
Oldrbn
0147nc
n1480C
14QDOC

n50nec
n151 nc
01 5?OC
nl10nC
015&4oc
nl flnC
n lf6o
01570
0 1 RR
nl05o
n60on
n016ln0
162?n

0lf3n
6164n
0l6Fn
n1660 20
01070
016an
0 1 en
01700
n1710
017P0
0)73nC

FnPMAT(?X.*nISPOSAL TECHFNOLnrY INDl!CFS*/7.X'-
*TR =,I?* 10 =,l?..* IC =*vI?,*
*TF =*qqT?* IS =*%T?,* I =*9I2**
*TM =§*I?,* TCL=*d?,* TPO*.*

FORMAT (/?X,*SPECTRAL iNnlCE;s*/2X;
*FLA4M =*91Tq* IllSP =*li?/?X
*LEArH =*q,17,* CHFM *IT?/PX,
*STARI =*,I?.* ACCES =2*I?)

IX =*,T7/?!X,
TY =*hT?/?Xp
ITC=*914)

- , . .;

.~ .I.

. ; , ,

ETU) I I eo- .C n

SURPOUTINF GINV(ISPCNNuJCNPT)

THIS ROIJTINF CONTAINS THE ACTUAL CALCULATIOk' OF THF
CnNCENTATIONNS. -

CnmInN/AAST/nCF(?3,7,R)/TMPS/nMY(?9,R,5)
/MlJCS/NUC(23)*'ALlPA).FMF(?'3)-QFT(l-3-o))
/DTNX/IQRID.ICTX.ITFTSL.IiIHICLTPOIIC
/nTTS/FSC(6) FSA(6).PRC(6,2) ,FC (6.3);TTM(6,91)
TPC(6,3).RGF(6,3)1POP(693).nTTM(6).nTPC(l) .TO0c6,P) ,NRET(6)

nTMFNSION EMP(3),EFF(2.).SEFF(?)*nLC(7,1),ISPC(1l) - ;
nATA-Ns5c/lo/1nLLC/P*500'.,l5fn.,3OO0.3*1500-i3*?5.,75v.,3*R257*4./
DATA EMP/.e,.75,.S/,EFF/6.4.7.O/.SFFF/O.9,O.35/

THE MATRICES A4Nn ARRAYS AROVE ARF:
EMP~l) : VOLUMF FMPLACFMENT f.FFTCIENrIES
EFF(2) : LINO USE VnLII''F FFFTCIENCIFS
SEFF(2) LAND 1USF q.(IPFACE ARFA FFFICTENCIPS
DLC(7%3) : DOSF LTMITING CPITFPTA FOR 7 OPGAN'

Amfn 3 PATHAVYq.
PARTITTONEn INTO.

GfL=OL S VlJR=1-n/(FmP(TF)*FFF(In) )
TF(lCeEQ.l)PRCn=PRqCAIq, '
TF(TC.GT.l)DRCn=PRC(TRQ?)
IF(TX.eI)l1)oRCn=4.*PRC(TRq1) 4 ' -
IFCTX Te. 1) tRCr)=?.?S*PRCn
TfINSCf6) T7=-lSPC(7) S I8-ISPCAR)S JQ=ISPCC9)
PRQC=PPCO S IF(I S.oE.n.,R.!17.FQ. 1) IA=10.-I
TF(I8.NE.1. nR R.TS.NE.1)fO TO 2n
TFCIC*ER.l)PERC=PRC(IR,-)
TF(TC.OT.1)PERC=PRC(IQ2!)
TVOL=35?OnO.*SQRT(PRe(TP91)*27.R)

PEP=PFCC*Q(.0- 0.9*IG)
A6=l $ IF(16*GT.1)A6= 4.**(1-16)
60=l S TF(IQ.GT.1)AQ=jA.**(1x-Q)

TmJ=lon1/(PERC*VlR*A6*AQ) S TF(11.LF.n)Tl=l
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H.70

Listing for INVERSW Computer Code (continued)

n1740C L4MTN LnOP - GROUNOWATER PATHWAY EQUATIONS MANIPIILATEn Rn
017r0C AS Tn FINI cnNCFMTR TIONS WHFN THE nfnSr Tq t;IVFN.
nl76nf'
nf77f nn RO TNUC=INNUC'.
nl7;0 TnllQ=TnUM/FMF(INUC)

ql7an nn 70 IPT'4=t *
nlrtoo TP=A ct Tl:(TOTHEO*) T2=7
AIRmO R,=QnF(IPeTPT H)/(QFC(CI.PTH )*NSFC*Tnup)
f lqpn tF tTVOLGT~oFC(IQ IPTH) ) t7=P2*n t IQe IPTH)/XTVOL
pI -A Al=ft; C TNT=QFT(tNIl)CT1)*TTM(TR.!oDTW)

n1R40 nn 40 IST.r=l*SEC
nllc0 I1=TNPT+,ET(INUCI1)*(TSEC-1)*DTTM(TQ)
nlaAfn lTF(Ql.GEST'0T+TnUQ)GO TO sO
l47n .A4=TSFC*FyI4(AL(TNUC)*Ol)

nIRPAn Aq=AtA&Xjft A46)

no onn 4n rnN)JTNltF
(I)Qnn cn nn An TArP.=i.7
1010 ^An=log.^A*a1 2*nCF(INUCqInfRw T7)

nlapa 41=01. % jrean.NF.O.) aj=nLC(TnQA*I0T4t)/An

n103n 4tn rn4Y( INlIrqTOQG9!PTH)=A1

n10f T O nCNIT T NUF
nl orn An cnk)Tmullr

AIQFn QrFT'JPII T FNI

fl Q7flC

nigon qtmlUlJTTNF 7FRO(A,N)
n0nnn nTI"NSION A(N)
nOin nfl 10 1=i*N
nflnffn 1n A(T)=n,

P~prjln DFTIIRN S F.n

n;)n4nr,

norvtn FtIIJCTION FXM(h1)
npnhn h;=ne. $ IF(A1.LT.?10.)A?=CXDI-A1)
I12n7n rvm=7
nPp fn OFTIP'&I C MNf

npnqnc
0;100 SIIQROITTINF M ImnI N)

n2!onr TWTq POUTTNF R.FTUPJPPS THF SALLFqT CONCONTRATTON - nVFR
n;n13fC ALL 7 nfl(RM, -_ R EACH NtICLIfnF.

nf7lc nlIFNSroN n(?3R.e5),i(7)
nplAn on In T=10'>l
n.17n nflo 1w=1.N
0p1RnO nn c J-l*7
nYIQn YJi = i ,JK)

p?nn TF(Y(J).eE.0.) X(J)=.9F+QQ
n??Pl n c; cnMeTTINJF.

n>?p?n n(T.RK)=am7IC X 11) *x t;,).tl)*X(4).x;),x (A) .X {7) )
nf23f *In CONTTMUE

ln C7F4f DTIJRN % FNln
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Listing of DATA Data File

36 231.000 .120
P-IXRESIN l.lOOE-01

I 3.360E-02
1 8.610E-04
I1 2.190E-02
1 7.940E-04

P-CONCLIO 1.1COOE-C
2 1.090E-Cl
2 8,360E-03
2 2-850E-02
e 1.44CE-03

P-FSLUOGE 19100E-01
3 1.060EC00
3 1.140E-01
3 2.140E-02
3 6.750E-03

P-FCARTRG 1*10CE-Cl
4 1.860EC00
4 2.040E-01
4 9.S40E-03
4 1.660CE-02

O-1XPESIN 1.20CCE-l
5 4.630E-OO
s 2*150E-02
S 2.040E#00
5 2.600E-03

S-CONCLI 1.20CCE-0l
6 2.87CE-Cl
6 1.BCCE-03
6 6.650E-02
6 4.600E-03

S-FSLUDGE 1.20CE-Cl
7 S.240E-o.0
7 3.250E-02
7 1.330ECoo
7 l.I5CE-02

P-COTRASM 2.10CE-Cl
8 2.2dOE-02
8 2.190E-03
8 2.5o5E-03
8 2.410E-04

P-NCTRASH 2.100E-0I
9 5.250E-0l
9 5.OSOE-02
9 5*780E-02
9 S.SSOE-03

8-COTRASH 2.20CE-Cl
10 2.3SE-02
10 1.360E-04
10 7.140E-03
10 5.63CE-CS

8-NCTRASH 2.202CE-0
11 3.790E-oo
11 2.190E-02
11 1.15CC-OO
11 9sCSCE-03

F-COTRASH 2.11CE-Cl
12 5.580E-06
12 o.
12 o.
12 C.

F-NCTRASH 2lCOE-Cl
13 5*33CE-06
13 0.
13 o.
1.1 n.

.060 .030
3.463E-04
2.660E-03
8.84CE-CS
4.710E-08
3.99CE-Cs
2.435EC0S
3.450E-03
.s58oE-07

6.1SOE-OS
7.25CE-CS
4.279EC03
2.59CE-03
1.170E-CS
1.460E-07
3.390E-07
2.177EC04
1.lSoE-03
2.090E-os
3.640E-07
9. 340E-07
7.623E-04
1.920E-02
3.09CE-CS
5.330E-oB
1.I70E-07
2. 102ECOS
6.240E-04
2.S90E-06
3*44CE-08
2.060E-07
l.690E*CS
1.26CE-02
4.700E-oS
3.320E-07
S.18CE-C7
4.244E*05
3.040E-04
2.25CE-07
7.89CE-09
l12lOE-0S
2.178EC05
6.99CE-03
S.180E-06
1*820E-07
2.79CE-C7
2.086E-os
6.7SOE-Cs
1*960E-07
1.220E-09
2.S30E-09
9.896E*04
1.090E-02
3. 160E-CS
1.97CE-C7
4*.08E-C7
2.359E*0S

o.
O.

1*1sCE-06
C.

4.171E-04
o.
0.

1.130E-06

.060 .120 .060

9.74CE-OS 2.
1.940E-04 8.
3.710E-07 9.
4.154E-OS 1.

1.27CE-04 2.
2*520E-04 14
4.84CE-C7 1.
7-132E-CS 2.

9.55CE-OS 3.
1.89sE-C4 8.
1.RSOE-06 2.
4*.S1E-04 1.

4*250E-CS S.
8.400E-CS 3,
2.870E-06 7.
6.414E-04 1l

1*19CE-C3 9.
3.640E-03 7.
4.200E-07 1I
9.795E-Cs 14

3.89oE-oS 7
1.180E-04 2.
2.710E-07 6.
2.523E-04 84

7.78CE-04 1.
2.370E-03 S5

2.6lCE-06 6.
4.86SE-C4 14

t.

1.120E-CS 5.
2. 220E-05 9.
6.220E-08 14
.Cs,9E-0S 2.

2.57CE-C4 1.
5.11CE-04 2.
1.430E-06 3.
2.s8CE-04 6.

4*170E-06 6.
1.270E-OS 2.
9.600E-09 2.
2.586E-06 6.

6.730E-04 9.
2.OSCE-03 4.
1.550E-06 3.
4.172E-04 1.

C.
- a

0.
0.

4*200E-06

,340E-03
*230E-07
.060E-12
1260E-06

.270E-02
,07CE-06
*18CE-ll
.020E-06

.COOE-0l

.030E-07

.810E-I2

.780E-05

.550E-Cl
,580E-07
.020E-li
.1OOE-CS

48CE-Cl
.65CE-05
.020E-ll
.570E-06

*940E-02
.SOOE-C6
.610E-12
*lOOE-06

.440EC*O

.OOOE-OS
,380E-ll
OSOE-OS

.970E-03

.420E-08

.52CE-12

.67CE-07

.37CE-Cl
*170E-06
.49COE-l
.1S0E-06

*OIOE-03
.680E-07
.3SE-13
.520E-08

690E-OI
33CE-OS
.7SOE-1 I

COSOE-CS

0.
C.
C.
C- .

O.
O.
C ..

.n.

2.790E-06
2.440E-06
2.60CE-05
9.920E-o9

I

2.71CC-OS
3*160E-06
5.12CE-05
1.17CE-CS

3.710E-04
2.370E-06
4.760E-OS
3.10CE-07

6.600E-Ou
1;060E-06
2.510E-04
1.930E-Cl

9.800E-04
2.0C0E-04
8.34CE-CS
2.70CE-08

8.210E-CS
6.650E-06
1.990E-04
2.59CE-07

1.490E-03
1.330E-04
4.660E-04
2.970E-07

7.110E-CS
2.780E-07
5*970E-06
2.740E-o9

1.640E-04
6.410E-06
1.380E-04
6.300E-08

6.2lOE-06
7.140E-07
2.300E-06
1.930E-09

I.OOOE-03
l.lSOE-04
3.710E-04
3.120E-07

,.,
C O.

..- O.

O.

C.o.

n .

4.530E-03
8.230E-07
1.820E-CS
1.380E-CS

3. 31CC4.400E-02
1.,070E-06^
3.3lOE-05
1-920E-05

6.000E-OI
8.030E-OT
1-SSOE-04
1.77CE-04

l.OCE*00
3.s8CE-07
3.800E-04
1.10CE-04

1.590E-OO
7.65CE-oS
5.34CE-05
1.820E-05

1.330E-Cl
2.50CE-06
9.430E-05
2C050E-04
s . _ , .

2.410ECC.
5.00CE-CS
2.360E-04 -
2.240E-04

IIlSOE-02
9.420E-08
S.530E-06
2.610E-06

2.650E-C1
2.170E-06 2
1*270E-04CA
6.00CE-05

l.OlOE-02
2.680E-C7
I 160E-06
1.490E-06

1.620E-OO
4.330E-05
1.860E-04
2.41CE-04

C.0.
. O., I .....
C.
C. -

C.

C.
C.0.

- -. T

n. - n.
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Listing of DATA Data File (Continued)

I-COTRASH 2.030E-01O
14 1.130E-01
14: O.
14 4.560E-03
14 O.

I*COTRASH. 2030E-01
1S 1*130E-01
15; 0..
15' 4S60E-03
1S 0.

N-SSTRASH 2*060E-01
16 1.1o2E-OS
16 0.
16 0.
16 0.

N*SSTRASH 2.060E-01
17 l.l2OE-oS
17 0 .
17 0.
17 0.

N-LOTRASH 2*070E-01
18 3.530E-02
18 0.
18 1.420E-03
13 o

Y4L'TRAS1 2*070E-ol
19 3.530E-02
19 o0.-
19 1*420E-03
19 o.-

F-PROCESS 3*110E-01
20 1.080E-o0
20 o.
20 O.
20 0.

u-PROCESS 3*120E-01
21 3.800E-04
21 0.
21 0.
21 0.-

I-LQSCNVL 3.030E-0l
22 9.600E-03
22 0.
22 0.
22 0.

I*LOSCNVL 3.030E-01
23 9.600E-03
23 o.
23 0.
23 0.

I-A6SLIQO 3*030E-01
24 1.990E-01
24 0.
24 1e370E-02
24 .0.

I*ABsLIo 3.030E-01
25 1.990E-0O
25 0.
25 1.370E-02
25 .0.

I-MlO#AST 3.030E-01
26 2.060E-01
.26 0.
26 8.760E-03
26 0.

T6RtnoucT I.nIOF-41

1.407E.OS
9. 130E-02

0.
0.
0.

1.407E*05
9. 130E-02

O0
O.
0.

1.796E*05
'0.
0.

2.360E-06
Oi

1.796EOS
0.
0.

2.360E-06
0.

5*064E*04
2.850E-02

0.
O.
0.

5.064E-04
2.350E-02

0.
O.
0.

7.A16E-04
0.
n.-

2.300iE-05
'. O'

2AII1&04
0.

1.650E-05
O.

4.914E-04
S.010E-03

0.
0.
'0.

4.914E#04
5.01GE-03

0.
0.
O.

5.585E*03
1 420E-01

0.
0.
0.

5.s8sE-03
1.420E-01

. 0.
0.
0.

1*571E*04
197SOE-01

0O,
.0.
0.

.q71 F*4n

5.260E-03
1.4SOE-03

0.
4.820E-06

S.2b0E-03
1.450E-03

0.0
4.820E-06

0.
0.

8.800E-06
O0

0.
0.

8 .800E-06
0.

1.640E-03
4.530E-04

0.
I.510E-06

1.640E-03
4.530E-04

0.
1I.SIOE-Odt

O.
8.540E-OS

0.

0.
0.

3.640E-04
0.

2.510E-04
4.340E-03

0.
0.

2.510E-04
4.340E-03

0.
0. .

8.160E-03
4.340E-03

0.
0.

8.160E-03
4.340E-03

0.
0.

IsO1OE-02
8.330E-03

0.
0.

0.
3.390E-09

O.
0.

0.
3.390C-09

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
1.060E-09

0.
O.*

0. .
1.060E-09

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

O.
0.
0.
0.,

0.
1.020E-08

0.
0.

0.
I a020E-08

0.
0.

0.
6.51OE-09

0.
0.

0.

0.
0.
0.
O.

0.
0.
O0

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

0.-
0.

0.

0O

0.
0.

0 .

0.

0.0

0.
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.
0.

0.
0.
0..
0.

0.
0.
O.
0.

O.
O-

0.

0.

1.040E-02
0.
0.
0.

1.040E-02
0.
0.
0.

0.
O0
0 .
0.

0
O0
0.
O0

0.
0.3*2SOE-03
0.
O.
0.

0.

3.2S0E-;3
0.
0.
0O

0.
0.

0.
0.0

0.
0.
0.a
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.

O*

3. 120E-02
0.
0.
0.

3*120E-02
0.
0
0

3*990E-03
0.
0.
0.
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Listing of DATA Data File (Continued)

427 2e060E-01 1750E-01 1010E-02 0. eo. 0. 3.990E-03
27- 0. 0. 8:330E-03 6.510E-09 o. - -0.
27 8.760E-03 O.' 0. 0o. O. 0

27 O. 0 0. 0- . 0. 0.
N -SSWASTE, 3.060E-01 6.339E.04

28 2.170E-04 . 0. 0. 0. 0o - -

''28: 0. O. 0. O. o.0 0.
28 0. 4-600E-05 1-710E-04 0. 0. 0.'

2B 0. 0. 0o. 0. 0. o.
N-LOWASTE 3-070E-01 6.027E-04

29 2a1IOE-02 1.630E-02 9.360E-04 0. 0'. 1.470E-03
29 0O. - 0. 1310E-03 7.760E-10 0. 0.

- 29 1-040E-03 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
29 O. 00 . . 0. - 0. '.

L-NFRCOMP 4.300E-01 2*887E*03
..30 4.040E*03 0. 2.590E-01 2.230E*03 1.400E-00 1.600E-03

30 2.090E-02 8.190E-03 o. 0. O, O.

- -30 0. 0 - 0. 0. o. 0S--

* 30 0. 7 O. 0. 0. , .- o0
L-OECONQS 4*400E-01 3*498E.04 - -

--,31 1.560E*02 1*08OE-O2 6.880E-04 4.050E*01 4.490E-02 7.2soE*01
31 3*690E-on 1*420E-03 4.280E-02 1.200E-0S 3*340E-0S 1.200E-05^-
31 3.180E-01 6*840E-05 S.400E-04 1.320E-08 1.340E-on 1.770E*00
31 3.550E*01 '3*870E-03 1.026E-00 3.590E-04 3.460E-04 39270E-03

N-ISOPROO 4*040E-01 5*196E*03
32 1*SODE*01 4.200E-02 4.S10E-OS 0. 0o '0.

- 32 0. -"Oe' 6.270EE00 3.270E-04 2.720E-0F 3.270E-04
, 32 8.730E*0' 1.020E-0S-3.810E-05 5*330E-13 1-970E-04 S.S50E-05
32 7?100E-03 9.570E-08 2.152E-04 I.250E-06-1.65aE-04 2.s8oE-07 <

N-HIGNACT 4*030E-01 2.608E*03-
:33 2.100E-02 O. 1*320E-02 1.150E.02 6o560E-02 8.480E-01
33 1.060E*01 4.470E-04 0o:-. 0. 0.
-33 .- 0. n. 0. o. o0
33 0. O. .o. 0 . o. 0.

N-TRITIUM4 4*0SDE-01 3.481E-03
34 2.330E*03 2.330E-03 0, 0. 0o. 0
34. . 0. 0. 0. o. 0.
-34 0,. n. 0. . 0. 0 O
34 O. 0 o. 0. 0. 0 o.

N-SOURCES 4*030E-01 1e86SE*02 . . ' - -
35 S760E-03 2*090E*03 3.190E-03 O. 0o. 8.120E*01
35 1.OSOE*01 0. O 2.870E-01 O. - 0. 0.

, 35s3.540E*03 0O 0 0. 0 ,'0

35-, 0.- 0., 1.600E.01 0. 0 0
-N-TARGETS"4.030E-01 1-.40E*03

,36 8.040GE01 S.040E*01 0. 0. .' 0.
36- '0. 0. co. 0 o. 0. 0.
36 0* . 0 - 0." 0. 0.- 0.

, 36 -0. 0. O . 0. o. 0.
.H-3 5.630E-02 1.ISOE*00 1.OOOE.00 1.000E*00
-;H-3 /ACC 1.252E'09 5.190E*07-1*252E*09'1.252E.09 l.2S2E409 1.252E#09 5.190E 07

H-3 iCON 1.172E-10 S.190E*07-1.172E.10 1.172E.10 1*172Eo10 1j172E*101.052E*10
H-3 /AGR 4.451E*10-S.190E0? '4*451E10 4.451E.10 4.451E*10 4.451E.10 4.331E.10

1H-3 '/FOO 5.995E*04 '; 0 : O -5*995E.04 5.*995E04-5e995E-04-5.995E.04 5.995E*04

, H-3 **GM 0. .- O. - n. ' -o. '; 'o..' n. - - 0.
H-3 /WWT 2.367E.06 i.422E-01 2*367E-06'2.367E-06 2*367E.06-2*367E.06 2.367Ei06

1H-3 '/SWT 29368E.06 1*422E-01 -2*368E.06-2.368E.06 2.368E*06.2.36RE406 2.3686E06

H-3 #A!Q 4.451Ei1O 5.190E.0?-4.451E.10-4.4SIE410 4.451E-ln 4.451E.10 .4.331E'10

C-14 1.210E-045S.760E-03 1.000E.01 1.0OOEO1 '
C-14 /ACC 3.166E-09 1.405E10 3el66E*09 3.166E'09 39166E*09 3.166E*09 2.S26E*09

C-14'/CON 6.678E*lo 3*321E*11-6.678E*1o 6.678E'10 6.678E*10 6.678E*1O.6*614E*1O
C-14 1AGR 2.660E*11 1.328E*12 2.660E.11 2.660E+ll 2.660E*11-2.660E.11 2.654E.lI

C-14 /FOO 3*721E'05 1.861E.06,3.721E.05 3.721E*0S-3.721E'05 3*721EOS 3.721E.0S
C-14 /OGM 0o . o-0 -I . -a .0- -o o, O0

C-14 /WWT 1.441E*07 7.205E*07 1.441E*07 1.A41E*07-1.441E07 1*441E-07 1;441E*07
C-1a ItWT 3.761F7n7 l.AAnF*OR 1.7A1F*07 3.7AIF.nt 1.7AlF*47 3.761Fon7 1.7617F.0



H-74

Listing of DATA Data File (Continued)

C-I4 /AiR 2.660E-11 1.3z2Ei-2
FE-55 2*670E-o1 1*480E-02
fE-55 /ACC 1.805E-10 1.885E*1O
FE-55 /CON 9.z83E-09 4.816E10
fE-55 /AGR 3.219E-1o 1.903E*11
FE-55 IFoQ 3.492E*Ol 2.161E-O2
FE-s5 /DGM 0. 0.
FE-55 IWWT 2.727E#06 1.244E*07
FE-55 /SwT 4.450E-06 2.314E*07
FE-55 /AIR 4.827EolO 2.064E*11
N[-59 8.660E-06 l.480E-02
NI-59 /ACC 3.698E-lo 9.378E+10
NI-59 /CON 3.872E+1O 2.325El11
NI-59 /AGR 1.247E-11 7.476E.11
NI-59 /FOO 3.693E:03 2.211E-04
N!-59 /OGM 6.200E*03 6.200E+03
NI-59 /wwT 8.537E*06 4*.425E07
NI-59 /SqT 9.825E#06 5.196E#07
NI-59 /AIR 1.S05E*11 7.733E*11
CO-60 1320E-01 1*480E-02
CO-60 /ACC 2.358E*12 2.336E*12
CO-60 /CON 1.237E*11 2.280E*1O
CO-60 /AGR 3.695E*11 2.280E*10.
CO-60 IFOO 5.274E*03 o.
CO-60 /OGM 1.540E-o7 1.540E*07
CO-60 /WwT l.432E*08 1.238E*08
CO-60 /SiT 1.4S&E8o8 1.238E+08
CO-60 /AIR 2.683E*12 2.336E-12
NI-63 7.530E-03 1.480E-o2
Nt-63 /ACC 3.056E.1o 9.602E*11
NI-63 /CON 1.040E+11 3.150E*12
NI-63 /AGR 3.341E+l1 1.OOlEv13
NI-63 /FOO 9.878E*03 2.945E*O5
NI-63 /OGM 0. 0o.
NI-63 /wWT 1.915E.07 5.711E*08
NI-63 /SWT 2.260E*07 6.738E*08
NI-63 /AIR 3.341E-1l l.OO1E*13
N8-94 3.470E-05 lallOE-02
N1-94 /ACC 6.102E+11 6.114E-11
NB-94 /CON 1.389E*10 1.515E*10
NB-94 /AGR 1.399E*Io 1.548E*10
NB-94 IFOO 2.116E.0o 7.078EOO
NB-94 /0GM 9.630E*06 9.630E*06
NB-94 /WWT 3.193E*07 3.196E407
NB-94 /SWT 3.232E*07 3.324E*07
N8-94 /AIR 6*103E*11 6.118E*11
SR-90 2470E-02 9.860E-03
SR-90 /ACC 2.417E#13 9.617E*13
SR-9O ICON. 6394E+13 2.588E*14
SR-Q0 /AGR 1.891E*14 7.686E-14
SR-90 /FOO 6.407E-07 2.611E-08
SR-90 /DGM 3.060E*04 3.060E*04
SR-90 /WWT.9o564E*09 3.895E*10
SR-90 /SWTT1.014E.jo 4.12E*lO
SR-90 /AIR 1.892E-14 7.688E.14
TC-99 3.270E-06 1.1SOE-O1
TC-99-/ACC 1.176E.09 9.680E*08
.TC-9 ICON 2.960E*09 5.411E*09
TC-99 /AGR 8.54SE409 1.933E10
TC-99 /FOO 6.566E.03 1.635E*04
TC-99 /DGM - -O. - .
TC-99 /WWT,4..186E*05 1.042E+06

-TC-9 OiSWT '.240E*05 1.056E+06
TC-99 /AIR 8o548E*09 1.933E#10
1-129 4.080E-08 1.1SoE-01
T-12Q /^A 911F+1RrlFl

2.660E*11 2.660E*11 Z.660E*11
6.300E*02 5.400E*03
2.413E+1o 1.613E-10 1.613E*1o
3.941E-1o 5.080E-07 5.080E-07
1.376E+11 S.080E407 5.080E-07
1.493E*02 0. O.

0. 0., (.
8.863E.06 8.609E*05 8.609E*OS
1.625E*07 8.609E*05 8.609E#OS
1.537E*11 1.613E*10 1.613E410
4*.200E02 3.600E*03
5.O58E*10 2.578E*10 2.578E.10
8.130E#10 S.980E.07 5.980E*07
2.581E+11 5.980E*07 5.980E*07
7.590E-03 0. 0.
6.200E.03 6.200E#03 6.20OE403
1.609E.07 1.377E'06 1.377E-06
1.874E#07 1.377E-06 1.377E-06
Z.838E*11 2.578E-10 2.578E#10
4.200E*02 3.600E*03
2.353E*12 2.336E*12 2.336E-12
7.599E*10 Z.280Elo 2.280E10
1*874E*11 2*280E*10 2.280E#1o
2.391E0.3 0. 0.
1540E*07 1.540E*07 1.540E-07
1.326E*08 1.238E.08 1.238E08
1.338E*08 l.238E*08 1.238E*08
2.SOOE.12 2.336E#12 2.336E#12
4.200E+02 3600E*'03
6.576E*1o 1.560E+08 1*560E.08
2.176E*11 1.560E*08 1.560E#08
6*931E*11 1*560E#08 l.560E#08
2.041E+04 0. n.

0. 0. 0.
3.958E-07 4.276E-01 4#276E-01
4.670E-07 4.276E-01 4.276E-01
6.931E*11 1.560E-08 1.560E*08
1.OOOE-03 1.OOoE404
6.108E*11 6o095E.1l 6.107E+11
1.454E+10 1.320E*10 1.446E-lo
1.472E.10 1#320E#10 1.464E.10
3.937E00o 0. 3.892E-Oo
9.630E*06 9.630E.06 9.630E.06
3.194E*07 3.192E#07 3.194E*07
3.266E*07 3*192E*07 3.26SE-07
6.1I1E*11 6*095E#11 6.110E*11
9.000E00 7.300E#O1
1.668E-11 1.668E-11 1.668E*11
1.760E.09 1.760E#09 1.760E-09
1.760E*09 1.760E*09 1.760E*09

0. 0. 0.
3.060E.04 3.O60E04.,3.060E-04
8.83SE.06 8.835E406 8.835E-06
8.835E#06 8.835E-06 8.835E-06
1.668E.11 1.668E.11 1.668E+11
2.OOOE*00 5.OOOE.OO
2.280E.09 7.6OOE*O8 1.996E*10
s.a90E-09 7.600E-08 1.031E#l1
2.960E#10 7.600E#08 3.636E#11
2.433E&04 0. 3.061E-OS

0. O. - .
1.551E06 2.083E*00 1.951EE07
1.571E#06 2.083E+o0 1.976E-07
2.960E*10 7.600ECod 3.636E*11
Z.oooE.OO S.OOOE*oO
R.c;lFF#ll 6;.1?RF-l 1 lF+

2o660E11 2.654E*11

2.081E#1I
2. 095E. 11
2. 644E+ 11
8.331E+01

0.
S.326E-06
9.449E+06
2. BO4E* 11

5.778E*10
3o206E#10
3o206E*10

0 .
6.200E.03
1.377E#06
1.377E.06
5.778E*10

2.634E-13
2.402E-13
2.402E-13

0.
1.540E-07
1.239E*08
1.239E*08
2.634E 13

8.816E*1O
8.816E-10
8.816E 10

0.
0.

2.416E-02
2.416E#02
8.816E-10

1.330E-12
7.332E.1 1
7.332E11

0.
9.630E*06
3 * 192E.07
3 192E#07
1.330E* 12

1 *980E# 11
3.296E#10
3o296E*10

0.
3.060E*04
8.835E.06
8.835E*06
1.980E-11

7.400E+09
7.962E*09
9.720E-09
2.067E-03

0.
1.318E-05
1.335E-05
9.721E#09

1.925E* 10
2.116E-lo
7.752E*10
8.566E01

0.
5.452E*06
9.692E*06
9.360E-*10

2.850E* 10
1.441E-10
S.082E+10
1.563E 03
6.200E*03
4.408E#06
4.953E*06
7.6S4E* 1'

2.SO4E-12
8.593E#11
2.953E*12
4.492E*04
1.S40E-07
2.893E*08
3.112E-08
5.266E-12

7.436E*09
3.911E-1o
1.383E- I1
4.259E#03

0.
8.258E-06
9.743E+06
1.383E* 11

6.839E- 11
4.432E-11
1*557E-12
2.390E-94
9.630E-06
1.466E-08
4.496E+09
2.153E-12

1.892E#11
4.727E-12
1.946E+13
7.543E*06
3.060E04
1.134E-09
1.201E#09
1.962E.13

7.880E*09
2.240E-1 1
9.008E-11
7.953E*05

*O.
5.069E*07
5.135E-07
9.008E-11

A.;7PF~l 1 A.Sq1 F*11
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Listing of DATA Data File (Continued)

I-129 EoC 2 068E1 s2E 61ZE1 1.624E*15 1.315E*12 6.366E409 9.78?E-10
1-129 /AGR 89346E*12 2.942E*12 2.528E*12 6.553E-IS .433E+l12 6.366E-O9 4 006E+ll
1--129'/FOO 6.019E*04 2.137E#04 1*1836E*04'475vT397v4 -. 2.901E-03

-'I-lZ19 /DGM 19920E*04 1.Q2.OE*04 1.920E-04 1'.920E*04 l.9ZOE;04 1.920E*-04 1.920E-04
''--129 /WWT 4.289E*07 J.7SSE*07 1.S62E#07 3.081E#10 2.938E-07 3.644E-06 5.536E+06
I-129 /SWT'4.389E*07 1.?93E#07 1.592E*07 3.160E*10 3.004E-07 3.644E+06 5.584E+06
I-1129 /AIRI9.197E#12 3.792E-1Z 3.379E-12 6.554E#15 6.284E+12 8.572E+11' 1.251E*12
CS-135 -;2.310E-07- 1.62OE-04 8*500E-01 IeM0E*02 '' '-
CS-135/ACC 29371E*10 9.651E*10 B.B51E*10 5.080E*08 3.331E*10 1.491E-10 I 004E*09
CS-135/CON 1.566E*11 4.209E-11 3.B79E-11 5*080E*08 1*466E,11 4.884E-~10 8.00?E-09
CS-135/AGR"5.7Z9E-11 1*437E+12 1*326E*12 S.OBOE-08 5.014E+11 '1.551E-11 2.994E-10
CS-135/FOO 89836E*03 2.1S7E+04 1.991E-04 O. 7.531E-03 2o256E*03 4.656E-02
CS-135/DGM -0 '0 co '0 0.o0 - o ,; '
CS-135/WWT 39318E*07 8.098E#07 7.475E+07 1.392E*00'2.828E-607'8*472E*'06 1.748E*06
CS-135/SWT 19442E*08 3*S20E+08 3*2S0E+08 1.39ZE-oo l.Z229E-09 3.683E*07 7:600E.06
CS-135/AlR 5.729E-ll 1.437E#12 1*326E*12 5.080E-08'S.014E-ll l.SSlE-ll 2.994E-10
CS-137 '-2a310E-02 1.6ZOE-04 8.500E-01 7.ZOOE-02'
'CS ` 9E1-13?/ACC 4.499E-11 6.339E-11 7.779Eq-11 2.4j9Ev11 4.259E-11'.9El 0@444E#11
CS-137/CON 19397E*12 I.?19E*12 2.351E*12 1.530E-09 3.010E-11 2.941E-ll 3.919E-lo
CS-137/AGR 5.117E-1Z 5.B72E-12 8.030E#12 1.530E-09 2.729E-12 9.3S0E*Aj1'1491EOI1
C:S-j37/FOO'7o896E*04-8.814E*04 1.205E-OS'- 0. -'-4.092E*04 1.360E*04,20333E*03
CS-137/DGM 3*500E#06 3.500E*06'3.500E-06 MOO0E-06 3.500E406'3.500E-06 3.500E-06
CS-137/WWT 39094E-08 3.438E*08 4.655E*08 1.287E*07 1.665E-0A'6.394E*07 2.163E-07
CS-137/SWT 1*302E*09 1#452E*09 1.981E-09 1.287E*07 6o808E*08 2.349E-08 5.096E-07
'CS-137/AIQ 5*358E-12 6.112E-12 8B27oe*r2 2.419E~ll -2.969E-12 lo17SE-12 3.f39SE+ll
U-235S '9*760E-10 1-250E-04 8*400E*02 7.200E*03 '''- -
U-Z35 /ACC: 2*062E*12-3.062E*13 2*214E+11 '2.214E#11 7.262E-12'3.360E-15 5.175E-11
'-U-235 /CON 2.643E*12 4.361E#13 1.590E-09 1.590E-09 1.013E-13!3.360E;15 1.586E-12
U-Z35S/AGR 5/jS4E*12 6.SnOE+13 1*590E*09 l.S90E *09-1.979E-13 '3.360E-ljS 50621E*12
U-235 /FO0 1.443E*04-2.378E*0S 0.s 0w . ' 5.552E-04 '0. - 2.319E-04
U-235 /DGM loSOOE405 l.SOOE-OS l.SOOE*0S l.SOOE-05 l.SOOE*05 1.500E-;05 lo5OOE*05
U-235 /WWT'2.073E*08 3.235E*09 1*177E*07'1.17?E*07 7.643E*08 2.098E*07 3.261E-04
U-235 /SWT 2.109E*08 3*294E-09 1*177E+07 1*177E*07 7.?81E-08'2.098E-07 3.31BE-08

--U-235 /AIR S@374E*12 B.S22E*13 2.214E*1l-Z.214E+11 2.001E-13 3.360E-15 5.841E*12
-U-23B ' '1*540E-10 1*2S0E-04 B.400E-02 7.200E*03' '' '
~U-23B /ACC 1*695E*12 2.882E#13:1.4S4E*10 1.454E*10 6.575E-12 3.120E#15 20S46E*1l
U-23B /CON 2.429E+12'4.145E*13 8.570E-07 B.570E-07 9.447E-12 3.120£-15 1*14?E*12
U-23B /AGR 4e774E4I2 b.108E*13 6.570E*07 8.570E-07-19849E*13 3.120E*1S 3o989E*12
U-Z38 IFOO 1.348E-04 2.277E*05 1, O. - 0. 5.196E-04 ' 0.; 1.633E4-04
U-238 /0G4 5*160E*03 59160E#03 5.160E-03 5.160E-03 5.160E-03 5.160E-03 5.160E*03
'U-239 fWVT 1.835E*08 3o087E*09 7.739E-05 7*739E*05 7.OSOE*08 9.325E406-20221E*08
U-238 /SWT 1*868E*08 3.144E*09 7.739E*05 7.739E*05 7.179E*08''9.325E+06 2.262E-08
U-238'/AMR4*799E*12 8.109E-13 1.454E*10 1.454E*10 1.850E*13 30120E+15 4.003E-'12
NP-237 3.240E-07'4.670E-04 3.000E*02 2.500E+03' -' ' -' '.- ' : - .-
NP-23?/ACC 5.20E-14 1.200E+16'1.120E-15 1.340E-11'3.840E-15 3.60ZE-14 3e740E*ll
NP-237/CON Se209E*14 1*202E*16 1.122E-15 8.400E#08-387-5'.0E 14-550E#12
NP-237/AGR 5.238E*14 19209E+16 1.128E*15 8.400E#08 3.868E*15 3*600E*14 5*652E*12
NP-237/FOO 1*64SE*04 4*067E+W53*S33E*04- 0. .1 1223E+05 ;-; 0. '~20S57E+04
-NP-237/DGM 69560E*04 6.S60E*04 6.560E-04 6.560E-04 6.S60E*04 6*S60Eo04 6oS60E*04
NP-237/WWT 2*312E*G8 5sS46E*09 4.885E*OB 7o126E-06 1*674E-09'8.113E+06 3.263E*08
NP-237/SOT 2oS72E*08 61819E*09 5.443E-08 7.126E-06 1.867E*09 8.113E*06-30635E-00
NP-237/AIR SeM3E-114 1*209E*16 1.12BE,*1S 1134DE-11 3.868E*15 3.602E-14 50785E*12
PIJ-238 - 8.020E-03 4.670E-04 8.400E*02 7.200E*03 + :- -
PU-238/ACC 2*000E*14 4*080E+15 2.800E-15 Io924E*10 8*801E*14 4*080E*IS 3.313E-ll
PU-238/CON 2o003E*14 4.091E*1S 2o8D2E*15 8*870E*07 8.812E*14 4.080E*15 1.514E*12
PU-238/AGR 2*012E*14 4.126E*15 2oB07E#15-8o870E*07 8B.850E-14 4.080E-15 5.277E-12
'PU-2W8FOO-jsj37E+G3 4*522E*04 6.3?1E*03 .'1 O. . 4.86SE*03. . 0.;- 4*dSSE*03
PU-;238/0GM 1*930E#01 1.930E*01 1.930E-01 1.930E#01 1*930E*0i 1*930E*01 1o930E*01
PU-238/WWT 7e0I9E*07 2*741E*709 ,3*931E-08 19025E*06'2@972E*08 10221E*07 20940E*08
PU-238/5WT 7*485E*07 2.926E*09.4.192E-08 1.025E*06 3.171E-08 1.221E*07 3*139E*08
PU-23R.AIR 2o012E*14 4.126E*1S 2.807E*15 1.924E*10:8.8SOE*14 4.080EO1S 5.297E*12
PU-239 .2*840E-W&94670E-04 8.400E-02 7.200E-03- r

PU-239/ACC 2*240E*14 4.800E+15 3.120E*15 7.400E*09 9.601E*1473.840Ev15 3.034E-ll
PU-239/CON 2*243E#14 4oal3E*15 3.122E-lS 5.170E-07 9.613E*14 3.840E*1S 1.392E4,12
PU-239/AGR 2.253E#14 4.854E*15 3.127E*1S 5.170E#07 9.655E-14 3o840E*15 4.826E-Iz
Pill-PoFnnI.P70E*03. 45.P34F*04 7.049E*41 A . - 39IsoFnl . n. 4.4P0E*01
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Listing of DATA Data F11e (Continued)

- __ .. .. ._ ._.e-. .- _ . . _ .. .. .- _._ _.

PU-239/DGM 9.3'90E'1 .9.39OE.O 9.39OEO1 9*390E.O1 9,390E.01 .9.390E.01 9*390E*O1
PtUf-239/WIC e7?65EO7 34172Eo09 4.343CO8S 3*934Eo05 3.s2SEsOS 1*092Evo7 2*676E*0o
PU-239/SW?, 8e286E0'7 3,386E.09*4%632E*O8 3.934E*O5 3.506E'o; 1.o9ZEt07 2*8GSE.Oe
PU-239/AIR 2.253E-14 '.854E+1S 3*127E*15 7*400Eo09 9.656E*14 39840EE15 4.833E*12
PU-241 .S.2SOE-_ 4b67OE-Q4 is4QQE*O2 7%ZQO.E*3 - -
PtJ-24l/ACC 3oO4OE*12 ?*440E*13 4*560E'13 4*780E.07 1.440E#13 6.aoOE-12 5sS68E4O9

PU-241/C04N3e046E-l2 7.467E-13 4.S61E*13 4.780E*07 1.443E*13 6.SOOE-12 2 861E*lo
PU-241/^GR 3.063E-12 7.S52£-13 4e566E413 4.780E*07 1.4SOE*13 6*800E*12 1.00E.11
PU-2410FOQ 2.O8E*0o1 1*097E*03 5.613E*01 O. 1%017E*02 O 9.31QE*O1
PU-24I10!M 3%J30E-01 3.43GE-01- 3.430E-01 3-430E-01 3.430E-01 3*430E-01 3*43GE-0I
PIr241UWWT 1e341E*O6 6.642£-O? 3*S12E'06 1.310E-01 6.179E*06 1*864E404 5.61SE006
PU-241/SdT 1*431E*06 7*091E+07 3*742E*06 I.lloE-ol 6.596E.06 1*864E*04 5*999E*06
PU-24101q 3*063E.-1 7*553E*13 4s566E*13 4%T60E.07 1.4SOE*13 6*800E*12 1%OOdE*II
PU-242 Z.480E.06 4.670E-04 8.400E*02 7.200E-03
PU-242/ACC Z.160E*14 4*480E#.S 3.040E15 1.441E*10 9*601E*14 3.68OE-15 Z.944E*jI

PU-?4Z/CON Z.163E-14 4.492E*1S 3,042E*IS 6.:?30E+07 9.613E+14 3*GSQE*IS I*3SSE-1?
PU-242/AGR 2-173E-14 4.530E#15.3.04 E-15 6.930E-07 9.6S3E*14 3.SSoE*.S 4.722E*1Z

01l-242/flo 1.224E4O3 e4.844E* 60AR3-03 .0. S.194EvO0I 09 4o343E+03

P11-2'4Z/OGeJ . 0 . .O. I. O O. . .. °- 0
PU-24Z/iWT 7*SZOE-07 2.938E.09 4.184E*08 7*674E05 3.168E.06 1.0850E*O 2.6ZSE-08
PU-242/S4T 8.*Z1E907 3.137E-09 *.462EOa8 7.674E*nS 3.361E*Oa 1.085E-07 2.806E-OA

PU-Z42&/aI 2173E*14 4.530E-IS 3.047?E15 IS 1.441E 9.6S4Es,1l 3 O680E615 4.736E*12
AM-241 -1SIOE-03 4.l10E-03 3.00E*02 Z.300E-03
AM-241/acC S~oultE914 7.120E-lS 6%6%0E*15 ?.869E*1O 3sS40E-15 4*241E*146 3*587E-ll
AM-241/CON S*049E*14 7,134E*15 6.45'E1S 3.800.E0S 3.847-1S 4*240E*14 1.S08!.12
Am-241/AGR S.077E*14 7ol.76E-IS b9S60E*IS 3*604E*O8 3*R64E*IS 4.z40E-I4 S%3SSE*12
'4-P&I/FO! 3.Si99gE0 5.44SE*05 1.916E*0S I. 2.7TOE*QS 0. '.4936E*04
Am-Z41/G4 7aVIOE*04 7.710E'O4. 7710E-04 ?IOE0E 7. 04 0 ?.TIOE.04 7.7T0E*O&
M-241/WiT 2.4r7E*08 3.34'E409 I.1M9E409 4'19?RE06 1*663E#09 S.3S4E*06 3.*07E.0S

A4-241IS4T 3s7ZIE;08 5.5.ZE.9 1.97&E*09.*1j92E*06 2.772E*09 S*354E*O6 5.069E*O0

&a-241/AiR 5.OTSE*I 7.17%E*15tE e"Ec+l 7.869EolO 3*46RE*IS 4eZ41E*14 S*434E*12

Am-?43 2.720E-09 4*110E-03 3.0qE*0QZ 2.S00E*03
AM-243/ACC 4.961E*14 ?.140Ev15, e4#eoE*1 S.9.96E*10 3,76nE*IS 4*00lE*14 3.630E-ll

A4-243/CON 4o969E*14 7.5'4E-1S 6.485E*15 6*09OE.08 3.767E*15 4*OO0E*I4 1713E*12
AM-243/AGP 4.996E*14 7.O96cE*S 6.4'9E*IS 6.OqOE4OG 3*?87EIS 4*.O00E*14 6*223E.12

A4-243/f0o 3*SZ5Eo S.441E*OS t1*49E'0S O. -2.65sE'OS 0. S.78l'704

Am-243.OGl 1.*86OE+05 I*R6OEo0S 1e*6OE*05 1.860E-0S 1,860E.05 1.860E.OS, a86OEoOS
A'-243/WWT 2Zz08E-08 3.331E-09 1d4A8*09 4.837E*06 1.631E*09 S.933E-06 3sS72E*OR
AMv243/SWT 3.653EO8 '5.566E-09 l.9C6Ev0I 4*537E*06 W18E609 5*433E*06 5*942E*OR
AR_243/AIR-k.997E.13 7.096E#156.499Vj15 9.096E-Io 3.788E*IS 4*O01E*14 6.313E*12
C4-?43 2t170E-02 4.6?0E-G4 3 G00E*02 2.500E*03 ;:

Cm-243/aCC 3.943E*14 6*161EI15 S*601E*1S Z.4.4E*11 Ie76QE*1S 4s403E*14 S.484E'1I
CM-243/CON 3.846E*14 6171E*1S S*604E*1S?2.260E-09 1.763E*15 4v4OOE*14 1.594E*12
CM-243/AGR 3.866E*14 6.204E.15 S.616E*'1S2.26OE*O9 1.772E*154*400E*14 5.%629E12

C4-Z430Foo 1.113E.041*R9l7E*05 7.155E*04 .i 0. ,5sj95F4,4 0. Z319E*04

CM-243/0M 3eSZOE*OS!3*320E#OS 3.820E05 3.970CO0S 3.42OEOS:3o820E*05 3.820Eoos

CM-243/VWT 1.647E*08 2.598E-09 9.970E-08 1.296E*0 7.212E*0 1*417E.07 3.269E*0O
CM-241/SWT-2*097E*Og 3e34?-¢C9-1*28oE-09 1.2q6E*07 9.26WE*08 Je417E*07 4.184E*0O
Cm-243/A1R 3*866E-4 6.ZC4E*15 SA17EtIS 2.444E011 1C.72E*IS 4403E*14 5.671E*12
C4-244 3.940E-02 4*670E-04 3.OOOE-O2 Z.SOOEs03 -
CI-244/ACC 2*800E414 4.400E-1S 4*160E*15 1*706E*1O:1.28OE15.4*400E*14 3*OS1E*II
CM-244/CON 2a805E*14 4.409E-15 4s163E15 T*230EOT-1.Z82E*lS-44AOOE*14 1.533E*12
CM-P44/*GR 2*820&*14"4.433E-15 4,174E*15 7.230E*071.2B9E*IS 4s40E*14 5.434E*12
CH-244/FOO 8*S20E*03 1.434E*05 6.14S5E*04 a. 3%9?8E*O4 O. 2.241CE04

Cm-244/OG. 5.6.0(.Eol 5.640E-01 5*640E*O1 5.640E-O1 5.640E.01 5640E*01 S.640E*01
Ca-2z44/wrl 1*170E*08 1*954E#09 d.443E-08 9*093E*0S S.430E08 2.11SE*06 3.044E*08
C4-2R44/SwT:1.507E.O8Z.521jE09 1087E-09 9.093EPO5 7.OOQE*08 2*11SE406 3.929E-03

CM-244/AIR'28ZOE*14 4*433E#1S 4*174E*15 1.706E-10 1.289E15 4*400EE14 5.*51E*12
REGt1N I 9-1dOE-12'2*96OE-l1 l.9TOE-04 4.930E-05 7.700E#03 2.000E*OS 4.SO0E*06

2.OOOE*02 S.OOOE.03 1.OOoE*04 4.000E02 1.OOOE*0W 2.000E-04
leOOOE*'0 O 1.000E*00 lOOOE*007011OE-09 IsS1IE-O9 1.120E-07 3
-esOOO 02 8.000E*O2 1*830E-1O Z.ebOE-12 -

eEGZON 2 2.010E-1l 3.180E-l1 1.160E-03 3*240E-05 7.700E*03 2.000E*OS 4eS500E*06
4*.200E*01 4.000E#02 8.000E*02 1.300E*03 l.OOOE-04 2.000E-04
l*OOQE*0O l.OOOE#O0 1.O00E*00 3.S00E-10 5.250E-10 1.120E-07 3
6.40lOF-ftl .AflnF*.3 1.IA0F-10 3.3P3F-1F



H-77

Listing of DATA Data File (Continued)

REGION 3 ZSIOE-11 3.280E-1l 9.I00E-05 2 2SOE-05 7.770E*03 2.000E-05 4.SOOE-06
1.400E*02 2.900E*03S.S800E#03 4.000E#02 1.250E'04 2.500E*04
1sOOOEOO1.OOOE.OO l.OOOE.00;3*860E-l0 5.790E-10 1.120E-07 4
1;600E#02 8000E#02 1.830E-10 2550E-12

REGION 4 .2.640E-10O8s060E-11 1.300E-06-3e2S0E-07-7.700E*01 2000E#05 4.500E-06
1iSoOE01L3O000E02 6*000E*02 1*300E+03 3.000E404 6.oOOE-04
1.OOOEOO 1.OOOEOO 1.OOOE*002.6660E-11 3.990E-11 1.120E-07 2
8.000E00 8000E#02 1*830E-10 1*790E-12 -

REGION S 2.010E-11 3*180E-11 1*160E-04 3.240E-06 7.700E+03,2O000ECOS.4.S00E#06
3120E001 3.900E#02 7.900E*021.300E*03 I.OOOE*04 2.000E*04
1.OOOEOO 1.OOOE.OOl .OOOE.00 3.030E-10o .550E-10 1.120E-07 , 2
6.400E01 1*600E.03.1.830E-10O3*323E-12 - - I

REGION 6 :2.01OE-11 .3.BOE-11 1.160E-02.3.240E-04 7.700E*03 2*OOOE05 4.500E*06
9.200E*01 4.SOoE*02 B.SOOE*02 1.300E*03.1.OOOE*04 2.000E*04 t

;1.OOOE-OO I.OOOE-OO .. OOOE-00 3*030E-10 4.550E-10 1.120E-07 4

6.400E-01 1.600E*03 1.830E-10 3*323E-12



H-78

Listina of DATAD Data File

36 231o000 .120
P-!kRESIN l-10OE-0O

1 3.360E-o2
1 s.lsOE-04
1 1.860E-0z
1 S.630C-04

P-CONCLIQ 1.10OC-01
*2 1.09fE-01
2 7.920E-03
2 2.430E-02
2 1.020E-03

P-FSLUOGE 1 100E-0l
3 1,060E-00
3 1.08OC-o1
3 1.820E-02
3 4.790E-03

P-FCARTRG 1.100EE-01
4 1.860E*-O
4 1.930E-OI
4 S.IoME-03
4 1.180E-02

4-TXRESIN 1*200CE-01
5 4.630EC00
S 2.040E-02
s 1.740E-00
5 1.SSOE-03

B-CONCLIQ l.ZOOE-01
6 2aS70E-01
6 1.71OE-03
6 5.670E-02
6 3.280E-03

S-VSLUOGE 1,200E-01
7 5.240ECOO
7 3.080E-02
7 1*130E*0O
7 s.200E-03

P-COTRAS?4 210GE-O1
8 2.280E-02
8 2.070E-03
8 2;140E-03
8 1.7IO£-04

P-NCTRASH 2.*IOE-01
9 5.zSOE-o0
9 4.7SOE-02
9 4.920E-02
9 3.930C-03

S-COTRASH 22eOOE-Ol
10 2.350E-02
10 1.290E-04
10 6.090E-03
10 4o00CE-05

B-NCTRASH 2-200CE-01
11 3*790EC00
11 2.0OOE-02
11 9*.8IE-Ol
11 6.470E-03

F-COTRASH 2.11OE-01
12 5.580E-06
12 0.
12 0.
12 *0

F-NCTRASH 2.1iOE-01
13 s.330E-06
13 0.
13 0.
IIt n.

.060 @030 .060 .120 *060
3.463E*04
1.840E-03 9.730E-OS 7*300E-04 2.790E-06
8.840E-os 1*630E-04 8.230E-07 2*440E-06
4.710E-08 3.7I1E-07 9.060E-12 2.4SOE-OS
3o990E-08 4134E-05 1260E-06 8s520E-09
2.43SE*oS-
2.390E-03 1*270E-04 7oSOE-03 2.71CE-OS
8*SSOE-07 2*120E-04 1.07CE-n6 3*16CE-06
6.150E-08 4.840E-07 1.8soE-l1 4.83CE-OS
7.ZSOE-08 7.102E-OS 2*02CE-06 1O1OCE-08
4.279E*03
1.790E-03 s9s40E-OS 9*6710-02 3.7tOE-04
1.170E-OS 1.S90E-04 8*030E-07 2.370E-06
1.460E-07 1.1SOE-06 28aloE-l1 4.490E-OS
3.390C-07 4SSIE-04 1.ISOE-OS 2.660C-07
2al77C.04 : - - -
7.970E-04 4.2SoE-oS-1.730E-01 6.6nOE-04
2.o9OE-OS 7.070E-OS 3.SSOE-07 i.060E-06
3.640E-07 2.870E-06 7*020E-11 2.370E-04
a.340E-07 6.394E-O 1.OOE-OS 1.660E-07
7.623E*04
1.340E-02 1.190E-03 2.99OC-0l 9.COOE-O4
3.090C-05 3.AGOE-03 7.6SOE-OS 2.040E-04
S.330E-OS 4%200E-O? 1.020E-11 7*.80E-OS
l.l7oE-07 9.76sE-05 I.7o0E-06 2.33CE-as
2.102EOS
4,3SoE-a4 3.89OE-CS 2.S0OE-02 R*21OE-O5
2.S90E-06 9.970E-05 2.500E-06 6.65CS-06
3.44OC-08 2,71OE-07 6*61OE-12 188CCE-04
2e.6OE-07 l.513E-04 8.O9OE-06 2.230E-07
1.690E*OS
S.oM0E-03 7*770E-04 45S40E-01 l.490E-03
4.100E-05 2.OOOE-03 5*000E-0S 1330E-04
3.320C-07 2.610E-06 6*.380E-11 4.4OQE-04
S.180E-07 4.04SE-O4 l.oSOE-oS 2.S60E-07
4.244E*OS
2-110E-04 1.120E-OS l.a6OE-03 7.110E-06
Z.2SOC-07 O187CE-OS 9.420E-CS 2.78oE-07
7.890E-09 6.220E-08 l.s20E-l2 S.64CE-06
1.210E-08 1.06SE-OS 2.670E-07 2.3SOE-09
2.178E.OS
4.u40E-03 2.57CE-04 4.2tOE-02 1.640E-04
S-ISE-06 4.300E-04 2.170E-06 6.410E-O06
lo82OE-O7 1.430C-06 3.49OC-11 1.30CE-04
2.790E-07 2*49SE-O4 6.140E-06 5e4OE-08
2.086E*OS
4.7100E-05 4.170E-06 1.890E-03 6.210E-0
1.960E-07 I.070E-OS 2.6soE-C? 7.140E-07
1.220E-09 9.60OC-09 2.3S0E-13 2.170E-06
2.S30E-09 2.75SE-O6 6.o1CE-os 1.66oE-09
9.896EC04
7.600E-03 6.720E-04 3*OSOE-01 l.OOOE-03
3*160E-05 1.730E-03 4.330E-OS I.CSOE-04
1.970E-O7 1.SOE-06 3*76CE-l1 3.S1OCE-04
400E-O? 49.152E-04 l.OSOE-oS 2.690E-07
2.3S9E*O5

0. o. 0. o.
0. 0. 0. 0.

1.180E-06 4..4OE-06 0. 0.
0. O. 0. a.

4- 171C*04
0. 0. O. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.

1.130E-06E 4'200E-06 0. 0.
n. n. n. n.

2. 170E-03
S.23oE-07
14 820E-O5
l.OOEO-05

20110E-02
1 .01CE-C6
331OE-0OS
1.470E-05

8.030E-07
1.SSoEC-04
1e360E-04

S.140E-01
3.ssoE-07
3.800E-04
8.44OE-05

7.700E-01
T.650C-OS
S.34CE-OS
I 40CE-OS

6.440E-02
2ZSOOE-06
9.43OE-OS
1.ssCE-O4

10170E.00
s*ooE-O5
2.360E-04
1e720E-04

SSZ20E-03
9.420E-OS
5.530E-06
2*QOQE-06

19270E-01
2.170E-06
1.270E-04
4o600E-OS

4*890E-03
2.6SOE-07
1-160E-06
1-ISOE-06

7.s40E-01
4*330E-qs
1-860E-04
1.86CE-C-

o.
0.
0.
0.

0O
0.
0
n.



. H-i9

Listing of DATAD Data File (Continued)

- - . - --.

I-COTRASH 2.030E-O1 1.407E*05
:14 1.130E-01 5*950E-02 5.250E-03 0.
14 0. 0. 1*190E-03 3*390E-09
14 3.780E-03 0. 0. 0.
.14 0. 0. 4.760E-06 0.

I*COTRASH 2.030E-01 1.407E*05
1S 1.130E-01 5.950E-02 5.250E-03 0.
'IS 0. 0. 1.190E-03 3*390E-09:
15 3-780E-03 0. 0. 0.
1S 0. 0. 4.760E-06 0.

N-SSTRASH 2.060E-01 1.796E-05
16 1120E-05 0. 0. 0.
16 0. 0. 0. 0.
16 0. 2.360E-06 8.SO'E-06 0.
16 0. . . '. . O

N#SSTQASH 2.060E-01 1.796E*05
17 1*120E-05 0. o. 0.
17 0. 0. 0. 0.
17 0.- 2.360E-06 S.800E-06 0.
' 17 0. 0 0 ' 0. 0.

N-LOTRASH 2.070E-01 5.064E-04
- 18 3.S30E-02 1.860E-02'1.64OE-03 0.

18 0. o.' 3.710E-04 1.060E-09
-18 1.1d0E-03 o. o. o.

- 18 0. 0. 1.490E-06 0.
N.LOTRASH 2*070E-01 5.064E*04

19 3.S30E-02 1.860E-02 1.640E-03 0.
19 0. 0. 3.710E-04'1*060E-09
19;1*180E-03 0., o. 0.
19- 0. 0.' 19490E-06 0.

F-PROCESS 3I1IOE-01 7.816E-04
20 1sOBOE-04 Os 0. 0.
20 0. 0.0.. 0.
20 0. 2.300E-05 8.540E-OS 0.
20 0. 0. 0. O.

U-PROCESS 3*120E-01 2*811E.04
21 3980oE-04 0. o0. 0.
21 0. O 0. 0.
21 0: 1.650E-OS 3.640E-04 0:
21 O0 0. 0 0.0

I-LOSCNVL 3.030E-01 4.914E-04 -
22 9.600E-03 3.27OE-03 2*S1OE-04 0.
22 0. 0. 3.5SOE-03' 0.
22 0. 0. 0. 0.
22 0. 0. 0.' O

I-LOSCNVL 3e030E-01 4.914E#04
' 23 9*600E-03 3.270E-03 2.S5OE-04 0.

23 0. 0. 3.5SOE-03 0.

23 'o - : '"-O'- '0 -23 Os... 0. : o..
I-ABSLIOD.3*030E-01 5.58SE.03 '

;24-l.990E-01'9.260E-02'8.1SOE-03' 0.
24 0. ' 0. 3.550E-03 1.020E-08
.24 1.140E-02 ' Oai -*0 0;.
24: O. 0. - 0 0.

.- IASSLI00 39030E-01 5.585E*03 ; . ..

25 1.990E-01 9*260E-;02'8*SOE-03 : O.
25 0 -'0. 0.'O q 3.550E-03 1;.020E-08
25,1.140E-02 0. - o o.:

-S -* ' 50 0. o 0.
.I-BIOWAST.3eO3OE-01 1.571E.04, - ''

26 2.060E-01 1.140E-01 1.O1OE-02 s 0.
26. - 0 0 6.820E-03 6.510E-09
'26 7.260E-03 '0. o. o.
26 ' 0 Os ' '0. 0 - .

ToRTnIAqT 3.03oF-nl 1.K71Ffn4

0. 4.410E-03
0. 0,
.0. 0.
n. 0.

0. 4*410E-03
0. . O..0

0. 0, .
O. 0.
0. 0.
0'. 0.

09.
0.
0.,,
0.

0.

O.
0.
0.

.0.,O*,

0.

0.
,0 .0
On
0.

O.
0o
0.
O.

0.

00.
09~

0.

0.
0.0O.
0.

O-
0.

0.
0.

. ,0.'

0.
0.
0.
0.

1.. 380E-03
0.
0.

'1.380E-03
0.
0s
0.

0.
co
'O0.
0.

0.
- 0..

co

.0.

*0.

0.0.
0.
O.

0.
0.

* .

o.

0.

*10320E-02
O0

O.

0. * 1690E-03
O. 0.
O. 0 . ;
0.' 0. Of
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H-80

Listing of DATAD Data File (Continued)

27 2*060E-oi 1.140E-OI
27 0. o.
27 7.260E-03 o.
27 0. o.

N-SSWASTE 3.060E-Ol 6.339E.O4
28 2.170E-04 0.
28 0. o.
28 0. 4.600E-oS
28 0 0.: . o.

N-LOWASTE 3.070E-01 6.027E*04
29 2.1IOE-02 1.060E-02
29 0. o.
29 8.620E-04 0.
2q 0 . 0.

L-NFPCOMP 4.300E-Oi 2.887E.03
30 4.040E*03 o.
30 1.980E*02 8.190E-03
30 0. o.
30 0. 0.

L-OECONQS 4.400E-01 3.498EE04
31 1.560E*02 7.510E-03
31 3.490E*00 1.420E-03
31 2710E-01 6.d4OE-05
31 2.520E*01 3.870E-03

N-ISOPROO 4s040E-OI 5.196E*03
32 l.SOOE#O1 2.740E-02
32 0. 0.
32 7.240E#00 1020E-05
32 4.750E-03 9.S7oE-08

N-HIGHACT 4.030E-01 2.608E*03
33 2.100E#02 0.
33 9.950E#00 4.470E-04
33. 0. o.

,33 0. 0.
N-TRITIUM 4.00E-01 3.481E*03

34 2.330E*03 1.520E*03
34 0. 0.
34 0. o.
34 0. 0.

N-SOURCES 4.030E-01 1.865E*02
35 S.760E*03 1.360E*03
35 9.860E*0O 0.
35 2.930E#03 o.
3s 0. 0.

N-TARGETS 4*030E-01 I.340E-03
36 8.040E*01 5.240E+.0
36 O. o.
36 0o. 0.
36 0. 0.

H-3 5.630E-OZ 1.lSOE*00
H-3 /ACC 1.252E*09 S.190E#07
H-3 /CON 1.172E*i0 S*190E*07
H-3 /AGQ 4.451E*10 5.19OE*07
h-3 IfOO S.995E.04 0.
H-3 /OGH 0. O.
H-3 /WWT 2.367E.06 1.42RE-01
H-3 ISWT 2o368E*06 1.422E-0I
H-3 /AIR 4.451E*10 5.190E*07
C-14 1.210E-04 5.760E-03
C-14 /ACC 3.166E*09 1.4OSE*lO
C-I4 /CON 6.678E#10 3.321E*tl
C-14 /AGR 2.660E+l1 1.328E*12
C-14. IFOO 3.721E*OS 1.861E*06
C-l4 /DGM O. . 0.
C-14 /WWT 1.441E*07 7.205E*07
C-14 CWrT .1.16Ifn7 I.AAOFinR

l.olOE-02 0. 0. l.690E-03
6.820E-03 6.s1OE-09 0. o.

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. o. 0.

0. 0. 0. o.
0. 0. 0. 0.

1.710E-04 o. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. O.

9.350E-04 0o O. 6.230E-04
1.070E-03 7.760E-10 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.

2.590E-01 6.980E-02 1.400E*o0 7.700E*02
0. 0. 0 o. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.

6.870E-04 1.270E*.0 4.490E-02 3.SOnE*01
3.610E-02 I.zooE-0S 3.344E-05 1.200E-0S
S.4OOE-04 1320E-08 1.260E*00 1.770E*00
1.026E*00 3.S90E-04 2.980E-04 2.*10E-03

4.510E-oS 0. 0. 0.
5.140E*00 3.270E-04 2.720E-06 3.270E-04
3.Bl0E-05 5.330E-13 I.s840E-04 S*550E-0S
2.151E-04 1.250E-06 1.380E-04 2.110E-07

1.320E-02 2.970E0ol 6.560E-02 3.600E.O1
0. 0. 0. o.
0. 0. 0. o.
0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. O.
0. 0. 0. 0.

3*190E-03 0. o 3.440EO01
2.3SOE*0l 0. 0. 0.

O. 0. 0. 0.
l.580E01 0o. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. o. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.

1.oOoE*00 l.OOOE-n0
1.252E-09 1.252E.09 l.2s2E*09 l.2S2E*09
1.172E-10 1.172E*10 1172E*10 1.172E*10
4.451E+l0 4.451E#1o 4.451E*10 4.4s1E&iO
5.995E*04 S.995E*04 5s995E-04 5-995E-04

0 . 0.' 0. 0.
2.367E*06 2.367E*06 2.367E*06 2.367E*06
2.368E#06 2.368E.06 2.368E*06 2.368E*06
4.451E10 4.04SIE10 4.4*1E*10'4.451E10
.OOOE*01 l.*OOOE-OI

3.166E-09 3.166E*09 3.o66E*09 3.166E*09
6.*67sE.0 6o67?8E.O 6*617E*1O 6.678EC10
2.660E*ll 2.660EI1l 2.660E11 2.660E-ll
3.721E-OS 3o721E.05 3.721E#05 3.721E.05

0. 0. o. 0.
1.441E*07 1.441E*07 1.441E*07 1.9441E-07
1.7A1F.n7 3.7AlFln7 1.7A1Fvn7 3.761PFn7

5.190CE07
i.0S2E*lO
4.331E-10
5.995E+04

0.
Z.367E*0'
2.368E*06
4.331E-lo

2.526E-09
6.b14Elo
2.654E.ll
3.721E.05

0.
1.441E*07
1. 761 F+07
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Listing of DATAD Data File (Continued)

C-j4 AI 2.:66';E-il' :3_2_K-'12' i:.e6_-1. 2_:.660E-j1. j~b'6_;-j' K.;60E-j' j'.'E-i
FE-SS 2*670E-01 l *480E-02 6.300E*02 5.400E*03
FE-ss /ACC 1*805E+10 I.SeSE*10 2.413E 10 1.613E*10 1.613Eolo0 08osE*11- 2992SE*10

/Es CON s.283E-og 4.Rl6E+10 3.941E**10 S.090E*07 5.080E*07 2:0SE-11-2.116E-14
FE-55 1AG.Q 3#219E*l0 1*903E*11 1.376E#ll S.080E+07 5.080E*07 2.644E*ll 7.752E~ln
FE-55 /FOO 3.482E*01 2.161E-02 1.493E*02 09. 0 o 8-331E4,0s.8S66E*0
FE-SS /DGM 'O 0. 0* O.0 - . - ' O. 0
FE-SS /WWT 2.?2?E-06 I.244E*07 8o663E*06 8'*609E*05 8.609E+05 5.326E*06 5.452E*06
FE-SS /SWT 4o4S0E*06 2.314E*07 1.625E*'07 8.60sE*05 -8609E*05 9.449E-o06 9e692E*06
FE-55 1AIR 4.827E*10 2.064E-*11 .S3?E~ll 1*613E*10 19613E*'10 2.804E*11 9.360E#10
NI-S9 ,8*660E-06 1,480E'02 '4.200E*02 3.600E*03 :
NI-59 ',ACC'3e698E*1O 9.378E*I0'So0S8E*I0 2.S78E*1O2.S-vjt-10' S.77sE4,I-2.'850E*1O
NI-59./CON 39872E*10 2.32SE*11 6.130E4,10 5.980E-07 s.9soE-07 3.206E*1011*441EF*10
NI-59 /AGR 1.247E+11 7.476E*II 2.sslE*11 S*980E*O? S.980E*07;3*206E-10 S.082EloI
YI1-59 /FOO 3.693E*03 2.211E*04 7.590E*03 0. O.D 0. a 1*63E*03
NI-ss o/DGM 6*200E*03 6.200E*03'6.200E*03 6.200E-03 6.200E-03 6.200E+03-6.200E-03
NI-S; IWWT 6.537E*06 4.425E*07-1.609E*07 1*377E*06 1.37?E*06 1*377E*06 49408E*06
NIS9 /SwT 9*S25E*06 S*I96E*07 I&874E+'07 1.377E*'06,1.377E*06 1.377E*06' 409S3E*06
NI-S9 /AIR 19505E*11 7.733E*11 2*638E*11 2.S78E*'1012.SR4I0l S.778E~10 70'654E*10
CO 60 '1.32CE-01 1.4130E-02 4.200E*02 3.600E*03 l-
CO-60'/ACC 2e358E*12 2..336E#12 2.3S3E-12 2.336E-12 2 .336E-12 2e634E413,2-504E+ 12
C0-60 /CON IaM3Eoll 2.280E*10 7.599E*10 z2*;!OE*10 2.280E-10 2-402E-13 e.S93E*I1
~'C0-60 /AGR-3.69SE 01j 2.280E*10 1.874E*11 2.280E-*102.280E-l10 2.402E+13-20'953E*12
'CO-60 /FOO'5.274E*03 O.-<-> 2*391E*0f3- 0. O . ; oi 40.492E*04

C0-60 /DGM I.S40E-07 I.540E'67 1.540E*07 I.S40E-n07 .540E-07 1.54OE407-1540E#07
'C0-60 /WWT'1.432E-os 1.23eE-08 'I.326E-On 1l23sE-'0at1.23sE-08 1.239E-08 2.s93E-08
CO-60'/SWT J.4S8E*08 I.238E*08 I.338E*08 1.238EO'06 1.238E*08 l.239E,;08-3.112E*08

Cn-6o /AIR 2*683E*12 2.336E*I2 2.S00EI-12.2336EI2 2.336E*12fi2.634E*13 5.266E*12
.NI-6^, -,,7*530E-03 I*480E-02 4e200E*02 3*600E*03 '
NI-63 /ACC 3. 5EO 0962-1l-.6EE-lo L-0.~o lsE- 8 1-0*4 6E0
NI-63 /CON 1*1040E*11 3.1S0E*I2'2.I?6E*II I.S60E*08 1.S60E*08 8.8I6E*I0:3*9I1E*IO

'NI-63 /AGR 3.341E*11 1.0olE*13 6&931E-'Il I*S&OE#08 I.S,60E-os 8*816E+1071.383E*11
'NI-63 /FOO 9*STSE*03 2*94sE*05 2.041E*04, O* 00. o0 '4259E*03
Nr_63 /DGM O*' O. -Of 00 0. :0 0 0

-,-NI-63 #0T191E0 s7l 8-3.958E*07 4*276E-01 4*276E-01-2.416E+0278-2SBE*06

N1-63 /SWT 2e260E*07 6.738E#08'4.670E*07 4*276E-01-4.276E-01 2*416E*02 9.743E*06

Nt-63 /AIR 3*341EIIII I*OOIE+13 6*93IE*II1. S60E#08afoS60E*0 681s6E*10 1-383E+11
NO-94- -t3.47oE-05~Il~lOE-02'1*000E-03-1.OOOE+O04*-
NR-94 /ACC,6.102Eoll- 6.114E-11 6.IOSE-11 6.o9SE-lI 6.107E*11 1.330E*12.,6.B39E-1
:NS-s4 /CON 1*389E*10 l.SlSE+l0 1.454E*10 1.320E+10 -1446E-10,7.332E-11-4~432E~lI
48-94 /AGP 1#399E*WI .548E 10 1.472E-~10 1-320E+10 1*464E*10 7.332EP11:-1 5S7E*12
NS-94^/FOO 2.116E*00 7.078E*00 3.937E;00 Co.- .3892E*00 w' °.O ; .2:390E-04
~NB-94' OGM s.630E-06 9.630E*06 s.630E-06 9.630E*06 9.630E*06 9.63CE4.06 9*630E#06

e8-s4 /wwT 3.193E-07 ,3.196E-07 3.194E-07 3.192E-07 3.194E-O7 3.192E#07 1.466E*08
NH-94'/SWT 3|232E*07 3.324E-07-3.266E-07 3.192E*07 3.265E*0-0739I92E+0T'4.496E*O9
N9-94 /AIR 6.103E-11 6.11SE*1116.IIIE-1l 6.09SE*11 6.110E-11 1.330E-12 2.153E-12
SQ-90 ,'2*470E-02 9.860E-;03,9.000Eo0 7,o300E*01t ' - '
SP-90'/ACC 2-417E*13 9.617E-13 1.668E-11 1*668E-11,1*668E-11-19980E-l11 1'B92E-1I
SR-911'/CON b.394E*I3-2.68BE*14,1.760E-09 Ie760E*09-1*760E*09,3*296EvI0 4.727E-12
SR-90 iAGR 1.89IE*I4 7e666E*I4 1.760E-09 1*760E*09 1.?60E-09 3.296E#10 10'946E*13
SP.9n FOfO 6*407E*07 2.611E-08 , 'o.. o. ' ' .' '00' '-7o'S43E*06
.SR-90 /OGM 3.060E*04 3.060E#04,3.060E*04 3*060E-04-3.060E-04 3*060E*04 3.060E-04
SR-qO 8*1jT 9.S64E*09 3.895E-lO 8.d35E-06 8.835E-06 8.83SE+'06 B.835E-06 1.134E-09
SO-90 /SWT 1.014E*10 4*128E*10 8*83SE*06 8.835E-Ob 8*83SE#06 6.83SE406 ,10201E*09
SQ_9n /AIR 1*892E*14 7*688E*I4 I*668E*11 1.668E-11. 1.66AE-11 1.980E-'11-'1.962E-13

, TC-99 '3.270E-06 1-150E-0I-2.000E400 S*000E#o {'00 '*
TC-99 /ACC 1.176E*09 9.680E;08 2.280E-09 7.600E-08 1.996E*10 7-400E*09 7.880E-04
TC-'99 /CON 2e960E*09 5611E-0'*o-89a0E'09 -7.600E-08 1.031E411 7*962E*09 29240E*11
_TC-99 /AGQ 8*548E*09 1&933E'10 2*96CE*'10 7.600E-OB 3.636E-11-9.720E-09 9.008E-11
TC.99 /FOO 6.566E*03 1-635E-04 2.433E-04. O. 3.061Eo05 2e067E*03 7*953E*05
TC-99 iDG4 ; O.' O -t' '. .' o -O*, - *
TC-99 /WWT 4*I86E*OS I.042E*06 1.551E-06 2*083E,600 1.951E-'07 1.318E-05 5.069E-01
TC-99 /SWT 4*240E*0S 1.056E-06 1*571E*06 2.n83E-oo 1*976E*07 1.335E-05 5.135E-07
TC-99 /AIR 8*548E*09 1.933E-10 2.960E*10 7*%'I0E*08 3.636E-11 9*721E.49'9900BEol1
x-129 4.080E-OA-1.150E-OI 2.000E*00 5*000E*00' -
tT_lPQ iac 9.119F*11 A.Iql%F~ll A.41C;F+11 9;. I AF* 11 A. ClC;F* I 1Ac;C7F+11 A.SPI!F01
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Listing of OATAD Data File (Continued)
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1-129 ICON 1.O6a4412 7K124E*1' 6123E*11 1*624E*1S 1*315E'12 6*366E*09.9s787'Elo
T-129 /AGR 8.346E*12 29942E*12 2.528E*12 6*SS3E#15 S*433E*12 69366E*09 4-006EVII

.r-129 /FOO 6*019E*04 2.13?E*04 1.836E*0440725E*07 3o947E*04 ,o- -2 901E*03
1-129 /0GM 1920E*04 1.920E*04 o92OE*O4 1*920E.o4 1.920E*04 1.920E*04 1.920E.04
1-129 iW4T Z.289E*07 1.7S8E*07 1.S62E*07 3.08.E*10 2.938E*07 3.644E*06 5.S36E*0f
1-129 /SzT 4*389E*07 1.793E*07I.b592E*07 3.160E*10 3.004E*07 3.644E-06.S.SS4k+06
1-129 lAIR 9*197E.12 3*?92E*12 3.379E*12,6*SS4EoS.i6.284E#I2 8.572E*11 10251E*12
CS-135 2*310E-07 1*620E-04 8.sooE*01 7.200E#02
CS-135/ACC 2.371E*10 9o6S1E*10 .8S*1E*10 S*OBOE*06 3.331E*10,1*491E*10 1*004EsO9
CS-13S/CON 1.566E*11 4.2O9E11 3.879EC119 5.8oCEo* 1.466E*II;4.84E*IO 8.OO7ECO9
Cs-135/AGq S.729E.1l 1*437E*12 1.326E*12 s.080E*08 5014E#1, 1.551E*11.2.994E0lo
.CS-135OO 8#836E*03 2Z157E-04 lo991E*04 o.' 7o531E*03 2256E-03 '46S6E+02
,CS-13s/DGM 0o. 0. O.- 0o. ,- 0. 0. 0.
CS-135/*WT 3,318E-07 8.098E'07 7.T*75E*7 1.392E*0O ,Z%2SE*O7 Sa472EbO 1;74E8.06
CS-135/SWT 19442E*Oa 3.520E*o0 3*250E*O8,1.392En0O I*229E*OS 3.683E*07 7.6O0OE06
CS-135/AIR 5.729E-11 1*43?E*12 1*326E*12 S*080E-O8 5.014E11 l.SSIE4.11 2.994E*10
CS-137 2.310E-02 19620E-04 ;s;onE*01 7*2ooE*02
CS-137/ACC 4*.99E*11 6.339E*1i17.779E+.11 2S.419E11 4.2s9E*ll 3.29QEj11 2.444E'11
CS-117/CON 1.39?E*12 l.719E*12 2.351E*12 I.S30E-09 8.OIOE-11 Z.9'lE*ll 3.9919~lIl
CS-137/AGR 5.117E*12 S.872EC12 8.o3OE.l2 l.530E.09 2.729E*12 9.350E*I1 1.491E*11
CS-137/FOO .7.896E-04 8.*S4E+04_1.2O5E*OS 0 .. 4o.092E-04 1.360E*04 29333E*03
CS-137/0Ga4 3.500E*06 3.SOOE#06 3.SOOE*06 3oSOOE*O& 3.5oOE*Oe63aS00E*O6 3*SOOE*06
CS-13'/WWT 3.094E*08 3.43sE-q8 4.6SSE*08.14287E*07 l*66SE*08 6.394E*07 2163E-07
CS-137/SWT I.3O2EO9. 1*4S2E.09 1.98lE*O9 1.2G7E*O7 6.dO8E*O$ 2.349E*08 5.096E.07
CS-137/AI' s.3S8E*I2 6.I12E.l2 8*274E*12 2.419E*11 2*969E*12 1L7SE*I2 3.89sEI11
U-23s 9.760E-10 1.2SOE-04 8.400E*02 7.00E-03 -- -
u-?35 /ACC 2.062E+12 3*062E*13 2a214E'11.2.214E-l1 T.262E*12 3.360E*IS S'67SE*l1
U-P35 ICON 2.643E*12 4*361E*13 I.590E.09,I.SqoE*O9 1.013E-13 3*360E+15i.s586E*l2
U-235 IAGR 5.154E*12 89SOOE.13 1.590E#09 1.S90E*09 1.979E.13 3.360E*15 5.621E*12
U-235 /FOO 1.443E*04 2937E.05 0o. 0. S.SS2E*04 0. 2319E*04
U-23S lO0M 1.SO0E*OS 1.SOOE.05 1.SOOE*OS 1.SooE*oS l.SOOE*05 1.SooE0O5 1.5ooE40s
u-z35 /44T 2.073E*oa 3*235E*09 1*177E.07 1-.lTE*07 7.643E*o0 2%.98E*O?73.261E4O6
U-235 /SO1.2*109E*08 3*294E*09 19177E*07 1.177E*07 7.781E40 2.O98E*O7 3*318E*08
U-23s IAIQ 5*374E*12 8*522zE13 2.214E'112.214E11,2.01E.13 3.360E*1S 3*841E*12
U-238 - 1*54OE-10 1*250E-04 8.d00E*o2 7eZOOE*03 , -
U-238 /ACC 1.695E*12 2*882E.13 1.454E.10 1.454EolO 6.S7SE*12 3.120E*IS 2.546E*11
U-238 /CON 2e4Z9E*12 4*145E*13 dS.OE.07 8.S70SE079e.447E-12 3al2OE15.1*14?E*12
U-238 /AGR 4.774EoI2,8oaoE*13,S.50E*OE07 8.S70E-O7 1.d49E41331.12OE-1S 3*989E.12
U-238 IFOO 1*348E*04 2*277E*05 0,.o- O. 5.l96E404 :0 1-633EI04
.U-238 /OM4 5e160E*03 5S160E.03 S.160E*03 5.160E*03 S.160E*03,S.16OE*03 S.160E*03
u-238 /wwT-1.835E#08 3.087E*09 ?9739E*OS7.739E-oS 7o0SoE*Oe 9.325E*06 2.221E*08
U-?38 ISWT 1*868E-08 3.144E*09.7*739E#05 ?*?39E.05 79179E.o08.32SE*O6 2.262E*O.
U-238 /AIR 4.789E*12 8.109E.13,1e454E.10 1.454E.10 1.8SOE.13 3*120E*IS 4.003E*12
NP-237 ., 3.240E-07 4.670E-04,3.000E*02 2.SOOE*03 -
NP-Z37/ACC 5.Z02E-14 1.200E*16.19120EIS 1*340CE11 3.8S4EoS' 3*602E-14 3.740EC11
NP-237/CON ,.209Eo14 1.202E*16 1.122E*15 8.4OOE*08 3.847E*IS 3e600Eo141.550ES12
NP-237/AGQ 5.238E*14 1*209E*16 1128E*IS 84OOE*os 3.868E.1S 3oGOOE.14 s.6S2E*12
NP-2371FOO1.645E*04 4*067E*05 3.533EO4~ t0. 1.223E*05 -o. 2.357E*04
NP-237/0G'4 6.560E-04 6*560E*04 6.560E*04 6.*6OE*c4 6.560E-04 6.S6OEco'.e.560E*04
NP-237?/WT 2.312E*08 5.546E*09,d.4885SE08 7.126E-06 1*674E*09 8.113E*06 3.263E.08
NP-237/SwT 2.572E08 6.189E-09 S.443E*08 7.126E*06 1.867E*09 8.113E*06 3.635E*08
NP-237/AIR,5.239E*14- 1.209E*16 1.128E#15 1.340E-11 3.868EE15 3*602E*14 5.78SE*12
PU-238' 8.020E-03 4.670E-04.S.400.E027.200E-03
PU-238/ACC 2.OOOE#14 4*080E15 2.800E*1S 1.924E10 .SO1E.14 .o080E.15 3.313E*11
PU-23S/CON. 2*003EI4. 4*091Eo1S 2.802E*15,.8?70E*07.8.812E.14 4.080E15 1.514E*12
PIJ-238/AGR 2.01.ZE14 4*126E15 2.807E-1S 8.8*70E07.8S50E*14,4..080E-15 5.277E-12
PU-238/FOO 1*137E*03 4*522E*04.6.371E.03 0. *4.4868E*03 0. 4*8SS5E03
PU-23S/OGMA 1930E+01 1*930E*01 1.930GE01 1.930E.01 1o930E*01.I*930E-01 1*930E01
PU-238/WWT 7s019E#07 2*741E*09 3.931E.08 1.02SE#06 2.972E*08 1.221E-07 2.940E08
PU-238/SwT 7.485E#07 2.926E*09.4.192E.08 1.025E.06 3.171E-08 1.221E.07 3.139E*08
PU-23A/AIR.2*012E*14 4*126E-15.2.807*1S 1-924Eo10 8.850E*14 4.080oE15 5.297E*12

*PU-239 2*840E-O5 4*670E-04,8.400E;02 7 o200E.03
PU-239/ACC 29240E*14 4*800E*15 3*120E.15 7T40QE*09 9.601E-14l3.%S40EeS 3.034E*11
Pu-239/CON 29243E*14 4*813E*15 3.122E*15 5*170E#O7 9.613E-14 3.*40Eo15 1392E*12
PtJ-239/AGR 2.253E#14 4*854E'15 3.127E*IS 5*170E#07 9.655E-14 3.840E15 4.826E-12
pjj_pjqirnn loPU7F943 R.714F*04 7.444F*43 4 q.IQIF*Al n. 4.479F*01
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PUJ-239/DGM .9.390E*01 9.390E#01 9.390E-01
PU-239/WWT 7*765E*07 3.172E*09 4.343E*08
'PU-239/SWT 8o286E*07 3.386E*09 4.632E*08
PU-?39/AIR 2o2S3E-14 4.854E*15 3.127E+15
PU-241 - - .250E-02 4.610E-04 8.400E-02
PU-24I/ACCe3.040E*I2 7.440E-13 4.560E*13

,.- tPU-241/CON'3.046E-12.7.467E#13 4.561E*13
PU-241/AGR 3-063E-12,7*SS2E*13 4.566E-13
PU-24I/FO0 2-208E-01 1.097E-03 S.613E*01
PU]-241/DGM 3.430E-OI 3.430E-01 3.430E-01

- --PU-241/WWT 1.341E+06 6.642E-07 3.512E-06
PU-241/SWT,1.431E+06 7.b9IE*07 3.742E*06
PU-241/AIR-39063E*12 -7.SS3E+13 4*566E*13
PU-242 2.480E-06 4*670E-04 8.400E*02

''-- PU-242/ACC 2.160E*14 4.480E-15 3.040E*15
PU-242/CON Z.163E-14 4.492E*15 3.042E*IS
PU-242/AGR 2.173E*14 4.S30E&1S 3.047E*IS
PUl-242/FOO 1o224E*03 4*a4eE*04-6*783E*03
PU-242/0GM 09 0. o.
PU-242/WWT 7.S20E*07 2.938E-09 4.184E*08
PU-242/SWT 8.021E-07 3*137E#09 4.462E*08
PU-242/AIR 2ol73E*14 4.530E-15 3.047E*IS
AS-241 1*510E-03 4.110E-03 3.000E-02
AM-241/ACC 5*041E#14 7-120E*15 6.640E41S
AM-241/CON S*049E*14 7.134E*IS 6*645E*IS
AM-241/AGR 5.077E*14 7.176E-15 6.660E*15
AM-24I/FOO 3.599E-04 S.448E+05 1.916E*05
AM-241/DGM 7.710E-04 7.710E-04 7.7loE*04
AM-2411WWT 2.247E-08 3.340E#09 l.t89E-09
AM-24I/SwT 3.721E*08 5.572E*09 1.974E*09
AM-241/AIR 5.078E-14 7.176E-IS 6.660E-1S
AM-243- Se?20E-0S 4.110E-03 3.000E-02
AM-243/ACC 4.961E-14 7.040E*15 6.480E*IS
AM-243/CON 4.969E-14 7.054E-15 6.48SE*IS
AM-243/AGR 4.996E-14 7.096E#1S 6.499E*15
AM-243/FOO 3.S25E*04 5.441E*0S lo849E*05
AM-243/DGM 1*860E*05 1.860E-OS 1.860E*0S
AM-243/WWT 2.208E-08 3.337E*09 1.148E*09
AM-243/SWT 3.653E-os 5.566E-09 1.906E*09
AM-243/AIR 4* 99?E*14 7.096E*1S 6#499E*IS
CM-243 2*170E-02 4*670E-04 3.000E-02
CM-243/ACC 3*843E#14 6.161E*IS 5.601E*15
CM-243/CON 3o846E-14 6*1?1E-IS 5.604E-1S
CM-243,/AGR 3'*866E*14 6.204E*1S 5.616E+lS
CM-243/FOO 1.113E-04 1.897E*05 T.155E*04
CM-243/DGM 3.820E-05 3.820E*05 3.820E*05
CM-243/WWT 1.647E*08 2.598E-09 9.970E*08
CM-243/SWT 2*087E*08 3.347E*09 1.280E*09
CM-243/AIR 3.868E-14 6*204E+IS S*617E*15
CM-244 3.940E-02 4.670E-04 3.000E-02
CM-244/ACC 29800E+14 4*400E*1S 4ol60E*15
CM-244/CON 2*605E#14 4.408E+15 4*163E+1S
CM-244/AGR 2-820E-14 4.433E+IS 4.174E*15
CM-244/FOO Se520E+03 1.434E*05 6.145E-04
CM-244/0GM 5*640E*01 5.640E+01 5.640E*01
CM-244/WWT 1.170E*08 1.954E+09 8*443E*08
CM-244/W T 1w507E*08 2*521E#09 1*08?E+09
CH-244/AIR 2*82CE414 4*433E*IS 4.174E*15
REGION I 9*180E-12 2.960E-11 1*970E-04

2.000E#02 5.000E-03 1.O00E-04
1.000E-00 1.000E*00 I.000E*00
4*000E+02 8*000E*02 1.830E-10

REGION 2 2e010E-11 3.180E-11 1.160E-03
4.200E-01 4.000E-0Z 8.000E#02
1*000E#00 1.000E-00 1.000E-O0
6.400E#01 1.nnF-o3 1.83nE-ln

9.390E-01 9.:390E-01i 9.390-01 39E0
3.934E-05 3.285E*08 1*092E+07 2.676E-08
3,,934E*O5-3.506E*08 1.092E*07 2.858E-08
79400E*09 9.656E-14 3.s40E-IS 4.d33E#12
7.200E-03 -
4o780E#07 1*440E*13 6.800E*12 5.568E#09
.4*780E#07 1*443E*13 6*800E*12 'Z2861E*10
4.78O0E07 I1s450E#I3 6.800E-12 1.008E+11

0. -.,I.0I7E*02;i 0. 9.310E-O1
3943CE-01 3.430E-01:3.430E-O1 3*430E-01
1.310E-01 6.179E+06 1.064E*04 S.618E*06
1.310E-01 6.596E-06 lo864E*04 S.999E+06
4.780E#07 1.450E*13 6.QOoE*12 1*008E*II
7*200E*03! - ', : -
1.441E+I0 9.60IE#I4:3.680E#IS 2.944E-II
6,930E#07:9.613E-14 3.690E-1S 1.355E-12
6.930E-07 9.653E*14 3.680E-IS 4.722E-12

00 S.194E-03 o0 4.343E-03
O. O. o0 0.

7.674E-oS 3.168E-08 1.085E*O? 2.628E*08
7.674E#(n5 3.381E-08 1.085E-07 2-806E*08
1.441E#10 9.654E-14 3.680E*.IS 4.7i6E-12
2.SOOE*03
7.B69E-10 3.840E#15 4.241E-14 3.587E-1I
3.800E*08 3.84?E*15 4.240E*14 1.508E-12
3.800E#08 3.86SE-IS 4.2Z40E*14 S.355E+12

0. 2.707E*05 O0 4*936E*04
7.710E#D4 7.710E*04 7.710E-04 7.?IOE*01*
4.192E#06 1.663E-09 5.3S4E406 3.047E-08
4.192E#06 2.772E-09 5.354E*06 5.069E*0B
7.869E#10 3.868E*15 4.241E-14 S.434E*12
Z.500E*03
9.096E#10 3.760E-15 4*001E*14 3.630E*11
6.090E#08 3.767E*1S 4.OOOE*14 1.713E-12
6.090E#08 3.787E-1S 4.000E-14 6.223E*12

0. 2.654E-05 o. 5.787E*04
1.860E#05 1.860E*OS 1.860E*05 1.860E-05
4.83?E*06 1.631E-09 S.933E*06 3.572E+08
4.837E-06 2.?1SE*09 5.933E+06 5.942E-08

9.096E-10 3.788E-1S 4.001E-14 6.313E*12
Z.500E-03
2.444E#11 1*760E*15 4.403E*14 S.484E*11
2.260E*09 I.763E*IS 4.400E-14 1-594E-12
2.260E*09 1.772E-15 4.400E*14 5.629E-12

0.' 5.195E-04 o. 2.319E*04
3*820EO05 3*820E*05 3.820E*05 3.820E-05
1.296E-07 7.212E-08 1.417E-P07 3.269E*00
1.296E#07 9.264E*08 1.417E*07 4.184E-08
2.444E*11 1*772E+15 4.403E*14 5.S?1E-12
2.SOOE*03
I*70bE*IO 1.280E-1S 4.400E*14 3.051E*11
7.230E-07 1.2B2E-IS 4.400E*14 1.533E*12
7.230E-07 1.289E-15 4.400E414 5.434E-12

O. 3o978E*04 0. 2.241E*04
5.640E-01 5.640E-01 5.640E*01 So640E*01
9.093E405 S.430E+08 2.115E-06 3.044E-08
9.093E#os *.001E-08 ZII1SE-06 39929E*oA
1.706E-10 1-289E-1S 4.400E*14 5.451E*12
4.930E-05 7.700E#03 2o00nE*05 4.500E-G6
4.OOOE#02 1.000E#04 2.000E-04
l~oloE-09 1.510E-09 1.120E-07 3
2.610E-12
3.240E-05 7.700E*03 2.000E-05 4.500E*06
1.300£-03 1.000E*04 2.000E+04
3.500E-10 5.250E-10 1.120E-07 3
3. 373F-I P



H-84

Listing of DATAD Data File (Continued)

REGION 3 2.510E-11 3.280E-11 9.000E-05
1.400E02 2.900E*03 5.800E-03
1.OOOE00 1.000E.oO 1.OOOE+OO
1.600E#02 8.OOOE-02 I.d30E-I0

REGION 4 2*640E-10 d.060E-11 1*300E-06
1.SOOE*01U3.OOOE#02 6.OOOE*02
1.OOOEo00 1.ooOEa-00 1.OOOE*OO
8.000E00-8.000E+02 1.830E-10

QEGION 5 2.10E-113.180E-11 1.160E-04
3.200E+01 3.900E*02 7.900E02
1.oooEOO 1.OOOE-OO 1.OOOE-OO
6.400E+O1 1.600E*03 1.830E-10

PEGIOi 6 2.010E-11 3.180E-11-1.160E-02
9.200E*01 4.500E-02 8.500E+02-
1.000E00 1.O00E-OO 1.OOOE*OO
6.400E*01 1.600E.03 1.830E-10

2.2S0E-05
4.OOOE*02
3.860E-10
2.SSOE-12
3.2SOE-07
1.300E-03
2.660E-11
1.790E-12
3.240E-06
1.300E*03
3.030E-10
3.323E-12
3.240E-04
1.300E*03
3.030E-10
3.323E-12

7.770E*03 2.OOOE-OS
1.250E-04 2*500E.04
5.790E-10 1.120E-07

7.700E*03 2.OOOEOS
3.000E+04 6.OOOE.04
3.990E-11 1.120E-07

7.700E-03 2*OOOE#O5
1000E*04 Z.000E04
4.550E-10 1.120E-07

7.700E-03 2.OOOE-05
1.OOOE*04 2.OOOE-04
4.55OE-10 1.120E-07

4.500E*06

4

4.500E*06

2

4.S00E,06

2

4.500E*06

r Z
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Llsting of MJCS Data File

36 23
H-3
H-3 . /ACC
- H-3 .CtN
^H-3 /AGR
0H-3 /FOO

- 0H-3 /DGm
H H-3 /iWv;
H-3 04 o-3
H-3. /AIR
C-14
.C-14 IACC
C-14 ICON
: C-14 /AGQ
C-14. /FOO
C-14i /DOM
tC-14 /WWT
, C-14 /SWT

FE-55
- FE-55:/ACC

- FE-55 ICON
FE-55 /AGR

- E-55 iFOO
FE-SS 1OG0
-FE-55 /W0T

* FE-SS fSWT
- FE-S5./A!R

NI-59
- 'NI-c9 /ACC
- NI-59 ICON

* 0NI-59 /AGR
NI-59 /FOO
N!-59/TDGM

-N-=59 ̀ SVT
0Nt-59'SAlR
CO-GO
7CO-60 /ACC
-CO-60 /CON
CO-60 /AGR
CO-60 /FOO
CO-60 /OMG
_CO-60 /W4T
.C0,60,/SIT
-CO-60 /AIR
NI-63
* NI-63 /ACC
-Nl-63 ICON

- N1-63 /AGR
-NI-63 /FOO
'4I-63 /DGM
NI-63 /WvT
-NI-63 ISWT
- NI-63 /AIR

N5-94
-N-9_94 /ACC
N8-94 ICON
N8-94 /AGR
N4-94 /Fo0
NB:94 /DGM
-NS,94 1WWT
N"894;/SWT
N8-94 /AIR
SR-90

- RQf . t~ r~c

1.00
5.631
1.25;
1.17;
4.45:
5.99!

:123
2.36'
2.361
'.45:
1.214
3.16'
6.671
2.664
3072;

1.441
3.761
2.661
2.674
1.80!
9Y28:
3.21'
3.48;

2.72e
4.451
4.82'
8.6bI
3.691
3o8Z;
1.24'
3.69:
6.201
8.53S
9'.82!
1.50!
1.321
2.351
1.23
3.69!
5.27'
1.541
1-e43a
1.451
2068:
7.S34
3.051

3*34:
9.871

1.91'
2.261
3034;
3.474
6.10;
1.38S
1.39S
2.111
9.631
3.19.
3.23;
6.10:
2.47t
P.4t1

*12 *06 .03 .O
DE-y02 1.1SO£EOO 1.0
2E*09 5.190E.07 1.2
2E+1O 5.190E.07 1.1
LE.lO 5*190E£07 4.4
SE*04 0. 5*9
O ' , . O . -0',
7?E06 1.422E-01 2.3
8SE06 1.422E-01 2.3
IE-10 5.190E£07 4.4
DE-04 5.760E-03 1.0
6E*09 1*40SE*10 3.1
BE+10 3a321E£11 6.6
OE-ll 1.328E.12 2.6
LE£05 1.861E*06 3.7
O3. 0
IE-07 7.205£E07 1.4
LE*07 1*680E.08 3.7
OE-ll 1.328E-12 2.6
DE-Ol 1.480E-02 6.3
5E.lO 1.885E*10 2.4
3E-09 4*816E+10 3.9
9E*10 1.903E£11 1*3
RE.o1 2*161E*02 1.4

.0 . .. 0. -.. .
7E-06 1.244E*07 8.8
OE-06 2.314E*07 1.6
7E-1O 2*064E£.1 1*5
DE-06 1.480E-02 4.2
3E£lO 9.378E-10 5.0
2E-1O 2.325£E11 8.1
7Ell 7.476E£I1 2.5
3E*03 2.211E.04 7.5
OE-03 6.200E*03 6*2
7E-06 4.425E.07 1.6
SE*06 5.196E-07 1.8
5Ell 7.733E-ll 2.8
OE-01 1.480E-02 4.2
BE*12 2.336E-12 2.3
7E-11 2-280Eo10 7.5
5Ell 2.280E-10 1.8
4E-03 ,0 2.3
DE£07 1.540E+07 1*5
2E-08 1*238E+08 1.3
8E-08 1.238E-08 1*3
3E*12 2.336E.12 2.5
OE-03 1.480E-02 4.2
SE*10 9.602E-11 6.5
OE-ll 3.150E12 2.1
LE-!1 1.OOlE-13 6.9
3E*03 2.945E*05 2*0

.- - 0. .
SE*07 5.711E+08 3.9
)E*07 6.73BE;08 4.6
1£ll 1.oOl£E13 6.9
OE-05 l.110E402 1*0
2E*11 6.114E-ll 6.1
?E£lo 1.515.E10 1.4
?E*10 1.S48E.10 1.4
5E£oO 7.078E*00 3.9
X406 9.630E*06 9.6
3E07 3*196E+07 3.1
!EoO7 3o324E+07 3*2
3E£11 6.11eE11 6.1
OE-02 9.860E-03 9.0

06 .12
OOEOO
52E*09
72E*10
,SIE*10
9SE.04

V67E*06
E68£06

iSlEolO
OOE-01
66E-09
76E£10
60E£Il
21E£OS
.0.
41E*07
61E.07
66"E-ll
OE02

413E-10
41E£10
76E. 1I
493E-02

0.
63E-06
625E*07
537.E-
20OE*02
058E.10
30E-10

590£.03
200E-03
609E-07
74E-07
38£.!!

53E. 12
599E.10
874£.!!
91E-03
40E*07
26E£08
38E£08
OOE*Q2200£.02
76E£10
76E£.I
'31E-ll
41E-04
-0O
'58£.07
70E£07
r31E*11
OOOE-03
108E~ll
54E£10
72£E.10
37E£OO
30E*06
94E.07
66E-07
IllE~ll
DOOE*OO
EiAF*1 1

.06
I O000EOO
l.252E*09
I a172E-1o
4.45 1£.10
5995E.04

,;4 On -

2.367?E06
2o368E*06
49451E£10
1 OOOE*01
3*166E.09
6.678E*lo
2e660E.11
3.721E.05

0.
1.441E.07
3.761E.07
2.660E-ll
S.400E-03
1.613E-10
5.080E-07
S.080E£07

0.

8.609E*05
8.609E.OS
19613E*10
3.600E*03
2.578£E10
5.980E£07
5.980E-07

,0 , L

6*200E.03
1.377E£06
1.377E-06
2.578E-lO
3.600£E03
2.336E+12
2*280E.10
2.280E*10

O-.,
1.540E*07
1 .238E*.8
1.238E-08
2.336E£12
3.600E-03
1.5606.08
1.560E£08
1.560E-08

0.

4.276E-01
4. 276E-Ol
1.560E£08
1OOOE.04
6.095£Ell
1.320E-10
1.320E£10

0.,
9.630E*06
3.192E£07
3.192E*07
6.095E*ll
79300E-oI
1 .AAAF.1 1

1*252E.09. 1252E£09 5.190£E07
1172.E10 1.172E.10 1052E£10
4,451E*10 4e451E£10 4*331E*10
5995E.04 S*995E.04 5995£E04

0 . ** . 9.- 0.
2.367£E06 2*367E.06 2e367£E06
2.368E£06 2.366E-06 2*368E.06.
4.451.E10 4*451E-10,4*331E.10

3.164E#09 3s166Eq09. 2526E£O9
6.678E*10 6*678E.lO 6.614Eol0
2*660E£11 2.660E.11 2.654E.ll
3*721E*OS 3.721E.OS 3*721EOS

'O. 00 . 0 - O
1.441E.07 1.441E.07 1*441E.07
3*761E#07 3.761E.07,3.761E£07
2.660E-11 2.660E-1172.654E£l1

1613E£10 2S081£E11 1*925E*10
5.080.E07 2.095E-11 2.116E£10
S.080E*07 2.644E£11 7.752E+10

0. ., 8331E-01 Q.566E-01
as x -, 0.

8.609E£05 5.326E£06 5*452E*06
B.609E£OS 9.449E£06 9s692E£06
1*613E£10 2.404E*ll 9.360E-10

2*578E'1o Ss778E*10 -2.850E*10
5.980E-07 3*206E;10 -j.441E*1O
5.980E.07 3*206E*10 5S082E.10

0O 0* ,-1.563E£03
6*200E£03 6.200.E03 6.200E£03
1.377E-06 1.377E-06 4.408E06
1.377E£O. 1.377E*06 4.953E-06
2.S78E410 S.778E-10 79654E.10

2.336E-i2 2.634E*13 2.504E*12
2.280E-10 2*402E*13 a.593E-.l
2.280E*10 2*402E£13 2.953E£12

- 0-- O .-4*492E*04
1540E£07 l.S40E.07 1.540E07
1.238E*08 1*239E£08 29893E*.0
1.238E£08 1.239E£08 3.112E*O0
2*336E*12 2*634E£13 5.266E£12

1.S60E£08 8.816E-10 7.436E*09
1.560E*08 8.816E-10 3.911E.lO
1.560E*08 8.816E#10 .1383E£ll

0., O 4.259E.03
-0, .e 0. 0

49276E-01 2.416E402 8.258E06
4*276E-01 2*416E£02 9s743E.06
1-560E-08 8.816E£10 1*383E*ll

*6.107E+11 1.330E£12 6.839E£ll
1.446E-l0 7*332E411 4.432E+1l
1.464Eo10 7*332E£11 1*557.E12
3A892E*00 o 0.' 29390E£04
9.630E-06 9.630E*06 9.630E£06
3 194E.07.3.192Ej07 1.466E-OR
3.265E-07 3*192E*07 4.496E£09
6.110.E11 1.330E.12 2153E*12. .

1 .fsh.F-l 1 I.q^nF-l 1- sl 1.e~l
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Listing of NJCS Data File (Continued)

SR-90 /CON
Sq-90 /AGR
SR-90 /FOO
SR-O /OGM
SR-90 /WVT
Sa-90 /sWr
SQ-90 /AIR
TC-s9
TC-99 /ACC
TC-99 /CON
TC-s9 /AGR
TC-99 /F00
TC-99 /OGM
TC-9s9 /WW
TC-99 /SWT
TC-99 /AIP
1-129
1-129 /ACC
1-129 /CON
1-129 /AGR
1-129 fFO)
1-129 /OGM
1-129. /hWT
1-129. /SWT
1-129 /AIR
CS-135
CS-135/ACC
CS-135/CON
CS-135/AGQ
Cs-135/FOO
CS-135/OGM
CS-13s/WWT
CS- 39/SiW
CS-135/AIR
CS-137
CS 137/ACC
CS1 37/CON
CS.137/AGR
CS-13?/FOO
CS-I 37/0GM
CS-137/WWT
CS-137/SWT
CS-137/AIR
U-235
U-235 /ACC
U-235 /CON
U-21S AGR
u-23s /FOO
u-23S /OGM
U-235 /WWT
U-235 /5SWT
U-235 1AIR
U-234
U-238 /ACC
U-238 /CON
11-238 OAGR
U-238 FOO
u-238 *O0G
U-238 /WWT
U-238 /SWT
u-238 /AIR
NP-237
NP-237/ACC
wIP-23?/CON
NP-237/AGR
MP-PI4Frnn

6.394E*13
1.891E-14
6.407E+07
3. 060EC04
9.S64E*09
1.014Eo10
1.*892EC14
3*270E-06
1. 176EC09
2.960EC09
8.548CE09
6.566EC03

0.
4.186E-OS
4.240E*05
8.548CE09
4. 080E-08
9. 139E*1i
2.068EC12
d.346E-12
6.019E-04
1*920£E04
4.289CE07
4.369Ec07
9.197EC 12
2.3 10E-07
2.371EClo
1.566ECc11
S.729EC11'
8.836E-03

0.
3.318E-07
1.442E*8O
5.729E II
2.310E-02
4.499CE11
1.397E-12
5.117EC12
7.896E-04
3.500E-06
3.094ECo0
1.302E-09
5.3ssEC12
9.760E-10
2.062E*12
2.643EC 12
S.1S4Ec12
1.443E*04
3.500E.0S
2.073EC08
2.109E*O0
5.374EC12
1.540E-10
1.695E*12
2*429E*12
4.774EC12
1.348Cc04
5.160E*03
1.835EC08
1.868E-08
4.789E-12
3 240E-07
5.202EC14
S.209E-14
5*238E*14
1.645EFn4

. . _,. . _2.588Cc 14
7.686E *14
2.611E08
3. 060E04
3.e895E10
4'* 128E 10-
7.68AE 14
1.1SOE-01
9e680E*08
5.411E*09
1.933E-10
1.635E-04

0.
1 .042EC06
1.056E.06
1.933Ec10
1.150E-01
8.51sEC11
7.124E#11
2.942E*12
2.137CE04
1.920E*04
1.758EC07
1.793E-07
3.792E-12
1.620E:04
9.651E*10
49209CE11
1.437CE12
2.157E*04

0.
8.098EC07
3.s2OE*OS
1.437E*12
1.620E-04
6.339EC11
1.719E-12
5.872EC12
8.814EO4
3eSOoE*06
3.438EC08
I.452E-09
6.112Lrc12
1.250-E04
3*062CE13
4.361E13
6.500cE13
2.378E-05
l*SOOEcOS
3.23SE*09
3*294EC09
8.s22E-13
1*250E-04
2.882CE13
4. 145E*13
8. 108EC13
2.277E*05
S.160E*03
3.087EC09
3e144E!09
8.109EC13
4.670E-04
1*200CEc16
1.202EC16
1.209E*16
4.fA7F*OS

1.760E.09
1 .760E*09

3.060E,*04
8.835E 06'
8.835E06
1.668EC11
2.OOOE*OO
2.280E*09
8.890E*09
2.960E-10
2.433EC04'

0.
1.5S1E*06
1.S7IE+06
2.960EC10
2.000EO00
e .515CE-ll
6.123E-11
Z.528Ec12
1.636EC04
1.920E04
1'.562E-07
1.592E07
3*379EC12
8.500EO01'
8.851E*10'
3.a79E*11'
I .326Cm12
1 .991kE04

0.
7.475EC07
3o2SOE*08
1.326ECc12
8.500E*01'
7.779ECll
2.351CEc12
8.030E4 12
1.20SEC05
3.SOoE*06
4.655.E08
1.981EC09
8.270E-12
8.400E*02
2.214Cc 11
I.590E*09

1.590EC09
0.

1eS~ooEcOS
1.177E-07
1.177TE07
2.214E*11
8.400ECOZ
1 454W*10'
8.570E*07
8*S70E+07

0.
5.160E-03
7.739EC05
7.739E#OS
1.4S4ECc10
3 OOOcEO2
1 120CEIS
1.122EC15
1.128CE1S
3.Sl.5Fl4

1.760C _09,
1.760E*09

0.
3.060E*04
8.835E06
8.83SE*06
1.668E-ll
5.000EOO
7.600E*06
7.600CE08
7.600E*08

0. - ;

0.
2.083E*O0
2.083EC00
7.600C408
5*000E*OO
S.128E-13
1.624Ec15
6.S53EC15
4.725E-07
1*920Eo04
3.081E-10
3.160E*101
6.SS4E-15
7.200E*02
5.080CE08
5.080E-08
S*080E*08

0.
- .

1.392ECQ 0

10.392EOO
5.080C.08
7.200EC02
2.419E-tl
1 .530C409
1.530E*09

0.
3.SOOEc06
1.287CE07
1.287CE07
2.419Co11
7E200Cc03
2124E-cll'
1.590EC09
1.590E-09

O.
1eSOOcEOS
1.177E-07
1.177E-07
2.214EC11
7.200Ec03
1.454Ec10
8.570EC07
8.570Cc07

0.
S.160mE03
7.739EC.0O
7.739E*0S
1*4544E10
2.S00Ec03
1.340E-lI
8.400CE08
8.400EC08

a.

1.760Cc09
1.760EC090 O.-

3.060EC04
8.835CE06'
8.835EC06
1.668E-ll

1.996EC10
1.031t-11
3.636E-11
3.*061E*0

0.
I1.951E-07
1.976EC07
3.636Ec11

R.515Cc1EI
1.315CE12
S.433E-12
3.947EC04
1 .920E-o4
2.938E-07
3.004EC07
6.284Cc12

3.331E-10
1.466E-11
5.014EC11
7.531CE03

0.
2.828Ec07
1.229Ec08
5.014Ecl1

4.259ECc1
8.O1O0E-1
2.729E-12
4. 092E*04
3.SOOEcO6
1.665CE08
6.808E-08
20969E+12

7.262Ec12
1.013CE13
1 .979E-13
5.552EC04
I.SOOE-OS
7.643E-08
7.781EC08
2.OOlE-13

6.S75E-12
9.447Ec12
1.849EC13
5.196E-04
5.160EC03
7*OSO*0cO
7.179E*C0
1.850CE13

3.8.0Cc 15
3.847E-15
3.868ECIS
1 ..7;p.Vcfl

3*296EC10
3.296Ec10

3*060EC04
So3SEc06
8.835Ec06
1.980EC11

.

7.400E-09
7.962E*09
9.720E-09
2.067E-03

- O0.
1.318EC05
1.335Ec05
9.721Cc09

s.572c *1 l

6.366E*09
0.

l.920Ec04
3.644Ec06
3.644E,06
8.572Ec11

1.491EC10
4. 884E-10
I.SSIEc11
2.256Ec03

8.472E-06
3.6a3E*07
1.5SlcE*I

4.727E-12
1.946EC13
7*543Ec06
3.060E-04
1.134EC09
.19201E*09
1.962EC13

7.880E+09
2.240E+11

7.953cE05
0.

5.069Ec07
5.13SEc07
9.008Ec11

8.S2lE*ll
9.787E-lo
4.006EC11
2.901E*03
1.920Ec04
S.536EC06
5.584EC06
1*ZSIE4.12

1*004CE0o
8.007EC09
2.9994Eclo
4.656E*02

0.
1. 748E06
7.600EC06
2.994E*lo

3.299E#11* 2.44E*EI
2.941Ec11 3.919EC10
9.350Ec11 1.491E-11
1.360E-04 2.333EC03
3.SOOEc06 3*.SOEO06
6.394CE07 2*163EC07
2.349E*08 5.096EC07
1*1756c12 3.89SE*C1

3:360E-15
3.360Ec1S
3.360Ec15

I.SOOE*oS
2.098Ec07
2.098CE07
3.360E-15

S.l7SEcll
1.586CE12
S.621EC12
2.319CE04
1.S00E*CS
3*261EC08
3.318E-08
S.841E-12

3*120Ec15 2.546E*Ij
3*120EC15 1.147cE12
3*120E1S 3*989E+12

0. * 1633E*04
5.160i-03 S.160E-03
9.325E06 2.22E1c08
9.32SEc06 2.262EC08
3U12OE+1S 4*003Ec12

3;602EC14
3.600EC14
3.600E-14

0.

3*74AE*11
1.550Cc 12
5.652EC12
P.3s7F-o4



1-87

Listing of MUCS Dota File (Continued)

* P-237/DG4 6.560E 44 6.560E.0E 6.S6OEt04 6 6.560E.04 6s560E.04 6.60E-04
NP-237/WWT 2*312E*08,5.S46E#09 4o$USE*'08 7*126E*06 1.674E*09 8.113E.06
NP-237/SWT-2.572E*08 6.189E*09 S.443E*08 7.126E*06 1*867E*09a.113E#06
NP-237/AIR'S5239E*14 1*209E*16 1I12SE+15 1.340E113.U868E.15 30602E*14
PU-238 ; 8.020E-03 4o670E-04 8.400£E02 7.200E-03 - - >
PU-238/ACC 2*OOOE*14 4p8oE*15 2o8SOE+15 1.924E*.8o.S8BOE#14 4*OeOE*15

; PU-238/CON 2.003E*14 4.'091E*1S 2.802E*IS 8.70E*07 8.812E14 4.080E15
Pu-238/AGR 2*012E*14 4.126E.15 2.807E*1S 8670E*07 8.SSOE*.14 4.0806*15
PU-238/FOO 1Is37E+03 4*522E+04 6o31E*03 0'C 4*868E*03 . C.

r PU-23vD/04 .ls930E.01' 1930E.01.1930E.O0 1.Q30E*01 1*930E.01 1.930E*0l
PU-238/WWT 7*019E*o7 2.?41E*09 3o931E*08 1l025E*06 2M972E*01 1*241E*07
PU-238/SWT 7e48SE*07 2.926E*09 4.192E*08 1*O2SE#06 3.171E-08 1.221E*07
PU-238/AIR 2e012E-14 4.126E*15 2.807E*IS 1.924E*10 s8sSOE*14 4.oBOE.lS
Ptu-239 2*840E-0S 4*670E-04 8.400E*02 7o2OOE*03 ;
PU-239/ACC 2e240E*14 4.SOOE-t5 3.120E*15 ;7.400E*09 9601E-14 3.840E-15
PU-239/CON 2*243E.14 4e813E*1S 3.122E*15 5Sl7OE*07 9*613E*14 3*840E*l5
OU-239/AGR 2.253E-14 4.854E*15 3*127E.15 5S170E*07 9.655E.14 3*840E*1S
Dl-M39/FO` 1*.270E*03 5.234E404 7.049E-03 0. 5.393E-03 D.
Pu-239/00G4 9.390E+0l 9e390E*01 9*390E+01 9.390E*0,1 9*390E*01 9*190E-0l
PU-239/WWT 7*765E*07 3.72E-09 4.343E-08 3.934E*OSi3;2SSE*08 lIO92E*07
PU-239/SWT *.286E*07 3.388E*O9 4.632E*08 3*934E#oS 3.506E-OR 1l092E*07
P1j-239/AIR Z.253E.14 4.854E*15 3.127E-15 7.OOE-09 9.6S6E-14 3.o40E-1S

* PU-241 . 5.250E-02 4.670E-04 8.400EE02 7a2ZOE*03 * ;
PU-241/ACC 3.040E-12 7.440E-13 4.S60E*13 4.78oE0o7 .1'440E*13 6*800E*12
PU-241/CON 3.046EC12 7.467E*13 4956lE-13 4.780E*07 1.443E*13 6o'00E*12
Pu-241/AGq 3.063E'12.7.552E#13 4.566E-13 4.780E-07 1.450E*13 6.o8OE*12

o Pu-241/FOO2.2O8E*01 1.097E*03 5*613E*01 * 0. l017E02 0.
Pu-241J/DGM4 3o430E-O1 3.430E-0 3.430E-01,3.430E-01 3.430E-0l 3.430E-01
PU-241/WWTl*341E*06 6.642E+07 3*512E.'6'1.310E-o0 6.179E.06 1.864E*04
PU-241/SWT 1*431E*06 7.091E*07.3*742E-06 .1310E-ol b.S9&E-06 1.364E-04
PU-24j/AIR 3.063E.12 T.SS3E*13 4'.566E13 4.7OE*07 ,l.'450E*13 6.SOOE*12
-PIJ-242 2.480E-06 4.670E-04 8.400E*02 7o2OOE.03
PU-242/ACC 2e160E.14 4.480EC15 3.040E*15 1.441E10 9.601E*14 3.680E.15
Pu-242/CON 2.163E*14 4.492.S15 3.042E*15 6.930E*07 9.613E*14 39680E*15
PU-242/AGR 2.173E*14 4.530EC15 3.047E15 6.930E*07 9.653E*1& 3.680E.15
PU-242/FOO 1.224E*03 4.848E.04 6.783E-03 0. 5.194E*03 0.
PO-242/DG 0. O. o. 0. 0. 0.
PU-242/WWT 7?520E.07 2*938E.09 4.l84E.08 7.674E-OS 3.168E£08 1.OSSE*47
PU-242/SWT 8*021E*07 3*137E*09 4*462EC08 7.674£E-S 3.381E*08 l*085E*07
PU-242/AIR 2*173E#14 4.530E+IS 3.047EIS 1.441E10 9*.654E*14 3.680E*1S
AM-241 l S5oE-03 4ollOE-03 3.OOOE*02 2.SOOE-03
AN-241/ACC 5.041E*14 7.120E*IS 6.640E*IS 7.B69E#10 3.840E*IS 4.241E*14* AM-241/CON S*049E*14 7*134E.15 6.645SE15 3.800.E08 3.84TE.1S 4.240E*14
AM4-41/AGR S*077E*14 7.176E*IS 6e660E*IS 3.8OCE*08 3.o68E.ls 4.240E*14
AM-241/FOO 3.S99E*04 S.448E*OS 1.916E*OS 0. 2.707E*OS 0.
AM-24#D06M 7.710E.04 7.710E*0' ?.1EoC#04 7.7IOE*04 7.710E*04 7.710.E04
AM-241/IW1 2.247E0os 3*340EC09 1*189E*09 4,192E.i6 1.663EC09 S.3S4E#06
AN-241/SWl 3*7Z1E*08 5.572E*09 1o974E*09 49192E*06 2.772E:09 5.354E-06
A.-241/AIR 5.078E*14 7.176E*15 6.660E*15 7.d69M4l0 3*868C*15 4*241C*14
AM-243 8.720E-05 4.110E-03 3.OOOE*02 2.500CE03
AM-243/ACC 4*961E*14 7.040EOlS 6.480CE15 9.096E.10 3.760E*1S 4.001E14
AU-243/C0t 4*969E*14 7.054E*1S 6.48SE+lS 6.090E*08 3.767E*IS 4.OOAE*14AM-243/AGR 4*.996E*14 7o096E*1S 6e4'99E.5 6*090E*OS 3.787EOIS 4.oooE*14
AN-z43/FOo 3*525E#04 5.441E*05 1.049E#OS 0. 2.654E-OS o.
AM-243/ODG0 1.66OCSOS 1860E.5 1*860E*.05 186OEC05 1.860E*05 I.R60EO05AM-243/WWT 2.208E*08 3*337E09 lel.48E*09 4.d37E-06 1.631E*09 5.933E*06AN-243/SwT 3*653E#08 5566E*09 1*906E*09 4.837E-06 2.?18E-09 5.933E-06
At-243/AIR 4.99?E:14 7*096E*15 6.499E*15 9*096E#10 3.78aE*15 4*ooiE*14C'-243 2.170E-02 4.670E-04 3.*OOCE02 2.SOOE-03
CM-243/ACC 3.843E#14 6.161E*1S 5.601.E1S 2.444E-11 l.760EC15 4.403E-14
C.-2431CON 3.846E-14 6.171CE15 5.604E15 2.260E*09 1*763E*15 4.400E.14CM-243/AGR 3.866E*14 6.204Ei1S Se616.E1S 2.260E*09 1*772EC15 4.400E14
CM-243/fOo 1.113E#04 l.897EC05 7.I5SE04 0. S.19SE-04 0.C'4-243/DGI* 3*820E*05 3.820E*05 3.820E-05 3.820E-05 3.820E*05 3.-2OE-05CM-243/WVT 1.647E*06 2.598E-09 9*970E*0 1.296E*07 7.212E-08 1.417E-07cMOWc PqnT7F-nFnA 1.1'7Fn.9 I.PRnF-Fs9 I.PgiFonl7 q.?64f*OA 1.&VVC.07

6.560E.O4
3.263E*08
3.635E*08
5.785E*12

3*313E*1Il
1.SI4E* 12
5.277E 12
4.855E*03
1 930E*01
2.94.EoO8
3.139E*08
5*297EC12

3.034E#Il
1.392E.12
4.826EC 12
4.429E*03
9o390E.01
2*616E*Oe
2*8S8E#08
4.833E- 12

5.568E*09
2.861E*10
1.008E*11
9.310E-01
3.430E-C1
5.618E*04
5.999E-06
1*008El11

2*944E*11
1* 355E- 12
4.722E*12
4.343E-03

0.
2.628E-OR
2.806E*06
4.736E-12

3.Sd7E*l l
1.506E* 12
5.3SS.E 12
4.936EO04
7.710E-04
3,047E-08
5.069E*OS
5.434E 12

3.630Eoll
1.713E-12
6.223EC12
5.78?E*04
1.860EC05
3.5T2E-Od
S o.92E*08
6.313E-IZ

5.484E-1l
1.594E-12
5.629E- 12
2.319E.04
3.820E-05
3.269E*084b.184F-nA
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Listing of NUJCS Data File (Continued)

C'4-243/IQ 3.868E14 6.204E-IS 5.617E*15 2.444E*11 1.772E*IS 4.403E*14 s.S71E*12
CM-244 39940E-02 4*670E-04 3*000E#02 2*500E*03
CM-24&/ACC.2.SOOE*14 4.400E-IS 4.160E-IS lo706E*10 t*280E.15 4.400E*14 30SIE*l11
C04-244/CON2.805E*14 4.408E*1S 4.163E#15 7o230E*07 19282E*15 4.400E*14 1533E*12
CM-244/AGR 2.820E*14 4.433E+IS-4174E#15 7.230E-07 1*289E*15 4.400E-14 S.434E.12
C4-244/FOO 8.S20E*03 1.434E-O5 6.145E*04 -0. 3.978E-04 O 2.241E*04
CM-244/DGM.5.640E*01 5.640E*01 5.640E*01g.S640E*01 S.640E*01 S.64OE*01 5.640E#01
Cm-2'/1wwr.T1.17oE'08 1.94E09-8.443E.O8 9.093E*OS S.43oE*O 2elSE.06 3.0*4E0.o
CM-244/S4T,1e507E*08 2.521E-09 1.087E.09 9o093E.OS 7?00IE*08 2115E*06 3.929E-o8
CM-244/A1R 2.820EC14 4.433E-1S 4*1T4E'IS 1.706E-1o le289E*IS 49400E*14 5.4bEl*12
REGION I 9l180E-12 29960E-11 1.970E-04 4.930E-OS 7.700E.03 2.OOOE.OS 4.SOOE.06

2*000E.02 5.OOOCE03 1.OOoE*04 4*OOO.E02 1*OOoE*04 2.oOOE04
l.OOoE-oo l.OOOE.O0 l*OOoE.oO l.OlOE-09 1.510E-09 1.120E-07 3
4.00OE'02 8.OOOE.02 1.83CE-10 2*610E-12.'

REGION 2 2OZlOE-11 3.180E-ll. 1*160E-03 3o240E-nS 7.700E-03 2e.COoEOS 4.SOCOE06
4.200E-01'4.Q00EC02 8.000E-02 I 300.E03 1.COC'E04 2.*00EC04
l.OOOE'OO l.OOo.EC0 1.COO.ECO 3.SOOE-10 S.250E-10 l-.ZOE-07 3
6.400E4oI 1.600EC03 1.830E-10'39323E-12 '

REGION 3 2e510E-l1 3.ZH0E-l1 9*000E-0S 2e250E-oS 7.770E.03 2.OOOECoS 4.500E06
1.400Eo0a 2.900E*03 5.300E-03 4.COnE*o2 l.2SoE-04 2.SOOEa04
I.OOE0oo l.OOOCEOO l.Oa.E-oo 3.860E-lO S.79oE-1o l.120E-07 4
la600'E02 8.000E02'Ia83CE-Ia 2.550E-12

QEGION 4 2.640E-1O 8.060E-11 1*300E-06' 3.250E-07 7.700E-03 2.OCOE*OS 4.SCOE*06
lISOOE.01 3*OOOE-02 6.OOCEC02 1.3000E03 3.OEC040 6.000E+04
lOOOOE-OO-l.OOO I&OOE-oo 2.660E-11 3.99CO-l l C120E-07 2
8.COOE*00 8*00CC-02 1830E-l1 1*790E-12

REGION 5 2.010E-11 3.lSfE-11 e1I60E-04 3e240E-06 7.700E*03 2.00oaEOS.4.*S00E06
3.200E01 3.900E.O2 7.900E-02 1.300EC03 1.000E*04 2.*OOE*04
.l.oooE*00 1.*OOoEO- I.OOOE-00-3*030E-10 4*55CCE-1 1.12CE-07 2
6.400E-o1 1.600E.03 1.830E-10 3.323E-12

REGION 6 2.01CE-lI 3.180E-11.1*160E-02 3*240E-04 7.70nE-03 2.aOOECOS 4.SCOE*06
2.zooE*0l 4.SOOE.02 S.sooE'02 1.300EC03 l.OOE*04 2.OOO.E04

I.OOOE*00 l.OOOC.0 l.OOOE-OO 3*030E-10 4.55CE-I 10.120E-07 4
6.400E.0l 1*600E.03 1*83CE-10 3*323E-12



H-89

SPCl Data File

P-IXRESIN
P-CONCLI1
P-FSLUDGE
P-FCARTRG
B-IXRESIN
B-CONCLI1
B-FSLUDGE
P-COTRASH
P-NCTRASH
B-COTRASH
S-NCTRASH
F-COTRASH
F-NCTRASH
I-COTRASH
I+COTRASH
N-SSTRASH
N#SSTRASH
N-LOTRASH
N*LOTRASH
F-PROCESS
U-PROCESS
I-LQSCNVL
I+LQSCNVL
I-ABSLIOD
I+AB5LIOD
I-BIOWAST
I*BIOdAST
N-SSWASTE
N-LOWASTE
L-NFRCOMP
L-DECONRS
N-ISOPROD
N-HIGHACT
N-TRITIUM
N-SOURCES
N-TARGETS

II1 100 100
11 100 140
11 100 100
11 100 100
11 100 100
11 100 140
11 100 100
21 100 100
51 100 100
21 100 100
51 100 100
22 100 100
22 100 100
23 100 100
23 100 100
22 100 100
22 100 100
22 100 100
22 100 100
52 100 100
52 100 100
33 100 300
33 100 300
33 100 300
33 100 300
33 100 192
33 100 192
31 100 100
31 100 100
51 100 100
51 100 200
51 100 130
52 100 100
52 100 100
52 100 100
52 100 100

2 1 1
1 1 2
1 3 1
2 2 1
2 1 1
1 1 2
'1 3 1
3 2 1
0 ,0 1.
3 2 1
0 .0 1
3 2 1
0 0 1
3 2 1
3 2
2 2 1
.2 2 1
3 2 1
'3 2 1
0 .3 1
0 3 1
3 .3 1
3 3 1
3 ;3 1
3 3 1
2 3
2 3 1
0 .3 1
'3 3 1
0 ,0 1
2 0 4
.1 1 3.
0 ;0 1,
3 3 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

0
,0
0
0.
0
0.
0
0
0
0

0
0
0..
0
0
0
0-
.0
0-
0'
11
1-
1
1

1'

1.

~o

0
*1
1
.0
1
0
0

1 '1,I 00i0 0
1 ,li0110'. 0

1; ool'o o
,10110 - 0

1 1 0010 O

1 .1 0010 0
0 L tOOOO' 0
0 20000 0
0 1',0000 0
0 2 .0000 0
0 .1 0000 0
0 20000 0
0 1. 000'0 O
0 1'O0000 0
0. 1 0000 . 0
0 1 0000 0
0o 10000 0

1 0000 0
1 I 0000 0

1 01-o00oo' 0
-O 10010 0
0 1'0010 '0
.1 1 0010 0
1 1:0010 ' 0
0 1 0010 0
0 -1 0010 0
,1' 10000 0
0 1, 0000., 0
0 2.0000 0
1 1 0310 0
0 1 0210. 0
0 :3 0000 0
1 1 0000 0
1 20000 0
1 1 0000 0



H-90

SPC2 Data File

P-IXRESIN
P-CONCLIO
P-FSLUDGE
P-FCARTRG
B-IXRESIN
B-CONCLI1
B-FSLUDGE
P-COTRASH
P-NCTRASH
B-COTRASH
B-NCTRASH
F-COTRASH
F-NCTRASH
I-COTRASH
I+COTRASH
N-SSTRASH
N+SSTRASH
N-LOTRASH
N+LOTRASH
F-PROCESS
U-PROCESS
I-LQSCNVL
I+LQSCNVL
I-ABSLIOD
I+ABSLIQD
I-BIOWAST
I+BIOWAST
N-SSWASTE
N-LOWASTE
L-NF2COMP
L-DECONRS
N-ISOPROD
N-HIGHACT
N-TRITIUM
N-SOURCES
N-TARGETS

1 1
11
11
11
11
1 1
1 1
21
51
21
51
22
22
23
23
22
22
22
22
52
52
33
33
33
33
33
33
31
31

*51
51

52
52
52
52

100
600
100
100
100
240
100
200
100
200
100
150
100
200
400
150
300
200
400
100
100
128
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

165
182
165
100
165
156
165
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
300
300
165
300
192
192
100
100
100
200
200
100
100
100
100

1 1 3 0 1 1 0210
1 1 3 0 1 1 4210
1 1 3 0 1 1 0210
1 1 3 0 1 1 0210
1 1 3 0 1 1 0210
1 1 3 0 1 1 4210
1 1 3 0 1 1 0210
3 2 1 0 0 1 1010
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000
3 2 1 0 0 1 1010
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000
3 2 1 0 0 1 1010
0 0 1 0 0 2 0000
3 2 1 0 0 1 1010
3 2 1 0 0 1 2020
2 2 1 0 0 1 1010
2 2 1 0 0 1 2020
3 2 1 0 0 1 1010
3 2 1 0 0 1 2020
0 3 1 0 1 1 0000
0 3 1 0. 1 1 0000
3 3 1 1 1 1 1010
3 3 1 1 0 1 0010
3 3 3 0 1 1 0210
3 3 1 1 1 1 0010
2 3 1 1 0 1 0010
2 3 1 1 0 1 0010
0 3 1 0 1 1 0000
3 3 1 1 0 1 0000
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000
2 0 4 1 1 1 0310
1 0 4, 1 1 1 0310
0 0 1 0 1 3 0000
3 3 1 1 1 1 0000
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000
0 0 1 0 ,1 1 0000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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SPC3 Date File

P-IXRESIN
P-CONCLIO
P-FSLUDGE
P-FCARTRG
B-IXRESIN
B-CONCLIQ
B-FSLUDGE
P-COTRASH
P-NCTRASH
B-COTRASH
B-NCTRASH
F-COTRASH
F-NCTRASH
I-COTRASH
I+COTRASH
N-SSTRASH
N*SSTRASH
N-LOTRASH
N+LOTRASH
F-PROCESS
U-PROCESS
I-LQSCNVL
I.LOSCNVL
I-ABSLIOD
I*ABSLIOD
1-BIOWAST
I+BIOWAST
N-SSWASTE
N-LOWASTE
L-NFRCOMP
L-DECONRS
N-ISOPROD
N-HIGHACT
N-TRITIUM
N-SOURCES
N-TARGETS

1I

511

61

612
51
61
51
62
22
23
23
22
22
22
22
52
52
33
33
33
33
33
33
31
31
51
51
51
52
52
52
52

100
600
100
100
100
240
100

8000
100

8000
100

4000
100

2000
8000
1 000
4000
2000
8000

100
100
452
100
100
100

1500
100
100
100
100

1800
100
100
100
100
100

200
200
200
100
200
200
200
200
100
200
100
200
100
200
200
200
200
200
200
100
100
200
300
200
300
200
192
100
100
100
200
200
100
100
100
100

2 0
2 0
*1 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 '0
0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
3 0
0 3
0 3
0 0
3 3
0 0
3 3
0 0
2 0
0 3
3 3
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
3 3
o o
0 *0

4
4
4
4
4.
4
4
4
1
4
1
4
1i
4
4-
4-
4
4.
4
1*
1
4, . .4.
1*
4
1
4
1
1
1*
1L
4.
4

1'
1
1'
1.

0' 1
0 1
0' 1
0 1
0, 1
0.; 1
0 1
0 1

1
0 1
0� 1
0 1
0 *0
0 1'.
0,. 1
0' 1
0 1'
0, 1
0 1
0 1
0. 1
0 1
1 .t0
0, , 1'
1�-' 1
0. 1
1- 0
0 1
1. 0
0 ' 1:
0. V
1 1
0' 1:
1. 1
0� 1
0' 1

.1 0310r
1 '4310"
1 0310
1 0310 _
I 0310
1 4310
1 0310'.
1 '.6312'
2 0000
1 '6312
2 0000
1-6311
2 -0000
1 5311
17322
1 5311
1 7322
1:v 5311 -
1.- 7322
1 0 000
1,..0000 -
1 5311 1 *

:1 0010

1 0310 ,
1- 0010
1 5311 ;
1 -0010'
1 0000
1 0000
2 0000..
1,6312.'
1 0310
3 0000,
1. 0000
2 0000
1 0000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
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SPC4 Data File

P-IXRESIN
P-CONCLIQ
P-FSLUDGE
P-FCARTRG
B-IXRESIN
B-CONCLIQ
B-FSLUDGE
P-COTRASH
P-NCTRASH
B-COTRASH
B-NCTRASH
F-COTRASH
F-NCTRASH
I-COTRASH
I+COTRASH
N-SSTRASH
N+SSTRASH
N-LOTRASH
N+LOTRASH
F-PROCESS
U-PROCESS
I-LOSCNVL
I+LQSCNVL
I-ABSLIQO
I+ABSLIQD
I-BIOWAST
I+BIOWAST
N-SSWASTE
N-LOWASTE
L-NFRCOMP
L-DECONRS
N-ISOPROO
N-HIGHACT
N-TRITIUM
N-SOURCES
N-TARGETS

71 1800
71 800
71 500
71 100
71 1800
71 640
71 500
71 8000
51 600
71 8000
51 600
72 4000
52 600
63 2000
73 8000
62 1000
72 4000
62 2000
72 8000
52 100
52 100
63 452
33 100
6310000
33 100
63 1500
73 100
31 100
31 100
51 100
71 1800
51 100
52 100
52 100
52 100
52 100

200
200
200
100
200
200
200
200
100
200
100
200
100
200
200
200
200
200
200
100
100
200
300
200
300
200
192
100
100
100
200
200
100
100
100
100

1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
2 0 4 0 1 1 0310 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 3010 0
1 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 3010 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 6311 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 3020 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
3 0 4 0 1 1 7322 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
2 0 4 0 1 1 7322 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
3 0 4 0 1 1 7322 0
0 3 1 0 1 1 o000 0
0 3 1 0 1 1 0000 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
3 3 1 1 0 1 0010 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
3 3 1 1 1 1 0010 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 5311 0
2 0 1 1 0 1 0010 0
0 3 1 0 1 1 0000 0
3 3 1 1 1 1 0000 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000 0
0 0 4 0 1 1 6312 0
1 0 4 1 1 1 0310 0
0 0 1 0 1 3 0000 0
3 3 1 1 1 1 0000. 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 0000 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0000 - 0
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--.Appendix I

The following branch technical position on site closure and stabilization is
reproduced in its entirety.

-UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BRANCH POSITION - LOW-LEVEL WASTE BURIAL GROUND
SITE CLOSURE AND STABILIZATION

Low-Level Waste Branch

;Background

Recent events-have caused the staff to reassess the terms and conditions of
licenses that have been issued under_10-CFR Parts 30, 40,.and 70,of NRC's_
-regulations fordisposal of materials'at low-level waste burial grounds.,-;
Licenses do not.specifically-address measures required to close and stabilize
sites when operations cease.

In the past, decommissioning of all types of nuclear facilities was' addressed
only in:general -terms, 'if 'at all. In recent years, decommissioning of fuel

* cycle facilities, and particularly stabilization of uranium mill tailings, has
been receivingtincreased regulatory attention.- Most licenses for.fuel cycle
facilities'.specifically address decommissioning.- A-Colorado State. University
-report~entitled, "Evaluation-of Long-Term Stability of Uranium Mill Tailing
Disposal Alternatives," was prepared in April 1978. The effectiveness and
stability.of.various engineering designs for.the tailings caps, embankments,
liners, and water diversion structures were assessed against failure.modes

* such as wind erosion, floods,:and settlement. -Work such as this, coupled with
extensive experience in working out specific methods of uranium mill tailings
management, contributes to both a conceptual and technical base for formulating
performance:objectives for site closure and stabilization for shallow~land
burial of-packaged low-level waste since the activities and.engineering are
similar in many respects.

The.Office'of Standards Development, NRC, has a major-effort underway to
develop criteria and standards for decommissioning of all types of fuel cycle
.facilities.i A comprehensive technical information base is being developed by
Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratory. Reports-on each type of fuel cycle
facility are being prepared. A report on decommissioning of low-level waste
burial grounds is scheduled to be completed later this spring. Although the

* report of this work is not completed, information on alternative methodologies,
procedures, and costs required for-site closure and stabilization has been
developed-. ' . . -.

The NRC has underway the development of a.specific regulatory program for
management of LLW-. On October 25, 1978, NRC noticed, -in the Federal Register,

I-1
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its intent to develop a proposed new 10 CFR Part 61 for LLW and invited advice,
recommendations, and comments on the scope of the environmental impact statement
for the new part. Site decommissioning is intended to be an integral part of
the new regulations, currently scheduled to be published as a proposed rule in
late 1980. -

Specific events at the Sheffield, Illinois site have, however, necessitated
development of an interim Branch Position before these regulatory framework
efforts and technical base specific for burial'grounds are completed. Towards
this end, the NRC staff has developed interim performance objectives for LLW
burial ground site closure and stabilization based on information available at
this time.

Site closure and stabilization plans developed to meet the objectives outlined
below are intended to prepare the site for transfer to a custodial government
agency. The custodial agency or agencies will be needed until the site can be
released for unrestricted use (usually a few hundred years). The site operator's
responsibility and authority for possession of buried wastes continues until
the Commission finds that'the plan established for preparation of the site' for
transfer to another person has been satisfactorily completed in a manner to
reasonably assure protection of the public health and safety and takes-action
to terminate responsibility and authority under their license.

Position

The staff recognizes that the site closure and stabilization program required
at a site will vary'depending on site or region'specific parameters, such as
geology, hydrology, and climate as-well as arrangements that may have been
concluded between the licensee and site owner.- The operating-history of the
burial ground, site performance as shown by maintenance and monitoring pro-
grams, site Inventories, and'anticipated future use of the site will also be
important factors. The overall' objective is'to leave the'site in a condition
such that the need for-active ongoing maintenance is-eliminated and only-
passive surveillance and monitoring are required at the point when the license
is terminated.

Low-level waste burial ground licensees shall develop a site closure and
stabilization plan that addressess, as a minimum, the following performance
objectives.

1. Bury all waste in accordance with the requirements of the license.

2. Dismantle and decontaminate as required and dispose of all structures,
equipment, and materials that are not to be transferred to the custodial
agency.;

3. Document the arrangements and the status of the arrangements for orderly
transfer of'site control and for long-term care by the government custodian.
Also document the agreement, if any, of state or federal government
participation in, or accomplishment of, any performance objective.
Specific funding arrangements to assure the availability of funds to
complete the site' closure and stabilization plan must be made.
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4. Direct gamma radiation from buried wastes should be essentially background,

5. Demonstrate that the rate of release of radionuclides through air and
ground and surface water pathways are at or below acceptable levels.
Acceptable levels for water are those-set forth in 10 CFR Part 20,
Appendix B, at the-site boundry and EPA drinking water limits at the
nearest water-supply. . Acceptable levels for air are a small fraction of
-those in-10,CFR Part 20, Appendix B.. The'EPA environmental'standard for
disposal of low-level wastes should be used when available....

6. Render the site suitable for surface activities during custodial care.
Planned custodial care may be limited to activities such as vegetation
-control, minor maintenance, and environmental monitoring. However, use of
the site surface for activities such as parking lots-may beplanned.,.
Final conditions at the site must be-acceptable to the.custodial agency
and compatable with its plans for the site.

7: Demonstrate that all trench-bottom elevations are above water table,'
levels taking into account the complete history of seasonal 'fluctuations.

8. Eliminate the potential for erosion or loss of site or trench integrity
due to factors such as ground water, surface water, wind, subsidence, and
frost action. For example, an overall site surface water management --
system must be established for humid sites to drain rainwater and snowmelt

-away from-the burial trenches. All slopes must be sufficientlygentle to
-prevent slumping' or gullying. -The surface must be stabilized'with estab-

-I-, ished short-rooted grass, rock, riprap, or other-measures. Trench caps
: must be.stabillzed so that erosion, settling, or slumping of caps:does .
- not occur.-

9. Demonstrate that trench markers are in place, stable, and keyed to, ;
benchmarks. Identifying information must be clearly and permanently''
marked.

10. Compile and transfer to the custodial agency complete records of site
maintenance and stabilization activities, trench elevation and locations
(in USGS coordinates), trench inventories, and monitoring data for use
during custodial care for unexpected corrective measures and data
interpretation.

11. Establish a buffer zone surrounding the site sufficient to provide space
to stabilize slopes, incorporate surface water management features,
assure that future excavations on adjoining areas would not compromise
trench or site integrity, and provide working space for unexpected mitigating
measures in the future. The buffer zone must also be transferred to the
custodial agency. The width of the buffer zone will be determined on a
site-specific basis. The buffer zone may generally be less than 300 feet.

12. Provide a secure passive site security system (e.g., a fence) that requires
minimum maintenance.

0
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13. Stabilize the site in a manner to minimize environmental monitoring
requirements for the'long-term custodial phase and develop a monitoring
program based on the stabilization plan for implementation by the custodial
agency.

14. Investigate the causes;of any statistical increases in environmental
samples which have occurred during operation and stabilization. In
particular, any evidence of unusual or unexpected rates or levels of
radionuclide migrationin or with the ground water must be analyzed and
corrective measures implemented.

15. Eliminate the need for active water management measures, such as sump or
trench pumping'and'treatment'of the water to assurethat wastes are not
leached by standingiwater'in'the trenches.' Passive-systems are preferred.
Engineered methods'of intercepting contaminated ground-water or diverting
ground water should also be'passive.'

16. Evaluate present and zoned activities on adjoining areas to determine
their impact on the long-term performance of'the-site and take reasonable
action to minimize the effects.' Staff recognizes that these actions
would normally be limited to areas under control of the licensee.

Implementation

All objectives will be considered and satisfied to the extent practicable
during the review of requests for'burial ground-operating license termination.
Existing licenses will be amended to6add conditions requiring submittal of
site closure and stabilization plans and explicit requirements' for satisfactory
completion of the plan before the license'can be'terminated-and the material
buried at the site transferred to custodial government'care. New applicants
will be required to submit preliminary site closure and stabilization plans as
part of the initial application.



Appendix J

REGIONAL CASE STUDIES

This appendix presents the results of four regional case studies. Each regional
case study consists of the calculation of impact measures for a geographic
region of the conterminous United States resulting from the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste (LLW) generated and disposed within that region for a period
of 20 years. The regional case studies are meant to help provide an illustration
of the unmitigated impacts of LLW disposal on a regional basis following the

* application of the performance objectives and technical'criteria for LLW
disposal established in this'environmental impact statement.

In this appendix, the conterminous U.S. has been divided into four regions
with boundaries based upon those for the U.S. NRC Regions, shown in Figure
J.1. These waste generating regions will be referred to in this appendix as
the northeast (Region-1), southeast (Region II), midwest (Region III), and
western regions (Regions IV and V). Each of'these regions'are projected to
generate up to one million m3 of LLW between the years 1980 and 2000 (see
Appendix D).

Within each region a hypothetical disposal facility is assumed to be located
at a site which is consistent with: '(a) the basic disposal facility siting
considerations discussed-in Chapters 4 and 5 and Appendix E, and (b).the
generic environmental characteristics within that geographical region. These,
regional sites are described in Section 1. A description of the disposal
facilities assumed to be situated at each of these sites are presented in
Section 2.- The design, operation, and closure of these hypothetical disposal
facilities are consistent with the performance objectives and the technical
criteria'outlined in this environmental impact statement. Finally, the various
quantifiable impact measures associated with the management and disposal of
LLW generated within that region at each of these regional disposal facilitie's
are outlined and compared in Section 3.

1., REGIONAL SITE DESCRIPTIONS

This section provides a brief description of the hypothetical sites utilized
for the regional case studies. These hypothetical sites are meant to be
consistent with the basic siting considerations presented in Chapters 4 and 5,
Appendix E, and the generic environmental characteristics within the region in
which the site is assumed to be located.--Th6 regional site descriptions are.
meant to be typical of the environmental characteristics of the regions and
have been developed from a number of sources. The regional site descriptions
are intended to describe reasonable sites--i.e., sites that could be licensed--
but are'not intended -to represent the "best" site that could be located within
a region.' The site descriptions should not be interpreted as representing any
existing disposal facility or specific location within the regions. Neither.
should-they be interpreted as NRC advocacy of any region or any specific location
or site within a region.

J-1
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1.1' Northeastern Site

; The northeastern site is assumed to be located within the Appalachian Upland
'portion of the Appalachian Plateau physiographic province. A general'topographic
map of:the site is presented in Figure J.2. - .

The'area has'been reworked by erosional and-depositional forces associated
with glacial'and postglacial activities. The disposal facility' site is on an
upland area, having an average elevation of about 555 m'(1,820 ft).above' mean
sea level (msl),'and-slopes to the south at a rate of about'3%. The'drainage
from the site flows into the headwaters of Point-Creek.' ' ' -'

1.1 .1-IGeology -: '' ''

.Throughout most of the Appalachian Upland, the bedrock is underlain by un-i
consolidated deposits of glacial origin. The thickness of these'units is
generally greater in the lowlands and valleys, gradually thinning out over. the
upland regions. The material properties of the deposits are'highly variable.

'The site isvunderlain by approximately 9'to 23 m (30 to 75 ft) ofcompact:
glacial till frequently'referred to as hardpan. Thin and'discontinuous -
interbedded layers of sand and gravel are observed locally in the area..

- Coarser-grained sediments 'are principally 'found in valleys and lowlands,,and
,,:are associated with stream channels. '

; Underlying the'glacial 'mantle are flat lying rocks of upper. Devonian Age
belonging-to the Schaffer Group. These rocks consist of'marine,-black, and
;gray-shales and siltstones, with some thin sandstone layers. The regional dip
ofthe strata is to the south-southwest at a rate of about 2%. A west-northwest/
east-southeast geologic profile 'of thesite area is shown on Figure J-3.

The'northeast site falls within one of the more tectonically stable regions of
the northeast.' The site location has been estimated to have 'a'peak horizontal
ground acceleration of 0.04 g, with a recurrence interval'of more than 500 years.
Based on available data, no capable faults are known to underlie the'site or,
lie within 5 miles of the site.

1.1 2 Soils

The site area is covered by silty loams with an underlying brittle, dense
fragipan. The predominant soil types belong to the Brickton, Warrenj Chitta
and Highland series.-The parent material consists of acidic, low lime content 2
dense glacial till.

The site has slopes ranging from nearly level to moderately rolling grades,
and the runoff potentials are correspondingly variable. The soils are deep and
generally poorly drained. Permeabilities for the uppermost foot of soils are,
moderate, ranging from 15 to 50 mm per hour (0.6 to 2 inches per hour).
However, the dense silty fragipan subsoil isof considerable thickness and is'
highly impervious, affording low permeabilities ranging between less than 1.5
to 5 mm (0.06 and 0.2 inches) per hour. The-soil is strongly acidic, especially

.; . . . Of
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in the topsoil layer. The plentiful root material in the upper layers contribute
to the relatively high organic matter composition. In general, available
nitrogen is high, with a moderate phosphorus and potassium content. The
low lime content of the glacial till' might indicate a correspondingly low
calcium content.

1.1.3 Ground Water

The ground water generally occurs where the bedrock and glacial till meet.
The depth to ground water at the site averages about 12 meters. The amount of
ground water available in the local upland area in which the site is located
is largely limited to that which reaches the zone of saturation from precipita-
tion falling upgradient of the site. This recharge quantity is small because
of the low permeability of the till,. and the heavily vegetated nature of the
land surface which acts to hold water in the surficial organic matter affording
greater loss via evapotranspiration. Recharge in these areas is limited,
ranging from 5 to 50 mm (0.2 to 2.0 inches) per year.

Ground water occurrence in the bedrock is limited to secondary openings along
fracture zones and bedding planes. Generally, the fine-grained character
associated with the shales and siltstones inhibits water movement. Rocks of
this type typically have an upper permeability of about 4.72 x 10-7 to
4.72 x 10-5 cm/sec (0.01 to 1.0 gallons/day/ft2 (gpd/ft2)). Movement in the
intergranular pore spaces of the sandstone layers will be somewhat greater.

Ground water flow is to the south, following the local topography, and enters
the unconsolidated deposits at erosional interfaces. As stated previously,
till is not a good water-bearing'unit., The permeability of this material is
on the order of 4.72 x 10-8 to 4.72 x 10-9 cm/sec'(0.001 to 0.0001 gpd/ft2).
here coarse-grained'deposits are encountered, the permeability increases
considerably, with values ranging from 4.72 x 10-2 to 4.72 cm/sec (1,000 to
10,000 gpd/ft2). Most~of the recharge entering at the site follows the hydraulic
gradient to the south and is discharged as base flow into the headwaters of
Point Creek which is about 1,000 m (3,000 ft) away.

Ground-water usage in this rural setting is very low. Pumpage is limited to
widely scattered wells serving as domestic supplies to local homes and farmsteads.
Most of these rural supplies are obtained from bedrock wells, 30 to 61 m (100
to 200 ft) in depth, although some of the water comes from seepage from the
overlying deposits around the well casings. The average yields range between
23 to 30 liters per minute (6 to 10 gpm).

The quality of ground water in the unconsolidated deposits and upper shale
units is generally good. Occasional samples collected in the upper shales
were found to be high in total dissolved solids and hardness; however, average
values are relatively low. Water in the unconsolidated deposits tends to
reflect the influence of the underlying bedrock. In general, water from the
deep gravel deposits is high in iron, and water from shallow gravel deposits
is very hard.
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-1.1.4 Surface Water

The site is located in the once glaciated region of the Brokill 'Mountains.
The rolling terrain is typical of the region, the'result of glacial scour and
fill.'- The'drainage basin in which the 'site'is' located covers 7.36 km2,- with a
coarse drainage density of 0.5 (dimensionless). Total 'stream length'above'the
site is 2,286 m (7,500.ft).

'''..'' .'. .. I : . . '':'.._.!..''',' -,

The site vicinity is generally sloping to the south with total vegetative
cover. The surface soils and vegetation allow for considerable retention of
precipitation; only 20 to:30'percent of precipitation-be'comes surface runoff.
A strong correlation-exists between stream' discharge 'and precipitation in the
basin. Mean annual discharge at'the outlet of the basineis O.99 m3/s (35 .cfs),
but' awide variation in flow occurs' throughout the year. 'Analysis of the'tinit
hydrograph indicates that while peak discharge in the stream-occurs within..
30 minutes of rainfall commencement,'recession of the flow takes up to'30 hours.
This variation is likely due to the base-flow'sustained by and fair weather'
runoff derived from ground water.

Saturation of the lower basin area occurs during high intensity precipitation
eventsj''causing return flow. The maximum"discharge of a 500'year'flow is

'-'estimated to be-on'the order of 368 m3/s:(13,000 cfs). The floodway of such a
flow'is delineated'on Figure J-2.- As 'can be seen,-the site is located well'
above' the floodway.

Development'of the site will tend'to reduce the infiltration area of the'-
basin", reduce the time to peak-discharge and increase the flood-stage of the
stream. ' Facility operations'such'as placement of impervious cover'materials
iand clearing of vegetation are expected to increase the ~runoff by approximately
60% by the time the facility is closed. This increased runoff, however, will
not result in increased potential for site flooding.

1.1.5 Meteorology

The climate in the area of the northeastern site is classified'as humid continen-
tal, characterized by wide variations in seasonal precipitation and temperature.
Moisture sources for precipitation are obtained from the southerly flow of-
Gulf air 'during the summer, cyclones'that'originate-in the'Great Lakes,"and-
Atlantic Coast systems. Precipitationlis'unifornly.distributed over theryear
with'the greatest-average monthly'imounts'occuring during April through'Sep-
tember in the-form of thunder showers.; The--average'annual precipitation 'is
approximately 1,034 mm (41 in).

The area is characterized by distinct'seasonal temperature variations. Winters
are predominantly-cold with maximum temperatures ranging fromO to 200C (32-to
680F), and nightime minimums of'from -9 to -70C (15 to'200F). The temperatures
are generally mild during June through August and maximum temperatures average
from 24 to 260C (75-790F).' The mean annual temperature forthe area is 8VC
(46.00F). - '
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The prevailing wind direction is southerly from May through November and
westerly during the winter and early spring. The average wind speeds during
these periods are 15.6 and 17.8 km/hr (8.4 and 9.6 knots), respectively. The
average annual windspeed near the site is 16.6 km/hr (10.3 mph), and occurs
from the west-southwest direction. Thunderstorms occur on an average of about
30 days per year and are more vigorous during the warm season. Tornados are
not common but may occur between late May and late August. Freezing rain
storms generally occur on one or more occasions during the winter but are of
short duration.

Since the area is characterized by frequent storm.passages, particularly from
late fall to early spring, relatively- low frequencies of nocturnal solar
radiation occur. Northwest winds blowing over the western slopes of the
nearby mountains during winter also enhance the instability of the area climate.
Inversions based below 152 m (500.ft) above the surface may be expected to
occur 20 to 30 percent of the time in any season. As a result, mixing heights
and wind speeds have less variations

1.1.6 Terrestrial Ecology

The site is-located within the Appalachian Highland Division of the Hemlock-
White Pine-Northern Hardwoods Region. The region is characterized by pronounced
alternating presence of decidious,.coniferous, and mixed forest communities.
Approximately half of the county in which the site is located is currently
used for agriculture, with much of the remaining area covered by secondary
forest growth.. Public use areas within a 40.km (25 mi) radius of the site
include the Crolia Wildlife Management Area located 2.7 km (1.7 mi) north, the
Crown Lake State Park located 9.7 km (6 mi) south,,the Frog Pond State Park
located 29 km (18 mi).east, and the Severn Fish Hatchery located 6.4 km (4 mi)
northwest.

The disposal facility site itself is entirely forested. The dominant species
are sugar maple, American beech, yellow birch, hemlock and white pine. -The
immediate vicinity of facility is also forested to a great extent, continuous
with the woodlands found onsite.

No state or-federally declared rare or endangered species are known to occur
onsite. A variety of mammal species are found onsite. The most abundantiare
small mammals such as the white footed mouse, short-tailed shrew, woodland
Jumping mice,-and meadow mole. Common medium sized mammals are woodchuck,
opossum, and gray squirrel. White-tailed deer are also abundant in this area.

Most mammals utilizing the site, with the exception of woodchucks, are not
burrowing species. These mammals dig tunnels which average 1.2 to 1.5 meters
(4 to 5,ft) deep,-and 7.6 to 9.2 meters (25 to 30 ft) long. Home ranges of
the common mammals vary depending upon the availability of food.

A moderate number of reptiles have been observed or are expected to occur
within the deciduous woodlands. Reptiles found include the eastern garter
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snake and snapping turtle, the latter being essentially restricted to areas
immediately adjacent to water. Other reptiles observed include the spotted
salamander, the wood frog, and the American toad.

1.1.7 Aquatic Ecology

The aquatic environment near the site is limited to Point Creek (2 mi from the
site to the east) and its tributary, Boyle Creek (1 mi from'the site-to the -
south). Point Creek leads into'the Sprite River at a point 37 kmn (23'mi)
downstream, which then drains into the Wilder-River, 27 km (17 mi) further
south; Both Point Creek and BoyleCreek are considered ClassiC waters, best
suited'for recreational fishing. Point Creek and its tributaries are shallow,
rocky bottom streams. -lThe major primary producers of these waters consist of
several -genera of diatoms, green and blue-green algae. -,The most common phyto-
plankton are Tubellaria, Fragillaria, Asterionella, and Cyclotella. The flow
of these streams somewhat limits the abundance of macroflora. Forty seven
fish species are known to occur within the county in the Wilder River watershed.

Most'of-these species are expected in Point and Boyle Creeks.> Point-and:Boyle
Creeks are also-stocked with rainbow trout, and tiger muskellunge.

1.1.8 Land Use

The site, which is forested, is located-in a rural land area. The'general
region in which the site is located is comprised mostly of forested land and

'-'active or inactive farmland. There are no farm dwellings or other-residences
located onsite.- -The site is not suited for any unique uses, but the soils are
considered'to'be'suitable for farming. There -is no significantVmineral resource
development within 10-km (6 mi) of the facility. County plans for the site,
'which'is not'in a' visually sensitive area,-and surrounding-land (2 to 7 km)
include reforestation and compatible uses. -

There are no'known mineral resources of economical consequences within the
vicinity'of'the site. -Recovery operations 'in the area are limited to a small
bedrock quarry-located one mile to-the north, and a-sand and gravel quarry,.
located one mile to the east. :No oil and gas -reserves of economically recover-
able-quantities are known-to exist in the-area. -

1.19 Other Parameters

Several other parameters are utilized in the impact analysis. These are
estimated'to be'the following. -The'precipitation-evaporation (PE) index of
the vicinity is equal to:136. The'-average cation exchange capacity of the
subsurface'media-is about-12 milliequivalents per 100 grams-(meq/100 g). The
average silt content of the'site soils is 65 percent. The vertical water -

"'travel time from the'bottom of the trenches to the -saturated zone is -50 years.
The horizontal saturated-zone travel 'times from the 'edge-(of'the vertical *
projection into the saturated zone)-of the disposal cell closest to the'
discharge locations are as follows: to the restricted area fence, 150 years
(30 meters); to' the closest'drinking water well 2,450 years (500 meters); and
'to the nearest surface'water 'discharge 'location,'-4,950-years (1,000 meters).
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1.2 Southeastern Site

The southeastern site is assumed to be located within the Liptone Upland
segment of the Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province. For the purposes
of this appendix, the southeastern site description is assumed to be consistent
with the reference facility described in Appendix E.

1.3 Midwestern Site

Falling within the Central physiographic province, the midwestern site rests
at an average elevation of about 247 m (810 ft):above mean sea level. The
general topography of the site, which is shown.in Figure J.4, is that of a
well dissected plain which is virtually encircled by-various branches of the
West Fork of Finley Creek. The regional topographic surface undergoes only
small changes in relief.

1.3.1 Geology

A considerable thickness (approximately 35 m or 115 ft) of unconsolidated
deposits underlies the site. Most of this is composed of a rather impermeable
glacial till consisting predominantly of pebbly and sandy clay and silt, and
gumbotil. Gumbotil is a clay-rich till produced as a result of thorough
chemical decomposition. Portions of the glacial drift may contain sand and
gravel pockets of limited areal extent..-

Southeast of the site is an area underlain by buried channel, deposits reflective
of an ancient stream channel. This channel consists of stream alluvium that
filled the valley prior to or between glacial-periods. The buried channel in
the site area represents the upper reaches of a tributary to what is presently
called the Washoe Channel. Evidence of this system is the increased depth to
bedrock by about 23 m (75 ft).

The bedrock consists of approximately 30.5 m (100 ft) of Mississippian age,
rocks belonging to the Bette and Adams Series. The uppermost formation of the
Dette series, the Pile shale, which generally acts as an aquiclude to the
underlying Karesh and Becker formations, is absent from the site area. The
Karesh limestone is thin and discontinuous over the Becker. Both formations
are chiefly dense, crystalline, lithographic or tightly cemented fragmental
limestones and dolomites with very low porosities. The basal 3 m (10 ft) of
the Becker consists of cherty sandstone.

Underlying the Dette series are the dense, cherty dolomites and limestones of
the Adams series. These rocks are exposed at the buried channel/bedrock
contact point. These two series make up what is known as the Mississippian
Aquifer. They are underlain by approximately 400 feet of siltstones and-.
shales of Devonian age that serve as a good aquiclude to the underlying Devonian
Aquifer. Stratigraphic sequences and the location of the ground-water table
are illustrated in the geologic profile on Figure J-5.

The Midwestern site is located within the tectonically stable interior of the
North American continent. The closest area of major seismic risk covers the
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eastern section.of ,the adjoining state to the north. :The site area has a.
probable peak horizontal ground acceleration of less than-0.04-g, with a-
recurrence interval of more.than 500 years. Within historical record, no
evidence was found to indicate the occurrence of a capable fault within the
site area.

i1.3.2 >Soils

-.The entire area in which the site is located iscovered by about-3 to 3.7m
',.(10 to-12 ft).of:Wisconsin loess, which is the parent material ,of the site
-'soils.;,The predominant soil-types are-silty clay loams belonging-to the

Wancho, Houlik and Lyle series.

These soils are generally moderately-slow to moderately-well drained and have
permeabilities ranging between 5 and 50 m/hr (0.2 to 2.0'in/hr): 'The soil is
generally.highly acidlcin the topsoillayerand slightly acidic to-neutral in

:-the substratum. Organic matter content is consistently high throughout-the
.'series. Available nitrogen and-phosphorus are low to medium, and the soil

content of potassium and calcium is very low.

1.3.3 Ground Water

-Ground-water of appreciable.amounts-occur chiefly.in the.sand and gravel,
..'deposits associated with-the glacialdrift and buried.channel-systems. These
"drift aquifers" are notably limited.in areal extent, :although-they.sometimes
serve as sources forfarmsteads'and livestock drinking water. -Waterquality
from the'drift aquifers is generally good,.being low in dissolved~solids and
mineral constituents; however, nitrates in excessive,amountsare common,
especially in those deposits close-to heavily fertilizedground surfaces.,

Thicknesses of about 15 m (50 ft) or more of sand and gravel have been
associated withsome of the larger buried valley systems.,. Asthe channel in.
the'site proximity is more-representative of ,the upper.limits of~a~tributary
to such a valley, it is likely to.have-lesser-quantities of permeable sediments.
Water from these deposits is more highly mineralized than in the drift aquifers.
Permeabllities on the order of,.0.048 to 0.48 cm/sec.(1,000,to:1O,OOO:gpd/ft2)
can be expected:depending upon howywell sorted the sand and graveldeposits
are within these aquifers. .

Water in these Mississippian rocks is generally confined to secondary openings,
,and movement.is considered to.be very slow. Specific capacities .are estimated
to'be-less~than 1.O.gallon per minuteper foot of drawdown....Based6upon the
dense, impervious nature of the rock, a permeability of 2.4xIO-S'cm/sec (0.5 gal/
day/ft2) can be assumed. With little exception, water from the Mississippian
aquifer in the site area offers good to fair quality water.

*The-depth-to the seasonallyhigh ground-water.table under the site is expected
to be about.12 m (38 ft)Jfrom the ground surface.. Localground-water movement
in.the drift aquifer will be. governed by the topography, drainingtoward and
being discharged into the-,various-branches of theWestFork of Finley-Creek.
Ground water from the surficial.aquifer, and also from the shallow bedrock
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aquifer, can be expected to discharge to the buried alluvial deposits. The
regional ground-water flow in the Mississippian aquifer is to the south-
southeast as controlled by the nearest major stream, the Deer River.

Ground water usage in the area is limited to consumption as needed-by local
homes and farmsteads for domestic, irrigation and livestock supplies. It is
estimated that the majority of wells tap Mississipian aquifers and to a lesser
degree, the drift aquifers. Yields of less than 76 1pm (20 gpm) are the rule
for this area. The only municipal supply in proximity to the site belongs-to
the town of Mica, located about 5.6 km (3.5 mi) to the southeast. Four of the
nine municipal wells tap the Lower Mississippian Aquifer. The remaining wells
utilize the Lower Ordoviclan Aquifer.

1.3.4 Surface Water

The site is located on a'section of the Great Plains that is undergoing dissec-
tion as'a result of recent climatic change. Approximately 90% of the streams
in the drainage area are intermittent, flowing only 6 to 8;months of the year.
The drainage density of the basin is 0.64, indicating a coarse drainage texture
which is typical of this region. Flow rates from the site average between
0.74 to 0.99 m3/s (26 and 35 cfs) for the year.

Since the site is of limited areal extent, the correlation between precipita-
tion and stream discharge: s very close. Peak discharge rates are related-to
precipitation events of high intensity. Between 60 and 80 percent of the
precipitation in-the drainage basin is discharged as surface runoff. Unit
hydrograph analysis of the site'area indicates-that peak flow usually develops
between 6 and 7'hours after precipitation begins. Base-flow and return flow
play important roles in the basin drainage; the-extent is determined by the
intensity and duration of the precipitation event.

As expected, the highest stream discharge rates are associated with rain
storms of limited duration but with high intensity (ranging between 102 and
152 mm/hr). The 500-year flow floodway is delineated in Figure J.4.

During the development of the site the discharge rate is expected to increase
as the area is'cleared of vegetation and'impervious material is placed over
the disposal cells. While the site development will decrease the time to peak
discharge and increase the peak flood stage, there will be no significant risk

-of flooding'at the site due to the elevation differences between the area and
the site outflow. While overland flow of considerable velocity may be expected
during sit'e -development, prudent drainage engineering will be able to divert
flow, reduce velocities and limit erosion of the site.

1.3.5 Meteorology

The area has a humid continental climate, with a total annual local precipita-
tionr of 777 mm (30.5 in). Approximately two-thirds of the annual precipitation
occurs during' the months of April through September.- The source of this
precipitation is the warm moist southerly air from the Gulf of Mexico. The
normal mean snowfall'for the site area is approximately 686 mm (27 in).
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The'average annual temperature in the site vicinity'is approximately 11 C
'(51.00F). July1'is the hottest month, having an average daily:maximum o'f'310C
(870F) and an average 'daily minimum of 180C (641F).- 'During January, the
coldest month, the daily temperature range is approximately -0.60C (310F) to
-110C (120F).i -

The prevailing wind'direction at the-'site is southerly at'an average speed of
17 km/hr (9.0 knots).;'During'the-months'November through March, a northwesterly
'wind component develops in'response to'the'Canadian'cold air'outbreaks.' Wind.
speeds during'these months'average:22 km/hr (12.1 knots).''

Severe weather events such-as thunderstorms and tornadoes occur during midsp'ring
to late summer."'Statewide occurrences of'tornadoes average about'1O'for any
given 8 year period. From the period 1920 to 1960, there have been approximately
75 occurrences-within 2° latitude/longitude square inclusive of the'site.''' -:

Since'the site'has a pronounced continental type of climate,'it'has inversion
''frequencies closely related to the diur'nal cycle. 'In 'general, inversions-^'

occur 20 to' 30% of the time during'spring and summer, while during the ,fall.
and winter months, inversions may be expected about 30 to 45% of the time.
The higher"frequency'iduring the fall'and'winter is probably a''reflection-of'
the'relativelylow-number of storms in the fall and maximum length of'stable
nocturnal period in winter. The opposite is true for'the summer months. As a
result, seasonal annual morning and"afternbon mixing heights vary by small
amounts.

1.3.6 Terrestrial Ecology

The' natural vegetation within the vicinityiof the site is a mixture of oak-
hickory forest and bluestem prairie. The"forest community occurs primarily'
along'valley slopes and upland ridges.': Big'bluestem is the-dominant 'grassland

'plant where the prairie remains. However,-most'of'this'area'is cropland. Two
terrestrially'-environmentally sensitive areas, Deer River-Access and Chatham
Timbers, are located 18 km (11 mi) to the southwest and 38 km (24 mi) to the
south, respectively. Green Lake, which is a prime recreationalxfi'shing'area,
is located 21 km (13 mi) southeast.

The 'two major land uses of the' county in which the site'is located are-
'pastureland'(24;percent)'and row crops'(65 percent), with corn'and-soybeans
representing'the dominant crops. Approximately 35 and '12 percent of the ;
county, respectively, are planted in these crops.. Most of the naturally'-
occurring prairie has been lost in the county. Existing grasslands, dominated
by introduced's~pecies, are. i nterspersed in 60;to 80'ha (150 to 200 acre)
blocks throughout'the county.'' ; ' '

Almost 60 percent of the land'area adjacent to the site is'planted in corn.
Four siall woodlots, about 4 ha'(10 a) total, are found in the near vicinity
of the site--either adjacent to residences or farm buildings,-or' along creek
boundaries. White oak, red oak, and shagbark hickory dominate these woodlands.
Small blocks of grassy areas occur along stream banks, roadsides and other
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areas. Common introduced grasses include bluegrass and smooth brome. Similar
ground cover types are found within an 8 km radius of the site, with slightly
more oak-hickory forests occurring along the tributaries of Deer River.

No federally declared endangered or threatened species have been observed on
or near the site. The most common mammals found onsite and within a five mile
radius are those for which-corn is a predominant food source, and can live in
proximity to man. The most abundant-species include the racoon, striped skunk,
eastern cotton-tail, opossum and fox squirrel. Several burrowing mammals are
also found in the area, primarily in fields not actively cultivated; these
include the badger, plains pocket gopher and thirteen-lined ground squirrel.
The badger and pocket gopher dig tunnels in search of food that can be 1.2
to 1.5 m (4 to 5 ft) in depth and up to one hundred meters long.

Most of the mammals that utilize the site have small home ranges, e.g.:
thirteen-lined ground squirrel - 0.8 to 1.21 ha (2 to 3 acres); eastern cotton-
tail - 3 to 8 ha (7-to 20 acres); and opossum - 6 to 16 ha (15 to 40 acres). The
raccoon, with a maximum range of 3.2 km (2 mi), and an average of 1.6 km (I mi),
has the largest home range of those species expected in this area.

Corn very often is a major winter food source for many upland game birds,
including birds found in the area. The ring-necked pheasant; and bobwhite
quail are the species most commonly hunted. Black ducks, mallards and pintails
are also numerous in the area, and feed heavily on corn.

Numerous resident bird species are also found onsite and in the surrounding
cornfields. The most common species found, and which feed extensively on
corn, include the redwing, cardinal, meadowlark, purple grackle, and common
crow. Resident birds of prey include the red-tailed hawk and great-horned
owl. Transient species include the coopers hawk, broad-winged hawk, and
red-shouldered hawk. As a result of ongoing agricultural activities, the
reptile and amphibian population of the area is limited. An occasional'eastern
plains garter snake, bullsnake, or black rat snake may be found.

1.3.7 Aquatic Ecoloqy

With the exception of the northwestern border, the site is surrounded on all
sides by the.West Fork of Finley Creek, and other unnamed intermittent tributaries.
Finley Creek feeds into the-Deer River approximately 51 km (32 mi) downstream.
There are no federally declared wild or scenic rivers within five miles of the
site.

The west fork of Finley Creek;and its tributaries are Class B warm waters.
Primary uses of the creek are for wildlife, fish, aquatic and semiaquatic
life, and secondary contact water uses. Although the soils along the stream
banks are moderately to highly erodable, the vegetated banks limit the amount
of sediments that enter the streams. No federally declared endangered or
threatened fish or snails are expected'in these streams.
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' 1.3.8 Land Use

The site is located on agricultural land used extensively (85%) for'-cultivation
of crops, mostly corn. Five houses are'-located within 5 km of .the site. The
site vicinity contains 4 towns--Mica, Grendle, Reed and Lyme--but most of

- the land is not developed intensively. Hayer Park,(10 acres) is located 4.8 km
from the site.- There are no other community facilities, historic places,-or
other visually sensitive land uses within a 8 km radius. Two state-owned.
lands, Lake Darling and Deer River Access, are located'within 24 km of the
site.

The chief source of _economically important resources in the state lies in the
substantial coal resources associated with Pennsylvanian age rocks. No'such
deposits occur under the site as the initial bedrock encountered is of
Mississipian-age. There is a potential for some natural gas deposits., However,
the Ordivician source rocks are thin, making recovery unconsequential'and
uneconomical.'

1.3.9 Other Parameters

i Several other parameters are utilized in the impact analysis. -These are estimated
to be the following. The precipitation-evaporation-(PE) index of the vicinity
;is'93. j.The'average cation exchange capacity of the subsurface media is-about
,12'milliequivalents per"100 grams (meq/100 g). The average silt content of
'the site soils-is 85'percent. The vertical water travel'time'from'the bottom

' / of the trenches t6'the saturated zone is 30 years. The'horizo tal 'saturated
. zone travel -times from the edge (of the vertical projection onto the saturated

zone) of the-disposal cell closest to the'discharge locations to the restricted
,' area'fence, 90 years (30 meters); to the closest drinking water well, 2,070 years

'(1,250 meters); and to the nearest surface water discharge location, 3,770 years
'(2,500 meters)..

1.4 Southwestern Site

The southwestern'site is assumed to be located within the Northern High'Plains
subdivision 'of:the'Great Plains physiographic province. The regional topography
shows 'sharply contrasting flat plains and rolling to rugged-erosional breaks
'(see Figure3'J6).. The plains' are-about-17,872 km2 (6,900 mJ2)'in areal'extent
and show a gradual eastward slope on the order of 0.2%.: The site has an
estimated average elevation of 1,219 m'(4,000 ft) above mean sea'-level. As is
characteristic of the area, the site'is flat. 'Drainage is-to'the southeast
and southwest to .various'intermittent branches"of'Hotsprings-Creek.

1.4.1 Geologv

Below the surface cover of loam and clay-loam soil are Pliocene age deposits
of the Bixler formation. These sediments were eroded from the ancient Rocky
Mountains and transported by streams to this area. Because of their origin of
deposition, their character varies both vertically and horizontally. As a
general rule, however, the sand and gravels are in the basal portion of the
formation.
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The Bixler Formation is about 91 m (300 ft) thick in the site area. The upper
12 to 15 m (40 to 50 ft) is composed of caliche, a calciumrich, carbonate-
impermeable sandy clay which acts in a similar manner as a hardpan. Effects
of the semiarid climate have cracked the upper-0.9 to 1;5 m (3 to 5 ft) of the
caliche. Underlying the caliche is approximately 15 m (50 ft) of dense, brown
clay. Thin, discontinuous'streaks of sand are also associated with the clays.
The balance of the BixIer is principally composed of sand and gravel, extending
down to the eroded surface of the Triassic rocks.

The Triassic shales and sandstone belonging to the Maxwell group are estimated
to be about 152 .m(500 ft) thick in the site area. The first material encountered
under.-the permeable Bixler strata is a red clay,'indicative of the weathered
shalesurface. A schematic representation of the site geology is shown in the
geologic profile in Figure'J.7.

The site falls within an area designated as having a peak'horizontal ground
acceleration of less than 0.04 g with a recurrence interval off more than
500 years. 'No evidence'was found to indicate the occurrence of capable faults
under'or'near the site.

- 1.4.2 Soils .

The predominant 'soil types underlying the site are loams and clay loams belonging
'to the Starble, Nester, Wixman and Jeeper series.' They were formed from
-moderately fine-textured' calcareous, windblown sediments derived mostly from
alluvial o'dtwash from'the Rocky Mountains.

:Because'rainfall is low, and there are long, dry periods,; soil development has
ibeen slow.' -The' soils are seldom wet below the root zone, and, as a result,

, ',many of the soils have a horizon of powdery lime accumulation.. Leaching has
not yet removeddfree'lime from the upper layers of the calcareous Starble and
Wixman'soils.-"Soils belonging to'the Nester and Jeeper series tend to beinore
neutral. -

Calcium contents are high in all the soils. Generally, the prairie-type of
vegetation contributes large amounts of organic matter'to the soil. The soils
are rather deep (up-to 2.5'm) and'well-drained, having nearly'level to gentle
slopes. 'Runoff isgenerally slow and permeability values range between less
than 1. to 50 rum/hr (0.06 to02.0 in/hr). ,

1.4.3 Ground Water

The Bixler formation is an unconfined aquifer with very'limited consumptive
use. The water occurs under water table conditions, 'and the differences in
the thicknessfof the'water saturated material are closely related to the
thickness of the Bixler'formation. 'The saturated thickness under the site is
only abut 7.6-m (25 ft) as the water table liesisome 84 m (275 ft) below
ground surface. Available data indicates that the Bixier is the local source
for recharge to the Triassic rocks where they are in contact.
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'The source of water (recharge) to the Bixer, and thence to the Triassic
rocks, is precipitation on its more''permeable surfaces. -The amount of precipi-
tation-that enters the ground water is a very small percentage of the total
precipitation falling at the surface. It has been estimated that the quantity
of precipitation annually reaching the ground water is negligible. For the
purposes of this environmental impact statement, however,'it is assumed that
the annual percolation is 1 mm.' Due to the rather impervious -nature of the
onsite surficial materialsi most of the precipitation will be lost by evapora-
tion or'drainito Hotsprings Creek as runoff. Part of this'runoff will percolate
downward through the coarser stream deposits and enter the ground water regime.
This probably constitutes-the major-source of recharge within the:area of the
site. Some infiltration may work its way through the fractured portions-of
the caliche and slowly downward to the water table, but this is of limited
quantity. -

Under natural hydraulic gradient-conditions, the water table slopes to the-
-east; generally parallel-to the surface.slope which is about 0.2%. -The average
permeability of the Bixler-Triassic aquifer in this area is estimated to-be
4.7x10-3 to 9.4x10-3 cm/sec (100 to 200 gal/day/ft2). - --

Ground water within the site vicinity is used almost exclusively as a supply
for livestock with a few domestic wells serving ranches. The wells are generally
powered by windmills and generate yields not likely toube-greater than 7.6Gto
11.4 liters/min (2-3 gpm). The nearest irrigation well' is located about 13 km
(8 mi) from the'site.

1.4.4 Surface Water

Elevations on the site range between 1,169 and 1,223 m (3,835 and 4,013 ft)
above mean sea level. Total stream length above the site is;over,90 km
(295,680 ft). With the limited precipitation in the region, streams flow
intermittently throughout the year. A'wide variation in discharge occurs-at
the site.! Since no base flow is known to occur in the area, precipitation
accounts'for all of the stream'discharge. Short duration,-high intensity
thunderstorms account for the peak discharges from the site.,

While the area-of the basin receives considerable intense rain (greater than
50 m/hr), most peak flow is dissipated before discharge at the outlet., Peak
discharge occurs'when the rain event isawlthin 32 km (20 ml) of the outlet.
Analysis'of unit hydrograph of-the site areaiand flow data indicate that high
discharge rates of up to 28.2-m3/sec'(1,100 cfs).may-be expected to occur at
least-once a year'. The 500 year flood has' been determined to be about
736 m3/sec-(26,000 cfs) and the floodway.is delineated on Figure J-.6. As
shown, the site is well above the floodway.

1.4.5 Meteoroloqy ' -- -

The climate of this'site'is considered semiarid, which is characterized-by
low humidity, wide temperature and precipitation variations, and frequent
windstorms. The average annual precipitation for the site area'is approximately
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485 mm (19 inches). Departures from the norm can be great with extreme yearly
totals ranging from 243 to 1,010 mm (9.56 to 39.75 in). Nearly three-quarters
of the total annual precipitation occurs during the'growing season from April
through September, primarily in the form of thundershowers.

The average annual temperature for the area is about 140C (570F). Maximum
temperatures-occur in the mid-summer months of-June, July, and August. Rapid
and wide variations are common, especially during the winter months when cold
fronts from the Rocky Mountains and Plains States sweep across the plains.
Temperature drops up to 16C (600F) occurring within a 12-hour period may be
associated with these fronts. The highest recorded temperature in the region
was 420C (1080F) and the lowest was -271C (-160F).

The prevailing winds from March through October are southerly at 25 km/hr
(13.6 knots), and southwesterly at 21 km (11.4 knots) during the winter months.
The annual mean speed for all directional components is 24 km (13 knots)-and
southerly. These winds contribute to the evaporation rate associated with the
region. The strongest winds generally occur in March and April and are
associated with thunderstorm activity. The strongest winds recorded
(134 km/hr in 1949) were associated with a tornado; however these climatic
events are rare.

1.4.6 Terrestrial -Ecology

The site is located in the High Plains area, also known as the Tinson Province.
This area is a relatively level high plateau, and is better drained than most
other regions in the state. The shorter growing season (179-225 days) and
lower annual average temperature (120 to 130C) found in this region, compared
to other parts of the state, play an important role in the types of plants and
animals found here.

The area has been characterized (within a 40 km-radius of the site) as Grama
Buffalo Grasslands. The most abundant native plant species in this short
grass/mixed grass prairie are buffalo grass, and blue gramA. Total ground
cover is relatively dense, and tends to increase under grazing. The prepond-
erance of grass species results in large quantities of organic materials in
the form of living and dead grass roots within- the firstten to twelve centi-
meters of soil (some-roots of blue grama and-buffalo grass extend to 0.9 m
however)-. The vegetative cover of the site is typical of the. region. Although
various species of trees, including oaks, elms and- hackberries are often found
along stream floodplains and steep-walled canyons, these are not found along
Hotsprings Creek, an' intermittent stream, or its feeder streams, which surround
the western, eastern, and southern portions of the site. Federally declared
endangered species have not been observed within the site.

The mammalian fauna of this general area includes at least 50 to 60 species,
two of which are restricted to this area of the state: the swift'fox and
plains pocket mouse. During the hot daylight hours, a large number of mammals
of this semiarid region live in burrows-which they either dig themselves, or
which they share or overtake from other species. The larger species which
create their own underground burrows include the badger, plains pocket gopher,
and swift fox. Only the former two species were observed within 1 km of the
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site. The fox uses its burrow, which averages 3.7 m (12 ft) -in length and
81 cm (32 'inches) in depthi,'as'a den. Many other species also dig'their own
burrows, or-use those of others, to escape the heat and'predators, to search
for food (insects, seeds or other burrowing mammals) or to use as dens.
However' these burrows are shallow. - "' ' -

Other'nonburrowingimammals characteristic of this area and which have been'
observed'onsite''include the 'coyote, 'pronghorn antelope, bobcat, jack rabbit;
and eastern cottontail. While six species of bats are known'to inhabit the
county, none were observed to nest at the site. The most common game species
found on the site are rabbit,'quail, dove and pheasant. '

The miixed~grass prairie found onsite and in the general area'doe's afford '
suitable habitat to'numerous resident bird'species. The most common small
birds include the Western meadowlark, dickcissel, bobolink, savanna sparrow,
and prairie chicken. The most numerous resident birds'of prey include the
golden eagle, horned owl and burrowing owl.

Several species'of lizards and snakes also inhabit the sit.'u The more'common
ones include the northern'earless'lizard, prairie lizard; great plains skunk,
prairi~erattlesnake, western diamondback rattlesnake,`and bullsnake.- Only'the
last'two species 'have been observed-within the site boundaries. .As' with many
mammals of this region, these reptiles extensively utilize underground burrows.
Most 'of the'snakes use-rodent burrows both for'cover and-in'search'of food.'-'
The great plains toad and plains'and western' spadefoot toads dig their'own'
underground tunnels,''which'can range'from'several centimeters to a meter in
depth. '-

1.4.7 Aquatic Ecoloqy

The aquatic environment of the site is limited to Hotsprings Creek and its two
feeder streams, all'intermittent, which surround the site tothe'east,'west,
and'south.' This' creek remains intermittent until approximately nine miles'-
prior to its confluence with'the Montreel River approximately'136 km (85'mi)
downstream. The only other tributaries to Hotsprings Creek occur within an
8 km (5-mi) radius of the site. 'After'rainstorms when'water does flow-in-this
stream', aquatic biota is limited to-algae', insects (which use'the water-to
breed), and potential fish species such as minnows and'sunfish. 'These fish;
survive the dry seasons by gathering in small pools of water that may remain
throughout'-the year, and'are then dispersed throughout the stream with the:'
flo'wing waters. ''

1.4.8 -Land Use

The site is located near the'administrative'borders'of a national grassland
administered by the USDA,'-'on open grassland.' The site itself was privately
owned before purchase by the state. There are no residences onsite or within
'the close vicinity (1 mi) of the site.'

The site region'is" a'plain containing numerous parcels'of federal grassland,
distributed throughout this portion of the'state and into'neighboring states.
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Portions of the site are used at times for grazing cattle. The national
grassland is the overriding factor influencing land use in the area, and this
is not expected to change significantly in. the foreseeable future.

The only known mineral resource occurring in the site area is caliche. This
calcium carbonate cement is associated with sand and gravel deposits of the
Bixler formation, and may be'suitable for use as aggregate. However, these
deposits are widespread throughout the entire region and do not represent
unique resources.

Whereas numerous producing oil, and gas wells have been drilled in the adjoining
county to the east of the site, no historical production has occurred within the
county. Prospect wells drilled within proximity to the site have not indicated
the presence of oil or. gas reserves of recoverable quantity.

1.4.9 Other Parameters:

Several other parameters are utilized in the impact analysis. These are
estimated to be the following: The precipitation-evaporation (PE) index of the
vicinity is 21. The average cation exchange capacity of the subsurface media
is about 5 milliequivalents per 100 grams (meq/100 g). The average silt content
of the site soils is 65 percent. The vertical travel time (and distance) from
the bottom of the trenches to the saturated zone is 275 years. The horizontal
saturated zone travel times (and distances) from the edge (of the vertical
projection onto the saturated zone) of the disposal cell closest to the discharge
locations are the following: to the restricted area fence, 5 years (30 meters);
to the closest drinking water well, 300 years (3,000 meters); and to the nearest
surface water discharge location. 600 years (6,000 meters).

2. SUMMARY OF REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

This section presents a summary of the regional environmental parameters and
characteristics presented in this appendix and used in this EIS to calculate
radiological and economic impacts from LLW management and disposal.

The, assumed population distribution in the vicinity of each of the four regional
sites at the year 2000 (postulated year of-end of facility operations) is
presented in Table J.1.

Water balance calculations for determining the amount of precipltation-reaching
the saturated zones of the regional sites (i.e., the amount of percolation) are
presented in Tables J.2 and J.3. As shown in Table J.3, the water balance
calculations for the southwestern regional site indicate that there is no
calculable percolation reaching the saturated zone. However, for purposes of
determining bounding impacts from waste disposed at this site, it is assumed
that the percolation coefficient equals 1 mm at the southwestern site.

Based upon this'information, information presented in this appendix,.Sections 1.1
through 1.4, and information presented in Appendix E, environmental parameters
specific to the four regional disposal sites may be calculated. A list of the
region-dependent parameters is included in Table J.4, together with the parameters
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Table'J.1 Population Distributions for Regional Case Studies

Distance From
Facility Northeast --Southeast Midwest Southwest

0-5Smiles
5-10 miles
10-20 miles
20-30 miles
30-40 miles
40-50 miles

3,440
; 20,513

73,636
' 121,559
556,639

1,012,788

2,024
8,115

-36,000
124,995
,203,435
104,933

3,070
4,998,

'27,890
104,181'
121,893
359,146

, 59
' 180
3,529
.9,062
4,888
27,158

Table J.2 Water Balance Analysis Data and Assumptions

Leaend: All units in (mm of water) except for
C which is dimensionless.

-SM
I IP

C
R
I
PET;
I-PE
CNS
S
dS
AET
PER(

= Maximum Soil Moisture Storage
= Precipitation
= Surface Runoff Coefficient ,
= Surface Runoff
= Infiltration
= Potential Evapotranspiration

E = Difference Between (I) and (PET)
= Cumulative Sum of Negative (I-PET).
= Soil Moisture Storage.
= Change in Soil Moisture Storage.
= Actual Evapotranspiration '
= Percolation into Ground Water System

Assumptions:

P Data from Representative Location (Ref 24)
PET = Data from Representative Location (Ref.. 24) '
C = Estimated for Each RegionBased on Typical

Soil Descriptions of Region.
S = For Humid Sites 'Assumed 100 mm and
M for Arid Site Assumed 50 mm.

Calculations: Follow in Table J-3.
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Table J.3 Detailed Water Balance Calculations

J F M A M J J A S 0 N D

NORTHEAST REGION: SM: 100 mm

P 71 65 73 72 92 110 114 110 92 86 78 71
C .20 .20 .20 .20 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .18 .20 .20
R 14 13 15 14 14 16 17 16 14 15 16 14
I 57 52. 58 58 78 94 97 94 78 71 62 57
PET 0 0 0 28 77 111 129 110 75 38 6 0
I-PET 57 52 58 30 1 -17 -32 -16 3 33 56 57
CNS -17 -49 -65
S 214 266 324 100 100 84 60 51 54 87 100 157
dS 57 52 58 0 0 -14 -24 -9 3 33 13 57.
AET 0 0 0 28 78 108 121 103 75 38 6 0
PERC 0 0 0 30 1 0 0 0 0 0 43 0

SOUTHEAST REGION: SM: 100 mm

P 80 100 96 84 82 102 149 147 103 64 77 81
C .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .14 .14
R 11 14 13 12 11 12 18 18 12 8 11 11
I 69 86 83 72 71 90 131 129 91 56 66 70
PET 13 15 37 65 115 158 172 157 114 64 29 13
I-PET 56 71 46 7 -44 -68 -41 -28 -23 -8 37 57
CNS -44 -112 -153 -181 -204 -212
S 100 100 100 100 64 32 21 16 12 11 48 100
dS 0 0 0 0 -36 -32 -11 -5 -4 -1 37 52
AET 13 15 37 65 113 147 162 151 10 63 29 13
PERC 56 71 46 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MIDWEST REGION: SM: 100 mm

P 21 23 36 73 108 108 94 91 101 64 33 25
C .15 .15 .15 .15 .13 .10 .10 .10 .10 .13 .15 .15
R 3 3 5 11 14: 11 9 9 10 8 5 4
I 18 20 31 62 94 97 85 82 91 56 28 21
PET 0 0 6 43 88 127 147 131 86 44 7 0
I-PET 18 20 25 19- 6 -30 -62 -49 5 12 21 21
CNS -30 -92 -141
S 101 121 10 100 100 74 39 24 29 41 62 83
dS 18 20 0 0 0 -26 -35 -15 5 12 21 21
AET 0 0 6 43 88 123 120 97 86 44 7 0
PERC 0 0 25 19 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table J.3 (continued)

I �. �., 1. . ., t. -,

J ,F M A

SOUTHWEST REGION:

.P . 6 _10
.C '.10 :.10
R 1 1

; I 5 9
. PET,, 1' 4

I-PET 4 .5

S.:

20
.10

2
18
21
-3
-3
23
-2
20
0

50 mm

4. 48
.10

5
43
47

- -4

-7
20
-3
46
0

M .- J 3

71 .79 .64
.10 .10 .10

i :7 '8 .6
64 -71 59
86 129, 154
-4 -58. -95

`-29 29. -182
14 8 3
-6 -6 -5
70 76 67
0 0 0

A .. S- 0 O . N _ , D~. . .I . .l~. ..

-:i .

72 - 37
'.10 ' .10

7, .4
65. -..33

.136 .95
-71 .- 62

-253 .-315 -

1 1
-2 0
67 95
0 0

.45 . .19

.10 '.10
4 2

.41 17
49 . 15
-8 _2.2

-323
1 .3.
0 1

41 15
0. 0

14
10

1
13
0*
13

16
18
13
0

CNS
S
dS
AET
PERC

20
23
1
0

25
9
4
0

Table J.4 Region Index Dependent Parameters

Symbol Scenario Environmental Property

TPO Accident Air-to-air transfer factor FSC

Construction Soil-to-air transfer factor FSA

Agriculture Soil-to-air transfer factor

QFC Groundwater Dilution factor TTM

Groundwater Water travel time TPC

Groundwater Peclet number

RGF Groundwater Factor rg
RET Groundwater Retardation coefficients

PRC Groundwater Infiltrating percolation

POP Exposed Waste Air-to-air and surface water
transfer factors.

DIST Transportation One-way travel distance.

STPS Transportation Number of stops per-trip

CASK . Transportation Cask days per round-trip
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symbols used in the computer codes developed.by Dames & Moore of White Plains,
NY for this EIS. Values determined for each of these parameters for each of
the four regional sites are provided in Table J.5.

Use of a specific set of property values to calculate impacts is determined by
the value of the regional index, IR (See Appendix G). The transfer factors
are used to calculate the site selection factors (f ) for the accident, intruder-
construction, intruder-agriculture, and exposed waste scenarios are described
in Sections 3.3, 3.6, and 3.7 of Appendix G. The parameters for the ground-
water scenarios are used to calculate the waste form and package factors (fW)
and the site selection factors (f ) for these scenarios as also described in
Section 3.5 of Appendix G. The transportation parameters are used to calculate
radiological and economic impacts of waste transport to the regional disposal
sites as described in.Section 4 of Appendix G. Additional information
regarding the use of the parameters in the computer codes is provided in
Appendix H.
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Table J.5 Environmental Parameters for Regional Locations

Parameter Symbol Northeast Southeast Midwest Southwest

Accident Scenario
Fire
Single-Container

Intruder Scenarios
Construction
Agriculture

Exposed Waste Scenario
Intruder-Air
Erosion-Air
Surface Water

Groundwater Scenario
Travel Times - years

Between Sectors
Individual Well*
Population Well
Population Surface

Peclet Numbers
Between Sectors
Individual Well*
Population Well
Population Surface

Dilution Factors - Ms
Individual Well
Population Well
Population Surface

Goemetric Reduction
Individual Well
Population Well
Population Surface

Percolation - mm
Regular Cover
Thick Cover
Retardation Coef-
ficient Set Used

Transportation
Oneway Distance (mi)
Stops Along the Way
Cask Turnaround (days)

TPO(1) 1.83E-10 1.83E-10 1.83E-10 1.83E-10
TPO(2) 2.61E-12 3.32E-12 2.55E-12 1.79E-12

FSC
FSA

POP(1)
POP(2)
POP(3)

DTTM
TTM(1)
TTM(2)
TTM(3)

9.18E-12 2.01E-11 2.51E-11 2.64E-10
2.96E-11 3.18E-11 3.28E-11 8.06E-11

1. O1E-09
1. 51E-09
1. 12E-07

3.50E-10
5.25E-10
1.12E-07

64
42, 66
400
800

3.86E-10
5.79E-10
1.12E-07

2. 66E-11
3. 99E-11
1. 12E-07

400
200,
2500
5000

350
120
130,
2100
3800

175
8
283,
580
880

280

DTPC
TPC(1)
TPC(2)
TPC(3)

800
400, 700
10000
20000

1600
1300,
10000
20000

800
1900 400, 700

12500
25000.

800
1300, 1600
30000
60000

QFC(1)
QFC(2)
QFC(3)

RGF(1)
RGF(2)
RGF(3)

7700
2.OE+5
4.5E+6

7700
2.OE+5
4.5E+6

1

1

74
38

1
1
1

180
30

3

400
1
3

7700
2.OE+5
4.5E+6

1
1
1

50
25

3

600
2
5

7700
2. OE+5
4.5E+6

1
1
1

1
1

2

1000
3
8

NRET

DIST
STPS
CASK

4

300
1
2

*The first values listed
boundary well.

are for the intruder well, the second are for the



Appendix K

FINANCIAL ASSURANCES FOR CLOSURE, POSTCLOSURE, AND ACTIVE
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL FOR AN LLW DISPOSAL FACILITY

:1 I . . I .

1. OVERVIEW
- I . . .1 .

The Commission staff has evaluated the need for financial requirements for 'a
license applicant'int'erested in-siting and operating a low-level'wastersite.
Based on their analysis, the Staff has recommended that an applicant'for'a'-
license meet certain financial standards so that financial 'respon'sibility for
closure, postclosure, and active institutional control is provided by the-,
applicant, and not by'the taxpayers. The recommended financlal-requirements
are ,in two parts: short-termfinancial assurances to cover'the cobstsof
closure and postclosure care,-and long-term financial-arrangements to cover
*the costs of active institutional control, or long-term care for'a' period not
-to exceed one hundred'years.' Since these are two separate concepts,: the
'subjects of short-term and long-term financial requirements are dealt with
separately in two sections of this appendix.'

1.1 Need for Financial Protection Requirements

Financial assurance requirements for low-level'.waste disposal facilities 'are
needed to help-ensure the long-term protection of the"'ublic health and safety
and the environment. A review'by the staff'of the operating experiences at
both hazardous waste and LLW disposal sites reveals that:sites of'both types
did not adequately plan for closure and long-term care activities. With
respect'to the LLW sites,'however, state and federalfgovernments recognized
the'need'to'care'-for the sites over the long term; The stat'e'and federal
governments'required'theLLW sites-to be located on federal'6r'state government-
owned'lahd and funds were'collectedfor long-term care activities. In most
cases,,"however, the funds collected.for long-term care'activities .(.g.,'the
Maxey Flats, Kentucky' site) were not adequate and thereawas essentiilly no
financial planning for contingencies'that might occu'r,' (e'g.,'"the need to pump
trenches and treat trench leachate).' In addition, ,until recentlylittle

''planning or financial assurance'was pr6vided for'funding'the final 'closure'and
stabilization of the existing sites.' This has'led to a situation whe're'financial
responsibility for. the continued assurance of'protectior of the public health
and safety'at'several of the existing closed sites'already'has'or could become
a responsibility of the state or federal government. Early-proper financial
planning to,assure-the availability of adequate financial resources for closure,
contingencies, postclosure-care,.and institutional control could have'-prevented
this from'happening. ' '

As discussed later in the review of the operating histories of low-level waste
disposal sites, the necessary closure and long-termcareactivities have

' in some cases not been undertaken, or have'had to be conducted by the state
government, because of the lack'of planning"for'and lack of financial assur-
ances for such activities. The possibility that' a' licensee will be unable to
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assume financial responsibility for closure, postclosure, and long-term care
activities at a site is increased as a result.of.the period when these activ-
ities begin, relative to when revenues are received. Closure, postclosure,
and active institutional control costs are generally incurred aft6r the'site
operator is no longer receiving revenues from waste generators. Thus, proper.
planning during.the operating phase when revenues can be.accrued is essential
Based on these considerations, there is a strong need.for regulatory require-
ments to ensure that: (1) the licensee has sufficient financial resources to
provide for final closure and postclosure care of the site; and (2) the'licensee
provides financial assurance for the active institutional control'period after
the site is closed and stabilized. The staff believes that these closure and
active institutional~control costs should be.identified early-and should be
provided for as part of the necessary. costs of-operating a site. 'Financial'
assurance mechanisms to provide for these costs' should be established during'
the active operating period of the site, when. revenues are still being received
by the licensee, and he has access to financial resources. An.applicant
seeking a license for the disposal of low-level waste must estimate the costs
of closure in order to provide for adequate financial assurances based on
these estimates. Therefore, the amount of financial responsibility required of
licensees will be consistent with the degree of risk associated with the
closure and long-term, care of the site. (Estimates.of the costs of various
potential expenses of closure and postclosure care of a site are presented in
Appendix Q of the EIS.)'

Meeting such a technical requirement for closure and active.institutional care
will involve a cost to the licensee. However, proper closure should help to
prevent other costs, such as remedial costs,. administrative costs to the
regulatory agency,, and.environmental costs.. For'example, failure to provide
for adequate financial, assurances for closure could result inma situation
where it is necessary for the responsible regulatory agency.or the site-owner
to provide for finalclosure and stabilization at taxpayer expense.' Any.
corrective actions would also need to be taken by the agency'as well as the
longer-term institutional'control activities'. Environmental costs that could
be incurred if a licensee was unable to conduct final closure'and stabiliza-
tion could include increased potential for-contamination of soil, air, and'
surface and ground waters. Adequate funds must be provided, during operations
to cover the costs for closure and for long-term care activities.

The need for stringent closure and long-term care'financial regulations for
low-level waste site licensees atiThe federal level has been voiced by a
number of sources, including:

o .The NRC Task Force.Report on Review of.the Federal/State Program for
Regulation of Commercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Burial' Grounds
provided a-forum where NRC staff and.state officials expressed their
concern regarding the need for..adequate closure and long-term care
financing regulations for LLW sites. The majority of state officials
felt that funds were not being collected at a sufficient rate to
adequately provide for closure and long-term care of the sites.
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o In 1976, the GAO issued a report to Congress recommending that
the federal government should establish criteria for long-term care
and adequate funding of radioactive waste sites.

o The National Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors has
established Task Forces on Waste Management and Bonding. In their
report, the Conference's Bonding-Task Force developed'general guide-
lines relating to bonding, and to perpetual care funds for the
commercial waste burial grounds. The Task Foirce concluded that a''
review system should be instituted at both the state and the federal
levels. ,

'o Public comments on the preliminary draft (dated November 5,'1979) of
10 CFR 61 have expressed the view that the' Commission should
develop'adequate closure and'postclosure care financial' regulations.
for low-level'waste sites. (See-Section 6 of'this appendix for a
detailed description of these comments.)

W o -The Commission has also sponsored regional workshops in Boston, -
Chicago, Denver, and Atlanta for the public and for representatives
from industry, environmental groups,'waste'shippers and generators,'
-and public interest groups, to review and comment'on the preliminary

' draft financial assurance regulations in l0 CFR 61.'-.Comments'from
: these officials, 'as'well as from other members of'the public, strongly

' ;supported the .need for -financa asuance regulain;'u l''-
expressed the opinion that'the Commission staff'should modify the
supportsed, the nefofiancahsuacrguain; tas
financial'regulations in draft'Part 61 with regard to'(a)'the types
of costs .to'be recovered from LLW'users through a long-term care
fund, and' (b) 'the parties responsible for paying for these costs.

1.2 'Other Closure and Long-Term Care Funding Requirements

The Commission staff reviewed a variety of regulations in their analysis of
,funding requirements for a low-level'waste disposal'site (see Section 5 for a'
full listing'of the financial assurance regulatory provisions reviewed by the
staff.) These include: - -

o Discussions with staff at'the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen'cy's
'Office of Solid Waste,'who are' working on financial requirements
pertinent to'RCRA and thie "Superfund", Act (P.L;. 96-510).

o Discussions with staff at the U.S. Department of Interior's Office
of'Surface Mining who were'involved with the financial regulations
for'surface 'coal mine operations.

o Discussions with' staff at'the U.S. Federal Maritime Corifmission'who
administer the financial regulations 'pertaining' to water pollution.

o Commission final Generic Environmental Impact Statement and regula-
.tions pertaining't,6'lbng-trim'care requiremen'tsfor uranium milling
operations under NRC license.
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o Review of existing state regulations for long-term care funds.

Based on this review, the staff has been able to develop recommendations for
financial regulations for closure and long-term care that build upon existing
regulatory developments in this area.

1.3 Overview of Closure and Long-Term Care Financial Requirements

The recommended financial regulations for 10 CFR 61 have the purpose of assuring
financing of disposal site closure and postclosure activities and also any
long-term care that is necessary at the site. The two concepts of requiring
short-term financial assurances for site closure and postclosure activities,
and financial requirements for long-term care or institutional control are
treated as separate topics in this discussion. In order to see'how these two
financial requirements fit into the overall activities at a disposal site,
Table K.1 depicts the relationship of the proposed financial requirements to
the life cycle of a near-surface disposal facility.

As used in this discussion, a short-term financial assurance refers to an
arrangement intended to ensure that the disposal-site6operator is financially
capable at all times for undertaking all required and necessary closure and
postclosure activities. For a typical near-surface disposal facility, these
closure costs are estimated by the staff to be between'$1.0 to $3.0 million
dollars, in 1980 figures. (See Appendix Q of the EIS for a fuller 'analysis of
closure costs.) Currently, many states already require hazardous waste site
operators to provide various types.of financial assurances for closure. In
their review .of various financial assurances, the staff examined the following
mechanisms: sureties, letters of credit, escrow'arrangements, trust funds,
certificates of deposit, cash deposits, deposits of securities, secured interests,
and self-insurance. The discussion in Section 3 of. this appendix presents the
staff's assessment of different types of short-term financial assurance mechanisms
by various criteria, and then recommends certain types of mechanisms.

Long-term care funding at a near-surface disposal site refers to the financing
of any necessary maintenance, monitoring, and surveillance that may be required
during the 100-year'period'of active institutional'control after the disposal
facility licensee's site closure and postclosure responsibilities have been
fulfilled and the license. is transferred to the site owner. The 100-year
custodial period is the upper bound that the Commission considers feasible for
active institutional control to be exercised. The'landowner or custodial
agency during this active' institutional control period would physically control
access to the site. Activities carried out during the active control period
also include, but are not limited to, carrying out'an'environmental monitoring
program at the site, periodic site surveillance," minor, custodial care, and
other requirements as determined by the Commission. The active institutional
control costs include all necessary maintenance, surveillance, and monitoring
costs deemed necessary at the site.

The staff currently lacks the authority to require the licensee to provide
funds for long-term care (see Section 4). Therefore, until such time as the
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e K.1 Life Cycle Financial Assurances for a Disposal'Facility

I . -. -

; ,,, -I

Time in Years Activity Form of Financial Assurance '
_ i . . . _ I . . . . . 1. ,

1-2 years ' ..Site Selection and
' .,' Characterization
. .. I.. .

Licensee responsible'.for,costs incurred
. I . ., I . . . . .

1-2 years'' ' Licensing Activities Licensee responsible. for' costs incurred
including licensee fee

' Site-closure plan including cost estimates
for.closure is submitted as part of licensee
application

Lease arrangement with long-term care
arrangements for financial responsibility
between licensee-and state submitted to
NRC for review for adequacy

' Licensee obtains adequate short-term sureties
to provide foreclosure

.. . ., . 1.

_.20-40 yea'rs . License Issued;,Site ,
'is in Active Opera-',
tion; Waste Received'

Short-term'sureties in place for closure:
NRC periodically reviews and requires
updating'to account for changes in inflation,
site conditions,` etc.,

NRC periodically reviews'revisions to lease
arrangements to. ensure,that arrangements for
financial responsibilities for long-term care
,are adequate'

and Costs covered fromn short-term sureties,
in,. ,,,if necessary; otherwise, licensee performs

activities

1-2 years Site Closure
Stabilizatic

.. , . ;, ,. , . . , . , , 1

L Lease arrangement between site
, -, ,operator forlong-termcare is

- I 'effect . - ..

owner and
still in

5-15'years

100 years

Observation and' Licensee still .responsible for all further
Maintenance : costs during tthis-period, with short-term

-: -. financial assurances still in place.

LicenseTransferred, Terms and-conditions of lease are met, and
- to Site.Owner. : --either-state or licensee~provides funds to
"Active Institutional pay for all required and necessary activi-
Control Period" ties of this period.
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Commission receives this authority, the staff has recommended that the licensee
submit a binding arrangement (such-as'a lease) between the licensee and the
landowner (the state or federal government), which delineates financial respons-
ibility during the 100-year institutional control period. (See Section 4 for
a more detailed discussion of the various alternatives for active institutional
control financial requirements.)

Further sections of this appendix will deal with the following subjects:
Relation of Life-Cycle Activities at an LLW Site to Proposed Financial Require-
ments (Section 2), Short-Term Assurances for Closure and Postclosure (Section 3),
Long-Term Funding Requirements (Section 4), OtherGovernmental Financial
Requirements for Closure and, Long-Term Care (Section 5), Public Comments
Pertaining to Financial Requirements (Section 6), Background Reference Materials
(Section 7), and.a Bibliography (Section 8).

1.4 Staff Recommendations for Financial Requirements

Based on the analyses for operators of a disposal site, the staff developed
the following technical criteria:

o Each disposal.facility applicant must provide evidence of financial
responsibility for all operational and predictable site closure
costs, and evidence of suitable arrangements for long-term care
costs for up to 100 years.

o The licensee has the responsibility for determining that all of the
site-specific activities and resultant costs of closure and postclosure
observation and maintenance are accounted for in the stabilization
and closure plan. 'On reviewing the'site application, the Commission
would then determine that all necessary costs had been included in
the plan.

o Prior to startup of operation, the licensee must obtain a short-term
financial assurance mechanism found acceptable to the Commission
that is sufficient-at all times to cover all costs of closure and
postclosure care.

o The cost estimates'for closure and active institutional control at a
disposal site used in arriving at the amount of financial respon-
sibility should.be flexible and provide for annual reviews to account
for advances in'state-of-the-art technologies, work already completed
at the site, and changesin inflation.

o With regard to developing regulations for long-term care, the staff
is aware'of the 'need to develop specific regulations that establish.
a long-term care fund to ensure that there are adequate funds for up
to 100'years of-active institutional control, including surveillance,
monitoring, and required maintenance. Currently however, the Commission
lacks statutory authority to require long-term financial assurances

- ' (see Section 4.for a more extended discussion). The Commission has
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recognized the need to receive legislative authority from Congress
that would allow the Commission to explicitly require that a fund to
provide-for long-term care be established.. However,'until such time
as the NRC is given this authority, the staff recommends that the
staff carefully review a binding arrangement (such'as lease agreement)
between the license applicant and the site's.landowner. This lease
arrangement'submitted to the Commission for -review must demonstrate
that one or the other (or both) of the parties to the lease is
responsible for all-'necessary maintenance, monitoring,''and surveil-
lance for up to a 100-year period following closure at the site.

o Financial.responsibility for cleanup of unanticipated long-term -

* . -activities that are acts of God and that are not explicitly provided
for'in the lease,'would be borne between the appropriate governmental
'agencies,and by-the site owner. .The staff feels .it is the respons-
ibility of the applicant, the regulatory authority, the land owner,
and all other.parties to the proceeding to review.the lease at the
time of;the .licensing.hearing to ensure that the proposed lease

* arrangement provides for all of the possible site specific expenses
-that pertain to required and predictable activities at that-partic-
'ular site. In developing financial assurances for-closure and for

- - * long-term care of disposal sites,.the staff's-recommendations are
predicated on the assumption that no contingencies will occur at the
site and necessitate remedial actions. Both short-term and long-term
financial assurances provide~for adjustments-in-theevent of any

--required and predictable changes.in site conditions-.inflation,:or
technology. However, they do not providekfor major-contingencies

..that are an act of God.

Therefore, the Commission staff recommends that the.proposed regulations
include-the following: ; -

-1. During the-operating life.of.the disposal facility financial assur-
ances will be required of the licensee to provide full coverage of
the costs of closure, decommissioning, and decontamination of the
site. The amount of'fundsto-be insured.bysuch arrangements will
be based on licensee-submitted-cost estimates that-are approved by
the NRC staff during the.-time-of.-license review..The licensees' cost
estimates shall take into~account the total costs :that would be.

- incurred if an independent.contractor performed the work.-- The terms
of the-financial assurance mechanism must be-open-ended, and-must be
-reviewed annually. Mechanisms for closure found acceptable.by. the

- staff include: -(1) surety bonds,.(2) cash deposits,: (3):certificates
of deposit-(CDs),:(4).depositsof government-.securities, (5) -letters

- or lines of credit, (6) trust funds, .(7) escrow accounts, and (8)
combinations of the above, or such other types of arrangements as
may be approved by the Commission. However, the staff finds that
self-insurance, financialetests, and secured assets by an operator
are not an appropriate finincial'assurance mechanism.
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2. Prior to the issuance of a license, the terms and conditions of the
lease (or other binding arrangements) between the licensee and the
site's landowner will be examined by the NRC staff to ensure that
provision has been made between the two parties so that sufficient
funds are available to cover the cost'of long-term surveillance,
monitoring, maintenance, and all required and predictable site-
specific activities for the active institutional control period.

2. OVERVIEW OF LIFE CYCLE ACTIVITIES AND FINANCIAL ASSURANCES AT A DISPOSAL
FACILITY

The development of financial requirements for 10 CFR Part 61 is based on a
scenario of the operating cycle of a low-level waste site that follows the
sequences generally represented in Table K.1 of Section 1. It should be noted
that although the appendix describes a generic burial ground, the precise
actions that occur during the life-cycle of a'disposal facility may be site
specific. This section of the appendix characterizes the nature and extent of
activities required during the life cycle of the disposal facility in order to
provide a basis for the analysis of both short- and long-term funding issues.
In order to trace the flow of costs, and the responsibility for these costs to
the respective parties at a disposal facility, the following section will
present the staff's scenario of activities occurring during the life cycle of
a licensed low-level waste site.

Appendix Q of this EIS also provides a more detailed description of the typical
life cycle costs at a disposal facility. In developing their scenario of the
events, activities,-and costs of a disposal facility, the Commission staff is
aware of the limitations of forecasting possible scenarios and resultant
costs, such as inflation for long periods into the future. Nevertheless, they
feel that the financial regulations should still attempt to cover some of,
those future costs that can be reasonably predicted, so that the present
generation of users of the site receiving the benefits of the site are finan-
cially responsible for them, and the public's health and safety is still
protected.

Under the requirements of NEPA, the Commission is charged as a federal agency
with the responsibility of conducting their activities so as to help the
nation fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the
environment for'succeeding generations. The-intent of these financial regula-
tions is to satisfy this goal by ensuring that the present generation of users
of the site be-responsible for the majority of cradle-to-grave costs of a
disposal facility. .The staff-believes that the financial requirements for
site closure and for-the long-term care will lessen the probability that
succeeding generations-of taxpayers will have to be responsible for the costs
of today's commercial applications of nuclear power or use of radiation and
radioisotopes.

2.1 Site Selection and Characterization

During this period (estimated to last approximately 2 years) the applicant
selects a region of interest, and then narrows down the possible sites to a
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proposed site. The applicant is responsible for all"costs and will probably
capitalize them, and pass them on at a later date to customers as: a"future'
business'expense. The applicant's choice of sites during this period is also
based 6n'the performance objective of minimizing thelneed for long-term care
at the disposal sites .

2.2 Preoperational Phase

The applicant begins.to develop data and mrakes overall plans for the facility.
The applicant'also"starts to'develop'a preliminary site closure plan, based on
the information about the geology, hydrolog;y, and other characterist'ics'of-the
site. A site utilization'plan is prepared by'the applicant that outlines how
.the6applicant plans'to use the site for disposal.; The applicant must also .
have preliminary estimates 'of the expected cost for '(1)'closure (including'

.personnel needs and materials"and equipment' needs), and (2) 'active institute
'tional controls', including surveillance and'monitoring by the 'site's'custodial
agency. .As.in the' site selection 'activities,"these expenses are probably
'capitalized by the applicant, and passed'on at a later date to customers''as a
normal expense of doing business.' '

The license application provides financial proof that the applicant possesses
sufficient financial resources to cover construction and operating 'expenses.
At this ,time, the ,applicant also provides assurances that he or she will have
sufficient funds to carry out closure of the'disposal" site. '.These financial
assurances are based on costs estimated in an approved plan for site'closure
and stabilization. ' ' - '

In the license application, the site operator' should also'provi e.-acopy of a
binding'arrangement (such as a lease) between the applicant and the site 'owner
forCommission review and approval for adequacy to ensure that'sufficient
funds will be available to 'cover the costs for, up''to 100 years' of long-term'
surveillance, monitoring, and custody.' Either the licensee or the state 'must
demonstrate in a lease or.other binding arrangement that they have assumed
financial responsibilities for up 'to 100 years of responsibilities' after the
site'has been closed and the license transferred to the site owner.7-'

2.3 Operational Phase'

When a-license is granted the licensee can begin work on the construction of
the site.' The construction and associated regulatory costs of'inspection'are
all borne by''the'applicant 'and are again, 'probably passed on at a later stage
to the customers 'during the operational phase. ''

During the operational phase, that lasts'from 20-40 years, waste-is received
and the licensee or landowner (depending on the lease conditions) is respons-
ible'to ensure that procedures 'are in effect .to ensure that recoveryis'being
made for the' closure and active institutional'control costs."'-(These closure
and active.institutional control costs' are based 'on estimates"submitted by the
applicant'tolthe Commission during the initial -license' application.) Future
funds for the "short-term" decommissioning 'activities are guaranteed by finan-
cial assurance mechanisms such as sureties, CDs, letters of credit, cash
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deposits, trust funds, or combinations of these mechanisms. Again, the regu-
latory goal during this operational stage is to'ensure that the activities are
conducted so as to minimize the need to conduct long-term and extensive main-
tenance after the site is closed, and also to. develop requirements for long-
term care to ensure that adequate long-term care funds are available.

During this phase of active operation, when wastes are being received for
burial, some trenches are closed and stabilized. Records are kept of-all
repair work done to fences, trench caps, and site grounds due to erosion or
subsidence. These records will'later be used by authorities to determine
future maintenance activities and their associated costs. During this period,
if it is found;that a particular site has special problems that require'mo're
closure or postclosure activities than was orginally planned. for, then the.
Commission may author'ize increases in the'amounts required for collection of
closure andlong-term care.funds. These increased costs for closure and
long-term care to the operating company would be passed on to the users in the
same manner as any other cost of doingbusiness. During this period, if the
licensee were to go bankrupt, the, funds for closure would be protected. The
short-term financial assurance'mechanisms approved by the Commission would
provide full coverage for the necessary closure funds.

2.4 Site Closure Phase

When the site'is filled to capacity, it-is closed. Approximately one year
before anticipated closure, the ,licensee must submit a final site-closure and
stabilization plan'to the Commission for review and approval. When the plan
has been approved its requirements must be met by the licensee for such activ-
ities as decontamination'and dismantlement, final site contouring, and prepar-
ation for long-term care. 'The activities and expenses for these activities,
should be minimal, since the licensee'has already worked continually during
the operational phase to priepare'th6'site for closure. Specific site problems
would also be taken care-of at this time.

At this phase in the life cycle of the site, no revenues are being received
from users, since no wastes are being taken in and, the site Is either at or
near capacity. The licensee will probably have collected a surcharge from the
site users to cover costs anrd will also have a short-term-financial assurance
in effect. For long-term care he will have made financial arrangements with
the site landowner. (i.e., federal or state government). Since the licensee
would have no revenues coming'in, it is important, that at the time of licensing
all parties do a careful Job of forecasting all closure activities, and also
recognizing the impacts of inflation in calculating these' figures.

2.5 Postclosure Observation and Maintenance Period

This stage occurs after, the terms and conditions of the closure plan have been
met. The licensee is still held responsible for the site during this'period
when the'monitoring and maintenance programs continue and these activities
are, in a s'ensea continuation of the closure and stabilization activities.
This period ofthe site's life cycle would last approximately five to fifteen
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years, and during this period, itis anticipated that'the licensee's activi-
ties and costs' at the site would gradually taper'off to the ioint where little
or no maintenance would be necessary. Essentially, this period would-be one''
of monitoring, which would'enable the'Commission staff to fully satisfy'itself
that all of the terms land conditions of the license had been fully met byttie
operator, and that the licensee was still'under regulatory authority to correct
any problems that might developiat this time'due to subsidence., Again,' the
licensee'would presumably be paying for these expenses from the fund:that was
collected earlier''from a surcharge on the site's customers. If'the licensee-
were to default at this'time,'the appropriate short-tern'ifinancial assurance
mechanism would cover these expenses., It is also important for the licensee :
to carefully calculate and provide for a thorough analysis of all costs that
can be quantified for this period, and to include them into thefund. If
significant unexpected expenses'do develop during this period; then, as in the
previous period,''the government or the-governmental body responsible for
owning-the land site would'probably eventually'be liable for'these'expenses.

2.6 'Long-Term Care (Institutional Control Period)

After the postclosure observation period ends and conditions at the site have
stabilized and all closure responsibilities by the licensee have been met,_
then the licensee is relieved of this responsibility and the-license is trans-
ferred to the' site owner. The new licensee 'is then responsible for maintenance,
monitoring, and surveillance at the site.' During this period, which should
last approximately'100 years, funds for 'long-term care will be'transferred to
the-new licensee and 'they are responsible'to disperse'the'long-tern'care funds
to take care 'of monitoring,'inspection, and necessary maintenance costs at the
site. '(The collected'long-term'care funds were received from either the'site '
owner or the site'operator, depending "on what arrangement was made in the ;-
lease.) Minor maintenance activities during the 100-year long-term care.
period are envisioned to consist of repair of fencing, upkeep of( the site,
such as revegetation, mowing the lawn where necessary, and any repair of
trench caps, due to subsidence or other conditions. At'the end of this
period, in the unlikely event that any of'the funds collected for long-term'
care remain, they then would be returned to the contributing party (i.e., the
original licensee). '

3. 'SHORT-TERM FINANCIAL ASSURANCE MECHANISMS FOR CLOSURE AND'POSTCLOSURE
OBSERVATION AND MAINTENANCE

3.1 Introduction ''

This section addresses short-term financing mechanisms that provide a means of
guaranteeing the financing of closure, stabilization, and-all other required
closure and postclosure observation and maintenance activities at a low-level
waste site.' This short-term financial mechanism for closure activities 'is
separate and 'distinct from,''long-term" care financial arrangements that cover
the 'active institutional' control period, and are discussed in Section-4 of
this'appendix.''
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The staff recommends that operators of an LLW disposal facility obtain a
short-term financial assurance mechanism that is in effect throughout the
operating period of the site. The financial'assurance must also be sufficient
to cover all anticipated costs of closure, including decommissioning and
decontamination of the above ground buildings, equipment, and'facilities, as'
well as stabilization, of the disposal site. The amount of funds to be provided
are to be based on Commission-approved cost estimates in a Commission-approved
plan for closure. Such a short-term financial assurance would provide sufficient
financial capacity during the entire operating period to cover all costs of
closure, and the financial assurances would remain in place until all necessary
closure and postclosure care activities had been conducted.

The staff is sensitive .to comments given to the Commission indicating a strong
need to require'disposal operators to possess financial assurances foreclosure
(see Sections 1,,6,. and 7.of this appendix). The staff believes that the
closure activities' at a low-level waste site must be conducted in a prompt
manner in order to ensure that the public's health and safety is protected.
The requirement for a financial assurance for closure can be viewed as a type
of financial guarantee to ensure that in the event of operator default, there
are funds available for closure.

This section of Appendix K will present the types of short-term financial
mechanisms examined and found acceptable by the staff. The advantages and
disadvantages of each mechanism are briefly discussed, and a staff position on
acceptable financial assurances is presented. Because the primary function of
this section is to present a broad evaluation of various financial assurance
mechanisms, the section is written in general language. A regulatory guide
will be issued by the staff at a later date and will provide more specific
guidance on the format and content of the various financial assurances.

3.2 Eligibility

The short-term financial assurance requirements recommended by the staff for
the draft regulation should be met by all private sector licensees. However,'
this financial requirement would not have to be met if the applicant is a
government entity and has the taxing authority to raise revenues. However,
the staff feels that certain public entities, such as public authorities that
lack taxing authority, may have a degree of financial risk associated with
their operations necessitating that they meet the proposed financial assurance
requirements. Therefore, for these types of public authorities that lack
taxing authority, the staff recommends that they be required to fulfill all of
the terms and conditions for short-term financial requirements.

3.3 Closure Activities and Expenses

In order to provide some background to this discussion, a reviewof the per-
tinent closure and stabilization activities and costs at a disposal facility
is necessary. Appendix E provides a detailed discussion of the'life cycle
activities at a reference LLW site and Section 2 of this appendix presents the
proposed life cycle activities in a schematic fashion for a typical disposal
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facility. It should also be emphasized that the precise activities:.that will
.take place!during the closure and stabilization phase at a disposal facility
will be site-specific. The closure activities willnmainly consist of dirt-
moving operations, such as trench cap reworking, in order to prepare for
long-term care. As indicated in Appendix Q, costs associated with final
closure for-a reference site are estimated to be in the range of $1.0 million
to $3.0 million (1980 dollars).

Closure of a low-level waste site includes the final operational activities
carried out at a disposal facility after completion of active waste receipt
and disposal operations to:.

.1. Dismantle site structures;

2. Decontaminate site surfaces and remaining structures;

3. Conduct final closure and stabilization of the'site (facility) and
emplaced waste; and

4. Carry out any other activities to"'prepare the site for postoperational
care and transfer:to the eventual site owner. -

The Commission staff assumes that the site closure and .stabilization program
required at a site will vary depending on spec'ific site'geblogy, hydrology,
-and.:climate'.conditions,.as well as any arrangements that may have been concluded
between the licensee and site owner.''' The'operating history of the burial
ground, as shown by records of'maintenance, monitoring programs, site inventories,
and anticipated future use of the site, will also be'important factors in
determining if revisions to the financial .assurance arenecessary, to be
certain that these closure activities are properly carried out'.' -The primary
objective of closure and postclosure care activities is to leave the:site in a
condition such that the need for active, ongoing maintenance is eliminated
after license termination,.and only-passive care is required.

I .. .'

The'licensee must developsite closure and stabilization-plans and-ensure that
-the site.is-prepared for.transfer;to;,a custodial. government'agency. After the
active period of operation of the site,..the-site operator's responsibility and

.-authority for..possession of buried wastes at:the site continues until.the.
,'...: Commission finds.that.the site is ready for transfer to the custodial-agency.

. The remainder of this section will review the various types of financial
;....assurance~mechanisms and delineatelthose assurances deemed adequate by the
- staff.-.. . - * ;

3.4 Short-Term Financial Assurance Mechanisms for Closure and Postclosure

Short-term financial assurance mechanisms refer to arrangements intended to
-:ensure that the licensee is financially responsible for undertaking all required
'closure and.stabilizationactivities at-a low-level waste'disposal site. As

- used here, the concept of financial assurances (short-.or long-term) does not
.include any requirements for.third party liability coverage for damage to
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people or property resulting from operation.of the facilities. Rather, the
staff is'establishing various financial assurance criteria which will ensure
that the sites are'properly closed, stabilized and monitored for up to
100 years.

There are a wide variety of short-term financial assurance mechanisms to
assure that proper closure occurs that could be investigated; however,, the-
short-term financial assurance mechanisms considered by the Commission staff
for the purposes of this regulation include: -

1. surety bonds, obtained from a surety company

2. escrow arrangements between the bank, the government, and the
licensee

3. trust funds arranged between the government, a financial institution,
and the licensee

4. certificates of deposit to a state or federal agency

5. cash deposits to a state or federal agency

6. deposits of securities to a state or federal agency

7. pledges of securities and liens against properties of the licensee

8. letters of;credit from a financial institution

9. self insurance by the LLW operator

10. financial tests of the LLW operator's assets.

These types of financial assurances are presently being used, or provision has
been made for their use by state and federal government agencies, for the
chemical waste, uranium milling, low-level waste, and surface coal mining:
industries. The staff did not explicitly review a financial assurance con-
sisting of a sinking fund for closure based-on surcharges collected from waste
generators, since at this time, the Commission lacks the-statutory authority
to'impose a surcharge or other tax on waste generators. However,.this financial
assurance mechanism has been traditionally employed at low-level waste sites,
and states having authority to permit this may wish to consider asinking fund
in combination with some other form of short-term financial assurance mentioned
above.

3.4.1 General Criteria for Financial Assurances for Closure and Postclosure

The staff's development of these technical criteria for financial assurances
for closure was based on recognition of the importance of balancing the need
to require sufficiently stringent assurances with the economic consequences of
such an alternative.> For example, in the staff development of criteria that
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the financial assurance mechanism must be fully funded- prior to startup of
operations, the staff also-considered the less stringent approach of allowing
the'funds'to-build up'over the life of the site. The staff was aware that
this second approach would have been a lesser financial- burden to the operators,
since it would not require them to set aside a large sum of capital. .(The EPA
staff's development of RCRA regulations also noted that the fully-funded
approach placed a.-tax burden on the operator, because current tax laws do not
allow this fund 'to be considered a deductible expense, since no.expense occurs
in-a tax sense, until -the.funds are used for closure;) Nevertheless, the
staff also realized that allowing a closure fund to build up over the life of
'the site could well'result-in having an.inadequate fund.available in the event
of premature closure of the site, with theiresult being that the taxpayers
would then be financially responsible. In.weighing these.two equity alterna-
'tives,:the staff concluded that the-fully-funded approach to closure offered
the'most reasonable~assurances that-the license be fully responsible for the
costs'of closure. -

o Regardless of the financial.assurance used, the -licensee's cost
estimates must take into consideration the total costs that would be
-incurred if-an-independent contractor were hired to.perform the
-stabilization and closure activities. . . .

o The financial assurance mechanism must be full funded prior to the
'- ' -start of operation, to provide full assurance regardless of whether

-closure occurs as was originally.planned, or else occurs prematurely.

* o The face value of the sbort-term financial assurances must be at
- least-equal to the- cost estimates submitted,'by-the licensee in the

approved plan'for site closure and stabilization.

o In order to avoid unnecessary duplication and expense, the Commission
may accept financial assurances.-that have-been consolidated with
financial arrangements established.to meet requirements of other

' federal or state agencies- and/or~local governing bodies for these
- - decommissioning, decontamination, reclamation,- and closure activities,

* -provided that such arrangementsare considered adequate by the-staff
:to satisfy these-requirements; and-that the portion of the financial
assurance that.covers the closure.of the~site is clearly-identified

- -*and' committed for use in.accomplishing these.activities. -

o 'The licensee's-financial assurances should be reviewed annually'by
the Commission to assure that sufficient funds are available.for
completion of the closure plan. At that time, the amount of coverage
'is also required to be adjusted to recognize inflation, changes in
engineering' plans, prevlous activities already performed,- and any

-- -- ' other conditions affecting closure costs.:- -
~~~* - X ...(}.A

ao ' Regardless of what portion of closure is phased-through the life of
the operation,. or. if it takes place at the end of operation, an
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appropriate portion of coverage has to be retained until final.
compliance with the closure plan is determined. This will yield an
assurance that is at least sufficient at all times to cover the
costs of closure of the site prior to the next license renewal.

o The term of the financial assurance mechanism must also be open-ended
(Le., not cancellable), unless the licensee can demonstrate that
another arrangement would provide an equivalent level of assurance.
This assurance could be provided with'a financial assurance that is
written for a specified period of time (e.g., five years) and will
be automatically renewed, unless the party administering the financial
assurance notifies the beneficiary (the Commission or the state or
regulatory agency) and the principal-(the licensee) at some reasonable
time (e.g., 90 days) prior to the renewal date of their intention
not to renew. In such a situation the financial assurance still
exists, and the licensee would be required to submit a replacement
assurance within a brief period of time to allow at least 60 days
for the regulatory agency to collect.

o The Commission will allow the -licensee to terminate the financial
assurance mechanism after a finding that all licensee conditions
have been met.

o Proof of forfeiture must not be necessary to collect the financial
assurance for closure, so that in the event the licensee could not
provide an acceptable replacement surety within the required time,
the-surety will be-collected automatically prior-to its expiration.
The conditions described above would have to be clearly stated on
any financial assurance instrument.that is not open-ended, and must
be agreed to by all parties.

With respect to Commission-licensed.facilities, the implementation of this
requirement to provide financial'assurances to cover costs associated with
closure activities could occur in-several ways. The-Commission could directly
administer the financial arrangements, or a state could administer them. The
staff believes-state administration-would be appropriate where an existing
state agency already handles the financial assurance arrangements for hazardous
sites or for mining activities. All'of the states have'the authority to
impose financial requirements as an exercise of their general police power to
protect the public health and safety. This would be true whether or not the
state is an Agreement State under the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended.

- 3.5 Criteria for Evaluating Financial Assurance for Closure and Postclosure

Financial assurance mechanisms to cover costs- associated with closure were
evaluated by the staff on a specific set of criteria. The primary factor
considered by'the staff in evaluating the various mechanisms was the degree of
assurance'provided by each method to ensure that funds were available for
closure costs at the-disposal site. Other criteria the staff considered
include:
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o Degree of security (or level of difficulty) in obtaining funds in
...case of default.

o- Amount of regulatory staff administrative time and expense'required
to implement'and monitor the financial assurance.

o Amount of staff effort required'to evaluate assets of the licensee.

O Cost of financial assurance mechanism

A description of the various financial assurances considered by the staff in
their- review follows.

3.6 Financial Assurance Alternatives for Closure

3.6.i Surety Bonds

VAsurety'bond provides a cosigner on an obligation. The surety bonding rela-
tionship is essentially a three party relationship in which the surety-company,
foira fee, promises *to'the obligee (the NRC) that the principal.(the licensee)

:will perform'specified activities (in this case, all closure and'decommission-
'ngg'activities).i' If,-as a result of this obligation, the'surety-company
incurs a-loss, it can sue the contractor to recover its loss. The surety";
company'takes 'on 'a possible liability for a profit.s Like insurance, a premium
is paid to the surety company by the insured or bonded entity (such as the;
disposal site operator). However, a surety company does not expect the princi-
-pal'to'odefablt','and if default 'does' occur, then the surety has the right -.to
receive reimbursement'from the principal- for the obligations met. -If a bonded
opirator were'to default on'his obligation to carry-out closure activities,
* then the'bonding' company must Provide'the remainder -of the guaranteed funds to
the'holder'of the bond:(the regulatory'or other suitable government agency) to
have'the work done. -On the-other hand, upon successful completion of closure
activities by the operator, the bonding arrangement can be terminated and the
bonding'company is'then released from its obligation. --

When-surety companies'provide coverage for closure~by-issuing'a bond to the
applicant; they check the financial 'strength of the applicant. 'They will-
ikel require'a licensee to provide'some form of-collateral-in order to write

performance bonds.- -The amounts required -of the operator will vary, depending
on the business'history'and credit rating of the 'applicant. :Generally,-.the
'types'-of collateral -requiredby'a surety -company-include letters of credit,
corporate' stocks', and' certificates of-deposit. - The -applicant then has to
maintain acommitment 'of'collateralrvalue'sufficient -to cover'a certain per-
centage'-of the face'value of the surety bonds.

The' cost:of'a'surety bond is-dependent on'the type of required activities--covered
by the bond, but fees on"premiums generally range-from between 1.0 and 1.5 percent
of the' face value'of the bond. --The surety company also' needs-to have sufficient
assets to provide-for possible default. ' -
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Surety companies have the option of filing with the U.S. Treasury, which sets.
limits on the face values of bonds. This limit of a surety bond is generally 10%
of the surety's capital surplus. Since filing with the Treasury represents a
form of certification, the Commission staff recommends that surety bonds only be
accepted from companies listed in the Department of Treasury circular #570,
entitled "Surety Companies Acceptable on Federal Bonds" (published annually)
and only for an amount that is within the company's single policy limitation
as identified.

Surety companies are generally regulated by state laws that are designed to
ensure that the-surety;company is solvent and has assets-of a certain minimum
amount. Additionally, state regulation of sureties involves assessment of
financial management practices, including examination of whether the sureties
are diversified in their lines of credit.

All bonds specify the terms and conditions of their guarantee, includingterms
of default. Generally, contract bonds contain provisions-that state what
constitutes a-default. Some events used are:> inadequate performance, such as
abandonment of work or bankruptcy proceeding... If an owner defaults and has
not completed-the required and necessary decommissioning activities, then a
claim can be made by the NRC. If a default occurs, then the surety will first
examine its defenses: against liability before making payment to the obligee,
the NRC. If it is determined that a default has occurred and that no defenses
exist, then the surety company is responsible for bringing the permitted work to
completion.

According to a draft study done by the International Research and Technology
--Corporation UIRT) in 1980 for the EPA,: defaults on surety bonds occasionally
wind up in court. Therefore, surety bonds may be, more of a problem to collect
than certificates of deposit, which would not become involved in such litiga-
tion. However, the Commission staff investigation has shown that collection
records on these forfeitures in the coal industry: has been satisfactory.

Several commenters on the NRC uranium milling regulations and EPA solid waste
regulations expressed doubt that the surety industry would provide bonds to the
hazardous waste industry with open-ended terms. The Surety Association,, a
trade association that recommends bonding rates to members, has, in the past,
told the NRC they doubted there would be any market in the U.S. for such
corporate surety bonds with open-ended terms. However, a brief review of
other hazardous waste facilities indicates that there is some market demand
for this type of insurance. The Federal Surface Mining Act of 1977 requires
mining companies to obtain a performance bond certifying that the mining.
activities will be conducted subject to license-requirements.. The reclamation
operations are done as an ongoing operation of the site, rather than waiting
until all of the land is strip mined. Performance bonds of strip mining have
been written for time spans paralleling the 30-year periods anticipated for
bonds of some-typical facilities. The Environmental Protection Agency has
also proposed-the. use of surety bonds for coverage of closure of hazardous
waste sites in their proposed RCRA regulations. It is possible that the
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Department-of Interior and the EPA regulations for sureties may stimulate a
demand-for this type of surety mechanism.

If one assumes'that the surety bond would'be obtained inbthe site's first year
of operation and continue for five to fifteen years after the active operating
lifetime, the licensee would be responsible for the cost of the bond for a total
of 25-35 years. In some cases, the bond may have to continue for longer than
five years after the end of operation. However, once~operations cease and the
site is closed, and the license transfered to the site owner, the licensee would
terminate 'the bond. - ;

The major advantages of the surety bonding mechanism'are:

o Staff administrative effort associated with a bond, exclusive of the
effort related to forfeitures, would be minimal. A document sent to
the federal or state regulatory agency from the surety company and
filed with the license application assuring that the surety was

-' properly certified by the-appropriate agency'licensing sureties,
would be all the effort necessary'to implementlthis bonding mechanism.

- -Amendments to the amount of the bond would also involve minimal
':correspondence with the surety company. Bonding companies thoroughly
screen the credit record of the companies they bond, so the agency
-does not have-to conduct a financial analysis of the operator's
operations. - -

; 0 A rider to an 'existing bond, or the purchase of a new bond, would be
sufficient to adjust the amount of the bond to account for inflation
or required changes in closure activities.

The major disadvantages of this bonding mechanism are:

o Obtaining funds from the surety upon default mayfbe more difficult
than under some other alternatives, such as trustee funds-or cash
deposits.

o -'The cost of-obtaining a surety bond is higher than some of the other
surety mechanisms. ' :-

-o There'is some doubt that surety companies are willing to provide
'' sureties for waste disposal businesses for a 20 to 30-year time

-'. 'I #.period. In informal conversations-with surety officials, the-staff
-:found that officials were not certain of the extent:,to which surety

- -'companies are willing'to become involved-in-thisstype of coverage.

3.6.2 Cash Deposits

A cash deposit is another method of assuring closure, whereby an amount at
least equal'to the-estimated cost of closure is deposited-into a special
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account that could be held by a government'agency. Use of the funds in this
account would be restricted to covering the costs of closure and postclosure.
If the operator were to default, then the state or federal government could
withdraw the funds from the special account and arrange for the necessary
closure work to be completed by either themselves, by the site owner, or by an
independent contractor.

Some advantages of this method are:

o There is no difficulty in obtaining funds in case of default by the
site's owner, since the special deposit fund could be *set up so that
it was controlled by.the government agency.

o There is no problem in asset evaluation.

Some disadvantages of this method are:

o If the funds-are deposited into a special. account with the U.S.
government, then no interest can be paid on these-funds. Therefore,
there is a lack of productive assets, and additional funds would
have to be paid into the fund to account for losses in inflation.

o Management of the funds by the government would require periodic
review and evaluation by the staff to ensure that the funds were
adequate to reflect changes in inflation, engineering plans,
activities performed, and other site-specific conditions affecting
costs.

3.6.3 Escrow Funds

An escrow fund is another method of assuring funds for closure. Under such an
arrangement, cash or marketable securities in an amount equal to or greater
than the estimated costs of closure are deposited into a special account held
by a financial institution. An escrow serves as a receptacle for the deposit
of goods or property until the licensee completes closure activities. The insti-

- tution holding the funds is the depository, and an escrow agreement sets out
the terms and conditions by which the materials can pass to either party.
Depositors, however, are not trustees. An escrow that functioned as an assur-
ance for closure and postclosure costs would involve a binding agreement with
terms and conditions that would specify that upon failure to meet prescribed
closure activities, the fixed amount necessary for all closure activities held
in escrow would pass to the appropriate state or federal government. Conversely,
upon a finding that closure had been satisfactorily conducted, the escrow
arrangement would be terminated and the amount in it returned to the licensees;
or the escrow could be set up such that the escrow funds could be returned to
the grantor or licensee as closure costs are completed by the licensees.

Generally, administrative fees are charged-for the management of an escrow
account and will vary depending on the degree of activities, not on the amount
of funds. Banks may set a flat fee for a certain number of transactions;
other banks will set their fees for managing an escrow account on the basis of
each investment or transaction. One of the big differences between a trust
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and an escrow fund occurs'because a bank managing an escrow'generally will
perform only those activities specified in the agreement., Generally,'the '
escrow fee is less than the fee for trusts. Use of an escrow fund would
require that the amount established inyan escrow fund'would'be'sufficient at
all times-to pay a fixed amount for closure in the event6flicensee'default.
As with'all other financial ssurances,the'types of investment made would

'have to be examined on a periodic'basis by the NRC staff to'ensure that-the
funds:in the escrow 'account'keep pace with inflation. In'_the-unlikely-event
that any'excess amounts were earned,-they wouldbe returned to the'licensees.
Use of the'funds:in this''account would be restricted to covering the cost of
s'ite"decommissioning and closure. 'If the'operator'were tb'default, then the
state'o'r'federal government could withdraw the funds from the special account
and use the funds to conduct closure activities.

Some' of the advantages a f this method include: '

o There is minimal difficulty in obtaining funds in case of default by
the operator since the special deposit account is controlled by an
escrow agreement between the government agencyandthe licensee that
clearly stipulates'the teirms'and'conditions for the use'of funds.

o The'staff does not need to manage the funds; they. are managed by

professional staff.

0' No 'problem of asset valuation exists in'this'alternative.'

o The funds can be invested in long-term securities', thus protecting
their value from erosive inflation.

Some disadvantages of this method are: ' ' : -

6' Fees for managing an escrow account are based on'the'amount of
activity'in the account, 'not 'on the amount of principal or income.

' Therefore, if frequent adjustments are made'to'the amount in the
escrow,;to account for inflation or changes in site conditions, then
there may be more costs to the operator.

o In the past, escrow accounts were'short term in nature, and problems
may arise with a commercial escrow agent managing a fund for 20 or
more years.--

o Like certain types of trusts, escrow accounts must pay taxes on
their income at the full'federal tax rate. -

3.6.4 'Trust Funds

A trust fund is a well-established mechanism for holding property and'applying
it, or income from it, to a particular purpose. The concept of a trust fund
to provide foreclosure of a disposal'-facility is not 'new. .In 1980, a'trust
fund toprovide for closure'costs wa's-proposed by Chem-Nuclear, Inc.,'for
their'LLW disposal facility'in Barnwell, South Carolina. The RCRA financial
requirements'being'developed"by EPA for operators of hazardous waste sites
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-have also recognized the trust mechanism as an acceptable type of financial
assurance mechanism for closure.

A trust is an arrangement whereby one party holds and may even manage funds or
property for the benefit of another. In this case'the beneficiary of the
trust fund would be the state or federal-government. The trustee of the
closure trust-would be a bank or some financial institution. The terms of the
trust would define the investment responsibilities of a trust. The trustee
has possession of the property or funds placed in trust by the party who
created the trust (in this case, the state or federal government). The trustee
is said to have the legal interest.in the funds, since he has control over it,
can sue to protect it-, and is responsible for its preservation. The beneficiary
cannot use the trust funds, but is-entitled to those benefits (such as income)
derived from the trust, and intended for him under the terms of the trust.
The trustees are under a fiduciary duty to comply with the terms of the trust
and, unless the trust provides otherwise, are liable for breaches of this
duty.

Like other financial. assurances, the necessary amount in the trust fund is
determined at the time of the license review,.and the trust must include the
full costs of closure at all times. The trustee is then required to turn over
a fixed amount in the event of licensee default. A trust fund's revenues
could be used, if the NRC determines that It is; necessary.- Once this d'etermi-
nation has been made, the NRC could (1) arrange for closure activities and
bill the costs to the trust; (2) do the closure itself, and then apply for
reimbursement from the trust, or (3) require that the trustee undertake all of
the approved closure activities, and then pay for them out of the trust funds.

The Internal Revenue Service has developed a series of rulings to control the
use of trusts since they are popular mechanisms for tax avoidance. The closure
trust fund is functionally equivalent to simply placing certain money in
savings accounts and then accumulating the interest from it for a period of
years. In that situation, a-draft study done by IRT for the EPA found that
the owner of the account is taxable on the income from the account. A closure
fund would be established in a lump sum by the licensee at the outset of site
operation, and would consequently be returned to him, plus its appreciated
value at the end of site life, assuming that the closure activities were in
compliance with the site closure plan.

As part of the license application, a site operator must estimate closure
costs in an approved site closure and plan. If the licensee defaults at the
site before closure can be properly-conducted, then the government, as trustee,
could require that the money in the trust fund be'used to meet the requirements
of the site closure plan for the site. If closure activities were properly
conducted, then the trust fund could be set up in such a way as to include
reimbursement for closure costs as they are incurred, rather than waiting
until all closure activities were finished.

A trust fund can contain more than just cash. Property such as securities or
government notes can be placed in trusts. However, if cash substitutes are
allowed within the framework of trusts, then the function and obligation of
the trustee must be redefined, and they may possibly charge more for their
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'Iservices..f other-types of assets were allowed, the trust would have to
agree to pay the NRC a stipulated cash amount.

Although, the NRC.is responsible for determining if.the-fundsin-the trust are
adequate, the staff also 'realizes that,.it is not difficult to make'the trustee
responsible 'for merely.maintaining the funds at a-certain value. However','
giving the trustee"the'power to"demand a'supplementation of funds 'from the
owner/operator is.more difficult. One possibility would be to have the trust
*commit'the.licensee to provide a sum sufficient to ciosetthe'site instead of
stipulating a flat'dollar 'amount, and then bind'the licenisee to provide more,
.if necessary, at the request of the trustee. The NRC'staff could'determine
that the'fund'orsassets were-inadequate'over time, and require the owner/
operator-to.add assets to the'trust, leaving the trustee with only-the admin-
istrative responsibilities'for the trust, or the regulations could be revised
to allow for periodic adjustments in the cost estimates and the trust, in
order to reflect changes at a site or in the technical requirements of the
regulations..

If assets other than cash are deposited in the trust fund, it'may be necessary
for the.trustee to buy-and sell securities with the approval of the NRC staff,

''-'or to take'other steps'to manage'the'assets in order-to maximize their value.
However, unless specified in the terms of the trust,''a trustee usually must
invest under a reasonably prudent investor standard, as defined by statute or
case law of'the jurisdiction where'the trust is located., The trustee has a
fiduciary obligation to honor the terms of the trust, and this standard of
fiduciary.duty is so strict that most trustees will only accept carefully
defined responsibilities.

In'addition to cash, trusts may also hold securities, 'stocksz.bonds,--certif-
icates 'of deposit, savings.accounts, real property, or commercial buildings.
According to one report that consulted with bank officers', the type of assets
that trusts were asked to hold were not of as much concern as the quality of
.the.particular'asset. The bank officers'. concern'lay in the.degree of
uncertainty .of the risk they were assuming. The-report also'found that the'
prospect of holding assets in trust for 30 years or longer'did'not concern the
trust officers of the banks interviewed.. In fact, trust officers pointed out
that because of the duration of the site life, and consequentlj the trusts,
trust accounts would be preferable to' escrow accounts that traditionally are
used for, though'not limited to,' short-term agreements.

The NRC could consider any individual for the position of trustee in addition
'to financial institutions, who can succeed in obtaining insurance'for'the
position. This type of insurance is currently'available and is commonly
obtained by banks and by other financial institutions.

Trustee fees may be relatively constant, but are normally defined as a
percentage'-of income or principal, with the result being that it cannot be
known'with.certainty if the income'from the trust is'notcertain. Trustee
fees can range from between 1% and 2% annually of the am6unt to be managed in
the-trust, and'may also vary.according to the degree of ianagement 'responsi-
bilities given to the trustees. ' '-'
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The burden of a trust fund to the licensee may be quite high because of income
taxes. If a trust'is a conventional private trust, then payments to the trust
are not tax deductible, and the taxes on income from the trust are paid by the
trust at the tax rate applicable-to trust income. The resulting cost to the
licensee could be significant. To the extent that'closure costs are a signif-
icant fraction of the total costs of operating a site, the cost of taxes to
the licensee will increase the economic impacts of closure..

In conclusion, the staff finds'the trust fund to be an adequate financial
assurance mechanism: However, care must be taken to ensure that the licensee
put up an amount sufficient to cover closure over a given period and-make
annual payments to this fund to cover inflation and any changes to the site.
However, the high cost of this financial assurance mechanism, relative to
other alternatives, necessitates a close analysis by all parties involved.

Some of the advantages of this method are:

o A trust arrangement can give a careful delineation of the responsi-
bility of all parties to the trust.

o The trust fund can accept noncash securities such as stocks, bonds,
CDs, or savings accounts.

o Trustees with financial experience can invest the funds in a manher
to keep pace with inflation.

Some of the disadvantages of this method are:

o If noncash assets are placed in a trust fund, then the trust fund
will require more care and review by the trustees and the regulatory
authority.

o If the trustees are responsible for maintaining the fund at a certain
amount, it may be difficult to set up an arrangement whereby they
have the authority to call for additional money from the licensees.

o If noncash assets are placed in the trust, then the trustee may
manage their sale and purchase and some risks are taken. However,.
the trustee must be committed to yielding a specified dollar amount.

o Depending on how the trust is set up, taxable income from the trust
may have a tax imposed on it by the IRS that the grantor (the site
operator) must pay.

3.6.5 Certificates of Deposit (CD)

Another possible mechanism for assuring closure activities is through the use
of certificates, of deposit (CDs). Generally,, certificates of deposit may be
issued by any bank. Cash or securities are deposited by thefsite owner with
the bank, and a certificate of deposit is issued, made payable to a government
agency. Only the government agency could cash the, certificate. The CD is
then cashed if the operator is unable to complete decommissioning activities.
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Again, the amount of this surety is adjusted over timeto reflect inflation.
At~the end ofoperation, if the operator satisfactorily closes the site, then
the government agency would return the:CD to the operator.

Some-advantages of this method are:

o There is minimal difficulty in obtaining funds-in case of default by
- the operator, since -the certificate is held by the government agency.

o JThe fee:for purchasing the.certificate of deposit is small.,

Some.disadvantages of this method are:,,..

... o,- More.effort is needed to adjust the amount of the fund-than is
*.required :under: some other alternatives. (A new certificate of
deposit must.be purchased.)--,

o Certificates of deposit result in a significant amount of.corporate
v -- * ,- fundsbeing unavailable for the~business. . , , - -

.3.6.6 Deposits of Securities

Using this scenario, the licensee would beresponsible for depositing securities
to theappropriate government agency with a face value equal or greater to the
highest cost of closure at the site. Theoretically, the securities-referred
to here could be of several different kinds, including long-term U.S. bonds;
municipal bonds; or corporate securities. - .

- Some of the advantages of this method include: -

,;,1 -There is little difficulty in obtaining the funds if the-operator
. defaults, as the government agency already has access to the necessary

funds. -

o The operator incurs no additional expenses (such as an annual premium
for a surety bond) beyond the face value of the securities and any
required transfer fees.

Some disadvantages-associated with this method are: .

o Unless a trust administrator is used, the responsible government
agency must play a more active role under this method than under

- most. other alternatives.- It must-hold-the ,funds,,distribute dividends
from -the securities to the:operator, determine security values, and
exchange securities for other securities as the operator desires or
as the market demand changes.

o The values of the securities will fluctuate as the market demand-
c- changesi thus causing additional administrative time to be spent to
ensure that the:proper amount is maintained.in the fund to keep pace

: with inflation. -- . - -
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o Some administrative time is required of the staff for adjusting the
amount in'the account. This involves contacts with the operator for
additional securities, and fund administration time.

3.6.7 Pledges of Securities and Liens Against Properties of the Licensee
(Secured Assets)

These types of-secured interest are interests in personal property or fixtures
of the operator that gives the holder of the interest the right to possess the
assets to ensure payment of an obligation. These financial assurance mechanisms
are similar to self-insurance 'except that the licensee pledges certain assets
which could be used by the Commission to perform closure and postclosure
activities in the event of licensee default. A secured interest gives the
government agency the right, in the event of default by an operator, to take
possession Qf the assets and sell them in satisfaction of the claim. In most
cases where a secured interest has been properly created, the holder of the
interests has first claim or priority over these assets, if the operator goes
bankrupt. The secured assets may be repossessed by the secured interest
holder, and proceeds from the sale of the assets are not required to be shared
with other creditors in bankruptcy proceedings. Pledges of securities would
require the Commission to possess collateral and have the'staff make periodic
assessments that the value of the securities was sufficient to meet closure
activities. Furthermore, the status of a securities pledge in the event of
financial failure of the pledger is uncertain and can differ substantially
with variations in state law.

Liens against land and real property would also require the Commission staff
to undertake periodic assessments to ascertain that changes in inflation,
depreciation policies, etc., had not reduced the ability of-the liens on the
land and real property to pay for closure of the site. Additionally, liens
would require the Commission to first foreclose and thenr sell the property
before funds would be available for closure activities at the site. An EPA
review of this financial assurance mechanism has also found.that liens also
suffer from an uncertain status in the event of financial failure of the
owner.

Some of the advantages of this method are:

o Few additional expenses are incurred by the operator. The only'
costs involved would be those legal costs associated with prepar-
ation of documents.

o There is no loss of productive use' of .corporate assets. The
collateral that is used as the secured interest remains with the
operator.

Disadvantages of this method are:

o A significant amount of.adminstrative staff-time is necessary.
Staff'effort is necessary to establish a-security interest by
completing all the necessary paperwork and renewing the collateral
to ensure that their value is sufficient to pay for closure costs.
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o When it-becomes'necessary to adjust the amount of the'fund,.-addi-
tional assets must be added to or withdrawn from the agreement.'

-Again, staff time'is'necessary to-reevaluate the value of the
*operator's assets.

' o Significant problems can occur if the government'finds it necessary
to obtain funds for closure in the event of licensee default. Other

-creditors may -also place liens on-the company's assets, and the'
legal process may considerably delay recovery of the assets, as well
as resulting in significant staff time and expense.,

3.6.8 Letters of Credit

Irrevocable letters of credit are another short-term financial assurance-
'alternative to ensure'that sufficient funds are available for'closure'and-
postclosure expenses'at a disposalsite. Traditionally, letters of credit.
have been primarily'used in international trade. In using this method,' the-
operator would apply to a bank for the issuance of a letter of'credit that-'!
commits the'bank to pay the beneficiary (the state or federal government) if
the letter'of credit comes due. A -letter of credit consists of-a bank'.s
document written on behalf of the party (licensee) that would give the govern-
mental agency the right to draw funds from the issuing-bank upon the presenta-
tion 'of papers in accordance'with the'letters of credit. The-cost of-a letter
of credit is based on the face value'of the amount', the amount of 'time required
for coverage,-and-the risk to the'bank. Banks issuing standby letters of.
credit charge fees on between'.5 to 2% of the face amount of -the'letter of
credit.- ' ' '' - ' ' -

.Guidelines for a letter of credit are found in regulations issued by the
''Department of Treasury; Comptroller of the Currency (12 CFR §7.7016). A
-national bank can issue letters of credit permissible undertheUniform-,
Commercial Code oni behalf-of its customers'.- Guidelines stipulate that letters
of credit should meet;the following-conditions met:

'1. * Letters'of credit should conspicuously state that-it is a letter-of
credit. -

2. The bank's undertaking should contain a specified expiration date,
or be'for a definite term. ' : -

3.' The bank's'undertaking-should be limited in amount. -

4. The bank's obligation to pay should arise only upon the presentation
of a'draft or other documents as-specified in the letter of credit,
-and the bank must not be called upon to determine questions of fact
or law at issue'between'the account:party and the-beneficiary.

5. The bank's customers should have an unqualified obligation to reimburse
the bank for payments made under the letter of credit.
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Originally, letters of credit were 'documentary"; they were used to finance a
shipment of goods and require the beneficiary of.the letter to present documents,
such as invoices, before obtaining payment under a letter of credit. For the
purposes of this regulation, the staff considers this type of letter of credit
is not an appropriate mechanism for assuring closure at a disposal site.
Rather a "clean" letter of credit, which doesn't require shipping or invoice
documents before drafts on, letters are paid,, would be the most appropriate
form of letter of credit for disposal facility licensees. The guarantee or
standby letter of credit is a clean letter of credit that is written to
financially protect the beneficiary from failure on the part of the account
party to meet the terms of a contract between them. This type of credit is
then irrevocable for the life of the credit.

An acceptable letter of credit for the purposes of this regulation would
specify the NRC as the party who may draw upon the fund in the amount of the
most recent closure care estimate required to be made in the site closure and
stabilization requirements. The letter should also specify that the NRC can
draw upon the funds behind the credit, following the finding of a violation of
the closure/postclosure care requirements. Letters of credit can also be
created to reflect the regulation's requirement for periodical adjustments to
reflect changes in inflation.

Open-ended letters of credit are traditionally not written. However, staff
research indicates that the same level of assurance provided by an open-ended
surety mechanism can be obtained with an automatically renewed, irrevocable
letter of credit. A letter of credit with such a- clause provides that the
credit is for a definite period with a renewable term. If the letter is not
extended by the bank, then the NRC is empowered to draw against the credit.
If the letter of credit were written for a specified period of time (e.g.,,one
year), it would have to state that the bank agreed to automatically renew the
letter of credit upon expiration unless the bank-notified the beneficiary (the
regulatory agency) and the principal (the. licensee) some reasonable period of
time (e.g., 90 days) prior to the renewal date of their intention not to
renew. In such a situation the requirement still exists and the licensee
would be required to submit another financial assurance in order to allow at
least 60 days for the regulatory agency to collect.

The staff finds that a necessary condition of this financial assurance is that
proof of forfeiture must not be necessary to collect. The-conditions described
above would have to be clearly stated on any letter of credit that is not
open-ended, and must be agreed to by all parties. Such an arrangement demands
efficient procedures for collection.

In order for an operator to obtain a letter of credit, he must apply to banks
or financial institutions that will issue one. The operator would often be
required to give the bank some type of security interest in his property. In
the alternative, he may need to supply capital to the bank to ensure that he
will not default. -

Fees for issuing a letter of credit are generally lower than those for trusts
or bonds. Guarantee letters of credit have fees ranging up to 2% of the face
value of the amount.
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Some of the advantages of this method include:

o'' ''This method requires only a minimal amount of tim'ee,!on-the part of
the government agency, to administer. The letter of credit could be
filed with the license.

a There' is no problem of having to evaluate assets for the'government
agency; this activity is performed by the bank.' NRC simply ieceives
the letter of credit for the amount required.'

o The administrative fees for this typ'e of financial assurance are
generally less thanrfor trusts-or bonds. ' -

DisacIvahtages'of this method include: .

o More administrative time would be necessary to adjust the amount of
the letter of credit. This would require the issuance of a new letter
of credit from the bank.

o Aldirect cost is involved tolthe"operator for obtaining the letter
of credit.

'3.6.9 Self'Insurance by the LLW Site Operator

As used in thiss analysis, self insurance means an arrangement wherebylthe
operator agrees to perform the closure and postclosure activities, and finance
the activities-out of his own resources, such as cash working capital.' In' effect,
it is' an',alternative involving no additional assurance other than the licensee's
legal'obligation'to'perform closure -activities'; which are required as a0condition
of the license. The legal obligation pursuant to the license exists regardless
of any separate contract or lease, whereby the operator agrees to perform
closure.

The primary problem of using self insuran'ce occurs when the licensee may-nrot
have-sufficient funds'to meet his respdnsibilities, at a time when no revenues
are arriving from the operation. ' 'a- .2

One advantage of this alternative is: ;5 ' '

o There is no cost to the licensee.-

Some disadvantages of this method are:

o In case of default, the government agency would have to obtain a
legal judgment based on its contract with the licensee and then
would have to execute its judgment if the operator has assets out of
which'the'judgment'can be"'satisfied. The staff believes such a'
regulatory approach is not-acceptable. '
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3.6.10 Financial Tests

Financial tests are another variation of self-insurance, which require the
licensee to develop a set of criteria showing that he has sufficient unencum-
bered assets to provide for closure. These assets are not pledged or retained
for closure. Rather, financial tests would enable the Commission to monitor
the financial health of the licensee's operations. In the event of deteriorat-
ing financial conditions of the licensee, he would then be required to establish
another form of financial assurance.

There are a variety of financial tests which-could be used by the regulatory
staff to ascertain that the licensee has sufficient financial health: net
working capital, net worth, a review of the total liability to net worth
ratio, the current or quick ratio, and the age of the firm. A brief descrip-
tion of these different types of financial tests follows.

Net Working Capital

Net working capital is the difference between current assets and current
liabilities. Provision of sufficient net working capital would enable the
regulatory agency to determine that the licensee has sufficient unencumbered
assets available for closure. Net working capital would have to be greater
than the potential closure expenses because of the quickness .with which the
net working capital can decline. One study reported by IR&T of 32 failed
firms during the period of 1964 to 1970, found that net working capital for
the average firm declined 33 percent between the fourth and third years prior
to failure and disappeared entirely between the third and second years to
failure. This information suggests that if this financial test were used,
there would be a need for net working capital in excess of the actual closure
costs.

Net Worth

Net worth is the difference between the total assets and total liabilities,
and is equivalent to the equity of the owner. Net worth would have to be
equal to or greater than the potential closure expenses.

Total Liability to Net Worth Ratio

This test would serve to
worth test but so highly
(A highly leveraged firm
in the form of debt.)

exclude firms which are large enough to meet a net
leveraged as to present potential insolvency problems.
has a relatively high fraction of its capital structure

Current or Quick Ratio

The current or quick ratio is the ratio of current assets to current liabil-
ities. The quick ratio is the ratio of cash, current receivables, and market-
able securities to current liabilities. This financial test differs from the
current ratio chiefly by the exclusion of inventory. A firm with a large net
working capital could still have serious financial problems if its current or
quick ratios were relatively small.
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Age of the Firm

The age of the firm is another financialtest that could beused to predict
the likelihood of insolvency of firms. For example, one study' referenced in
the IR&T report mentioned that in 1978, 53% of all business failures were
firms'which had been in existence five years of less.

One advantage of this' alternative is:-

o Financial tests are an advantageous form of financial assurance for
'the operator, since they require no use of assets.''

Some disadvantages of this alternative are':'

i a' Financial tests provide no protection that funds will be 'available
for closure and postclosure care.' Rather-, financial'tests serve as
a stop-gap measure by which the regulatory agency determines if the
* operator's business'is is ufficIe'ntly strong to'pay for' closure
' activities. If theloperator' s operations are failing,'then the
regulatory agency would require the licensee'to' obtainsanother form

' of financial assurance. However, if a firm we're'in' this position,
-then it probably would not be"in sufficient financial health to
'obtain other adequate financial 'assurance mechanisms. -For example,
surety companies 'would probably not be interested in'covering a
company 'who could'not meet' the financial tests' required by a federal
agency. In such' a case', the licensee would have to use a. trust''
' fund,'deposit of securities', or some'other fork of'financial
assurance, 'which he may not be able to afford' if in such a' pre-'
carious financial, position. ' ' -' -'

o WThe use of financial tests also imposes a tremendous administrative
burden on the licensing staff. As a result' the-regulatory process
may be'lengthened as the staff is forced to evaluate' various financial

'tests of the companies' financial stability.-In''conclUsion,'the-
staff'feels'that'financial'tests fail to'provide a sufficiently
stringent degree of protection, and therefore they cannot recommend
the use of this financial assurance mecha. 'for closure.

3.6.11 No Financial Assurance Requirements for Closure and Postclosure Care

Another regulatory alternative6 for short-term'caire would be for the regulatory
agency to not establish any funding requirement'on waste licensees for financial
responsibility for closure and postclosure'care. With such a scenario,' the
custodial care-regulatory agency or-the site owner would be responsible for
all costs incurred during closure and postclosure. - The"staff'did not c6nsider
this alternative for'long-term care, since some forms of financial assurance
for closure-and postclosure care' are'already being implemented'at existing LLW
disposal 'sites. The Commission staff'has also:received'comments on the need
to establish financial responsibility 'ffor 'short-term closure 'and'postclosure
care activities for low-level waste sites. Based on these findings, the staff
has determined that a regulatory approach of not requiring short-term financial
assurances for closure of a site is not acceptable.
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3.6.12 Other Short-Term Financial Assurances

3.6.12.1 Surcharge on Waste Generators and Collection of Funds Into a Sinking
Fund

Requiring a licensee to impose a surcharge on acubic foot or meter basis on
the users of the site to recover closure expenses is a mechanism that is
currently in use in several states with LLW disposal sites. The Natural
Resources Defense Council has also previously requested the NRC to require a
surcharge on a capacity basis to be imposed on users of disposal facilities.
The staff recognizes the merit of such an approach from an'equity basis. The
use of a surcharge deposited into a sinking fund has been used as a collection
method by several states to ensure thatsufficent funds are available for
closure. The burden of financial responsibility for closure is borne by the
waste generators who use the waste disposal-service. Nevertheless, there are
several reasons why the staff cannot recommend this mechanism's use.

First, a sinking fund builds up funds gradually~as revenues are received, and
over the life of the site there is.a high probability that there will not be
sufficient funds-at its inception to account for'the full costs of closure.
Such a mechanism would not guarantee that the full-costs of closure were
available at all times to account'foreclosure.- [(This problem could be alleviated
by simultaneously requiring another form of financial assurance on the remaining
balance of closurejfunds.) A second reason why this. financial assurance
mechanism is not acceptable is because'the Commission currently lacks the
statutory authority to require licensees to impose asurcharge or a fee per
unit volume of waste. Establishment of an earmarked fund would also require
Congressional.authorization. In 1978, the NRC staff responded to a petition
for rulemaking by the Natural Resources Defense;Council that' called for the
NRC to establish a special fund based upon a cubic foot charge. In their
response to the petition, the,staff noted that a federally mandated fee per

-unit volume of waste that.is not a product of the landlord/tenant contract
(i.e., a lease);wouldbe, in essence, a tax that requires legislative enactment.
Based on landlord/tenant '(state or federal government/site operator) contracts
authorized by state..law, the states containing commercial burial sites have
collected disposal fees from, the site operator on a capacity basis. However,
for the reasons stated above, a financial assurance requirement consisting of
a surcharge as a means of collection cannot be imposed at the federal level.

Since the NRC currently lacks the authority to require the operator to establish
a surcharge on waste generators, the staff has not conducted an analysis of
using a sinking fund based on a surcharge.' However, the use of a sinking fund
based on a surcharge on a capacity basis may be an appropriate way of building
up funds for closure if a guarantee on thebalance of closure funds is..
implemented to ensure,that, at all times, there are sufficient funds to pay
for closure. -.(For those Agreement States that may wish to consider the
imposition of-such a financial assurance system, the staff has calculated
estimates of these surcharges using the Decost Computer Program and these
estimates are available upon request.)
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3.6.12.2 Closure Pool,

Another possible variation for assuring adequate financial funds for closure
involves the development of a pool of closure assurance funds. This approach
was included in the Battelle'Study on De'commissioning. Disposal facility
operators (and possibly, operatorsof other'fuelcycle facilities) would make
payments to' 'such a fund. An independent "Closure Assurance Agency would be
chartered to retain'and invest the fu'nds and perhaps oversee activities and
disperse payments to those conducting the activities. 'The pooling of closure
funds into such a centralized agency could help to ensure closure performance
even if a particular facility operator defaults. The'agency would act'in a
fiduciary capacity for the public.''Payments 'and, interest received by the
stewardshop entity would be exempt'from federal income tax because the entity
is'a'creation of the'U.S. or a state government and is an exempt-scientific
entity.

The pool would be 'obligated to pay for closure of a site if the'operat'or
defaulted on performance of required closure activities. However, setting the
appropriate premiums would be difficult, since the pool administrator would
have'to estimate the likelihood of nonperformance or partial performance, and
then calculate the magnitude of the fund'required to complete the closure
activities. 'Such'an assurance would'have to'b'e established by the federal
government and would require Congressional action. Therefore, since the
Commission currently lacks the statutoryj:authority to create such a financial
assurance mechanism, such ,a short-term financiaI approach' -not discussed
further. ' a is n discussed

3.7' Conclusionsand Staff Recommendations

There area' number of financial 'assurances to provide adequate public protec-
tion to ensure that funds fbr closure exist in the event that the LLW site
Operator defaults.' The alternatives that the staff finds'acc'eptable on a
'generic basis for' an-LLW disposal facility licensee are:, surety bonds, trust
funds, escrow arrangements, 'cash deposits,"'certificates of deposit, deposits
of government securities, and irrevocable letters of credit. ,These alterna-
tives were all found to be'acceptable by the staff because without incurring a
significant administrative burden, they can be structured'in'such'a way that
there is a high degree of assurance that funds are available to ensure a
proper closure. Although the 'administrative burdens [associated with the
various mechanisms the staff has approved do vary to a certain extent, this
variance is not expected to be significant. Approving a range of satisfactory
alternatives allows the operator flexibility in selecting the mkchanism that
best 'suits his'needs. In addition, this range allows the -use of a combination
of financial assurance mechanisms. ' ' ' -

While the other financial assurance mechanisms discussed earlier may be accept-
able in certain-cases, with the exception of self insurance, the staff finds
that they are.not"acceptable'on a generic 'basis. Planshfor alternative financial
'assurances not-discussed here would have to be evaluated on'a'case-by-case
basis.
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Therefore, with regard to short-term financial assurances for closure and
postclosure, the staff developed the following criteria for operators of a
disposal facility:

o Each applicant must'demonstrate adequate financial resources to
cover the estimated costs of conducting all licensed activities over
the planned life'of the project including ensuring that sufficient
funds will be available to carry out final site closure, postclosure
care, and stabilization activities.

o Prior to startup of operations, the licensee must obtain a short-
term financial assurance mechanism found acceptable to the Commission
that is sufficient at all times to cover all costs of closure'and
postclosure care, and must be based on a Commission-approved plan for
closure and stabilization.

o The short-term mechanism must be in effect throughout the operating
period of the site.

o The licensee's costs estimates must take into consideration the
total costs that would be incurred if an independent contractor were
hired to perform the decommissioning and closure activities.

a The face value of the short-term financial assurance must be at
least equal at all times to the cost estimates submitted by the
licensee in the' approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization.

o The financial assurance mechanism must be full funded prior to the
start of operation, to provide full assurance regardless of whether
closure occurs as was originally planned, or else occurs prematurely.

o The licensee's cost estimates must take into consideration the total
costs that would be incurred if an independent contractor were hired
to perform the decommissioning and closure'activities.h

o The licensee may use one or more of the mechanisms allowed in the
regulation to meet these requirements.

o The financial assurance mechanism must be open-ended and cannot be
cancel 1 able.

o Proof'of forfeiture must not be necessary in order to collect the
financial assurance mechanism. If the licensee cannot provide an
acceptable financial assurance substitute within the required period,
then the mechanism will be automatically collected prior to its
expiration.

o The Commission will allow the licensee to terminate the financial
assurance mechanism after a finding that all license conditions'have
been-met.
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o The licensee must-annually adjust the amount of funds provided by
the financial assurance mechanism to account for changes in inflation,
site conditions, and technology. '' ' -

'' 'Flexibility be allowed regarding the specific financial
m mechanism used, stating that:

assurance

- cash deposits
'- trust 'funds
- -surety bonds
- escrows'
- ;certificates of deposit'
- deposits of government securities, and'
- 'irrevocable letters of credit

or combinations of these financial assurances would be acceptable on
a generic basis, and that that other financial'assurance mechanisms
would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for acceptability.'.

.. . . .

'Fact6rs'should'be stipulated that must be considered in setting up
the financial assurance, including:

- inflation;'

. . . term of the mechanism (i.e., the term'of the-assurance must be
open-ended and remain-in effect until the'regulatory agency
releases it on satisfactory completion of closure);

an adjustment'provision that requires a periodic review 'of
adeqiuacy of the-'financial'assurance 'mechanism.' The face amount
should be adjusted to recognize any increases'or'decreases
resulting from inflation, changes in engineering plans, activi-
ties performed, and any other conditions affecting costs. This
will yield an assurance sufficient at all times to cover the
costs of-closure and postclosure.

I I I

Based on these'findings, the'staff has determined'that an'LLW disposal-licensee
provide financial assurances for closure andpdstclosure care.oThe costs
'developed fora typical facility described in Appendix E of'the'EIS includes
the costs-for a'financial assurance for closure as part of the base'case
costs. - -

As was mentioned earlier, the NRC lacks-the authority to require the licensee
to establish a surcharge on waste generators to pay'for the costs of closure
(and postclosure),activities.' Some'states;,however, may have'this authority,
and they may want to implem'6nt this''funding mechanism.; Section 4 of'this
appendix provide's a brief description of aspects a state-might wish'to'consider
in establishing a'sinking fund based on a surcharge'for either'a closure or
long-term 'care fund. '
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4. LONG-TERM CARE (ACTIVE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL) FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Introduction

The staff recommends that a low-level waste license applicant should provide
the NRC with a binding arrangement (such as a lease between himself and the
state), which specifies that adequate funds for up to 100 years of long-term
care of the closed site will be provided by either the applicant or by the
governmental body owning the land. The staff considers this approach necessary
in order to ensure that these activities will be performed promptly and in a
manner that will protect the public health and safety. Such activities would
be site-specific, and include monitoring, surveillance, and any necessary
maintenance. The lease must also take into account the cost of inflation over
that period. The Commission would also periodically review this lease to
ensure that the terms and conditions are kept current to reflect changes in
inflation and specific site conditions. Examples of specific lease forms that
the staff finds acceptable will be presented in a forthcoming regulatory guide
issued by the Commission.

The Commission currently lacks the statutory authority to require the licensee
to develop a long-term care fund. (See the discussion of SECY-78-613 in
Section 8 of this appendix for a fuller analysis of this issue.) The staff is
cognizant that establishing a regulation that required a licensee to establish
a long-term care fund would be a stronger regulatory approach than the more
indirect method of reviewing a lease or binding arrangement that delineates
financial responsibility for this period. However, until such time as the
Commission receives this statutory authority, the Commission staff considers
that requiring the licensee to submit a binding arrangement or lease for
review by the Commission is the most appropriate regulatory approach, based on
current authority. Such a lease arrangement is currently used at all six
sites to delineate the roles and responsibilities between the landlord (state
or federal government) and the tenant (the operating company) with regard to
the long-term care of the site.

4.2 Need for Requiring Financial Assurances for Lonq-Term Care

A review of the history of commercial low-level nuclear waste sites in this
country (see Section 6 of this appendix) indicates that there has been contin-
uing concern by the public and by regulatory authorities over long-term finan-
cial responsibility for low-level waste disposal sites. In addition' to ques-
tions over the equity issues of who pays for long-term care, the government
and the public are concerned that funds be readily available in order to''
ensure thatthe public's health and safety are continually protected. The
controversy over long-term care at the Sheffield, Illinois low-level waste
disposal site that ensued between the licensee and the state'of Illinois is a
contemporary illustration of the dilemma that exists in this area.' Another
event that has highlighted this controversy concerning the adequacy 'of long-
term-care funds occurred at the closing of the reprocessing plant at West
Valley, New York. The GAO report to Congress on this site found that' the
"perpetual" care fund was inadequate to cover the long-term associated costs
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of the site. The GAO report also found that the recommendations raised.larger
.policy issues "concerning whether or not, and to what extent,.the federal
government should provide financial assistance to the nuclear industry by -
taking over the cost of managing activities in the back end of the fuel cycle."

Based on these-androther considerations, the Commission staff has been careful
-totinclude requirements for financial guarantees for long-term care in the
proposed'low-level waste regulations, in order to ensure that the public
health'-:and safety.is protected. -

Existing state financial requirements.for care of.a-disposal site after the
L-license is-transferred have frequently been referred to as "perpetual care
arrangements." They are-based.on-the same concept.as scholarships, research
endowment funds, or perpetual care funds for cemeteries. Funds are invested
and a return is earned on this principal. When the amount of interest earned

* is-adjusted.by the annual-.inflation rate, then the net-rate of return.is
determined. This net return is then used to pay.for various activities, such
as research, scholarships,- maintenance at a cemetery, or conversely, surveil-
lance, monitoring, and maintenance at ailow-level waste-disposal-site. If the
net-rate earned on the principal is larger than inflation, then.the principal
is-left intact, and the principal can.be.invested again.and again (in "perpetuity")
to fund these various activities through the return earned on the invested

.principal. However, if-the interest rate.earned on the.principal is'less than
*-the-inflation rate, or large, extraordinary expenses develop that were not -,

originally planned for, then the principal must be used if the activities are
to be paid for. In that case, the principal is eventually reduced to zero,
and the "perpetual" care fund is ofishort duration. -

4.3- Shortcomings of Existing Financial Mechanisms for-the Recovery of
- Long-Term Care Funds . - .: - .. - -.- ; .

-The actual experience with "perpetual" care fundsat low-level.waste-disposal
sites (henceforth referred to-as long-term care or institutional-control-s
funds) has not been-good..-A staff-review-of-the existing low-level sites.(see
Section 6) found that the majority ofistate-officials indicated that the
"perpetual" care funds were inadequate to cover the costs of long-term care
activities.- This shortcoming of long-term-care-funds at disposal sites occurred
because of several factors. First of all, conservative investment policies,
traditionally adhered.to by state-investing agencies, mandated that the funds
be invested in low-risk investments, that traditionally.do not earn.high-rates
of return.- -Frequently, returns on these less-risky investments have-not kept
up with inflation. :(In one case, the collected funds for long-term care -were
never.even invested or put in an earmarked fund, .thereby guaranteeing that-no
funds would be'available for long-term-care.): Second, the continued high
inflation rates.in-the -last decade have resulted in a devaluation of.the ,
funds.. Additionally, state authorities in charge at the time the funds were
set 4up, and who were responsible for establishing the amount and surcharge
required to collect the long-term carefund, were frequently unaware of the
magnitude of .the types of remedial. activities required for long-term care at
the. low-,level waste disposal sites,, with.the result being that not enough.
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'funds were collected to take care of water-management problems. Because of
these shortcomings', the long-term care funds have been inadequate to meet the
necessary long-term care activities at low-level waste sites.

In specifying the types of costs to be considered in the establishment of a
long-term care binding arrangement, the Commission staff has patterned their
suggested requirements after portions of recommendations made on this topic by
the 1976 Task Force Report on Bonding and Perpetual Care of Licensed Nuclear
Activities (see Section 9 of this appendix). The report recommended that a
perpetual care trust fund for long-term care be legally established, which
drew interest adequate to pay the costs of monitoring and maintaining;the
closed site. The perpetual care trust fund was to be earmarked and be limited
to monitoring, maintenance, and other perpetual care activities at the radio-
active waste burial site.

The staff does not recommend the use of a "perpetual" care financial arrangement
for LLW disposal sites. Rather, they believe there should be a limited financial
responsibility for long-term care for a period'of up to 100 years of active
institutional control. To the extent that the licensee and the licensing
authority have correctly estimated the types of activities necessary during
this period, along with their resultant costs (adjusted for inflation), then
the long-term care funding mechanism should be adequate to properly handle the
known and predictable expenses of this 100-year period. Beyond the period of
100 years, no expenses have been calculated for inclusion into the determina-
tion of active institutional control responsibility.

4.4 The Active Insitutional Control Period

The first 100 years'of a low-level waste disposal site that occur after the
site is closed and the license is transferred to the site owner is known as
the active institutional control period. Activities carried out during this
period'include surveillance to physically control access to the site, environ-
mental monitoring, and minor maintenance. During this period, the staff
envisions there will be'no major maintenance necessary at the site if it has
been properly sited; designed; operated, and closed.

4.5 Types of Funding-Arrangements for Active Institutional Control

There are a variety of long-term financial assurances'that have been used by
-regulatory authorities to provide for long-term care (including surveillance,
maintenance', monitoring, and all required and predictable activities) at a
low-level waste disposal site. For example, several of the states currently
require their licensees to collect a specified surcharge from their waste.
generators who use"the site. The funds collected from these long-term care
surcharges are'then'deposited into an earmarked state treasury account-, or
sinking fund,'where they are invested to keep pace'with inflation. If such a
sinking fund were-used, in order for the Commission to assure itself that
there was protection to assure that funds for long-term care'were available, a
sinking fund would have to be combined with a performance bond on the unpaid
balance. For example, suppose the Commission determined that $10 million in
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-1980 dollars were necessary -for ,long-termcare. During the first year of
..operation, the licensee might collect $.5'million from surcharges which he,
would then deposit into a sinking earmarked fund. During that year,,-they
would then be required to post a bond for.$9.5 million. In the-second year of
operation, assumeithat $10 million is deposited into the sinking fund. *Then
-the licensee would have to have a performance bond of $9.0 million,.and so on.
Such-a long-term care fund could be set up in two ways. First,:a.fund could

*-be established on a "perpetual" basis where.the funds earned each year.. from
the invested principal are used to pay for long-term care costs. As long-as
the interest on the invested principal earned more than the inflation rate,
there would be sufficient funds.for postclosure care. The Uranium Mill Tailings
regulations issued by the NRC in 1980'made' provision'for the development of a
,perpetual care fund.for long-.term perpetual care at decommissioned tailings
'-sites.- In the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling,
r:developed in conjunction with these regulations, NRC staff determined that.
* :-funds should be provided by each mill operator to cover the costs of,'long-term
.'-:monitoring..: .A'one-time charge adjusted by changes in the Consumer Price-Index
..'(to be equivalent to $250,000 in 1978 dollars per site) is to.be levied-on
:awmill operators before the termination of a license. The charge is to be paid
to-the federal government unless the state in which a mill is located chooses

,..to take custody of the site. If the long-term monitoring charge, is paid to
the federal government, it would then be deposited in the.General Treasury
fund of the United States, as opposed to a special earmarked fund that might
be established.

A second way.that a -long-term care fund could be set up is bythe development
of a;fund for aifinite period of care,,such as'a 100-year period. The funds
would not be available in perpetuity, but rather for only a specified time.
The principal amount (as well as return on this principal investment) of funds
would be drawn on over the 100-year period to pay for all necessary long-term
care, so that:only a small amount of the principal and interest is left at the
end of the,100-year period.'

Another type of financial assurance for long-term care that has been proposed
by some parties-is the development of a federally administered perpetual care
program to which all disposal facility operators would be required to contribute.
Using this scenario, the federal government would be responsiblejfor administering
a radioactive "Superfund,"' that is similar to the fund being-developed by the
federal government-based~on P.L. 96-510..- Proponents of this funding mechanism
argue that,,since burial sites serve national and not state needs, the-citizens
of individual states should not be'require'd to bear'the cost of'major contingency
actions for long-term care activities-at these sites. 'The 1977 NRC Task Force
Report on Review of the Federal/State-Programs for-Regulations of Commercial
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Burial Grounds came to a similar conclusion. This
report states "it appears desirable and equitable for the federal government
to assume responsibility for long-term care of the sites, since the states
generally do not have the resources to assure adequate care'uunder a variety of
contingencies," and also since the sites serve regional needs. However, this
type of pooled risk long-term care mechanism would require enabling'legislation
from Congress, since the NRC currently'lacks'the authority to'establish any
type of postclosure care fund, lit alone a shared risk'process.'
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As has been demonstrated, a variety of long-term financial assurance mechanisms
exist to provide for funding active institutional control activities such as
surveillance, monitoring, and any necessary maintenance at a disposal site.
However, because of a lack of enabling authority, the Commission staff can
only require licensees to be party to a lease or other binding arrangement
with the site's landlord in order to establish that full financial responsi-
bility for long-term care care has been delineated between the two parties;
The Commission staff is proposing this regulatory approach for long-term care
at LLW sites until such time as: the Commission has enabling legislation.

4.6 Types of Active Institutional Control Costs

What types of long-term care costs for the 100-year active institutional care
period for a low-level'waste site should be included in the lease arrangement?
A variety of studies have been performed that have analyzed types and estimates
of costs for long-term care at a low-level waste site. Appendix Q of the EIS
provides a'discussion of these studies-and cost estimates that were developed.
A discussion of inflation and interest rates is also provided, and recommend-
ations for these'variables are made in that appendix for the purposes of this
regulation. The staff considers that responsibility for the following types
of costs should be delineated in the lease or binding arrangement between the
license applicant and the landowner of the low-level waste disposal site:
surveillance; monitoring; and all required and necessary maintenance activities
that the Commission deems necessary to protect the public's health and safety
and the environment. Table K.2 is excerpted from Appendix Q of the EIS and
presents a range of costs in 1980 for 100 years of long-term care activities
for a range of different scenarios at a reference low-level waste facility.

Table K.2 Range of Long-Term Care Costs for 100 Years of Active
Institutional Control at a Low-Level Waste Disposal
Site (1980 Dollars)

Total cost,
Scenario 0-10 years 11-25 years 26-100 years 100 years

Low $150,000/yr. $63,000/yr. $51,000/yr. $6,270,000

Medium $302,000/yr. $150,000/yr. $88,000/yr. $11,870,000

High $440,000/yr. $302,000/yr. $150,000/yr. $20,180,000

4.6.1 Contingency Costs

The concern for ensuring that responsibility for unanticipated contingency
costs is delineated during the long-term care period is especially great for
disposal sites because of the long time period during which administrative
controls may need to be maintained after the license is terminated. (As used
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in.this discussion, the.term "contingency".cost refersto'those types of--'
unanticipated.long-term care~costs that'were not included'in the original
deline'ationof costs at the site.) However, it is extremely difficult for'
forecasters to project the frequency and'severity of contingencies that might
occur during'this>.l'ng of a time period,.as well as estimating the costs
necessary.for-the resultant remedial actions at''such'a site. At this-'time,'
the staffhas.not'made'a projection of these contingencies. Nevertheless, the
,staff believes that it may be'appropriate to prepare a site-specific assessment
'based 'on information developed during the site's operating period, and if the'
results suggestthat"'certain' occurrences have a'reasonable certainty of occurring,
then' the finaficihl respoinsibility for'their'resultant costs'should'be included
in the specifications of the'bindingarrangement or lease' for that particular'
site.

With regard to this issue of who should bear'the financial burden of long-term
care contingency costs, the Battelle Northwest Laboratories (BNWL)'study on
Decommissioning a Low-Level-Waste Burial.Site (See Section,9 of. this appendix)
concluded, "in practice,',.it' seems' likely that'the financial burden of'unantici-
pated 'contingencies,'after burial.ground closure will fall on the state and/or
federal government." ,The study continues by pointing out that'since some -

partiesmay.,argue that, since the buried waste originated from throughout the
country, the burdeni.for thes6 types of.long-term contingency costs may logically
fall on the fe'deraljgovernment. If this conclusion is'followed, the report
then argued thatone,"possible solution might be for'the federal government to'
formally, assume an..insurer's'role for unanticipated contingencies and collect
,premiums as a surcharge.

The authors of.the'.BNWL study also noted that "There is a possibility that the
formersite 6perator can be required to assume the'burden for contingencies
-after closure. 'However, none.of the existing license agreements appear to
provide for this. 'Inthe absence of a contractual agreement,'the operator who
has relinquished.the site could only.be'lforced to assume'the burden of contin-
gencies if'negligent burial practices c an be shown.' Even this possible'solution
may not be available if a cause 'of the action is initiated after the statute
of limitations.has expired., The oddsare~alsohigh thatthe company may no
longer be in business over such a long-term.period." '

Based on the-previous experience gained from existing .low-ievel waste disposal
sites, the Commission staff believes-that newsitescan be licensed that will
continue.to~adequately protect'the health and safety of the public when closed.
However,,the staff, also recognizes 'that,'in'spite 'of 'the experience gained by'
the.low-level waste disposal industry,,shippers, packagers, and state.and
federal regulatory agencies, the history of'closed plow-level Waste disposal
facilities is insuffkcient.to allow'the staff to fully assess the possible
long-term contingencies over a 100-year period'' Uncertainty does'exist about
the typesof activitiis.,and the.costs that w6uld''be',required over a long time
period'after a low-level waste site is closed and thelicenselis terminated.

The staff considers that some of the uncertainty over financial responsibility
for long-term ca're at an LLW site can'be reduced.at the time of licensing,
when (a) the applicant demonstrates that the'proposed-site can be sited,
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designed, constructed, operated, and closed such that the need for long-term
active maintenance is'eliminated and (b) theIlicensee assesses what types of
events might occur and what their impacts on a waste disposal site would be
(e.g., long-term drought'cycles, or long-term excessive moisture'cycles).
These considerations of possible contingency activities would have to be done
on a site-specific basis during the licensing process. The Commission staff
recognizes that it is unreasonable to expect the'present generation of users
of a site to pay for a worst-case scenario of long-term care expenses at that
site, when the chance that such an event would occur is minimal. The'Commission
staff is unaware of any other regulated industry that must provide total costs
for such activities that'are remote, occur after'the license is terminated,
and are not easily subject to calculation'of risk. 'Nevertheless, the Commission
staff has concluded, based on the comments it has received on the draft, and
also from the experience of other agencies in the area of long-term care
funds, that it is appropriate that the lease be site-specific with regard to
provision for possible long-term care costs.

Several participants at the LLW workshops'also pointed out that if the risk of
having remedial situations develop in a decommissioned low-level waste site
were nonexistent, there would then be no need to have a long-term care, inspec-
tion and monitoring program at the site. (In'their development of'the proposed
regulations, the NRC staff has recommended that a monitoring and surveillance
program be conducted after the site is'closed.) As stated earlier, these
long-term care activities can be minimized by. requiring the'licensee to site,
design, operate, and'close the site in such a manner so as to eliminate the
need for active maintenance activities after the site is decommissioned.'
However, the staff feels that even the presence of such a performance objective
in the regulation does not relinquish the Commission from their regulatory
responsibilities to ensure that care is taken of the 'site after the license is
terminated. The Commission staff feels that part of this long-term care
responsibility should include a monitoring program to determine if unanticipated
circumstances occur at the site that would require remedial action. Unexpected
remedial costs do not refer to ordinary cost overruns that occurred during'
long-term care activities.

What will be the financial, impact on waste generators at a low-level waste
site requiring a long-term care fund? As was mentioned earlier, although the
Commission does not have the authority to (a) require that a surcharge or
other fee be required of waste generators in order to'collect for either'
closure or for long-term care or (b) to actually require the LLW operator to'
establish a long-term care fund, nevertheless, the financial burden of-long-'
term care traditionally has been placed on the users of the site. The proposed
regulations only require that a binding lease'between the licensee and the
landowner belestablished in order to ensure that adequate funding be available
for long-term car'e. The mechanics of collection are left up to the licenseeand to the landowner. However, for the purposes of illustration, if the
current state government practices of imposing surcharges on a capacity basis
for long-term care on waste generators are followed by the licensee, then an
estimated surcharge can be calculated. Charges for a long-term care surcharge
can be computed based on assumptions made about the return on capital, the'
rate of inflation, the annual costs of surveillance, monitoring and maintenance,
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and the annual and total capacity of the site. The Commission;staff has
developed'a c6mputer'program that will use-the above figures'to'calculate the
total amount and surchargei-necessary to develop'a long-ter-'care fund, 'as well
as the'required'surcharge'on a cubic-foot-basis. Entitled'DECOST,: (NUREG-0514),
the program is'flexible and can"'calculate costs'inder varying-economic and
planning conditions, and present'results in either constant or'inflated'dollars.

4.7 Impact of Proposed Financial Assurance Requirements

The staff has determined that it is necessary to provide financial assurances
for up-to 100 years''of active''institutional-control'in order'to protectthe
public's health and safety. The alternative of'not-requiring such'a financial
assurance'for'long-term care could result in'a situationiwhere' thefederal
government and'the taxpayers of the state where'the site is''located would be'
financially responsible for the'long-term caere costs'of surveillance,"'monitor'-
ing,'maintenance, and any remedial action at.'a site in the event of licensee'
default.; Such a situation would result in an adverse impidtito"the'taxpayers
of the region and alleviate the' users'of sucha' site from bearing financials
responsibility for long-term'care. The staff has, therefore,'-recommended:that
the'license-applicant''provide evidence"of financial assurances''for long-term
care at the low-level waste'site.

4.7.1 Conciisions' '

The Commission'staff'has'found it necessary to require financial assurances'
for up to 100 years of active institutional-control in order to protect the
public's health and safety and the environment. The costs to be considered in
the development of such a long-term care fund include surveillance, mainten-;
ance, monitoring, inflation, and all other activities deemed necessary by the
staff. *

Currently,eAthe Commission staff lacks the regulatory authority to require that
a license applicant develop'a long-term care fund that would provide financial
responsibility for up to 100 years.' However', until such'enabling legislation
is received by the Commission, 'the staff feels'that the methods discussed
above will 'give the'Commission staff the ability to'determine thattfinancial'
responsibility for 100 years of long-term care at'an LLW site is' met. 'Such a
regulatory review would be done by exaimining'the 'terms and conditions of-a,
lease or other binding arrangement that would be provided by'the 'applicant."-
The' lease would have to ensure that either the site owner or the applicant is
responsible for'all'of the previously mentioned long-term care costs. The
Commission w'ould also periodically review the binding 'arrangement to ensure'
that the lease'was updated to account'for changes in inflation' and for changes
in required maintenance activities. 'Thus', the costs for 100 years of institu-
tional control, have been incorporated 'intosthe costs for the reference facility,
and'corresponding'alternatives have also'been analyzed.' The actual c-osts'of
long-term care, however, will vary depending upon the level of activities
required under varying disposal facility conditions.' In recognition 'of the
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need for establishing financial responsibility for long-term care,,state
authorities at each of the existing LLW siteshave.made provision for accruing
these funds. Therefore, the reference facility described in Appendix E includes
the costs for long-term care. The staff assumes that these funds for~active
institutional control would be obtained through a surcharge based on waste
received at the facility. These monies obtained from the surcharge would then
be placed into an interest bearing account.

5. OTHER GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOSURE AND LONG-TERM CARE FUNDS

A variety of state and federal agencies have developed closure and long-term
care for financial requirements for operators of hazardous (both chemical and
radioactive) operations. State experiences with financial requirements for
disposal sites have shown thatthese financial requirements for closure and
long-term care have not been adequate to fully.pay for closure and long-term
care of the site. Some of. the reasons for this lack of complete financial
assurances for closure and long-term care costsinclude the following: failure
to consider inflation; failure to include changes in technology and standards;
failure to include recognition of changes in. site conditions; and failure to
develop an earmarked, separate fund for the collection of these fees. This
appendix provides a brief review of governmental experiences with financial
requirements for closure and long term care costs for hazardous waste sites.
The scope of the EIS serves to indicate that there is a strong need for the
federal government to develop requirements for financial regulation in 10 CFR 61
to ensure that the costs of closure and long-term care activities are met in
order to protect the public's health and safety.

5.1 Illinois

The Sheffield disposal site is regulated by both the state and federal govern-
ments. The site was originally opened in 1967 and received a license from the
AEC. The NRC currently regulates the possession of byproduct, source, and
special nuclear material at the site. The Illinois. Department of Public
Health owns the 20 acres used for burial and regulates possession of naturally
occurring and accelerator-produced materials at the site. Financial require-
ments for perpetual care that exist are found in a lease agreement between the
site operator (now U.S. Ecology,,Inc., formerly Nuclear Engineering Company
(NECO)) and the state. *The original terms of the lease called for the operator
to pay.5 cents annually to.the state for each cubic foot of radioactive waste.
At the time the original lease was executed (1966), the state did not have an
earmarked or state fund for these collected monies.'' Funds collected for
perpetual care and maintenance prior to October 1976,were deposited into the
general treasury of the state and are 'not now available for closure and post-
closure activities. In.1978, the lease was amended so that U.S. Ecology had
to pay a perpetual care and maintenance fee to the state in the'amount of
10 cents per cubic foot of all radioactive waste disposed of at'the'Sheffield
site. The state of Illinois also enacted legislation to develop an earmarked
fund for these fees. The Illinois General Assembly recognized that sites used
for the disposal of radioactive waste would represent a continuing and perpetual
responsibility in the interest of the health, safety, and general welfare.
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Fees collected after September .1976 for, long-term care were-deposited in the
state treasury and set apart in a special fund known as the Radioactive Waste
Site Perpetual Care Fund.. Monies from the invested funds were to be used.by
the Director.'of.theDepartment-of Public Health,(now the Department of Nuclear:.
Safety) to monitor andrmaintain the site. : However, as of July 1,'1981',.there-,
was only approximately $40,000 in the fund.'. -

The Sheffield site was closed 'in the spring of.1978, when NECO filled the last-,
licensed burial trench. NECO withdrew their'NRC.license application for."- ----
renewal in December 1978. In March 1979,'NECO notified the state of Illinois
and the NRC.that they were unilaterally terminating their state and NRC licenses.
NRC took action to require NECO to continue their responsibilities and-obliga-,
tions under theirNRC license. 'The state of Illinois also brought suit to 'v
order NECO back to the site on the grounds that a public health hazard existed
at the 'site due to their.abandonment and existing site conditions. A state
court injunction was obtained, ordering NECO back to the-site. An agreement
was reached between NECO and the NRC requiring NECO to act-as licensee until
,the termination of their NRC license was settled before the AtomicSafety
Licensing Board.

At the present time, final closure of the site.and the conditions-for termin-
ation of.their NRC license are being litigated before the Atomic:Safety..
Licensing Board.-.The state court case.is also continuing in an attempt to.
settle'the closure requirements before the state license and lease is terminated
with NECO. Additionally, the-state of Illinois has brought a suit to rescind
the deed by which the state had become owner of the site.

The Illinoislong-term care fund illustrates the problems that develop when
the collected funds are not turned over to an earmarked fund, but placed in-.,
the general fund.-. The fund is currently inadequate to pay for any long-term
care of the site. . . '

5.2 Nevada

The Beatty, Nevada site was opened in. 1962,and is operated by U.S. Ecology.
(formerly NECO).' The site was originally licensed.by .the AEC,.but is currently
licensed by.the state. The land where the site is-located was originally
owned by the state and subsequently. leased to U.S. Ecology.-,: In an NRC.Task
Force Study in 1976 (NUREG-0217), the state government has indicated to NRC
staff that their earlier provisions for perpetual care funds for the.site were
inadequate, and state government officials also questioned whether the state
had sufficientlfinancial or technical resources if a major problem occurred at
the site. Recently, however, the state, has taken measures to ensure that a.
larger amount of funds will be available .for closure and postclosure care
activities. In 1977, the state of Nevada enacted Senate Bill No. 38, which
revised the radiation protection regulation, as well as calling for the
development of a long-term care.fund for the LLW disposal site. The Act
revised Section 5, Chapter 374 of the state of Nevada, 1961, and created a
Radioactive Materials:Disposal Fund in the state treasury.. Fees :are deposited
in the Radioactive Materials Disposal Fund and are invested until the amount-
remaining in the fund is sufficient to carry out long-term care activities.
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The State Board of;Finance is authorized to invest any amount of money in the
Radioactive-Materials Disposal Fund in excess of $5,000 in short-term obliga-
tions. Upon the advice of the Director that: it is necessary or advisable to
convert all or a part of the obligations into'cash; the State Board of Finance
is to effect the conversion to the extent necessary, and the monies are to be
redeposited in the Radioactive Materials Disposal Fund.

Monies in the Radioactive Materials Disposal'Fund'can be used for any expenses
necessarily incurred by the-Director of the Department of'Human Resources in
carrying out the provisions of the act. This would include administrative and
regulatory expenses in amounts authorized by the legislature and the costs of
providing protection resulting from the termination'of any lease or agreement
that is necessary in the interest of public health and welfare.

The lease has recently been updated. The revised lease agreement provides for
a surcharge of $0.25 per cubic foot of radioactive waste buried (up from $.07
per cubic foot in 1976). The revenues derived from the burial fees are
maintained in an escrow fund and are dedicated to perpetual care and maintenance
of the site as well as contingencies.

The amounts established for the disposal or burial of low-level radioactive
waste or chemical and toxic waste* under this lease remain fixed for a period
of ten years commencing on the effective date of the lease. At the expiration
of each ten-year period, both the lessor and the lessee must conduct a joint
technical study to reevaluate the then existing conditions.

According to the lease, the primary purpose of the cubic foot charge on low-level
radioactive, chemical, and toxic'waste disposed of or buried at the site is to
provide funds for satisfactory surveillance in conjunction with the implement-
ation of proper-safeguards for the public health and safety upon expiration of
the lease term or extension thereof and of final closure. Again, the lease
stipulates that the primary purpose for the assessment of the burial rate is
to ensure the adequate growth of a perpetual care and maintenance fund.

As was mentioned earlier, the experience of the Beatty site with regard to the
development of an adequate'postclosure care fund illustrates the necessity of
periodically reviewing the fund to ensure that the fees are keeping pace with
inflation and changes in the site conditions.

5.3 South Carolina'

The Barnwell, South Carolina LLW disposal site was licensed in 1971 by the
state of'South Carolina. The NRC is currently responsible for the licensing
and regulation of special nuclear material. The state of South Carolina and
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., the operator of the Barnwell, South Carolina site,

*A hazardous disposal site is colocated and physically adjacent to the
radioactive site.
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entered into a revised lease in April of 1976 to delineate the responsibilities
of the state as lessor, and of Chem-Nuclear as the lessee. The lease agreement
for the site requires that Chem-Nuclear undertake all surveillance and main-
tenance for the protection of the public health and safety so long as it
occupies the site. - However, if the lessee (Chem-Nuclear) defaults or fails to
comply with the terms of its license or for any reason withdraws from the
premises, then the lessor would be required to assume surveillance and main-
tenance obligations and pay the surveillance and maintenance costs. Under the
terms-of the revised lease,.Chem-Nuclear agreed to pay to the lessor, at
quarterly intervals, the sum of $.16 for each cubic foot of radioactive waste
buried at the site-during the preceding quarter. The sum was-to be increased
every three years on the anniversary date of the lease in accordance with-the
following formula:..

"In accordance~with the Consumer Price Index for all itemswfor~the .
.'south':region as published by the Department of Labor in the Current
Labor Statistics-Monthly Labor Review utilizing the March 1976 index
as the base."

The escrow fund set up by the parties pursuant to an agreement dated April 21,
1971, for perpetual care of the waste buried at the site continues to be
maintained, and any payments.made pursuant to that-paragraph were added to the
fund.. Interest earned upon the fund accrues to the fund.

.-In October 1979,-:the lease agreement and the license at the site was amended.
These new lease conditions stipulated that:,

: _ * .. 1 . : C . . ~ . -

"The Lessee understands that the storage and burial of, radioactive waste
require perpetual surveillance and maintenance, and so.long as it occupies
the Site, the Lessee will undertake all surveillance and maintenance. as
required by all applicable laws, regulations, and licensing requirements
forithe.protection of the public health and safety. The:Lessee further,
understands that if for any reason at any time it.should default, or fail
to comply with the terms of its license or for, any.reason withdrew-from
the premises,,the Lessor would be required to assume surveillance and ..
maintenance obligations and pay-the surveillance and maintenance costs.
The.'Lessee, therefore, covenants and.agrees to pay to the Lessor,.at
quarterly intervals, the sum of 55 cents for each cubic:foot of radio-;,
active waste buried at the site during the period from September 1, 1979
through April 5, 1980. Payments shall be made at quarterly intervals at
the rate of 75 cents per cubic foot of radioactive waste buried at the
Site during the period from April 6,- 1980 through April 5, 1981, and at,
-the rate.of one ($1.00) dollar. per cubic.foot from April 6, 1981 through
April 5,-1982. -

*...The parties expressly-agree.that the escrow fund for perpetual care of
the:waste buried at the Site established by the parties pursuant to an
agreement dated April 21, 1971, and continued pursuant to the lease dated
April 6, 1976, shall continue to be maintained and the payments made
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pursuant hereto shall be added to such fund. Interest earned upon said
fund for perpetual care shall accrue to the fund."

By the end of 1980, Chem-Nuclear had collected $1.7 million for closure and
$2.4 million for extended care.

Both the state and NRC licenses were amended~to require that the license is to
continue in effect, and the responsibility and authority for possession-of
buried radioactive material ,continues until a' finding that the plan established
for preparation of the-Barnwell site for transfer to another person (e.g., the
state or another'operator) has been-satisfactorily implemented in a manner to
reasonably assure protection of the public health and safety, and the-depart-
ment or NRC takes action to terminate responsibility and authority under this
license. All requirements for environmental monitoring, site inspection and
maintenance, and site security continue whether wastes are being buried or not.

The lease also requires that the site closure and stabilization of the licensee's
facility is to be accomplished in accordance with the U.S. NRC Low-Level Waste
Branch Position entitled, "Low-Level Waste Burial Ground Site Closure and
Stabilization," Revision 1, dated May 1979.

On May 31, 1980 a preliminary plan for preparation of the site for transfer to
another person was submitted for review in compliance with state and NRC
license conditions. The plan includes a demonstration that funds are being
set aside or that other measures taken are adequate to finance the site closure
plan. The license conditions required the plan to include preliminary estimates
of costs, environmental impacts, data needs, personnel needs, material and
equipment needs, planned documentation and quality assurance, and a detailed
plan for trench locations and elevations, expected capacities, planned surface
contours, and buffer zones.

In May 1980, the company also. su6mitted-a draft trust fund arrangement to the
South Carolina state government to handle the collection of closure expenses
as part of their preliminary site stabilization and closure plan for the
Barnwell site. The terms-of the draft, which are currently being negotiated
with the state, call for the company to transfer the surcharges collected to a
trust fund as it is collected. At the present time, a surcharge of $.78/cubic
foot is being collected by Chem-Nuclear to pay foreclosure costs.

5.4 Kentucky.

The Maxey Flats LLW site began operation-in 1963-under a-license issued by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. The burial ground and adjacent area is owned by
Kentucky and was leased to NECO (now U.S. Ecology); the site operator.

In 1976, the Kentucky General Assembly: passed an act that imposed an excise
tax of $0.10 per pound on all radioactive waste materials delivered-in the
state for processing, packaging, storage, disposal, or burial. As will be
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shown later, this change ina surcharge from a cubic foot to a pouhdage basis
drastically reduced the revenues from the waste generators with-the result'

_,being that the amount in the long-term care funds was inadequate.,

- In ,addition to imposing a $0.10 per pound excise tax on all nuclear waste
buried-in the Commonwealth, the 1976 General Assembly-'also abolished the.
Kentucky Science and TechnologyCommission and transferred responsibility for
perpetualcare and-maintenance of nuclear burial sitesto theExecutive.Depart-
ment of Finance and Administration. The General Assembly also requested the

,!LegislativeResearch Commission toappointra special advisory committee to
study the effects of nuclear waste disposal in Kentucky.. In its-.finding and
-recommendation, the Committee recoimmended that the 1978 General Assembly. amend
the nuclear tax to allow for the imposition of a-tax based'on the relative
hazard of the waste material. The Committee made a statement that monies from
the nuclear waste tax should be placed in a special escrow accountfor perpetual
care and maintenance rather than in the general fund as was currently the
case. The Committeealso recommended,that -a separate perpetual care and
maintenance-fee should becontinued at-no less than $0.10 per cubic foot-in
current 1977 dollars, which was only a slight. increase over the current 'rate
of $0.07 percubic foot. In-July 1976 the perpetual care fund contained about
$180,000. -

In a meeting held July.15, 1976 with NRC staff, Kentucky -state officials''
indicated that funding-arrangements, for closure had .not.been adequate. The'

,estate government-officials estimated -that about $100,000 and $150,000 would-be
needed annually for maintenance to care for the sitewhen-it was decommissioned.

After the $.10 per pound surcharge became-law-on.June 19, 1976, the quantity
- -of nuclear waste disposed of-at Maxey Flats-declined by 95,percent. After the

tax was instituted, NECO (now U.S. Ecology) stated -that it-could not continue
to-operate the Maxey Flats disposal site-under the imposition of the $0.10.per
pound tax as currently interpreted by the Department of Revenue. -

During the second half of.1976 and 1977,-the Maxey Flats site was virtually
unused, due to the imposition by ,the-Kentucky legislature of-'the ten cents per
pound excise tax on-waste-received 'attithe site. Waste generators shipped,
their materials- to other.-LLW sites-who had less expensive long-term care
funds. During calendar years 1976 and 1977, 501,609 ft3 -of-wastewas buried
at the site; however, during the period of June 30, 1976 to December -31, 1977,
after the tax went into effect, only 29,833;ft3 of-.that waste was buried. The
site was closed on December 27, 1977jby order of the Kentucky. Department of-
HumanResources until the completionof a water managementprogram, and the
completion of further~studies to determine the -long-term use and safety of the
site. -In 1978, the Commonwealth of Kentucky under the Department for Human
Resources terminated the materials license at the, site (License No.- 16-NFS-1),
issued-toNECO, and issued a~new license to the.Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection. In May 1978, an arrangement-was also
signed where Kentucky bought out NECO's remaining lease hold interest in this
facility. (The land where the site is located belongs to the state) ''Following
selection of the-site by the state, NECO provided the capital for purchase of

)
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the land that was subsequently deeded to the state. The state, in turn,
leased the'site to NECO for 25 years with an option-to renew for an additional
25 years. Curr'ently, the Kentucky Department of Natural Resources and Environ-
mental Protection continues to be the licensee at the Maxey Flats site; however,
no wastes are being received at'the site at this time.' The Maxey Flats long-term
care fund contains inadequate funds to pay for postclosure care maintenance
and water care activities. A review of the history-of the site illustrates-
the necessity of developing an adequate postclosure care' fund'that accurately
keeps pace with inflation. The'experience at Maxey Flat also illustrates how
a surcharge being used to collect funds for long-term care can'also'be used as
a punitive tool to reduce capacity at the site. The result will be a situation
where the waste generators will go elsewhere, thus reducing the waste received
at the site and also'the resultant funds for long-term care.

5.5 Washington

In 1965, the receipt, possession, and'disposal of source, byproduct, and
special nuclear'materials at the Hanford, Washington site was licensed by the
Atomic Energy Colmmisslon.' California Nuclear was originally the developer of
the site. On December 31, 1966,'the state of Washington became an Agreement
State and assumed regulatory responsibility for the disposal of all radioactive
materials, except special nuclear materials, that continued to be regulated by
the AEC. The land on which the Hanford site is located was leased by'the
federal government to the state of Washington, which in turn, leased'it to the
site operator. In March1968, NECO (formerly California Nuclear, the original
site developer and now U.S. Ecology) became'the licensee.

In 1967, the state of Washington and Nuclear Engineering Company (NECO) amended
'their Perpetual Care Agreement for the' Hanford site, requiring the development
of a perpetual care fund. The state'determined' that the Perpetual Care Agreement
should be modified to'provide for annual deposits by the state into a perpetual
maintenance fund in the same amount as was received by the state from its-
sublessees (NECO). The fund established by these annual deposits as required
by the 1967 Perpetual Care Agreement was to be known as the Perpetual Mainte-
nance Fund, and was to be used exclusively for defraying the costs of perpetual
surveillance and maintenance of the'site to the extent required by the terms
of any applicable laws, regulations, or licensing for'the protection of the'
public health and safety.

Funds in the Perpetual Maintenance Fund are invested by the-State Finance
Committee in the same manner as other state monies, and any interest accruing
as a result of investment would'accrue to the Perpetual Maintenance Fund. As
of December 1980, approximately'$126,000 in escrow funds have been collected
for long-term care. Since 1980,' these funds have been collected'on the basis
of a 25¢/cubic foot'surcharge. Again, the experience with collecting~long-
term care funds' at this site illustrates'the problems that arise when a
collection feeds developed that does not accurately reflect changes in
inflation and site conditions.

I .
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5.6 Kansas

-The state of Kansas passed an act in,1979 that authorized establishing fees
for monitoring hazardous waste storage sites, paying extraordinary costs and
monitoring after the site. is shut down, paying the costs of repairing a site
and repairing environmental damage caused bya site, or costs of studies, etc.,
that would be required if early closure is'needed (KSA 65-3402, KSA 65-3406,
65-3406a, 65-3406b, 65-3406bc, and 65-3420). The law speaks to all types of
hazardous wastes, not just radioactive wastes..

The fees are collected for the purposes of monitoring such sites and facilities
both during-and after operation. 'These fees are to be sufficient to reimburse
the state for the cost of performing these monitoring responsibilities. , In
..setting fees, the.government may exempt those fees that would be payable on
;recyclingprocesses that recover substantial amounts of either energy or:,
materials from hazardous wastes. The government is to remit any monies.

, collected from such fees to the state treasury. -

..Thefundsfrom the perpetual care trust fund are limited to the following.
three uses:. payment of extraordinary costs and monitoring a site after the
responsibility of owner and operating interests has terminated; payment.of:
costs of repairing a site; and costs of repairing environmental damage caused

-. ,by a site as a result of a postclosure occurrence not anticipated in the plan
of,,operation that poses a substantial hazard to public healthand safety'or
-the environment. If an expenditure made under this paragraph would not have
beeninecessary-had the-person responsible for the operation.or long-term care
of the site complied with the requirements of the approvedplan of.operation,
a cause ofaction in favor of the fund shall be accrued to the state of Kansas
against such persons. The department shall take such action as is appropriate

;.to~enforce this cause of~action by recovering any amount so expended. -The net
proceeds of any.such recovery shall be paid into the perpetual care trust-,
fund. ,- .

The required fee is not to exceed twenty-five cents (251) per cubic foot of
hazardous waste or material for each licensee or permittee who (1) operates a
hazardous waste storage area under a license issued under the authority of
K.S.A. 48-1607 or (2) operates a land disposal site for solid wastes.,._Each
licensee.must remit to the state an amount not to exceed twenty-five thousand
dollars ($25,000) along with its initial.application forva permit,..license, or
initial renewal as an advance payment of.thefees. This advance payment
constitutesa credit against any feethat may then-be issued.

5.7 New Mexico

The New Mexico radiation protection regulations-have a dedicated continued-care
fund provision for postclosure care that requires contributions from both
uranium mill andradioactive.waste disposal licensees.,,,

Uranium milllicensees must contribute $.10 per pound of yellowcake. The
requirement of-a mill license holder to make depositsto the continued-care
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fund terminates for each mill after the cumulative continued-care fund deposit
for that mill has reached $1 million. The state requirements for a continued-
care fund are based on different assumptions than the recently promulgated NRC
uranium milling requirements. However; NRC staff discussions with the New Mexico
state government officials'indicated that the state officials considered that
even their own funds were inadequate for ensuring that the uranium milling
industry in the state would be'responsible for paying for the full costs of
postclosure care.' A study prepared by Winston Harrington for Resources for
the Future also indicated that the state's continued-care fund requirements
may not be sufficient for long-term care.

Although at this time there are no radioactive'waste disposal operators in the
state, the state also has financial requirements for continued care that would
have to be met'by radioactive waste disposal operators in the state, if such
an operation were ever to be conducted in New Mexico. The regulations require
that continued-care fund'deposits from a radioactive'waste disposal license
holder are to be made at a rate determined by the Division Director and approved
by the Environmental Improvement Board as adequate to cover environmental
monitoring and all maintenance and emergency measures, including decommissioning
of the site, if applicable. (These deposits are not required of uranium mill
licensees.)

Section 74-3-7 of the New Mexico Radiation Protection Act describes the manage-
ment of this continued-care fund. An earmarked fund called the Radiation
Protection Continued-Care Fund is to be'created'in the state treasury'. The
collected funds are turned over monthly to' the New Mexico Bureau of Taxation
and Revenue. Cash balances in the Continued Care Fund are invested by the
state treasurer, along with other state funds under his jurisdiction.

Discussions with New Mexico state government officials indicated that funds
collected were invested in a variety of accounts. Interest rates earned on
the invested funds ranged from 10.5% in December 1979 to 12% earned in May
1980. As of November 18, 1980, the fund contained approximately $3,640,470.

5.8 New York

Nuclear Fuel services, Inc. (NFS) and the New York State Energy Research
Development Authority (NYSERDA) are co-licensees at the West Valley site under
an NRC provisional facility license, CSF-1. In this arrangement, NFS has
operational responsibility for the activities ongoing at the site. NYSERDA's
responsibility include site ownership, and the long-term care of the site.
Under the terms of the license, NFS has a continuing responsibility for the
safety of the site. The license covers conditions for protecting the health
and safety of the public and employees associated with the reprocessing of
nuclear fuel and storage of the separated wastes.

In 1962, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS), submitted a proposal to the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission to establish a commercial nuclear fuel processing
facility at West Valley, New York. In addition to this facility, a-low-level
waste burial ground was also sited there. In May 1963, after a review of the
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application, the AEC issued a Ipermit authorizing construction of the NFS plant
that was' to include'a receiving and storage facility to'store fuel prior to
' reprocssing, underground storage tanks for liquid high-level radioactive
wastes from the 'reprocessing operations,"-'and two burial grounds for shallow
burial' *of solid radioactive wastes.' (The low-level burial ground was to be
regulated by'the state-and the other'burial ground (principally for the use of
hulls) was to be regulated'by'ihe AEC as part of the 'facility license.)

NFS, in'its proposal,-indicated its willingness to maintain and provide storage
and maintenance for some finite period of'time, thereafter turning over the
tanks and wastes to a government agency.' NFS also-indicated that they were
willing ,to collect and turn over to the state or federal government a charge
calculated'to provide the estimated full costs'for perpetual'storage at the
point of closure. The funding arrangement 'contemplated only the eventual
transfer of the waste to new tanks,"'in'perpetuity, and did-not consider
facility decommissioning during'the early part'of the-license'term.<!(In fact,
the ultimate'reprocessing'contract prices permitted NFS to'charge under the
Base Load Agreement and to its-commercial customers included a per kilo charge
for'perpetual care''of the'wastes.) The state of New York,'through the New
York Atomic Research and Development Authority, (NYARDA):provided assurance
(as Amendment No. 1 to the application for license) to the federal government
-that the state would be responsible for the wastes in perpetuity.

H6wever, in order to confirm the costs ofrperpetual care, the'NYARDA requested
a study to" develop an estimate of the fund that should be set up for perpetual
care of radioactive wastes. The'results of the study. found'that a perpetual
care-fund of-$4 million would be sufficient for'perpetual care of each filled
storage tank, including maintenance,-'insurance, contingencies,' and tank
replacement at the end of expected tank life. The-October 1962 study also
stated that'the :size of the fund should be 'adjusted to reflect the actual
construction' costs of the facility which was not-completed-until 1966. The
fund was to be obtained through annual payments by'NFS'to NYARDA-under the
provision of the Waste Storage:Agreement. This was one of several agreements
negotiated among the parties that provided for postclosure care.- Negotiations
among NFS, the AEC, and NYARDA led to several contracts and agreements, the
main points of which'are: ' '

o The amounts paid to NFS by AEC'were to include all charges for
storage, disposal, and perpetual maintenance of waste at the site.

o At the time the NFS-AEC contract was executed, NFS also entered into
several agreements with NYARDA that had the following implications
for postclosure care responsibilities:

- Lease. NFS was granted a lease for the site, with rental
payments to be made to the state of New York. NFS would
construct,' own, and operate the reprocessing facilities.- The
lease would'expire 'on December 31, 1930, and if the lease was
not'renewed, New York would then assume ownership of all of the
facilities, subject to NFS compliance with other contractual
obligations.
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Waste Storage Agreement.. Under the terms of this agreement,
which, was made a part of the'lease, NFS was to manage and
operate facilities for the storage of high-level nuclear wastes.
NFS would be responsible for each tank of high-level liquid
waste as it was being filled, and, then would turn the tank over
to NYARDA for perpetual care. A perpetual care fund was.
established with the intent ,of enabling New York to replace the
waste tanks every 50 years and to maintain the site. The fund
would total $4.0 to $5.1 million by 1980. If NFS wished to
recover substances of value from the wastes, NFS could delay
transfer of the wastes to NYARDA.

By December 31, 1981, the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority held as a.perpetual care fund of $4.5 million for the replacement
and maintenance of the high-level waste storage facilities. These monies may
be paid to the U.S. Government at a future date for disposal of solidified
wastes at a federal repository. In addition, approximately $180,000 was paid
NYSERDA by NFS through December 31, 1980 for the low-level waste burial area.
These fees, like NFS rental payments have been acounted for as General
Authority revenue.

The NFS burial ground was voluntarily closed in 1975 by NFS, due to liquids
with low levels of radioactivity seeping out of the soil cap of completed
trenches. The state has not allowed operations to resume at the site pending
further results of USGS and EPA studies. In April 1976, NFS wrote to the
Authority announcing their intention of exercising its right under the Waste
Storage Agreement to surrender the-responsibility for all wastes at the site
to the NYSERDA. Subsequently, New York State informed NFS that the terms and
conditions had not been met; and therefore, NFS could not relinquish responsi-
bility for the site. Currently, the lease is in the early stages of legal
dispute between the state and NFS; NFS is currently maintaining the site until
the final disposition of the land is settled.

5.9 Oregon

Oregon requires an owner or operator to obtain a cash bond in the name of the
State to cover closure and postclosure costs. Before the state will issue a
permit to an owner or operator, the owner or operator must deed to the state
all portions of his disposal site in or upon which hazardous waste will be
disposed. (Environmentally Hazardous Wastes, Oregon Solid Waste Control
Section 459.600.)

5.10 Texas

The state of Texas has also recently proposed legislation that would require
financial guarantees of low-level waste site operators. The legislation,
which is 'expected to be introduced into the Texas legislature in 1981, provides
for proposed regulations that require each applicant for a license to demon-
strate to a state that he is financially qualified to conduct the licensed
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activity, including, but not limited to,' any required decontamination, decom-
missioning, reclamation, and disposal. An applicant may be-required to provide
financial security acceptable to the agency to assure performance'of its
obligations under this act. (Security here'means (1) cash deposits,-(2) surety
bonds, .(3) certificates of deposits, (4) deposits of government securities,
(5) 'irrevocable'letters of credit, or '(6) other security acceptable'to the
Radiation Control Agency.)

The draft also established a Radiation and Perpetual Care Fund in the state
treasury. The monies from this fund are to be used for any of the following:
decommissioning, stabilization, reclamation, maintenance,'surveillance, control,
starage, or 'disposal of radioactive material acquired by the'agency (the Texas
Department of Health). If any licensed activities are found to require main-
tenance,'surveillance, or other care on a continuing or perpetual basis' after
termiination of the licensed activity,' the agency may require the licensee -to
pay annually to-the agency for deposit-in the Radiation and Perpetual Care
Fund, an amo nt to be determined by the agency. '

Each year the agency is to review a licensee's payment to the Radiation and
Perpetual Care Fund to determine if the payment schedule is adequate. -

5.11 Michigan'

Michigan has abrnodel -state hazardous waste'law, Michigan Act 64, which contains
several provisions providing for a state-administered trust fund and,' when
necessary, assumption of responsibility-and liability for the site by the.
state.'

' Sect 41. (1) Anhowner or operator of a hazardous waste-disposal facility
shall file'asa'apart of the application for a licensee to operate, a

- surety bond or other suitable instrument, or establish a secured trust
fund to cover'the cost of closing,'monitoring,'and long-termimaintenance
of'thei'disposal facility after its capacity is reached or operations-have
otherwise-terminated.' The'bond, instrument,"or'fund shall'be -based upon
a reasonable estimate of-'the'cost required to adequately close, monitor,
and maintain the site for'a period-of'15 years or less, as approved by
the director...

' (2) Following theexpiration of the time-stipulated in sub-
section (1), a determination.of responsibility of the owner'or..operator
of a disposal facility shall be accomplished by a process established by
the rules of the' director. If the director determines that the site does
not have a foreseeable alternative use, the owner of the site may transfer
ownership' of the site to the state and'the state shall assume.the responsi-
bility for the long-term care of the- site. After the-site is transferred
.to-the state, all claims for injuries occurring after the transfer to
persons, property, or. the environment brought against' the waste generator
or the disposal- facility owner'or operator'blecome the liability of the
state.... If a determination-is made that the site is suitable for further
use, the director shall make the necessary authorization on the restrictive
covenant as required in Section 39.
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Sec. 42. There is created in the state treasury a disposal facility.
trust fund. Each owner or operator of a disposal facility shall period-
ically pay to the department a surcharge fee as determined by rule of the
department.... The department shall promulgate rules establishing the
method of payment from the disposal facility trust fund for payment of
all costs of long-term care of a disposal facility occurring after the
responsibility of the owners has been terminated as provided in Section 41.

5.12 Wisconsin

The owner or operator of a-hazardous waste facility is responsible for long-term
care of his site for either twenty or thirty years after closure (using trust
funds, surety, bonds, or escrow accounts required by law.) "After that the state
assumes responsibility. The State Waste Management Fund is used to pay for
costs of long-term care of a site occurring after the owner's or operator's
responsibility has ended. The Waste Management Fund is supported by fees
collected from facility owners or operators." (1977 Wisconsin Hazardous Waste
Management Act (Assembly Bill 1024).)

5.13 New Jersey.

"Private firms cannot be relied upon to provide perpetual management and
financial responsibility for closed facilities. There are no assurances
private firms will remain viable in perpetuity, nor is it likely an insurer
will insure against risks forever.. Even if one was willing to do so, insur-
ance companies, too, can fail. However, local communities cannot be asked to
accept the risk of having a hazardous waste facility operating in their midst
unless they are guaranteed protection should potential for harm become actual
harm. Since only government has likelihood of perpetual existence, government
must at some point take over responsibility for closed facilities.

One way of doing this is. to have the state take ownership of the site after
closure--or perhaps 20 years after closure, after the operator's RCRA-mandated
responsibility has expired. The state would then become responsible for
monitoring and for compensating any damaged parties for subsequent pollution.
To prevent this from being a form of subsidy to the facility operator, there
should be a requirement that the operator leave with the state an escrow fund
built up from revenues during the facility's operating life. (Report of the
New Jersey Hazardous Waste Advisory Commission to Governor Brendan Byrne,
January 1980, p. 47.)

5.14 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Uranium Milling Regulations

In 1980, the NRC published regulations and an EIS on the Uranium Milling
Industry that require- financial standards to be met by NRC licensees in the
area of uranium mill decommissioning and tailings management. The Commission
staff analyzed the financial assurance requirements for decommissioning and
long-term care from two different concepts: one, of a short-term or decom-
missioning surety fund, and two, of long-term care.
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Long-term funding refers to the financing of -any ongoing care and monitoring
that'may--be required at a mill tailings site after -termination of the mill
operator's decommissioning responsibilitiesiand license.' '

The staff concluded that tailings should be disposed of so that no'ongoing
active care of a disposal site shall be needed after the site is decommissioned.

'-However, the staff also concluded that'it would "be prudent to continuel
monitoring and'exercising land use'controls at most disposal sites. Such'
controls, for as long as they could'be provided, would constitute an added

i-measure of protection tothat-provided by physical containment barriers.-'The
purpose of-this monitoring activity would be to confirm thatfthe site was not
disrupted by natural erosion or by human or animal activities. :The nature of
the situation of'these sites would, therefore, be a passive-one. No active
maintenance would be'required, and costs at individual-sites are, therefore,

'expected to be relatively-small, on the order to aboutV$2,500.00 per year in
1978 dollars.,

In establishing requirements for funding to cover the costs of long-term'
monitoring of the mill tailings sites,'the staff made-a basic assumption with
respect to the'nature' and extent of the effort required for site control.. In
their development of long-term care costs, the staff assumed that no active
care or-remedial-actions such!as irrigation', revegetation- hauling of fill to
' the'site,: regrading, seeding, or the -like are expected to be needed. There
was also no consideration of.-replacement of fencing that may be left at the
site or maintenance of any onsite facilities or equipment.. There was also to
be no sampling or airborne environmental measurements at the sites. Some

' ground-water monitoring might be performed by inspectors using portable
ground-water sampling equipment.- Therefore, the staff-concluded that the only
cost-item would be 'the' time and effort of government inspectors'who will visit
the-sites, their timein travel, making inspections, and preparing for and
following up on-inspections. . -

The regulations also require short-term financial assurances of-licensees.
-'The purpose of short-term financial sureties is to provide assurances that the
mill operator will be around, or that-a sufficient'sum of-the mill 'operator's
money will be-around to perform-tailings site reclamation.. The staff concluded

'-that a'number of surety mechanisms were adequate to protect the public against
mill operator default prior to performanc'e-of reclamation.- The alternatives
that the staff found acceptable on a generic basis were: surety bonds; cash
'deposits; certificatestof deposit, 'deposits of government securities; and
irrevocable letters of-credit.t The staff considered that this range of.'alter-

-' natives would allow-the mill operator a measure of flexibility in-selecting a
mechanism that best suits their needs. " - ' ' :

5.15 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Regulations

The Environmental Protection Agency has recently proposed'financial requirements
for long-term-care funds for owners and ;operators of hazardous wastermanagement
facilities. 'The revised'financial regulations for 40 CFR:Parts 254 and-265
require assurances that funds will-be-available;when-needed for properly
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closing a hazardous waste facility and for maintaining and monitoring it after
closure. (The'revised-proposal also included a new requirement for liability
insurance for facilities in certain states. -The coverage is for injuries to
people and property that result from the operation of hazardous waste management
facilities.)

Owners or operators of treatment, storage, or disposal facilities must establish
financial assurance for the closure of;their facilities. The owners or operators
of disposal facilities must also establish financial assurances for up to
30 years of postclosure care. The owner or-operator can establish financial
assurances through a trust fund, a letter of credit, a surety-bond, or by
combinations of these methods. Under'the revised regulation, the owner or
operator of each hazardous waste;facility must prepare a closure plan for the
facility. The owner or operator must also prepare a cost estimate for closure
of the facility at the point in the facility's operating life when the extent
and manner of its operation would result in the-greatest closure costs. He
must also adjust the estimate of inflation annually and prepare a new estimate
when a change in the closure plan affects the cost of closure; inflation must
also be taken into account. The applicant can build up the closure trust fund
over the expected life of the site, or 20 years, whichever period is shorter.
The revised proposed requirements for the trust-fund include provisions for
adjusting the annual payments in response to inflation, changes-in the closure
cost estimate, and changes in-the value of securities in, the trust fund. The
EPA staff evaluates the estimates to ensure that the amounts and types of
securities in the fund are adequate.

Originally, the general standard required an owner or operator to make a cash
deposit equal to the cost estimate'for closure, multiplied by the appropriate
present value factor, in a closure trust fund as a condition of receiving a
permit. The present value factor accounted for growth of the fund over the
operating life at a 2 percent per annum real interest rate (interest minus
inflation). Based on comments received, EPA decided that a 2 percent real
interest rate was too high, so provisions in the revised proposal were based
on a zero real interest rate to adequately account for the effects of long-term
inflation and trustee fees. Based on-long-term data, the EPA said that they
felt that over an extended period, the purchasing power of the deposited funds
is likely to be static, i.e., the nominal interest realized will be cancelled
out by inflation and by trustee fees.

The original proposal did not allow reimbursement of the owner or operator for
closure expenses from the trust fund, until closure was completed to the

- satisfaction of the EPA.' This was later amended, since the staff considered
this to be too much of a hardship for the operators. Now, if the staff
approves, the trust funds can be used to pay for certain costs of decommissioning.

Subpart G of the EPA regulations requires that an operator of a facility
prepare'a plan for 30 years of postclosure care.. The owner and operator must
prepare and-keep current a cost estimate for 30 years of postclosure care of
the facility. At the end of 30 years of postclosure care, any funds remaining
in the trust would be returned to the owner or operator.
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The proposed regulations stipulate that facilities owned'or operated by~states
or the federal government are exempt from the financial requirements of-the
EPA.

Another major development in the area of financial management of existing
hazardous waste sites-wasithe passage of'the "Superfund" bill by .Congress in
December 1.980 (P.L.- 96-510). The act sets up-a postclosure liability fund.of
$1.6 billion to clean up'abandoned waste.sites and hazardous.substance:releases.
The bill also sets up a $200 million fund to take care of present hazardous
waste'-facilities after-they'are closed.' The liability fund assumes-all liability
for claims made'against'a site permitted under the Solid.Waste Disposal Act
for a period of 5 years after-the site is.shut down by..the site.owners-provided
the site meets criteria spelled out in the'"Superfund" bill.

The fund is supplemented by a surcharge of $2.13 per dry weight ton of hazardous
waste disposed of at-facilities. However, the bill alsorequests the Secretary
of the Treasury to conduct a study looking into an optional system of private
insurance-for postclosure financial responsibility for hazardous waste disposal
facilities.

5.16 Department of Interior; Office.of Surface Mining

The Office of--Surface Mining of. the Department of Interior has issued regulations
* requiring bonding for coal-mining operators.' The regulations provide that a

permitee be required to file a performance~bond-prior to:issuance of a permit
for surface coal mining and reclamation operations.- The':regulations require
the applicant to estimate the cost of reclamation, but it'is likely that the
bond amount set by the regulatory authority may be different, since they have
responsibility over determining that the final bond amount is adequate. -

Bond amounts must be based on the estimated~cost to the regulatory authority
-and not the operator.- By setting the bond in this manner, if the-operator'
forfeits, then the regulatory authority; required to do the.work will.have
sufficient funds." - - . .

5.17 Conclusions ' . . . -,

Based on a review of state and federal financial requirements for closure,
postclosure, and long-term care at LLW disposal sites and for other types of
hazardous disposal sites, the staff finds that there is a precedent for
establishing financial assurances at low-level-waste.disposal sites in order
to'protect the public health and safety and-the environment and also to ensure
that those parties who benefit from the disposal services pay for them.

6. PUBLIC COMMENTS ON PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF 10 CFR 61 CONCERNING FINANCIAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR AN LLW SITE .

6.1 Workshop Comments on the Draft Regulation

In 1980, the-NRC held four workshops in Atlanta (April 21-22), Chicago
(July 17-18), Denver (July 14-15),- and Boston (November 6-7) that provided
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state officials, industry representatives, waste generators, the public, and
public interest groups with an opportunity to comment on the draft of Part 61.
Both the Chicago and Denver workshops had extensive discussions about the
financial assurances proposed in the draft LLW regulations.

The workshop discussion on financial requirements .ranged from confusion over
the NRC's goals in this area to strong recommendations for more stringent
regulations. The workshop participants-at the meetings concluded that the
draft regulations needed more stringent requirements imposed on the licensee
with regard to both closure and long-term financial assurances. Workshop
participants from state governments, in particular, expressed the view that
more stringent, financial guarantees would help to relieve some of the public's
resistance towards siting a low-level waste site in their respective juris-
dictions.

In their discussions, workshop participants strongly recommended that the
long-term care fund should include explicit.provisions for unexpected and
contingency expenses to protect their constituents from future financial
burdens.

o For example, one workshop participant stated that:

"I think that some errors are going to occur, and that any type of fund
that is set up; that is based on the premise that funds need only cover
some routine monitoring, and siting is going to be so good at this time
because of these new rules that are under development, I think is very
naive..."'

Staff Comment

The staff agrees with the concept underlying this statement which recognizes
that the' licensee be responsible for more than just long-term care monitoring
at a facility. The proposed regulations require the licensee to be a party to
a binding arrangement that ensures that sufficient funds will be available to
cover the costs of monitoring and any required maintenance during the insti-
tutional control period (emphases added). The site-specific conditions would
be evaluated by the staff in order to determine what costs of required
maintenance are necessary.

o Another participant echoed this belief that the long-term perform-
ance objective of the proposed regulation minimizing the need for
long-term care was insufficient to adequately protect taxpayers.

"I think you know, government makes mistakes, and I
think we're going to make mistakes with current siting:
issues, notwithstanding the fact that the impact state-
ments are written and other documents are produced.
I think we're going to find that there are errors in
the future, and to decide that there is never going
to be a need for continued care, that just a little
bit of routine monitoring is going to take care of
these things because of the superior decisions to
be made now with the new ruling is very naive."
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Staff Comment

Provision is made in the long-term care binding arrangement to accommodate
more than just monitoring expenses at a'site. The proposed regulations require
that the binding arrangement'provide for'any required'maintenance'during the
institutional control period.

a Members of the workshops also felt'that not'enough costs were being
included in the financial';requirements. In'particular, Denver
workshop participants from western state governments who were already
familiar with the uranium'mill 'tailings financial criteria currently
being developed by the Commission, expressed'scepticism about the
adequacy of the'draft LLW financial regulations. They felt that the.
LLW provision for long-term care funds had not gonie' far enough in
protecting taxpayers from possible future expense for long-term
care.

Staff Comment

As has been mentioned earlier,' the'staff lacks authority to require that a'
license establish funds for perpetual long-term care at a low-level waste
site. However, the proposed regulations in Section 61.63 establishes a

"' flexible binding arrangement for long-term care, which will enable the
Commission'to ensure that financial responsibility is provided for any
required maintenance at the'site.

o At the Denver workshop, one participant pointed out that certain
naturally occurring phenomena might mandate possible active post-
closure maintenance;'wind erosion in arid'areas and water damage to
'trenches in'humid areas. 2The workshop included a technical session
-where one of'the industry speakers spoke'of the need-to include
unexpected expenses in the perpetual care and maintenance fund. One
industry spokesman stated:

"Let me offer a suggestion as to how to maybe do that.' '-
You've got to back up one step where we've talked about--
we said, 'i.e., that financial assurance arrangements-to
provide for long-term surveillance should include
-adequate funding to'8pay- for, ''and at this :point insert
the words''all unexpected remedial-work."'

Staff Comment

The long-term care funding required in Section 61.63 includes'a provision
requiring'the licensee to provide 'an assurance for any maintenance which would
include remedial work at the site.'
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o The spokesman added that,

"I know in the PC&M (SIC-perpetual care and maintenance)
negotiations we've had with all the States that we've operated
in, we had incorporated into, that a certain amount of repair
work, but we don't expect that the State will ever have to do
that; but we said let's be reasonable. Let's put some money
in there every year for that, and let's put in a block of
dollars to say one time we're going to have a big expense, and
we put those dollars in there. Because that's really what
we're talking about. If one site has a major problem to solve
and the money is not there, they've got to go some place to
get it; and the industry should have provided those funds in
some way."

Staff Comment

The binding arrangement required in Section 61.63 provides for any required
maintenance at the site, and this would have included any necessary repair
work for the site.

o On July 14, 1980, another delegate to the Denver workshop was critical
of the draft financial regulations, and suggested that the perpetual
care fund needed to incorporate more unexpected costs. The participant
stated,

".... The fund is based on the idea that the Federal govern-
ment isn't going to make any mistakes, so there isn't going to
be any continued care. We think people are going to make
mistakes, and that there may be some need for continued care
in the future...." (p. 194 of the July 14, 1980 transcripts)

Staff Comment

See previous comments.

o Another participant at the Colorado workshop also stressed the
importance of including more than just monitoring in the postclosure
care fund:

"...their concept is rather narrow in that they envision just
the need for routine monitoring and, I think that based on a
premise that they're not going to make mistakes. But anyone.
who looks at the history of uranium mill tailings, and who
looks at the kind of mistakes that have been made in the past
... should easily draw the conclusion, I think, that some
errors are going to occur...."
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Staff Comment

See previous comment.-

o Participants 'also discussed the wisdom 'of depositing the long-term
care fund' intothe General Treasury. Some participants'favored the
; use of an earmarked fund in the state or federal government to-"
protect the funds.'' Another issue raised for extended discussion at
the workshops was the possibility of pooling financial assurance'-
funds into a national contingency fund, in order to spread the risk
of unexpected cost.

Staff Comment

At this time'the Commission lacks the authority to require that a long-term
care fund be established.

in addition to the discussions mentioned above, the following specific
recommendations were made by the workshops:

6.1.1.1 Chicago Workshop

The group expressed doubt concerning surety arrangements for decommissioning,
decontamination, closure, and stabilization. The group approved of.the require-
ment that the surety mechanism be reviewed "from time to time, at the time of
the license renewal 6ormore frequently, if necessary." Furthermore, the group
believed that financial assurance arrangements should be limited to cash or
equivalent. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should reexamine the appropriate-
ness of a letter ora line of credit as a generally acceptable surety arrangement.

Staff Comment

The staff has concluded that there are' a variety of financial assurance
mechanisms that'offer'degrees of security equivalent to cash deposits. A
review of the appropriateness of using a letter of credit as a financial

-assurance has'convinced'the'staff thait such'a financial guarantee offers
adequate financial assurances for recovery in the event of licensee default.
Therefore, the staff has decided to retain letters of credit as a financial
assurance option for the proposed regulations.

6.1.1.2 Denver Workshop -

The workshop participants concluded that the financial'assurance requirements
should clearly prohibit the option of industry self-insurance. Any financial
assurance arrangement shouldprovide'for unexpected'mistakes and costs. Using
the abandoned'uranium mill tailings'problemas an example, it was pointed out
that to assume comparable mistakes will not be made in'the future is naive and
that financial assurance arrangements to provide for long-term surveillance
should include adequate funding to pay for unexpected remedial work. Recognizing
the financial difficulties in providing a large enough fund both to take care
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of unexpected costs and to last over some indefinite period, it was suggested
that a portion of the financial assurance funds from all low-level waste
facilities be pooled into one national contingency fund. The rationale is
that the odds are against all sites experiencing unexpected and costly remedial.
programs, thereby freeing up some of the funds in their financial arrangements
to help pay the-costs of those sites that do run into unpredictable contingencies
beyond the control of the operator, the state, or the federal government.
This would also avoid taxation problems that the facility operators would
experience by-holding this money themselves.

In addition to pooling the financial assurance funds of the facility operators,
it was also suggested as an alternative, that a federal tax be levied, either
on the front-end user of the product whose production resulted in LLW (e.g.,
electricity production) or on the back-end waste disposer. This tax would be
exclusively earmarked for deposit in the LLW national contingency fund, recog-
nizing that LLW disposal and perpetual care is a national responsibility.'

There was a general consensus that a standard, specified method of calculating
costs was inappropriate, because such costs would be site-specific. A list of
criteria needed to be considered in calculating costs could be provided, but
how these criteria would be calculated in determining costs would depend on
the specific site.

Staff Comment

Several issues were raised in the Denver workshop conclusions, namely.

o Regulations should prohibit self-insurance.

The staff agrees and Section 81.51(g) states that "self-insurance,
or any arrangement which essentially constitutes pledging the assets
of the licensee will not satisfy the surety requirement for private
sector applicants since this provides no additional assurance other
than that which already exists through license requirements."

o Long-term financial assurance arrangements should include adequate
funding to pay for unexpected remedial work.

The staff agrees and the long-term care financial assurance mechanism
proposed in 61.63 states that responsibility for all necessary
maintenance costs are to be provided for.

o Calls for a national contingency fund.

The Commission currently lacks the authority to establish such a
shared pool, and hence, the staff cannot propose such a mechanism in
the regulations.
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o Recommends levyinq-a federal tax on producers of LLW in order to
* have all users pay for LLW disposal and perpetual care.

'The staff agrees with the'equity 'decision that those parties benefiting
from an LLW site should be responsible for the costs of such an LLW
site. However, the Commission lacks the authority to require that a
surcharge be levied on waste'users. Therefore, the staff'has not
been able'to 'incorporate such a'cost-recovery mechanism into the
proposed regulations. However, certain Agreement States with such
taxing authority who have an LLW site located within their jurisdic-
tion may wish to consider levying such a surcharge-for closure
and/or long-term care costs. -

o A standard, specified method of calculating costs is inappropriate
because such costs are site specific.

The staff agriees, and has tailored the proposed'regulations so that
the financial provisions'for both the short- and long-term case
provisions will be on a site-specific basis.

6.1.1.3 Altanta'Workshop '

Generally, the financial assurance section'is adequate. However, a specific
problem may existV with bpen-ended financial assurance requirements. Calculating
costs'is a site-specific.problem. The'goal of Part 61.28, setting up a fund
for'postoperational costs, isdifficult'but very necessary.

6.1.1.4 Boston Workshop

The group emphasized the need for setting adequately high disposallfees so',':
that the perpetual care fund would be large enough to cover the costs of
anticipated and unanticipated-postoperational needs. The group noted'that'
several states are now saddled with'large postoperational expenses that cannot
be covered by the low disposal fees charged during its operation.

The'group'also briefly discussed financing. In view of the present high rate
of inflation, the group expressed concern'that the value of the'perpetual care
fund would decrease over time.' 'Onn suggestion' made by'a participant was that
every tenor twenty years before license termination,'the'governrment should
recalculate the value of the fund'so that'if'its value had decreased over
time,' corrective action could'be taken.'

Staff Comment

Currently, the Commission lacks the authority to establish a fund for long-term
care of an LLW site, so they cannot set standards for how such a-'fand would be
adjusted to account for inflation, charges in site conditions, etc. However,
for those Agreement States wishing to set up a long-term fund, the staff
agrees with the Boston recommendations that if such a fund were to be established
by a regulatory agency, that there should be consideration of annual inflation
adjustments.
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6.2 Written Comments on the Preliminary Draft Regulation

After the Commission circulated their preliminary draft (November 1979) of the
LLW regulation, they received a variety of written comments concerning the
financial requirements found in 10 CFR Part 61.

As of July 30, 1980, the following comments had been received specifically
addressing the financial requirement of the proposed regulations.

1. Walt Rodgers, Nuclear Safety Associates, "Some of the proposed
requirements for funding could well lead to prohibitively high
front-end costs. The basis for the assumption of 1% real interest
should be documented."

Staff Comment

The staff has removed the perpetual care fund provision for long-term care
from the proposed regulations, and therefore, there is no reference to a 1%
real interest rate.

2. Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. examined the preliminary regulation and
remarked, "The requirement of subsection 10-CFR Part 61.28(a) lacks
specificity and .therefore will be difficult, if not impossible, to
review and administer." Chem-Nuclear also suggested that the Com-
mission revise the requlations to require specific performance
criteria, or that the requirements be eliminated altogether. Chem-
Nuclear also felt that the requirements of also lack specificity in
the language.

Staff Comments

The staff agrees that more specificity is needed in the language, and the
regulations have been amended to include more detailed requirements.

3. The California Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commis-
sion generally approved of the draft regulation on the long-term
care fund. They stated that requiring the licensee to provide
"financial surety, covering all costs to safely terminate the facility
and to monitor the facility after shutdown is appropriate and necessary.
They also said,."the authors of the regulation were astute to require
that the licensee estimate termination costs under the assumption
that operations would be performed by an independent contractor
(61.28(b))." The California Commission suggested that the wording
of the section be changed to make its intent somewhat clearer.

Staff Comments

The staff agrees with this comment and has amended the proposed language to
make the intent more clear.
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7. BACKGROUND REFERENCE MATERIALS

The following section presents summaries of studies'and reports dealing with
the financial'aspects of closure and long-term care'at hazardous facilities.
..The materials provided were used by the staff in the development of the
financial 'requirements.'. .re nt ;.

1. 'In December of 1979, the NRC published ,the draft
entitled "ASSURING THE' AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR

,NUCLEAR FACILITIES" (NUREG-0584, Revision 1).

of a report
DECOMMISSIONING

The report stated,,that.ttie.NRC had undertaken a comprehensive reevalu-
ation of its policy regarding the decommissioning of nuclear facilities.
Until regulations on uranium mills were recently proposed, NRC
regulations had been generally silent with'regard to'decommissioning
.nonreactor facilities, although decommissioning of. these facilities
had been generally addressed in their licenses.

..The NRC staff -developed five'criteria to evaluate the relative
' effectiveness of the alte'rnative'financial'assurance mechanisms

',beingconsidered:' The first'criterion used'is'the actual degree of
assurance provided bythe alternative. The second is the cost of
providing the'-assurance, in both direct dollar costs and indirect
administrative costs. The' third criterion is' the 'equity of the
alternative. The fourth is the degree to which the alternative is
responsive to changes in' inflation and interest rates, to changes in
estimated or actual operating life, and to changes in'technology
that decrease or increase'ultimate decommissioning'costs. Fifth is
the ability.of thealternative to handle effectively differing
ownership and jurisdictional arrangements existing in the particular
industry. The NRC.staff.found that there were six'basic alternatives

. for assuring the-availability.of funds for decommissioning costs;
-prepayment of decommissioning costs; a funded reserve over the
estimated life, of.the'plant',- an'unfunded reserve, or'funding at
decommissidning; 'surety'bonds,' decommissioning 'insurance, and funding
from general tax revenues'. (Note: 'as'used here, surety bonds are
:defined to include bank letters and lines of credit.)

_ The report also examinedthe Federal Income Tax considerations of
the various funding arrangements.-''Under Internal Revenue Service

- .regulations, decommissioning expenses forother nuclear facilities
.- and-licensees would notbedeductible from income until.actually

incurred. A-blind trust could'beestablished with'the principle
from such a trust invested-in tax-free securities, such'that both
contributions to principal and interest wouldenot be subject to
Federal tax. The report-,emphasized that in this'regard, nonreactor
licensees havethe same:range of.accounting'options.as do utilities.
Funded and unfunded reserves can be' structured-so'as to take advantage
of accelerated depreciation, through normalization or flow-through
accounting methods, by-net-after-tax funding, or"by any of the other
methods that are used by utilities. %
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The report concluded that the deposit at the start-up method for the
collection of postclosure costs, provided the greatest assurance
that funds would be available; and that deposits of postclosure
funds at the period of decommissioning provided the least assurance
that sufficient closure funds are available. In their conclusions
and recommendations', the study found that the most secure method for
development of a postclosure care fund appeared to be the deposit at
start-up method., The development of a sinking fund or an escrow
account was alsodfound toube acceptable in these cases with little
likelihood of premature shutdown. The report also noted that,
unlike reactors, smaller facilities have'the 'option of surety
bonding and concluded that it may be acceptable if the bond is not
able to'be terminated by the surety company.

2. On November 1978, the Commission released a SECY paper (SECY 78-613)
that examined whether the Commission should require financial regula-
tions for its. low-level waste management program. The request for a
financial regulation. for perpetual care had been made by the Natural
Resources Defense Council in a petition for rulemaking for low-level
waste management. 'One of the alternative methods to provide long-term
funding that was recommended by the petitioner was the establishment
of a regulation requiring a'special fund based upon a cubic-foot
charge. However, as the Commission's Notice'of Denial of Petition
for Rulemaking noted, legal problems existed that prevented the
Commission from establishing a long-term care fund through fees
based on the volume of materials. Although fees for use of property
can be established between the landlord and the tenant as is currently
the case, to order a fee-per-unit volume of waste by Commission
regulation and to establish an earmarked fund would require Congressional
authorization. A federally mandated fee-per-unit volume of waste
that is'not a'product of the landlord/tenant contract would in
essence be a tax-requiring legislative enactment. (See Federal
PowerCommission vs. New.England Power Co., 415 U.S. 345 [1974];
National Cable Television-Ass6ciation, Inc., vs. United States 415
U.S. 336 [1974].) -The 'establishement of a special fund based upon
such a tax would also require'special legislation.

3. In December 1979, the NRC released "Decost-Computer Routine for
Decommissioning Cost and FundingAnalysis" (NUREG-0514). The study
developed a'computer routine for'the-analysis of decommissioning
costs'and,funding mechanisms.' The DECOST model calculates the costs
of and evaluates the payments for decommissioning'nuclear facilities,
including postclosure costs under varying'economic and planning
conditions. As used in this study; 'decontamination and decommission-
ing are,;defined as the "removal of the radioactively contaminated
and activated materials from the site to appropriate disposal sites
or the containment of the materials away'from the general public."
The DECOST study used seven possible methods for funding the decom-
missioning'of the facilities: (l) use of'a constant-fee sinking
fund; (2) use of an escalating-fee sinking fund; (3) use of a deposit
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to cover the costs at the expected end of life; .(4),use of a deposit
to cover the decommissioning costs at the time of the deposit; (5)
..use of.the previous method, but with net earnings.returned to the
! rutility; (6) use of straight-line, negative salvage value deprecia-
* ; tion of the facility;.and (7) use of adjusted straight-line negative
'salvage value depreciation of-the facility. .

The DECOST program package can be run to allow-planning to reduce
the costs-and financial risks of all-types of nuclear facilities,
and to allow wide ranging study of the various options available
when planning for decommissioning-of nuclear facilities.

4. :. .In 1977,.Science Applications, Inc., published a report entitled
-."The Financial Alternatives for Stabilization, Reclamation, and
Long-Term Monitoring, and Maintenance ,of.Uranium Mill Tailings
Piles." Alternative financing approaches were evaluated for assuring

. short-term tailings stabilization and.reclamation, and long-term
.-.monitoring and maintenance.; Short-term financing assurances considered
included surety bonds,-cash deposits, certificate of deposits,
deposits of securities, secured interests in an operator's assets,
* letters of credit, and self-insurance. The most favorable short-term

. financing alternatives were determined by a rating system that
evaluated administrative time; operator expense; loss of productive
use of corporate assets; flexibility of surety value; ease of collec-
tion in case of default;-and problems encountered in asset valuation.

. .For long-term financing alternatives, three methods were considered:
;uranium product taxation,.surety bonds and other performance guarantees,

. -and mill operator generated funds. Only specific approaches within
the last categories were considered acceptable.' These alternatives

- were: an earmarked annuity managed by the regulatory body; purchased
investment securities managed by the operator during the active
milling period; and a lump sum final payment secured by surety

. bonding.
I. - -~ . - -

5. The Western Interstate Nuclear Board Committee on Mining and Milling
of Nuclear Fuels also issued policy.recommendations related to the

- financing of stabilization and perpetual.surveillance and maintenance
of uranium mill tailings. - .

The.objectivefofthe April 1977 study was.to determine appropriate
methods;of.financial responsibility for stabilization and perpetual
maintenance of.uranium mill tailings as a means of reducing potential

- radiation exposure. Long-term.financial responsibility was needed
in the event of noncompliance or insolvency by a licensed uranium
mill operator, and the subsequent assumption of responsibilities for
remedial actions and monitoring by government agencies.

Among their recommendations, the Committee found that long-term
financial requirements for. maintenance and surveillance of the
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stabilized pile by the responsible agency should be assured through
the accumulation of an annuity by a separate tax or fee per ton of
ore processed. The Committee also recommended that provision be
made in licensing agreements for transferring ownership of final
disposal sites, with all mineral rights, to the government agency
responsible for maintaining the stabilized tailings pile. A price
adjustment index was also recommended for adjusting the taxes, fees,
or bonds, in-order to maintain the purchasing power parity of the
financial requirements identified in the above recommendations.

6. During June 1974, the Task Force on "Bonding and Perpetual Care of
Licensing Nuclear Activities" was established by the Executive
Committee of the National'Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors in'joint sponsorship with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) and the'Environmental'Protection Agency (EPA). The specific
charge of the Task Force was to examine in detail the requirements
for'establishing bonding and perpetual care programs for all types
of licensed nuclear activities, and to report the 'findings of the
task force as guidelines to assist states in program development.

The study examined the status of bonding programs related to licensed
nuclear activities (excluding waste burial licensees) and found that
only one state, New York, had instituted such a program. During
1975, both North'Carolina and Arkansas assessed bonding legislation.
The reports examined four major areas: (1) the determination of the
licensed activities that may require consideration for bonding and
or perpetual care; (2):to identify the legislative authority necessary
to establish bonding and perpetual care programs; (3) to develop
monetary'ranges of performance bonds and perpetual care trust funds;
and (4) to identify specific administrative areas to be considered
by the state in developing, implementing, and maintaining bonding
and perpetual care programs.

As a prerequisite for certain licensees to possess radioactive
materials, the Task Force concluded that a financial responsibility
review'system should be instituted at both the state and federal
level. They'also found that other'alternatives to bonds and perpetual
care trust funds have been considered and were, at that time, generally
not viable.

The Task Force report included the recommendation of the 1974 National
Conference on Radiation Control, whichwas that a perpetual care
trust fund be legally established that'would draw interest adequate
to'pay the costs of monitoring and maintaining the decommissioned
site. The perpetual'care'trust funds'would be identified and their
use limited to the monitoring, maintenance, and other perpetual care
at the radioactive waste burial site. Items to be considered in
determining the perpetual care trust funds are:

o surveillance, including salaries, travel expenses, instrument
maintenance, overhead, and well drilling.
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I o maintenance of site, including labor, salaries- overhead,
* s special equipment (evaporators, etc.), fence repair, and erosion

control.. 11
I, I - ..

o contingency fund, including protective'actions to prevent
unacceptable release of waste material from the site, including
land acquisition and blocking procedures.

Another recommendation was that performance bonds should be
..posted by the burial site operator payable to the state agency

. having the responsibility for closing and maintaining the site
in the event of default or other inability of the operator to
meet the requirements of the regulatory authority or contract.
The.report-suggested that the performance bond should be adequate
.to cover the following costs: (a) the decommissioning of the
site so as to require minimum maintenance; (b).;the payment of
funds due the perpetual-care trust fund at the time of default;
.(c) the-maintenance and monitoring of the-site for at least one
year to permit possible site reactivation; if-so desired.

7. In 1976, the South Carolina State Department of-Health and Environmental
Control commissioned a study by Clemson University to examine the
state's funding arrangements for meeting the state's obligations for
maintenance, surveillance, and contingency-costs'associated with the
-Barnwell site. The state required Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., as a
condition of their license, .to.pay $;08 per cubic'foot of radioactive
material buried at the Barnwell site. The fee was passed directly
on'to Chem-Nuclear System'sclients.:-No-study was done to arrive at
the decision to set the charge-at $.08'per.-cubic foot. The researchers
were asked by the state to~determine what should be.,the charge per
cubic-foot of radioactive materials to assure that~the sinking fund
would, in perpetuity, adequately.finance all'routine and contingency
costs'associated with:managing the Barnwell site,,so as to pose no
threat to man or his environment, and also to determine what funding
arrangements are needed to protect the state of South Carolina in
the event-the licensee ceases operations before the expected decom-
missioning date. The four specified objectives of the study were:
(1) to estimate the annual costs of routine maintenance and surveil-
lance at the Barnwell-.site,-including salary and labor costs, travel
expense,-instrument maintenance and depreciation,'sampling and
laboratory costs, andcosts of.erosion control practices; (2) to
establish procedures for. estimating-contingency costs associated
with emergency conditions that may.threaten the-health and safety of
the surrounding population; (3) to estimate the per-cubic-foot
contributionto the sinking fund needed'to.establish a fund sufficient
to meet all routine and continuous costs in perpetuity; and (4) to
examine alternatives.for protecting the taxpayers of the state from
being required to assume custodial costs for the Barnwell site, as a
result of failure of the licensee to fulfill its obligations.
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In their conclusions and recommendations, the authors of the Clemson
study found that the costs of meeting the state's possible future
responsibilities toward the Barnwell site should be borne out of
interest earned on the sinking fund, and that the principal should
be protected intact. They found that the charge of $.08 per cubic
foot was inadequate to create a sinking fund of sufficient size to
yield returns that would cover even routine responsibilities of the
state relative to the site. With the existing rate, the study found
that the state would be required to fund about one-half of the cost
of meeting their routine obligations toward the Barnwell site out of
general tax revenues. Major unexpected problems would create even
more of a burden to the state's general tax revenues.

The study used the long-run real return-on U.S. Government bonds as
the basis for estimating an appropriate rate of interest for use in
this analysis. This was-done by estimating the long-run real return
by examining yields on high-quality municipal bonds from 1900 to
1912 and on U.S. Government-bonds from 1913-1973. The study then
corrected these yields-for increases in the wholesale price index.
In the most recent period from 1969, the mean real rate of return
was found to be 1.64 percent per annum. The study used two percent
as the real rate of return in their calculations.

Based on their analysis, the study recommended that a declining-term
performance bond represented the best approach for protecting the
state against a default by the licensee.

The study offered three final recommendations: (1) the fee levied
on each cubic foot of radiological waste material buried at the
Barnwell site should be increased from $.08 to $.14 as soon as
possible; (2) the licensee should be' required to post a declining-
term-performance bond to protect the state against default by the
licensee, with that bond equal to $1.6 million in 1975, and declining
by no more than $90,000 in any year; and (3) that the licensee be
declared in default, and the performance bond forfeited, should it
cease operations at the Barnwell site for any reason prior to June 30,
1995.

8. The Kentucky Legislative Research Commission also released a study
by the Research Triangle Institute that did a financial analysis of
perpetual care and maintenance for the Maxey Flats disposal site.
The study estimated those costs (i.e., site maintenance, surveillance
and monitoring, and water-treatment) associated with a perpetual
care and maintenance site for a variety of different scenarios. The
study found that contributions to a perpetual care and maintenance
fund sufficient to raise the fund to a level necessary to care for
the Maxey Flats site in perpetuity, must be'between $.010 and $.020
per cubic'foot and be-indexed to the rate of cost inflation. The
study found that the initial contribution rate was dependent upon
assumptions about annual costs in 1977 dollars, the rate of inflation,
and the disposition of funds from a tax based on radiotoxicity of
the buried waste that was being proposed by NECO, the site operator.
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9. 'In January978,'Winston Harrington of Reso'irces for' the Future,
;published areport entitled "Continued'Care' of Uranium Mill Sites:
. .Some'Economic Considerations." 'The report analyzed the financial
adequacy*ofthe'New Mexico State Environmental Protection Agency's
:'perpetual care funds for uranium mills. The purpose of the fund was
to.provide for the maintenance in perpetuity of the mill sites after
decommissioning. The state was authorized to require'each mill to
contribute up-to 10 cents per pound of yellowcake (U308), until a
total of $1,000,000 was'deposited by that mill.' '-The author argued
that even this maximum.amount of $1,000,000 proposed by the state
was inadequate-to'generate an income stream that would support an
adequate maintenance program at the sites'. The author.assumed that
the continued care fund'would have to be sufficient to meet the
following expenses at the mill site:

. . . :
O .- . o Fencingis assumed to be around-the tailings pile, which will

have tobe replaced when it wears out. Repairs will also have
to be done.

o Monitoring of the site is necessary on at least an annual
. basis. Repairs'will'have to be made if the structural integrity

of'the pile has been compromised by erosion or animals.

o Ground-water quality must be monitored.

o '.I case of a natural disaster, repairs may De necessary.

o Unanticipated problems must be considered. Revegetation is nc
included..

Th'e author developed two criteria that he assumed-a perpetual care
fund must'satisfy:'

I)t

. ,

o Based'on currently available information on costs and interest
and inflation rates, the fund should generate an income stream
sufficient to meet all maintenance costs, (i.e., fencing,
monitoring and repair,-.emergencies,-and unanticipated problems),;
and

O The terms of the continued care contribution should be readily
..alterable as new information becomes available. Thus, the

perpetual care contribution from a mill 'operating ten years
from now should reflect ten additional years'. data for inflation
and maintenance costs. ' '

10. In September of.1980,,the Texas Advisory Committee on Nuclear Energy
on Low-level'NuclearWaste'Disposal prepared 'a report on low-level
waste management'that-dealt with the e'conomic considerations of
decommissioning 'and postcl'osure-care for a'low-level'waste site.
The"report'recommended that the disposal fees for an LLW site should
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include an assessment to accumulate an extended-care fund. The
Department of Health would be'responsible for annually reviewing
the cubic foot assessment for the extended-care fund. The funds
collected for extended care are to.be-deposited with and managed by
the Department of Health with the purpose of assuring proper decom-
missioning when the site is closed and-assuring long-term maintenance
and surveillance of the site. The report indicate's that provisions
for the extended-care fund ultimately should be incorporated into a
constitutional amendment to assure long-term protection of the fund.

11. The NRC Task Force Report on Review of the Federal/State Program for
Regulation of Commercial Low-Level Radioactive Waste Burial Grounds
(NUREG-0217) also examined the long-term care of disposal sites.

Officials from the states indicated that under present leases,
low-level waste burial ground operators could abandon sites at any
time without a continuing financial obligation for long-term care
and maintenance.

In all states except Illinois where disposal fees are paid into the
general state funds, a specific fund has been established for
perpetual care of sites. The money is paid to the state by the
operator and is based on per-cubic foot burial charges, which range
from 5W/ft3 to 161/ft3.

With the possible exception of the South Carolina site, neither the
state members nor the Task Force members believed that funds were
being accrued at a rate sufficient to adequately care for the sites.

The report also mentioned that the Task Force Report on Radiation
Control Program Directors recommended.that annual interest from
perpetual care trust'funds for low-level'waste sites should total
between $50,000 and $250,000 depending on ground characteristics.
Such an amount would be sufficient to pay for the annual long-term
costs of monitoring, minor maintenance, and surveillance.

Initially, the funds were established to provide money from interest
for perpetual care of the sites. They were not considered as resources
for corrective action, since major problems in site operations were
not expected.

However, with recent operational problems at several sites, the
report noted that site operators have reevaluated use of the funds
and found that it was evident that present funds'were insufficient
for major corrective actions'.

Furthermore, such use of the funds would.deplete the principal,
leaving little money for long-term care.' All states indicated that
they would need federal financial and technical 'assistance if major
deficiencies'in site performance are found at the burial sites.
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Appendix M

POTENTIAL LONG-TERM IMPACTS OTHER THAN GROUND WATER
MIGRATION AND INADVERTENT INTRUSION

This-appendix addresses potential Iong-term radiological impacts associated
'with-near-surface disposal of radioactive waste other than those directly'
associated with ground-water migration and potential inadvertent human intrusion.
These latter.impacts'-4are extensively addressed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this<
environmental impact statement. .These impacts may be divided into three areas:

o Gaseous releases from decomposing wastes.
o Plant'and animal intrusion.'
0 Erosion.'

Potential ways to mitigate such impacts are 'also addressed."'

1. GASEOUS RELEASES-FROM DECOMPOSING WASTES ,

Muchlof the waste currently being disposed in shallow land burial facilities
consists-of organic material such'as wood, paper, or animal carcasses., 'As such
buried organic material'decomposes over time,..,'gaseous decomposition products
such'as C02 'or CH4 (methane) are'formed which can be transported upward,'.through
the trench-caps,'and into the atmosphere. Such decomposition gases can contain
'tritium (H-3, or T), C-14,'or other radioisotopes contained'in the disposed waste.

As' stated byEPA-in connection-with decomposition gases.generated at sanitary
landfills (Ref. 1):

A major product of landfill waste decomposition processes is a gaseous
,mixture consisting largely, of, methane (55 percent) and carbon dioxide
' (45 percent),'_with trace amounts of elemental 'nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen,
and'varyingtrace constituents such as ammonia, carbon monoxide,' ethylene
and water.vapor. The extent of gas production depends primarily.on landfill
age,.percent-and type of waste organic materials, cover material permeability
and thickness, landfill temperature' variation, waste density and moisture

,'content..'Once generated, methane can'migrate.radially by'diffusion and
convective'flow processes through the-gas permeable waste and the'adjaicent
and.overlying soil., Under certain conditions, the methane can collect in

* explosive concentrations' (5 to. 15'percent 'in the presence of1 air) in
conduits or buildings adjacent to the landfill. The presence of methane

.,,,-,.-.can also result in damage to a variety of,plant species due to reduced
oxygen concentrations in the plant'root zone. Carbon dioxide will'dissolve
in ground water forming carbonic.acid, 'therefore mineralizing: and-
contaminating it'. A common methodology utilized to' predict the.potential

' extent 'f, methane migratlonis to. assume that-ten feet of horizontal-'
'''', methane migration may occurfor eachfoot of landfill depth. The'resulting
value'is only a'very general,'estimate, since site specific subsurface
conditions such as an impermeable cover and porous substrata can re'sult
-in methane migration on the order.of hundreds of feet..
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The presence of tritium and carbon-14 tagged decomposition products at shallow
land burial facilities was first observed by Matuszek, et al. (Refs. 2, 3).
Samples of gases collected from trench sumps at the Maxey Flats, Kentucky, and
West Valley, New York disposal facilities have been shown to'contain elevated
quantities of tritiated gaseous compounds, primarily CH3T'(methane) and HTO,
but also HT and other tritiated hydrocarbons. Such C-14 tagged hydrocarbons as
14CO2 and 14CH3 have also been identified as well as Kr-85 and Rn-222.

Table M.1 is a summary of radionuclide concentrations and gas composition in
samples of trench sump gas at the West Valley facility. Also shown are the
results of the analysis of a single sample of soil gas over a fractured area
in the cap over trench no. 3. This sample was obtained through collection of
gas accumulated underneath a plastic tarpaulin placed over the fractured area.
The most abundant radioactive species in the trench gas'was tritium as CH3T,
which constituted 22-68% of the sump gases (Ref. 2). Lu and Matuszek also
developed an empirical method to estimate the bulk permeability of'disposal
trench covers to estimate rates of gas production and gas release. This was
determined by measuring the pressure differential between trench gas and the
atmosphere, and correlating the measured pressure differentials measured in
the'field with those calculated through a Darcy-Flow Model, GASFLO. Using this
method, the annual volume of gas released to the environment (which can vary
depending upon seasonal climatic changes) was estimated. This gas volume was
then multiplied by the measured gas conrcentrations in disposal trench sumps
and annual radionuclide release rates determined. Lu and Matuszek calculated
that the amount of TCH3 released to the environment could be estimated to be
approximately 1 to 8 curies per year from various West Valley disposal trenches
(Refs. 3, 4).

Gas samples taken from trench sump monitoring wells are an indication of the
nature of the gaseous source term, but may not indicate the magnitude of the
gaseous emanation through a disposal trench cover.' The actual concentration
of radionuclides emanating from a disposal trench cover are of more significance
to potential'offsite exposures to the public. For example, the data from the
West Valley disposal facility indicates that the'concentration of tritium
emanating from a trench (in pCI/cc of air) may be'a'factor of 1000 less than
tritium concentrations measured from a trench sump well. Similarly, the
concentration of C-14 emanating from a disposal trench may be a factor of
10 to 140 less.

Since the acquisition of the West Valley, New York data, experimental measure-
ments of tritium and C-14 concentrations in gases emanating from disposal trenches
have been made, at the Maxey Flats,'Kentucky'(Ref. 5) and Beatty, Nevada (Ref. 6)
disposal facilities.. These'measurements provide a comparison of gas concentra-
tions in trench wells and trench covers'at both'a humid and an arid disposal
facility. Measurements of Rn-222 fluxes (in pCi/m2-sec) emanating'from disposal
trench covers have also been made at the Maxey Flats and Beatty facilities.

Samples were collected at these facilities from trench sump wells in addition
to soil gas samples. As the Beatty facility is located in an arid environment,
the sump wells are all dry. In addition, samples were obtained at the Beatty
facility from dry observation wells located between some of the disposal
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Table M.1, Radionuclide Concentrations-and Gas Composition in Trench Gas
and Soil Gas Samples at West Valley, New York.

- ,

Concentration Trench 3
(pCi/ccY Well 2-1A Well 3-1 Well 5-1A Well 5-3A soil gas

HT 1.30 i 0.12 8.2 ±0.5 0.53 i 0.08 <.0013

8sKr - 3.7 ± 1.4 -3.9-± 0.6 40 2 0.0027 i 0.0003

14CH4 5.5 ± 0.9 2.0 + 0.2 6.4 i 0.9 96±+ 12 0.7 ± 0.1

CH3  130 ± 0.2 250 ± 30 480 ± 50 1580 ± 160 0.110 ± 0.111
14CH(HC) 1.1 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.2 <0.16
3 H(HC) 2.5 ± 0.8 29 ± 3 47 ± 5
14C- 0.06 i 0.03 0.19 ± 0.03
14C02 .- -2.2 ± 1.0 0.9 ± 0.4 7.4 ± 1.5 4.8 ± 0.3 0.0067 ± 0.0008

14C (total) 6.7 + 1.5 15 ± 0.9 26 ± 7
222Rn 2.56 ± 1.10 83 ± 3 0.94 ± 0.03 35.5 ± 1.1 0.117 ± 0.005

Gas Composition (%)

N2  62.0 67.0 63.6 25.8 79.1

02 0.22 0.70 3.5 0.12 19.7

C02  10.35 2.82 10.3 4.52 0.22

CH4  26.7 28.7 21.8 68.3 <0.02

Ar - 0.73 0.76 -. 0.69 0.37 9.93

H2 <0.03 <0.3 <0.4 0.84 <0.02

trenches. Sump samples at both facilities were obtained by pumping air from
the sumps which was then either compressed into air cylinders or collected
(relatively uncompressed) into 15-liter air sample collection bags. To determine
concentrations of radionuclides in soil gas, accumulation canisters constructed
of 55-gallon steel drums were used. The drums were sealed to the soil through
use of water-emulsified polymer sealant and draped with thermal aluminized space
blankets. Similar to the sump samples, air withdrawn from the soil gas accumula-
tion canisters was collected into compressed air cylinders and uncompressed
sample bags.

The results of these experimental measurements are shown in Tables M.2 through
M.5. The results of the gas composition analyses for the two facilities are
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Table M.2 Composition of Trench and Soil Gas at
the Maxey Flats Disposal Facility

Trace
N2  02 C0 2  CH4  H20

Location (% Volume) (% Volume) (PPM) (PPM) (mg/l)

Background

North Fence 77 22 98 2 0.95
South Fence 77 22 168 2 2.11

Trench Gas

TR-7 Sump 77 22 148 2 1.48
TR-11S Sump 77 22 470 114 - 2.60
TR-18 Sump 78 20 12000 6720 2.56
TR-26 Sump 77 22 29 2 2.22
TR-35 Sump 77 22 186 8 1.38

Soil Gas

TR-11S 77 22 255 1 1.04
TR-18 77 21 2580 12 1.33
TR-20 78 22 881 1.4 1.47
TR-26 77 22 819 2 2.12
TR-35 77 22 1410 4 2.83

Natural Dry
Atmospheric Air 78.1 20.9 315 1.2 --
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Table M.3 Composition of Trench
Facility

and Soil Gas at the Beatty Disposal

Background

Observation Well R-1

Observation Well R-2

Observation Well R-3

Observation Well R-6

Sump Well TR-14

Sump Well TR-16

Canister TR-2

Canister TR-3

Canister TR-4

Canister TR-5

Canister TR-14

Canister TR-16

N2 CO2 CH4 Trace 1120
N,2
(% Volume)

78

78

78

74

78

76

64

73

1 77

- 76

73

79

78

'°2
I (X2

22

'20

17

- -15

'22

21

17

21

I 22

-21

21

21

22

Volume) (PPM)

300

1860

8100

1270

600

530

2200

300

300

300

300

300

300

. _ .

CH4
(PPM)

10

7.7

19

41 -

7-

16

9.80

5.1

7.1

6.5

6.5

6.5

7.3

-

Trace H20
(mg/liter)

1.95

.2.81

2.74

2.-55

N.A.

2.88

3.59

1.77

2.11

2.08

2.02

2.02

2.58
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Table M.4 Tritium and Carbon-14 Activity in Trench and Soil
Gas (pCi/cc) at the Maxey Flats Disposal Facility

Gaseous Tritium HTO Tritium Gaseous C-14

Background

North Fence 4.18±0.18 (E-2) 2.48±0.11 (E-3) 0±0.45 (E-4)
South Fence 1.28±0.06 (E-2) 8.33±0.45 (E-3) 0±0.45 (E-4)

Trench Gas

TR-7 Sump 1.29±0.07 (E-2) 6.31±0.34 (E-3) 0±0.45 (E-4)
TR-11S Sump 1.58±0.11 (E-2) 1.48±0.08 (E-2) 4.95±3.15 (E-5)
TR-18 Sump 1.12±0.07 (E-1) 2.25±0.22 (E-2) 7.88±0.33 (E-2)
TR-26 Sump 1.61±0.09 (E-2) 2.25±0.11 (E-3) 0+0.45 (E-4)

Soil Gas

TR-11S 2.84+0.09 (E-3) 8.67±0.47 (E-4) 0±0.45 (E-4)
TR-18 9.01±0.90 (E-4) 6.42±0.34 (E-4) 4.50±3.15 (E-5)
TR-20 1.13±0.05 (E-2) 2.59±0.11 (E-3) 0±0.45 (E-1)
TR-26 5.81±0.36 (E-3) 4.95±0.23 (E-4) 0±0.45 (E-4)
TR-35 9.50±0.45 (E-3) 1.80±0.09 (E-3) 0±0.45 (E-4)
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Table'M.5 Tritium and C-14' Activity Measurements- at-
the Beatty, Nevada Disposal'Facility

. . ,. .. , , ;

- .

Gaseous
Tritium
(pCi/cc)

HTO Vapor
. (pci/cc) C-14 (pci /cc)

, -? . Backqround <1.35 (E-4) 5.52'(E-2-). .-.<9.01 (E-;5)

Trench Gas

- ... Observation Well
Observation Well
Observation Well
Observation Well
SumptWell TR-14

- Sump Well TR-16

Soil Gas

R-I
R-2
R-3
R-6

2.68;(E-i)
5.68 (E-3)
4.73 (E-2)
2.11 (E-1)
9.86 (E-2)
9.82 (E-1)

8.22 (E-2) 5..90 (E-2)
3.08 (E-2) 3.60 (E-2)
2.93 (E-2) 3.04 (E-2)
-- .1.46'(E-3)

5.52 (E+0) 2.59.(E-2)_,
9.35-(E-2) 8.56 (E-3) '-

I I
:, � % , - . j .- :

. , I

I ; I , , , .

Canister TR-2
Canister TR-3
Canister TR-4
Canister TR-5

-Canister TR-14
Canister. TR-16

-<1.35
. 1.1.99

1.17
7.75
1.53
1.98

(E-4)
(E-1)
(E-1)
(E-2)
(E-1)
(E-1)

5.18 (E-2).
1.90. (E-2)
7.55 (E-2)'
1.27 (E-2)
3.72 (E-2)
1.62 *(E-2)

<9.01 (E-5)
2.21 (E-4),'
-1.35-(E-4)' -

.5.27 (E-3) .' -
1541 (E74) 3

,.8.11 (E-4) . -

. I - - - - I , - - ;

shown in Tables M.2 and M.3. Tritiated water vapor, gaseous'tritium (all tritiated
gas compounds except water vapor), and gaseous C-14 results for the Maxey Flats
and Beatty facilities are shown in Tables M.4 and M.5, respectively.

The data is limited and there are a'number of environmental and sampling
-variables which may not totally have been taken into consideration, such as
the 'extentfto which the fsampling process itself changes'the conditions to be
measured. However, methane 'generation at'the'Beatty'facility appearstto be
generally s'ignificantly les's than'that at West Valley or Maxey Flats.- Measured
concentratio'ns'o'f gaseous' tritium and HTO vapor in the trench sumps at Maxey
Flats appear to be elevated. 'However,'concentrations of these radionuclides
measured emanating'from trench covers are significantly less--e.g., on the order
of background concentrations at-this disposal facilityor less. Except for
one sump measurement-(trench-18),; C-14 measurem'ents at the trench sumps are
consistent with'C-14'concentratlons measured in solI gas.

At the'Beatty facility, elevated'c'oncentrations of C-14 are observed at the
observation'wells and the'dry sumps;'however, reduced C-14 concentrations are
observed in soil-gas.' Also of interest is the observation that similar
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concentrations of C-14 are observed in the observation wells as in the trench
sumps, which may mean that, lateral diffusion of C-14 is taking place beneath
the facility. A similar situation is observed-for gaseous tritium and HTO vapor.
For gaseous tritium, similar concentrations of gaseous tritium is observed at
the observation wells, sump wells, and accumulation canisters. Except for one
abnormally large measurement at sump well TR-14, all measured concentrations
of tritium as HTO'vapor'lie-within a relatively small range--i'.e., from 1.27
to 9.35 E-2 pCi/cc. It may also be observed that while C-14 concentrations in
the soil gas at the Beatty-facility are about the same as those concentrations
measured at Maxey Flats, gaseous tritium and HTO vapor soil gas concentrations
are generally higfier at-Beatty than at Maxey Flats. This may be caused by the
higher evapotranspiration at the Beatty facility, in addition to trench covers
having higher permeability.

It is of interest to compare the concentrations of tritium and C-14 measured in
soil gas to maximum permissible concentrations'(mpc) for release-to unrestricted
areas listed in Table II ofl10 CFR Part 20. For submersion doses, which would
be the case here, the mpc for tritium is 4 x 10-5 pCi/ml while the mpc for C-14
is 1 x 10-6 pCi/ml (for C02). Taking the maximum H-3 and C-14 concentrations
observed at the Beatty facility--i.e., 0.2 pCi/cc gaseous tritium and
5.27 x 10-3 pCi/cc C-14--the'maximum-observed concentrations are a factor of
200 below mpc for H-3 and a factor of 5300 below mpc for C-14. Concentrations
in unrestricted areas would be much less due to atmospheric dispersion.

Radon-222 fluxes measured at the Maxey Flats facility ranged from negligible
levels to 0.095 pCi/m2-sec. These levels, however, were determined in the month
of December,;when generally wet conditions existed at'the facility. Radon-222
flux measurements at the Beatty facility ranged from background (approximately
0.48 pCi/m2-sec) to about 0.9 pCi/m2-sec. By contrast, typical Rn-222 flux
measurements from a bare uranium'milling tailings pile are estimated at about
281 pCi/m2-sec (Ref. 7). The proposed radon flux limit for reclaimed tailings
is 2 pCi/m2-sec. Table M.6 presents a list of typical radon flux measurements
for various parts of the country (Ref. 7).

There are two concernsidue to the observed generation of waste decomposition
gases within disposal trenches: (1) offsite exposures due to release of radio-
active gases, and (2) onsite nonradiological safety to operating crews.

In the former case, potential offsite releases and exposures to individuals
would not appear to'be significant. Although the;existing data is limited,
the emanation rates that have been measured at near-surface disposal facilities
are small, and would indicate that potential offsite exposures would. not' be
significant. That is, potential exposures would-be expected to be orders of
magnitude less than limits established in 10 CFR 20 and much less than limits
established in 40 CFR 190 for effluents from operation of a nuclear fuel cycle
facility. However, additional field investigation should be performed to verify
this and to investigatethe extent that differences.in site design, operation,
site climate, seasonal variation, measurement techniques, etc. have upon the
emanation rates.. For example, the observed-differences in tritium emanation
rates between the Beatty facility and the Maxey Flats facility may be due to
the lesser permeability of the cover material at the Maxey Flats facility. As
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.. ; I Table M.6 Radon-222 Flux Measurements in the
Contiguous United States -

. ~.

; - I .Location

Illinois

Champaign County

*" -Average Reported Radon
. Flux pCi/M 2 -sec - , .

� � I I

(472)* 1.4

''Argonne (8)

Massachusetts

-- Lincoln (10)

New Mexico

. - .. Socorro (10)
.Socorro (6)
Socorro (164)

0.56

1.34

.. 0.90
I .1.01

0.64

I ¶

* Nevada

Yucca Flats
. *. :

Texas

Varied Locations
" r

0.47
I I . .I

1. . -

(9) 0.27

*Number in parentheses indicates
separate measurements. , _ ;

number of

mentioned earlier,'the soil was generally saturated when'the'measurements were
taken, which would impede upward gas flow.; 'Other site specific conditions--such
as 'the'greatly increased evapotrans'pirati6n at the Beatty facility compared
with the Maxey Flats'facility--may also have an impact.:

It is-expected that the performance objectives established in Chapter 5 to
reduce 'or eliminate the requirement for active long-term maintenance-actvities
foliowlngodisposal facility closure will also act to significantly reduce,'
radionuclide;;emanation'ra'tes from'trench covers--particularly from'disposal
facilities located in humid environments.
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Decomposition of organic waste and generation of gases are complex processes
accelerated by moist, saturated conditions and retarded by dry, unsaturated
conditions. The former is illustrated by the conditions at Maxey Flats and
West Valley facilities, where waste decomposition has led to increased infil-
tration and saturated conditions,-further accelerating decomposition. The
latter situation is illustrated by the Beatty, Nevada facility, which has no
water management problems and a greatly reduced rate of waste decomposition.
Emanation of the generated gases through the trench cap is a variable depending
upon such factors as trench cap thickness and composition. In general, emanation
rates would be reduced by thicker covers composed of lower permeable materials.

Key variables, of course, are the composition of the waste material itself, as
well as the disposal practices at a particular site.. Compressible, easily
degradable organic waste material can lead to water management problems at
humid sites as well as increased generation of gaseous decomposition products.
It, therefore, can be deduced that essentially the-same improvements in waste
form and disposal facility design and operating practices that would eliminate
the need for active long-term maintenance activities-following site closure
would also act to greatly reduce the rate of decomposition of the waste material.
Such a reduction in the decomposition rate of the disposed waste would not only
reduce the instanteous rate of gaseous decomposition products, but would also
allow time for decay of the tritium (half life of about 12.3'years), which is
the most significant radionuclide in terms of total curies. Thus, total
integrated releases over time would be smaller.

In summary, the emanation rates actually measured from LLW disposal sites are
very small, and would be expected to result in offsite doses which are expected
to be considerably less than, for example, the 25 mrem/year whole body criteria
proposed for protection of ground water at the facility boundary. Even under
less than ideal conditions--that is, for example, at Maxey Flats where decom-
posing waste has produced a bathtub situation--decomposition gases have not
resulted in significant releases. Furthermore-, such generation rates would be
expected to fall off over time. This is the experience seen by EPA for methane
generation at nonradioactive solid waste disposal sites.

The principal long-term impact of a potential waste decomposition problem is
probably not the-gas emanation per se, but a potential problem with long-term
active site maintenance, and has already been addressed as a performance objective.
It should also be noted that the recent establishment of a de minimis or exempt
level for tritium and C-14 contained in liquid scintillation fluid and biological
waste would probably reduce the potential for active long-term site maintenance
as well as reduce the generation of gaseous decomposition products at LLW sites
(Ref. 8).

The second area of, concern is of a relatively shorter-term nature--i.e.,.a
potential nonradiological. safety hazard at the disposal facility from generation
of methane gas.. Methane explosions have been observed at or nearby sanitary
landfills (Ref. 9). This potential concern, however, can be mitigated or'..
eliminated atulow-level waste disposal facility by, for example, reducing the
decomposition rate of the waste material. This has already been shown to be
important for minimizing the need for active long-term maintenance. In addition,
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'methane gas generation and migration in sumps and observation'wells inaybe'readily
monitbred through currently available techniques. If monitoring shows methane
gas generation to be a problem, the technology for constiuction of-engineered
control systems has already been developed for sanitary landfills and chemical
and hazardous waste disposal facilities, where methane generation would be
expected to be a much greater problem due' to'the nature of the disposal technology
utilized and the typically higher organic content of the disposed waste material.
'Applic'ation of a given'methane gas control technology would be' applied if
necessary on a site-specific basis as part of licensing an individual facility.

2. POTENTIAL FOR PLANT AND ANIMAL INTRUSION

Another potential source'of long-term'environmental 'releases'is through potential
intrusion'of burrowing 'animals and dep-rooted'plants'into disposed waste. As
discussed in Appendix F, a number of isolated cases of plant and animal intrusion
into.disposed waste have been documented (principally at government facilities).
However, the exiisting -information indicates'that the past instances of "plant
and'animal intrusion have 'not resulted mina'significant public health and safety
problem. 'Nonetlihless, methods by which the potential impacts of plant and animal
intrusion may be minimized are of interest to this'environmental'impact statement.

There'appear to be three principal pathways in which potential intrusion-of
deep-rooted-'ilants-and burrowing animals can impact'humans:'''

o Plant and animal intrusion can create pathways ina disposall'trench
cover for increased percolation of rainwater'into'the disposal trench,
thus potentially increasing ground-water migration.

o Radionuclides may be brought to the surface where they may be dispersed
by wind and water.

o Contamination on'or within plants and animals may be potentially eaten
by humans.

The first'pathway is believed to probably be the mostlsignificant asit-can
potentially affect a larger population''than'the'other two pathways. The effects
of increased percolation of rainwater into disposal trench covers due to-intrusion
has-already been included in the groundwater impacts-calculation in Chapter 5.
That is, for the cases in the case study that improved disposal trench covers
are implemented, the maximum effectiveness of the improved covers is assumed
only for a period of 100 years"(active'institutional-control period) following
facility license termination. During'this time period, the-site owner:would
maintain the facility and control access to it.- Site maintenance activities
would include surveillance 'for and control of 'potential ~presence of deep-rooted
plants and burrowing animals. Following 100 years, some-degradation iin effec-
tiveness of the disposal cell covers is assumed to occur due to the potential
for inadvertent human intrusion, 'and the potential presence'of deep-rooted plants
and burrowing'animals. '

The other'two'pathways are believed to be less significant and-would be bounded
by the individual and population impacts'calculated for potential human intrusion.
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A consideration is that potential impacts of plant and animal intrusion into
disposed wastes are highly site-specific and are, furthermore, difficult to
calculate. Some of the factors which greatly influence potential impacts
include:

o The climate of the disposal site.

o The varieties of plants and animals indigenous to the disposal site.

o The characteristics of the disposal operations.

o The characteristics of the disposed wastes (e.g., higher potential
impacts would be expected from wastes having higher radionuclide
contents, and/or wastes with higher potential for leaching or
dispersion).

This indicates that the best approach may be to address ways to minimize plant
and animal intrusion on a case-by-case basis as part of licensing individual
disposal facilities. It is useful, however, to consider on a generic basis
ways in which this.may be accomplished.

It appears that many of the potential methods which can be used to minimize
plant and animal intrusion or to reduce the impacts of such potential intrusion
are similar or identical to those which are useful against potential human
intrusion. For example, the potential for (and resulting impacts from) plant
and animal intrusion can be minimized by:

o Institutional controls;

o Waste form and packaging; and

o Facility design and operating practices.

As discussed earlier, the'site owner would be expected as part of institutional
control to maintain control over the closed facility, and would carry out
monitoring and surveillance activities as well as minor maintenance of. site
grounds. These activities would include control of undesirable vegetation and
burrowing animals. Such activities, of course, would be a long-term expense
to the facility owner, and it is desirable to minimize these long-term expenses.

The gain from Improved waste forms and waste packages is straightforward.
- Improving waste form and packaging reduces the potential for leaching-of the
- radionuclides out of the waste and-subsequent migration or uptake by plant
roots. In addition, the waste would be less likely to be in a form which
could be brought to the surface by burrowing animals and dispersed.

Some facility design and operating practices which would tend to generally
reduce the potential for plant and animal intrusion include the following:

o Increasing;the thickness of earthen fill between the top of the
disposed waste and the facility surface.
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o Placing higher'activity material'at greater depths (layering the -higher
activity waste). - . *.

o Filling the interstitial spaces between the''disposed waste containers
with cement grout.

o Use of barriers to intrusion (bio-barriers).

The first'three items are straightforward; 'The burrowing-depths of most animals,
except soie'.insects',"'typically are not'more than one or two meters. Increasing
the cover thickness (e.g.,' from one to two meters to three to four meters)-would
therefore'place the waste below the burrowing depths of most burrowing animals.
Layering'the higher-activity waste streams essentially eliminates the potential
for''intrusion'into'these waste -streams.''' Contact, if it occurs, would be only
with the lower activity-waste-streams. ''Grouting the'disposed waste packages
impedes intrusion into the disposal cells, reduces the potential for waste
dispersio'i, and 'reduces the potential for increased ground-water migration.-

Barriers against intrusion may also be used. One barrier which;-has been used
with success' against intrusion by burrowing -animals is-emplacement.of a;hard.
surface such as rip-rap, cobbles, or asphalt over the top of disposal trenches.
The hard surface-greatly discourages or eliminates burrowing-mammals and has
the added benefit of controlling potential wind and-water erosion; Coatings
of cobbles over filled disposal trenches are currently being routinely used at
the:Hanford Reservation, both at the'disposal areas operated by DOE and.the
commercial disposal facility located'within the reservation. .

Over''the past several-years,1work on development of biological'barriers~effective
against deep rooted plants and burrowing insects in.addition'to burrowing mammals
has been performed by Cline, et al., and this work is discussed in some detail
in Appendix' F. This work has included use of-asphalt and cobble layers,,as
-well 'as use'of root'toxins'placed at sufficient depth below-the surface-to kill
`:deeiprooted'plants but allow shallow-rooted plants 'to grow.- It is possible
that herbicides could be-used which would be nontoxic to-the plant but would
inhibit root',growth. "

To summarize''Appendix'F, the use of cobbles, asphalt,'oi-other hardenedilayers
would appear'to'b'e straightforward in'application against intrusion by burrowing
mammals. 'Additional work is required, however,'to'develop-effective biological
barriers against intrusion by plant"roots, particularly in-humid environments.
In any case,;construction of elaborate-biological barriers-could prove to be
an expensive hinderince-as'long'.as trench subsidence-was in-evidence at-a
disposal facility. Subsidence would tend-to crack rigid surfaces such as asphalt
layers or concrete, thus reducing or eliminating their effectiveness. -Repairs
or restabilization activities would also tend to be more difficult and more
expe'nsive.

3. 'EROSION

Another sou'rce of potential environmental releases-is through the effects-of
wind and water erosion. -Through these mechanisms, the covers over disposal'
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trenches may be removed over time, eventually exposing the disposed wastes
which then could be potentially dispersed into the environment through airborne
or waterborne pathways. In addition, a significant erosion problem would reduce
the ability to predict disposal facility Impacts over time.

It is recognized that minimizing the effects of erosion is of significant
importance when siting, designing and operating a disposal facility. The effects
of erosion are site-specific and would be analyzed as part of individual
licensing actions for a particular disposal facility. For some facilities--for
example those located in an arid region having high winds--wind erosion may be
of. most significance. For facilities located in humid environments, gully or
sheet erosion due to the action of water may be of most significance. Gully
erosion would affect less of the disposed waste, but could occur over a shorter
time frame. Sheet erosion would eventually effect a larger area, and hence a
larger amount of the disposed waste, but would take longer to occur.

It is believed that the effects of erosion at a' disposal facility can be
minimized through proper siting, design, and operation to the point that it
needn't be considered a problem. Practical measures which can be readily. taken
to minimize or eliminate this potential problem include the following examples:

o Avoid areas characterized by rapid erosion, such as floodplains, areas
of high topographic relief, and so forth.

o Stabilize the site against erosion through application of a soil cover
such as grass or a layer of rip-rap.

o If drainage-channels are used at the facility, minimize gully erosion
through appropriate engineering such as lining with rip-rap.

Still, it is difficult to predict the effectiveness of measures intended to
minimize erosion over the long term, and it is instructive to obtain an upper-
bound estimate of the level of potential exposures that could occur if through
some reason the waste did become exposed through erosion. To do this, an
estimate must be made of the length of time that it takes for the cover over
the waste to be removed through weathering activities. As stated above, gully
erosion could be a fairly rapid process. - However, its effects would tend to
be localized and if it were to occur, then it would probably occur during-,the
100-year institutional control period. During this time period, the disposal
site would be under the surveillance and control of a governmental agency and
steps could be taken to correct the problem.. Sheet erosion, however, would
appear to be a less perceptible, long-term potential problem.

3.1 Water Erosion

A short but illustrative discussion of soil-water erosion rates is provided by
Healy and Rodgers in Reference 10. As observed by-the authors, erosion rates
can vary widely depending upon such site-specific factors as rainfall, soil -

type, ground slope, soil cover, and human activities. To calculate-the potential
erosion rate, use may be made of the universal soils loss equation (USLE)..
This equation has been used (or a derivative has been used) for a number of
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years"to estimate erosion rates from plowed agricultural fields. A derivative
of the semi-emperical equation has also been used to determine erosion rates
'during'highway and other forms of construction activities.' As stated above,-
the equation -is actually intended for use in determining erosion from plowed
agricultural'fields. .The length of ;time over which the erosion rate is- '
calculated is short and the conditions under which the equation is used (e.g.,
plowed fields) are those:in which sheet erosion would be accentuated. ''
Considerable care must be taken when applying the equation to a disposal
'facility. -Stll,',- the equation is useful as a basis of discussion of the
variation in erosion rates and the types of factors which influence'erosion
rate.'

A simplified derivative of the universal soil loss equation is as'follows '
(Ref. 11):

A = R x K x'LS x VM, where

A 'The computed soil loss in tons/acre per year. This quantity may be
converted to cubic meters using selected conversion factors.

B The'rainfall intensity'factor, which is a measure of the erosion
*force of rainfall.

; . . . ......................... .... I

K'-''The soil erodibility factor, which .is highly regional.

:''The next two-parameters are of importance as they may be varied to control'and
minimize erosion:

*'- LS ='The'topographic factor--e.g., the-effect of lengthand steepness of
-slopes on the-soil loss per unit area. - -

VM ='The'erosion control factor; which-:is a function of all erosion'control
-":'''measures such as vegetation', mchanical-manipulation of the surface,

''chemical treatments, etc. iFor bare slopes, VMl1.'.

In general, a'maximum rate of'erosion is-apparently reached-in'areas having
precipitation-on the order of'25 cm/yr (10.in/yr)-, with decreased rates in-more

"-humid as well 'as-in more arid climates. Thenumber and severity, of rain storms
is also'' an important;factor. To determine the effect of rainfall, a rainfall
erosion-index (or rainfall intensity factor) has been'developed,.which'is a
function of the total kinetic energy of a rainstorm as well as its maximum
intensityover- a 30-minute period.. Iso-erodent maps-are available giving regional
values of this index and in the eastern states, this factor can vary from
about 50 to about 600.

The soil erodibility factor'accounts for the differences'in erosion potential
among differentl soils.' ~This factor can vary widely--e.g. ,from 0.69 for a
Dunkirk silt loam'to'0.03 for an Albin gravelly loam (Ref.-10).

Of course, the gradient of the ground slope as-well as the'steepness of the
ground slope'are also important factors. Complicated formulas can be used to
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determine the topographic factor for multiple slope lengths and gradients.
One such formula is illustrated in Reference 11., In general, however, the
factor is larger-with larger gradients. Healy and-Rodgers gives an example of
this in Reference 10. "For a length of 60 m (200 ft.), the soil loss ratio
varies from about 0.3 at a 2% gradient to about 6 at a slope of 20%."

The last factor--the erosion control (soil cover) factor--greatly influences
the calculated erosion rate. For agricultural purposes, determining this factor
can be complicated.. It may, for example, be influenced by such factors as crop
management techniques, growth stages of crops during periods of heavy rainfall,
and so forth. However, as stated in Reference 10, "with established meadows
of grass, alfalfa or clover, the soil loss rates are 0.4 to 2% of that from
fallow land."

For purposes of waste management, this implies that a good soil cover over a
disposal facility such as a thick vegetative carpet or a layer of rip-rap can
reduce potential erosion rates from a given site (all other factors such as
rainfall, soil erodibility, and topography being equal) by 2 or 3 orders of
magnitude.

The combined effect of the different possible rainfall, soil erodibility,
topography and soil cover factors can result in wide differences in erosion
rates. For example, Table M.7, obtained from Reference 10, provides an
illustration of different erosion and runoff rates for a number of widely
scattered soil types, rainfall, crops, and so forth. The erosion rate of clean
tillage can exceed that associated with dense soil covers by 2 to nearly 3 orders
of magnitude.

Human activities such as.construction of houses or roads can result in greater
erosion rates with respect to agricultural activities while erosion rates
associated with natural weathering activities are generally in a lower range.
Table M.8, obtained from Reference-10, illustrates this. As can-be seen,
erosion rates from construction activities can be quite high. However, such
erosion rates would only be temporary and after construction had ceased, erosion
rates would quickly fall to much lower levels--perhaps to levels below those
associated with preconstruction. Erosion rates for clean tilled farming.
activities can also be high (e.g., on the range of 10-60 tons per acre per
year). However, it is again unlikely that such erosion rates would occur over
long time periods. Continued erosion rates of that magnitude would result in
a rapid loss in productivity of the farmland.

Natural erosion rates are an estimate based upon consideration of the volume
of deposits in closed systems.

Given the above discussion it would appear that while the potential for water
erosion is an important consideration for~radioactive wastedisposal, it is a
site-specific phenomenon and can best be regulated as part of licensing actions
for a specific disposal facility. However, it is useful on a generic basis to
determine the range of potential exposures that could occur over the long term
at the reference facility.; To do this, an estimate must be made of the length
of time that it would take for.the disposal cell covers to be removed. One



M.7 Annual Soil and Water Losses per-Acre fy
Under Conditions of Clean Tillage and De

Table -om Five Widely Separated
?nseCover of Vegetation*

Types of Land

Dense Cover- Approximate Number
Clean-Tilled Thick-Growing of Years to Remove
Crop Crop 18 cm of Soil

Annual Annual Annual Annual
Soil, Location and Average Annual Soil Water Soil Water Clean Dense
Years of Measurements Precipitation Slope Loss Runoff** Loss Runoff** Tillage Cover

(cm) (%) (tons) (%) .(tons) (%)

Shelby silt loam,. .
Bethany, MO, 1931-35. 88 -. 8.0: 68.78 28.31 0.29 j 9.30A 16 3,900

Kirvin fine sandy loam, -.'
Tyler, TX, 1931-36. . 104 8.75 27.95 20.92 0.124 1.15 49 11,100

Vernon fine-sandy loam,
Guthrie, OK,'1930-35. 84. 7.7 24.29. 14.22 0.032 1.23 50 38,200

Marshall silt-loam,- . .- '

Clarinda,' IA,:1933-35. '68 - 9.0 18.82 8.64 0.06 0.97 48 15,200

Cecil Clay loam, States-
ville, 'NC, 1931-35. 115 - - 10.0 22.58 10.21 0.012 0.33 51 95,800

*Measurements at the soil and:water-conservation experiment stations of the Soil Conservation Service.

**Of total'pre'cipitation. .- .-

3-
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Table M.8 Erosion Rates Under Varying Conditions

Soil or Rock
Description Use Erosion Rate

(tons/acre per year)

Igneous rock Geologic past 0.08

Appalacian Mountains Geologic past 0.7

Midcontinent Typical farming 0.5-6
farmland (other than clean

tilled)

Clean tilled 10-60

Urban or suburban During construction 70-200

reference, (Ref. 12) in considering this question, postulated a range of one
to six tons of soil lost per year. Reference 10 also assumed a range of one
to six tons a year, and based on a bulk density for soil of 1.5 gm/cm3,
postulated a time period of from 2,000 to 13,000 years to remove 2 meters of
soil cover over disposed waste.

Similarly, for purposes of this environmental impact statement, a time of
2,000 years is assumed to be required to uncover 2 meters of soil, or about
1,000 years per meter of cover over the disposed waste. This essentially
assumes a soil loss of 6 tons per acre per year from the disposal trench. A
continual (over 2,000 years) soil loss rate of this magnitude from the disposal
facility is extremely unlikely. It ignores ground cover and other surface
engineering measures that would be incorporated into the disposal facility
design. The loss rate is at an upper range associated with typical farming
activities. Such farming activities are unlikely to occur and if they do occur,
it would be unlikely that a continual soil loss rate of 6 tons per year would
be tolerated by a farmer. Such rates would probably reduce the productivity
of the soils to unacceptable levels long before the 2 meters of soil thickness-
is lost.

In any case, after a time period equal to 1,000 years per meter of cover
thickness, the trench covers are hypothetically assumed to be eroded away and
the scenario. is initiated. As a further conservatism, no credit for waste form
is assumed for the erosion scenario. Neither is credit taken for barriers
against erosion such as a rock cover or more elaborate measures such as disposing
of the waste in walled trenches. The contaminated exposed soil/waste mixture
is assumed to be carried by the water into the surface body water located one
kilometer from the disposal facility. The natural mobilization rate calculated
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for the reference facility (about 0.75 tons/acre/year) is used. The reduction
in the activity due to deposition along'the route is neglected and the soil/waste
mixture is assumed to all dissolve-in the'surface'water- where the water is
used by an individual for consumption, crop irrigation, and so forth. The total
exposures received by all significant pathways may be then calculated. Addi-
tional detail regarding the calculationalprocedure is provided in Appendix G.

Table M.9 presents the results of the calculations for each of the cases
considered in the analysis carried out in Chapter 5 for ground-water migration.
As discussed in Appendix G, the'calculated exposures will vary depending upon
such factors as the waste spectrum (e.g., the radionuclide concentrations),
the disposal efficiency, the amount of land area exposed, the disposal'cell
cover thickness, and the density of the waste. Another factor is the placement
of'the-waste to limit exposures to intruders--e.g., the amount-of waste that
must-'be layered-to meet intruder'exposure limitation-requirements.' In any case,
all exposures'seem to lie within a'relatively small range. For example, ;
exposures to all organs-except'thyroid range from about .0.05'mrem/yr to about
0.7 mrem/year...Exposures to the-thyroid range from about 0.1 to'l mrem/year.
These.calculated exposures are less (in some cases significantly less) than
the'4 mrem/year limit for drinking-water promulgated by the Environmental
Protection Agency in 40 CFR 190. Given the conservatism'of the calculational
procedure,-and'the hypothetical nature of the institution's mechanisms (e.g.,
the facility-,would be sited and designed so-that erosion'would'not'be a problem),
it is believed'that actual waterborne erosional impacts would be much less.

It is-also of interest'to compare these calculated exposures'.to-those corres-
ponding to'a!'no action" case in-regard to intruder exposures. 'In Chapter 4,
"a base case" is considered in which no consideration iskgiven to intruder
exposures.--Two waste streams included in this base case analysis--L-DECONRS
and N-SOURCES--were excluded from cases 1 through 10 on.Table M.9 due to the
transuranic-content of these streams. In addition,-no. consideration is given
in'the "no action case" to disposing of higher activity waste streams by-methods,
such-as layering, that provide a barrier: against intrusion. -The corresponding
waterborne erosion impacts are'shown below in Table'M.10.for waste spectrum 1.
As can-be seen, the calculated-results for the.,base (no action).case are--
significantly higher'(two orders of magnitude) for all organs except thyroid.
.In general,-layering of the higher-activity waste streams results in thyroid
exposures of 1o -less' than the base case. - - :-

3.2 -Wind-Erosion- - - - -

The mechanism for mobilization of particulates from soil by wind depends upon
such factors as wind-speed, soil properties, and the nature of the soil surface.
Wind action results in three basic modes of particle motion: 'surface creep
(particulates above approximately 500 pm in size), saltation (particles between
approximately 100 pm and 500 pm in size), and airborne suspension (particles
less than about 100 pm in size).' Under surface creep, particles are rolled
along the-surface -by the push of strong winds and by exchange of momentum after
impact with smaller particles in saltation. -Saltation consists of individual
particles jumping and lurching within a few centimeters of the ground. Particles
borne by airborne suspension may be carried through the atmosphere for long
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Table M.9 Waterborne Radiological Impacts Assuming Erosion of the
Facility Designs Considered in Chapter 5 Case Study

Organ

Case Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI

(millirems/yr to an individual)

1 5.37E-2 4.64E-1 7.61E-2 1.19E-1 9.17E-2 4.26E-2 7.27E-2
2 5.37E-2 4.64E-1 7.61E-2 1.19E-1 9.17E-2 4.26E-2 7.27E-2
3 5.37E-2 4.64E-1 7.61E-2 1.19E-1.. 9.17E-2 4.26E-2 7.27E-2
3A 5.37E-2 4.64E-1 7.61E-2 1.19E-1 9.17E-2 4.26E-2 7.27E-2
4A 5.36E-2 4.63E-1 7.59E-2 1.19E-1 9.15E-2 4.25E-2 7.26E-2
4B 5.36E-2 4.63E-1 7.59E-2 1.19E-1- 9.15E-2 -4.25E-2 7.26E-2
4C 4.74E-2 4.15E-1 6.35E-2 1.14E-1 7.63E-2 3.78E-2 6.53E-2
4D 4.74E-2 4.15E-1 6.34E-2 1.14E-1 7.62E-2 3.78E-2 6.53E-2
4E 4.74E-2 4.15E-1 6.34E-2 1.14E-1 - 7.62E-2 3.78E-2 6.53E-2
5 5.23E-2 4.56E-1 9.06E-2 8.79E-1 6.11E-2 2.37E-2 1.17E-1
6 4.74E-2 4.15E-1 6.35E-2 1.14E-1 7.63E-2 3.78E-2 6.53E-2
7A 6.42E-2 4.93E-1 7.81E-2 9.73E-2 9.73E-2 5.33E-2 8.13E-2
7B 9.76E-2 7.76E-1 1.61E-1 1.00E+O 1.32E-1 6.04E-2 1.95E-1
7C 9.76E-2 7.76E-1 1.61E-1 1.00E+O 1.32E-1 6.04E-2 1.95E-1
7D 8.87E-2 7.03E-1 1.41E-1 9.94E-1 1.08E-1 5.41E-2 1.81E-1
8 7.49E-2 6.35E-1 1.28E-1 9.82E-1 9.37E-2 4.02E-2 1.68E-1
9 4.69E-2 4.29E-1 8.52E-2 8.74E-1 5.57E-2 1.82E-2. 1.11E-1
10A 4.74E-2 4.15E-1 6.35E-2 1.14E-1 7.63E-2 3.78E-2 6.53E-2
10B 8.87E-2 7.03E-1 1.41E-1 9.94E-1 1.08E-1 5.41E-2 1.81E-1
10C 8.85E-2 7.01E-1 1.41E-1 9.92E-1 1.07E-1 5.40E-2 1.81E-1
12A 9.76E-2 7.76E-1 ^1.61E-1 1.0OE+O 1.32E-1 6.04E-2 1.95E-1
12B 8.87E-2 7.03E-1 1.41E-1 9.94E-1 1.08E-1 5.41E-2 1.81E-1
12C 9.74E-2 7.75E-1 1.61E-1 9.98E-1 1.31E-1 6.03E-2 1.94E-1
12D 8.85E-2 7.01E-1 -1.41E-1 9.92E-1 1.07E-1 5.40E-2 1.81E-1
12E 9.74E-2 7.75E-1 1.61E-1 9.98E-1 1.31E-1 6.03E-2 1.94E-1
12F 8.85E-2 7.01E-1 1.41E-1 9.92E-1 1.07E-1 5.40E-2 1.81E-1

Table M.10 Waterborne Erosion Impacts for the Base Case

Organ Exposures (millirem/yr)

Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI

3.203- '171.2 17.36 1.036 14.50 0.424 10.17 ,
3.203 171.2 17.36 1.036 14.50 0.424 10.17
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periods and to great distances from their original location. The mechanism by
which fine particles are lifted off the ground is different from that of
saltation. Samples of soil composed only of fine dust'particles may be extremely
resistant to wind erosion, but in mixtures with coarser grains these particles
move readily. Thus, suspension of fine dust in air may be primarily the results
of movement of grains in saltation (Ref. 7).

Calculational procedures are available to estimate the soil loss (in gm/m2-sec)
from an-exposed area. Such calculations depend upon such factors as soil
erodibility, soil-ridge roughness, climate, and the presence of a cover'which
would preclude or greatly reduce wind erosion. As in- the case of wat6r 'erosion,
such covers could include application of a vegetative cover or a layer'of gravel,
rocks, or rip-rap. At the reference disposal facility, the soil loss for bare
soil is'calculated to be'4.1 E-7 g/m2-sec. Assuming a-soil density-of 1.6 gm/cm 3

and a trench cover thickness of 2 meters, this implies-that the wind erosion
rate of a bare cover would be about 0.001 cm/yr. This would imply that it"would
take 250,000 years for the waste to become exposed. A longer period of time
would be necessary to expose the waste if stabilizing soil covers such as'a
layer of rocks are applied.',

However, forthe'purposes 'of bounding potential exposures due to water erosion,
it was previously assumed :that wastes would be exposed at a time period equal
to 1,000 years' per meter of cover. Given this`assumption, a bounding estimate
of the'impacts of wind erosion at the reference disposalsfacility can be estimated.
Similarly to the water erosion case,. the equations for calculating total volume
of soil/waste mixture assumed to be'mobilized'after a long time period (2,000 years
for the'reference case) are described in Appendix G.

Conservatively assuming no creditfor waste form, the-total population exposures
within'50 miles of the facility are calculated for each of the case study cases
in Chapter 5 and presented in Table M.11. The population is again assumed-to be
three times the size of the population within the vicinity of the facility
while-the facility is operating. As can be'seen, such exposures are very
small and are an order-of 6agriitude6'o so below those exposures calculated'
during the hypothetical operation of a regional incinerator (1870 man-
millirem/yr).

The exposures calculated and presented injTable M.11 can again be compared with
those corresponding to the base (no action) case considered in Chapter 4. For
random disposal, a thin cover, and waste spectrum 1, these exposures are
calculated to be as shown in the following Table M.12.
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Table M.11 Airborne Radiological
Facility Designs Cons

Impacts Assuming Erosion of the
dered in Chapter 5 Case Studyi

Organ

Case Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI

(man-millirem/yr)

1 4.19 80.13 55.32 5.38 21.21 76.43 0.21
2 4.19 80.13 55.32 5.38 21.21 76.43 0.21
3 4.19 80.13 55.32 5.38 21.21 76.43 0.21
1A 4.19 80.13 55.32 5.38 . 21.21 76.43 0.21
4A 4.19 80.01 ,55.24 5.37 21.18 76.31 0.21
4B 4.19 80.01 55.24 5.37 21.18 76.31 0.21
4C 3.48 69.52 46.05 5.36 16.14 74.39 0.19
4D 3.48 69.46 46.01 5.35 16.13 74.33 0.19
4E 3.48 69.46 46.01' 5.35 16.13 74.33 0.19
5 4.23 84.87 55.02 58.67 18.02 84.85 0.24
6 3.48 69.46 46.01 5.36 16.14 74.39 0.19
7A 3.11 59.29' '40.19 3.17 "15.21 70.66 0.23
7B 7.31 137.6 95.00 64.53 36.03 111.9 0.38
7C 7.31 137.6 95.00 64.53 36.03 111.9 0.38
7D 6.11 119.8 79.40 64.51 27.50 108.6 0.35
8 6.09 119.8 79.50 64.58 27.51 108.8 0.32
9 4.22 84.81 55.01 58.66 18.01 84.84 0.22
10A 3.48 69.52 46.05 5.36 16.14 74.39 0.19
10B 6.11 119.8 79.40 64.51 27.50 108.6 0.35
10C 6.10 119.5 79.22 64.36 27.43 108.4 0.35

Table M.12 Airborne Erosion Impacts for the Base Case

Organ Exposures (man-millirems/yr)

Body Bone Liver Thyroid Kidney Lung GI

2.61E+3 5.48E+4 3.60E+4 65.80 1.18E+4 4.15E+4 54.28

the base case (no action) exposures are again seen to be one or more orders of
magnitude higher.
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Appendix N

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING RECOMMENDATIONS, REGULATIONS AND GUIDES

INTRODUCTION-

This appendix reviews a number of proposed and promulgated NRC and EPA regula-
tions and guidance'.which may be applicable to LLW disposal. Recommendations
by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP),
International Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP), and the Federal
Radiation Council (FRC)'are also briefly reviewed. The regulations, recommenda-
tions, and guidance documents reviewed include those for radiation protection,
surface contamination, ground-water protection, and-disposal of solid and
chemically hazardous waste.

1. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REGULATIONS

1.1 10 CFR 20:' Standards for Protection Against Radiation

The NRC regulation, 10 CFR 20, provides standards for control of and limitations
for release of radioactive materials to the environment-from operations of
NRC-licensed facilities, as well as limitations on allowable'radiation doses
to radiation workers and the public. The'regulation was originally promulgated
in-the' late 1950s, and has been subsequently revised a number''of times.
Although originally 10 CFR 20 was based on the recommendations of'the NCRP and.
ICRP, subsequent guidance has been provided by the FRC. The FRC has been
incorporated into the Environmental Protection Agency-(EPA). NRC'is'currently
considering a.wholesale'restructuring and'modernization of the'regulations.- A
Federal Register notice requesting public input on the potential areas of change
was issued by NRC in March 1980 (Ref. '1).

The'principal limits for exposure of radiation workers (exposure to individuals
in restricted areas) are as follows:

Rems per Calendar Quarter

1. Whole body; head and trunk; active blood- 1-1/4
forming organs;'lens of eyes; or gonads - '

2. - Hands and forearms; feet and ankles 18-3/4

3. Skin of whole body - ' 7-1/2:'

However, an individual in a restricted area may receive a whole body dose up
to and including 3 rems, provided that'the whole body'dose, when added to-the
accumulated occupational whole body dose, does not exceed 5 x (N - 18) rems.
As used here, N equals-the individual's age'in years at his last'birthday, and
"whole body dose" is deemed to include any dose to the whole body, gonads,
active blood-forming organs, head and trunk, or lens'of eye.' More' restrictive

N-1
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requirements--that is, a factor of 10 lower--are in effect for individuals
(minors) less than 18 years of age. The regulation also provides limits on
airborne concentrations of radioactive materials in restricted areas.

Section 20.105 concerns permissible levels of radiation in unrestricted areas
(0.5 rem/year to the whole body of any individual). In addition,
paragraph 20.105(b) places limits on allowable hourly and weekly exposure
rates to individuals in unrestricted areas. These are:

o 2 mrem in any one hour; or

o 100 mrem in any 7 consecutive days.

In addition, the regulation provides a table of maximum permissible concentra-
tions (MPC) of radionuclides in air and water from releases to unrestricted
areas. These MPC values are contained in Appendix B-, Table II of the regulation
and were calculated based upon a maximum potential dose to the whole body of
an individual of 500 mrem/year. Limits for other organs include 500 mrem/yr
to blood-forming organs, 3000 mrem/yr to bone surfaces, and 1500 mrem/yr to
other organs except thyroid. For thyroid, a limit of 3000 mrem/yr was used
except for exposures from radioiodine, for which a limit of 1500 mrem/yr to a
child's thyroid was used.

Fairly recently, NRC published a proposed rule regarding amending its regula-
tions to incorporate the existing requirement for certain uranium fuel cycle
licensees to comply with the EPA regulation 40 CFR Part 190: "Environmental
Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power Operators." This rule requires
that most uranium fuel cycle facilities be operated so that release of radio-
active materials and resulting radiation doses to the public be below limits
set in 40 CFR Part 190. (These limits are discussed in Appendix N, Section 2.2.)
The proposed rule also requires licensees to submit reports to NRC when those
standards have been or may be exceeded (Ref. 2).

Of importance for the standards for exposure..to workers and to individuals in
unrestricted areas is a further requirement that all potential exposures must
not exceed the standards, but should also be maintained to levels "as low
as reasonably achievable" (ALARA). This standard is applied in individual
licensing actions to assess the licensee's operations. In the application of
the standard, costs and other social considerations are taken into account.

Sections 20.106 and 20.301-20.305 of Part 20 contain requirements on radioactive
waste disposal, where, as used in these paragraphs the term "disposal" may mean:

o transfer to another authorized licensee (20.301);

o disposal by a manner not otherwise authorized (20.302);

a release into sanitary sewerage systems (20.303);
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o release in effluents-to unrestricted areas (20.106 and 20.301); and:

o treatment or'disposal'by incineration (20.305). -

In a recent modification to Part 20, NRC amended the requirements 'in
Sections 20.301, 20.303, and 20.305, and added a.new Section 20.306, to permit
licensees greater leeway in disposal of some wastes (Ref. 4). In the rule,
licensees are-allowedto dispose of liquid scintillation media and-animal.-
carcass waste having concentrations,.of tritium or 14C not in-excess of
0.05 microcuries per-gramwithout ,regard to its radioactivity. That is, such
wastes may be;disposed by such means as discharge into ordinary refuse channels
(e.g.,-into a sanitary.landfill) or,:,depending upon the chemical hazard of the
waste, by disposal into a hazardous waste facility. In addition, the allowable
annual quantities of tritium and 14C disposed into the sanitary sewerage
system"was raised to:five curies for tritium and one curie for 14C. -t

Licensing of disposal of LLW~into licensed burial facilities is currently
accomplished through Section 20.302, as well, as portions~of Parts 30, 40, and,
70. The regulations in Section 20.302, which provide only general guidance of
an administrative nature, are quoted below:

"20.302 Method for obtaining approval of proposed disposal-'procedures.

"(a) Anylicensee or applicant for-a license may apply to the Commission
for approval of proposed procedures to dispose of licensed material in a

-manner not otherwise authorized in the regulations in this chapter. Each
application sbould include a description of the l.icensed material and any
other radioactive material involved, including the quantities and kinds
of such material and the -levels of, radioactivityinvolved, and theproposed
-manner and conditions of disposal. The application should also include
an analysis and evaluation of pertinent information as-to the nature-of

,,,the environment, including-topographical, geological, meteorological, and
hydrological-characteristics; usage of ground and surface-waters in the
general area; the nature and location of other potentially affected,.
facilities; and procedures-to be observed to-minimize the;risk of unexpected
or hazardous exposures.

"t(b) The Commission will not approve any application for-a license to
receive'licensed'materlal from other-persons for disposal-on land not
owned by the federal government or'by a-state government.

."(c) The Commission will not approve any applicationjfor a license for
disposal of licensed material at sea-unless the applicant shows that sea
disposal offers less harm to man or the environment than other practical
alternative methods of, disposal.", ,- -

Finally,,10 CFR 20 contains a number of other criteria and requirements related
to radiation protection. These include requirements on surveys, personnel
monitoring, and posting; requirements for records, reports, and notification;' and
requirements on receipt and shipment of packages containing radioactive 'material.
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1.2 10 CFR 50, Appendix I: Numerical Guidet for Design Objectives and Limiting
Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion "As Low as is Reasonably
Achievable" for Radioactive Material In Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Reactor Effluents

This appendix provides an operator of a nuclear power plant with guidance
regarding demonstration that the impacts of radioactive liquid and airborne
effluents have beenreduced to levels as low as is reasonably achievable
(ALARA). Design objectives and limiting conditions'of'operation which cor-
respond to the guidelines in the appendix'are considered a conclusive demon-
stration that'the ALARA requirement has been'achieved. Information regarding
the development of Appendix I can'be found in Docket file RM-50-2 and in the
final environmental statement on the rulemaking action (Ref. 5).

The design objectives and limiting conditions of operation for a reactor must
be such that reasonable assurance is provided that the liquid and airborne
effluents from the plant will not cause the annual'dose or dose commitment to
any person in an unrestricted area to exceed certain criteria. These criteria
are:

o Liquid effluent: 3 mrem to the total body or 10 mrem to any organ;
and

o Airborne effluent: 5 mrem to the total body or 15 mrem to the skin
from effluent existing as a gas (for example, Kr-85); 15 mrem to any
organ from radioactive iodine; or 15 mrem to any organ from particulate
activity.

In addition to the criteria listed above, an applicant or operator shall
"include in the radwaste system all items of reasonably demonstrated technol-
ogy that, when added'to the system sequentially and in order of diminishing
cost-benefit return, can'for-aefavorable cost-benefit ratio effect reduction
in'dose to the population reasonably expected to be'within 50 miles of the
reactor." As an interim measure, the-values $1,000 per total body man-rem and
$1,000 per man-thyroid-rem were proposed as values to use in the cost-benefit
analysis.

1.3 10 CFR 100.11: Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone,
and Population Center Distance

Dose limits are used in 10 CFR 100.11 for determination of reactor exclusion
areas and low population zones. These'limitations are 25 rem to the whole
body or 300 rem to the thyroid from iodine exposure, assuming a major accident
which results in release of appreciable quantities of fission products.: As
noted in 10 CFR 100, the whole body dose of 25 rems'corresponds numerically to
the maximum dose recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements (NCRP) for a once-in-a-lifetime accidental or emergency dose
to radiation'workers. The dose guides are intended as an aid in evaluating a
proposed power reactor site with respect to potential reactor accidents of s
exceedingly low probability of occurrence,; and low risk of'public exposure to
radiation. The dose limits set forth in 10 CFR 100.11 are not meant to imply
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that the numbers constitute acceptable limits for emergency doses to the
public under accident conditions.

2. , ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) RADIATION PROTECTIONCRITERIA,
STANDARDS, AND GUIDELINES

Since Reorganization Plan Number Three-of 1970, the Environmental.Protection
Agency (EPA) has been responsible for.providing federal radiation protection
guidance and establishing generally applicable environmental standards. In so
doing,'EPA has taken over the functions of the Federal Radiation Council. Of-
special interest to NRC's development of radioactive waste management and
disposal-regulations is EPA's development of overall criteria and standards
for waste disposal.' In 1978,'EPA issued a-proposed set of.-general-.,"umbrella"
criteria applicable to all radioactive waste. These general criteria,' discussed
below, have,-not been.finalized., EPA also intendsto-issuea set of numerical
environmental standards for specific waste types over the next few years. As
outlined in the.Final-Interagency.Review Group Report to the President, EPA-
planned to develop the following specific standards (Ref..,5): -

High-level waste (1979)
;, , . . i ,, , .. . . .- . .

-Transuranic waste - stable form (1979),

Interim guidance - active uranium mills (1979)

Inactive uranium mill .tailings (1979),,

Airborne pollutants associated with uranium mill tailings (1980)

Residual activity - decommissioning (1981)

.Transuranic waste - other forms (1982)

Low-level waste -,shallow land burial (1983)

Low-level waste - sea disposal container standard (1983)

Active uranium mill standard (1985)

Specific schedules for ,certain of thesestandards have been published in the
Calendar of Federal Regulations published in the Federal Register. The April 27,
1981 issuance (46'FR 23692) does not list a.specific schedule for.the LLW
standard. Based on discussion with EPA'staff, however,'the standard for LLW
disposal by shallow land burial is scheduled to be published in draft in 1982
and in final in 1983,and the schedule will be published-in theOctober Federal
Register Calendar. The HLW standard has been drafted and is scheduled for
publication shortly. Also -of 'interest -is EPA's-interim standards for cleanup
of inactive uranium mills and tailings. These standards, discussed below,
were published in April 1980 and January 1981.
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Other standards and guidance on radioactive materials-issued by EPA and of
interest to NRC's development of long-term performance objectives are:

o 40 CFR 190: Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear
Power Operations; and

o Proposed Federal Radiation Protection:Guidance on Dose Limits for
Persons Exposed to Transuranium Elements in the Environment.

These standards and guides are also discussed below.

2.1 Proposed Recommendations for Federal Radiation Guidance: Criteria for
Radioactive Waste

Proposed guidance for federal agencies regarding'management or regulation of
radioactive waste material were issued by the'EPA in November 1978 (Ref. 7).
Comments were requested from the public to be used in the formulation of the
final criteria and recommendations to the President for approval. Final
criteria are not planned by EPA.

The intent of the criteria was to establish the basic principles to be applied
by federal agencies for the formulation of policies', plans, programs, and decisions
involving the management and disposal of radioactive waste. The proposed guide-
lines issued by EPA included the following:

1. Radioactive materials should be considered radioactive wastes requiring
control for environmental and public health protection if they have
no designated product or resource value and: (a) are human-produced
by nuclear fission or activation, fabricated from naturally occurring
radioactive materials into discrete sources or, as a result of
regulatory activities, are prohibited from uncontrolled discharge
into the environment; or (b) contain diffuse naturally occurring
radioactive materials that, if disposed into the biosphere, would
increase exposure to humans above'that which would occur due to the
preexisting natural state of the area.

2. The fundamental goal for controlling any type of radioactive waste
should be complete isolation over its-hazardous lifetime. Controls
which are based on institutional functions should not be relied upon
for longer than 100 years to'provide such isolation; radioactive
wastes with a hazardous lifetime longer than 100 years should be'
controlled by as many engineered and natural'barriers as are
necessary.

3. Radiation protection requirements for radioactive wastes should be
based primarily on an assessment of risk to individuals and popula-
tions; such assessments'should be based on predetermined models and
should examine at least the following factors:'

o The amount and concentration of radioactive waste in a location
and its physical, chemical, and radiological properties;
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o .The projected effectiveness of alternative methods of control;

o The potential adverse health effects on individuals and popula-
tions for a reasonable range of future population sizes and
-distributions, and of uses.of land, air, water, and mineral:
resources for 10,000 years or any shorter period of hazardous
persistence;

-; *;.Estimates of environmental.effects using general parameters or
of health effects based on generalized assumptions for as long
as the wastes pose a hazard-to humans, when such estimates

'could influence the choice of a control option;

o .-The probabilities of-releases of radioactive materials to the
general environment due to failures of natural or engineered
barriers, loss of Institutional controls, or intrusion; and

o The uncertainties in the risk assessments and models used for
determining them..

A4. XAny risks due to radioactive waste management or disposal activities
should be deemed unacceptable.unless it has been.justified that the
further reduction in risk that could be achieved by more complete
isolation is impracticable on the basis of technical and social
considerations; in addition, risks associated with any given method
of control should be considered unacceptable if:

o Risks to a future generation are greater than:those acceptable
to the current generation;

o Probable events-could.result in adverse consequences greater
than those of a comparable nature generally accepted by society;
*or

o The probabilities of highly adverse consequences are more than
a small fraction of the probabilities of high..consequehce.
events associated with productive technologies which are accepted
by society.

5. Locations for radioactive waste disposal should be chosen as to
avoid adverse environmental and human impacts and, wherever
*practicable; to enhance isolation over time. : .

6. ' Certain additional procedures and techniques should also be applied
to waste disposal systems-which otherwise satisfy these criteria if
use-of these additional-procedures and techniques provides a net

*improvement in environmental.and public health protection. Among
these are:

o Procedures or techniques designed to enhance the retrievability
of the waste; and
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o Passive methods of communicating to future people the potential
hazards which could result from an accidental or intentional
disturbance of disposed radioactive wastes.

2.2 40 CFR 190: Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear
Power Operations

This regulation provides environmental radiation dose standards for operations
which are part of the uranium nuclear fuel cycle. Specifically excluded from
this regulation are uranium mining operations, operations at waste disposal
sites, transportation of radioactive material in support of these operations,
and the reuse of recovered nonuranium special nuclear and byproduct materials
from the cycle. Background information on the rationale for the standard can
be found in the environmental statement on the rule (Ref. 8).

The standards state that operations in the nuclear fuel cycle shall be such to
provide reasonable assurance that:

"(a) The annual dose equivalent does not exceed 25 millirems to the whole
body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems to any other
organ of any member of the public as a result of exposures to planned
discharges of radioactive materials, radon and its daughters expected,
to the general environment from uranium fuel cycle operations and to
radiation from these operations.

(b) The total quantity of radioactive materials entering the general
environment from the entire uranium fuel cycle, per gigawatt-year of
electrical energy produced by the fuel cycle, contains less than.
50,000 curies of 8sKr, 5 millicuries of 1291, and 0.5 millicuries
combined 239Pu and other alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides
with half-lives greater than one year." .

The effective date of standard (a) above was December 1, 1979, except for
doses arising from uranium milling operations (effective on December 1, 1980).
The effective date of standard (b) above was December 1, 1979, except for 85Kr
and 129I (effective on January 1, 1980).

2.3 Guidance on Dose Limits for Persons Exposed to Transuranium Elements in
the Environment

This guidance, proposed by the EPA in'November 1977, provides radiation
protection guidance to federal agencies .for persons potentially exposed to
transuranics in the environment as a result of existing or possible future
planned contamination (Ref. 9). The proposed guidelines state that the
recommendations should be used only for guidance on possible remedial actions
in incidences of presently'existing or possiblefuture contamination from
transuranic elements. The guidelines further state that the guidance should
not be used by federal agencies as limits for planned releases of transuranic
elements into the general environment.
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The following is the text of the proposed numerical recommendations: "The
annual alpha radiation dose rate to members of the critical segment of the..
exposed population as the result of exposure to transuranium elements in the
general environment should not exceed either:

1. 1 millirad per year to the pulmonary lung; or

2. 3 millirad per year to the bone.",

In the guideline, the "critical segment of the exposed population" means that
group of persons within the exposed population receiving the-highest radiation
dose to the' lung or bone.

EPA states that the dose limits contained in the guidelines should be applied
above those levels currently existing in the environment as a result of fall-
out from the testing of atomic'weapons. EPA believes that the guidelines will
achieve adequate health protection for the small fraction of the total popu-
lation at greatest risk from exposure of transuranic elements., EPA further
states that the guidelines will therefore provide much greater protection to
the vast majority of the population at lesser risk. As stated in the proposed
:guidance; "the risk at the proposed guidance level is estimated.to be less,.
than'one chance in a million per yearand-less than 10 chances per hundred
thousand in a lifetime that an individual would develop a cancer.from continuous
exposure at the stated dose rates.". -

'2.4 40 CFR 192:'. Standards for Cleanup of Inactive Uranium Processing Sites

According to the requirements of Public Law 95-604 (The Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act of 1978, or UMTRCA), EPA must establish environmental
standards for the cleanup of open lands-and buildings contaminatediwith resid-
ual radioactive materials (mainly tailings) from inactive uranium processing
sites. In .accordance with the standards,'.the Department bf' Energy (DOE) must
conduct remedial actions (also.required by UMTRCA) for'designated inactive
uranium processing sites.

Based on this legislative mandate, the EPA issued on'April 22, 1980'a set of
interim'cleanupistandards for inactive'uranium processing sites (Ref.'-10).
'The issuance of the immediately effective interim standards will allow.DOE to
begin remedial actions on the inactive sites. On the same day., EPAalso.
issued a-Federal;Register notice in which the interim standards :were..proposed
as a rule (Ref. 11). Comments from the public were requested on the proposed
standards. More recently, in January 1981, EPA published proposed disposal
standards for'the inactive sites. A draft-environmental impact-statement was
prepared and was issued along with the proposed rule (Refs.'12,.13)..:

. .. . ,; * -- , ,' .' .; , .

The proposed cleanup standards are identical':wiih the interim .standards.and
require that remedial actions lower.the average-concentration-of radium-226.in
contaminated soil below 5 pCi/gm. In the rule, the 5 pCi/gm standard is to be
measured at (1) any 5 cm-thickness of soils-or other materials-on open land
-within 1 foot of.thessurface, or (2) any 15 cm thickness below.1 foot.' Limits
are also proposed on the radon decay product concentration and gamma radiation
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in occupied or occupiable buildings affected by tailings. The limits are the
following:

o The average annual indoor radon decay product concentration, including
background, shall not exceed 0.015 working levels (WL).

o Indoor gamma radiation, above background, shall not exceed
0.02 milliroentgen per hour.-

A working level (WL) is a measure of-the concentration of radioactivity in the
air rather than how much radiation exposure a person receives. The concept of
a WL grew out of a functional need to measure airborne radioactivity concen-
trations in mining operations and is defined by EPA as "any combination of
short-lived radon decay products in one liter of air that will result in the
ultimate emission of alpha particles with a total-energy of 130 billion elec-
tron volts" (Ref. 10). One working'level month (WLM) means the exposure to
one WL for 170 hours, which is the number of working hours in a month based on
a 40-hour working week.

Although EPA does not set a yearly allowable dose rate in the interim and
proposed cleanup standards, EPA does observe as part of supplementary informa-
tion to the standards that 0.02 mrad of gamma exposure per hour corresponds to
130 mrad/year to the average person. As noted by EPA, this assumes that the
person spends 75 percent of his time in a structure where he receives the
maximum hourly dose. (Note that 100 percent occupancy would correspond to
175 mrad/year.) EPA also notes that continuous exposure to 1 WL for an average
person corresponds to 27 WLM in a year, and that one WLM is roughly equivalent
to 0.5 rad to the lung (Ref. 10). This corresponds.to roughly 200 mrad/year
of alpha exposure to the lung for continuous occupancy of a building at 0.015 WL
(about'150 mrad/year at 75 percent occupancy).-

3. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RADIATION PROTECTION AND
MEASUREMENTS (NCRP)

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) was
originally formed in 1929 as the Advisory Committee on X-Ray and Radium,
Protection. Since that time, the NCRP has published-numerous reports and
recommendations on radiation protection and can be considered an authority-in
this country on radiation protection standards. During this time, the NCRP
has worked closely-with the International Commission on Radiation Protection
(ICRP).

One of the more recent reports issued by NCRP is their Basic Radiation Protection
Criteria Report'No. 39, which was published on January-15, 1971 (Ref. 14).-
This report represents a culmination of NCRP review and reevaluation of the
basic overall radiation protection criteria which were established by that
organizationin 1949 and amended in 1957.

NCRP Report No. 39 contains'numerical recommendations on permissible levels of
radiation dose equivalents received by workers, individuals, and populations.
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These numerical recommendations are summarized below.- In NCRP-39; recommenda-
tions are also made regarding permissible radiation exposures for emergency--
including life'saving--situations. -These include the following:

Maximum Permissible Dose Equivalents for Occupational Exposure.'

: ' '' : :-' Combined whole .body:
. * .

Io Prospective annual limit- 5 rems in any one year

o Retrospective annual

o Long-term accumulation

Skin

limit 10-15 rems'inlany one year

n (N -.18) x 5 rems, where.
N =-age'in years

15 reins in any one -year

75 rems in any one year

-30 rems in any one year

15 rems in any-one year

Hands

Forearms

Other-organs, tissues and'
or'gan systems

* Fertile women

'Dose'Limits for the Public, or

' Individual or occasional

0.5 rems in gestation period

)ccasionally Exposed-Individuals.

.0.5 rems in.any one.year-

Students 0.1 rems in any one year

Population Dose Limits

Genetic - 0.17 rems.average per year

Somatic - -: 0.17:.rems average peryear

In establishing the limits for individual.members of. the.public, NCRP notes
that'experience in many-large institutions has indicated'that with a worker
'occupational limit of 5:rems/year, only a-veryssmall fraction of the poten-
tially exposed workers would be-actually expected.to receive a yearly.dose,
equivalent in excess of a tenth ofW5 rems. NCRP asserts, therefore, that if
an individual member of the public (or an occasionally exposed individual)
were to be limited to 500 mrem/year, then the potential dose to an average
individual would be expected to be'much less--for-example, at least a'factor
of 10 less. ;A- . .
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In making this recommendation,* NCRP writes:

". . the incremental, radiation received by an individual is at most some
four to five times the natural radiation, and is less than twice the
existing background-in some situations. With an intended limit of 0.5 rem
per year for most, ifnot all, situations, the average incremental dose
to population groups from radiation plants and installations would probably
easily stay below 0.1 rem per year, comfortably within the limit that
consideration of genetic effects sets for the whole populations."'

In NCRP-39,';NCRP further considers doses to populations. In this report, NCRP
recommends that "dose equivalent to the gonads for the population of the
United States as-a whole from all sources of radiation other than natural
radiation, and, radiation from the healing arts shall not exceed a yearly
average of 0.17 rem (170 mrem) per person." An identical recommendation is
made as part: of somatic considerations for potential doses to the critical
organs (whole body). The recommended 170 mrem to the gonads was basically
responsive to the 1956 recommendation of the National Academy of Science Com-
mittee on the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation for an average maximum
(per person) of 10 rems total exposure over the first 30 years of life. About
half of this exposure was 'attributed to natural and medical-dental radiation.
For manmade sources of radiation, therefore, a total exposure to the gonads of
5 rems over 30 years corresponds to a level of approximately 170 millirem/year.

The recommended limit for gonadal protection was then extended to the whole
body as a practical simplification. In extending this limit to whole body
(critical organs) considerations, NCRP states that they expect that the average
population limit of 170 mrem (along with the dose' limit of 500 mrem per year
for any critical organ of an individual member of the public) will effectively
control the actual population exposures to levels well below the given limit.

A more recent NCRP reports entitled "Review of the Current State of Radiation
Protection Philosophy" (NCRP-43), was issued in January 1975 (Ref. .15). This
document is essentially a-position paper written 'in response to issues raised
in reports published by.the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) (Ref. 16) and the National Academy of Sciences
Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR
Committee) (Ref. 17). These reports treated the estimation of risks arising
from exposure to ionizing radiation andwessentiallyoreached the same numerical
results for radiation-levels at which. observations are available. However,
there were differences in philosophy and divergent conclusions regarding the
estimation of risk associated with low-level dose rate radiation.

*This recommendation is consistent with-the earlier (1957) recommendation that
the maximum dose in the general population be limited to 0.5 rem per year.
In making this recommendation, NCRP held that no member of the public should
be exposed at levels more than a factor of ten less than the recommended
permissible annual occupational dose of 5 rems, as applied to the gonads,
blood-forming organs, whole body, head, or trunk.
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Based upon its analysis of the two reports and upon review of work available
since the publishment of NCRP-39, the Council concluded that no cha'nge is
required'at-that time in-the conclusions'set out in NCRP-39. In so-concluding,
the Council stated:'

"The NCRP continues to hold the'viewthatrisk estimates for radidgenic
cancers'at low doses and low'dose rates'derived on the basis of linear
'(proportional) extrapolation from the rising portions of the dose-incidence
curves at high doses and high dose'rates, as described and discussed in
subsequent sections of this report, cannot be expected to provide realistic
'estimates of the'actual risks from-low level,'-low-LET-'radiations,'and'
have 'such a high probability of overestimating the actual risk as to be
of only marginal'value,-if any, for purposes of realistic risk-benefit'
evaluation. -

Such'risk estimates by themselves do not consitute justification for'
urgent'action'to make numerical radiation protecti6n''standards more
restrictive than they now are,"assuming that the application of such
standards adheres to-the basic principle of lowest practicable levels of
dose."

Also of interest is NCRP's Report No. 45, entitled "Natural Background Radiation
in the United States" (November 15, 1975). This report presents'a fairly '
comprehensive picture of the variations in exposures in'the United States due
to natural background radiation. Included are exposures from cosmic'radiation
and cosmic ray-produced radiation, direct-inhalation and ingestion exposures
from radionuclides found in the earth's crust, exposures due to fallout from
'nuclear weapon test programs, and exposures due to nuclear energy. 'Of interest
is the great variability in natural radiation sources and potential exposures
that can be received (Ref. 18).

4. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
-(ICRP)

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) is a body which
reviews and analyzes potential health effects of ionizing radiation and publishes
international- recommendations for protection from ionizing radiation., Established
in 1928 by the Second International Congress of Radiology, the ICRP was reorgan-
ized into its present structure in 1950. Over the years, the ICRP has issued
a number of reports,'recommendations, and guidance documents on radiation
protection.

A recent and'significant set of recommendations regarding basic radiation
protection criteria were issued in 1977 as ICRP-26, which was issued based
upon a review of new information which had emerged over the'previous decade
(Ref. 19). In this report, ICRP makes two major changes from previous
recommendations as regards to (1) maximum recommended dose limits for individual
organs, and (2) maximum limits'for exposure to populations. Prior-to discussing
the recommendations contained in ICRP-26, however, it-is instructive to briefly
consider the development of the earlier .recommendations.
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The first recommendations of the ICRP were published in 1928, with additional
reports following in 1931, 1934, and 1937. Following the 1950 reorganization,
basic recommendations were issued in 1951, 1955, and 1959. The 1959 recommenda-
tions were published as ICRP-2 ("Report of Committee II on Permissible Dose
for Internal Radiation"), and for 20 years served as a basic guide for the
control of intakes of radionuclides into.the body (Ref. 20). (The report was
eventually superseded in 1979 by ICRP-30, discussed below.) These recommenda-
tions were subsequently subject to relatively minor revisions as newer data
became available, and one such revision is ICRP-6, published in 1964 (Ref. 21).

In ICRP-6, the recommended maximum radiation level to individual members of
the population at large is 0.5 rem per year toithe gonads and blood-forming
organs. In this report, the population at large is assumed to contain children.
The recommended doses to other organs and tissues and to the extremities is
one-tenth of the corresponding annual occupational dose. In the report, ICRP
also recommends that the-total genetic dose to the whole population from all
sources in addition'to natural background and medical exposures should not
exceed 5 rem. The genetic dose to the population is. taken as the dose received
by each person from conception to the mean age of child bearing (30 years). A
level of 5 rems per person over 30 years, therefore, corresponds to an average
dose of 170 mrem/year.

ICRP-9, issued in 1965, was based upon a further review of ICRP's recommenda-
tions (Ref. 22). Substantive changes in recommended protection criteria for
individuals and populations were relatively minor. Amendments to ICRP-9 were
later issued in 1969 and 1971 (Ref. 19).

A summary of ICRP's recommended individual dose limits as of 1970 are included
below (Ref. 23):

Summary of Dose Limits for Individuals

Maximum Permissible
Doses for Adults Dose Limits for
Exposed in the-Course Members of the

Organ or Tissue of Their Work Public

Gonads, red bone 5 rems in a year 0.5 rems in a year
marrow

Skin, bone, thyroid 30 rems in a year 3 rems in a year*

Hands and forearms, 75 rems in a year 7.5 rems in a year
feet and ankles

Other single organs 15 rems in a year 1.5 rems in a year

*1.5 rems in a year to the thyroid of children up to 16 years of age.
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In ICRP-26, the Commission recommends 'a system of dose limitation, based upon
the following criteria (Ref. 19):

a(a) No' practice shall be adopted unless its introduction produces a
positive net benefit;

(b) ̀All exposures shall be kept as low as reasonably achievable, economic
and social factors taken into account; and.

(c) The dose equivalent shall not exceed the limits recommended for the
appropriate circumstances by the Commission."

Based on these criteria, the'Commission analyzes and makes recommendations on
numerical dose-equivalent limits for workers (including occupational exposure
of women of reproductive capacity and of pregnant women), for individual'-
members of the public, and'indirectly, exposure of populations. '

InICRP-26, the Commission retains the principal of accounting for the fact
that'different organs have different susceptabilities to radiation damage.'
However,' rather than providing a list' of maximum dose limits'for individual-
organs', ICRP proposes a system whereby different organs would be assigned
different weighting factors. Doses to each organ would'be multiplied by the
appropriate weighting factors and summed to' obtain the equivalent whole body"
dose. The recommended occupational whole body dose limit is 5 rem/year." The
recomnended whole body"dose limit for individual members`of the public is
.5 rem/year. 'The 'weighting factors '(WT) 'for the''respectiv'e organs are:

gonads 0.25
i * . -

breast - 0.15

- red bone marrow' 0.12 -

lung o.12'

thyroid;- 0.03 '' -

-bone surface ' 0.03 -

' - ' remainder 0.30

Thus, if only the breast were exposed, for example, an acceptable annual
occupational exposure to the breast of a radiation' worker' would be
5 rem 0.15 = 33.3 rems. ''The 'Commission' also recommends'a value ofW 1 ='0.06
for each of the five organs or tissues receiving the highest dose equivalents.
The exposure of all other'remaining tissues can be neglected.

Similarly',' the Commission- recommends a total maximum whole body dose to,
individual members of the public of 0.5 remyear'. '"This corresponds to a'fatal
risk'of "an order of magnitude lowerithan that'for occ'upational workers, or-
i0o6 to l0-5 per year. The weighting factors would again be utilized as -

discussed above.
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ICRP also drops their previous recommended dose limit of 170 mrem to popula-
tions, stating that such a recommendation is not really needed to protect
populations. The Commission believes that application of the 500 mrem/year
dose equivalent whole body. dose limit to individual members of the public
would be likely to result in an average dose equivalent to the public of
greater than an order of magnitude less (i.e., less than 50 mrem/year),
provided that the practices exposing the public are few and cause little
exposure outside the critical groups. Thus, the Commission believes that
protection of an individual member of the public to a level of 0.5 rem/year
(whole body), will ensure-protection of populations.

Also of interest is the recently published ICRP-30, "Limits for Intakes of
Radionuclides by Workers," a document that supersedes ICRP-2 (Ref. 24). In
ICRP-30, annual limits for intakes (ALIs) of radionuclides are recommended.
(ICRP defines an ALI as "the activity of a radionuclide which taken alone
would irradiate a person, represented by Reference Man, to the limit set by
the ICRP for each year of occupational exposure.") The system of dose limita-
tion presented by the Commission in ICRP-30 takes account of all body tissues
that are irradiated following intake of radioactive material rather than the
former practice of only considering critical organs. The system is intended
to ensure that the total risk from irradiation of any combination of organs
does not exceed the equivalent whole body risk. The ALIs for some radionuclides
are greater than others and are-smaller than the equivalent ALIs that would be
derived from the methodology in ICRP-2.. These changes have principally resulted
from improved knowledge of sensitivity of organs to radiation damage, and of
uptake and retention of radionuclides in bodily tissues, as well as the radio-
active decay schemes of some radionuclides.

ICRP-30 also considers radiation risks. The recommended dose-equivalent risk
for the lens of the eye is reduced from 0.3 Sv per year to 0.15 Sv per year.
In addition, the document summarizes the Commission's review of additional
epidemiological and radiobiological information~available between May 1978 and
March 1980. Aside from the recommendation regarding the eye lens, the Commission
concludes that no change is called for from the recommendations in ICRP-26
regarding risk factors for stochastic effects or dose-effect relationships for
nonstochastic effects basing the ICRP-26 dose-equivalent limits.

ICRP-30 is being issued in several parts, including, supplements. Part 1,
published in 1979, describes the dosimetric methods used and presents ALIs and
metabolic data on twenty-one elements having isotopes that are significant in
terms of radiation protection. A supplement to Part 1 contains further data
regarding the radionuclides considered. Part 2 of ICRP-30, published in 1980,
presents ALIs and metabolic data for an additional 30 elements. Similar data
for 44 additional elements will be provided in Part 3.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL (FRC)

The Federal Radiation Council. (FRC) was formed in 1959 in the United States as
a federal policy making group on, health aspects due to exposure to ionizing
radiation. In discharging its duties, the FRC has consulted such qualified.
organizations as the ICRP, NCRP, and National Academy of Science. FRC's basic
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recommendations for radiation exposureis contained in their Report No. 1
issued in 1960 (Ref. 25). In these recommendations, FRC essentially adopted
the NCRP recommendation'that the dose to the whole'body of the makimally
exposed individual in the population should have a limit of 0.5 rem. In
making this recommendation, FRC adopted the terminology of Radiation Protection
Guides for 'exposure.

The FRC also considered population doses and a factor of 3 was recommended to
allow for variations in radiation susceptibility of different groups in the
general population to radiation effects (for example, the susceptibility of
different age groups, sexes, and genetic backgrounds). Thus, FRC recommended
an average yearly population exposure limit of 170 mrem (whole body), with a
strong'caveat that the limit be used with reason and judgment. As stated by
the FRC..."it is noted that the use of the average figure, as a substitute for
evidence concerning the dose to individuals, is permssible only when there is
a probability of appreciable homogeneity concerning the distribution of the
dose within the population included''in the average." The figure of 170 mrem/year
from somatic considerations coincided with the.FRC's recommended average dose
limit to the gonads of'the population of'5'rems over 30'years. -

In a later publication (FRC Report #5),'FRC'applies the recommended'170 mrem/year
limit to the "critical segment" of the population receiving the highest dose
from;a' given vent resulting in environmental contamination (Ref. 26). '

The functions of the FRC were later transferred to the'EPA'by:the Reorganization
Plan Number Three of 1970.

6. 'ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYVSOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE'MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS

'6.1 Management and Disposal of Nonradioactive Solid Waste'

Regulations promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the
disposal of nonradioactive solid wiste are found in'Subchapter Iof'Chapter 40
of the Code of Federal, Regulations (40 CFR). As defined'by EPA,-"'solid
waste' means any garbage, refuse; or sludge from a waste treatment'plant,
water supply treatment plant, or an air pollution control facility or other
discarded material resulting from industrial'commercial mining, and agricultural
operations, and from community activities'.." Regulations promulgated to date
by EPA for the management'and disposal of solid waste include:'

40 CFR 240 Guidelin'es for the thermal pro'cessing of solid'wastes.

O 40 CFR 241 Guidelines for the land disposal of solid wastes.

O 40 CFR 243 Guidelines'forrthe' storage'and collection of'residential,
commercial, and institutional 'solid waste.

o 40 CFR 244 Solid waste man'age'ment guidelines for beverage containers.

o 40 CFR 245 ' Promulgation'resource recovery facilities guidelines.
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o 40 CFR 246 Source separation for materials recovery guidelines.

o 40 CFR 247 Guidelines for precurement of products that contain
recycled material.

o 40 CFR 249 Public participation in solid waste management.

o 40 CFR 254 Public notice of citizen suits.

o 40 CFR 255 Identification of regions and agencies for solid
waste management.

o 40 CFR 256 Guidelines for development and implementation of
state solid waste management plans.

o 40 CFR 257 Criteria for classification of solid waste disposal
facilities and practices.

Of special interest for the disposal of low-level waste are the regulations
40 CFR 241 (Guidelines for Landfill Disposal of Solid Waste) and 40 CFR 257
(Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities). The exist-
ing Part 241 regulation was originally promulgated on August 14, 1974 under
the authority of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Recovery Act of 1970 (Pub. L. 91-512). However, in March 1979, EPA published
a.Federal Register notice (44 FR 18138) proposing a new regulation, 40 CFR 241,
which would entirely replace the existing regulation (Ref. 27). The revised
Part 241 regulation, entitled "Guidelines for the Landfill Disposal of Solid
Waste," is intended to give more explicit guidance regarding the location,
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of solid waste landfill dis-
posal facilities. Specific design features of a solid waste landfill are
discussed for control of such potentially troublesome occurrences as leachate
generation, gas generation, and run-off. Site monitoring is also discussed.
The guidelines are meant to be.a concise identification of recommendations., A
more detailed description of the technical and economical aspects of recommended
landfill practices can be found in the "Draft EIS on the Proposed Guidelines
for the Landfill Disposal of Solid Waste" (March 1979) (Ref. 28).

The proposed guidelines stipulated in 40 CFR 241 are-meant to closely interact
with the recently promulgated EPA regulation 40 CFR 257, "Criteria for. Classifi-
cation of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities." These criteria were promulgated
in September 1979 under the authority of Sections 1008(a)(3) and 4004(a) of
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource Conservation Recovery
Act of 1976 (RCRA) as well as Section 405(d) of the Clean Water Act, as amended
(Ref. 29).

The criteria contains minimum criteria for the level of health and environ-
mental protection that must be achieved by a land disposal facility. Those
facilities that cannot meet the criteria are to be classified as "open dumps"
for the purposes of RCRA. RCRA prohibits. the practice of open dumping. The
criteria also provides the criteria to be applied in the federal district
courts in determining whether or not open dumping had occurred, in addition to
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providing guidelines (Section 405 of the Clean Water Act) for the utilization
and disposal of waste water treatment plant sludge.

The purpose of the criteria is to determine whether there is'"no'reasonable
probability of'adverse'effects on health or the environment." This determin-
ation would be made on a case-by-case basis, taking into accou'int particular
site-specific-conditions at a particular facility. '(The guidelines, on-the
other hand, are certified by EPA to'represent sound'solid waste management --
practices, but do not necessarily guarantee a site's compliance with'the,
criteria. The guidelines are an informational resource which can assist state
officials and site operators in determining the types of site practices which,
if performed properly, would provide reasonable assurance that the criteria
would be met. EPA notes that the criteria could also be met by'employing a
new innovative technology which is not discussed in the guidelines.) A 'guidance
manual '("Draft Guidance Manual'for the Classification of Solid Waste Disposal
Facilities,", November 1979). for use by state agencies and disposal site
operators'in' determining compliance'with the criteria has been issued by the
EPA Office'of,'Solid Waste staff (Ref. 30).'

Criteria listed by EPA which if violated would "pose a reasonable probability
of: adverse effects 'on health or'the environment" include criteria for:

o floodplains;

o' endangered species;

o protection of surface water;'

o protection of ground water;-

o application to food-chain cropland;

o air-quality; and -' ''' -

o safety (including control'of gasesi, fr'es bird haz'ard to- aircraft
' ' - -and'access). - "

Of-particular interest are-the criteria'for protection of surface water and of
ground water.

In the criteria,' protection of 'surface 'water is carried'out under the auspices
of Sections '402, 404, and 208 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), as amerded.a Dis-
charge'of'pollutants'into'the waters of the'United States' must conform'to the
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Eliminatio'n System (NPDES;''
Section 402 of the CWA).. Discharge of dredged material or fill material must
conform to the requirements, of Section 404 of the CWA. Nonpoint sbuice`pollu-
tion'of the waters of the United States must'~conform to an'area-wide4or state
plan 'approved by the'EPA"Administrator (Section'208 of the CWA).'

Protection of ground water is 'prim'arily based upon application of the National
Primary Drinking Water (NPDW) regulation, 40 CFR 141 (see Section N.7). The'
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criteria states that "a facility or practice shall not contaminate an underground
drinking water source beyondthe solid waste boundary-or beyond an alternative
boundary specified in accordance with paragraph b of this section." In this
requirement, "contaminate" means to introduce a substance which would either
exceed the allowable levels of contaminants listed in the NPDW Standard, or
increase the concentration of the substance in the ground water where the
existing levels of that substance already.exceed the allowable levels. The
definition of an underground drinking water source is:

"(i) An aquifer supplying drinking water for human consumption;

(ii) An aquifer in which the ground water contains less than 10,000 mg/i
total dissolved solids; or

(iii) An aquifer designated as such by the (EPA) administra Jr or a state."

A solid waste boundary means "the outermost perimeter of the solid waste
(projected in the horizontal plane) as it would exist at completion of the
disposal activity." Finally, Paragraph b establishes means by which a state
with a solid waste managementplan approved by the EPA administrator may
specify an alternative boundary for application of the ground-water criteria
other than the solid waste boundary.

The criteria would appear to essentially provide for no releases from a facility
when existing contaminant levels exceed the specified limits. This implies
that an aquifer that is contaminated either naturally or artificially (by man)
could be protected to a greater degree than one that is uncontaminated. The
criteria are also unclear as to their applicability when the aquifer in question
is not an underground drinking water source. The ground-water criteria are
similar to those proposed by EPA in December 1978 for disposal of hazardous
wastes. (See discussion below of EPA's hazardous waste regulations.)

The criteria and the use of the criteria by EPA are related to the character-
istics of the waste to be disposed. Annually, hundreds of millions of tons of
solid and hazardous wastes are produced, not counting mining wastes. There
are over 18,500 solid waste disposal sites in the U.S. (Ref. 31). The character-
istics of the waste streams are very hard to specify. Much of the waste is in
a liquid or in a semisolid form, or is otherwise easily compressible. Much of
the contaminant materials are essentially nonbiodegradable. Inorganic toxic
elements such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, and selenium have
essentially infinite half-lives. Previous improper disposal practices have
contaminated ground water on a local basis in many parts of the nation and on
a regional basis in some heavily populated and industrialized areas, precluding
its use as drinking water.

-The great volume of the waste material to be disposed has dictated certain
practical limitations in alternative methods for disposal of the waste--that
is, the key practical disposal method for most of the waste is by some variation
of landfill operations. This fact, coupled with the very great difficulty in
predicting the impacts of large volumes of diverse, long-lasting difficult-to-
characterize waste.material, has led to use of "impermeable" liners on the
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b6ttom of the landfills. The aim is essentially "zero release" from these'
facilities. The facilities' would be designed to collect, remove, and treat
any leachate produced by infiltrating precipitation prior to discharge to the
environment. However, the release of collected and treated leachate would not
constitute "zero release" and the system implies a more or less continual
maintenance requirement which someone will-have to pay'for once the site
license has been terminated.

EPA is also considering expanding the list of maximum contaminant levels used
in the criteria to include those levels published in the National Secondary
Drinking Water Regulations'(40 CFR 143).` A Federal Register notice (44 FR 53465)
announcing the proposed amendment to the criteria was-issued by EPA in September
1979 (Ref.- 37);. The proposed amendment would add maximum'permissible levels
for eleven contfainarts,'including chloride, color, foaming agents,' iron, -
manganese, odor. 'pH, sulfate', total* dissolved solids, 'and zinc. These additions
are'intended to protect ground water'from discoloration,; odor, and taste-causing
contami nants.

6.2 Management and Disposal of Hazardous Waste

The authority of the EPA to promulgate-regulations'to protect human health' arid
the environment is provided under the authority of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976, as-amended--an act which significntly amended the'
earlier Solid Waste"Disposal Act.

A sweeping set of procedural, administrative, and technical regulations for`'
the'management-and disposal of hazardous waste was proposed by EPA as 40 CFR 250
on December'18,'1978 (Ref.J33).- Over a thousand comments on the'proposed'rule
from the public were subsequentlyreceived by EPA. Since the'December 1978'
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the EPA has completely reorganized the' proposed'
regulation into a number of parts of Title 40 and are promulgating separate 'i
parts at different times. A listing'of the principal'parts of 40 CFR applicable
to hazardous waste management are provided'below (Ref. 34).-'

o 40 CFR 2

o 40 CFR 2

o 40 CFR 2

.60 Hazardous Waste Management: General.
*, * I-;.

. I ..

0

0

061 Hazardous Waste Management'System:' Identification
and Listing of Hazardous Waste.

762 Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste.

763 , Standards for'Transporters of Hazardous'Waste.

'64 Standards for Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste
Treatment,'Storage, and Disposal Facilities.

40 CFR:2

40 CFR 2

o 40 CFR 265 Interim Status Standards for Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
Facilities.
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o 40 CFR 122 EPA Administered Permit Program: The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System; the Hazardous Waste
Permit Program; and the Underground Injection Control
Program.

o 40 CFR 123 State Program Requirements.

o 40 CFR 124 Procedures for Decisionmaking.

o 40 CFR 125 Criteria and Standards for the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System.

Parts of 40 CFR 260 were originally promulgated on February 26-, 1980 (Ref. 35),
concurrent with promulgation of Parts'262 and 263. However, certain provisions
of Parts 260, 262, and 263 we're-amended on May 19, 1980 to reflect some additional
refinements as well as changes due to the publication'of Parts 261','264, and
265. Parts 261, 264, and 265 were also published on May 19, as well as extensive
amendments to Parts 122, 123, 124, and 125 (Ref. 34).

The following is a brief discussion of EPA's requirements for notification of
hazardous waste activities,,as well as a discussion of each separate part:

Preliminary notification of hazardous waste activity. A 'notification form
(and procedures for filling it out) for persons engaged in hazardous waste
activities was issued by EPA and noticed in the Federal Register on February 26,
1980 (45 FR 12746). As required by Section 3010 of RCRA and.codified by the
notification form, each person who generates' or transports hazardous waste, or'
who owns or operates a facility for the treatment, storage, or disposal of'
hazardous waste must notify EPA of their activities within 90 days of the.
publication of the Federal Register notice.: Alternatively, notification'is to
be given to those states having authorized hazardous waste permit programs'
(see 40 CFR 123). Specific requirements for generators, transporters, and
owner/operators of treatment, storage, or disposal facilities are provided in
Parts 262 through 265.

Those who fail to comply with the notification requirement may be compelled by
EPA to close operations. In addition, owner/operators of treatment, storage,
or disposal facilities that do not comply with the notification requirements
may become ineligible for interim status as provided in Part 265.

The function of the notification form is to identify all those who are currently
engaged in hazardous waste activities. This may entail as many as 400,000 persons,
businesses, and federal agencies. Respondees to the notification form will be
issued a 12-digit identification number to be used on shipping manifests and
other reporting forms required under Parts 262 through 265. This will facilitate
EPA's use of a computer-based system for monitoring hazardous waste activities
in the country.

40 CFR 260. The intent of 40 CFR 260 is to consolidate in one part several
provisions which are generally applicable to Parts 261 through 265. Provisions
contained in Part 260 include:
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-- o Rules concerning the designation and handling of-confidential
information; -

o '-'"Rules concerning grammatical construction';

o ''Definitions of key word and phrases;

. . . I 7 : . I � . , ': - - I ,

i

o Rules concerning EPA procedures to act on petitions for rulemaking
and alternative analytical test methods;'and

o -A "road map" to the hazardouslwaste regulations providing general
guidance regarding the most important provisions-of the'regulations.

4o CFR 26i. This regulation (Miy 19, 1980;' 45 FR 33084) identifies the criteria
for, and characteristics of hazardous wastes as well as provides'lists'of
several 'wastes which must'be m'anaged a's hazardous w'astes'. Certain portions of
40 CFR 261--particularly administrative and procedural portions--are promulgated
as final'rules'. Other portions; including the lists of hazardous wastes', the
criteria for listing hazardous waste, and the definitions' f'solid waste and
domestic sewage, are being issued as "interim final" regulations. Public--
comment on the'i nterim final regulations' is encouraged prior to theirb'eing
issued by EPA as final regulations.

According 'to the criteria, a waste stre'am is hazardous if it exhibits certain
characteristics, is fatal in low doses to humans or laboratory animals, con-
tributes to illness, or contain's certain listed toxic constituents.' Char-'
acteristics of hazardous wastes Include ignitabilty, corrosivity, reactivity,
or extraction procedure (EP)'toxicity. (According to the EP toxicity-proce-
'dure, a waste-stream is considered hazardous if a prescribed 'test of the waste
produces an extract of chemicals 100 times 'greater than the maximum levels''
listed in the'National Primary Drinking Water (NPDW)'reggulation, 40UCFR 141.)
The lists of hazardous waste streams currently include 85 waste streams from'
certain industrial processes as-hazardous. More waste streams are scheduled
to be listed in the'summer and fall'of this year..' In addition, approximately
400 chemicals are listed which are considered to be hazardous if not disposed
properly. '

In the Part 261 regulatIon',EPA doesn'tgenerally classify haiardous'waste'
'according to the-degree of the hazard.' All wastes that fall under the cri-,
teria are essentially disposed on an equal basis. Special procedures are -
required in other parts, however, depending on chemical characteristics such
as-compatability or physical characteristics such as liquidity.

'Certain wastes are'specifically excluded from consideration' as hazardous
wastes. These include domestic sewage,; industrial point source waste water
discharges,' irrigation'-return' flows, material subject 'to 2regulation by'NRC,
household wastes, 'agricultural 'wastes, 'ash from burning 'fossil fuels, drilling
fluids, andmaterials subjectto 'in' situ mining techniques but'not removed'
from the ground. ; In addition, persons 'generating less-than''1000 kg of hazard-
ous wastes per month are' exempt from' the p'romulgated -requirements. (This
criterion of 1000 kg/month is 10 times greater than the;limit'in the 1978
proposed rule.)
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40 CFR 262. Part 262 provides requirements for generators of hazardous, waste.
The main portions of the regulation were promulgated on February 26, 1980
(45 FR 12722) and revised as of May 19, 1980 (45 FR 33140) to incorporate
certain administrative and.technical refinements. The regulation requires
that a person determine whether or not he generates a hazardous waste under
the requirements of Part 261. If so, and if he stores this hazardous waste
onsite for a period greater than 90 days, he is then considered to operate a
waste storage facility that must comply with the detailed requirements of
Parts 122, 264, and 265. If.he stores the hazardous waste for less than
90 days and complies with certain other requirements such as containing and
labeling wastes, he is considered to be a waste generator and is subject to
other requirements.

The heart of Part 262 is the hazardous waste manifest system. This system is
meant to track the generation, transport, and disposal of hazardous waste
"from cradle to grave," and therefore greatly'reduce such improper waste dis-
posal practices as midnight dumping. Under the regulation, generators are
required to identify themselves and to describe the waste (type, weight, and
volume) on the manifest, which must accompany the waste shipment to the dis-
posal facility'.,,The disposal facility to which the wastes will be sent must
be indicated on the manifest, as well as at least one alternative facility. A
certification requirement is also included. Other requirements in the regula-
tion include requirements for packaging, labeling, marking, and placarding in
compliance with DOT requirements in 49 CFR Parts 172, 173, 178, and 179.

Also of interest are the recordkeeping and reporting requirements. After
receiving and disposing of a waste shipment, an operator of a waste disposal.
facility must sign the accompanying manifest document and return a copy of it
to the waste generator. If the waste generator' doesnot receive the returned
manifest document within 35 days after he has. shipped the waste, he must.
locate the waste shipment. Failing to locate the waste shipment, the waste
generator must submit an exception report to the EPA.

Other requirements on the waste generator include those for recordkeeping and
for annual reporting to the EPA.

40 CFR 263. These regulations, prescribing standards for the transporters of
hazardous waste,.were originally promulgated on February 26, 1980 (45 FR 12737).
Minor administrative amendments were noticed in the Federal Register on May 19,
1980 (45 FR 33150). .

Under the regulation, a transporter must 'not. transport hazardous waste material
without applying for and receiving an identification number from the EPA. The
transporter may not, accept a hazardous waste shipment from a generator without
it being accompanied by a manifest. The transporter must.then ensure that the
manifest accompanies the hazardous waste and deliver the manifest to the.
disposal facility along with the waste shipment. Less restrictive requirements
apply to the bulk shipments of waste transported by rail or'water. Also.
included in the regulation are recordkeeping requirements as well'as requirements
on the transporters to, undertake immediate cleanup actions on any waste spills
during transport.
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40 CFR 264 and 265. Parts 264 and 265 are very closely related'and were
promulgated by EPA in recognition of the many hundreds of hazardous waste
facilities already existing. Both regulations apply to owners and operators
of hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. The-Part 265
regulations are a less restrictive (abbreviated) set of regulations than the
Part 264 regulations which'will eventually apply to those owners/operators
which qualify-for "interim" status under the regulation. To qualify for
interim status, an owner/operator must:

1. Have been treating, storing, or disposing of hazardous waste prior
to October 21, 1976, or have had a hazardous waste facility under
construction before that date;

2.' 'Notify EPA in compliance with requirements promulgated pursuant to
Section'3010 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (see the earlier
discussion on notification of hazardous waste activity); and

3. -Apply for a permit pursuant to 40 CFR 122.

Assuming that an owner/operator complies with these requirements, he may then
operate under Part 265 while EPA evaluates his permit. EPA expects that, due
to the sheernumber of-applicants, several years may elapse prior to their
issuing a~permit to some owner/operators that have been awarded interim status.
When a permit is'eventually issued to such a facility, the permit will be
issued baised on the Part 264 requirements.

New.facilities must, of course, comply with the more restrictive Part 264
requirements.- As'discussed below, the Part,264 regulations'currently cover
only administrative and procedural matters. Existing facilities which do'not
qualifylfor interim status under the above rules must stop operations at the
storage/treatment/disposal facility pending issuance of a-permit under the"."
Part'264 requirements. ' -i

In the proposed'regulations issued in.October 1978, EPA specified-a' set of''
detailed prescriptive technical requirements for operation -of a storage,'
treatment, or-disposal facility. However',in the'May 19'interim final regula-
tions, EPA has adopted a much more general performance-objective approach. -As
stated in the May 19 Federal Register notice (Ref. 34, 45 FR 33156), EPA
believes that it'will take '"several years to promulgate detailed national
technical-standardsfor some types of facilities'(for example, the'design
requirements' for'landfills)."i Therefore, EPA is promulgating its'hazardous
waste standards under'Parts'264 and 265 in three phases.. Phase I corresponds
to the regulations issued-on May 19.'' Phase II requirements are expected later
this year and will contain more detailed technical requirem'ents.' Phase'I1I '
will invoive a further refinement"of the Phase I andPhase:II 'standards based
upon additional study and operational experience. ' '

The Phase I regulations' form a relatively complete set of administrative and,"
procedural interim status standards as'well as an abbreviated set of 'interim
status' technical standards'(Part 265). On the other hand, the general' status
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regulations (Part 264) cover only administrative and procedural requirements.
The main subparts of the two parts include:

Part 264 Part 265

A. General
B. General Facility
C. Preparedness and
D. Contingency Plan

Procedures
E. Manifest System,

and Reporting

Standards
Prevention
and Emergency

Recordkeeping,

A. General
B. General Facility Standards
C. Preparedness and Prevention
0. Contingency Plan and Emergency

Procedures
E. Manifest System, Recordkeeping,

and Reporting
F. Ground-water Monitoring
G. Closure and Postclosure
H. Financial Requirements
I. Use and Management of Containers
J. Tanks
K. Surface Impoundments
L. Waste Piles
M. Land Treatment
N. Landfills
0. Incinerators
P. Chemical, Physical, and.

Biological Treatment
Q. Underground Injection

The Phase I (March 19) regulations do not contain any specific standards
regarding protection of ground water.' These are scheduled by'EPA to'be promul-
gated as part of the Phase II regulations. However,' the Part 265 regulations
do require that all, hazardous waste disposal facilities or surface impound-
ments institute a ground-water monitoring program which includes at least one'
monitoring well up-gradient and three wells down-gradient of the facility.
Other technical requirements include those for control of precipitation-or'
other surface run-on to or run-off from active portions of a disposal facility.
Also included are requirements for security, daily inspections by the site'
owner/operator, and waste liquids, as well as special requirements for ignitable,
reactive, or incompatible wastes.

Of special interest are the Phase I regulations for closure, financing, and
institutional controls. Under the'regulations, every owner/operator of a
hazardous waste facility must submit a site closure plan (Part 265, Subpart G).
This plan is intended to be resubmitted'by the owner/operator and reviewed by
the EPA at five-yearjintervals. Also included as a part of the closure regu-
lations is a requirement that each owner/operator submit an estimate (to be
updated annually)-ofthe projected closure costs. There are, however, no
requirements for acceptable funding mechanisms to ensure that sufficient
capital will be available for closure and' postclosure maintenance and monitoring
of a disposal facility. As part of the original December 1978 proposed rule,
EPA proposed that an owner/operator make a cash deposit for the entire' amount
of the closure cost estimate into a closure trust fund. Based on comments-'
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received, EPA decided to repropose the'financial requirements for Parts 264
and.265 '(see 45 FR 33260; May 19, 1980). The new proposed rule would allow
greater flexibility in' meeting the financial requirement. Other options for
funding are considered acceptable (i.e. ,use of surety bonds,'letters of
credit,' individual company financial worth),'and payments may be made over a
20-year period. The proposed rule would also' require liability insurance.

Part 265' requires that after closure, the owner/operator maintain a disposal
'site for' 30 years'.. More than or less than 30 years may also be acceptable
depending upon site-specific conditions. After the owner/operator has been
relieved of: responsibility of the site, it is not clear, however, to whom the
title to the site passes.

40 CFR 122, 123,-'124, and 125. NRC issues licenses for control of radioactive
materials principally under one act--the Atomic Energy Ac't-of 1954. EPA,
however, issues permits as part of programs established by'a 'number of acts.
These include:

o The Hazardous Waste Management Program under the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA);

o 'The Underground Injection Control (UIC) program under the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA);

or, -The National Pollutant Discharge :Elimination System (NPDES),program
under the Clean Water Act (CWA);

o The state dredge or fill'programs.under Section 404 of the CWA
(commonly termed the "State 404 Programs"); and

o 'The'Prevention of Significant'Deterioration (PSD) program under the
Clean Air Act (CAA). -

The intent, therefore, of the extensive revisions'to'Parts .122 through 124'
(45 FR 33290) is-to consolidate the'program-permitting requirements for the.
,RCRA and UIC programs withithose'already'establishe'd for'the NPDES program.
Also consolidated are the permit issuance procedures for the PSD permits under
the CAA with those permits issued for the RCRA, UIC, and NPDES programs.
Newly established are requirements'for'state programs under-the RCRA, UIC, and
Section 404 programs. - -* -

Summaries of each of'the revised EPA regulations are as follows:

o Part 122 ("EPA Administered Permit Programs") establishes definitions
and general-permitting'requirements for-RCRA, UICi-and NPDES-programs
administered by EPA., These requirements include~applicability (that
is, who must apply for a permit); contents of-permit applications;
mandatory permit conditions; and procedures for revision, reissuance,
or termination of permits. Certain requirements-applicable to state
programs-are also presented.
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o Part 123 ("State Program Requirements") establishes requirements and
procedures for state programs for the management and control of
hazardous material, as well as procedures for EPA approval, revision,
and potential withdrawal of a state program. EPA programs~which may
be transferred to approved state control include the RCRA hazardous
waste program, UIC program, NPDES program, and the Section 404 pro-
grams for control of discharge or dredged or fill materials into the
waters of the United States. Included in the Part 123 requirements
are requirements for public-participation in the issuance of permits.

o Part 124 ("Procedures for Decisionmaking") establishes EPA procedures
for actions on permit applications made as. part of the RCRA hazardous
waste, UIC, PSD, and NPDES programs. Included are procedures for
public participation, consolidated review and issuance of two or-
more permits to the same facility or for the same activity, and for
appealing EPA decisions.

o Part 125 contains criteria and standards for the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System. On May 19, some minor revisions and
technical amendments were promulgated (45 FR 33512) principally to
correct certain cross references to Parts 122, 123, and 124. As
noted above, these parts.were extensively revised under the May 19
promulgated rule.

Consolidated permit application forms were also published on May 19 in the
Federal Register (45 FR 33516). .

7. 40 CFR 141: NATIONAL PRIMARY DRINKING WATER REGULATION

The National Primary Drinking Water (NPDW) regulation was promulgated by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to Sections 1412, 1414, 1415,
and 1450 of the Public Health Service Act, as amended by the Safe Drinking
Water Act (Pub. L. 93-523). The regulations cover allowable chemical
(40 FR 59566, Dec. 24, 1975) and radiological (41 FR 28402, July 9, 1976)
contamination inma "public water system." A guide book on the regulation-has
been published, entitled "National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations"
(Ref. 36).

In the regulation, a public water system is defined-as a "system for the
provision to the public of piped water for human consumption, if such system
has at least 15 service connections or regularly serves 25 individuals daily
at least 60 days out of the year." The definition further distinguishes
between a "community water system" or a "noncommunity water system," where:

1. A community water system is a "public water system which serves at
least 15- service connections used by year-round residents or regularly
serves at least 25 year-round-residents"; and

2. A noncommunity water system is "a public water system that is not a
community water system."
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In the regulation, maximum nonradioactive contaminant levels are stipulated.
for certain inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, turbidity, and
microbiological activity.

Requirements for radioactive elements in ground water include-the-.following:

*.-Maximum containment levels for radium-226, radium-228, and gross alpha
particles:

o Combined radium-226 and radium-228: 5 pCi/l.'

o- Gross alpha particle activity-(including radium-226 but.excluding
radon andduranium):- 15'pCi/1.

,In addition, the regulation states that the concentration of beta particles
.and photon radioactivity from man-made radionuclides in drinking water should
not produce an annual dose equivalent to the total body or-to any internal
organ greater than 4 millirem/year. If two or more (man-made) radionuclides
are present,.the sum of the annual dose equivalent to-the.total-body or to any
organ shall nIot exceed 4 millirem/year.

The regulatio'ralso contains requirements-for water sampling and monitoring,
analytical techniques, recordkeeping,.and reporting. If the concentrations of -

the contamination in a public water supply exceed those in the standard, the
water.supplier is required to notify billing customers. This notification is
to take the form-'of a' notice'included with the bill as well as publication of
the notice in a local newspapers). A copy of the notice'is -to be provided to
radio and television stations servicing the area. No enforcement'provisions
are-contained in -the regulation in the'event that the containment levels ar'e'
exceeded or if the water supplier fails to'carry out the provision in the
regulation as regards to monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, or notification
of.excessive contamination levels.

The regulation makes no specific mention-of alpha-emitting transuranic radio-
nuclides.

--
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Appendix Q

CALCULATION OF PREOPERATIONAL, OPERATIONAL, CLOSURE AND
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL COSTS

1. INTRODUCTION

This appendix.presents a summary of the assumptions and calculationallprocedures
.,used in this-environmental impact statement to determine costs for siting,-
designing,,constructing, operating, and closing a reference radioactive.waste

*,disposal facility, as well as costs for 100 years of active-institutional
control-(the terms institutional control.and long-term care are used synonymously).
The costs are calculated in three segments:

1. Capital Costs, which include costs associated with siting, designing,
licensing and Initial construction of the facility.

2. Operational Costs, which include costs associated-with receipt and disposal
of waste, as well as construction of disposal cells.

3. Postoperational Costs, which include costs for (a) facility closure,-and
...(b) institutional control by the site owner.

Included in the calculations are costs associated with acquisition by the
licensee of surety bonds, letters of credit, or other financial instruments
which are used to provide assurance to the site owner that funding for closure
and institutional control will be available. For the purposes.of this appendix,
it is assumed that the licensee acquires a surety bond sufficient to cover the
entire facility closure costs. Funding for closure and institutional control is
assumed to be provided by sinking funds into which money is periodically placed
after being collected as a surcharge on waste received at the disposal facility.

In this appendix, capital costs are discussed in Section 2.0, operational
costs are discussed in Section 3.0, and postoperational costs are.discussed
in Section 4.0.. ,In each section, a sample calculation is performed using the
reference facility described in Appendix.E as an example.. Following these,
sections is:Section 5.0, which analyzes some financial aspects connected with
closure and institutional control...Section 6.0 then summarizes the example
calculations performed in.the previous; three sections and provides, an example
calculation.of a total unit disposal cost ($ per.m3-,of waste). (The total unit
disposal cost is that charge sufficient to amortize the capital investment,
pay all operating expenses,-.earn a-specified rate of return on equity and
establish a fund of sufficient size to.pay for all site closure'!and institutional
control expenses.) .The unit disposal cost:is derived by multiplying a set of
factors-by each of the three cost components (capital, operational-.,and post-
operational costs).. - .. .- . -.
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2. CAPITAL COSTS

Capital costs include all costs required to site, design, license, and construct
a disposal facility; and include direct costs, indirect costs, and an annual
fixed capital charge. Direct costs are costs which can be specifically assigned
to particular tasks or actions, such as construction of a building or, installation
of a particular piece of equipment. Indirect costs are calculated as a percentage
of the direct costs and are costs incurred during siting, licensing, and
construction operations which cannot be specifically allocated to particular
tasks or actions. The annual fixed capital charge is a fixed charge that
occurs during the operating life of the facility, but is calculated as a
percentage of the capital costs. It represents that portion of the total
costs which are required during the (20 year) operating life to recover capital
and interest expenses and to earn a specified return on a firm's equity.

2.1 Direct Capital Costs

Direct capital costs include the material, labor, overhead and necessary site
improvements required to site, license and construct the facility. In this
appendix, direct capital costs are assumed to include costs for:

o Site selection;
o Environmental impact studies;
o Administrative support;
o Licenses' and permits;
o Site improvements (e.g., roads, fences, lights, etc.);
o Buildings and structures; and
o Engineering and design costs.

In the analysis-, the required direct labor costs are assumed to be included as
part of construction operations. For the purposes of this environmental -

impact statement, costs for site selection, environmental impact studies, and
licenses and permits are assumed to be constant for all the-alternatives
considered. Adminstrative and legal costs are also assumed to be constant.
The costs for buildings, structures, and other site construction activities,
however,'are a variable depending upon the alternatives considered.

In this appendix, equipment used to construct disposal-cells (e.g., disposal
trenches), to dispose of received wastes, and to carry out support activities
are not included as part of the capital' costs but are included as-equipment
leasing charges through the operational life of the facility.. At an actual
disposal facility, some equipment would undoubtedly be purchased--possibly
second hand--and some would'probably be leased. Assuming that equipment is
purchased would require a number of additional assumptions regarding purchase
costs, finance charges, insurance, depreciation, equipment operating life before
replacement, salvage value, and so forth. As a simplification, therefore, all
equipment is assumed to be leased. This assumption is maintained consistently
through the alternatives considered in this environmental impact statement for
facility design and operation.
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For the reference facility presented
-included as direct capital costs, in

,in Appendix E, the following items are .
1980 dollars:

Capital Outlay 1980 $ (X 1000)

1. 'Site selection ' $ 500 ';-
2. 'Environmental impact studies 600'
*3. NRC licensing fees, '325
4. Other'licehnses and permits 250-
5. Land acquisition (200 acres e $1200/acre) 240
6. Corporate administration ' 1,625.25
7. - Constructidn administration 450.45
8. Legal fees' ' 1,000
9. Road construction . 200' .

10. Initial land preparation (40 acres @ $1145/acre) 45.8
11. Office and other miscellaneous light equipment .400': :;
12. Building construction 1,173.25
13. Utilities and supplies' during construction '175
'14. Peripheral-systems (fencing,-lighting, utilities -300

*'installation, telephone, etc.)
15. Engineering and'design (10% of items 9, 12, and 14) 167.3

$ 7,452. '

The costs for items 1 through 4 above are held constant throughout the
alternatives considered in this environmental impact statement. The costs for
the other items, however, may vary depending upon the alternatives considered.

Building costs, which include the costs of labor required for construction,
may be estimated as follows:

'Buildina *- *. 1980$
.

Administration ' '$ 235,400
Health physics/security' 387,500
Warehouse ' 126,500
Garage - 113,000
Waste'activities 302,250';
Storage shed 8,600

'' 1,173,250

I

. . , a

I , , I -

. I I

Building costs are assumed to vary depending upon the-complexity of the,,
activities-taking place within the particular.building. -For example, costs
ranged from $108/r 2 ($1O/ft2) for the.storage shed to $538/M2 ($50/ft2) for
the waste activities.building,' with an average building cost of $388/m2
($36/ft2). A description of the function(s) of,.each building is provided in
Appendix E.
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Engineering and design costs are assumed to be 10% of the costs for roadiand'
building construction and installation of peripheral systems (fencing, lighting,
utilities, monitoring wells, telephone connections, etc.). These costs include
the costs associated with consulting, quality control, and inspection fees.

Estimated costs for corporate administration during facility siting, design,
licensing, and construction are assumed to persist for 5 years and are broken
down in Table Q.1. During initial construction of the facility, which is assumed
to last one year, additional manpower is required to oversee site activities,
to coordinate contracts, and to arrange for waste shipment customers. All
personnel charges are increased from the basic rates by addition of a 10%
fringe charge. A 50% overhead is then calculated from the combined base and
fringe charges. Also shown in Table 1 are the legal' fees during facility
siting, licensing, and construction. These are assumed to average approximately
$200,000 per year for each of the five years.

2.2 Indirect Capital Costs

Indirect capital costs are expenses of a general nature which apply to the
overall project of siting, licensing, designing'and constructing the disposal
facility, and are calculated as a percentage of'the direct capital costs. For
the purposes of this environmental impact statement, the indirect costs are
estimated as follows:

Item Percentage of Direct Costs

Interest during construction 33
Contingency 30
Other Costs 10

73 %

Interest during construction charges include the sum of interest charges for
capital expenditures. It covers the net cost of funds utilized to finance the
siting, design, and construction of the facility. Interest charges are a
function of the amount of expenditures, the time period for which funds are
borrowed, and the interest rate.. Interest charges are included in the indirect
capital costs even if the money used during siting and construction activities
is from the company's-own funds. (It is a "return" that could have been
realized if that money were invested during the operational lifetime of the
facility.) For this appendix, the interest on construction was calculated at
6-month intervals assuming-a 15% interest rate over a period of five years.
In addition, the rate that funds are expended is assumed to increase during
the five years prior to facility operation--i.e., $2.4 million is spent during
the first two years, an additional $1.5 million is spent over the next two years,
and the remainder over the last year.

Contingency costs cover any additional (unplanned for) costs that may arise
during siting, licensing, and constructing the disposal facility. - An example
is the possible need to-acquire additional hydrogeologic data regarding the-
proposed disposal facility. Other costs cover miscellaneous overhead expenses
during the preoperational phase such as insurance, sales tax on purchased
equipment and material, and so forth.
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Table Q.1 Administrative Costs During Siting, Licensing, and Construction

Corporate Personnel (annual for 5 years): , - Costs ($x 1000)

1 Project Leader
2 Senior Engineers

... 3.Engineers
2,Clerical

. .1 . .

@ 55 k
@ 35 k
@ 24 k
@ 12 k

55.00
' 70.00
48.00
24.00

$ 197.00

10 % Fringe I ' ' + 19.'7 '--

't : . . .
'$ 216.70 -

+ 108.3550 % Overhead

Legal Fees (annual

$ 325.05 -

for 5.years):

.$ 200.00 ' ..

.Site Administration (during one year construction period)'

: 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.2

Site' Manager
Assistant Site Manager
Foreman
Site Radiation Safety Officer
Contracts Coordinator
Radiation Safety Technician
QA and Safety Supervisor
Customer Service-Coordinator
Waste Shipment Scheduler
Billing/Accounting Personnel
Secretarial

@ 40 k
@ 35 k
@ 28 k
@ 35 k
@ 24 k
@ 15 k
@ 26 k
@ 24 k
@ 16 k
@ 12 k
@ 9 k'

40.00
35.00

' 28.00
35.00
24.00
15.00
26.00
24.00

16.00
12.00

' - '18.00

'; $273.00

10 % Fringe :' ,+ 27.3

$ 300.3

+ 150.15
, I -. I

50 % Overhead

. I ' $ 450.45
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For the example reference disposal facility presented in Appendix E, the total
capital investment is the sum of the direct and indirect capital costs, that is:

Investment = 7,452,050 + 0.73 (7,452,050)
= 1.73 (7,452,050)
= $12,892,000

2.3 Annual Fixed Capital Charge

The annual charge for the capital represented by the total investment includes
such items as interest on borrowed money, return on equity, depreciation,
taxes, and insurance. Calculation of annual fixed charges for a real disposal
facility can become quite complicated; however, for the purposes of this appendix
these charges are assumed to be calculated as a constant fixed percentage
(the fixed capital charge rate) of the initial total investment cost, carried
out over the 20-year operating life of the facility. The fixed charge rate
can also be considered to be the ratio of the total, annual capital charge to
the total capital investment.

To estimate the annual fixed charge rate, some typical fixed charge rates
associated with nuclear fuel cycle facilities may be examined. One DOE document
prepared by Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) provides an estimate
of the fixed charge rate for a large private company, based upon a number of
assumptions regarding the cost of money, federal and state income tax rates,
insurance and contingencies, depreciation, and estimated site operating life
(Ref. 2). Similar estimates (based on somewhat similar assumptions) may be
found in an extensive series of studies by Oak Ridge National Laboratories
(ORNI) on the costs and benefits of installation of additional airborne effluent
treatment equipment in nuclear fuel cycle facilities. A typical document in
this series is reference 3. A summary of the assumptions and fixed charge
rates obtained from the DOE and ORNL references, are shown below.

DOE ORNL

Plant lifetime (years) 15-20 15
Capital Investment-bonds 25% 30%
Capital Investment-equity 75% 70%
Bond Interest rate 8% 5%
After tax return on equity 12% 16%
Federal Income Tax Rate 48% 50%
State Income Tax Rate 6.5% 3%
Annual Property Taxes 7% .3.8%

and Insurance
Weighted Cost of Money 10%
Investment Credit Rate 7% N. A.
Fixed Charge Rate 23-25% 24%

In the ORNL document, the 5% bond interest rate was characterized as being
probably somewhat low. ORNL also noted that increasing it to 8% would increase
the fixed charge rate to about 26%.
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For the purposes of this appendix, a fixed charge rate of 25% is assumed.
This rate is also consistent with an assumed.nuclear.facility fixed charge
rate in WASH-1538 ("Final Environmental Statement Concerning Proposed.Rule-.

,,making Action:. Numerical Guides For Design Objectives and Limiting Conditions
For Operation to Meet the Criterion "as Low as Practicable" 'For Radioictive
Material in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents") (Ref. 3).

2.4 Total Capital Costs

:-Total capital costs are estimated as the.product of the total capital investment
times-the-annual fixed change rate.(25%) over a period of.20'years, times a
profit-margin. Forithe purposes of this appendix, operating a disposal facility
istaken to be a high-risk business venture,,and a profit margin of 20% is
assumed. 'Therefore,

Total capital costs = Direct Costs X Indirect costs X AnnualFixed Charge X
Profit.

= Direct Costs X 1.73 X 0.25 X.20 X 1.20
= 10.38 Direct Costs

-For the-example reference disposal facility,

',Total capital-cost.= 10.38 ($7,452,050).
=-$77,352,300. .

3. OPERATIONAL COSTS

The operational costs consist of the labor, equipment, materials and ssupplies
required to conduct waste receipt.and disposal activities. .Included-in these
costs are overhead, contingency and profits, as well as the costs of'site
monitoring. The necessary costs for providing financial guarantees-such as,
security bonds or letters of credit are included under.postoperational costs.
While they are incurred during operations,:they are a function (as based on
annual premiums) of the.projected postoperational costs. To the extent that
estimated postoperational costs change, the.resultant costs of financial'
guarantees will change.

3.1 Direct Operational Costs

Total direct operational costs over-the 20-year life of the disposal facility
are estimated for the, following cost components:

o Operations and maintenance;
o Disposal cell construction;
o Heavy.equipment leasing;_
o Corporate administrative and legal overhead; -
o Payroll;
o Utilities and supplies;
o. -.Environmental monitoring;.and.
o Regulatory costs.
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Operations and maintenance costs include costs associated with routine operation
and maintenance (upkeep) of site grounds, office and miscellaneous other'light
equipment, buildings, site facilities, and other structures such as roads,-
fences, lighting, etc. These costs are estimated at 10% of the capital outlay
for these grounds, buildings, facilities, and other structures per year. (For
the reference facility, this would total approximately 10% of $2,313,250 per
year, or about $231,325 per year.)

Disposal cell construction takes place continuously during facility operation;
therefore, costs for disposal' cell construction are included under operational
costs rather than capital costs. Construction operations include clearing
away existing foliage, excavation of disposal cells, installation of standpipes
and French drains, backfilling and compacting with heavy machinery, seeding
and mulching, and emplacement of markers and monuments. Costs for disposal
cell construction include those associated with equipment use (including fuel
and lubrication), labor, and materials. For the'reference facility, labor and
equipment costs are included as part of costs for payroll, heavy equipment
leasing, and consumables.

Estimated disposal cell materials and surveying costs are summarized on
Table Q.2. Costs for 150 mm (6" I.D.) polyvinyl-chloride (p.v.c.) standpipes
(three to a trench) are estimated based upon consideration of reference 5.
The cost for gravel placed within the French drain is estimated at $6.50/m3
($5/yd3). Costs for grass seed and mulching materials are estimated based
upon Reference 6. Costs for cornermarkers and monuments are estimated from
information in reference 5. The cornermarkers and monuments are assumed to-
be made of polished red granite slabs, at $18.30/ft2 for a 4" slab. Each
disposal trench has four 30" X 4" X 4" cornermarkers and one 30" X 16" X 4"
monument. Hourly surveying charges are taken from Reference 6.

Equipment leasing costs are costs required to lease construction and waste
handling equipment for' use at the site (e.g., cranes, trucks, tractors, fork
lifts, etc.) over a 20 year facility operating period. As stated above',
operators of an actual facility may own part'of the equipment and lease part
of the equipment used at the facility.' Assuming'that the equipment is owned
would require developing a number of additional assumptions regarding the
fraction of owned equipment, how it was purchased (new, used), the financial
arrangements regarding the purchases, and the operating life of the equipment
prior to replacement. For this appendix, then, it is more straightforward to
assume that all equipment is leased. Leasing costs may be obtained from
standard guides for estimating construction costs (Ref. 5). A summary of the
equipment requirements assumed for the reference facility is included as
Table Q.3.

Corporate administrative costs are estimated at an average of $300,000 per
year over the operating life of the facility. In addition, legal fees are
estimated at an average of $150,000 per year.

Payroll costs are the largest component of the total expenses incurred during
site operations. Payroll costs include personnel directly involved in the
disposal operations, as well as site administrative and support personnel.
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Table Q.2 Trench Construction Materials and Surveying Costs

A. Standpipes -I, ..

30 ft. of 6" p.v.c standpipe @ $2.45/ft*
3 standpipe's per trench $220.50/trench
3 standpipe casings @ $150/standpipe = $450/trench*
58 trenches @ $670.50/trench

B. French drain

(.6m X'.6m X 180m) = 55 m3/trench = 85 yd3/trench-
gravel @ $5/yd3 = $425/trench
58 trenches @'$425/trench'

$38,889

$24,650

C. Seed and mulch

'-1.5 acres per trench
materials = $295/acre*
-58 trenches.X 1.5 acres X $295/acre

D. Cornermarkers and monuments

, - - $25,665

- I

granite markers:@ $18.30/ft 2 for 4" slab**
cornerstones = 4 X 30" X 4" = 3.33 ft 2

monuments = 30" X 16" X'4" = 3.33 ft2

58 trenches X 6.67 ft 2 X $18.30/ft2

I � I .. . . I
E. ,Surveyor

surveyor @ $60/hr I
assume 8 hrs/trench
58,trenches X 8 X $60/hr.

I : $7,111

.. . I . I . .

; I .. . ~.3.

., . , , I,. .. , - S27,840

- Total: $124,155

($2140.60/trench)

* based:-uoo o e . R2 14.-

*Estimate based:upon information obtained from Reference 5.

**Estimate' based, upon information obtained from Reference'-4.
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Table Q.3 Equipment Leasing Costs

No. Equipment Duration Rate Cost

1 Welder/Generator 240 months @ $1500/mo = $ 360,000
1 40 Ton Crane 240 months @ $4500/mo = 1,080,000
1 100 Ton Crane 240 months @4$6400/mo = 1,536,000
4 Four Wheel Drive Vehicles 240 months @ $ 800/mo = 768,000
5 Pickups 240 months @ $ 750/mo = 900,000
2 Forklifts 240 months @ $1000/mo = 480,000
2 Crawler Tractors 240 months @ $4200/mo = 2,016,000
2 Farm Tractors 240 months @ $ 800/mo = 384,000
2 Pan Scrapers 240 months @ $8000/mo = 3,840,000
6 Miscellaneous Corporate

Vehicles 240 months @ $ 600/mo = 864,000
$12,228,000

Source: Reference 5

The assumed payroll costs per job function are listed in Table Q.4. A 10% fringe
is added to the base personnel costs; a 50% overhead is then calculated from the
combined base and fringe charges.

Environmental monitoring costs involve costs associated with analysis of environ-
mental samples collected as part of the facility environmental monitoring program.
The assumed operational environmental monitoring program for the reference facility
is shown as Table Q.5. All gamma-isotopic, HTO, and 1311 sample analyses are
assumed to be performed using offsite services. Costs are estimated based upon:
(1) an assumed average cost of $50 per analysis of atmospheric, soil and
vegetation, well water, and sump samples (530 analyses per year), and (2) an
assumed charge of $200 per year for TLD analysis.

Regulatory costs include costs associated with license renewals, inspection
fees, and amendments, and are listed in Table Q.6. Assuming that the disposal
license is renewed every 5 years, the licensee would then undergo 3 license
renewals over the 20 year operating life of the facility. NRC renewal fees
-would'run approximately $100,000 per renewal. In addition, the licensee is
assumed to prepare an environmental assessment of facility operations for each
renewal. Each assessment is assumed to include an update of the facility
closure plan, including an update of funding assessments. A final site closure
plan will be prepared for NRC approval prior to implementation of the plan.
An NRC review charge wouldalso be levied on this final-plan. Assuming that
the licensee expends approximately $100,000 to prepare each of the 3 license
renewals as well as the final closure plan, the total administrative costs for
license renewal and facility closure would be approximately $800,000 over the
operating life of the facility, Also included are NRC inspection fees which
are assumed to total approximately $40,000 over 20 years, assuming 2 inspections
per year. Finally, fees for license amendments are included, assuming one
major amendment and ten minor amendments over the operating life of the facility.
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-Table Q.4' Reference Disposal Facility' Payroll

No. Job Annual Salary($) Extended Total($)

1
1
1

., .,- .,,
1
1

~ ~ 1. .
1

Senior Staff

Site Manager
Executive SecretaryI
Site Radiation Safety I
Assistant Site Manager
Foreman
Operations Manager
QA.& Safety Supervisor
Office Manager
Security Chief
Librarian (Records)

)fi

1 Customer Service Coordinz
1 'Contracts Coordinator

40,000
12,000

'icer 35,000
35,000
28,000
26,000
26,000
24,000
25,000
12,000

itor 24,000
* ,24,000

16,000
inel 12,000

12,000
9,000

40,000
12,000
35,000
35,000
28,000
26,000
26,000
24,000
25,000
12,000
24,000
24,000

. 4

2
4.4

:.Support Staff-

'Waste Shipment Schedulers
Billing/Accounting Persor
Security Personnel .

"Secretarial Personnel

64,000
24,000
48,000
36',000

Staf

3 QA Technicians
8 Radiation Safety Technicians
8 '- Heavy Equipment Operators

13 Semi-Skilled Laborers
(includes mechanics)

12 Unskilled Laborers

14,000
15,000
21,000
15,000

42,000
120,000
168,000
195,000

I . ,

10,000

70 $1,128,00070 $1,128,000
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Table Q.5 Reference Facility Operational Enviromental Monitoring Program

Sample No. of Frequency Type of
Description Locations Type Media of Analysis Analysis

External
Gamma

50 Continuous TLD Quarterly Exposure

Atmosphere 3 Continuous Parti-
culate
Filter

Daily Gross Beta-Gamma

Parti-
cul ate
Filter

Charcoal
Cartridge

Weekly

Weekly

Gamma Isotopic

I-131

Soil and
Vegetation

10 Grab Soil and
Vegetation

Quarterly Gross
Gamma
Gross
HTO

Beta-Gamma
Isotopic
Alpha

Offsite
Wells

Site Boun-
dary Wells

Disposal
Area Wells

Disposal
Trench Sumps

5 Grab

10 Grab

H2 0

H20

H20

H2 0

Semi-Annual

Semi-Annual

Quarterly

Monthly

Gamma
Gross
HTO

Gamma
Gross
HTO
Gamma
Gross
HTO

Gamma
Gross
HTO

Isotopic
Alpha

Isotopic
Alpha

Isotopic
Alpha

Isotopic
Alpha

15 Grab

As con-
structed

Grab

Estimated annual costs: $26,700.
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Table Q.6 Summary of Regulatory Costs

1. 3 Environmental assessments for license
renewals (@ $100 k each)

2. 3 license renewal fees (@'$100 k each)
3. 1 Final site closure plan
4. 1 Closure plan review fee
5. Inspection fees (assume 2.per year over
6. License Amendments

Assume: 1 major amendment
10 minor amendments

Costs'(X 1000)
$ 300

$ '300
$ -100.

-$ 100
$ 40

$ 291
$. 7

20 years)

$1,138

The cost of consumables (utilities, fuel, supplies, etc.) are estimated at
$200,000 per year, which isWan estimate based upon consideration of:consumable
costs estimated by DOE in-reference8.-

For the reference disposal facility, total direct operational costs are estimated
as follows:

.Operatinq Costs Over 20 years (X 1000)

1.

2.
3..
4.':

Operations and maintenance (10% of buildings,
facilities, and light equipment over 20 years)
Disposal cell materials (58 trenches)
Heavy equipment.
Payroll: '

I 0

0
'-0

Base
Fringe
Overhead

4,626.5

124.2
';'-12,228

22,560
-2,256
12,408

6000
3,000
-534

:1,138
4,000

$68,875

5. : Corporate administration (@ $300 k/yr)
6. Legal fees (@ $150 k/yr)
7. Environmental monitoring
8. 'Regulatory costs
9. -- Consumables-(utilities, fuel,' supplies, etc.)'

(@ $200'k/yr) '

3.2 IndirectcOperatitonalCosts o

'Indirect operational costs are'approximated
directtoperational costs and are'assumed to

I . I I

as-a percentage of the total
consist of a 30% contingency
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allowance. Operational costs prior to profit are therefore calculated as the
following.

Costs = 1.3 (Direct costs).

For the reference disposal facility, this comes to:
1.3 x $68.9 million = $89.5 million.

3.3 Total Operational Costs

Again, a profit of 20% is assumed. Total operational costs are estimated as
the following:

Total operational costs = (1.2)(1.3)(Direct Costs)
= 1.56 (Direct Costs)

For the reference facility, total capital and operational costs equal the
following:

Total Costs = 10.38 (Direct capital costs)
+ 1.56 (Direct operational costs)

= 10.38 (7,452,100) + 1.56 ($68,875,000)
= $184,797,000
= $185./m3
= $5.23/ft3

4. POSTOPERATIONAL COSTS

Postoperational costs are composed of two components: (1) costs for facility
closure following the end of the facility 20-year operating life, and (2) costs
for institutional control of the facility after closure. In this appendix,
costs for closure are assumed to be borne by the licensee. To fund closure
activities, the licensee is assumed to set aside a sum of money on an annual
basis for investment and accrual. This is represented in this appendix by a
surcharge ($ per m3 of waste) on waste received at the disposal facility.
Monies received from this surcharge are assumed to be placed into an interest-
bearing investment fund. However, to ensure that funds will be available to
implement closure should for some reason the site be closed earlier than
scheduled, the projected costs for closure are assumed to be protected by a
surety mechanism obtained by the licensee. Funds for institutional control
are assumed to be obtained through a surcharge ($ per m3 of waste) placed upon
the waste received at the facility. Monies obtained through the surcharge
mechanism are placed in an interest-bearing state operated investment fund.

The remainder of this section is divided into two subsections: Section 4.1
addresses closure and Section 4.2 addresses institutional control. Each
subsection develops scenarios regarding the specific level of activities
required.- That-is, two levels of closure activities (and costs) are developed
(e.g.,-high, and low), as well as three levels of institutional control
activities (high, medium and low). The possible need for long-term contingency
(remedial) actions are also addressed in Section 4.2.
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Section 4.0 is then followed by a Section 5.0 which briefly illustrates how
closure and institutional control'costs may vary depending 'upon assumptions''
regarding'funding mechanisms (surety bonds, letters of credit, sinking funds)'
as well as interest and inflation rates.'' '

4.1 Closure

Closure activities involve final decontamination and dismantlement'of buildings
and other structures, as' well as 'reparation'of the disposal facility for
institutional control by the site'owner. 'Closure activities are referenced in
this section to the reference disposal facility discussed in Appendix E.
Closure costs are estimated based upon the following factors:

''o. Building decontamination and demolition;
' on Final 'grounds preparation; - ' -

o 'Onsite'disposal of demolished buildings and other waste material;
o Personnel costs (including fringe and overhead);
o Supplies and utilities;
o Equipment costs; and
o Environmental monitoring costs.

As an.illustration in this appendix, two'levels of closure costs are estimated:
low and'high. These two'scenarids are discussed below.

4.1.1 Low Scenario,

For the'low'scenario, final closure of the reference-facility is assumed to .-
-require approximately two years-and-mainly involves-dismantling and' decontamina-
tihg site buildings, disposal of wastes produced during dismantlement'and
decontamination operations, and final site seeding and contouring.'

Three of the six'buildings on the referen'ce'disposal facility--i.e.,'the'-
administration building, the health physics/security building, and the'site
warehouse",--are-located in the administrative area of the site and should be
essentially free of contamnination.' The administration building:and the:''-
warehouse--are dismantled and sold'for salvage. *The health'physics/security'
building is left'standing for use by the s'ite owner during the institutional
control'period.': Of the remaining three site buildings, only the waste :-
activities building is expected to' have appreciable -levels- of contamination.
This building is decontaminated to the extent practical and demolished, as is
the site garage and the site shed. To accommodate the' waste produced during
dismantlement and decontamination, operations, an'additional small trench is
excavated. The volume of waste produced during these operations is estimated
to be relatively small--about 1130 m3'(40,000 ft3) (Ref.' 6). '

For the low scenario, there is'assumed tf be littleeffort't' o'recontb'ur the
disposal site land. The trench' covers are left'mou'nded. ' The:'final disposal
trenches are'filled, capped, graded, 'and seeded with a'grass cover. 'During'
this time period, the licensee'makes'a final -survey of the disposal' area to
determine direct radiation levels. All parts of the disposal area are
certified as having radiation levels at essentially background levels.
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A summary of the estimated costs are included as Table Q.7. Based upon
consideration of the site closure and stabilization plans of an existing
disposal facility, building demolition is estimated to-cost approximately
$300,000, assuming that a private contractor is hired to perform these
operations (Ref. 6).

Estimated personnel costs are also shown in Table Q.7, and fringe and overhead
are calculated as above. For this appendix, building demolition, waste
disposal, and most of the final site preparation is assumed to require
approximately a year's effort. However, another year at reduced licensee
effort is assumed to be needed for final site surveillance activities prior to
license termination.

Supplies and utilities are estimated as 10% of base personnel costs. Environ-
mental monitoring costs are estimated assuming that the operational environmental
monitoring program is continued during the closure period. Total closure
costs are estimated at about $ 1 million.

4.1.2 High Scenario

In this scenario, a complete site restabilization program is assumed to be
carried out at site closure. This program serves to accelerate the compres-
sion of wastes and waste containers in the disposal cells. The program is
intended to enhance the integrity of the disposal cell covers and therefore
reduce the amount of water potentially infiltrating into the disposed waste.
The restabilization program involves: (1) stripping off the existing trench
caps, (2) use of vibratory compaction to accelerate disposal cell compression,
(3) backfilling the resultant compressed (depressed) areas, (4) reconstruction
of the trench caps, and (5) revegetation of the trench caps, including fertilizing,
seeding, and mulching.

The restabilization program is carried out as an addition to the decontamination,
demolition, and final waste disposal activities discussed for the low scenario.
Total closure operations are estimated to require approximately 4 years of
effort. This results in greatly increased closure costs as shown in
Table Q.8--i.e., up to about $3 million. Much of the additional costs are
caused by delaying site stabilization activities until closure. If the same
compaction and stabilization activities were carried out all through site
operations, then overall costs should be reduced.

4.2. Institutional Control Program

For;this appendix, institutional control-activities are assumed to be carried
out by an agency of the state in which the disposal facility is located.
Funds for institutional control are provided by a tax exempt sinking fund into
which: money is placed during site operations from a surcharge placed upon
waste. received at.the facility during the operating life. For this section,
estimated funding levels are presented in constant (1980) dollars. The effects
of interest and inflation are discussed in the next section.
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Table Q.7 Estimated Closure Costs--Low Scenario

I. Building Demolition -:--
$ ,

$300,000

II. Waste Disposal Materials and Survey

40,000 ft3 = 1133 m3 of waste, need 22,700 m3 of
disposal space, assuming 50% efficiency.
Assume one 7m X 47m X 8mtrench

a) Standpipes - : .
30 Ft of 6" p.v.c.,standpipe @ $2.45/ft
2 standpipes per trench - $300/trench
well casings @ $150/pipe.= $300/trench.

b) French drain
(.6 m x .6m x 47m) = 17m3 = 22 yd3

22 yd3 @ $5/yd3

$ 547

$ 2,582

c) Seed and mulch
0.12 acres @ $295/acre

d) Cornermarkers & monuments
6.67 ft2 x $18.30/ft2

* e) Surveyor
Surveys @ $60/hr
Assume 8 hrs/trench

III. - Personnel

1st year: 1 Site Manager ;
1 Foreman
2 Security .. -
1 Radiation safety officer
1 Radiation safety .-
technician . -

5 Semiskilled laborer
2 Unskilled.laborer

$ 35

$ 480

$ 480
* 1,294

40,000
28,000
24,000
35,000

14,000
75,000
20,000

* $236i000
ge;... .23,600
head .129,800

..$389;400

I - t ... ... I- . . .
.. I I . . . .

". Frinj
- I Overl

2nd year: 1 Site manager
1 Radiation safety -

technician
1 Semiskilled.laborer

- , 1
40;000

. - .. - - 14,000
* .... 15,000

- 69,000
Fringe 6,900

-,Overhead 37,950
: I I$113,850
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Table Q.7 (continued)

IV. Consumables

(10% of base personnel costs)
2 years: $ 30,500

V. Equipment

1 4W0 vehicle 24 months @ $"800/mo 19,200
1 Crawler tractor 6 months @ $4200/mo 25,200
1 Farm tractor 24 months @ $ 800/mo 19,200
1 Pan scraper' 12 months @ $750/mo 48,000
1 Pickup 12 months @ $750/mo 9,000

$120,600

VI. Environmental Monitoring

2 years @ $26,700/yr $ 53,400

Total $1,009,044

For the cost estimates, 3 levels of institutional control are assumed: a high
level, a moderate level, and a low level. For each level, costs are broken
down into two basic activities:

o recordkeeping and administrative support; and
o site surveillance and maintenance (assumed to be contracted by the

state agency to individuals or to a private firm)

Recordkeeping and administrative support costs are calculated by estimating
the number of man-hours required by the state to administer the institutional
control program for the facility. Administrative support costs include
personnel salaries, overhead, utilities, etc., and are basically an estimate
of the average cost to a government of one year's labor by a government employee.
At'the Federal level, administrative costs run at about $80,000 to $100,000
per man-year. State costs are generally lower and an approximate figure of
$50,000 per man-year is used in this appendix.

,The level of effort expended by the state is assumed to be a function of the
degree of stability of the facility, and the surveillance,'maintenance, and
monitoring activities required for the facility. In this appendix, the level
of effort is assumed to range from a quarter of a man-year to 3 man-years,
'depending upon the degree of site stability achieved.

Disposal facility surveillance and maintenance costs are calculated assuming
that a company or individuals are contracted by the state for surveillance,
maintenance, and environmental monitoring activities. These costs are assumed
to include costs for:
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Table Q.8 Estimated Closure Costs--High Scenerio

I. Building Demolition $ -300,000

II. Waste Disposal (Survey and Materials) .1, 294

I III. Restabil1ization

Total disposal area: 86 acres-= 348,000 m2 '

a) Strip cap (1 m)
348,000 m3 = 455,000 yd3

b) Vibratory compaction
assume one week per
trench

1 vibratory compactor
3 man crew

c) Replace cap (1.15 m)
400,200/rn 3 = 523,380 yd3

d) Compact Cap
@$0. 55/rn3

e) Vegetate
@$500/ acre

@ $0.75/yd3*

= 58 weeks
= 13 months, 2 weeks ''

F @ $1, 950/mo, '$675/wk*
@ $15/hr x 40 'hr/wk' ,

@ $0.75/yd 3 '

341,250

131,100

392,438

220,100

43,000
$1,127,888

-IV. Personnel

Year 1:

Years 2-3:
1 Site manager
1 Foreman
1 Radiation safety officer
2 Radiation safety technician
3 Semi-skilled laborer
3 Unskilled laborer

.

I : . : 1. $ 389,400

I.IFringe:

,Overhead: -

x 2 years

.40,000
.I. 28,000

-35,000
28,000

* -45,000
. .. -30,000

.-206,000
20,600

113,300
I 3 39,900

679,800

113,850
$1,183,050

Year 4: :
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Table Q.8 (continued)

IV. Consumables

(@ 10% of base personnel costs)

V. Equipment

$ 70,200

1 Crawler tractor 6 mo
1 Farm tractor 48 mo
I Pan scraper 6 mo
1 4WD vehicle 48 mo
1 Pickup 36 mo

@ $4200/mo
@ $800/mo
@ $8000/mo
@ $800/mo
@ $750/mo

25,200
38,400
48,000
38,400
27,000

$ 177,000

VI Environmental monitoring

4 years @ $26,900/yr
air sampler purchase and install

10 samplers @ $900/sampler

$ 106,800

9,000

air sampler analyses
10 samples x 50 samples/yr x $50/sampler
2 years @ $25k/yr

50,000
$ 165,800

Total: $3,025,232

W.R-ef . 5~.

0
0
0
0
0
0

personnel;
personnel fringe and overhead;
supplies;
equipment;
environmental monitoring sample analysis; and
contractor fees.

As long as the disposal facility is in a stable condition, then the institutional
control activities could involve persons whose role would be little more than
that of a caretaker. These activities could involve facility inspections,
collecting environmental samples for analysis, and minor maintenance (if
required) of fences, site grounds, and so forth. These activities would
probably require some, but not extensive, knowledge of radiation, radiation
safety, and radiation equipment.

However, if modest to extensive subsidence were a recognized problem, or if
there was concern that subsidence was a potential problem, then much greater
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experience with radiation and contamination control and radioactive waste
management would be needed. In these cases, a company experienced in radio-
active waste disposal -is assumed to be contracted to run the facility. The
need to employ the services of such a company and the need to employ the
company more-or-less-full time-at the facility results in considerable
additional expenses to the state. Expenses would include personnel payroll
and overhead, supplies, equipment and contractor's fees.

In this appendix, four levels of contractor's activities are ass-umed. A
six-man crew is assumed to be -associated with a relatively high level of
maintenance .activities. These activities do not, however, include potential
costs for occasional pumping of trench sumps, treating and solidifying any
liquid collected, and onsite disposal of solidified waste. A 4-man crew is
associated with a more moderate but still significant level of site maintenance.
There is projected to-be, however, little or no need for trench pumping
activities. The 2-man crew is associated with a low level of site maintenance.
Such maintenance activities may actually not be required; however, they are
conservatively included. As discussed above, the one-man crew is basically a
caretaker.

The personnel required for each crew are estimated in Table Q.9. As shown, a
6-man crew is estimated to involve total base personnel salaries of $109,000
annually, while the 4-man crew is estimated to involve total base personnel
salaries of $79,000. The 2-man crew-involves a base salary of $43,000 and
that of the caretaker, $20,000. There is also assumed for each crew a fringe
of 10% and an'overhead charge of 50%.

Supplies are-estimated by assuming that the costs for the supplies needed are
a fraction (10%) of the base personnel salaries. The more personnel are
required-to operate the site, the greater the outlay for supplies and utilities
is likely to be.

Equipment costs are geared to the level of effort by onsite personnel, and by
the size of the work crew.: Assumed-equipment use and charges-are illustrated
in Table Q.10. The 6-man work crew 'is'assumed to require a relatively high
level of equipment use while the 4-man crew is assumed to require a relatively
moderate level of equipment use. The 2-man crew is assumed -to only have very
low equipment requirements.

Environmental- monitoring costs are estimated by again assuming 3 levels of
environmental monitoring needs depending upon the stability of the facility--i.e.,
a high level, a moderate level, and a low level. A facility which requires a
great deal of maintenance would also require a high environmental monitoring
effort. This is because there are more activities at the site which might
involve handling radibactive'material ,in addition to- an inherent increased
level of concern regarding the long term -impacts of an unstable' site. On the
other hand, monitoring'costs would be expected to be significantly-reduced at
a stable-site. A summary of the types and frequencies of environmental
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Table Q.9 Personnel Requirements for Institutional Control

Level of Effort Personnel

High (6-man crew) 1 Site manager
I Health physics technician
3 Semi-skilled laborer
1 Unskilled laborer

$ 40,000
14,000
45,000
10,000

$109,000
10,900
59,950

Fringe :
Overhead:

$179,850

M~oderate (4-man crew)' 1 Site manager'
1 Health physics technician
1 Semi-skilled laborer
2 Unskilled laborer

$ 40,000'
14,000
15,000
10,000

$ 79,000
7,900

43,450

$130,350

Fringe :
Overhead:

Low (2-man crew) 1 Foreman $ 28,000
1 Semi-skilled laborer 15,000

$ 43,000
Fringe : 4,300
Overhead: 23,650

$ 70,950

Very Low (1-man) 1 Caretaker $ 20,000
Fringe : 2,000
Overhead: 11,000

$ 33,000
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Table Q.10 Equipment-Use During '
Institutional Control
(in months per year)

Level of Use

Equipment High Moderate Low

4WD Vehicle 12 0 0

Pickup 12 12 6

Crawler 6 0 0
Tractor

Farm 12 6 3
Tractor

Estimated $53,400 $26,400 $6,900
Costs

sampling assumed to be undertaken for each level of monitoring activity is
presented in Table Q.11, along with the overall estimated costs for sample
processing and analysis.

The fee is again assumed to'be a fraction of the contractor's total expenses
at the facility. In this case, as maintenance activities are assumed to
involve a relatively low level of business risks, the fee is assumed to be 10%
of the total expenses.

A summary of the costs over 100 years of institutional control (including state'
administration costs, as well as costs for site personnel, supplies, equipment,''
monitoring, and the constructor's fee) is presented as Table.Q.12. --As shown, ''
for each level of institutional control activities,-costs for-3 time--periods- -.

are presented. The time periods considered are 0 to 10 years, 11 to 25 years,
and 26 to 100 years. The different time periods are presented due to the
expectation that the disposal facility'would tend to naturally'stabalize over
time.' 'This Is similar to the approach taken by Battelle-Pacific 'Northwest
Laboratories (PNL) in NUREG/CR-0570 (Ref. 9).' However, NRC-'staff experience'
has been that initial subsidence at'disposal facilities is generally ': -
characterized by a7 to 10 year'time frame rather than a zero' to 5 year time
frame assumed by PNL.

The low level of maintenance costs are in thes'ame range as the PNL projections
for minimal long-term care costs at an eastern- site over 100'years; (Ref. 9).'
However the estimated costs may be conservatively high. As long as there is
some assurance'that the facility is in a stable condition, it may be possible
to get by with considerably less expenditures.'
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Table Q. 11 Estimated Long-Term Environmental Monitoring Activities

High Moderate Low

Sample No. of No. of No. of
Description Loc. Frequency Loc. Frequency Loc. Frequency

TLD* 30 quarterly 10 quarterly 0

Atmospheric 3 daily gross 1 daily gross 0
beta-gamma beta-gamma

weekly gamma weekly gamma
isotopic isotopic

Soil and 10 quarterly 10 semi- 10 semi-
Vegetation annual annual

Offsite 5 semi- 2 semi- 2 annual
Wells annual annual

Boundary 10 semi- 5 semi- 5 annual
Wells annual annual

Disposal 15 quarterly 15 semi- 5 semi-
Area Wells annual annual

Disposal 58 monthly 58 semi- 58 semi-
Trench Sumps annual annual

Estimated $19,200 $8,400 $3,100
costs

*Thermoluminescent dosimeter.

The estimated costs.for the high level of maintenance, however, may be too
low. For example PNL.has suggested a possible 25% contingency for unforseen
events-(Ref. 9). Unforseen events could include water management problems
ranging from periodic withdrawal of water from disposal trenches and solid-
ification, to large scale dewatering activities brought about by an extensive
occurrence of the bathtub effect.

Table Q.13 summarizes an estimate of the additional costs that could arise from
a relatively moderate scale water accumulation problem at the reference facility.
In-this case, a total of 25,000 gallons of water is assumed to be. pumped from
the disposal trenches per year. Leachate withdrawn from disposal trenches is
assumed to be solidified in cement (at a volume increase factor of 1.4)' and
disposed onsite. Costs for leachate solidification are estimated to be
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Table Q.12 Estimated Annual Institutional Control Base Costs

Contractor Costs ($x 1000 per year)

Level of
: Effort Adm Personnel Supplies Equipment Monitoring Fee Total

; .... High

0-10

- 11-25.

150 179.85
(high)

100 130.35
(mod)

10.9 .

7.9

53.4
(high)

19.2
(high)

26.3 439.65

26.4 19.2-
(mod) (oigh)

18.4 302.3

26-100 - 50 70.95
(low)

.4.3 6.9
( ow)

8.4
(mod)

9.06 149.6

Moderate -

0-10 100 130.35 7.9 26.4 . 19.2 18.4 302.3
(mod) - -(mod) (high)

11-25 50 70.95 4.3 6.9 8.4 9.06 149.6
(low) (low) (mod)

26-100 50 33 2.0 - 3.1 - 88.1
(care) - (nil) (low)

Low

0-10 50 70.95 4.3- 6.9 . 8.4 9.06 149.6
(low) (low) (mod)

11-25 25 33 2.0 - 3.1 - 63.1
(care) - (nil) (low)

26-100 12.5 33 2.0 - 3.1 - 50.6
(care) (nil),,. (low)
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Table Q.13 Small to Moderate Water Accumulation Costs

I. Personnel

1 additional semi-skilled laborer @ $15,000/yr $ 15,000

Fringe & Overhead $ 9,750

Supplies @ 10% $ 1,500

II. Solidification Equipment

Cement solidify into 55 gallon drums
@ 25,000 gallons per year, 1&4 VIF $2.50/gal* $ 62,500

637 drums @ $20/drum* $ 12,740
(Price includes equipment, cement, labor & fuel)

III. Disposal Trench Materials Costs

Continuously operated trench for 10 years
(2650 m3 disp. space).Trench dimensions =
8 m x 47 m x 8 m = 3008 m3 = 3934 yd3

a) Standpipes
30 ft. of 6" p.v.c standpipe @ $7/ft
2 standpipes per trench @ $210/pipe $ 420
standpipe casings @ $150/casing $ 300

b) French drain
(.6m x .6m x 47m) = 17m3 = 22 yd3

gravel fill @ $5/yd3  $ 177

c) Seed and'mulch
550 m2 = $ 40

d) Cornermarkers and monuments
Polished red granite: 6.7 ft2 @ $18.30/ft2  $ 122

e) Surveyor $ 480
$60/hr @ 8 hr/trench

Total: $ 1,539

Cost per year:
$ 154

IV. Disposal equipment**

1 panscraper, 6 months @ $8000/mo $ 48,000
pumping equipment, 12 months @ $500/mo 6,000
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Table Q.13 (continued) -

V.' Additional environmental monitoring

10 extra atm. samplers @ 50 samples/yr
100extra sump samples/yr.
$50/sample

- Subtotal:

~Q 0.
$1306000

. ... .t

'-_'$185,-644 - -

VI. ''Contractor's Fee
.. i ., -I .. 1 0

$ 18,564 I
$204,208' . Total per yr: ''

I . . ;, . . .

* ' Total operating costs over 10 years = $2,042,080

-'Purchase and install 10 atm samplers
@ $900 apiece = $9,000 Total'cost = $2,051',080 -

*Ref. 10.
**of R

approximately $2.50 per gallon, which includes installation costs and cement.
The figure $2.50/gallon to solidify leachate is on the low end of a range of
estimates of moderately sized cement'solidification systems'(maximum throughput
of 25,000 gallons) 'analyzed -by Dames and Moore (D&M) for use in solidifing -
evaporator bottoms'at"the Maxey Flats'disposal facility. ''(The costs ranged
from $2.25to-about $10 ,per' gallon) (Ref." 10). Costs fork55 gallon drums are
estimated at'$20/drim`(Ref. 10).'

Disposal trench materials costs are estimated by assuming a disposal trench'is
operated continuously over a ten year time period. To represent additional
equipment riquirements,'-'an additional rpin scraper is assumed to be'leased for
6 months'per year.

As-can be-seen, the costs of solidifying 25,000 gallons of'trench water'per
year would run about $204;208 per year or-a total of-$2,042,080 over 10.years.

The above costs are'for a moderate water accumulation problem"-involving ;
25,000 gallons per year over 10 years time, and assumes that the persons
maintaining.the-disposal 'facility'are'reasonably diligent in removing any
accumulated liquids. It is therefore instructive-to examinea potential 'case
in which for some reason liquids are allowed to accumulate over:several'years-
prior'to processing. 'This canoccur'at disposal facilities located in sites
having highly impermeable soils'as-has been previously experienced at Maxey
Flats and West Valley. : -
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Table Q.14 summarizes the potential annual costs associated with pumping,
processing, solidifying, and disposing of one million gallons of contaminated
liquid per year. As shown, the initial installation charge for an evaporator
and a demineralizer pretreatment system are estimated to be about $1.75 million,
as installed (Ref. 11), while the annual'operating charge is estimated to run
about $70,000 per year. The assumedevaporator is a 10 gpm forced circulation
evaporator/crystallizer having a volume reduction, factor of between 178-208
(Ref. 12). The $1.75 million purchase and installation cost does not include
the costs of any additional air cleaning system. Operating costs do not
include costs for replacing ion-exchange media in the demineralizer.

One million gallons of liquid processed per year is somewhat less than the
annual quantity of contaminated liquid presently processed at the Maxey Flats
disposal site (Ref. 12). Not all of the contaminated liquid processed at
Maxey Flats is leachate pumped from the disposal trenches. Some of it is
contaminated water-from within a storage tank berm area. However, all of the
liquid treated is treated as a direct result of the liquid accumulation problem
in the disposal trenches. As shown, processing costs carried out over a
number of years can grow to be quite expensive--e.g., 10 years of processing
would total about $8.5 million.

Experience has shown that unless steps are taken to reduce or eliminate the
accumulation rate, processing operations can continue over long time periods.
For example, leachate pumping and treating operations at Maxey Flats have been
carred out since 1973. However, it has only been within the last few years
that the contaminated liquid processing rate has been greater than the
accumulation rate (Ref. 12).

From Table Q.15, it can be seen that a complete site restabilization effort
carried out over approximately two years could cost in the neighborhood of
$1.7 million. This involves stripping off trench caps, compaction of the
wastes, replacing and compacting the cap, and placement of vegetation. An
extended period of intensive site surveillance would also probably be required
to assure that the restabilization program had eliminated the water accumulation
problem.

As long as the disposal facility is not.placed in a stable condition, additional
(contingency) long-term care costs can therefore range from approximately.
$1.7 million to $10 million. At a site with very permeable soils, water
accumulation may not be a special problem, and additional costs could be just
those associated with restabilization--i.e., $1.7 million ($167,800/yr). At'
sites with moderately permeable soils, additional long term costs could include
those for a moderate amount of liquid treatment and a restabilization program.

Assuming 10 years of moderate leachate treatment activities along with a
restabilization program,'total, contingency costs over 10 years could be as
much as 3.67 million ($367,000/yr). For disposal facilities with very
impermeable soils, experience has indicated that it is possible to create a
situation where an-extensive liquid treatment operation is required. Ten years
of such treatment combined with a restabilization program could increase costs
by about $10 million ($1,006,900/yr).
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Table Q.14 Pumping, Processing, and Solidifying Costs for-One Million
Gallons of Contaminated Liquid Per Year

I. Capital Costs

Purchase evaporator (Ref. 12)
Purchase ion-exchange pre-treatment system (Ref. 11)
Purchase and install 10 atm. samplers @ $900
apiece (Ref. 11)

II. Yearly Costs

1) Equipment
Lease pump & hose @ $500/month (Ref. 5)

2) Labor Costs
2 semi-skilled laborers @ $15,000

- 2 unskilled laborers @ $10,000.
30,000 + 20,000 =

$1,000,000
$ 750,000

9, 000
$1,759,000

$ 6,000

$ 50,000

Fringe
Overhead
Supplies

5,000
27,500
5,000

3) Treatment Costs
Volume reduction factor = 200
Ion exchange 1'E6 gal/yr @$0.10/gallon (Ref. 13)
Evaporate 1 E1 gal/year @ $0.35/gallon (Ref. 12)

$ 100,000
$ 350,000

4) Solidification
Solidify 5,000 gallons of concentrated
bottoms per year.---Assume-cement solidifi-
cation, with .1.4 VIF, @ $2.50/gallon
and $20 per 55-gallon drum

.728 drums
* Solidification:
''Drum Charge:

$ 12,500
I ' 2,545

5) Disposal Costs
7,000 gal solified waste per year requires
53 m3 of disposal space per year or 530 m3

of disposal space over 10 years. Assume'
continuously operated 4 m x 19 m xX8 m trench.

a) Standpipes
30 ft. of 6"1 pvc pipe @ $7/ft
2-standpipes'per trench @ $210/pipe
Standpipe casings @ $150/casing.

$ 420
$ ' 300
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Table Q.14 (continued)

b) French drain
(.6m x .6m x 19m) = 7m3 = 9 yd3
gravel fill @ $5/yd3 $ 72

c) Seed and mulch
154 m2 = 0.04 acre @ $295/acre

d) Cornermarkers and monuments
Polished red granite: 6.7 ft2 @ $18.30/ft2 $

12

122

e) Surveyor
$60/hr @ 8hr/trench

480

Total: $ 1406

Cost per year: $ 141

6) Disposal Equipment Lease
1 pan scraper: 12 months @ $800/mo (Ref. 5)

7) Additional Environmental Monitoring
10 samplers x 50 samples/yr
300 extra sump samples/yr
$50/sample analysis

Subtotal:

$ 9,600

$ 40,000

$ 608,286

Contractor's Fee @ 10%

Total Yearly Costs

Total Operating
Costs Over 10 Years:

Total Capital Costs:

Total Costs Over 10 Years

$ 60,829

$ 669,115

$ 6,691,150

$ 1,759,000

$ 8,450,150

5.0 FINANCING FOR CLOSURE AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL

The previous section investigated some scenarios for closure and institutional
control and estimated potential costs in 1980 dollars. Appendix K of this
environmental impact statement investigates a number of potential institutional
mechanisms for assuring the availability of funds for closure and long term
control. Some of the short-term (e.g., for closure) financial surety mechanisms
considered in Appendix K are:

o Surety bonds purchased by a disposal facility operator from a surety
company

o Cash deposits'to a state or federal agency

o Certificates of deposit
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Table Q.15 Site Restabilization Program

I. -' Restabilization '- '; I

(from Table Q.8)

-II. 'Additional. Personnel

.1 Foreman
1 Radiation safety officer
.1 Radiation safety technician
2 Unskilled laborer .

$1,127,888

'$ 28,000
35,000
14,000
20,000

$ 97-000
'9;700
53,350

$ 160 050
years -$ 320,100! - x2

III. Additional Equipment

: IV.
. .. .

V.

Additional Supplies .

Additional Environmental Monitoring
10 samplers @ 50 samples/yr
$50/sample x 2 years

0

$ 19,400

50,000

: ; S $1,517,388

Contractors Fee:
.I

$ ,151,739

.:
.. . I . .

Purchase andI.nstall-10 atm - -
samplers @ $900/sampler

:. . - . i . . . ,! ;" . ; ' ,,

.: $1,669,127

9 ,000
$1,678,127*

*If the restabilization program is combined with a moderate to large .water
accumulation.program, then additionalatmospheric samplers are already
included. In this case, total costs = $1,619,127.
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o Deposits of securities to a state or federal agency

o Secured interests in disposal facility operator's assets

o Letters or lines of credit from a financial institution

o Self-Insurance by the disposal facility operator.

Appendix K also investigates longer term financial surety mechanisms such as
the current most common arrangement--that is, depositing monies obtained as a
surcharge on received wastes into a state operated interest-bearing account.
Other potential long-term funding arrangements are also investigated.

The purpose of this section is to provide an illustration of the effect of
different funding arrangements (including different assumptions regarding
interest rates, inflation rates, and so forth) and thus help to place
Section 4 and Appendix K into better perspective. Actual funding arrangements
for a particular disposal facility are expected to be fairly complicated and
site-specific. A fairly simplified discussion, however, is provided below as
an illustration.

5.1 Background

The following subsection provides a background discussion of a number of
financial concepts used in this section. Much of the information in this
subsection was obtained from information in Appendix E of NUREG/CR-0570
(Ref. 9) and from DOE (Ref. 8).

One important concept is that of the present value of money. The concept of
present value allows a systematic treatment of the effects of expenditures,
costs, and receipts of revenue over different time periods. The value of
money changes as it is moved through time. In general, since presently
available money can be put to a useful purpose, money has a greater value in
the present than it would at some time in the future. For example, if S is
the effective earning rate or interest rate, then the present value of one
dollar due one year in the future is 1/(1 + S); similarly, the present value
of that dollar earned n years in the future is 1/(1+S) (Ref. 14).

In terms of long-term care costs, the present value of these costs is equal to
the capital required in a long term care fund. For example, assume that for
each year over a total of n years, a constant amount of money (C) is expended.
Then if the net rate of return on capital (the real interest rate) is equal
to r, the present value (P) of all future costs is (Ref. 8):

1- (l+r)n
P = C r

Assuming that C=$100,000 and n=100 years, then the present value of all future
costs as a function of alternative real interest rates are:
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P ($ million)

4.31
5.16
6.30
7.85

10.00
13.02
17.32
23.55
32.70 -

In the above example, the real interest rate is
rate minus the inflation rate divided by 1 plus

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

-0.5
1.0
-1.5
-2.0

defined as the nominal interest
.the inflation rate, or

i-j -. .
r = , where

1 + j

- - .the (nominal) interest rate, or the rate of return on capital invested
in normal securities (i.e., bonds, certificates of deposit',and
similar financial investments); and

j - the inflation rate, or the annual rate of i ncrease in cost of goods
and services,.as determined by one'or more of the nation's'economic
indicators.

This formula-istan approximation which is somewhat'of an overestimate when
inflation occurs early in'the time period of interestand somewhatof an
underestimate when inflation occurs toward the end of the.time period of
interest.

As shown, the value of the real.interest'rate has a'sign'ificant effect on'the
present value calculated. For-example, ata zero net interestrate'(interest
rate equals inflation rate), the'present value is merely'the'product of the
annual costs,($100,000):times the period of.interest (100 years), or $10 million.
At a net interest rate of..+1.0%,.'the'pressent-value"drops to $6.3.million; at a
rateof-+2%, the'present value dropsito $4.31 million. In other words, at'a
real interest rate.of +2.0%, a total'-capital of $4.31 million-is all'that is
needed to provide-for..$100,000 of long term care per year.over.100 years.' one
additional advantage oft-a.net interest rate of +1.0% or higher'is that.the..
present value does not increase .significantly for-timeperiods beyond 100 years.

*For example, if-(C) is still,$100,000, and if'r varies-between +1%'and +2.5%,
then the present value over different time,periods is as'follows: '
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Present Value ($ million) as
Function of R and n

r (%)

n (years) + 1 + 1.5 + 2 + 2.5

100 6.30 5.16 4.31 3.66
200 8.63 6.33 4.91 3.97
300 9.50 6.59 4.99 4.00
500 9.93 6.66 5.00 4.00
1000 10.00 6.67 5.00 4.00

106 10.00 6.67 5.00 4.00

At a negative real interest rate, an opposite trend is seen. For example, at
a rate of -1%, the present value is $17.32 million for n = 100 years. For the
same negative interest rate and a time period of 200 years, the present value
is $64.64 million; at 300 years, the present value is $193.91 million.

Determination of the long-term real interest rate is difficult. The real
interest rate is a function of the inflation rate and the nominal interest
rate and both of these rates fluctuate both over.time and'over different areas
'in the country. The interest rate, of course, varies depending upon the type of
security chosen. The inflation rate is a function of the manner'in which the
rate is calculated--e.g., the types of commodities or services examined when
calculating the inflation rate. For example, the change in the consumer
price index is one indicator of inflationary trends, and the gross national
product (GNP) deflator is another.

To illustrate, Table Q.16 is reprinted from the "Final Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Uranium Milling" (NUREG-0706) and provides-a comparison of
the long-term government bond rate, the changein the' consumer price index,
and the imputed real interest rate (Ref. 15). Table Q.17 is'reprinted from a
report prepared by the International'Research and Technology Corporation '
(IR & T) for EPA regarding financial mechanisms-for'hazardouss'waste disposal
facilities (Ref. 16). This table was computed'under different assumptions
than Table Q.16 and illustrates the real interest rate on'ten year U. S.
Government Securities from 1943 to 1967. These interest rates are seen'to-
fluctuate from -2.89% to +2.36% over a 25-year period, with an'average rate
of approximately zero. The 'periods having negative real, interest rates
coincide with periods which had a low inflation rate at the time the bond was
issued, with inflation'increasing rapidly over the'life of the bond. The
period having the high positive interest rate corresponds to a situation in
which inflation was higher at the time the bond was issued than over the life
of the bond.
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Table Q.16 Interest Rates, Inflation
Real Interest Rates*

Rates, and

Long-Term - Change in Imputed Real
Government Consumer Interest Rates
Bond Rates Price Index

Year (1+r) (1+i) (1+I)

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
JMEAN:1951-79
MEAN:1953-73

1.0257 1.079
1.0268 1.022
1.0294 1.008
1.0255 1.005
1.0284 .996
1.0308 1.015
1.0347 1.036
1.0343 1.027
1.0407 1.008
1.0401 1.016
1.0390 1.010
1.0395 1.011
1.0400 1.012
1.0415 1.013
1.0421 1.017
1.0466 1.029
1.0485 1.029
1.-0525 1.042
1.0610 1.054
1.0659 1.059
1.0574 1.043
1.0563 1.033
1.0630 1.062
1.0699 1.110
1.0698 1.091
1.0678 1.058
1.0706 1.065

;-1. 0789 - i 1.077,
1.0874 --'1.113
1.0488- -;J1.039
1.0437 - E_ .976->'

.9506
1.0047
1.0212
1.0204
1.0325
1.0156
.9987

1.0071
1.0324
1.0237
1.0287

:1.0282
1.0277
1.0281
1.0247
1.0171
1.0190
1. 0101
1.0066
1.0065
1.0138
1.0226
1.0009
.9639
.9806

1.0093
1.0053
-1.0018
' .9770
'1.0096

- 1.0184
I*, . - . I; . I, * . * -

., I . . . . . . I-. .

. t -

SOURCES: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical
Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to
1970, Bicentennial Edition, Part 2, (U.S..Government
Printing Office, Washington,"D.C.-), p. 1003;'
September 1975. -Board'of Governors'of'the'Federal'-
Reserve System, Federal Reserve Bulletin, March 1975,
p. A-30, June 1977, p. A-27. U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review,
February 1975, p. 117; February 1977, p. 117.
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Table Q.17 Real Interest Rate on
Government Securities

10-Year U.S.

Real
Year of Interest
Issue Rates

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

-2.89
-2.45
-2.34
-2.79
-1.74
- .16
- .04
- .76
- .59
.28
.68
.41
.62
.77

1.32
1.01
1.99
2.36
1.11
1.10
.55
.43

- .38
- .77
-1.14

*Derivation: real interest rate equals nominal interest rate
minus the inflation rate divided by 1iplus the inflation rate.
This formula is an approximation which somewhat underestimates
the real interest rate when the bulk of the inflation occurs
in the final years and overestimates when the inflation occurs
early in the life of the' bond.

Source: Nominal Interest Rates from Moody's Investor Services;
Inflation Rates from Economic-Report-of the President
(1977); derivation of real interest 'rates by IR&T.
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IR&T also examined the effect of the time period on determining the real
rate of return on' avariety of securities.- 'Table Q.18'is reprinted from the
IR&T report and illustrates the real rate of-return (as calculated-from-
their assumptions) on four securities; as calculated from the years 1960 to
1975, and 1965-1975. As shown, the real interest rate-can significantly
vary depending on the time period over which it is calculated. IR&T also
observes that the use of the period 1965 to 1975 may be historically misleading,
and states that other than the Great-Oepression, it'would'be difficult to find
a 10-year period over.which common-stocks-have performed more poorly than that
of 1965 to 1975. :IR&T observes that merely-changing the years considered to
the period 1967 to 1977 would significantly improve the performance of common
stocks.

-Table Q.18 Real Interest:Rates on Various Securities

1960-1975 1965-1975 -

Innn-Tcvm ~nunvanmant Rnnrle* - 1'7
! I . . ; ov-ty , mu -|l . V.. . &|s !. any~ -

. I

- ; State 'and Local Bonds**

-.. , . A,

- .44

-1.23

-2.12 I,
. . . I I .

- .84' ''

-2.01 *

. ' Corporate Bondst-

'Com"Mon Stockit

.52'

4.8

''Derivation: Inflation'rate based upon GNP. deflator,
nominal rates'of return as indicated
in footnotes below.

� i

*Federal Reserve.
*.*Standard & Poor's
-tMoodyls Corporate
ttStandard & Poor's
'and capital gains

15 Bonds., '-
Bond. ' '-
Composite (includes''dividends
or losses).

It would be a mistake to project negative interest rates extending over
extended periods of time such as 50 to 100 years. As stated by IR&T
(Ref.'16):: ',- , ,- ' ;

Current inflation rates are at historically high levels. It
probably would be a mistake to project inflation rates using
current inflation rates. Anylong-term inflation rate of -

over 10 percent would undoubtedly lead to reforms in both the
'tax system and in methods of indexing securities. As a '- -

result, 'it would be meaningless to attempt to calculate the
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effects of 50-year inflation rates of greater than 10 percent
even if they should occur.. It also may be noted'that if
long-term inflation rates of greater than 10 percent occur,
and no adjustments to-the financial system are made, then the
repercussions will extend far beyond trust funds for hzardous
waste disposal.

On the other hand, it would also be a mistake to project high real interest
rates (e.g., above 2%) for long time periods, especially when one considers
the potential effect of several years of inflation during the time period of
interest.

In the GEIS on Uranium Mill Tailings (NUREG-0706), NRC used a projected real
interest rate of one percent (Ref. 15). For their regulations on hazardous
waste management, EPA has determined that use of a zero real interest rate
would be appropriate (Ref. 17). However, in determining this rate, the effect
of trustee fees was considered. For large amounts of money, these fees can
average from 0.5% to 1% of the value of the principal. Such fees, however,
would not be applicable to a state-operated fund.

In their analysis of costs for decommissioning a reference burial ground, PNL
assumed a real interest rate of 2% (Ref. 9). This was based upon their
examination of the real rate of return on various securities. PNL states that
the average real return relative to the gross national product deflator on
3- to 5-year U. S. Government securities was 1.43% for the period 1961 to
1976. For the period 1963 to 1976, the average real return on AAM corporate
bonds was 1.95%. For the period 1953 to 1975, the average expected real
return on 9- to 12-month treasury issues relative to expected inflation rates
was about 2.2%. These figures were taken from the 1977 Statistical Abstract
of the U.S., and from a June 1977 article by Carlson in the American Economic
Review (Ref. 9).

Another consideration is that states may be restricted by law in the types of
securities which may be invested in. That is, securities'offering very high
rates of return may not be allowable. One analysis of a public trust fund (no
taxes), Illustrates this. At a high nominal rate of return of 10%, a low
nominal rate of return of 8%, an inflation'rate of'8%, and trustee fees of
0.9%, then the real effective rate of return for'the trust fund varies
from -0.8% (for a low rate of return) to +1% (for a high rate of return)
(Ref. 17).

All things considered, a real interest rate of about 1% is used in this environ-
mental impact statement. (At an average inflation rate of 9% and an average
interest rate of 10%, the real interest rate is calculated to be 0.92%)

5.2 Closure

As shown in Section 4.0, example closure costs at the reference facility could
range from a low' of $1 million (assuming relatively little site stabilization
work is performed at closure) to a high of about $3 million (assuming a great
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deal.of site stabilization work is performed at closure). These figures-are
in 1980 dollars and the actual closure costs would increase due to inflation.
The closure costs for a specific site, of course, are a function ofjthe site
eniviroonmenta'l:.characteristics, the facility design and operating practices,
-and'a number.of other factors. '

For this appendix',;the licensee is assumed to bear th'e costs of the disposal
facility. These costs are assumed to be passed on to the disposal facility
customer and are represented by a surcharge ($ per cubic meter of waste) on
the waste received at the disposal facility. Monies collected through this
surcharge mechanism are assumed to be set aside and invested. For example, if
a fixed sum (R) is invested into a sinking fund at-the end of each year for 20
years (the operating life of the facility), the money accumulated at the end
of this time period should be equal to the closure costs (C ). The relation-
ship between R and Co is given by (Ref. 16): 0

i:

R =C 0  where

IT

(1.1) 0-1

i = the average interest rate over (IT0) years

IT = the operating life'of the facility

The total costs to the disposal facility customer due to the surcharge is
then 20R.

The closure costs, however, are not'the costs calculated in 1980 dollars but
the 1980 costs inflated'to the time of closure. For example, if closure'costs
in 1980.dollars are C8-, and AnTflation averages j 9% over IT -= 20 years,
then the costs of closure at the year'2000 is: 0 years,

Co =C 8 0 (1 + j)ITo
- 20-

= C8 0 (1.09) ;

5.60! C8 0. -

Combining equations, the assumed closure surcharge'(CS) may be approximated
as:

ITo s
IT0  (1+j) o C80 i

CS= --
- ; V - ITl
~w [(+)o1
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There may be a danger,' however, that if the disposal facility were to close
prematurely, there may be insufficient funds to effect closure. Therefore, in
this appendix the projected'costs for closure' are assumed to be projected by a
financial assurance mechanism obtained by the licensee.' There is, of course,
a fee for financial assurance mechanisms such as surety bonds or letters of
credit. This fee is again assumed to be passed onto the disposal facility
customer. The total unit costs ($/m3) for this fee (CF) may be approximated
as follows:

'IT0 IT
CF =- C8 0 (1 + j) o f, where

Vw
w

f = annual fee for assuring the availability of closure funds.

The total unit closure costs (UCC) are then given as

UCC = CS + CF

IT0  ( 1+D)IT 0 CSO f

= f +

VW [ijITol

In the case of the reference facility', two closure scenarios are presented: a
low scenario which illustrates costs associated with a situation in which most
of the closure activities are carried out during site operations', and 'a high
scenario which illustrates costs associated with a situation in which more
extensive site activities are carried out during closure. In this case, these
extensive'activities' are illustrated by the assumption of a completesite
restabilization program. As discussed'earlier in Section 4.0, costs (1980
dollars) on the order of $1 million are associated with the low closure
scenario, while costs on the order of $3 million are associated with the high
closure scenario.

Assuming that the average inflation rate is 9%, the average interest rate is
10% and the disposal facility is operated for 20 years, than the closure
surcharge for the low closure scenario is about $1.96/M3 ($0.06/ft3). The
closure surcharge for the high closure scenario is about'$5.87/m3 ($0.17/ft3).
Similarly, assuming an effective security bond cost of 1.5%, total costs of a
surety mechanism over 20 years would total approximately $1.68 million for the
low scenario and/or approximately $5.04 million for the high scenario, assuming
an average inflation rate of 9%. This corresponds to unit surety fee costs of
$1.68/m3 ($0.05/ft3) or $5.04/M3 ($0.14/ft3), respectively.' These costs would
be passed on to the disposal facility customer. It is apparent that disposal
facility operating practices in which a low level of activities is required
during facility closure would tend to reduce costs to the facility customer.
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A'low planned level of effort at site closure also helps to' provide greater
ass'Vrance that sufficient funds will be'available for closure. This involves
less 'r'isk to the site owner, and'also to the disposal facility operator.' This
practice' also provides''greater assurance'that the site is in a stable condition
prior to license termination. By incorporating disposal facility operating
practices whereby efforts are made to place the facility into a stable condition
as the'site is operated, several years'of observation will be'available to assess
overall site stability. On the other hand, if an extensive restabilization
program is implemented 'during closure, then there would be less assurance that
the facility is in a stable condition prior to license termination.

5.3 Institutional Control

Institutional control'costs are calculated assuming that money is'collected'as
a surcharge on'waste received'at the'faicility and deposited-in a-state-operated
sinking fund. As -discussed earlier,' for each level of'institutional control
(high,' midderate,'and low), costs are divided into 3 time periods': zero to'
10 years, 11 to 25 years, and 26 to-100 years. Estimated basecosts in 1980'
dollars for these time periods for each of the three levels considered are
presented in Table 11. As discussed earlier; there are also contingency costs
which could be added to the base costs.- These contingency costs are a function
of assumed site-specific conditions and are applied over the first (0-10 years)
time period when a high level of maintenance is most expected.

To calculate'the present value of the 100-year institutional control
1980 dollars, the following equation is used (Ref. 10): ;

10 (,+jn 25 (,+j)n 100 n

PV8= Ca L- + Cb ( + C E , w
(1+1i)n n n

costs in

her
bhere

I 1-.L I -. 1 II-

i = nominal interest rate

j = inflation rate

C =a

ar an isuo o .c v

average annual institutiona7'contr'ol costs over the first ten years.

C = average annual institutional control costs over years 11 to 25.
b a

Cc = average annual institutional cont'rol costs over years 26 to 100.

Under the assumption'of a high level of maintenance activities,

Ca = C a(base) + C (contingency), where C a(contingency) is a function of

site specific conditions and is estimate'd based upon the degree of
-potential water accumulation problems at the disposal facility.
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As stated above, PV80 is in 1980 dollars. However, institutional control does
not start until aster the site is closed. Therefore, PV80 should be inflated
by a factor (1+j) , where m is the time period between the time the facility
opens and the time the closure period is ended. That is, m = ITo + ITc, where

IT0 is the period of operation and ITC is the period of closure. Assuming an

operating period of 20 years and a closure period of 2 years, then in this
case m = 22 years. Therefore, the amount.that must be accumulated in the
sinking fund to pay for institutional control costs is:

( 1+J)m PV80

During the operating life of the site (IT years), funds are placed into the
sinking fund at a rate of R dollars-per year, which is obtained as a surcharge
on waste delivered to the site during the operating period. During the closure
period, no waste is received and so no surcharge is collected. However,
interest is still being accrued upon the funds deposited into the sinking
fund. To a first approximation, therefore:

TI

8  ( 1+j)m =R (N) - ( I) c

The total amount of money that must be deposited into the sinking fund is
therefore 20R. Dividing 20R by the volume of waste received at the site over
20 years (this is one million m3 of waste for the reference case) gives the
unit long-term care costs in dollars per unit volume of waste. Adding the unit
capital costs, operational costs., closure costs and institutional control costs
gives the total unit disposal costs.

Combining the above terms, the unit institutional control cost (LTC) is equal to:

m
LC=ITO PV8o ( 1+i ) i

LTc = ,where

V E1+l) (1+i) I c
w

10 (,+j)n 25 (I+j)n 100 (1+j)n

PV80 = Ca E + Cb E ~ + Cc , where
(,in (1in (+

n=i (1+1) n=11 (1+) n=26

m - IT0 + ITc, and.

VW= the total volume of waste delivered to the disposal facility.
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An example of institutional control costs can be calculated~for the reference
facility. For the purposes of thisicalculation, the following assumptions are
made:

i =10%;
j = 9%;
IT =- 20 years; and

.0
ITc - 2 years.

Assuming a high level of institutional control costs and a moderate contingency'
level,

C = $439,700 + 367,020 806,720

C. - $302,300

Cc = $149,600; then

LTC = $ 34.6 million.

This corresponds to a unit institutionallcontrol cost of $34.6/M3 ($0.98/ft3).

However, if through improvements in waste form and packaging, as well as
improvements in facility design and operation, a low level of institutional
control was required, then the costs wduld total approximately $8.5 million.'
This corresponds to a unit institutional control cost of $8.50/ m3 ($0.24/ft 3).

For this example, the difference between institutional control costs between a
stable and an unstable site is therefore on fthe order of $0.74/ft3.: -Assuming
that these costs are passed on to the customer, then any efforts to improve
the stability of the disposal facility at lea'st' up to $0.74/ft3 would tend to
have an overall reduction in costs to a disposal facility customer. A more
important consideration, is the relative magnitude of the estimated long-term
costs--i.e., $34.6 million vs $8.5 million. There is a hazard that if 'the
disposal facility closes earlier than expected,' then'sufficientfunds may not
have been accumulated to provide for all long-term care activities. This can
result in a burden to future generations. Obviously,'there is a muchigreater
risk of long-term burden if the facility is in an unstable condition rather
than a stable condition. ''

6. SUMMARY

The preceeding sections presented'some-assumptions and calculational procedures
which may be used in this environmental'impact statement to determine costs
for siting, designing, constructing, operating, and closing a radioactive
waste disposal facility, as well as costs for 100 years of long-term care.
The costs are calculated in three segments: -v

1. Capital costs, which include costs associated with siting, designing,
licensing, and initial construction of the facility.
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2. Operational costs, which include costs associated with receipt and
disposal of waste, as well as construction of disposal cells.

3. Postoperational costs, which include costs for (a) facility closure,
and (b) institutional control by a site owner.

To calculate total capital and total operational costs, "direct" capital and
operational costs are first estimated. These costs are then each multiplied
by parameters which account for additional indirect costs, cost of money, con-
tingency and profit.

Postoperational costs are broken up into closure costs and institutional
control costs. Closure costs are calculated assuming that adequate funds for
closure are provided for by the licensee through use of an investment fund
(represented as a surcharge on received waste). The availability of funds for
closure is assured by a mechanism such as a surety bond. As discussed in
Appendix K, there are a number of mechanisms which could be used to provide
adequate assurance for site closure. The costs associated with these mechanisms
are expected to be in the neighborhood of one to two percent of the principal.
Institutional control costs are calculated based on the assumption that a
state-operated sinking fund is established and that a surcharge is levied upon
the waste received at the disposal facility on a cost per waste volume arrangement.

Total unit disposal costs (UDC) are therefore calculated as:

UOC = UDC + UDC0 + UDC

UDCC = capital unit disposal costs

= 10.38 (direct capital costs)/Vw

UDC 0 = operational unit disposal costs

= 1.56 (direct operational costs)/Vw

UDC = postoperational unit costs
p

= (closure costs + institutional control costs)/Vw.

IT IT
IT0  (1+j) o C80  | + ITi PV80 (l+J)m

VW [(1+i) ITo-1 ] VWE(l+i)ITOl)] (1+i) IT0

Vw = Volume of waste received over ITO years (in m3 or ft3)

IT0 = site operational life (years)

ITc = closure period (years)

m = ITo + ITc
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C80 = closure costs (1980 dollars)

i"= nominal' interest rate (expressed as a decimal.- e.g., 9% = 0.09)

j = inflation rate (expressed as a decimal)

f= annual fee for assuring availability of closure funds (expected
to be a few'percent per'year and expressed as a decimal).

PV80  present value of institutional control costs in 1980 dollars

10 n 25 (1 ~n 100 (+)n

-. a: - + b E , + Cc I -

n=1 n=11. n=26

Ca = average annual costs over first 10 years (1980 dollars)

= Ca(base) + C (contingency)

C* aver

Cb average annual costs 'over years 11 to 25 (1980 dollars),

C =,average annual costs over years 26 to 100 (1980 dollars).

For the purposeszof this environmental impact statement, contingency costs are
optional but w'hern implemented are assumed to occur when a-high, level of main-
tenance is assumed to be required at the site. These costs are assumed to
occur'during the:first._10 years of the:institutional control period and are a
function of.site,specific-.conditions.,'For-the purposes of this-impact statement,
3 types of contingency actions are estimated:

1. For sites having verypermeable soils, a complete site restabilization
program. ' .

2. For sites having-moderately-permeable soils, a moderate water.accumula-
tion problem (25,000,gallons per year) plus a complete.site restabili-
zation program.

3.. For sites having very impermeable soils, an extensive water accumu-.
lation problem (one~'million'gallons-of-contaminated liquid processed'
per year) plus a complete site-restabilization program.

The-above :equation which determines-unit disposal costs is used in this environ-
mental impact statement to helpestimate costs of a number-of alternatives for
management of radioactive waste. Appendix E 'contains a 'summary of the unit
disposal costs for. the' reference facility.. Appendix F analyzes the- effect of
options on disposal facility 'design mand 'operation on unit capital and unit
operational costs.
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